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PREFATORY NOTE. 

~ HIS little book is the outcome of three lectures delivered 
~ by Mr. Slesser at our Summer School in 1918. Apart from 
the verbal alterations aod tbe touohing .. up of pbrueology iodiapens
able in the tranaformatioD of lecture Dotel into 8 book, the 1ectures 
are here reproduced in their original form. Mr. StesKI', .rter 
preparing hi. MS., very kindly presented it to the College, a11d the 
Council at once decided thllt they could DOt do better than to 
publish it .8 • new volume in the Reorg&.nieatioD of Indultry lerie •• 

THB connection between Trade Union law and the reorganisation of 
industry may, perhaps, at firlt sight leem a little remote. But the 
Trade UniOl1l will play • very prominent part in helping to bring about 
tbe iDdullrial change. of the future, and in any atate of society we are 
likely to He for a long time to come they are certain to bold an 
important pontioD. It ii, therefore, asentiat that Trade Unionists 
should be acquainted with the relations of Trade Unions to the 
State and to the aoeial and industrial SY8tem of which they form a 
part, and for thia a knowledge of Trade Union law is indispensable. 

A VSRY important feature of Mr. Sle .. e .... book i. tbat it begins by 
.tating in the cleareat language .ome of the fundamental principle. of 
law, for, .8 be lay': HIt ia Icarcely pOlsible for Trade Unionists to 
bope to undentand tbe lawai it particularly affectl them, unless they 
have some clear notion of the principles underlying the general law of 
the land." The study of Trade Union law is no very easy task, as 
Trade Union officiall know, but they, .. well al the members of Trade 
Uniolll generally, will find in Mr. Sieller', little book Dot merely aD 
outline clearly and very auraotiveIy drawn, but a key to the wider· 
study of the lubject in the more elaborate works. Studenta of Trade 
Union law all over the country will, I feel sure, join with RUBkin 
iCollege in the thank. which it offer. to the author for his generous gift. 

H. SANDERSON FURNISS, 

Oxford, July, 1919. 

I 

Principal of Ruskin College. 
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I. 

Trade Unions and the Law of Contract~ 

1. INTRODUCTORY. 

It is scarcely possible for a Trade Unionist to hope to under
stand the law as it particularly affects him, unless he has some 
clear notion of the principles underlying 1ihe general law of the 
land. Indeed, all particular studies of special bmnches of law 
demand such a general knowledge, but in the case of Trade Union 
law the need is even greater, and for this reason, that Trade 
Unions by their very nature and activities have been brought 
into can1lict with the general law more than any other type of 
association, and, as their power has increased, special legislation 
has been passed for their protect.ion, which must remain largely 
unintelligible t<> those who do not realise in what manner the 
general law interfered with their aspirations in the past. 

Law as a whole can be distinguished from social convention 
or morality by the fact that it ha!! attached to it what baa been 
called a sanction-a consequence, that is, which may follow its 
obedi~ce or disregard, enforceable by the executive of 1ihe stat.>. 
Thus it is honourable to pay on"'s gaming debts, but if a man 
1sils to do so the law will not compel him, for a gaming debt is 
only a .. debt of honour," a social obligation. But if a man fail 
to pay a debt incurred for goods sold to him a judgment of the 
Court may follow which may result in the seizure of hiS property. 
or, in the case of contumacy, in the detention of his person. 

Law thus regarded as an <nforceable obligation may be 
divided into various classes, according to its origin or its nature. 

The origin of law may be found in two sources; first, law may be 
I the creature of an Act of Parliament or of a regulation made by 
, the authority of an Act of Parliament, or, secondly, it may arise 

through. judicial decision_ The first of these we call statute, the 
latter non-statute law. 
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2. STATUTJ,; LAw. 

Statute law is to be found primarily in Acts of Parliamenh. 
Acts of Parliament are declared to' be passed .. by the Xing'. 
Most Excellent l\{ajeshy, by and witb the advice a.ild cOnsenh of 
tbe Lords Spiritual and Temporal and Commons in Parliament 
assembled." Sucb laws are thus actually the decision, ah most, 
of som .. one tbousand three bundred men, of whom about balf
tbe Commons-are eleched to legi&lato. The Lords were formerly 
two Sepa.rato esbtes-the p"".-;. Spiritual (Archbishops and 
Bisbops) and tbe Peers Temporal-but they are now to all intonts 
and purposes one House. With the exception of the Bishops and 
four law lords, and perhaps a hundred Irish Peers and sixteen 
Scottish ones, who are elected ,from their respective special 
peerages, the rest, about four hundred, have been eitber creatod 
themselves or owe their right to legislata to hereditary descenh. 

Like the Commons, the House of Lords may originate Bille, 
which then pass to the other House far consenh. The only limita· 
tion to this power is that by an old convention they ma.y not 
originate or amend Bills dealing with finance, except with hhe 
sanct.iOiJ of the Commons. 

By the Parliament Act of 1911, if they rejech a Bill on two 
occasions against the wishes of the Commons it may become law 
without their consent. 

'J.'be functions of the King, the third person of the legislative 
trinity. are now confined to a formal approval approving of the 
action of the Houses. • 

.-I.cts of Parliament, passed as we have described, override all 
other kinds of law. That is what is meant by saying that Parlia· 
ment is so,·ereign. But this does not mean that the Courts of Law 
will not" intarpret" what Parliament haa said. Parliament 
b-equently passes legislation which is ambiguous in its meaning, 
or sometimes one Act actually contradicts another. eo that, even 
in statuta law, the Courts have the laat word. 

Apart from direct Acts of Parliament, it bas been the practiee 
of recent years to pass genera( Acts enabling Exeeutiw OfficerR 
or Boords to draft Orders under an Act wbicb then tbemselves 



have the effect of law, 80 long, that is, 'IS they do not exceed in 
aoope the powers which the Act has devolved upon them. Such 
statutory pow""" and Orders, such as those, for ex&mple, which 
have passed under the Munitions or Defence of the ReaJm AciB, 
&fIord examples of what is called sub-legislation. 

The principal statutes immediately affecting Trade Unions to 
which we shall refer later &re:

The Trade Union Act, 1871 ; 
the Trade Union (Amendment) Act, 1876; 
the Trade Union Act, 1913; 
the Trade Union (AmaIg&matlon) Act, 1917; together with 
the Conspiracy &nd Protection of Propel'tJ Act, 1876; 
&nd the Trade Disputes Act, 1906. 

Of other statutes, we may notice the Employers' Liability Act, 
1880; the Factory Act, 1901; the Workmen's Compensation Act, 
1906 ; the National Insurance Acts; and Munitions of Wa.r Acts. 

3. NON-STATUTE LAW. 

The earlier &ouree of law, however, i. not found in Pa.r!i&ment 
at all .. Long before Parli&ment was founded the King's Judges 
were interpreting what they believed to be the common law of the 
land, and this interpretation of the common law continued, and 
oontinues to-d&y side by side with the interpretatiOn of the law 
as laid down by Parliament. 

Non-etatute law may be divided into two c\&SSes, common law 
and &luity. The former is older and more rigid, being the 
Judges' opinion of what the old common custom of the country 
is. while equity, which was adJninistel'ed by an official of the 
King-the Chancellor-and is now administered by the Judg .... 
varied and mitigated the rigid uniformity of the common law in 
peculiar CII888. Thus equity was more an exception&!, common 
law more th" normal, law, but both Judges and Chancellor 
became guided by precedent and followed almost slavishly former 
decision., so that really there was little difference between equity 
and common law. Finally, in 1873, by the Judicature Act, the 
two kind. of law were &malgamated, &0 that their differences 
need not further detain ua. 
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Thus to-day we have both statute law and common law 
(including equity). Both enter into nearly every legal problem, 
and therefore in every case we have to consider:-

(1) What was the old oommon law? 
(2) How has statute altered It? 
(8) How hall'e the Jndges Interpreted the law? 

4. CASE I,A W AND CODa LAW. 

It ;., only in the British Empire and in the United States that 
the Judges will follow in a subsequent case the earlier "decision 
of an equal or superior Court, tha decision of the House of Lords 

"in this country, and of the Privy Council in Colonial appeals, 
being finaJ and conclusive. On the Continent the laws are, as 
it is said, cOdified, and the decision of one judge, that a particular 
set of facts brings a case within one article of a code, will not 
prevent another judge placing the case under another article, 
with different results." The English law is more difficult to under
stand, as not only the statutes, which correspond to the code, 
have to be understood, but a.!so all the legal interpretations. None 
the less, Continental law is reaJIy more unoertain, because 
a.!though a code seems at first sight more definite than case law, 
the decision in each case depends much more upon the 
idiosyncrasy of the particular judge. 

5. CIVIL AND CamIl'-'L LAw. 

We must, therefore, endeavour to ascertain what is the posi
tion of Trade Unions at common law in order to find out to wh'" 
extent the statutes to which we have referred have altered their 
legal status. But before we proeed to do this, it is necessary 
to consider the general law as it may he divided according to ita 
nature rather than according to Its ongin. 

From this standpoint the law falla broadly into two claesee, 
the crimina.! and the civil law_ 

We have seen that what distinguished law from morality or 
social convention was the presence of a matenal sanction, and i. 
is the difference in the nature of this sanction which distinguishes 
criminal from civil law. 
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'rhus in the caae of the criminal law, the action arises through 
.. 

"'hat the common law or Parliament haa decided is an offence 
against the State. The King is the prosecutor, though the pro· 
secution may be on the institutioti of a private person, and the 
conviction results in penalty. either a fine or imprisonment. 
Civil law is concerned with the enforcement of a right or pre
vention of a wrong as between one person and another. Judgment 
against an unsuccessful party usually takes the form of damages, 
or an injunction restraining the commission of some act, or an 
order for specific performance. It is onlv in civil law tbat equity 
takes a part. 

6. CONTRACTS ANn TORTS. 

Alt40ugh criminal law is concerned with offences against the 
State, a person who is injured by another's act may himself also 
have a remedy against the inJurer in a civil action. Such an 
action is called a Tort, and the right to it arises altogether apart 
from any special agreement made between the parties .. Thus every 
one at common law has generally a right to the security of his 
person, his property, snd his reputation, If I 86Sault him or 
take away his goods or his character, be may sue me in tort 
for assault, trespass, or libel respectively, 

In these cases a corresponding liability will often exist to be 
prosecuted criminally for assault, larceny, or libel. In. either 
case a general wrong is done, and the difference is in the method 
of its redres&. . 

Tbere is, however, another class of legal right which arises-
not spontaneously, through the existence of rights and obliga
tions which are always binding upon citizens--but through a 
voluntary arrangement made between rersons. Such voluntary 
arrangements are called Contracts. ... 

Now, in 80 far all torts and crimes arise apart from the direct 
wishes of the persons affected by them, .no person can be liable 
unless he, commit a specific tort or crim"'e which h ... been so 
declared by common law or statute, but, since contracts are 
voluntary arrangements, made ... the parties wish, the number 
of varieties of them is almost infinite. Another distinction 
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ImslDg out of the difference between torts BIld contracts is that 
in the former case the damages which may he awarded are, as a 
rule, unlimited in amount, smce they are of a semi.penal kind. 
On the other hand, in the case of actions for breach of contract, 
the damages are usually liurited to the loss actually sustained 
by the breach. 

7. THE LAW OF CONTRACT. 

We must next pay a little closer attention to those voluntary 
agreements which are called contracts, for, while ",very COil· 

ract is a voluntary agreement; it is not every agreement which 
will constitute a contr8ct. Contracts may be unilateral or 
bilateral, that is, they may be of a form in which A agrees to 

do something for B, but B does nothing in return for A; or both 
A and B may mutually agree. to-do somjthing for one another. 

In the unilateral case there IS, as lawers say, .. no considera· 
tion "-that is, while A has bound himself to B, B has not 
given any corresponding undertaking to A, BIld, generally speak. 
ing, such agreements are unenforceable at law, unlees t1tey are 
specially .. sealed, signed, BIld delivered." An agreement of a 
workman, therefore, to labour Wlthout receiving BIly wages HI 
unenforceahle for want of conSIderation, unless the workman 
agrees under seal to labour, which is not a very probable event. 

But in the case of bilateral contracts, as where one agrees to 
work and the other to pay, there 18 consIderation, BIld the contract 
is enforceahle at law, and da,n';ages may he obtained for its 
breach. The law pays no attention to the adequacy of the con· 
sideration. A farthing would be sufficient on the part of the 
employer to bind the bargain, but some consideration, however 
amall, unless the contract is under seal, must exist. 

Next. in order to make a binding contract, it is essentisl tbat 
there be a real. agreement between the parties. In certain COD· 

tracts BIl agreement must be in writing, as when the agreement 
is a contract of service for more than one year. This obligation 
has heen imposed by a statute as old as tbe time of Charles n., 
known as The Statute of Frauds. A few contracts must even be 
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under seal, but, by common law, contracts need not be·in writin!.. 
indeed, theyneed not even be made byword of mouth, and in m";y 
caaes a contract has been presumed from conduct or custom alone. 
Thus, without. a word spoken, a man may enter an omnibuS; here 
is an offer on the part of the OmnIbus company to carry passengers 
for hire which is accepted by the traveller entering the omnibus. 

In some cases trade custom will decide the rate of wages to 
be paid when once the offer of employment has been accepted, 
or Ii sPecial agreement may !>e made which will override a trade 
custom. 

The right to notice terminating a contract may also be a 
matter of custom or special agreement. All these cases are 
examples of the multifarious nature of contracts. 

Thirdly, a contract may have been agreed to by the 
mlarepresentatlon or deceit of one party. rrhis may be a reasOn 
for the Court setting the contract aside, or it may be obtained by 
what is called undue influence, as where a guardian persuades his 
ward, or a solicitor his client, to ent .. r into a disadvantageous 
contract or by duress. These may, under the circumstances, be 
set aside by the Court. Infanoy, lunacy, and drunkenness may 
also affect the validity of a contract. 

It Is llery Important for our purpose to realise that the economio 
position of the employer has neller been regarded by the common 
law ee a ground for setting aside as unfair the contract of semoe 
on the soore of undue Influence or dUl8sa. 

This refusal of the common law has given rise to various 
methods whereby statutes have endeavoured to prote9t the 
worker. Thus at common law an employer may pay his workman 
in kind; by food, clothing, etc.,. instead of wages, or may impose 
upon him a liability to be fined. These powers are taken away, 
from the employer to some extent by the Truck Acts, but the 
power of the employer to make unfair contracts is not resh'icted 
~ common law when once agreement has been proved. The 
eco;nomic circumstances which may have produced the agreement 
are not, as a rule, recognised by the common law. 
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8. ILLEGAL AND UNLAWFUL CONTRACTS. 

Even when full agreement h88 heen reached, however, there 
are oe.rtaln types of oontl'llllt which the Colll'ts wUl I'IIfuse to 
wore8-

These contracts are said to be- illegal or unlawful, and the 
grounds on which the Courts refuse to interfere are those of public 
policy. 

Thus, by statute, contracts arising out of gaming transaction. 
and horse racing cannot be enforced in a Court of law. The 
Courts will refuse to recognise them. So also at common law, aD 
agreement to marry some other lady after the decease of a living· 
wife is illegal, that is, it is unenforceable. 

Unlawful contracts, on the other hand, are not only not enforce
able, but are positively criminal; they are agreements to do an 
unlawful thing, and are known in law as conspiracies. 

Having said this much, we must now apply the doctrine of 
illegality and unlawfulness of contract to ·Trade Union activity, 
for the work of Trade Unions is closely connected with one type 
of activity which is illegal, if not unlawful, at common law, 
namely, that which is known as Restraint of Trade. 

9. RESTRAINT OF TRADE. 

Generally speaking, an agreement which forbids persons to dis
pose of their labour or their capital 88 they will, apart from tiJ., 

necessary limitation arising out of the actual terms of an existing 
contract, may be void and unenforceable, on the ground of its 
being in restraint of trade. Thus A may agree to work for B, and 
during that period he may bind bimself not to work for aoother 
man, but for A to agree with B that after he has left B's employ
ment he will not work for C, D, or E may he void 88 being in 
restraint of trade. 

It is not e\'ery agreement in restraint of trade which is void. 
A, while working for B, may acquire special l-now!edge which 
B may wish to prohibit him from aft<lrWards selling to C to B '8 

damment. 
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The questioD t.o be decided is whether the I'8IItraInt uoeedi 
what is _nahle. 

The question of reasonahlenees, however, scarcely &riees in 
Trade Union action, for nearly every Trade Union cla.ims the right 
to interfere with employment and to prevent its memhers working 
where there is a trade dispute, or where proper rates are not paid, 
and sue h interferences constitute in nearly every case at common 
law an .. unreasonable .. restraint of trade. 

It was decided as early as the reign of Henry V. that a cont..-act 
imposing a general restraint of trade was void. 

A Trade Union, of course, is a society having many objects: it 
is only the .. trade" objects which ...... in restraint of trade, and 
so iUega.!. Whether these objects are so vital to the union as to 
make the whole society a society in restraint of trade, and thus 
make the whole union illegal, that is, an outlaw at common law, 
must depend upon the rules of the particular union in queetion. 

As a matter of fact, however, of the Trade Unions whos" 
legality has been threatened on this point-there. have been over 
30 cases in the High Court on this matter-in only four instances 
has [t been held that the rules in restraint of trade were severable 
from the rest, so that the society as a whole was legal at common 
law, one of these being the old Amalgamated Society of Railway 
Servants, so that as a rule most Trade Unions are, at common 
law, illegal societies. 

Where the lawful rules are so fnutrlcably mixed' np with rul ... 
. that are illegal as being in restraint of trade, the society is unlaw
ful as, a whole. The principle on which an association may be 
pronounced unlawful depends (1) on whether the purposes for 
which the association is formed are unlawful; (2) on whether the 
means whereby its purposes are effected are unlawful; and (8) 
assuming either of the foregoing to be unlawful, on whether the 
illegality be of such a kind 8S to taint the whole constitution of 
tJlS association and to make it an unlawful associatioo, If rules 
which characterise what the object of the association is indicate 
that the object, or the method of pursuing it, is inconsistent with 
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pUblic interest, then the character of such rules taken as a whole 
is such as to render unenforceable the individual rules, which 
would otherwise have been objectionable. 

10. TRADE UNIONS LEGALISED BY STATUTE. 

Assuming a society as a whole to be illegal at common law as 
being in restraint of trade, a condition which exists in nearly 1111 
Trade Unions, the consequence is to make the union an outlaw at 
common law. 

The Trade Union Act, 1871, as we shall see, has, in fact, 
legalised Trade Unions for most purposes, but before that time. 
no Court w~uld entertain any action brought by a Trade Union, 
eV.en if it were brought to recover property wrongfully taken from 
it by a defaulting secretary. 

Now, however, the Trade Union .Act, 1871, by Section 8, 
provides that:-

.. The purposes of any Trade Union shall not, by reason 
merely that they are in restraint of trade, be unlawful so 
as to render void or voidable any agreement or trust." 

So that a Trade Union can now enforce its agreements like any 

lawful association. 

Moreover, in so far as there remains any doubt whether such 
agreements in restraint of trade are unlawful, in the sense of 
being criminal at common law, Section 2 of the same Act lays 
down that:-

.. The purposes of any Trade. Union shall not, by reason 
merely that they are in restraint of trade, be deemed to be 
unlawful, so as to render any member of such Trade Union 
liahle to criminal prosecution for conspiracy or otherwise." 

. 11. 'rUE UNENFORCEABLE AGREEMENTS. 

Thus we see that, since the Act of 1871, Trade Unions may be 
regarded as lawful associations in so far as they have been legalised 
hy statute. They remain. nevertheless, illegal at common law, 
and there is one particular kind of contract, namely, that between 
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the Trade Union and its members, or betw'een one Trade Union 
and another, which is excluded from the legalising provisions of 
the 1871 Act, which is consequently still unenforce&ble at common 
law. 

This exclusion is laid down in Section 4 of the 1871 Act, and 
is 80 important that it is here set out in full. It is as follows:-

.. 4. Nothing In this Act shall enable any Court to enter
tain any legs! proceeding instituted with the object of directly 
enforcing or recovering damages for the breach of any of the 
following agreements, namely-

.. (1) Any agreement betweea members -of a Trade Union 
as such concerning the conditions on which any members for 
the time being of such Trade Union shall or shall not sell 
their goods, transact business, employ, or be employed; 

.. (2) Any agreement for repa.yment by any person of any 
subscription or penalty to a. Trade Union; -

.. (3) Any agreement for the applica.tion of the funds of a 
Trade Union-

.. (a) To provide benefitS to members; or 

.. (b) to furnish contributions to any employer or work
man not a. member of such Trade Union in considera.tion 
of such employer or workman acting in conformity with the 
rules or resolutions of such Trade Union; or 

.. (c) to discharge any fine imposed upon any person by 
sentence of a. court of justice . 
.. (4) Any agreement made between one Trade Union and 

a.nother; 

.. (5) Any bond to secure the performance of any of the 
&bove-mentioned agreements." 

If, therefore, it can be shown that an agreement falls within the 
,bove elass it is unenforce&ble wh8!e the Trade Union Ie illegal as 
)Gmmon lew. Where, however, the Trade Union as a. whole is 
legal as oommon law, .. Section 4 .. agreements alii as enfolll8able 
IS ImJ other oontlllots of a lawful soeiety, for in such e&ses the 
1871 Act and, consequently, the exceptions of Section 4, do not 
arise. 
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The following diagram may make the matter clear:-
"S..e"an4" 
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A is a lawful society, having only rules (1) and (2) in restraint 
of trade. They are not sufficient to taint the whole society. 
Hers all contracta save those directly covering (1) and (2) are 
enforeeable. 

B is a society unlawful at common law by reason of the number 
and inextricability of its illegal rules. Here the 1871 Act legalises 
ita contracta except those which are covered by Section 4, which 
remain, for want of a legalising statute, illegal and unenforceable. 

We must now consider in more detail the unenforceable 
agreementa set out above. It has been noticed in the fi",t place 
that they are only unenforceable when the Trade Union is illegal 
at common law, but, even when it is 80 illegal, the Coul1e in ' 
certain cases have managed to obtain jurisdiction, which they 
are now as eager to exere[se as they were formerly averse, by a 
very strict interpretation of the section. 

We notice that the section begins .. Nothing in this Act shall 
enable any Court to entertain any legal proceeding instituted 
with the object of directly enforcing damages," and the Courts 
have held that this word .. directly" enables them, notwith
standing the section, to entertain actions for injunctions restrain
ing the union from spending moneys on declarations reinstating 
expelled membel'll-in other words, it is only direct actions for 
specific damages which the Court will not entertain. We may 
put it another way and say that the Court will still entertain the 
old equitable remedies, hut will not ac~ in common law proceed
inga for damages. 
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Without going too much into detail, the following summary 
gives the present position as decided by the Courls:-

I. An action to recover b.enefit money is unenforceable. 
II. An action-
(1) clo.imuig a declaration that-
- (a) a memher is entitled to participate in the enjoyment 

of the property and henefits of the union; 
(b) this expulsion was invalidj and 

(2) claiming an injunction against expulsion, and 
(3) claiming damages, is unenforeeable. ' 
III. An action- . 
(1) claiming reeission of a resolut.on of fine and expulsion, 

and 
(2) claiming damages, is similarly unenforceable. 

On the other hand:-
I. An action claiming an injunctlOn against uplifting or' 

applying the funds contrary to the rules, and, 
II. An action claiming a declaration that a resolution 

authorising strike pay is ultra vires and illegal would appear 
clearly to he enforceable. 

It would seem, too, that-
III. An action claiming a declaration, reinstating an 

expelled. member in his membership, is enforceable, though 
hjs rights 86 a member, 10 so far as affected by Section 4, 
are unenforceable. 

IV, An action for the recovery of moneys on an account 
stated is enforceable. 

An agreement in the rules to pay a dependent of a member, 
e,g,. a wife, money after the member's death may be enforceable, 
for she is not .. a member." But if abe sue. merely 86 her 
deceased husband's executor, and not in her own right, the agree-
ment is unenforceable. . ' 

Moreover, while the above agreement. are thus rendered un
enforceable by the statute, it is doubtful if an agreement based 
upon them, or one of them, is excepted. Thus, if a Trade Union 
enter into a contract to pay a member a Bum in the event of 
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his becoming totally incapacitated, and under that contract such 
member signs an agreement that he will repay the said sum in the 
event of returning to his work, then the subsequent agreement 
has been held to be a part or term of the original agreement. 
On the other hand, it has been held in Scotland, on appeal, that 
such subsequent agreement is enforceable, notwithstanding that 
the origine.l was unenforceable, and that it is immaterie.l whether 
the original contract in the rules required the repayment in 
terms, or only the signing of an agreement to repay. 

So strict is the rule concerning unenforceability by a member 
that even where he has nominated someone to receive his benefit, 
that person cannot sue for it. 

It is important, therefore, that Trade Unions who do not wish 
to have constant litigation With their membera, and who wish 
to take advantage of Section 4 of the 1871 Act, should see that 
their rules are illegal at common laW'! 

12. AGREEMENTS BETWEEN UNIONS OF EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYED. 

It will be remembered that by SectIOn 4 (4) of the 1871 Act 
agreemente between one Trade L' nion and another are unen
farooable. As we shaU see hereafter, Employers' Federations 
frequently faU within the definition of a Trade Union, and when 
they do they are usually illegal at common law. Consequently an 
agreement arranged between a Trade Union aDd an Employers' 
Federation by collective bargaining is usue.lly unenforceable at 
law under Section 4 of the 1871 Act. 

But there is another difficulty in the w .. y of enforcing such 
contracts. a difficulty which involves some consideration of what 
is known as the law of agency. Generally speaking, a man only 
binds himself, but it is open to anyone in law to appoint someone 
else to make contracts on his behalf as his agent. 

The most extreme example of agency IS to be seen in a partner
ship, in wh!ch case each partner in the business is an agent for 
all the others who can bind them in the partnership business. 
Bnt between this case and the giving of a limited specific 
authority to do a single act on a specifio occasion, every variety 
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of authority may be given. The question arises immediately i.. 
the caee of an agreement signed by the Executive Committee of 
the ,Trade Union and the Employers' Federation: how far ha,l 
each the authority of their members to bind them? 

Agency will not be presumed; it must be proved, either by 
writing, word.or conduct like any other contracts, but in practice 
it will be very difficult to prove· any specifio authority by 
employere, who had not signed an agreement with their Execu
tive Committee, to bind them individually, and an action founded 
upon such a oontract for breach against an individual employer 
may very easily fail through a want of proof of agency. Probably 
·in practice the best course to be taken to make sooh an agreement 
binding is &S follows: let the Trade Union and Executive of the 
Employere' Federation agree that in the works of every employer 
&fIili&ted to the Federation there sh&II be a book, signed by that 
employer, setting out the terms of the collective agree!Dent. 
Then let it be arranged that each workman who is employed shall 
sign the book. In this way a direct contract will be established 
between each employer and each wQrklpan, and an action can 
be hrought by each workman for breach of contraot. In this 
manner &II the difficulties both about" section 4 .. and the law of 
agency are done away with. 

18. CONOLUSION. 

It is sca.rcely necessary, in conolusion, to say much more about 
the law of oontract &S it aftects Trade Unions. In a Trade Union 
the rules form the oontract between the members and the 
fIOCliety, and in most oases, as we have seen, such contracts are 
unenforceable. 

Quite apart from section 4 of the 1871 Aot, the Courts geper
&lIy are averes from interfering in the internal affaire of societies, 
and they will only act where some proprietary interest is at stake. 
In the oase of friendly societies there is a provision for compulsory 
arbitration. This does not exist in most Trade Union rules; if it 
did it is possible that the Courts might enforce 1;1><> award where 
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the., would not themselves hear the case on the ground that an 
enforcement of an award was not a direct enforcement of 
damages urider section 4. 

Thus the introduction of compulsory arbitration in disputes 
between members, though designed to keep the Law Courts out, 
might bave the effect of letting them in, so full of pitfalls and 
difficulties is the law to the unwary. 

However this may be, we must recognise that probably since 
1871, and certainly since the Trade Union Act of 1913, of which 
we shall speak hereafter. a Trade Union is, to the extent that 
common law has been invaded by statutes, a lawful society 
competent to make binding agreements. and that, after a stormy 
youth. Trade Unions have now become respectable in the eyes of 
the law. . .;.;: 



II. 

The· Legal Status of Trade Unions. 

1. INTRODUCTORY. 

Since a Trade Union is a voluntary association which owes its 
existence U; a series of mutual contracts between its members. 
contracts which find expression in the rules, it was proper that the 
study of Trade Unions in theii legal aspect should commence fro", 
the contractual side. 

It is next necessary to consider the Trade Union as a. whole, Ill! 

a society rather than from th" standpoint of its internal and 
external agreements. Apart from the question of restraint (.f 
trade----a. matter which, since the Act of 1871 (wi$. the exception 
of section 4 of that Act), is of only historical inteN!st.--Trade 
Unions may be regarded as a type of legal association known as a 
voluntarY society. Such societies, in law, occupy a position mid· 
way between one individuatperson and that artificial .. person," 
tbe creature of law, the corporation. 

An individual person, as a rule, may sue and be sued in a Court 
of L&w or hold property; so also may the. Corporation. What, 
we have to ask, is the position of the Trade Union, eollectively 
regarded, in this respect? 

The status of the l.rrade Union is easier to understand when 
once the position in law of the Corporation is understood. The 
incorporated society, whether incorporated by charter, by royal 
prerogative, or by or under an Act of Parliament, can own pro
perty, or eue, or be sued, quite irrespective of the individual 
members composing it, which members indeed in many cases (a 
limited liability company is an eXlIIIllple) change from day to day. 
Its acts are testified through its seal, and it is to all intents and 
purposes a complete .. person" of its own. 



Now a Trade Union, like a corporation, has a fluctuating 
memhership, but, unlike the incorporated body, it has at common 
law no personality. How then can it hold property, conduct 
actions, or function generally as a legal entity? 

The most urgent need of such a society with a fluctuating 
membership is to acquire a legal stability. This it cannot do 
directly by incorporation, but there is nothing to prevent such 
a society vesting its property in Trustees, who are required under 
the terms of the trust (to be found in the case of a Trade Union 
in the rules) to administer the funds in accordance with the trust 
obligations. In this way a Trade Union, club, or other voluntary 
society acquires a permanence which a mere aggregation of 
members woul<1 not possess. 

It must also be notsd that it is hy reason of the possession of 
property that the Court will recognise these trusts and the entity 
of such a voluntary association. 

We may tak;e, for example, two types of cycling club. The 
first has a club-house and other asseta vested in trustees; to such 
a club the Courts will grant recognition. The other club is merely 
an association of members who agree to go cycling together on 
certain days; this type of club, for want- of proprietary status, 
would lack recognition in law. 

A Trade Union, of course, is of the proprietary type, and hence 
conforms to the general position of a recognised voluntary 
association. 

A Trade Union under the. Tt:ade Union Act of 1871 may register, 
and in such a case the property of the union becomes auto
matically vested in Trustees, who may bring and defend actions 
in the name of the union. But there is nothing to prevent a 
similar trust being created in the case of an unregistered Trade 
Union, which, it must be remembered, ~ by statute quite as law
ful as a registered one. The only differenoe is that in the latter 
case a trust must be created by the rules; in the former it is 
created by statute, which stipulates for the insertion of s Trustee 

-rule before the society can he registered. 
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2. THE QUASI·CORPORATE POSITION OF TRADE UNIONS. 

We have spoken so far of Trade Unions as if they were in the 
same position as other voluntary societies, but, while in many 
respects they do possess the same status as clubs, societies, etc., 
it must not be forgotten that they differ from such societies in 
being illegal at common law. As Lord Farwell said in the Taff 
Vale case, .. A Trade Union is neither a corporation nor an 
individual, nor a partnership between individuals. It is an 
association of men which almost invariably owes its leg~ validity 
to the Trade Union Acts, 1871·76," and " the Legislature, in 
giving a Trade Union the capacity to own property and the 
capacity tq act by agents has, without incorporating it, given it 

. two of the essential qualities of a corporation ... 

On the other hand, we have Lord President Inglis saying in 
Scotland that " Trade Unions remain voluntary associations of 
which the la .... can take no special cognisance as collective bodies, 
and it is provided by the fifth section of the 1871 Act that the 
Acts relating to friendly societies and industrial and provident 
societies, and the Companies Acts shall have no application to 
Trade Unions, the object apparently being to make careful pro· 
vision that they should not have any corporate existence or 
capacity whatever." 

Though a Trade Union is not a corporation the Courts once 
held that it can be made collectively liable for its ~ts. 

" If the Legislature has created a thing which can own pro
perty, which can employ servants, and which can inflict injUry, 
it must be taken to have impliedlY- given the power to make it 
liable in a court of law." (TalI Vale c ..... ) 

In the case, moreover, of Amalgamated Society of Railway 
Servants v. Osborne (1910) it was held that,though the Act of 
1871 does not make a Tr8de Union a corporation, yet the Trade 
Union Acts constitute, as It we!ll, a charter of incorporation; 
they render things lawful which would otherwise be unlawful, 
and what Is not within the ambit or the statute Is pl'Ohlblted 
to a Trade Union. 
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3. THE ULTRA VIRES DOCTRINE AND THE OSBOiNE CASE. 

Now, while an individual is free to do m law anything which is 
not unlawful, a corporation can only do acts permitted under its 
charter or articles. To act beyond this is, as is said, .. ultra 
vires," beyond its powers. The L.C.C., for e,!,ample, wbich is 
given powers to run trams, acts ultra vires in running omnibuses 
to feed the trams, and the decision in Osborne's case, whether a 
Trade Union is a corporation or not, placed it within the ultra 
vires rule of corporations. The difficulty the Court bad to 
contend with in attempting to restrict the powers of Trade 
'Unions arose from two facts: (1) They were not corporatIOns, 
and (2) even if tbey were, they possessed nothing comparable to 
articles or charter to show how their powers were in fact limited. 

'fhe House of Lords, however, got over these difficulties very 
skilfully. In the first place they pointed out that companies, 
whether Incorporated or not, owing the .. constitution and their 
status to Act of Parliament, and having the;r objects and powers 
defined thereby, cannot apply their funds to any purpose foreign 
to the purposes for which they were estabhsbed, or embark on 
any undertaking in which they were not mtended by Parliament 
to be concerned. 

It was pointed out that wherever a corporation is created by 
Act of Parliament with reference to the purposes of the Act, 
and solely with a view to carrying those purposes into execution, 
not only the objects which the corporation may legitimate~y 

pursue must be ascertained from the Act itself, but the power. 
which the corporation may lawfully use in furtherance of these 
object. must either be expreesly conferred or derived by reason· 
able implication from its prov'sions; and this __ principle i. not 
confined to corporations created by special Act1f or Parliament. 
It applies with equal force in every case where a society or 
.... sociation, formed for purposes recognised and defined by an 
Act of Parliament, places itself under the Act, and by so doing 
obtains some statutory immunity or priviIeg... This law applies 
to alI companies created by any statute for a particular purpose. 
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It was said. that, a definition which permitted Trade linions 
to do the pa.rticular things named in the stetue, and in addition 
all things not in themselves iIIega.!, would be no definition at all. 
The question is whether the Legislature has conferred upon 
registered Trade Unions, expressly or by fair imphcation, a 
specific power, and the test 89 to whether a Trade Union has 
or has not any specific power IS to be proved in the a.nswer to 
the question: .. Does the power merely provide a method of con
ducting business, or is it a power makmg the society a tbing 
different from that which is specified in the Act ,and meant by 
the Act?" 

In this way. by comparing a Trade Union to a comp811Y created 
by stetute and treating the 1871 Act as an enabling cha.rter, the 
first difficulty was got over, Rnd Trade Unions, though not 
incorporated, were held limited to the 1871 Act. 

'l'he next difficulty was to find their powers in that Act; this 
was done by holding that the definition of a Trade Union in the 
Acts of 1871-1876 was a .. limiting and exhaustive definition," 
so that whatever power the Trade Union sought to exercise which 
was not included in that definition was ultra vires and illegal. 
When we tum to the definition in question we find that it is as 
follows. It is .. the regulation ,of the relatIons between workmen 
and mastlll'B, ,Of between workmen and workmen, Of between 
maetere and masters, Of the Imposing of restriotiye oondltlon" on 
the conduct of any trade Of business." This last brInge many 
employera"federatIons under the head of Trade Unions. 

This definition was then held not to include political activities, 
nor would it in fact include many other activities, such lIB running 
a newspaper. It is even doubtful whether it would include the 
provision of benefits to members. 

4. THB PRESENT POSITION.-TRADB UNION AOTIVITIF.S AND TBBIR 

POWBRS DBFINED. 

Howeyer this may be; the Osborne case has now been in a.la.rgs 
me8Bure reversed and ite effects ba.ve be.en mitiga.ted by the Trade 
Union Act, 1913, for, by Section 1 (1) of that Act, subject to 
special provisions a8 to the political IIctivities, of which we shall 
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speak hereafter, .. A Trade Union may now apply its funds t<l 
any lawful object or purposes for the time being authorised under 
its constitution." 

A Trade Union, therefore, may now have any uumber of objects 
if its rules provide for them, for it is no longer restricted to the 
definition of objects in the 1876 Acts. 'rhis very multiplicity of 
objects. however, makes it difficult to say whether a particular 
society is in fact a Trade Union or not. When a Trade Union 
was limited to the powers under the 1876 Act it either was or 
was not a Trade Union according to whether its objects were 
or were not within the definition therein contained. At the 
present time, owing t<l the enlargement of its powers, a society 
may have some objects which are clearly Trade Union objects, 
and some which are not, and a doubt may arise in such'a CllSe 
as to whether a particular society is or is not a Trade Union. 

The 1913 Act has therefore made provision for meeting this 
difficulty. It defines the old objects before 1913, namely, thOlle 
contained in the 1876 Act, above set out, as statutory objects, 
to which it adds " the provision of benefits to members "-a 
power omitted, ae we have seen, from the earlier Acts-and calls 
t!).is group the .. statutory objects." It then gOO9 on to say 
that only a society whose prlnolpal objects 8.nl statutory objects 
is to be deemed to be a Trade Union. 

Furthermore, the Act providee that a society when it is 
registered is to be .. deemed to be a Trade Union"; that i9, it 
need not prove in any caee that its principal objects are statutory 
objects. It goes on to allow an unregistered Trade Unian to obtain 
a certificate that it is a Trade UllIon without registering, in which 
csee also the Courts will deem it to be a Trade Union. But an 
unregistered or uncertificated Trade Union may ha.ve to prove 
from its rules that its principa.l objects are statutory objects, if 
it wishes to be regarded in law ae a Trade Union. 

5. POLITICAL ACTION. 

The exception to the general power of Trade Unions to conduct 
any activities which their constitution permits-that of political 
action-must next be considered. 
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Section 8 of the Trade Union Act, 1918. provides that no Trade 
Union may apply its funds directly or indirectly in furtherance 
of the following political objects:-

(al In payment of expenses incurred by a candidate or 
·prospecti ve candidate· for election to Parliament or to any 
public body wflich has power to mise money by means of 
a rate; or 

(bl the holding of any meeting or distribution of literature 
or documents in support of any candidste or prospective 
candidate; or 

(el the maintenance of any Member of Parliament or any 
person holding a public offield; or 

(d) the registration of electora or the selection or a candi· 
dats for Parliament or any publio office; or 

(e) the holding of political meetings of any kind, or th" 
distribution of political literature or documents, except where 
the main purpose of such msetings or distribution is the 
furtherance of statutory objects; 

unless-
(1) The furtherance of such political objects has been approved 

as an object of the union by resolution passed on a majority ballot 
of the members of the union. 1·he resolution takes effect as if 
it were a rule of the union, and as such may be rescinded. 

On the adoption of the resolution notice must be given to the 
members of the union, informing them that each member has a 
rigM to be exempt from contributing to the political fund, an.! 
that a form of exemption notice can be obtained by or on behalf 
of a member, eitber by application at, or by post from, the head 
office or any bra.nch office of the union, or at ·t'he office of the 
Registrar. This notice to members must be given in accordance 
with the rules of the union approved for the purpose by the 
Registrar, who will have regard in each case to the existin~ 
practice and to the character of the union. 

The ballot must be taken in accordance with the rules of the 
union, to be approved for the purpose by the Registrar, but the 
Registrar must not approve any such rul9B unlS9B he is satisfied 
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• .,Q. ~.~'J u.~.uber Uas an equal right and, if re,asonably possible, 
n fair opportunity of voting, and that the secrecy of the ballot is 
properly secured, and unless 

(2) Rules, to be approved by the Registrar, are in forc~ 

providing: -

(al That any payments in the furtherance of the political 
objects are to be made out of a separate political fund, and 
for the exemption of any member of the union from any 
obligation to contribute' to such a fund, if he gives notice 
in accordance with the Act that he objects to contribute. 
A member of a Trade Union giving notice that he objects to 
contribute, so long as his notice is not withdrawn, remains 
exempt from contributing to the political fund of the union 
as from the 1st day of January next after the notice is given, 
or, in the case of a notice given within one month after the 
notice given tG members on the adoption of a resolution 
.approving the furtherance of political objects, as from the 
date on which the member's notice is given. 

Effect may be given tG the exemption of members to CGn· 
tribute to the political fund of a union either by a separate 
levy of contributions to that fund from the members of the 
union who are not exempt, or by r~lieving any members "who 
are exempt from the payment of the whGie or any part of 
any periodical contributions required from the members of 
the union towarde the expenses of the union, and in that 
case the rules shall provide that the relief shall be gi ven as 
far &8 p<>ssible to all members who are exempt on the occasion 
of the same periodical payment, and for enabling members 
of the union to know &8 respects any such periodical con· 
tribution whether or not it is intended in whole or in part 
&8 a contribution to the political fund of the union. 

Since the obligation is limited to paying money out of a separate 
fund, provides thereafter for giving exemption to members to 
cGntribute, it appears that, once the ballot is carried, the union 
may transfer moneys from the general to the political fund if 
they give ths members exempted a right to receive back their 
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share of the money tranaferred. Th~ question, however, has never 
heen decided in the Courts. 

There is a "provision in the Act that, if any member of a Trade 
Union alleges that he is aggrieved by a breach of any rule made 
in pursuance of this section, he may complain to the Registrar 
of Friendly Societies, and the Registrar, after giving the com
plainant and any representative of the union an opportunity of 
being heard, may, if he considers that such breach has been com
mitted, make such order for remedying the breach as he thinks 
just under the circumstances; and any such order shall be bibding 
and conclusive on all parties without appeal and shall not be 
removable into any court of law or restrainable by injunction (in 
Scotland by interdict), and on heing recorded in the County Court 
(in Scotland the Sheriff Court), may be enforced ail if it had heen 
an order of such Court. 

How far this provision is enforceable in cases where Section 4 
of the 1871 Act applies and excludes jurisdiction is very doubtful. 
There have been no decisions 80 far under it. It will he noticed 
that, though the"Registrar has power to make an order, he ha& nl"l 
power to compel the attendance of witnesaes -or to administer au 
oath. 

There is also power under the Act for several Trade Unions to 
group themselves together into one political unit, such as the 
MiDers' Federation. An interesting question would arise "" to the 
liability of the parent federation if a component union forced an 
exempted member to pay the political contribution. The point 
has not yet heen decid"d, though the iesue h"" been raised on the 
plesdings in one CIl&8. 

Finally, we have to note that the approval of political rules, 
when once the ballot h"" been carried, may be given through a 
recognised delegate meeting, and that the members of such a 
delegate meeting may alter the rules for political purposes, even 
when power to alter rules does not exist in the rules. 

6. THE REGISTERED UNION. 

The registered Trade Union is created by the Act of 1871; it 
is no more and no less lawful than an unregistered union, but cer
tain special rights and duties are attached to a Trade Union by 
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_ registration. Any seven or more members of a 'frade Union mSJ 
register their Trade Union by subscribing their names to the rules 
of the union, and otherwise complying with the provisions of tho 
Trade Union Acts and the regulations made under thOile Acts with 
respect to registration. Unless the rules provide to the contrary, 
any person over the age of 16 may be a member of a Trade Union, 
and is, therefore, competent to subscribe. But if the Registrar 
has -reason to believe that the applicants have not been duly 
authorised by the Trade Union to make the application, he may 
require evidence from them to that effect. 

As regards the regulations respecting registration, the Home 
Secretary makes the regulations respecting registration and the 
forme to be used for the purpOile of registration. 

In order to register:-

(1) Ali application to register the Trade Union, together with 
printed copies of the rules and a list of the titles and names 
of the officers, must be sent to the Registrar nnder this Act. 

(2) The Registrar, upon being satisfied that the Trade 
Union has complied with the regulations respecting regis
tration in force under this Act, registers such Trade Union 
and such rules. 

(3) No Trade Union must be registered under a name 
identical with that by which any other existing Trade Union 
has been registered, or so nearly resembling such name 88 to 
be likely to deceive the members or the public. 

(4) Where a Trade Union applying to be registered h", 
been in operation for more than a year before the date of 
such 'application, there must be dehvered to the Registrar, 
before the registry thereof, a general statement of the 
receipts, funds, effects, and expendit.n-e of such Trade Union, 
as if it were the annual general statement. 

(5) The Registrar upon registering a Trade Union ISSUes 
a certificate. of registration, and thIS i8 conclusive evidence 
nnder the 1913 Act that the society is a Trade Union. 
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Specific obligations are laid down in the Schedule of the 1871 
Act as to subjects with which the rules must deal--{)bligations 
which do not arise in the case of unregistered unions. 

The following matters must be provided for by the rulee of 
Trade Unions registered under the 1871 Act:-

1. The name of the Trade 'union and place of meeting for 
business. 

2. The whole of the objects for which the 'rrade Union is to 
be established, the purposes to which the funds thereof shall be 
applicable, the conditions under which any member may becQme 
entitled to any benefit assured thereby, and llhe fines and for
feitures to be imposed on lI.ny member of such Trade Union. 

S. The manner of making; altering, amending, and rescmding 
rules. 

4. A provision for the appomtment and removal of a general 
committee of manag>ement, of a trustee or trustees, treasurer, 
and other officers. 

5. A provision for the investment of the funds, and for an 
annual or periodical andit of accounts. 

6. The inspection of the books and names 01 members 01 the 
Trade Union by every pereon having an interest in the funds of 
the Trade Union. • 

Other obligations of a registered Trade Union are to send the 
Registrar annually before_1st of June a general statement of its 
receipts. funds, effects, and expenditure, showing the assets and 
liabilities at that date, and the receipts and expenditure, with the 
respective items thereof, during the year preceding. The state
ment must; be prepared and made out up to such date, in such 
form, and with such particufars as the registrar may require. 
Every member of and depositor in any such Trade Union is 
entitled, on application to the treasurer or secretary of the Trade 
Union, to receive a copy of the general statement, free of charge. 
Together with the general state_nt a copy of the rules of the 
Trade Union must be sent, with a copy of all alteratIOns of rules, 
new rules, and changes of officers made by the Trade Union 
during the year. 
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A registered 'l'rade Union and every officer thereof, faIling to 
comply with or acting in cOD.travention of these requirements, are 
severally liable to a penalty not exceed1l1g £5 for each offence. 
Every person who wilfully makes or orders to be made any false 
entry in or omission from a general statement, or in or from the 
return of such copies or alterations of rules, is liable to a peualty 
not exceeding £50 for each offence. 

Generally, a Trade Union wbich faIl~ to give any notice or 
send any document which it is required to give or send to the 
Registrar, or every person who, bemg bound by the rules thereof 
to give or send the same, likewise so fails, is liable to a penalty 
of not less than £1 and not more than £5, and to an additional 
penalty of the like amount for every week during which such 
failure continues. 

There is also a statutory obhg"tion on the officers to account 
to the society, but this can easily be effected in an unregIstered 
society by rule. 

Thus a Trade Union by registering attaches itself in a very real. 
way to the State tbrough the person of the Registrar, and in 
this way incurs obligations to dIsclose its resources to the State, 
employers, and the members of rival unions, if any such exist. 
The corresponding advantages of regtstration scarcely seem to 
compensate sufficiently tor the mcurring of these heavy liabilities. 
A registered Trade Union, it is true, is recognised by all the 
world as a genuine Trade Union, but so also is a certificated one 
under the 1913 Act, which I~curs by certification none of the 
liabilities attaching to registration. A registered 'l'rade Union is 
exe!lli't from income tax on provident benefits only; but smce 
in most CIlSeS the provident and indu.trial funds are mixed, 
tbis is not, in practIce, a very valuable concession. It may hold 
land, not exoeedIng one acre, but apparently-since 1913 at an~ 
rate-an unregistered Trade Union may hold land to any extent. 
It has the offices of trustee and treasurer created for it by statute, 
but most Trade Unions would prefer to do these things for them
selv .. by rule. 

It can prosecute its defaulting officers summarily by a special 
remedy, but' since 1871 any otber umon can bring proaecutions 
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for larceny or falsification of accounts or embezzlement. L 
conclusion, the advantages of registration are hypothetical, except 
those relating to income tIL'!: on provident benefits and deposits 
under the Assurance Companies Acts, the obligations very real. 
And such advantages as exist can nearly all be acquired by a 
certificate under the 1913 Act, which does not involve the 
consequences of registration. 

7.-'l'HE REGISTRAR AND THE POWERS. 

The Registrar, both for purposes of registration and certifica
tion, is the Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies; he has 
assistanta in Scotland and Ireland. 

Under the 1913 Act considerable powers are given to the 
Registrar. No combination may he registered as a Trade Union 
unless, having regard to the constitution of the combination, its 
principal objects are, in his opmlon, .. statutory objects," and 
the Registrar may withdraw the certificate of registration of 
any such registered Trade Umon If the constitution of the union 
has been altered in such a manner that, in his opinion, the prin
cipal objects of the union 'are no longer statutory objecta, or if, 
in his opinion, the principal objects for which the union i9 
actually carried on are not statutory objects. 

The words of this section are very wide, and appear to give 
the Registrar considerable judicial pow<l1'. It would seem that, 
in oonsidering the withdmwal of a certificate of registration, 
though not in granting it, he may now inquire into the actual 
oonduot of the Trade Union, as well as into its constitution. 
Under the 1871 and 1876 Acts the Registrar must cancel the 
certificate of registration if he is satisfied that the purposes of a 
Trade Union are or have beoome unlawful, but apparently he has 
no power under these statutes to cancel the certificate if a Trade 
Union, having lawful purposes, acts unlawfully, except when 
(after due notice from him) it wilfully violates the Trade Union' 
Acts. As we have pointed out, any unregistered Trade Union, 
without registering, may at any time apply to the Registrar for a 
oortificate that it is a oombination, which is a Trade Union; and 
if the Registrar, having regard to the constitution of the union 
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and the mode in which the union is being carried on, is satisfied 
that the principal objects of the union are statutory, and that the 
union is actually carried on for those objects, he must grant such 
certificate. A difficulty may, however, arise where a new union 
desires certification, as in this case it is difficult for the Registrar 
to decide how the union is actually carried on. 

The Registrar, on application made by any person, may with· 
draw such certificate, if satisfied (after giving the union an oppor· 
tunity of being heard) that the certificate is no longer justified. 
The Registrar's powers are thus greater in the case of certified 
than of registered unions, for in the latter case, both in granting 
and withdrawing a certificate, he may have regard not only to the 
constitution of the union, but also to the mode in which it is 
carried on. 

8. AMALGAMATION ANn DISSOLUTION. 

In conclusion, two other matters call for consideration--amal· 
gamation and dissolution. As to amalgamation, b,- the Trade 
Unlon (.l~gamation) .let, 1917. Trade Unlone ma,- r.malg .. 
mate on a yote of not Ieee than 50 per cenl;. of the membersblp 
of the Trade UnlOIl It there Is a majorlt,- of at least 20 per cent. 
of those yoting In fayour of amalgBJDBtion. It is not very clear 
whether Trade Unions, in addition to this power, need a special 
rule authorising amalgamations. It is therefore safer to have 
one. It should he noted that amalgamation probably neces
sitates a new political ballot, as a new union is created, and the 
1913 Act dO!lS not provide for the contingency. 

The rules of every union must provide for the manner of dis
solution. Notice of dissolution under the hand of the secretary 
and seven memhers, in a form prescrihed, must be sent within 
14 days after the date of notice to the central office (in the case 
of registered Trade Unions doing husiness 'exclusively in Sco~ 
land .or Ireland, to the Assistant Registrar of Scotland or 
Ireland, respectively), and such notice of diBBOlution must be 
registered by the Registrar. 

It is not very clear how far the rules as to notice apply to 
unregistered Trade Unions. 
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III. 

Trade Unions: T oris and Crim~s. 

1. INTRODUCTORY. 

It will be remembered how we have already had occaaion to 
distinguish between contracts, torie, and crimes. The first sub
ject in relation to Trade Unions has already been examined; we 
have still to consider the position of Trade Unions with regard to 
torts and ilrimes. 

The principal tort which concerns Trade Unions is that which 
arises through -the interference with or prevention of contracts 
between workmen and employers. 

Whe~.worlitnen strike after a contract haa been duly ended by 
notice, -no breach of contract arises, and consequently no . tort. 
But while it may be only a breach of contract for A and B to 
sever their contr!'Ct unlawfully, a person who is not actually a 
party to the contract, such aa a Trade Union officisl, may commit a 
tort in bringing about a breach of a contract, or hi preventing the 
formation of one. The damages in this case,it will be remem
bered, are not limited, aa in the case of breach of contract, to 
the damage actus\ly suetained, but &B a tort haa been committed, 
may be such an amount as a sympathetic jury may be disposed to 
give. Moreover, it will be remembered that an employer is liable 
in tort for the acte of hiB servante or agents done in the course of 
their duty, and, consequently, at common law, not only the 
Trade Union officisl but the society's funds may be liable where 
the officisl co.l\.e out men in breech of a contract, or without just 
excuse interferes with the formation of one. 

This decision, which would cripple Trade Union activity and 
finance to an enormous extent if it were still law, was laid down 
in the famous case of the Taff Vale Railway Company and the 
Amalgamated Society of Railway Servante (1901), and had no. 
the common law been altered by statute the effects would hRva 
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been extremely serious. Now tbat the common law has been 
varied by the ·Trade DisPl'tes Act, 1906, the wbole question is 
not so important as It once was, but, nevertheless, owing to the 
limitations laid down in that Act and the decisions upon it, it is 
still necesary to realise what the common law is, as it will still 
operata where the" 'frade Disputes Act does not apply. 

2. LIABILITY IN TORTS FOR UNCONCERTED INTERFERENCE. 

The liability for interference in contracts may vary according 
to whether it·is an Interference of seyeral people acting in com· 
bination, as frequently happens in the ease of a Trade Union, or 
an interference by a single Indindu&!. 'fo take the simpler C86e 
first. By the Trade Disputes Act, 1906, Section 3:-

.. An act done by a, person in contemplation or furtheranoo of 
a trade dispute shall not be actIOnable on the ground only that it 
induces some other person' to break a contract of employment, or 
that it is an interference with the trade, business, or employ. 
ment of some other person, or with the right of some other 
person to dispose of his capit&! or his labour as he wills." It 
will be noted that the protection is expressly limited to acts dOln 
.. in contemplation or furtherance of a trade dispute," and it is 
therefore convenient at this point to consider exactly what these 
words mean. 

The words .. trade dispute .. are defined by the 1906 Act as 
any dispute between employers and workmen, or hetween work
men and workmen, which is connected with the employment or 
non-employment or the terms of the employment, or with the 
conditions of labour, of any person, and the expression •• work
men ., means all persons employed in trade or industry, whether 
or not in the employment of the employer with whom a trade 
dispute arises. The words .. trade dispute," as also tbe words 
.. in, contemplation or furtherance," immediately preceding 
them in tbe Act, must be construed strictly. To constitute a 
," trsde dispute," a mere personal quarrel or grumbling or an 
agitation will not suffice. It must be something fairly definite 
and of real substance. In order that a dispute ma, be a trade 
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dispute at all. a workman must be a party to it on each side. or a 
workman on one side and an employer on the other. The term 
.. trade dispute .. does not necessarily include every case of per· 
sonal difference between anyone workman and one or more of his 
fellows. It is true that after a certain stage even such a dispute. 
although originally grounded. it may be. upon personal 
animosity. may come to be.a subject in which sides are taken. 
and may develop into a situation of a general aspect containing 
the characteristics of a· trade dispute. but, until it reaches that 
stage a .. trade dispute .. does not necessarily exist. 

The words .. in contemplation or furtherance" do not 
necassarily embrace every act done by a person with a view to 
bringing about a trade dispute, To contemplate a trade dispute 
is to have before the mind some objective event or situation. but 
does not mean a contemplation. meditation. or resolve in regard 
to something as yet wholly within the mind of a subjective 
charactE-r. And the term" furtherance of a trade dispute .. must 
apply to a trade dispute in existence. and the act done must be 
in the course of it and for the purpose of promoting the interest 
of either party or both parties to it. The words" in contempla. 
tion or furtherance .. mean either that a dispute is imminent and 
the act is done in expectation and with a view to it. or that the 
dispute is already existing and the act is done in support of one 
side to it. It is help ..... istance. and encouragement to a dispute 
that the Legislature apparently had in view when it used the 
words" ill furtherance." When the words" in contemplation .. 
are used in juxtaposition with the words .. in furtherance." had 
not the Legislature in view a dispute which must.-at the time 
the act wae done that it (the Legislature) designed to protect.
at all events have been thought of 1y some person who should 
be a party when it finally arose? 

Moreover, It has reoently heen deolded that a dispute between 
two Trade Unions as to wheth8ll' a member of one ought not to be 
a membe. of the other, Is not a trade dispute withIn the meaning 
of the Aot, lnasmuoh B& it Ia not a dispute .. connected with 
employment B& suoh." (Valentine v. Hyde.) 
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Apart from the act, the liability for causing a breach or pre
venting .. co~tract will only arise where there Ia no Buffio.lent 
Justifioation for the interf~ence. It may, however, safely be sa.id 
that the prosecution of a labour dispute will rarely, if ever, be 
regarded as a sufficient justification, apart from the 1906 Act. 

It must always be remembered that, where no oontract or other 
legal right is interfered with in any way, though the act done 
by the defendant may be one both calculated and intended to 
inflict upon the plsintifis great loss and suffering, it is not action
able. It does not matter what the particular act interfered with 
is, so long as it is not one which the person doing it has a definite 
legal right by contract, or by common law or statute law to do. 
For, under these circumstances, if mere evil motive were to make 
that uulawful which would otherwise be lawful, or if, to do 
intentionally that which is calculated in the ordinary course to 
damage another, were actionable, it would lead to singular results. 
One who committed an act, not in itself illegal, but attended with 
consequences detrimental to several other persons, would incur 
liability to those he intended to injure, and the rest of them would 
have no remedy. Threats, however, may constitute illegal means. 
So also may' pressure and moral coercion of numbers. And, 
therefore, it may he actionable to interfere with a man's employ
ment, even where no breach of contract is caused, if threats or 
improper pressure are employed, otherwise, one person interfering 
alone, where there is no breach of contract, could not .be sued. 

3. LIABILITY IN TORT FOR CONCERTED INTERFERENCE. 

It is provided by Section 1 of the Tra.de Disputes Act that, 
where .. tra.de dispute is in contemplation or furtherance, an act 
done in pursuance of an agreement or combination is not action
able unless the act would be a.ctionable if done without any such 
agreement or combination and even where no dispute exists. At 
common law, on the other hand, it appears clear from recent 
decisions that, where no actIon will \Ie against an IndlYidual for 
interference without breach of contra.ct, an action ma, lie against 
a combination for similar acts done hy them collectively. 
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Strikes and similar combinations to better the conditions of 
labour are not in themselvel!, it is true, unlawful at common law. 
There i. no foundation for tbe proposition that strikes are per Be 

illegal or unlawful by the law of England. It is true that 
occasional dicta are to be found to the effect that; combinations to 
better the conditions of labour are unlawful at common law, but 
the Courts have never accepted the law thus laid down, and 
eminent judges have expressed views to the contrary. Thus, 
where broken contracts have expired, those who help to main· 
tain the strike by supporting the workmen or in refusing to 
enter new contracts are not doing anything illegal. But, apart 
from the Trade Disputes Act, 1906, to procure by combination 
a continuing breach of contract is unlawful. While there is 
nothing illegal in a strike nor in contributing to the support of 
strikers, it may be attended with circumstances, such as breach 
of contract or intimidation, which makes it illegal. 

But combinations which result in injury to another, even where 
no contract is broken, and there is no other coercion or threat, may. 
be unlawful at common law when the object of the combination is 
injury either to the employer or his workmen; and, if the injury is 
effected, an action may lie for conspiracy. The question to be 
decided in each individual case is: How far the resulting injury is 
ancillary to a legitimate combination and how far the combination 
exists for the purpose of injury. When the object of the combina
tion is to benefit oneself, it can seldom, perhaps it can never, be 
effected without some consequent loss or injury to someone else. 
The mere fact that the effect of combination is injurious does not 
make- it unlawful. The act complained of must amount to the 
violation of a right, such as the right of everyone to dispose of 
their labour as they will; no conspirscy is known to the law which 
has not for its object the accomplishment of an uulawful act, or 
which does not involve the use of unlawful means. 

But, though combination in itself is DDt. unlawful, yet, as a 
combination for the purpose of causing injury may be mare 
effective than unconcerted coercion, in this sense it may be 
evidence of an unlawful intention; for a combination m&¥ be 
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oppressi ve or dangerous which, if it proceeded only from 0 single 
individual, would he otherwise, and the very fact of combinotion 
may show that the ohject is simply to do harm, and not merely 
to exel"cise one's own rights; 0. man may resist without. much 
difficulty the wrongful act of an ;ndividual, but it is a very 
different thing when one mun has to defend himself against 
many combined to do him wrong. It ,is, however, the damage 
wrongfully done, and not the conspiracy, which is the gist of the 
action. An apparent conflict is thus presented Iietween two rights 
that are equally regarded by the law-the right of the employer 
to he protected in the legitimate exercise of his trade, and the 
right of the employed to dispose of their labour as seems best to 
them, f,rovided .they do no harm to others. We have to consider 
what is the legitimate boundary. This the final result of the 
two famous cases of Allen v. Flood and Quinn v. Leatham. 

Whdther a trade dispute exists or not, the Trade Union itself 
apart from its officials, is prowcted from all actions for tort, 
wheth.." brought for torts committed by the Trade Union or by 
officials acting on its behalf. This immunity extends beyond the 
cases of trade disputes to liability for libel. Thus the net result 
is that the only outstanding liability is that of the official 
personally for torts not connected with a trade dispute. 

4. TRADE UNIONS AND THE CRIMINAL LAW. 

Whatever may have been the position in the past., it is now 
practically clear that the Purp0s68 of a Trade Union, by reason 
merely that they are in restraint of trade, are not unlawful, 80 

as to render any member of ouch Trade Union liable to criminal 
prosecution . 

Moreover, an act done in pursuance of an agreement or com· 
bination by two or more persons shall, .f done in contemplation 
or furtherance of a trade dispute, not be actionable unless the 
act, if done without any such agreement or combination, would 
be actionable. 

Apart from conspiracy, however, there still remain those eases 
of interference during disputes which amount to criminal acts. 
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These lia.bilities are la.id down in the Conspira.cy or Prot.ection of 
Property Act, 1875, as amended by the Trade Disputee Acb, 1906, 
and are as follows;-

Every person who with a view to compelling s.ny other person 
to abstain from doing or to do any act which such other persoll' 
has a legal right to do or aheta.in from doing, wrongfully and 
without leg .. l authority~ 

(1) Uses violence to or intimidates such other person or 
his wife or children, or injures his property; or 

1,2) persistently follows such other person about from 
plaCe to place; or 

(3) hides .. ny tools, clothes, or "ther property owned or 
used by such other person, or deprives him of or hinders him 
in the use thereof; or 

(4) watches or besets the house or other place where sucb 
other person resides'l or works, or carries on business or 
h .. ppens to be, or the approach to such house or place; or 

(5) follows such other person with two or more other 
persons in a disorderly manner in or through anv street or 
road; 

shall, on conviction thereof by a. Court of summary jurisdiction, 
or on indictment as hereinafter mentioned, be liable either to
pay a penalty not exceeding £20, or to be imprisoned for a term 
not exceeding thre~ months, with or without hard labour, 

These liabilities are in substitution for and not in addition to 
any liabilities with the like offences at common law, It gives 
.. in respect of some nuisances, as to which there was a.lready a 
civil remedy, a summary remedy by summons before the
magistrate," and .. crimina.! prosecutions under it are limited t<> 
eases so tortious as to give a civil remedy aJso," Where 
immunities have been conferred by the .tatute, as in the,case of 
peaceful comm unication of information, .. to hold that the very 
same acts which are expressly legaJised by statute remain, 
nevertheless, crimes punishable by the common law, would be 
contrary to good sense and elementary principle.': The section 
"reates only one offence, the various sub-headings merely setting "
out different ways of committing the offence, 
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A person upon whom compulaion is exercised is protected, 
whether he be a master or a workman. The compulsion com
plained of must be done wrongfully and without lega.! authority. 
The word ., wrongfully" is not. superfluous; the Legislature 
insert.ed the word .. wrongfully" expressly, because it did naf; 
wish tlhe Court to put that r&!trictive meaning on the word 
.. compel." To issue bills asking men not to work during a strike 
is not .. compulsion to make another abstain from doing a legal 
act; nor is it compulsion to issue a bill asldng union men to boycott 
a particular person, but to issue a general" black list" of non
union men, apparently, is compulsion. 

Section 16 of the 1875 Act declares t.hat nothing in the Act 
shall apply t{) seamen or sea apprentices. The expression 
.. seamen .. means persons employed under and subject to the 
Merchant Shipping Acts, that is, every person (except maste11l 
and pilote) employed 0;' board any ship. The exemption merely 
means that seamen cannot. be made liable to punishment. under 
tlhe Act; it does not prevent them from bringing an action. 
Similar offences, when committ.ed by seamen, are puniabable 
under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, with a fine of £10. 

With regard to the offence of intimidation, the word 
.. intimidate" is to be interpreted according to the circum
stances which may arise from time to time, but in any event 
intimidation to become unlawful must at least be such as would 
justify a magistrate in binding over the intimidator to keep the 
peace towards the person intimidated. To constitute intimidation 
persona.! violence must be used. The intimidation used need naf; 
result in such compulsion as would induce serious apprehension 
of violence in a man of ordinary courage, if the intimidation is 
such as would justify a binding over of the intimidator to keep 
the peace. But an intimidating letter to an employer stating that 
his shop would be picketed, and ~ouched in language so threaten
ing as to make such employer afraid. does not amount to 
.. intimidation." Nor is it intimidation within the reasonable 
construction of the statute to t~reaten an employer that workmen 
will be told to cease work, without, however, using vio],·nce. '1'0 
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oommunicate to a master a resolution of a union as to the number' 
of apprentices he might employ is not intimidation. The test is a 
subjective one. 

A£. to the offence of .. persistently following a person from 
place to place." a man must not be dodged from place to 
place. so as to interfere with his personal liberty to do what he 
likes. To follow another down two streete. and when he crosSes 
the street to cross after him. without speaking to him. has been 
held to be an unlawful .. persistent following." The essence of 
the offence is not the following of a person in a disorderly manner. 
but such a following as to prevent a person doing such acts as 
he has a right to do. . 

With regard to the offence of .. watching and besetting." men 
have no right to watch or beset a house where a person happens 
to be. for the purpose of compelling him to abemin from doing 
that which he has a legal right to do. As to picketing generally. 
it wonld appear that. except where a trade dispute is in further
ance or contemplation. picketing may be illegal. Picketing. when 
it really means improper watching and hesetting. is illegal. At 
the same time. picketing is not an offence unless it is shown that 
the pickets have wrongfnlly and without legal authority done 
some one or more of the five eats of acts specified above . 
.. Watching and besetting." to be wrongful. need not be extended 
in time nor occur in a particular place; a mere attending may 
thus be wrongful under the 1675 Act; nor need the persons 
watched .. nd beset be actually employed a1; 1lhe time. 

Where .. person employed by a bociy who h .. ve the duty of 
supplying .. ny place wi1lh gas or w .. ter wilfully and maliciously 
bre .. ks a contract of service with 1lhat body. knowing or h .. ving 
reason .. ble c .. uss·1;o believe that 1lhe prob .. ble consequence of his 
doing so will be 1;0 deprive the inh .. bitents of th .. t place of gas or 
water. or where .. person wilfully &nd maliciously breaks .. 
contract. lmowing th .. t the probable consequences of his doing so 
will be 1;0 endanger human life. or cause eerious bodily injury. or 
to expose valuable property. whether real or person .. l. to 
destruction or serious injury. he is li .. ble either 1;0 he fined £20 



or to be imprisoned for three months with hard labour. A person 
procuring such an offence is probably likewise guilty of a 
misdemeanour. The ma.lice need not be directed against the 
owner of the property concerned. 

Apart from the above provisions, it is to be noted that peaceful 
picketing is legalised. The Trade Disputes Act prollides that 
it shall be lawful for one or more persons, acting on their own 
behalf, or on behalf of a. Trade Union, or of a.n Indillidual 
employer or firm, In oontempla.tlon or furthera.nc:e of a. trade dis
pute, to attend a.t or near a house or place where a person resides 
or works or carries on business or happens to be, if they 80 attend 
merely for the purpose of peacefully obtaining or communicating 
informa.tlon, or of peacefully pel'Bua.dlng any pel'Bon to work or 
absta.in from working. 

5. CONCLUSION. 

In conclusion, it must have become increasingly obvious during 
the study of this subject that Trade Union law is both a difficult 
branch of law and a diflicult task for the student of Trade 
Unionism to master. 

It is obvious that sooner or later the whole mass of conflicting 
common law and statute which comprehend the subject must be 
codified, and it is in the hope that the Trade Unionist may be 
better equipped with knowledge to direct and control this 
work, and also to understand the subject in the meanwhil~, that 
this little hook has been written. 
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THE USE OF THE ROMAN CHARACTER FOR ORIENTAL 
LANGUAGES 

BY"R. GRANT BROWN, I.C.S. 

"And here we must enter our protest, we fear an ·unavaiiing'one, 
against the supineness which suffers those invaluable, mODument;e, the 
unwritten languages of the earth, to perish with a rapidity yearly 

.,increasing. without one rational and well·directed -effort to Ave them in 
the only mode in which it can be done. effectually, viz .• by reducing them 
to writing according to their exact native pronullciaJ,ion through the 

... medium of a tboroughly well-considered and digested phonetic alphabet .. 
About sixty well chosen, eastl" written, a.nd tlneq1tj~cal characters, 
completely exemplified in their Use by Passages from.good writers in the 
principal European ~d Eastern ,languages,· ,vould ea.tisfy every Wl\At, 
without going into impracticable niceties; and we earnestly recom.mend 
the construction and promulgation 9i a. manual of this kind for the use 
of travellers, voyagers, and colonists,8.8 a matter of pressing urgency, 
to the consideration of philologistEt, ,ethnologists, and geog".aphers, iQ. 
their respective societies assembled.. "-:Edinburg~ Review, 1848, p. 226. 

rrHE Roman character may be used. for Oriental 
languages in two ways: first, to represent in writing 

the sounds of a spoken language; and secondly, to represent 
the characters of a wr,itten language by another ~et of 
characters. The first process is" usually called phonetic 
writing, the second translitel:ation. . Th~ second proceSA 
includes the fi,·st." As this may not be clear at fi~t sight 
I will endeavour to explain what transliteration is. 

In tl;e langQag~s which can be. transliterated written 
characters are simply phonetic symbols. They have" no 
meaning except with reference to the Bounds which they 
represent. Chinese is largely written by meims of symbols 
representing not sound"s but ideas. Chinese, therefore, 
cannot be transliterated. All ~e can do is to choose some 
spoken word which represents the idea of the written 
charactc!;, and visualize that word by means of phonetic 
symbols. But most Orien~li languages are written 
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phonetically: that is, the characters represent not ide"" 
but sounds. 

Transliteration may be understood to mean anyone of 
three distinct processes. One of these is not what I should 
call transliteration, but as the word is used to describe 
it in a Government publication (T<tble. fO'l' the Trans
literation of Burmese into English, ed. 1907) it must 
at least be noticed. It is. the representation in Roman 
characters of the present standard pronunciation of a 
word written in other characters, such as the Burmese, 
without regard to the pronunciation of each individual 
character. For instance, the symbol 0 is pronounced 

much like the French sa, but if M, the symbol for k, 

be added the resultant 0M is pronounced, not .<tlc, but 

set, nearly as in English: and the word is written 8et 
accordingly. 

The second process may be called direct transliteration. 
In this the proper sound of each character is first decided 
on; a symbol is chosen to represent that sound; and the 
character is tlkreafter always represented by that symbol, 
without regard to the actual pronunciation of the word. 
For instance, 001 might he transliterated 8uk. If in any 
language there were a separate character, and only one, 
for each sound, and if the sound of that character never 
varied, transliteration would be a simple matter. It would 
only be necessary to see that the script into which the 
transliteration is made also has a separate symbol for each 
sonnd, and there would be no difference between trans
literation and phonetic writing. As a matter of fact such 
a language does not exist, either because all the languages 
we know use alphabets more or les8 imperfectly adapted 
to their sound-system, or because the alphabet has failed 
to keep pace with the sound-changes in the language. 
Sanskrit is nearly such a language: its transliteration' iM 
therefore comparatively easy. Burmese is an i~stance of 
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the other extreme. It began hy importing, with clumsy 
adaptation, an alphabet belonging to another sound-system; 
it has since nndergone great changes in pronunciation, and 
these changes have not been uniform, hut are the result of 
a multiplicity of tendencies. Its transliteration, therefore, 
is so hopeless a task that, as we have seen, the Government 
of Burma has not attempted it, and has suhstituted 
phonetic Wl-iting. Between these extremes there are 
many degrees. But transliteration of a modern language 
always presents difficulties which do not exist in mere 
phonetic writing.' It is, moreover, only necessary for 
certain limited purposes. 

The third process may be called indirect transliteration. 
This has to be resorted to, to take an extreme case, for 
II. text which is written with a modified form of a known 
alphabet, but in an unknown language. Each character 
is first identified with the corresponding character in some 
language of which the pronunciation is known; and the 
sound given to it in that language is then assigned to it 
and l'epresented by phonetic writing. For i~stance, in his 
article on "The Fourth Text of the Myazedi Inscriptions ", 
published in the Journal of this Society for April, 1911, 
~[r. Blagden has taken a text in an unknown language, 
identified each character used in it with a Sanskrit 
character, and represented, more or less, the Sanskrit sound 
of that character in a phonetic script. The same process 
may be used, and is used, for an ancient text in a known 
language of which the former pronunciation is uncertain, 
such as Burmese or Talaing. For instance, in trans
literating the text of the Myazedi inscription Mr. Blagden 
has used ca, Dot /la, to represent the sound of the character 

I I hope to show elsewhere that the supposed obstacles to the use of 
phonetic spelling, as against transliteration, for educational and popular 
purposes have little or no existence in fact, or are easily sU.rmounted ; 
but. the matter does not come within the scope of thie article, nor is it of 
allY particulq.r interest to the ethnograpbists and others wbo are' now 
being addressed. • 
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€l. That is because this character is clearly auother fol'm 

of the Sanskrit character ~. the pronunciation of which. 
at the time of the Sanskrit grammarians. is believed to 
have been ca.l The word €leY> would be transliterated 
by Mr. Blagden cak. and pronounced • c.,k", the sound a 
becoming • A' in Sanskrit when followed by a final 
consonant. If such a text contains a character which 
has nothing corresponding to it in Sanskrit, this method 
of transliteration cannot. so far as that character is 
concerned, be used. The character itself may be copied. 
or some non-phonetic symbol, such as a number, may 
be employed; but the process is then, of course. not 
transliteration. 

The object of these introductory remarks is to show 
that all transliteration involves a system of phonetic 
writing, a fact not always l'ecognized; and to clear the 
ground of some vexed questions which have been un
necessarily confounded with that of the choice of 
a phonetic script, and have thus obscured the issues in 
many previo1ts discussions. I propose now to leave all 
these questions aside, and to discuss only the choice of 
a phonetic script. 

It is not necessary to devise a new system of phonetic 
writing for each language. The same system can be used 
for all languages. whether written or unwritten, BO far as 
they have sounds in common. If a language has sounds 
peculiar to itself special symbols must. of course, be 
invented to represent those ROunds. This, however, 
happens to a much smaller extent than is usually supposed. 
There are comparatively few spoken BOunm. in the world 
which do not exist in one or other of the principal 
European languages. It is obviously convenient that 

1 The c represents a Bingle palatal sound, approaching that in the 
English churd. and perhaps identical with the Magyar sound for "'ruch 
the International Phonetic Association also use the ~j\'mbol c. 

2 Something like the English chuck. ~ 
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oue general system should be followed which, subject to 
these slight additions, is applicable to all languages. 

I now suggest to you that the following qualifications 
are needed for any general system of phonetic writing. 

1. It should be based on the Roman alphabet. This 
hardly needs demonstration. 

2. It should be on the principle of "one sound, one 
symbol n. That is to say, a different symbol must be 
employed for every distinct sound, so that there can 
never be any doubt as to what sound is meant. Moreover, 
a single sound should be represented by a single symbol, 
not by a combination of letters. For instance, the word 
thaw contains only two sounds, and should therefore be 
represented by only two letters, not by four. 

3. It must be acceptable to civilized peoples generally, 
and should not therefore follow com·entions merely 
because they are found in some particular European 
language. For instance, the letter i must not be used 
to represent the sound ai in aiBle. 

4. It should if possible be devised so that it can be 
used for any language, not merely for a particular group 
of languages. A new language may in exceptional cases 
have sounds peculiar to itself. In that case it may be 
necessary in recording it to make use of diacrital marks or 
new symbols. But this will rarely happen, and where it 
does it will be all the more necessary to use symbols 
already known for sounds already known. 

5. The script should be such that it can be read easily 
and rapidly when once mastered, without unduly straining 
the eyes. 

6. The system should be an elastic one. There should 
be a simple script for general purposes which is capable of 
being converted, by the mere addition of diacritical mru.'ks, 
into an accurate one for scientific purposes. In the script 
intended for general purposes diacritical marks should 
be avoided as much as possible, not only for the sake 
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of simplicity, but because they should be held in reserve 
for use when greater accuracy is needed. It follows from 
both this and the Ia..t principle that, where ordinary 
characters are inadequate for general purposes, special 
characters and not ordinary characters with diacritical 
marks should, a.' a rule, be used. 

7. Economy in printing has to be considered. As to 
this it must be remembered that an ordinary type with 
a special diacritical mark attached to it is just a.. 
expensive as a special type. Both have to be specially cut. 

8. In choosing a system for "ecording Oriental 
languages it would, of course, be a great advantage if 
one can be found which is already widely used in Europe 
for other purposes, and which is approved by leading 
phoneticians. It is useless suggesting a system unle,.,. 
it is likely to be generally adopted, at lea..t in essentials. 

9. It would also be a great advantage to ha"e some 
body of phonetic experts to whom a reference could be 
made in case of doubt as to the best way to represent 
unfamiliar sounds, and who could give an authoritati ... , 
decision on the point raised. It must be remembered that 
linguists are not al ways phonetic expert •. 

Now let us see how far the systems now used hy 
Orientalists fulfil these requirements. In 189"', at 
a congress of O.-ientalists held at Gene"a, the translitera
tion of Oriental languages was discussed. The congt·""" 
decided to confine it.""lf to Arabic and Sanskrit. languages 
which are, of course, of first-rate importance, but which 
represent only two out of many Asiatic families, and 
which happen to have an unusually simple system of 
vowel-sounds. On an attempt being made to apply the 
phonetic script prescribed by the congr"'"' to llong"lian 
languages, which are comparati"e!y rich in "O\vel-sounds, 
it was found quite inade'luste. This is patcnt to anyone 
who will study Dr. Grierson's great work, the Linguistic 
Sun'ey of India. The survey relates mainly to Aryan 
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languages, but includes some others, and for these 
Dr. Grierson h"" been obliged to invent new symbols. As 
far as possible he has applied his system to all the 
languages dealt with, but in some cases tbe contribntor 
has used a system of his own and has failed to explain 
adequately what sonnds are intended by the symbols used 
by him. These symbols have perforce been allowed to 
stand, with a. result which is so fa.r unsa.tisfactory. 

The Geneva. syste.m, therefore, does not meet the fourth 
or the sixth of our requirements. Still less does it fulfil 
the eighth, as it is not used for any other pnrposes at all ; 
or the ninth, as there is no machinery for referring new 
or doubtful sounds to a body of phonetic experts. 

Many other systems of writing a.re in use for Oriental 
langua.ges. In fact, nea.rly every person who records 
a new langua.ge uses his own system for it, with the result 
that in many cases his readers cannot tell what sounds 
are mea.nt. The ordinary man has not sufficient knowledge 
of the sounds of his own la.nguage to be able to give 
useful examples in it. 

There a.re some schemes, however, which ca.ll for special 
notice. One is that explained by the Rev. Father Schmidt 
in A nthropU8 for 1907. As might be expected in so 
distinguished a philologist, it is scientifically constructed 
and fullila the first four of our requirement.... But it 
altogether fails to satisfy the other five. Father Schmidt 
is strongly opposed to special characters, and uses the 
ordinary Roman alphabet with an elaborate system of 
diacritical marks, which must be difficult to read even 
after long practice. I need only mention here his symbol 
for the vowel·sound in not. This consists 'of the letter 
a with two Iincs and a dot underneath it. The 'symbol 
for the first vowel-sound in air is a with 'three dots under 
it. And if the diacritical marks are dispensed with we 
have, including the vowel-sound in jar, three very 
different sounds all represented by the same symbol. 
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The system of the Rev. Mr. Knowles is specially devised 
for certain Indian languages, the Tibeto-Mongolian group 
being excluded. If Father Schmidt dislikes special 
characters, Mr. ICnowles goes to the other extreme. For 
those languages alone he uses no less than thirty-two, 
in addition to the ordinary Roman characters. Of these, 
however, seven are for the peculiar Indian cerebrals, for 
which it is usual to employ diacritical marks, while others 
are needed only for transliteration, not for a phonetic 
representation of the spoken languag~. There is much to 
be said for the 8ystem, but it hardly meets the fourth of 
our requirements, and certainly fails to meet the last two. 

A system of quite a different class is that of the Royal 
Geographical Society, which may be called nationul as 
distinguished from international, and does not, of course, 
hold the third of the qualifications needed. It is a l'ough 
scheme intended to pre"ent geographical names from being 
grossly mispronounced by English readers of maps, and 
on the whole serves its purpose very well, though it might 
easily be improved. Its main pri!lci pies are that the 
vowels are pronounced as in Italian nnless followed by 
a double consonant, when they are given the values of 
the English short vowels; that the consonants are 
pronounced as in English; and that the fricatives, such 
as appear in shoe, treasure, church, thin, khan, and [llw.zi, 
are represented conventionally as in English by h following 
another lette\'. This is nearly the system prescribed by 
the Government of Burma for Burmese, the distinction 
between aspirated and unaspirated letters (in the true 
sense) being iguored. This system is, of course, unsuitable 
for scientific purposes, but the Society has done much 
towards getting English people to use the Roman "owel
symbols with their Continental "alue.. No one now 
thinks of writing the name of the Fiji Isles "Feejee ", 
or (I should hope) of reading the name as "Faijai" when 
he sees it in print. 
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What is usually called the Hunterian system, because it 
was used by Sir William Hunter for his Imperial Gazetteer, 
is also, in the main, a combination of Italian vowels and 
English consonants. Though it deals only with a very 
simple vowel-system, and cannot therefore be applied to 
such languages as Burmese, it uses a diacritical mark 
for the Italian a, and employs the plain letter a for 
the "owel-sound in but: an arrangement which commends 
itself neither to phon!'ticians nor to the public. It fails to 
satisfy the second, third, fourth, sixth, eighth, and ninth 
of our requirements. 

The phonetic representation of Chinese, whether for 
scientific or for popular purposes, is even less satisfactory, 
the difficulties being considerahly greater. The Wade 
system is commonly followed, though it is admitted on 
all sides to be unsatisfactory. It employs the fantastic 
combination lIrh to represent a single sound common in 
certain dialects of English, and, while using a diacritical 
mark for the first vowel in Ssi1ch'uau, also doubles the 
8 u to fix the attentil.'n on the peculiar vowel 11,". It 
does not satisfy a single one of our requirements except 
the fi .... t and fifth, for it cannot be said to be economical 
when it uses special types with so poor a result. The 
truth is that it is impossihle for anyone, howevel' 
distinguished he may be as a Chinese scholar, to devise 
a satisfactory system for Chinese without a knowledge of 
phonetics. 

Probably few people realize how very poor the Roman 
alphabet is in vowel-symbols. There are, of course, five 
"ymbols, which we call a, e, i, 0, and 'U. Against these the 
English language has at least twel ve distinct pure vowel
sounds, besides three used only in diphthongs; French has 
sixteen, including four nasals; German eighteen, including 
the same nasals; Swedish fourteen; and so on. Among 
Monl(olian languages that most widely spoken in 'the 
British Empire, Burmese, has about a dozen vowel-sounds. 
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The Canton dialect of Chinese has about the same. The 
Naga and some other Tibeto-Burman languages have 
some vowel-sounds which do not appear in either of theMe. 

Some of these sounds are no doubt but slight, though 
significant, variations from the sounds 1 a, e, i, 0, u which 
the symbols we call a. e, i, 0, u are usually taken to 
represent. Where this is the case there is something 
to be said for the use of diacritical marks with the 
existing symbols. But other sounds are altogether di.tinct 
from any of these. Such are the pure vowel-sounds in 
the English pat, paw, 8ir, and but, and the French pt" all 
of which occur in Mongolian langnages. None of these 
can properly be treated as mere modifications of the 
sounds 1 a, e, i, 0, u. They are cardinal points, just a.. 
the sounds 1 a, e, i, 0, u are, Some of them have their own 
modifications. For instance, the vowel-sound in pot may 
fairly be treated as a modification of that in paw, and the 
first sound in a.nis8 as a modification of that in 8i·f. 
If diacritical marks are used for the cardinal vowels 
you have to use further marks for these modifications, 
and more again for nasalization and length. The in
convenience of piling diacritical marks one on the top 
of another is obvious. The only remedy is to ha"e special 
symbols. 

Until lately special symbols have been very little used. 
They are employed, however, in Anglo-Saxon and moden. 
Icelandic to distinguish the tit in tlt;8 fmm the tit in tit in, 
and the same symbols can of course be used to di.tinguis], 
both from the totally different sound of tit in the 
Hindustani tha. At first sight they appear strange, 
stranger than ordinary types with diacritical marks: 
but this is really not a serious o~jection. It does not 
require much intelligence to learn their meaning, and 
once they are learnt they are much easier to use and to 
recognize than ordinary letters with diacritical marks are. 

I .-\J'1 in Italian. 
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It will perhaps hardly be believed that t,here is a system 
in existence which fulfils all the requirements above 
mentioned. Such a system, however, there is. It has 
existed for twenty-five years, and has stood the test of 
experience, though it has never until very recently been 
applied to Oriental languages. It is in order to introduce 
this system to the readers of the Journal that this paper 
is written. It is the system of the International Phonetic 
Association. 

The Association was founded in 1886 by a group of 
French professors, who had successfully used a phonetic 
script in teaching the pronunciation of English. Its 
system has been accepted in essentials by most of the 
leading phoneticians of Europe: Its Honorary President 
IS our own Dr. Sweet, Reader in Phonetics at Oxford; 
its President, Professor Vietor of Marburg~; its Vice
Presidents, Professor Jespersen of Copenhagen and 
Dr. Edwards, one of His Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. 
Its Secretary in England is Mr. Daniel Jones, Lecturer on 
Phonetic.q at University College, London. Its aims and 
principles are explained in a pamphlet issued in French 
in 1898. A new pamphlet is about to be published in 
English, and will contain texts of Oriental languages 
in the Association's character. The script is used in at 
least four pronouncing dictionaries, and in several hundred 
textbooks and grammars. The special types are stocked 
by the Oxford, Cambridge, and London University Presses, 
by Messrs. Turnbull & Spears of Edinburgh, and by no less 
than four firms at Leipzig and one at Copenhagen. 

Though formerly better known on the Continent, the 
science of phonetics has been made a compulsory subject 
in all training colleges in Scotland, and is advancing 
rapidly in England. In boLh countries the Association's 
system is ,"ery widely nsed.' Nearly all the unive'1iJt\es 

J See PM MW,I. of Training in Pho,ulic. aluilabl~ for Modern 
Larlgllage TetU:Mr8, by L H. Althaus, 1911. 
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and cQlleges in which phQnetics are taught use that 
system, while mQst £If the rest use a script invented by 
Sweet, which differs in SQme details, but can be read with 
ea..e by anyQne whQ has learnt the AssociatiQn's method. 

I strQngly advocate the 'use £If the system fQr recording 
fQr scientific purpQses languages nQt hitherto put intQ 
writing. But it has Qther and impQrtant uses. In the 
first place nQ better script can be devised fQr the use £If 
tribes which have as yet invented nQ system £If writing. 
The Roman alphabet has, in fact, been used with succes.. 
amQng the Chins £If Burma, whQ have nQ written language. 
The symbols which seem strange to us are, £If course, no 
stranger to them than £1,,1' ordinary alphabet; and it is 
easier to teach them a few extra symbols than, let us say, 
to make them remember when the letter a is prQnQunced 
• Q' a,q in father, 'ei' as in ache, 'e' as in many, 1 00 ' a.~ 

in pat, I a' as in all, ,~, as in what, or 'a' as in amiss; 
£II' when the sound' Q' is spelt with the letter r, or with 
the letter a, £II' with an a and an h, Qr with an a and an r, 
or with an a and two r's, or with an a, an r, and an e. 

Even when the language ha.. a written character £If its 
own the script is of the greatest use, nQt only fQr 
dictiQnaries, but fQr teaching the language. Modem 
languages are being mQre and mQre taught with the 
aid £If a phonetic script, without which it is almost 
impm'sible fQr the Qrdinary learner to acquire the CQrrect 
pronunciatiQn. It is gradually being recQgnized that 
accuracy £If pronunciatiQn is as much a test £If good 
schQlarship as a copiQUS vocabulary Qr freedom frQm 
grammatical error. And the script can be used, nQt 
merely fQr teaching Enropeans tQ speak an Orients I 
language, but fQr teaching English and Qther EurQpean 
languages to the native, especially if he has already nsed 
it fQr his Qwn tQngue. Again, there is no reason why 
a script based £In the Roman character shQuld nQt entirely 
supplant those £If Oriental languages, as advocated just 
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a year ago by the Rev. Mr. Knowles before the East India 
Assoeiation, and by me, in the cMe of Burmese, in a recent 
correspondence in the BangO()'1/, Gazette.' The case for 
a Roman script in Burma is peculiarly strong, the alphabet 
being an Indian importation utterly unsuited from the 
first to the language to which it was applied, and still less 
suitable now owing to changes in pronunciation. 

Yet, if I am not misinformed, the teaching of the 
Roman character to the Chins mentioned above has been 
discontinued-probably for wa·nt of an authorized system 
-and instruction in written Burmese substituted. This 
means that the Chins will no longer be able to write to 
each other in their own language. Owing to the fact that 
the sound of so many characters is dependent on the 
adjacent letter, a new combination of letters is meaningless 
in Burmese, and the script cannot be applied to Chin. 
I need hardly say that the difficulty of learning to read 
Burmese in the Indian character is enormously greater 
than if a Roman script is used, even if the tribesman has 
not already learnt that script for his own language. 
, Lastly, the science of pbonetics, as distinguished from 

the use of a phonetic script in teaching a particular 
language, is coming to the front. I will ask leave to 
make a digression on a subject of considerable practical 
importance-the course of studies for the Indian Ci vi! 
Service. That course is intended to fit probationers for 

1 Before the script of tho International Phonetic is used for this 
purpose it should be simplified and harmonized for the particular 
la.nguage (or group of languages) to which it is to be applied. trhe 
Association provides one universal Bet of symbols for scientific purposes, 
the chief of which is Bon accurate record of the sounds of each language, 
whether that language has or has Dot alL'eady been reduced to writing, 
Wld of each dialect. These symbols, howo\'er, will present a motley 
appearonce, and will often contain diacritical marks which can be 
dispensed with under other conditions. For popular or educational 
purposes they should be modified, so as to be easier to read and write 
and to give the printed page a more pleasing appearance. This has 
already been done for some European languages, though in the case of 
English at least a further move might be made in these directions. 
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the work they have to do in India, and it can hardly 
be gainsaid that their first need is a knowledge of the 
principal spoken language of their province. A literary 
knowledge of the native language is u"eful and valuable, 
but when it is pursued, as it is sometimes pursued, to the 
exclusion of colloquial knowledge, so that a man who haR 
passed difficult examinations is uuable to carry on an 
ordinary conversation with a native, I think it will be 
agreed that there is something wrong with the system 
of examinations. Moreover, there is a large and growing 
body of opinion, especially among practical educationalists, 
in favour of imparting a knowledge of the spoken or 
living language first, and building up upon it a knowledge 
of the literary or dead language. To my mind there can 

. be no question that this is the right order of things. The 
habit which we have acquired of beginning with the 
literary language has its origin in the fact that at one time 
only dead languages were thought worth teaching at all. 
This again led to more or less scientific methods being 
de\;sed for teaching those languages, whereas scientific 
methods for teaching a spoken language did not exist 
until quite recently. They do exist now, however, and 
a thorough grounding in phonetics, together with the 
use of a phonetic script, are essential parts of the training. 
In the case of Indian Civil Service probationers it is not 
practicable to defer the acquisition of the literary or 
classical language entirely until a thorough knowledge of 
the colloquial has been attained; because, while the 
colloquial vocabulary and idioms are most easily learnt 
in India, the literary language is, for climatic and other 
reasons, best studied at home. Nevertheless, I venture to 
think that the foundation of a sound colloquial knowledge 
should be laid before the literary language is attacked, 
and that probationers should go out to India well equipped 
for learning to speak not only the principal language of 
their province but any other language which may be needed 
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for their work. They cannot be said to be so equipped 
unless they have had a training in phonetics. 

The science of phonetics is so little known that it may 
be necessary to explain what it is. Dr. Sweet, in his 
Practical Study of Languages, says on p. 4-

.. The main axiom of living philology is that ill study of 
language must he based on phoJ;letics . 

.. Phonetics is the science of s~h - sounds, or, from 
a practical point of view, the art of pronunciation. Phonetics 
is to the science of language genera.lly what mathematics is to 
astronomy and the physical sciences. Without it, we can 
neither observe nor record the simplest phenomena of language." 

He goes on to show the fallacy of supposing that 
pronunciation can he learnt hy mere imitation. "This is 
as if fencing could be learnt by looking at other people 
fencing. The movements of the tongue in speaking are 
even quicker and more complicate.d than those of the foil 
in fencing. and are, besides, mostly concealed from sight. 

"Even in the case of children learning the sounds of 
their own language the process is a slow and tedious one, 
and the nearer the approach to maturity the greater the 
difficulty of acquiring new sounds. Indeed, the untrained 
adult seems to be often absolutely incapable of imitating 
an unfamiliar sound or e,'en an unfamiliar combination of 
Rounds. . . . Even thoRe who devote their lives to the study 
of languages generally fail to acquire a good pronunciation 
by imitation perhaps after living ten or twenty years in 
the country and learning to write the language with 
perfect ease and accuracy." 

He points out that there is an organic side of phonetics, 
in which the actions of the organs of speech are described, 
and an acoustic side, in which sounds are described and 
classified. "It is evident that both the organic and the 
acoustic sense must be cultivated: we must learn botll to· 
recognize each sound by ea.r and to recognize the organic 
positions by which it is produced, this recognition being 
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effected by means of the accompanying' muscular 
sensations." 
. In India we are put to shame by our own children, who, 
if they are brought up in the country, learn to speak the 
native languages with perfect accuracy. That we are 
most of us quite unable to do so is due simply to dcfective 
education-to a neglect of one of the most important 
faculties that nature has given us. 

My suggestion is, therefore, that the science of phonetics 
should be made a basis for the study of modern Indian 
languages. I do not suggest it as the only basis j I think 
a comparati ve study of the structure of languagcs, with 
special reference to those to be acquired, would alRO be 
well repaid. But a groundiug of phonetics is more 
necessary than anything else, and for it a phonetic script 
of some kind is indispensable. If such a grounding is 
given it is obvious that the Association's script is the one 
likely to be used. 

To sum up, the Association's script fulfils all the 
requirements which it is called upon to fulfil. That is, it 
is ba..ed on the Roman alphabet j it follows the principle 
of "one sound, one symbol" j it is acceptable to civilized 
peoples generally j it can be used for any language j it 
can be read easily and rapidly when once mastered j it is 
elastic, and, considering the results, economical j it i. 
widely used already j and there is a body of phonetic 
expert., the Council of the Association, ready to give 
assistance in applying and enlarging it. 

It will be useful to ethnologists for recording new 
languages; to natives who have no written language, or 
an unsatisfactory script, for communicating with each 
other j to dictionary-makers for giving exact pronunciation j 
to transliteratol'S for phonetic transcriptions of ancient 
texts j to teachers of languages, Asiatic or European, 
for instl1lcting their pupils in the art of COlTect 
pronnnciation j to teachel'S of the science of phonetics; 
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and to philologists as a record of linguistic changes . 
.AP. there now seems to be a reasonable probability of its 
coming into genera.! use for a.!1 these purposes, I venture 
to suggest that the Royal .AP.iatic Society should not be 
behindhand in adopting it for its records, and in joining 
with the leaders of the Association in order to perfect 
and enlarge it with special reference to .AP.iatic languages. 

The .AP.sociation's system has been recently used by me 
in a paper on the Tamans of Upper Burma for the Royal 
Anthropological Institute. The name of the Tamans for 
themselves and the numerals are given below as a !<8.lIlple 
of the uses to which the script may be put---

Taman XApta. (XApt3) 
1 ta 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

nek 
sum (sum) 
pali 
malla 
kwa 
sane (sane) 
pase (pase) 
taxa. (tax3) 
ji 

KEy 
A as vowel-sound in E. but. 

E. sir. 
:l E.saw. 
e F. tte. 
0. E.put. 
a as first vowel-sound in E. among. 
a as vowel-sound in F. patte. 
II E.11l.en. 
i F. si. 
x as ck in G. ach. 
g as ng in E. tnng. 
j as sk in E. SM. 

'fhe English referred to is standard southern English. 
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, PREFACE~ 
For the lirat time in, the history of Insurance bnsiness in 

India a' conference of all 'Indian Insurance Companies was 
organised in Bo~bay. All the spade worlr in 'con~ection' with 
the conference was realIy sp'ealting done by the general Insurance 
Companies of Bombay. It was they who as far back as Febrnary 
1927 formed into what' is knowD as the Indian Insurance 
Companies' Delegation. The principal object with ';'hich this 
Delegation was formed was to carryon an intensive propaganda 
on behalf of Indian Insnrance Companies, firstly by appealing 
to the general insurance pnblic in India to support only Indian 
Insurance Companies and, secondly, by approaching all associa
tions representing Indian trade' and commerce to enlist their 
active snpport and lastly by means of gronp advertisement and 
pamphlet. both in English and the vernacnlars. Duringtbe one 
year that • the Delegation was in existence it carried 
on a persistent campaign throughout India and Burma, with 
the result that a great deal of interest_in the Insurance line has 
been created in the public mind. 

It was this fact which, more than anything else, inHuenced 
U1e Bombay Delegation in taking np the question of organising 
the lint Conference of Indian Iusurance Companies. It must 
he said to the credit of aU Indian Insurance Companies that even 
the first circular which was issued by the organisers suggesting 
tbe Conference was well received and it was this favourable 
reception in the fir.t instance that was in a large measure res
ponsible for the holding of this Conference immediately. 

Almost all In.urance Companies transacting life or other 
branches of Insurance business have now joined this Con
ference and there are a. many 81 46 members on it. roUs. That 
the reaults of the Conference have exceeded all expectations are 
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now eo well known tbat it is not necessary to eniarge upon the 
utility of the Conference itsel£., Tbe mere fact that the Indian 
Insurance Companies" doing business 'in various parts of India 
took the troll.ble aud expense to seud their representatives to 
attend this conference, combined with the fact that almost all 
the distinguished industrialists and merchant princes of Bombay 
took more than ordinary interest in the proceedings of the con
ference by personally attending it and tbereby contrihuting 
to its great success is an eloquent proof, if any proof was needed, 
that the thinking mind of India is wholeheartedly with the Indian 
Insurance Companies. 

The Conference has been responsible for stirring the pri~. 
cipal Indian Insurance officials to great activity in that they 
have contributed very valuable, interesting and instructive 
papers on Insurance. The genenil public until' quite 
recently understood Insurance as nothing else but the payment 
of premium and the receipt of claim, if any, wherea.s today 
Insurance people who really took part in the Conference have 
shown to the public the larger services which the institution 
of insurance has rendered and is rendering to tbe public good 
allover tbe country. The manifold services which the profession 
of ineurance i8 rendering to the community at large have been 
touched upon by Bome of the, speakers. It i. no exaggeration 
to say that all papera without exception have been a rear and 
solid contribution to the insurance literature of India where soch 
was lacking. 

The Conference was really very fortunate in that it had 
for its President an eminent businessman like Mr. N. B. Sak· 
latwala, CJ,E., and tor the Chairman of tbe Reception Committee, 
an equally able businessman in Mr. Lalji Naranji. The con
tributions made. by these two distinguished business)llenof 
Bombay in their respective addres8e8 have been very vl!lnal>l~ 
indeeQ, and coming a8 they ,do· from technical businel' people, 
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who aiways mean what they aay must give more than ordlnary 
food for thought for other industrialists and busineumen of 
India. If a firm like the Tatas' -who control fire insurance 
running into several crores-rightly claim to have placed all their 
insurances with an Indian insurance company, we do not know 
what further effort is necessary on the part of the millownera and 
other industrialists of India to follow the patriotic example set 
by the Tatas. Mr. Lalji Naranji also can claim credit for 
placing all the insurances under his control with Indian insurance 
companies. Most of the Municipalities, public bodies, chari
table and educational institutions are now looking more and more 
to Indian inliurance companies for the protection that they require. 
The Conference has passed a resolution in the form of 
a reminder to the people of India to snpport Indian insurance 
companies and we make no apology for quoting that resolution 
in extenso. 

H Thi. CoDf'erence of the l.diaD In.urance Co .. panie. 
can. upon the IndilUl iDiuring public in general and the 
mercantile community in particular to place all their inlor-
aace. whether life, fire, marinet accident etc. SI far ., 
pouible with the ladian Inaurance Compamea." 

This resolution was naturaJly accepted with considerahle 
ilntbusiasm by the 'Y hole audience present at the Conference and it 
is up to the people of India to see that this mandale of theirs is 
loyally adhered to and that when the next Conference of 
Indian Insurance Companies meet. in 1929, it will not be 
necessary to repeat thia resolution. 

Bombay 22-5-28. K. S. R. Iyer. 

N. J. Gor. 

Secretaries. 
---0---



· Welcome Address by Chairman of the 

·ReceptionCommittee. 

M,. Lalj; Naranj;, M. L. c: J. P., Chal',man 
0/ the Reception Committee at the outset 01 "is address 
made speciai reference to the presence at the Conf6r,nce 
01 Sir Geofjrey Corbett, Secretary, Department of 
Commerce, to ",hom lie extended a hearty welcome. 
He thaded Sir Geoffrey for the interest he had 8hown 
in the Conference and hoped that Government would 
always be willing to extend them 'he hand 01 co-opera· 
tion. He also txpressed his hope that Government 
would. help in b,inging about the p,ogress of Insu,ance 
in this country as lar as Indian .Insuf'ance was 
conce,ned :-P,oceeding he said. 

Brother DaZegates and Gentlemen, 

" I have great pleasure in extending to you a hearty 
welcome to this city. This is the first occasion on. 
which all the Indian insurance companies are meeting 
together for a common purpose and with common 
objects. It-is in the fitness of things that such a con
ference should first he held in the city of Bombay, 
for, this city has ghren birth to a number of organiza
tions conducive to National development. Bombay is 
the one city in India where important trades are still 
in the hands of the people of this country. It is in this 
city and in this Presidency that the important industry 
of India, viz, the Cotton Mill Industry is· situated and 
which is mainly controlled by the Indian people. 



So far as insurance is concerned, it might perhaps 
be a surprise to many people to know that insurance 
had its origin in this country. Manu, the Hindu Law
Giver, specifically mentions a charge on goods carried 
from one town to another to ensure their safe carriage 
nntil handed over to the consignee at destination. 
The following quotation taken from an English author 
will confirm the above statement:-

" If we want a remote example nearer akin 
to our modern conception of the mean
ing of the word 'INSURANCE' we 
can turn to India where it is recorded 
in the' Institutes of manu' which were 
compiled some-time before the Chris
tian Era, that in estimating the tall: to 
be levied on the trader some considera
tion should be given to a well-known 
cbarge in the transit of goods for 
securing the goods carried." 

Insurance business is being carried on even now 
by Indian individual firms. Such firms, however, 
never organized themselves into limited liability con
cerns on modem lines, as India, instead of developing 
her navigation, insurance and banking, began to lose 
them all in favour of Western countries under the 
British Regime owing to their failure to tum navigation 
by sail into steam and their individual banking and 
insurance business into regular joint stock concerns. 

The natural result was that, these firms as they 
were constituted, had no strength to withstand the 
inroads of organised and established foreign companies. 
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The resources of individuals were divided and limited 
and they sank into insignificance due to their own 
internal competition and external competition from 
foreign concerns. 

Banking and insurance are necessary national 
requirements and so are very closely allied to the needs 
of trade. So long as articlcs of trade were carried by 
Indian sailing ships, both banking and insurance re
mained with Indian individual firms. But as soon as 
wooden sailing ships were replaced by steam steel ships 
of non-Indian makes, non-progressive Indian firms 
could Dot continue against the well-organised, advanced 
and scientific foreign countries. Along with the pass
ing of the country's trade, therefore from the hands of 
Indians, 'shipping,industry also vanished and banking 
and insurance followed suit. 

It is to be deplored that a line which had its origin 
in India hundreds of years ago and which was in extant 
even in those primitive limes, to-day finds itself not 
only neglected but positively ignored by the people of 
this country. ' 

A hundered years ago, there was not a single 
insurance company in this country established by the 
people themselves. Even fifty years ago, there were 
no insurance companies of any standing in India, even 
for the transaction of life insurance business. In so 
far as other lines of business in insuranoe were con
cerned the entire benefit was going to non-Indian 
companies. Life insurance' companies themselves 
began to appear on the Bcene only from the year 1870, 
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and to-day India can claim to have a number of life 
insurance companies. For the large number of life 
insurance companies that we have in India, tbe business 
that they do is very small, as it is obvious that still a 
great portion of the Indian life insurance business goes 
to non-Indian companies. 

Life insurance has been developing by leaps and 
bounds throughout the world since the postwar period. 
Several countries are writing to· day four and five times 
more business than they used to do even five years ago. 
India has not lagged behind in tbis respect inspite of 
several disadvantages under which we are suffering 

. to' day. Life insurance is slowly developing in this 
country a's can be gathered from tbe fact tbat some of 
our leading insurance companies are able to write to
day as much as 50 per cent of the total business which 
all the Indian insurance companies wrote even three 
years ago. To give only one instance, the" ORIEr\
TAL" of Bombay has been able to write in the year 
1927 new business exceeding 41 crores of rupees as 
against the S crores of rupees w hicli all tbe Indian life 
insurance companies wrote only three years ago. Yet, 
it must be confessed that the Indian people are still 
very backward in respect to pe,. capita insurance. Of 
course, it must be admitted tbat India is comparatively 
a poor country. Still tbe amount of life insurance in 
force with Indian companies-53! crores of rupees for 
the large population of this country is woefully small. 
Calculated per head of the population, tbis can Dot even 
come to Rs. 2 per head as against l<s. 2,000 per head 
in America, Rs. 1,500 per head in Canada, Rs. Seo per 
head iD EDgland and Rs. 400 per head in Japan. ID 
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the same way, the funds of the Indian life insurance 
companies, compared to the accumulated funds oflife 
companies, in other countries, are negligible. The 
total fnnds of all the Indian life companies are a little 
over 14 crores of rupees as against 4500 crores of 
rupees of American life companies, 1600 crores of 
rupees of English companies, 600 crores of Japanese 
companies and 450 crores of Canadian companies. 

That there is a vast field for indigenous life com. 
panies cannot be denied. With the creation of a 
proper insurance atmosphere in the country itself and 
with the move that we are now definitely taking and 
other propaganda and educational work that we shall 
have to carryon in the future, there can be no doubt 
whatever that, as time goes on, people will look to 
Indian companies for more and more of the insurance 
protection. 

Leaving life insurance for the present, and passing 
on to what are known as commercial insurances, such 
as fire, marine, mntor car and other accident business, 
it must be said at once that Indian companies, even a 
decade ago' were not much in evidence. Inspite of the 
fact that large trade has been going on between India 
and other outside countries and in spite of the fact that 
the cotton mill industry and the cotton trade were in 
the hands of the Indian people, there never was any 
thought given to this great handmaiden of commerce. 
It was left to the post-war period to bring into existence 
several new types of enterprises and commercial 
insnrance was one of them. Several fire insurance 
companies were started with huge paid.up capital, as a 
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result, of post-war prosperity. India has not developed 
many industries and consequently has not enough fire 
insurance business of her own. These companies are 
still able to carry on because of their large capital. 
To meet their expenses, they had to seek outside 
fields and some had to go to the United Kingdom and 
the U. S. A. 

There can be no doubt that several crores of 
rupees are being spent every year by the millowners, 
cotton merchants, seed and other merchants, property 
owners and several other trades in insuring their 
respective factories and business premises. Excepting 
for a small fraction, most of the motor cars used in 
India are owned by the Indian people. A very large 
amount is being spent in insuring these cars, the bulk 
of which to-day goes to non-Indian companies. The 
important crops of India every year are valued at Rs. 
J500 crores. The imports into India of foreign articles 
are valued at over Rs. 232crores a year. The insur. 
ance premium therefore on all these heads must be 
enormous. But I am quite certain that not even 5 per 
cent of this goes to the share of the Indian. insurance 
companies. 

The great difficulty in India to-day is to get 
correct information to enable us to understand how 
insurance premiums are shared by indigenous and non
indigenous companies. Almost all countries in the 
world to-day have thdr OWD Government machinery to 
get this informauon every year. It is only in unfortu
nate India that such information is not available to the 
people. Although the Government of India a few yeare 
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ago agreed to introduce a Bill for the 'regulati~n of 

, insurance business, it is to be regretted that so fail' 
nothing has happened. It, is very necessary. in the 
interests of insurance business. that. statistical informa
ion from ALL insurance companies transacting busi
le6S in India, showing how much husiness they do 
mder various heads, should be filed with the Govern
nent of India. Then only will it be possible for the 
rndian public to understand how small a portion of the 
arge premium falls to the share of the Indian companies 
:ompared to the very large amount which goes out 
of this country for the benefit of non-Indian companies. 

Every country in the world to;day findS that 
insurance business should be developed for the sake 
Jf the country itself. EvensmaU RepUblics like 
Argentine, Chilli and Brazil have passed such stringent 
restrictions against foreign companies that to-day the 
lIlajor portion of the insurance business has automati. 
cally gone to the national companies. Other countries 
have passed legislations favourable to local companies 
even at the sacrifice of foreign interests. Behind all 
these, there is the solid and whole-hearted support of 
the people of these respective countries for their'own 
institutions. It is only in India that such united action 
on the part of the people has not yet been forth-coming. 
With a view therefore to enlist the active support of 
the people of India, all Indian Insurance Companies in 
Bombay transacting commercial insurance started a 
joint publicity campaign over a year ago. The 
response so far has been satisfactory and the Delegatiolil 
has now become a regular Association of Indian 
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Insurance Companies and it is proposed to continue 
the publicity campaign on behalf of Indian insurance 
companies. I am glad to say that all Associations 
representing Indian trade and industry have now begun 
to take greater interest in Indian insurance companies. 
Everywhere there is an awakening of national spirit and 
it behoves all of us interested in the insurance 
business to see that this favourable atmosphere is 
maintained, sustained and continued for the benefit 
of Indian insurance business in general and for the 
advancement of the Indian insurance companies in 
.particular. 

The development of insurance, especially of 
Com.mercial Insurance, requires the good-will and 
co-operation of various· foreign insurance companies. 
I am glad to say that such co-operation has been 
exetended to our Indian Companies and all Indian and 
non-Indian insurance companies have been working in 
a friendly spirit. Insurance creates a friendly feeling 
all over the world as the more risks are divided in all 
parts of the world, the less risky and more profitable it 
is to insurance companies. Insurance habit increases 
with the development of industries. Industries require 
capital and no. country can do without capital. In
surance creates capital. Insurance is such a necessity 
that the security offered will tempt every one for 
his own safety to go for insurance. The growth of 
Insurance and the growth of industries are mutual and go 
together in every country. Insurance is a charge levied 
voluntarily by each and every business and industry. 
A sum is set apart to meet any contingency of loss. 
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Competition in insurance will affect both Indian 
and non-indian groups adversely. I shall quote here 
the remarks of the ,. REVIEW" ail English Insurance 
paper, which has in its issue of February 1928, given 
a review of the working of Indian insurance companies. 
It says as follows ;-

•• The feature of the working accounts of these 
companies (Indian Insurance) that 
strikes one is the evidence they afford' 
of a low risk business, but that the 
business generally is done on extra
ordinarily high commission terms. 
The position in this respect improved 
in 1926, but it is still remarkable. 
In one or two cases the high rate of 
commission is to an extent due to the, 
volume of re-insurance writteQ but 
there is clear evidence that commissions 
are very much above the usual scale 
and the profit which there should be 
in the business of the risk character 
indicated by the 108s ratio is lost in the 
Commission terms." , 

It will thus be seen that business is secured on 
high commission terms, which absorb all profit. 1 
therefore appeal to all industrialists, traders, landed 
proprietors and everyone who has anything to do with 
insnrance in this country to place their business with 
Indian insurance companies. 

Insurance, unlike other business, is necessarily 
an international business. Insurance Companies alway. 
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like to spread their risks in as many parts of the globe 
and in as varied businesses as possible as, in the event 
of loss, the companies will always be protected from 
the revenues derived from different classes of business. 
The insurance business is such that some countries 
have favourable loss experience and some otherwise. 
Insurance Companies generally work on the basis of 
reciprocity thus creating a universal brotherhood in 
this most important business. 

In conclusion, I hope and trust that the Con
ference 'we are holding to-day will be the forerunner of 
the greater interest which the Indian insurance public 
will evince in their own national concerns and that 
before long all the Indian insurance companies will be 
placed in ·the happy position of sharing the blllk of 
the business that the Indian insuring public are placing 
to-day. With these words, gentlemen, I again have 
great pleasure in welcoming you to this the first 
Conference of Indian Insurance Companies. 

-:0:-



Election of the President. 

AI,. H.P. Mody (Chai,man of tke I.M. Chambe,) 
in the ahaence 01 Si, Purshottamda$ Tkaku"das tllen 
p,oposed that M,. N. B. SaUatwala be elected to tlie 
Ckai,. In doing 80 he said, ",.4 Bu'p,ise has been 
Ip,ung upon me in asking me to "'Of1t~ thu "oposit,o;,. 
Howeve" I 11m glad to do tMs because M,. Saklatweila" 
is one of the ieading figu,es in tke comme,c.a/and 
indust,ial, life of thi' city. His claim to thep,e
sidential clia;, of this Conl",,,ce ;s also based on the 
fact tkat he ;s the head of an o,ganisation wlzic''
cont,ols the la,gest ;n,urance company in tlzis count,y 
whi&h along ",it" othe,. companies flJe may rtga,d eis 
a national ente,p,ise. 1 do not think t",""jo,e tAat· 
M,. Saklatfllala', claim to occupy 'tlie ,kai,. can be 
dilputed and I tkink the" ;s no bette,. man file could 
Izave selected fo" this pu,pose. I lzafJe gnat pleasu,e: 
in p,oposz'ng Izim tCl tlze Chair. 

Lala Lajapat,.ai M.L.A. seconded. 

,.4fte, tlzanking M,. Mod., fo, Ilze fJe,'Y elo'luent 
wo,ds uBed.n "Ie"nee to him M,. Saklatwaltl took 
tlie Clzai, and delive"d his add'ell as follows :-

"Presidential Address" 
Gentlemen :-

I am much obliged to you for the honour you 
have c®ferred by appointing me as the President 
of the first Indian Insurance Conference. I confi
dently hope that this Conference will now be an 
annual event and grow evert year in usefulness IIlId 
ipJportance. 
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The idea of holding this Conference bad its origin 
in Bombay. This was accelerated by the activities 
of the Indian Insurance Delegation of this city. It 
was this Delegation who, during the last year, was 
responsible for creating a great deal of interest in the 
public mind in favour of Indian insurance companies. 
They carried on a .regular and uninterrupted pro
paganda both in the press and through pamphlets· 
All the Associations representing Indian trade and 
commerce throughout India and Burma have welcomed 
the activities of this Delegation and have already begun 
to take an active interest in Indian Insurance Com
panies. The experience gained by the Delegation 
during the last one year has emboldened them to 
embark on a more permanent organisation and I am 
glad to say that their efforts have been crowned with 
success. The result is the formation of what is known 
as the Indian Insurance Companies' Association in 
February of this year. 

It is indeed a gratifying feature that out of 
about 4S insurance companies of Indian origin who do 
different kinds of insurance business, almost all have 
joined the Conference, and at this stage, I would 
like to thank on your behalf the organizers, and 
especially Mr. K. S. Ramchandra Iyer, and Mr. N. J. 
Gor, for tJhe trouble they have taken, and congratulate 
them on the success attained. 

Mr. Lalji has told you how backward India is 
in the matter of insurance. I shall supplement a few 
figures to what he has already given you. Life 
companies were much earlier in the field than fire and 
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marine. Amongst these, the oldest existing life com
pany is the Christian Mutual started in the United 
Provinces as long ago as 1847. The oldest limited 
life company is our well-known" Oriental" established 
in 1874. 

Between that date and now some 50 companies 
( including Mutuals) have been established, and are 
slilll working. 

Except the "Indian Mercantile" started in 1907 
no real attempt wa. made to start Fire and Marine' 
companies until .1919, when several. substantially 
capitalised companies were established in Bombay and 
Calcutta. 

The funds (including paid-up capital )of all 
Indian life companies do not very much exceed rupees 
14 crores, and those of fire and marine may be put 
down at about 2j crores. 

i 

There are 56 Indian life companies, and 23 non
Indian companies doing life business. Amongst those 
doing fire and marin~ business, there are only 10 
Indian and over 100 non-Indian. 

I hope you will all realise how insignificant these 
figures are for a vast country like India as compared to 
other countries, not forgetting Japan. 

Let me now .come to the object of this Con
ference. Mr. Lalji has rightly said that the Indian 
and Bon-Indian companies have been working in a 
friondly spirit, and it is not our object here to ask the 
non-Indian companies to quit and lea9'e the field to 
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us. On the contrary, there is ample room still for all 
the non·Indian companies and many more Indian 
companies for the different insurance business. We 
have met to-day to make you realise what has already 
been achieved by Indian companies, especial1y life, 
what immense scope there is for more companies 
carried on by Indians, how much more can be done by 
a ready response by the great Indian public and how 
much more can the insurance business expand if the 
proper insurance' sense' caD be instilled in the public 
mind. 

India is still on the fringe of insurance business 
as far as Indian companies are concerned. The exist
ing companies have a great responsibility. They have 
to demonstrate that they can develop along the right 
lines and inspire the same confidence among the public 
as some of the non-Indian companies with millions of 
reserves behind them. I am glad to say that in life 
some of the Indian companies have shown results for a 
series o( years which have absolutely consolidated their 
position, and to-day can hold their own against the 
best non-Indian companies that are working here. 
That is not enough, and such life companies should not 
be counted on the fingers end but by scores. Our 
efforts should be directed towards strengthening the· 
position of those that are still struggling and starting 
many more in different parts of the country. 

I have a mournful tale to unfold when coming to 
fire, . marine and accident. Here the progress is pain
ful1y slow. The few Indian companies which have 
already started have demonstrated their utility and their 
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right of existence. I 1m however grieved to record 
that the public have not responded to their efforts to 
the extent they have a right to expect. The Indian 
public, as a rule, are suspicious and if I may say so 
ignorant on insurance matters. They have an idea that 
the foreign companies have very large reserve~ behind 
them, and have wider experience, and are therefore 
better able to meet losses than Indian companies of 
later growth. Again some of our big capitalists and 
industrialists have had very cordial relations with these 
foreign companies which they are loath to disturb. To 
an extent, these people are correct, but if a firm like 
the Tatas, who can be given some credit for business 
acumen, can see their way, consistent with their 
responsibility, to confine all their business, extending 
to some crores, with an Indian company, surely others 
can do the same. 

I can assare you, gentlemen, that most of our 
Indian companies are now on very sound insurance 
lines. Whatever risk is entrusted to them (never 
mind for how many lacs) according to the best insu· 
rance practice, a restricted limit is retained nnd the 
rest re.insured with other sound companies who in 
their turn reciprocate similarly. It is this wide dis
tribution which gives security. Some of our public 
utility companies, who have now begun giving the 
Indian companies a share of their business, have 
thoroughly examined the position before doing so. I 
am qnite ready to admit that the Indian companies 
have first to deserve and then to desire. but I am 

. quite confident that most of our Indian companies 
I 
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can stand the most severe scrutiny. Most of them 
have employed the right kind of experts, have built up 
reserves at the sacrifice of dividends io spite of the 
clamour of their shareholders, and now can with all 
justification claim your business. 

It is now the turn of the great Indian public to 
support them. There should be some enthusiasm in 
them, there should be patriotism and business instinct. 
I am no politician, but I am sufficiently a business man 
to feel in my heart that the Swaraj for India depends 
to a great extent on its industry, commerce, banking 
and insurance. God helps those who help themselves. 
On economic as well as on patriotic grounds it is your 
bounden duty to place all your business with the 
Indian companies which are already existing, and thus 
give a stimulus to the promotion of new companies. 
This is the surest way of conserving India's wealth in 
the country itself. Big and small, all can help. I 
ask for the right vision and right perspective, and I do 
hope this appeal will not fall on deaf ears but practical 
results will be achieved by the time we meet again 
next year. 

Before I finish, there is one important question I 
must refer to, namely, Insurance "Legislation. As far 
back as June 1925. a draft Insurance Bill was published 
in the Gazettee of India, and most of us were requested 
to send in our comments on it. 

The Insurance Bill seems to have disappeared. 
The original reason for its disappearence was that 
Government proposed to wait the report of a body 
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sitting in London to recommend alteration to the 
En~lish Insurance Act. 

To the best of our knowledge, the report has now 
been made, and we are but awaiting Government's 
next move in the matter. 

The Government of India Bill, as originally pub
lished, provided, for deposits from every insurance 
company, and in this connection, it is important to ~s 
to insist that the final wording makes it clear that 
subsidiary companies working in India shall be requir
ed to make a separate deposit; that each American 
company be required to put up a separate deposit, 
however it may be worked or controlled in India. 
Numerous American companies have entered this 
country free, but some of us know the onerous require
ments before lin Indian company can ,enter America. 
And lastly any firm or person representing I. Lloyds " 
or other similar underwriting body shall be required 
to put up a deposit. II Lloyds" is really a combination 
of a great number of very small insurance companies, 
and it is a matter for consideration as to whether one 
deposit should be regarded as sufficient. This is a 
legitimate demand of indigenous insurance companies 
and wouid be readily granted in any country. 

I think we should go further than deposits, how
ever, and strongly commend to the Government of 
India the idea as to whether it is not possible to think 
out some reasonable and moderate form of protection 
for Indian insurance companies. The question is a 
difficult one, but it has been done in other countries. 
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We do not want anything unreasonable, as it might 
do more harm than good, by provoking retaliation on 
Indian companies outside India. We want some 
moderate suggestion that would constitute a slight 
inducement to Indians to insure with Indian companies, 
in order that the prosress of Indian companies may be 
assisted. 

After all, the Indian companies sell insurance in 
much the same manner as other people sell cotton or 
steel. 

I once again congratulate those who have conce· 
ived the idea of this Conference. Let us realise this is 
merely the co-mmencement of our task and there is 
much work ahead. This will have to be an active and 
live Confuence working throughout the year because 
once the pace is slackened much of the good work can 
be undone. If the right sort of propaganda is carried 
on much can be done to shake off the present listless· 
ness of our countrymen and it will go a great way 
towards promoting a spirit of goodwill and co-operation 
by which alone substantial progress can be made. 
Gentlemen, I again .thank you." 

-:0:-



Death of Sir Currimbhoy Ebrahim. 

Th, following resolution orcondolence at the death 
of Sir Cu, rambltoy Ehrah.m was mOfJed from th, 
ena;r and carraed unanimously. all stand.ng :-

f. The Conference hal heard with very 
great regret the sad death of Sll Currim
bhoy Ebrahim. Baronet. the Seuior partner 
of Messrs. Currimbhoy Ebrahim I; Sons 
one of the leading Industrialists of India 
who have consistently lupported Indian la
suranoe Companies and places on record the 
deep Bense of the great losl the Indian 
business in general and the Indian Insur
ance business in particular have .ustained. 
They beg to convey to the family of the 
deceased the sympathy of this meeting in 
their lad· bereavment • 

That a copy of this resolution be for
warded to Messrs. Currimbh~y Ebrahim I; 
Son .... 

Appointment of Subjects Committee. 

A Subjects Committee consisting of the following 
gentlemen W'dS formed to draft the necessary resolutions 
to be placed before the Conference :-

N. B. Saklatwala, Esq., C. I. E. 
Lalji Naranji, Esq., J. P. 
H. E. Jones, Esq., 
J. C. Setalvad, Esq. 
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R. J. Dult, Esq. 
H. L. Humphreys, Esq., 
Sen Esq., 
Pandit K. Santanam., 
Lala Girdharilal., 
S. B. Card master, Esq., 
Byramjee Hormusjee, Esq., 
S. Kabboor, Esq. 
Kanchanlal Varajdas, Esq., 
Girdharlal Mullick, Lala, 
D. D. Deshpande, Esq., 
G. S. Marahte Esq., 
K. S. Ramchandra f yer, Esq. 
N •• T. Gor, Esq. 

Messages. 

The following letters and telegrams from gentle
men who were unable to attend the Conference were 
read by the Secretary :-

From Sir George Rainy, the Commerce 
Member, Government of India: .. Sir George Rainy 
regrets exceedingly that he is unable to accept the kind 
invitation of the Chairman and Members of the Recep
tion Committee of the Indian Insurance Companies' 
Conference to be held at Bombay on Wednesday and 
Thursday the 4th and 5th April, as it is impos.ible for 
him to be in Bombay on these days." 

From Sir Rajendra Mukerjee, Calcutta:-"Sir 
Rajendra Mnkerjee regrets his inability to accept the 
invitation .f the Chairman and Members of the Recep-
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tion Committee of the IBdian Insurance Companies' 
Conference to be present at the conference to be held 
in Bombay on 4th and 5th April next. He. however, 
wishes the Conference every success." 

Telegram from V. Mangalam, Bangalore, II Re
gret inability to attend owing to company's pressing 
business. Posted letter yesterday. All India associa
tion an epoch making event in progress of Indian 
Insurance. Pray accept best wishes for success of 
Conference.'! 

Telegram from Madhava. Mysore :-" Owing to 
important Government work unable to attend. My 
ideas already frequently before public. Wish Con. 
ference every success. Great future awaits prompt 
and correct action by Indian Insurance men." 

Telegram from Mr. Jamshed Mehta Karachi :

" Regret inability to attend. Accept hearty co~. 
gratulations. Wish your Conference all success." 

Telegram from Oowasji Khambatta Auctio
neer, Ahmedabad :-" Wish every success to Insurance 
Conference." 

Letter from Mr. V. Rangasami General Secre
tary, Asiatic Govt. Security Life Assurance Co. Ltd. 
Bangalore :-

"Many thanks for your kind invitation to the 
First Indian Insurance Companies' Conference which 
I hope will become a permanent annual institution. 
Believe me that only very pressing official business 



bas prevented me from personally attending and 
praticipating in tbe function. The absence of a com
mon Association and want of co·ordinated tbougbt for 
the protection of the legitimate interests of Indian 
Companies have been very keenly felt and it is a 
matter of immense satisfaction that the praise worthy 
efforts taken in this direction have at last borne 
fruition. The future of Economic India depends to a 
great extent upon Insurance and co.operation. Tbese 
are the crying needs of the hour and' it as a result 
of your deliberations in the Conference, you are able 
to focus public attention upon the value of Insurance 
and tbe necessity for encouraging Indian concerns, 
you will be achieving a large measure of success. 
It should also be our endeavour to explore all possible 
ways and means io satisfy the public at large that tbe 
Indian Companies are no whit inferior to foreign 
concerns in (J) safety and security of Investment, 
(2) speedy settlement of claims and (3) eoonomy in 
management. In this great humanitarian work each 
has a lot and all tbe Indian concerns should theretore 
work together in a spirit of sympathy and goodwill. 
May your discussions lift aloft the banner of Indian 
Insurance and May the Conference inaugurate a new 
era of concord and good understanding among the 
Indian concern$. is the wish of your friend and fellow 
worker," 

Six interesting papers dealing with the different 
aspects of Insurance were read at the Conference. 
They are prinited here one after another in the order 
in wbich they were read. 



Insurance and its Manifold Services. 

BY 

Dr. B. J. MODI, 

of MelsrB. Lalji Naranji • Co· 

Managing Agent •. 

THE JUPITER GENERAL INSURANCE Co., Ltd. 

M~. P",1ident and Genllemen, 

The general idea in the minds of the ordinary 
public about insurance is that its real function begins 
and ends with the payment of a claim. To a certain 
extent, this is undoubtedly so, but in this short address 
I shall confine myself with the larger service rendered 
by all classes of In~urance to the community in general 
and to individuals in particular. There is no branch of 
Insurance which does not render this important service 
Fire Insurance Companies have been responsible to a 
very large extent in the great improvement that h;as 
taken place in the ;architectural designs of s0n:'e of the 
prominent public buildings throughout the world. It 
is here that the professional architect and the trained 
insurance Inspector put their heads together and 
evolve a design pleasing to the eye and safe from all 
points of view. But it is in the cODstruction of large 
industrial plants that the ingenuity ot the insurance 
Inspector is brought into full playas it is here that 
very large amounts are covered by Insurance Compa
nies. Particular care is, therefore, taken to .see that 



proper cutting. off of hazardous processes from innocent 
departments is done so that the industry is saved from 
paying huge premiums for fire insurances and the 
workmen are saved from disastrous fires that always 
take place when such separation has not been provided 
for. In this way, Fire Insurance undolJbtedly plays a 
leading role instead of merely meeting it claim by the 
payment of money. 

The same can be said perhaps to a larger extent 
of the service of Marine Insurance. Every trained 
underwritter is expected to be fully posted as to the 
construction of all important vessels °as this has mucb 
to do in the acceptance of risks both of vessels and the 
cargoes that are carried on them. There are expe
rienced marine engineers and no vessel to· day can get 
a quotation unless it has been passed by the trained 
Surveyors of that wonderful Institution known as the 
Lloyds of London. As everyone knows, after steam
ships were introduced in the world's sea going traffic 
Lloyds became the oldest marine Insnrance Institution 
in the world and almost all the steam vessels of the 
globe to-day have had at one time or another to come 
under the scrutiny of the surveyors of this Institution. 

When we pass on to what are known as Accident 
Insurances, we find that a larger service is done in 
these departments than even in the two previous ones 
that I have mentioned. Safety appliances and other 
safe guards to prevent accidents in factories are the 
out-come of careful inspections and reports made by 
the various people engaged in the Insurance business. 
To-day, there is DO industry worth the name which 



does not protect its workers from accidents. Indeed, 
it has been made compulsory by various Governments 
that all workmen engaged in factories should first 
be ~protected by their employers against accidents 
happenning to them in the course of their employment. 
Insurance Companies know well that the negligence 
of a careless employer will mean certain death to a' 
number of em.,loyees and very large amounts by way 
of compensation would be made against the former, 
So, in the ~ature of things they take great care to 
frequently inspect all the factories in which they are 
interested and suggest various improvements so as to 
avoid accidents to workmen as far as possible. This 
serves two important purposes, one in the industry 
being able to continue all its employees intact and the 
Insurance Company in not being called upon to pay 
heavy claims. It is only natural that nobody will like 
to be known as careless or negli~ent 'towards his 
employees and so ultimately without anybody feeling 
anything about it a great service has been rendered 
not only to the industry in general but also to a group 
of employees in particular. 

But the greatest service of all services is rendered 
by the Life Insurance Companies. To-day, several 
go-ahead Companies of the West are engaged in th~ 
pleasant and noble task of prolonging the Lives of 
their policy holders. Literature by the tons Bre issued 
to-day telling people how to live under hygienic condi_ 
tions and to avoid diseases. It is not so much the 
curing of diaeases that worries anyone to-day a8 the 
prevention of illness altogether.. Small . booklets 



attrl1ctively printed, written in equally attractive 
style by people expert in tbeir linea are broadcast 
freely throughout the length and breadth of the country 
telling people what they should do and eat to prolong 
their own lives. Some Companies have even gone a 
step further and have organised free medical examina
tions so that a policy-holder is always put on his guard 
if there is anything the matter with bi~ Discreptiou 
of diseases known only to the medical profession ten 
years ago is to-day within the knowledge of everyone 
who is competent to read common English. More 
knowledge and better information are placed at the 
disposal of the laymen by Insurance Companies to-day 
than a host of authors pnt together. Who could have 
dreamt even twenty years ago that Life Insurance 
Companiall would be launching. on a scbeme I have 
mentioned above instead of merely collecting the 
premium, paying the commission and when a claim is 
made paying it thus ending its contract? Times have 
changed and are changing and at this rate one cannot 
say what further wonderful service will be at the 
disposal of the common generation. Even this, I 
maintain, is only a very small service rendered by 
Life Insurance Companies compared to the very great 
and useful service that they have done to a large number 
of population throughout the world. If to-day the 
farmer in Western countries finds himself prosperous 
he has to thank the Insurance Companies for his 
prosperity. If the middle class man has a roof over 
his head, he has no one else to thank for bnt the Life 
Insurance Companies. If gas and electric power have 
made the very remarkable develorment that they have 



to-day it is the Insurance Companies that have made 
them possible to attain this position_ If _ Rail-Roads 
have increased their capital it has come from Insurance 
Companies. If Pllblic Schools and Universities have 
been possible the Life" Insurance Companies have had 
a great hand in this development as well. I can go 
on multiplying cases where Insurance Companies have 
spread their userul~ees, but I think for 1m audience 
like this the' facts that I have enumerated above will 
be more than.ample to show that Insurance Companies 
when the, begin to grow, develop and become a power, 
will only be too-glad and too willing to render the 
greatest of service to bumanity in general and to the 
country at large. 

-0-



Why Non.lndian Insurance Companies 

Still hold the Indian Market? 
BY 

Mr. R. J. DUFF, 

GeDeral Manager, 

THE NEW INDIA ASSURANCE Co. Ltd. 

M,.. Pre8ident and gentlemen, 

The subject of the paper I have been asked to 
read to you is: "Why non-Indian Insurance Com· 
panies still hold the rndian market? " 

The direct and immediate reply is, of couse, very 
simple. It is c, Becau@e Indians insure with non
Indian Companies." 

( It is to be understood that in this paper I refer 
to Fire, Marine and Accident Insurance Companies 
and not to Life Companies.) 

Obviously, if Indians insured always with Indian 
Companies,-the non-Indian Companies could not hold 
the market. In such circumstances most of us would 
probably be going about our business with broad smiles 
upon our faces, instead of attending this Conference. 
There might still be a Conference (possibly in London) 
but it would be a Conference of non-Indian Companies, 
to find out, amongst other things, II Why non- Indian 
Companies had tailed to hold the Indian mArket." 



'fooday, however, we are up against the the fact 
that, to a very Jarge extent, Indians do not insure with 
Indian Companies. Therefore, if we search for, and 
find, the ,easons for this, we shall have solved to a large 
degree the question of "Why non-Indian Companies 
hold the Indian market ". 

I propose in this paper to detail some of the 
II reasons" just spoken of, and discuss and suggest 
means by which we can endeavour to overcome aDd do 
away with those things which impede our progress. 

(I) The number of Indians and Indian firms 
holding the Agencies of non-Indian Companies. 

I put this "reason" first, because it enables the 
non-Indian Companies to retain the larger bulk of 
insurance business. 

There is a collection of Rules familiar to many of 
us known as "Agency Rules." These Rules prevent 
us paying agency commission to more than a certain 
number of firms. Therefore, even if all Indian 
merchant does desire to give up the Agency of non
Indian Company, and place his business with an Jndian 
Company, he probably Hnds thllJ; it is not a business 
proposition. 

The natural enquiry is,_u Why bind oneself to 
such Rules l" and the reply is interesting. 

We must be either Tarilf' Companies or non-Tariff 
. Companies. 

If we are Tarilf' Companies, we are required to 
bind ourselves to adhere to the Agency Rules. 
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If we become non-Tariff Companies, we automati
cally lose our important Treaty Reinsurance market in 
London with the British Tariff Offices. 

This, by itself, would not be disastrous, because 
we would not have much difficulty in finding other 
markets for our wares, in so far as Fire business is 
concerned. We could place our reinsurance Treaties:-

(a) In the non- Tariff London market including 
"Lloyds," (but the security might not be 
so good.) 

(b) In Europe (outside England.) 

(c) In America. 

There is another consideration, however, and an 
important one. Our friends, the British Tariff Offices, 
give us business by Reinsurance Treaty. Some of us 
get this bnsiness to a larger extent than others, bnt 
most of us, I believe, get some of it. 

If we become non-Tariff Companies, we lose this 
business, and we don't want to lose it. 

The point may be put forward that we could get 
business back from the other markets I have men
tioned. 

As regards the London non-Tariff market, we 
might get some back, but not much. Moreover, it 
would not be the same class of business, nor should 
we get as wide a • spread of risk.' Further, there are 
incoDveniences. 
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As regards the Continental Companies, I will only 
say this :-that, nowadays, it will require (in my 
experience) a superman to squeeze a really good profit 
out of them. 

Weare left with America. Well, some of us 
know quite a lot about tbat, but we still hold up our 
heads, and are even beginning to loo!;: cheerful. At 
the same time, if we have to choose, I think we prefer 
the General Foreign Treaties of the old-established 
British Companies. 

We arrive at this result, therefore, that the price 
of our adherence to those Agency Rules today is our 
mutual reinsurance arrangements, with the. British 
Tariff Companies, and it would be foolish to suggest 
that we do not want those arrangements, because, if 
we know our business, we do want them. 

So, you see, gentlemen, it comes ·to this, that a 
number of amiable gentlemen who sit round a table in 
London (and constitute the Committee of the F. O. C.) 
(Foreign) have us reasonably tight in a net. All we 
can say at the moment is that we are wriggling, and 
shall continue to wriggle. ' 

We hope our friends, the British Office s in London, 
will appreciate that there is nothing very monstrous 
about our wriggling, since we are merely striving for 
the progress of Indian Companies in their own country. 

To place tbemselves in our tlosition, the British 
"Companies must imagine how they would feel if they 
awakened one morning and found that the bulk of 
the biggest firms in London had accepted the Agencies 



of non-British Companies overnight, and that they 
( the British Companies) were not in a position to 
compete adequately for the business, owing to some
thing called an " Agency Rule." 

(There is just one other point which should be 
mentioned, although I am not dealing with the merits 
of Tariff versus non-Tariff. But we must never forget 
that other Companies besides Indian Companies, could 
play at tile non-Tariff game.) 

(2) My second "reason" as to why Indians do 
not insure with Indian Companies is-" Ignorance of 
the principles of insurance and reinsurance." , 

Undoubtedly, lack of knowledge is a potent factor 
against us. I wiII only mention one instance, and I 
think it is sufficient. 

In the course of the peregrinations of the late 
Indian Insurance Companies Delegation, the Delega
tion interviewed a body of prominent busi~essmen. 
We found that many actually thought that if they 
insured a property worth· say Rs. 50,00,000 with an 
Indian Company, and the property was totally burnt, 
the Indian Company would itself bear the loss of the 
Rs. 50,00,000. 

The argument appeared to be as foIIows, how 
could the Company pay Rs. 50,00,000, when its Capital 
was only about Rs. 20,00,000. 

This is n:lt a fairy ItOry. it is actual fact. The 
principles of reinsurance and spread of risk had no 
place in their consideration of the subject. 
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It is curious to reflect that they might have 
applied the same argument to many non-Indian Com
panies working in India, but this they never thought 
of. This fact shows something which is akin to 'lack 
of knowledge' viz., mistrust. 

There is a certain amount of mistrust. The 
remedy for this 'lack of knowledge' and mistrust lies 
to a very larlte extent in our own banda. 

First, we want propaganda, and again propaganda; 

Secondly, we must by steady work and proper 
insurance practice, pursue OIU way to success, and 
thus show the general public the stuff we are made of. 

(3) My third" reason "_11 Long~standing connec
tions with noti-Indian Companies." 1 have mel this 
objection so often, and confess tbat it strains lIl.y 
patience. 

My reply always is :_U But if every Indian held 
that view practically no Indian concern' of any kind 
could progress in its own country." 

It is not for me, however, to deliver a homily 
on what is called patriotism in a gathering ofthis kind~ 
By all means let Indians have .. long-standing connec
tions," but let them be with Indian Companies. 

I sometimes Buspectthat the phrase "long-stand
ing connection" cloaks a feeling of mistrust, which 
I have already referred- to. Otherwise, it;s difficnlt 
to understand thelogie of it, wheu national interests 
are concerned. Here· again, we can' do a good deal 
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py propaganda, but a change in the mentality of the 
general puhlic ill also required. eo that tht:y will think 
out for themselves the advantage to the community 
by the support of national concerns. 

(4) My fourth reason is :-" The security offered 
by the old· established Companies, and their fair 
dealing." 

Here we have to pause a moment and give credit 
to our competitors,-the British Companies. 

I have taken three of the old·established British 
Companies at random, and not the three largest. 
The premium income from Fire, Marine and Accident 
of the three combined exceeds £3b,ooo,ooo or 
Rs. 48,00,00,000. Their Reserves for Fire, Marine 
and Accident business (exclusive of Capital, but 
including General Reserves) exceed:-

Company A-£ I 6,000,000 equal to Re. 21,33,00,000 

Company B-£lo,300,000 equal to Rs.13,73,oo,ooo 

Company·C-£7,loo,00o equal to Rs. 9,47.00,000 

Company C carried forward an amount exceeding 
£i,500,ooo or Rs. 2,00,00,000 at the end of 1926. 

These are big amounts, and· they a,e ea,nr'ng 
interest all the time. It is unfortunate for us that our 
shareholders do not appeai'. to appreciate the import
ance of reserves. Immediate dividend ie all that 
~oncerD8 some of them, they do not look to the future, 
But, after all, our sharebolders baye tbe rigbt. of. 
s~lliDg_their 6harea if they doll't like us, and although 
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we must alwa}'1l" consider our shareholders' interestS: 
I think we have an even bigger duty which must never 
be lost sight of, namely, the building up of Indian 
Insurance Companies oD a Bound foundation. : 

For thi~, we must have three words always 
bl8ll0lled before our minds :-

.. BUILD UP RESERVES." 

and underneath that another three words :-

.. RESERVES EARN INTEREST." 

We must give our British friends credit for the. 
security they offer,-I sp.ak of course of the wel1~ 

known and old-established Companies. 

It doe~ not follow that every British Company 
offers better security than any Indian Company, as 
some Indians seem to imagine. There are British 
Companies working in Bombay today which oller less 
security than some of the Indian Companies j this 
never seems to occur to any Indi.ln, however. 

When dealing with a prospective client who puts 
forward the plea of "security," it is well to remind 
him that most of the big Companies have beeen. 
established for more than a 100 years, and in 100 years 
there is no reason why the Indian Companies should 
not show the enormous funds which so appeal to him •. 

Further. if one could turn backt~rthe:.Accounts 
and Balance Sheets of these. same old-established 
Companies when they had been working· for oilly say 
1 years, you would probably find tha~ at that time 



they were no .stronger than . the 7' yeare old.Indian 

Companies ,of· today. 

I But they still exist, so why this doubt of the 

newly-establIshed Indian Company. 

Moreover, it does not of necessity follow that an 
old-established Company is a sound one j nor IS a 
newly-established Company necessarily a weak one. 
After all, there are such things as 'investments' and 
, liabilities.' 

Now, as to fair dealing. Here again, we must, 
in my opinion, give full credit to the BrItish Com
panies; there is not much haggling with a straight 
client,-they pay the claim. We must emulate this. 
Note that I said a 'straight client.' If you do not 
fight a 'crooked client,' you are doing a disservice to 
the community, for the rell>ion that tates are based on 
the general experience. 

Unfortunately, there is 3 class of person, he is not 
peculiar to India, although I think there is quite a 
large class of bim here, who makes an outrageous claim, 
with complete disregard for values, or the conditions 

. of his Policy. IJ his claim is not met immediately and 
without question, he remarks: .. This i. what happens 
throDgh insuring with an Indian Company, I shall 
renew my policy '\\-ilh a British Company again." 

With him, we can only use tact, and persevi!rance. 

With regard to thIS qu~stion of fair-dealing, 1 
,,"ould like to tell~ story. Thtte III I think a certain 



amount of injustice tc;>wards ~he ,Britill'h CompaniesiD 
the mi~ds 'of some Indians. A well·knowA Bombay 
Cotton merchant once said to me: "The British 
to~panies h~e bhid India, look at the rates they 
have charged and are charging. My reply 'wap, II But 
if you can secure an 'extra high price for your cotton, do 
you turn to your buyer and say "Oh, DO, I really 
couldn't take as much as that. ... 

The British Companies have sold their insurance, 
and they have taken as much as they could get. Bear 
in mied, that they have Dot done it only in India, they 
have done it all ·over the world. I think the· view 
that they have bled India is an unjust one. If they 
have" bled" anyone at all. which is itself a moot point 
they have co bled" the whole world. 

Moreover, think of the happy days when rates 
were high, commissionp low, and competition not keen, 
Would we gentlemen responsible for running Indian 
Companies, bave any great objection to such a period P 

Well, gentlemen,we cannot do away with the 
security and fair· dealing of the British. Offices while 
they work with us, but we can cope with it : . 

(I) By creating more than adequate reserves, 
(2) By emulating their fair dealing. 

(5) My fifiht and last "reason" is comprised in 
the two magic words" Better terms," 

We all know what ,. multitud~ of sins, iniquities 
and lies those words cover, but we will not IIttempt to 
deal with the multitude to.dIlY. 

The only point I wallt to 1>ring forward concern. 
tbo' strange mentality of the Indian who demands 



"better terms," before he will transfer bis business 
from a nOD-IDdian to aD Indian Company. 

Is pride iD national institutions to have no place 
iD the Indian mind? For how long will the Indian 
consider that the progress of his OWD country should 
place aD eretra I pe( cent, in his own pocket? 

You may think that this attitude is only adopted 
by" brokers," or the smaller men. It is Dot so. We 
recently had a case of a well-knowD Indian Association. 
We requested them to consider whether a larger share 
of the Insurance their Members controlled could not 
be placed with Indian Companies. 

They did not say in so many words, "Yes, if you 
can do it 5 per cent, cheaper_" But it was delicately 
suggested, and conveyed to us, that if we could do 
so-and-so for them, thtD we might have some cliiim on 
their assistaDce. 

We had not gone to them to barter, nor had we 
gODe to ask them to do anything which would have 
inG'I'ea.wl their cost. 

We had merely supplicated for a little more 
assistaDce, on eguHl terms for Indian Companies iD 
IDdia. 

Gentlemen, I have finished, and we will end where 
we began, because it is a good thing for Indians to 
remember, that the reason, 

"Why non-Indian InsuraDce CompaDies still 
bold the Indian market." 

is ~~caus,e 
.. Indiana insure with aOD-ladiao Companies." 



Some Aspects of Life "Insuranee. 
BY 

Mr. It. S. RAMCHANDRA IYER. 

Secretary. 

THE JUPITER GENERAL INSURANCE Co., Ltd. 

Mr. President and Gentlemen, 

I have to thank you very much indeed for the 
courtesv that has been extended to me. I do not know 
whether it will be considered somewhat of a presump
tion on my part to speak on life insurauce when I have 
had really speaking no active interest in that most 
interesting (but to me a most facinating) line. My 
only apology for taking this subject as my theme is that 
in the first place I have always taken l!Juch intertSt in 
this line and in the second. pl~ce. this is the one 
industry of this country which is now steadily making 
its pres'!nce felt with the people cir India in spite 
depressions that are taking place in the rest ot the 
industries ofthis country. 

Although life insurance lias been in existence for 
nearly a century, there was nothing remarkable about it 
until the beginning of this century. Stat if tics collected 
by various companies go to prove that even as early as 
J 900 there was not even Gne twentyeth of the amount 
of life insurance th~t is in force to-day.· 

To take some concrete cases. BeginninglWith 
Japan, an essentially Eastem country, where life 



insurance is of very recent orIgIn, we find that at the 
end 01 1905, 'the total amount of life insurance in force 
was hardly 33' crores of rupees, whereas the latest 
figures indicate that the Japanese people carry as much 
as 1000 crores of rupees of life insurance exclusively 
with Japanese companies and with their own Govern
ment. That small but virile country-Canada-whose 
population is less tban 9 millions to-day had not even 
100 crores of rupees of life insur~nce early in tbe 
century. To-day Canadian' life insurance companies 
carry as much as 1500 crores of rupees of life insur
ance in force. Even war-weary Germany after losing 
practically all her life insurance business during the 
war has now recovered so rapidly that during the last 
8 years her citizens have accumulated 700 crores of 
rupees of life insurance. 

India certainly has not been sitting idle, 
although her development may not have been as rapid 
as these go-ahead countries. Yet it must be admitted 
that she has shown remarkable strides ill this one 
branch. I have for my purposes 8el~cted 9 of the 
larger life insurance companies of this country in order 
to show how they have progressed during the last 10 

years. 

The total income of these 9 companies for the 
year 1916,was Rs. 1,32,66,112 whereas at the end of 
1926, the very same companies show aD income of Rs. 
3,20,06,929, That speaks volumes. And yet, Com
pared to what other countries have done where does 
Jndia stand? I shall let tbe f"Howing figures speak 
for themselves. 
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Counzry. Life Insuf'ant:e in force. 

. (All in rupe~s) . 

United States. 27,000 Crores. 

United Kingdom 3,300 Do. 

Canada 1,500 Do. 
Japan 1,000 Do. 
Germany 700 Do. 
Australia 600 Do. 

Netherland 400 Do. 

Sweden 400 Do. 
France 400 Do. 

Switzerland 200 Do. 

Italy 150 Do. 
Norway 150 Do. 

Denmar~ 150 Do. 
. Brazil, Argentine, Peru, 

Chilli, & Paraguay 150 Do. 
. India 63 Do • 

Beyond the fact that India has the largest po
pulation compared to the above countries, there is 
nothing remarkable about our country in material 
possessions Vlhen we consider the accumulations made 
.by each and everyone of the above countries .several 
of which are still far less advanced than India. It 
cannot be Jlaid that Our people are not creating wealth. 
But th/: difficulty has always been to get organizations 
enough to save what is created and life insuraDfe .is 
"riPlar~ly . an . organization created for the conse-fva-



tion, preservation and the. perpetuation of what men 
create with great toil and strife and suffering. It is 
life insurance which struggles against the world's 
general disposition to waste to waste life and property. 
Some one has said that life insurance is a great univer
sity where the companies are teaching sound economics 
and sound politics. Life companies are teaching a 
doctrine of responsibility and of self-respect and in the 
heart of every man who is 'insured is put a good ~rip 
on those doctrines. It is not that life companies are
merely selling somethin2 but it is a fact tbat they are 
doing the finest and best service in the world. 

The greatness of life insurance lies in its reve
lation of the value of human life-a real 
revelation. 

In its programme of true dem ocraey based on 
the dictum that all men are created unequal. 

In its solution of tbe problem: How effectively 
to relate the brief life of the individual 
to the continuing life of the race and rob 
tbe grave of complete victory. 

The following quotations wbich 1 bave freely 
taken from the writings of one of tbe greatest Life 
Insurance Presidents in tbe world will pnt the case of 
life insurance service better than anyone else bas done 
so far. I am myself indebted to President Kingsley of 
the New York Life Insurance Company for bis great 
courtesy in presenting to me a complete set of all bis 
writings. Much of the information and inspiratioD 
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which I have drawn for my purposes in the insuran .... 
line have come from this giant. I therefore make no 
apology in adopting his views. 

"Historically Life Insurance seems a recent 
de'f'elopment. Whether we date its efficient beginning 
back 50 or 75 years or to the days of Joseph is 1m-
material. It seems to have sprung np only yesterday 
and has:clearly achieved a glorious to-day. It supple
mented the plans of free responsible men and made 
them almost unbelievably powerful. To vary the 
simile it is the steel and cement in the fabric of modern 
life. It binds lo.day and to-morrow. It works marvels 
but no miracles. It is as simple as a straight line. 

"Its chief function is it conserves human values.and 
to impress those values with the social power tbat is 
peculiar to life insnrance. But it also creates value in 
that it creates couragej courage is the essence of 
personality and personality is the source of all 
values." 

"These assets of our companies are the tangible 
evidence of values, that death would otherwise destroy, 
that death earlier did destroy." 

"Socially, Life Insurance teaches that human Life 
is the first value, the great value, the only real value. 
No other social system teaches that." 

"Politically it advocates true equality, the equality 
that man pays for, the equality tbat does not rob 
another." 

Life Insurance in effect says: "You cannot a~tain 

feal happiness by purs\ling an abstraction, you must 
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have a plan, a plan that exaults life and defeats death," 
That is just what Life Insurance does. 

"It is the most human of all human institutions. 
Its assets are human values accumulated in order to 

, .' keep 'the faith, to keep the social contract from break-
ing down j its outstanding insurance is a concrete 
expression of human dreams: dreams that will come 
true." 

" It has indeed moved on the face of tbe waters. 
It is ending social chaos and darkness. It has even 
kindled a political torch whic h burns steadily.", 

In its majestic proportions, in its cumulative 
service, in its prophetic atmosphere, it is the modern 
response to the same voice that the Hebrews recorded 
6,000 years ago saying. 

"Let there be Light and there was Light. 

And there is Light. 

Life Insurance is Light." 

---:0:---



Fair and Unfair Competition of 
Insurance Companies in India 

BY 

l'Itr. S. KABBOOR. B. A., Y. 8. B~ (London). 

Assistant Manager. 

THE GENERAL ASSURANCE SOCIETY Ltd., AJMEIl. 

~,. President and gentlemen, 

The building of Ii Life Insurance Company, 'or· 
he great fabric of Life Insurance, as exemplified in 
lany standard Companies, is an interesting study. 
Vith a large army of agents gathering clients and 
,remiums from every city, hamlet and countryside, 
here are created small rivulets, streams and rivers of 
iquid capital, flowing into a mighty Ocean of never 
:vaporating funds, which are redistributed whenever 
Ind wherever most neded. 

Even in times of extreme panic, when other 
inancial institutions- Banks etc" have been compeIled 
o lie down, Life Insurance assets have remained 
iquidable. Some of the small rivulets ceased to exist, 
Jecause of the financial drought. but the big streams 
and rivers of Life Insurance never ceased to flow. 

There are ample statistics and figures to prove 
the assertion that Insura nce business is only in its 
infancy, and that the amount of protection actualIy 
carried by the people in India to-day is totally tnade
'loate. 



The Life Insurance business is. conspicuous in 
contrasts. It is the most important thing to the people 
and yet they know the least about it. It is the most 
scientific business in the world, with very unscientIfic 
men and methods in the producing elld. It is a veri. 
table fairyland for the imaginative mind in its ramifying 
opportunities for constructive service and personal 
devdopment. Yet one must go through the darkest, 
coldest dungeon of despair and privation to attain 
mastery. 

It has the most enticing allurements for the 
really successful on the gilded side; vet the average 
agent is a financial failure, and a greatly prepondera
ting number af those, who take to the work, never 
attain any reasonable success but stray into other 
pastures. As an institution for systematic thrift as a 
means fa preventing want and pauperism, as a medium 
of safeguarding the home and oldage, as an equlising 
force in business, and as a leveller of human affairs, 
sound Life Insurance ~stands as a gI:eat bulwork to 
man-kind. 

It is quite usual that a business of such ramifying 
importance in its economic and beneficient valne to 
the public should be looked upon with so mnch 
prejudice and be so generally shunned as a vocation. 
This bias has not materially lessened in recent 
years, but on the otherhand it seems to be on increase, 
although witbout Bny fundamental reason. It is 
unfortunate that those at the' Head Offices and in 
the field who dealt with the public in the early 
stages before the passing of the Insurance Act in Iudia, 
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lid not themselves have a clear idea of the truesil(ni
icance and magnitude of the business, and did. not 
fress their presentation of the subject in a more 
lttractive manner from a human and economic stand 
point. Mnch of the prejudice and aUoofness towards 
l.ife Insurance and its agents would never have existed 
~ad a broader and saner presentation been made to 
:he . public from the start, and a more efficient and 
Icientific method of appointing and training agents 
been practised. 

Again the lack of a drastic, uniform State Law 
for the incorporation and control of companies and 
agents, in the early period, has resulted in much 
spuriousness and exploitation to aggravate anti-public 
opinion. 

Even with all tbese handicaps, the husiness has 
grown in value enormously and the public are begin
ning to have a better understanding and appreciation 
of its benefits to them. 

To those who are ambitious for promotion and 
place, Life Insurance offers great inducements. The 
companies in India, as I see them today, are actually 
hungry for real, capable men to fill respon.ible posi
tions. The comparative newness of the business, in 
its larger aspect, as practised in India has created a 
shortage of individuals, who can join production with 
executive ability, and for them the opportunity is ample 
and greater in fact, than those in any other field not 
requiring large capital. 

The existing laws for appointing, and the practice 
of Companies and Managers in selecting, agents, have 



permitted an undue number of agents who arE 
unfitted, in mental equipment and training, to engagE 
in the business. 

Incidental to these requirements is the fact that D 
standardised representative is one who has embraced 
the Life Insurance business, specialising in that one 
v'ocation. He is one who serves an apprenticeship and 
builds, by ~tudy and har9 work, to the heights 01 
knowledge and experience where he will he equipped 
to guide and serve each individual for the latter's hest 
interests, considered absolutely and in relation to prin. 
ciples of economics. Further more there is great need 
and abundant opportunity for substituting the stand
ardised representatives for the poor and indifferent lot 
newly engaged in the \Vork. It is a business where 
personality counts,- personality, witq gentlemanly 
enthusiasm outside, and quick discernment of human 
nature plus conviction inside. 

One of the greatest difficulties with the younger 
generation, specially with college graduates is a too 
impatient and arrogant attitude' towards doing the work 
as an apprer.tice and unwillin'gness to work and to wait 
a sufficient length of time for advancement. HUDdreds 
of young men, who are making a very scanty living in 
various other lines of work, have the inherent qualities 
of successful agents and all tuey lack is thorough 
preparation and enough confidence in their own ability 
to make an earnest start. 

The worst thing in India to· day, as has been in the 
past, is unfair competition, which is the most vicious 
thing in. our business. This is the chief reason why the 
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public still retain doubts and fears in thinking of Life 
JD~urance a~d'its age~ts. 

I tbink I ,would be failing in my duty if I hesitated 
to bring to tbe notice of tbis august body forming the 
First Insurance Conference, tbe bebaviour of one ~r 
two very responsible officers and representatives of a 
most leading office. One of tbem misrepresented to 
tbepulilic by setti~g up a'rumour that tbe " X" Com
pany sustained a very heavy loss of a lakb of rupees by 
the death of a policy-bolder. At tbat time tbe said 
com'pany had never issued any such policy for a lakb 
of Rupees. In spite of this fact being mentioned in 
the annnal reports of the company, tbat . representative 
wbo should bave realised his responsibilities made an 
astounding exbibition of himself and of his sense of pro
priety a~d misguided the public wilfully just to make 
this ~ small' plea and foundation to secure a few cases' 
for his company I 

Similarly another " Responsible" representative of 
a particular office made a public statement in a certain 
place the other day, by showing the highest BOnDS' 
declaration of anotber company, saying that Actuaries 
can be purcbased and made .to produce any kind of 
Bonus result. He .did not quite realise what he was 
saying. He .little ,knew that by m~king such a random 
declaration he was endangering his own position but 
wbat is' more im portilDt tbe reputation of the concern 
he so poorly represented. It is needless to enumerate 
several such instances.: of. the kind, on, this occasion. 
Suffice it to say tha~ moet ,oJ ,us present here are familiBf 
with such un'fair statements. 
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It may not be out of place to bring within the 
cognizance of this Conference· the pernicious practice 
with certain companies of allowing heavy. rebate. 
directly to the policy holders. This bad practice leAds 
to unfair competition with its a'tendant evils This 
must be put a stop to unanimously. 

It is a I!reat pity that a number of irresponsible 
representatives and agents of this kind, to wbatever 
company attached, who indulge in Ihis disgusting habit 
of running down other companies, ate daily increasing 
owing to unfair competition. Incompetent and mis· 
chievous agents of this type should be literally weeded 
out of the business. It is men of this character who 
misinterpret the noble objects of leading life offices in 
India and mislead the public and often drag respectable 
companies into law·courts against their will. The 
irresponsibl" act of one or two might bring reproach on 
one's fellow workers and the progress may be made to 
suffer. 

Every agent therefore ought to try to do eonsl"uc
live work and should never attempt to bring down tbe 
name of lnsu"ance. 

It was a great calamity for Insurance Companies in 
India until this day, tbat they never came forward to 
meet together in a friendly spirit and adopt measures to 
eradicate agents who obtained business in such a 
manner as to bring discredit on themselves and the 
companies they are attached to. Agent8wbo wilfully 
misrepresent the work or position of other companies 
should be discarded by all of us. It would be a good 
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lesson in disCipline if discarded and dis'misseti agents 
are never taken into the service of other companies. 
Unless in all seriousness a resolution is passed to this 
e1l'ect, I would not consider tbat this Conference has 
brought about any good to agents in general and 
Iusurance Companies in particular. 

The dishonest agent who speaks iu an irresponsible 
manner about insurance business for which he is angling 
is a curse to the business' world. All companies 
by united e1l'0rts should inculcate in the minds of 
their aj!ents that misrepresentatIon is a despic .. hle 
thiug and it ought to be discarded as a business rule. 
This is the only way of effectively putting down mis
representation in our business. 

It must not be forgotten that the worth of an office 
ia not determined solely by the fuuds at its disposal, but 
rather by ·the character of its representatives. It is' 
easy to imagine that even a wealthy office whose agents 
are largely composed of unscrupulous men, would soon 
be ruined. The demand of the public to-day is ., Give 
us men of character who are fair and square in all their 
dealings II How can \'I e achieve this object unles. 
Insurance Companies co-operate with each other in a 
friendly way and put down such undesirable agents by 
framing proper rules and regulations for their conduct 
and circulate the names of' such irresponsible agents 
who do immense harm to the Insurance business 
generally. 

1 believe in Life Insurance .as a vocation, no~ 
passively, but ~ith a burning intensity. It is not, 
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however. a job for a light-weight or shirker. , AnY. 
one who desires to enter the Life lasurance business 
should study the situation carefully and pick up the 
Ilauntlet only after he feels equal to this great work of. 
conservation. 

It calls for superior ability in the discernment of 
human nature, backed by industry and intensive power 
to sway people to harmonious action. Without these, 
continuous and cumulative success is impossible. 
Conlitructive salesmanship" in Life" Insurance business 
necessitates the cdltivation of the idea and practice of 
selling one's brains by a sagacious method. of. approach 
and publicity. just as a lawyer and doctor employs 
in building a successfull practice in their profession. 

In my opinion the real Tssurance man is, one part 
talk and nine-part judgment and he uses the nine-parts 
of judgment to tell when .to Ude the one-part of talk. 

The truism cannot be often told that the salesman 
should know his own l!oods (i. e. the advantages of his 
own company) thoroughly, and those of his competitors 
as well. It is quite important however. that he should 
learn the art of creating sales by playing up the strong 
points of his own company. 

The way to be positive is to be positive and not 
to be negative. Tearing down or traducing, is bound 
to be negative. Even where actual comparisons are 
to be made by the use of legitimate aaroitness the 
negative existing on the opposite side can be shown by 
a strong playing up oLthe positive "or snperior "qualities" 
of one', own nticle. Healthy competition on these 
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linel would .. assist ~ the' ; building .. : ~p:-; ot. ,.,: :great 
National cause on the firm bed-rock ohationaLinsuro( 
ance. 

It is neces~ary in organisation building to have 
agents that is the main purpose of the agency; manager. 
Sele'cting !men therefore, is the' all important thing 
because they not only' build 'the business but,are'the 
ones who are nearfstthe public, to protect and give 
them service. The greatest test of ability in an agency 
manager 'iii not the man ~imself but, the men' with: 
whom he is able to surround himself. 

If the secret of selecting men were known and 
could be copyrighted and sold, the possessors of the 
secret would:bave'John D. Rochfeller and Coppe'rKing 
Clarke look like door.step, beggars. It iuiot knowing 
whom to h:ire and wh'>m to fire and wlien'to hire and . 
\fhen to fire, that' is the cause of great worriment not 
only in, the Ufe Insurance business but also in every, 
other hne. 

H ;the agency m~nager h'as r~a)]y e~rned his, job,; 
he must be a very good judge of human nature, up'to a 
certain point. He knows by liberal 'kowledge and, 
of psychology, and the limited knowledge and use of 
phrenology, how to size up men. As to their imme_ 
diate thought and dispositiolls he is an adept, but he 
hUllot acquired occult' power which will enable him; 
to look forward to next week, next month, next year, 
or the year after. and know with any degree of rertain. 
ty, ' what' will 'then be the II mind incline /I, ~ - ian 
individual. 
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An . organisation should be so depattmentized that 
no class or peeple Irom the common labourer to the 
skilled artisan, from the humble clerk to the gelleral 
manager or leading professional men will be neglected. 

Department heads should of course be selected 
because oftheir experience by fantiliarity in reallife·ot 
in ·insurance work with the class of people towards 
whom tbeir activities will be directed. 

. Departmentizing ie comparatively new in agency 
building, but, in service to the public and in training 
of agents, is successful wherever tried and is sure to 
be incorporated more and more with each advancing 
year. 

That the chief function and the all· important 
one to the insured, is the selection of his agent by the 
same standard employed" in choosing a lawyer or 
doctor. Success is not just eating three meale a day, 
paying one's debts, joining a (;hurch or amassing 
fortune. It is so doing and living in beautifying tbe 
immediate task, and· in touchin~ otber souls and 
lives; with sunsbine and inspired elldeavou,", as wi11 
make tbem enlist in a mighty army of sincere, earnest, 
capable workers, for that better day whea greed, 
squalor and cruel aggrandisement sban have for ever 
perished from the earth. "Happy is the man who has 
found his work" says Carlyll'. But 1 say" Happy 
is the Insurance man who has to work, and to work 
hard and work long," 

Mr. President and gentlemen, a word mott lind I 
am finished. It must be ackl'owledged tbat tbere If 0 
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a few very competentJ and faitbful workers in tbe field 
of insurance. But tbere is a general, feeling among 
insurance representatives tbat such capable workers 
are being sent away on some plea or other by the 
Insurance Companies, after they have done a great 
amount of spade work in building up the company's 
work in unrepresented parts. If this feeling is allowed 
to grow witbout early checking and nipping in the bud. 
it is likely to do m(;)re harm than good to the Insurance 
Companies in India. I also understand that due to this 
reason, many competent and capable young men who 
are mentally and pb ysically fitted to' our line, hesitate 
to enter the Agency corpse of this great bumanitarian 
work .. This is a point of 'supreme importance which 
deserves the immediate attention of all of us present 
here to make the 6ervice more attractive and sljcure. 
in Insurance Companies in general and individua~ 

companies in partioular. 

-0-



Gentlemen, 

Insurance Legislations 
BY 

PANDIT K. SANTANAM. 

OF 

THJi; LAKSHMI INSURANCE Co~ Ltd. 

The subject that I have taken up. Insurance Legis
lation, is a very big subject and to exhaustively deal 
with is will take much more time and space, than is 
~vailable in a paper to be read before this, Conference: 
I, therefore, think it necessary to indicate at the very 
commencement the few aspects of it which I have pro
posed to deal with. 

You are all- aware' that the Life' Insurance Com~ 
panies Act is going to be revised and Draft Bills had 
abeady been circulated for opinion' last year. At the' 
present moment there is no Act governing the Insur
ance Companies which do other kinds of business than 
LiCe Insurance. The intention of the Government of 
India is to bring in an Act to cover aU Insurance 
Companies and not merely the Life Insurance Com
panies as has been the case hitherto. This is a step in 
the right direction and it is none too early that it has 
been taken .• 1, however, propose to confine my remarks 
only to the provisions relating to the Life Insurance 
Companies as that is the only subject I :have studied. 
I do not feel myself competent to deal with tbe other 
branches of Insurance. Even as regards Life Insur
ance what I wish to touch upon is the question relating 
to how far Legislative enactments can help to spread' 
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of and popniari~ethe growth- of Life_ Iasnrance amo~g 
the people and safegllardthe intere~ts of the -indigenous' 
Life Insurance Companies and also or" the public. 
Further more I wish merely to indicate'the salient 
points to which attention ~ust be directed by all men 
interested in tbe development of Life Insurance Com
panies in India. You' will, tberefore, see thai my 
object is not only limited but my' idea: is merely to 
indicate the points rather than exhaustively deal with 
them. 

The first point to consider is the e~tent to which 
there should be Government. cqntrol a~d. superyision 
oftheInsurance Companies. In this matter ther~ is a 
distinct conflict of ideals between ~he British system 
and the American and the Canadian 5y.stems. It would 
be necessary for us before we tackle this subject ·to g~t 
a clear idea as to which of these two 'systems will, .in 
the long run, be beneficial to India consjdering the 
peculiar circumstances prevailing in India with regard 
tp Insurance in general. The Government of II!dia_ 
itsel~ being ~ritish entirely has got a natural tendency, 
to follow the British traditions, the essentials of which 
are the least amount,of Government control and the 
greatest scope for the play of public opinion.: The. 
Englishman by na~ure and traditions has got an intense 
avc;rsion,tothe.interference of Government in business 
affairs whether public or private. He does not like 
t~t there should be a large number of regulation&, 
gov,erning conduct of his business. He -co/lsiders 
t~~ the public.is~quit!l; intel\igen~. enough to guard its 
own interests and nG .. 1I!0lly-~~ddling by ,thl', ~overD!' 



ment is necessary in the interests of the public. If the 
public' or any member of it is fool euough not to know 
what is best for him he deserves to suffer for it. The 
Government should not interfere in such matters 
except to the minimum extent necessary and only for 
the purpose of ensuring that the st andard of business 
morality which has been built up in the country is kept 
up in the carrying out of a business concern. 

On the other hand the case in America and Canada 
is quite different efipecially in the Insurance field. The. 
lead in this respect has been given by the United 
States of America and Canada seems to have followed 
in its footsteps. Both in America and in Canada the 
regulations governing the Insurance Companies are so 
elaborate and the control exercised by Government 
Officers so great that the underlying idea appears to be 
to guard the public in all possible ways on the assump_ 
tion that tbe public cannot look after its own interests 
sufficiently. ' There are regulations framed for Govern
ment audit, for Government inspection, rules laid down 
for the method of investment and even power given to' 

, disallow schemes of insurance which may not be con-
sidered beneficial to the public at farge and several 
others too numerous to mention here. Whatever' 
might be said against this there is this remarkable fact 
to be kept in mind that these two countries are the 
places where insurances have developed to an extra> 
ordinarily large extent and which lead the world not 
only in the total volume of business but even compara
tively to the population. As far as I can gather the 
figures of total insurance in force for the several 
countries of the world are as follows :-



U oited States 

Great Britain 

Canada 
'Japan 

Anstralia 

Netherlands 

Sweden 
,Germany 

France 

Brazil 

Switzerland 

Denmark 

Norway 

Italy 
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,$ 63,719,141,000 

9,531,059,000 

3,285,028,000 

2,404,162,000 

1,708,382,000 

961,26,2,000 

864, 101,000 

713,146,000' 

101;855,000 

426,991,000 

391,806,000 

392,541,000 

392, ill ,000 

331471,000 

ludging from, the results it appears that this 
excessive interferrence of Government in the manage
ment of Life Insurance Companies does not seem to 
have in any, way militated against the popularity of' 
insurance amongst the people. There is no denying 
the fact that the public in both these countries are 
educated enough to be quite alive to their own 
interests and if left to themselves will look after them 
no less efficiently than tbe English public would do. 
Still the Government interference appears to have been 
~elcomed by the people as an additional safeguard 
and has contributed not a little to the growth of the 
huge volume of business. I am informi::d that even 
in India .ollle of tbe agents of tbeCanadian companies 
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doili~ business here have represented that the solvency 
of the 'Companies which they represented is guaranteed 
bY. the Canadian Government, which is not really 
true, :but the result hils been that the public they 
have been approaching have felt rea~sured and haye 
been persuaded to patronize the Companies more 
readily tban they would have otherwise done. 

WiIh these few .. remarks about the two systems 
I would like you to consider which will be more 
appropriate for application tc India. The Draft Bill 
circulated proceeds entirely on the English lines but 
from the criticisms that were offered to it by different 
companies and by different commercial bodies it 
appears that the general trend of public opinion in 
India seems to be that this amount of . control is ino 

sufficient and ought to be enlarged. I personally am 
not by temperament in favour of arming the Govern
ment with too much power which is likely to be 
misused in the present circumstances in India. It is a 
fact patent to all of us that the Government managed 
departments like the Post Office, tbe Railways and 
some industries have not been the success tbat tbey 
could have beeu. There is no doubt tbat private 
management witb private initiative could have achieved 
better results at much less cost tban tbe management 
by the State. I am, therefore, not enamoured of the 
idea of excessive interference by the Govnrnment in 
the ma.nagement of the Indian Lite Insurance Com
pa~ieB_ At the same time we cannot lose sigbt of the 
fact that industrially India is not very much advanced, 
'that being a predominently agricultural country it i has 



not yet accustomed jtself to the new modern industri-dl 
conditions; that the people are mostly illiterate and 
uueducated and that no efficient and strong public 
opinion has been formed throughout the countrJ. 
Further insurance on a ·large scale and on modero-·lines 
is a novelty to the people and in 95 per cent of the 
cases the prospects are Dot in a position to decide for 
themselves as to the best course that they ought to 
adopt. Life: Insurance has not become popular to the 
extent that one could desire and even the busiuess 
that is written nowadays is done more by compulsion 
of the field workers than voluntarily by the people. 
The necessity of Life Insurance under modern indus
trial conditions is Dot grasped and many of the 'persons 
who' take policies do it more as a personal obligation 
to the agents who approach them. Very often they 
do not enquire' into' the standing of the company with 
whose representatives they are dealing. The personal 
factor in canvassing is so predominant that every 
thing else fades into insignificance. Even after once 
insuring, the peoplil are careless enough to let the 
policies· lapse very often through sheer carelessness 
and negligeuce. Many other factors could be adduced 
to show that the public at large is generally apathetic 
to the idea of Life Insurance, not to say anything 
'bf the prejndice that very strongly exists in very many 
quarters. Considering all theBe factors it is a matter 
for serious thought whether we can proceed on the 
assumption that the public will be able to take cate 
of itself. Any impartial observer would have DO 
hesitation in laying it down' as an incontestable pro
position tbat the public in Ipdia even the .dueated 
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,por,tion of it at the present day do!!s DO,t as ,a rule,watch 
,after its interests carefully either threugh incompetence 
,or disinclination. In my opinion a more strict and 
vigill!nt control by the State becomes imperative in 
Iudia than is the case in England and the Draft Bill 
which was circulated last year for opinion has to be 
considerably modified in very many particulars. 

It may well he asked why should the State concern 
itself with looking after the public in this manner with 
regard to Insurance when it does not do ;£ with 
regard to other kinds of business. It is a legitimate 
'question and I believe it must be answered satisfactori. 
iy before any case can be made out at all for stricter 
State control. The Indian Companies Act provides 
certain regulalionll which public companies doing 
business of any kind whatever have to observe. The 
trade of a country is the bed-rock on which the prol; 
perity of any Suite is built of and all countries have 
realised the importance of this with the result th~t 
'they have considered it necessary to ensure certain 
publicity and cerlain periodical checks on corporations 
which do busintss with public capital but in the 
management of wbich the public are precluded from 
having an intimate voice. My plea is that something 
more than this is necessary in tbe case of Insuraneo 
Companies. Life Insnrance Companies are credit 
institutions, In, even a greater degree than the Banks 
and the huge accu'mulations of capital in tbese com· 
panies'are Dot only an index of the prosp.rity of the 
nation but alfo of the habits of thrift alld economy 
a~ong the people at; large and if they are nOl cal'efulll 



watched by the State, the ensuring crash mighi very: 
well affect the well being of the whole nation. The
growth of life Insurance is synonimous witl;1 and 
indicative of the margin between the earning po'wer of 
the nation and its ex'penses on its ,bare necessitie~" 
It is also a very gOo"d index of the standard of Ii~ing' 
of the people and their capacity to 'think and provide' 
for the .future and not only for the present. ' Only 
tholle nations are truly prosperous which produ~e more' 
than th~y consume. The cond,ition of a c\>untry which, 
lives from hand to mouth is a ,very precarious one' 
and will lead to acute crises ,time and again. As the
Life Insurance Companies are the guardians of the 
surplus wealth of the commuDity 'it is only just and, 
fair that the State 'should take' care to see that the' 
affairs of, these companies are conducted in stich a' 
manner that unscrupulous and fraudulent persons will" 
not have the chance of playing ducks aDd drakes with' 
the hard earned savings of the community at large. 
Look at the early history of the ·Life Assurance 
Companies in England. As one ·writer sumD)rises 
is::--

"For half a c~ntury the floating of life office,S 
had been, a remunerative field for the activities of 
promoters. Owing to the nature of the business and, 
to the absence of supervision. there was perhaps no 
form of enterprise which at the time offered more 
attraCtion to those desiring to become rich quickly, 
for during the earlier years after establishment the 
principal function of an office is to collect premiums 
and by the time claims begin tOlIlature the promoters' 



have in many cases parted with their interests in the 
office and have secured a handsome profit." 

The failue of one company due to fraudulent 
management may very likely have such a phenomenal 
reprecussion on the credit of the country that it might 
set back the hands of progress for decades to come. 
A private business of any other kind which fails 
whether through fraud or incompetency will hardly 
have any effect even on the people who are doing 
business of the same kind in the same locality or 
elsewhere. But it is not the case with the Banks and 
in a much larger degree with the Life Insurance Com
panies. The arguments put forward in this connection 
are so obvious that I do not think it is necessary for 
me to dilate any further on the essential difference 
between the credit institutions and others and specially 
on the importance of the Life Insurance Companies as 
the premier credit institutions of any country what· 
ever. 

I, therefore. wish to bring it to your notice that 
in future legislation for India regarding Life Insurance 
Companies, the policy of laissezfaire adopted by 
England will certainly not do. Whether we should 
have the same amount of control and supervision as in 
America and Canada is a different point altogether. 
This much is certain that we must insist on a greater 
degree of control than is considered sufficient for 
England. 

The problem in India is further complicated by 
tbe fact tbat the foreign insurance companies have got 



.& strong}oothol~in the :_country: and Jh" indigllnous 
compaqjes have, t(7 meet:with very,strong competition 
if they wish to establish themselves at all. In all 
'other countries:which are self-governing this factor of 
foreign 'competition with regard to-insurance is neg_ 
lfgible not oniy' because those- countries have' fairly 
highly :developed insuran~e' institutions of their own 
but because being National Governments tbey:have no 

'hesitation in passi~g -such legishition as they consider 
necessary from time -to time to eliminate the"foreign 
competition. In ' India' the Government is' foreign. 
'.Further the foreign 'companies came 'first iii the field 
'and Indian companies were started long after. 'This 
in itself is a great handicap and can only be removed 
by very strong -and .. drastic action by, the .Government 
in the interests of the indigenoul- COJ;lcerns; -but un
f"rtunately for us the Govermnent not being a National 
one, it is only human, nature if it is not disposed to 
Jake all the necessary action ,against their own ~ontrr
,men,' as the interests of Jndia and the Indian- Insurance 
'Companies demand. ,It, therefore, becomes,necessary 
for us to take such concerted action as, would, force 
'the hand. of the Gover~menb to take all the ,steps that 
may- be' necessary' to protect our' interests and ,the 
interests of tbe country whether -they- are naturally 
inclined to do so or not., There is nothingstrange-in 
tbis as, even England ,wbicb, is ,so bighly advanced 
industrially bas no hesitation in appealing ~o the people 
on:,everY' available occasbo for tbe support-o~ home 

,industries and ,tbey ; have, 'even !:;egunto iDtroduce:t~e 
policy., of protection : whe.never-, necessary., ' My con-
"t~ntion is: that 'DQ foreign Government, however, well 
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intentioned it might be can fully realize'th'e interests of 
the country it governs as a National one can do. 

H you agree with me in the remarks I have made 
you will admit that the provisions in the Draft Bill 
circulated by the Government are entirely inadequate. 
Since tbat Bill was circulated there has been an 
exhaustive enqniry in England by a Committee of 
e:l[perts whose report has been published. They have 
made a good many recommendations covering a fairly 
wide field. I do not wish to go into details of this 

'reports but I only wish to remark here that all the 
changes that they have made even if copied here will 
still be inadequate for our purposes. 

One great omission from our point cif view is 
that there is no provision at - all made for dealing 
with competition by foreign companies and taking 

'steps to eliminate their predominence in the country, 
This'is naturally due to the fact that the foreign busi. 
ness in England is very small; We, however, in IDdia 
are conlronted at every turn with the di6iculty of 
coping with this foreign competition. In the Life 
Insurance field a good deal has already been achieved 
but in the Fire and other General Insurance the Indian 
Companies are nowhere at all. I, therefore, wish to 
put in a strong plea for some drastio legislation to be 
introduced by which not only the favourable conditions 
that exist for the foreign exploiters should be curtailed 

• but some advantages sbould be given to the indigenous 
concerns to push on tbeir work, Whar I am lug

. gesting is nothing new at all if considered from the 
patriotic point of view. Most of the countries of the 
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",odd .. hllvetalten: itepa .. of. ,tery extreme 'character 
~.ClimiDatd foreign competition. I here qQote to you 
a pAssage from a speech made recently by Mr. K. S. R. 
lyer •. 

"When the insuring public of each coun 
try began to support their own companies, 
Government on their part, passed necessary 
legislation favourable to .local Companies 
eveD at the risk oi harming foreign interests. 
In this way Sweden has, been able to confine 
practically' its .home business to its home 
companie's, and for the 53 millions of fire 
premium, the share of the 'foreign companies 
hardly came to 9 millions. The French 
companies are. ~o powerfu,l, that 'in their own 
field, they are unrivaJed. In al~ Tre~ty agree
menta they' insist. upon. a clause preventing 
foreign companies opening up offic~ in France 
for direct business. during the currency of 

; the agreement •.. Germally is so careful in 
retaining all the insurance. premiu~ to herself 
that she makes it a condition in all trade 
agreements that insurance should' be with 

. German Co~pa~ies. . Brazif has passed such 
.strict laws under which it has become impos
~ible for, any foreign ins~rance cpmpany to 
enttlr that tiny country. Argentine has not 
been slow in protecting her companies and 

., stricter laws have been passed which adver

.• ely affect all foreign companies. Turkey has 
gotle a step further in protectiDg' her natiOnal 
concern II that foreign ipsurance companies 



have automatically ceased to do any: business. 
·'Spain. -has- passed ~laws in regard to· taxing 

- foreign companies that the latter are assessed 
on the profits of their entire business instead 

, of: on Spanish business. .That wonderful 
neighbour of ours-Japan-has developed her 
jnsurance business in such a remarkable 

.. manner that to· day 50 Japanese Fire insur
ance companies control all the fire insurance 
business of Japan. 

Recently a Bill has been introdnced in the New 
Y ors l.egislature which ~ns as follows :-

" No insurance corporation organized and 
existing under the govemme~t or laws of any 
'country outside ~he United States; and now 
or hereafter authorised to transact the 
business of insurance in this State, shall 
underwrite any risk or insure or . reinsure any 

'property owned,' operated or under the control 
of the State of New' York or 'owned or 

. operated or under the cOlltro! 01 any country, 
city town or Village of the State. A violation 
of this section by any such corporation shall be 
grounds for the revocation of any certificate of 
authority theretofore granted by . the superin-
tendent", . 

. You wiil see, theref~re, that even ~ountries which 
are very much advanced in the Insnrance : line do not 
hesitate to take alt the steps necessary to keep the 
country's money in the. country • itsel{. .No-doubt 



England has Dot gone out of its way to,introduce'any dis
criminatoryl~gislation but that is dueto:the fact:that. the 
English ComFanies' which: were' ,started long ago: feel' so 
secure 'that 'they do not reqhire any piotective legisiationi 
I am of opinion that unless verystrcing':measures-'are 
taken, it would b~ ,a very, very )~ng. ,ti!De ~ indeeq 
before ,pubH~ I:)piDio~'can be so culti,v'a}ed ~s,J~ ~n~~e 
the Indian Companies to, cope sJ!ccessfullyw;tb th~i1; 
~o~~igD ~iv~ls.' ,,' " , , 

I will DOW deal· with a- few points which I think 
are essential to 'be incorporated in any new legisJ~tioD 
that might; be' brought forward. :As<lr do :riot wish 
this paper' to' be ',too • long 1 will merely indi'cate the 
points leaving it to you all to elaborate the argumeDts 
thereon. 

I. 'An 1nslliance Dep.irtment of the Goverument of 
India 'should be created with strong powers of inspec~ 
tioD and coptrol over the Life Insurance' in India. 
The Government Actuary at the' present day ,has 
practically' no 'powers at alI., It is necessary tIiat if 
he 'is to be at the Head of the Icsurance Department 
he 'should be given much wider powers. Right of 
inspection whenever he might think necessary, the, 
right to enforce, penalties in case compilllies:are not 
conforming to the regulations made, the: power: to 
examine the ,basis.of valuation and such other' disci~ 
plinary measures as, may be necessary' to ensure~th~ 
sound :working of the companies. It may • also" be 
necessary to ,appoint Commissioners" of ' Insurance 
iD ,various provinces' with· power; to decide, difipqted 
dllims ,and, enforce, the payment of claim. where they 
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are 15>ng delayed, and, give. valid discharges to the 
companies. ~ If. insurance js to llecome popu41r.jnlndia 
it :is.1leeesiary:tllat ltOO public> 'should. ;come to. know 
~hat th"re.w.ontbe any delay in the .payment·ofa claim 
when, it becomes due. . 

~. . Ail for~ign Life I~s'urance Companies working in 
l'!1dia should b~ obliged to give separate returns of 
their Indian business and 'submit' sepatate Revenue 
accounts of their Indian business with a view that tbe 
public might be.' in a position to judge whether these 
companies are working on economic lines in India.. 
I' am told oD reliable authority that some of tbe' foreign 
companies. are .so anxious to capture the field in India 
tbat tbey, are willing to incur very .bigh rate . of 
expeuses a8 regards the Indian business though tbeir 
expenses in their Home Countries are comparatively 
much lower. This' action' of their's has made it very 
difficult for' the' Indian' companies' to '. carry on the 
work on eC'onomic lines. If separate' returns of Indian 
business well: submitted by the foreign companies the 
Indian public would be in a position to judge the 
POli1~y.~~derl}ing the action ofthese foreign concerns: 

3.iJ-.AJ .further safeguard should be provided by 
requiJing that adequate provision i. made for tbe safety 
of ~e Indian Policybolders and tbat adequate funda 
areo.'invested'.in the. country so as to prevent tbe 
continuous drain that got:l on in the shape of premiums 
tol companies having their offices in other countries· 
Thiswill be nothing new as several countries have 
adopted a similar procedure. In the United State. 
~.r America, tbe different States of tbe Upiop have 
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laws to this ellect even as regards other States -in the 
Union itself. This is the only method by which the 
exploitatic,n by foreign companies can be effectively 
put an end to and the interests of the' Indians safe. 
guarded. 

4. The ,Indian G!lv~rnment can materially help the 
Indian, ,companiesespeciaUy in the' ~atter 'of Fire, 
Marine and other Insurances, ~Y requiring local, bodies 
like Municipal Corpotations, Port Trusts ,etc. _ ,to 
insure with Indian companies only. 1"bave -al~eady 
mentioned to you a piece of legislation which bas been 
introduced in th~, Ne.w Yor~ Legislature preventi,ng 
foreign companies from insuring the' Corporation 
buildings. There ia, no reason,at all why a' ,similar 
-course sbould not be adopted, drastic ; though it might 
be, to belp the indigenous concerns in their unequal' 
struggle with the foreign companies. , ,The only ques. 
tion ia whether the' present Government which -has got 
an outl~ok different from those of the Iudians, them
selves would be prepared to go to tbis extent. Our 
duty, however;_ is clear -aud _we must' press for it with 
'aU tbe force, at our 'command, 

S. Tbe question of rebate especially in Life Insurance 
iii becoming more and more a serious matter. -: In 
America tbe giving of rebate has bllen prohibited by 
Statute and any' penon contravening the -provisionia 
liable to a heavy fine. It is ,the experienclI of the 
Indian Insurance Compaoie8 tbat tbis pernicious system 

.is coming more and more into vogue in India apd, i~.is 
time, ,to consider wblltber _ it shoul4 ,not, be ~ stppped 

"by legislation. _ Thereb,ate, JII~y ~e givel,l 1;>y ~he a~eJ;lts 



· but: in ,the last reBort they fall· on - the companies 
themselves with tbe result that the expense ratio of t!Je 
company naturally goes up. In framing tbe tables no 
Insurance Company makes any' provision ,for. such 
rebatee to be given or for tbe consequent enhancement 
of the rates of commission to the agents to enable them 
to give these rebates. It, therefore, becomes all the 

, more necessary tbat this practice should be put down 
by voluntary action' among the companies themselves 

"if possible and if not by legislation. 

These are some of the broad points on which the 
Indian Insurance companies should' ,concentrate their 
attention. There are many others which deserve' con

. sideration. I do not, however propose to, deal with 
them here, as 1 do not want to occupy your time much 
long. Before concluding I \\-ish to place before you 
a· few points on which legislation may be necessary 
if Life Insurance is to be made more' popular thao it is 
among the people. ' 

J. I, have ,already mentioned thllt a Commissioner 
should be appointed with power to deal with claiiosso 
that the insuring public might not fear that' after tbeir 

-death a lot of trouble will be given to the beneficiary. 
: There is no deoying the fact that tbere is ao impression 
abroad that there are too many obstacles pnt when 
the claim becomes due. If this, impression is removed 
and if facilities are provided both'to the offices and' the 

, claimaots by ·which time, trouble and expense might 
, be saved,: Life Insurance: wonld become 'mnch more 
popular 'with the people. ': The: preseot.: practice: of 
requirisg . a Succcssioo: Certifi'cate in case of intestacy 
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18 -a veljgreat :hardship Oli, the majority:.of. :Polioy 
!Holders'whose :policies do not go beyond one thousand 
Rupees. The Gtnrernment has 'nodoubt tried (0 ease 
the situation by empowering the Administrator General 

·to deal with such cases but without going into detailll 
I might mention that it would be much moresatis

factory if Insurance Commissioners when appointed 
are' given these powers in preference to' the' Adminis_ 
trator General in the Provinces. . 

2 •. The Law of Succession to lns!lrance money must 
be made. uniform througout India irre8p~ctive of the 
perso!lallaw governing the party who insures::) ,do 
,not think any legislatio!1 in this behalf would be 
seriously objected to by any body in India. In tbe 

. (:ase of Joint Hindu Families there is a good ,deal ,~f 
uncertainty as to who the beneficiaries are and this 

. ~ilitatesagainst the spread of ins,;unce to t~~' e:;tent 
to· which it would otherwise do. If it were to be 

. declared' tbat wh~tever the' source from which' tlie 
premiums come the Insurance policy is a personal 
asset .of the person who takes out the policy and th~t 

, it will go to whomever he nominates as his beneficiary, 
"this will be of immense advantage in popularising Life 
Insurance among tbe people. 

As a corollary. to what I have said above lit allio 
bfcomes necessary that ·the law of ',Asllignment aQd 
Nomination should be changed in mateJj!ll.par~icul~rs. 
At the present moment II person can assign hi!! :poli~y 

.. and if the. assigment .is ~registered with the compa!!y 
: the . assignee 'becomes entitled to the money !Ill SoO!! as 
!ttle : claim ... arises by. death •.. his, J~qWIIV~r'l the 
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experience of many Indian companies that inspite of 
the obvious advantages people are not willing to assign 
their policies for the very valid reason namely that 
once the assignment is made it cannot be revoked if 
the assignee who may be a son or daughter or any 
other relation happens to displease the assignor. A 
person does not wish to bind himself in this manner. 
If on the contrary he merely nominates a person this 
nomination has no le~al value whatever and the com
panies find that they cannot pay their monies to the 
nominees and secure a valid discharge from their 
obligations I, therefore, suggest that it should be 
made a law that the person insuring can nominate any 
person as beneficiary and the companies will be pro
tected if they pay the money to the nominee without 
any other formality. Further the Policy Holder must 
have the right of changing his nominee at his discretion. 
This will be of immense help to all the parties 

. concerned and the complaints so frequent nowadays 
of delay in the payment of claims will vanish in most 
cases. 

3: The licensing of agents is another problem to 
which. our attention can be usefully directed. Life 
Insurance business is becoming more and more a fine 
art and with the lapse of time the personal factor in 
canvassing will become less and less and only an able 
canvassor would be able to prodllce good results. 
U agents were to be licensed, the immediate effect will 
be that the standard of conduct among the. agents will 
become ·appreciably higher than it is. today when 
there are all sorts of amateurs in the field and lome 
of whom are unscrupulous in their . methods of can-



,assing; Disciplinary control over the agent. will 
ilecome easier and the public would have less cause of 
:omplaint against anY;'misrepresentation by the agents. 
Once a large body of expert agents is created by tltis 
method of licensing it will become easy for the 
insarance companies to give quite a namber of facilities 
to the Policy Holders which would go ultimately to 
minimise the cost of insurance and practically eliminate 
all the troubles that exist today between the policy· 
holders of the company. Here again the English 
system seems to be entirely different to that prevailing 
in most other countries but the advantage seems to lie 
with the system of licenses which are to be periodically 
renewed and which are liable to be forfeited in case 
of misconduct. 

There are a few other points on which an 
autboritative pronouncement by Statute will put 
an end to a lot of litigation which is irksome both to 
the people at large and to the companies concerned. 
For instance the question of insurable interest and 
the rights of creditors to insurance money when the 
policy has been assigned. On both these questions 
there is a good deal of doubt and the law on the subject 
is contained in a series of rulings which sometimes. 
are contradictcry. Both these points in English law 
do not form the 8ubject of statute but are parts of 
the Common Law. But nowadays the tendency even 
in England is to codify the existing law wherever practi· 
cable and feasible and I think that this applies' with grea
ter force to India where the whole subject of inBurance 
in this pre8ell~ form is quite. p9veltr. I, therefore, 
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suggest that the law should' define - Clearly what" an· 
insurable interest is and also the rights of crditors to 
ineurarnce· money in case of the bankruptcy of 'the 
pdlicyholders. 

Another point of outstanding interest is the 
question of the voice to be given to the policyholders 
in ti)e management of the Life Insurance Companier. 
At the present moment some of the companies have 
many provisions for having one or two Directors on the 
Board from among the Policyholders while in the other 
companies the share-holders are all in all. It is wel1-
known that the share capital of a life insurance 
company becomes a negligible factor as time goes on 
and the amount of Life Insurance Fund becomss 
hundreds of times 'greater than the amount of paid-up
capital. Under SlIch circulDstances it becomes only 
right and fair that the policyholders should be given a 
certain recognized status in the management of the 
company's affairs. There is a good deal to be said for 
and against giving a predominent office to the policy 
bolders after a certain stage but I think,. to start with, 
aftet the first two or three years of the company's 
existence the Policyholders must be directly represent, 
ed in the management even thc.ugh they may not have 
the majority. I think most of the people concerned 
with the management of the Life Insurance Companies 
will agree with me that where there has been provision 
made for the appointment of Policyholders' Oirectora 
there bas been greater confidence infused into the 
public mind. Tbe greater tbe confidence t.he greater 
is bound to be the vogue of insurance amongst people, 
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I will conclude my remarks here and not take up 
any more of your time. As I said at the beginning 
my object was not to deal with all the possible aspects 
but only draw your attention to the few points wbich 
I considered most important. A good many ot~er sug
gestions ,call be made and will be madewheri_thcr 
time comes to 'consider any proposed legislation. I, 
however, think that before any legislation at all is 
introduced in India we· ~bould have a committee of 
enquiry which should examine all persons interested 
in insurance and experts in the business side ofit. The 

'commissioners might draw all the benefits .they can 
from the conclusions of the English Committee of 
Enquiry 'but 'there' is 'no doubt that considerable 
modifications will have to be made as regards India. I 
have throughout asked for a much stricter control 
than what. prevails in England. There may be. a 
divergence of opinion in this matter but at the same 
time I will merely quote one paragraph from the 
Insurance Journal called "The Policy" about the 
Canadian Act. ' 

" It will be seen from the foregoing extracts 'that 
the Insurance Act of Canada amply protects the 
public by the strictest kind of supervision of ·the 
Canadian companies which makes it impossible for a 
(j:ompany in poor financial shape to continue in business 
\lnles8 conditions are remedied. As a result Ca~adian 
Lif~ Assurance Companies' are eminently sound and 
rt:liable •. And hence it comeR. about that no polie} 
h()lder has ever lost a penny through failure of a com
p~Dy licensed by the' Domhiioll GovernDlent:'·.· .:., 
'.,. .. _. ~ .'. _ .... _ "" _ . ~.. ... i. • _ .. _ 
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M,. President·and gentlemen, 

MEDICINE AND LIFE INSURANCE:-

1 appreciate the compliment paid to me when your 
Reception Committee invited me to speak to you about 
the organisation and some other problems of Medical 
Departments of our Life Insurance Coys. The choice 
of this snbject is one of the many proofs that yonr 
Conference is keen on developing Life Insurance in 
India in all its aspects. Medicine and Life Insurance 
have been closely connected. Indeed, each bas con
tributed to the progress of the other. On the medical 
side we have learnt a great deal ahout the prognostic 
importance of varions disease conditions, the influce of 
body build on the iilcidence of disease, the iDcidence 
of differnt diseases in various occupations, the signifi
cance of variations of blood pressure, to mention a few 
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-instances. On the other hand, medicine haa contri
buted and will contribu te much. to the progress 
of the social scienc of life insurance. You are 
aware that modern life insurance' is based on three 
factors:-

(I) The official returns of births anddeatbs. 

(2) Census. 

(3) Tbe prospective value of capital at compound 
interest of these the first almost entirely and the second 
partly depend on medical data. The selection of 
healthy lives and the exclusion of impaired lives 
depends on the recommendations and rejections 
of your medical departrments. Every advance in 
medicine and most particularly preventive medicine 
has much influence on the progress of the life jn~ur~ 
ance. Such close relationsbip between medicine and 
life insurance. is natural since medicine is the noblest 
of professions and life insurance is the mos.l beneficent 
of our social sciences. This close relationship between 
medicine and life insurance has developed in less than 
three-quarters of a century, because it is interesting 
to note that prior to 1860' there 'Were no medical 
.examiners for life insurance. 

CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICERS & MEDICAL 

EXAMINERS' 

,. The Medical· department of an . insurance Coy. 
in India consists of a Chief Medical Officer or medical 
referee at .the .Head ,Office ~nd Medical examiners 
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-wherever life insurance business is canvassed by the 
Agents. The former' revises the confidential medical 
reports sent by the examiners and recommends to the 
Directors the acceptance or rejection of the insurance 
applications, or the modifications of the plans or the 
terms of insurance. I am afraid sufficient care is not 
taken' in the selection of medical referees and the 
examiners. The Chief medical officer of a life insur
ance office should be a physician of ability usually 
holding a hospital appointment. He should have not 
only a wide knowledge of his profession, but he should 
be well versed in the medical aspects of life insurance 
and in statistical science. He must work in close 
co-operation with the Managing Director or the Mana
ger of the Coy and actuary. Medical examiners have 
been described as the eyes of the Insurance Coy. 

· But they should not be the eyes of the Agent. This 
,may often happen when examiners are chosen, as they 
·are chosen in India, on the recommendatipn of the 
local agents and no limit is fixed to the number of the 

'examiners at each celltre. There is a very dangerous 
impression that any doctor. will do for life insurance 
examination. The local agent selects the doctor and 

· he is appointed by the Head Office. The medical 
examiners must be ahsolutely independent of the 
Agent. He should not be related to the Agent or have 
a financial' interest in the work of the Agent. He 
should be selected from the local medical profession 
by the medical referee for recommendation to the 

· Directors. He must be a qualified ,and registered 
medical practitioner of unimpe811hable character.' He 
must have all· the necessary equipDlent 10r.,hil. work. 



I hilk ·oome· across examiners whG did. not possess 
weighing scales, and even some who did not have the 
very simple ·and cheap outfit for urine examination. 
Another pernicious practice is the appointment of a 
large number of examiners in each centre on the 
untenable plea that this facilitates the work of the can
vasser. The larger the number of the examiners· in 
.one cen tre, the greater the likelihood of a very 
unhealthy competition amongst them detrimental to the 
. interests· of the Company. The canvassers are likely 
:to take cases to the most lenient and least scrupulous 
of the examiners and the honest independent examiners 

Iwill be avoided. From an experience of almost 12 

years ~n Life Insorance I can assure you (that the 
:smaller the Dumber of examiners you have, the better 
will be the quality of work on your books.. There 
should not be more than two examiners in, one centre. 
1 wonld like' to repeat that medical examiners should 
he 'IVery carefully chosen by the medical referee. from 
.the,list of local medical men and the number in each 
.centre should be strictly restricted. 

'[;ADY EXAMINERS • . . 
This brings me to the question of lady examiners 

for female lives. I admit that these are often as 
~fficient as men examiners, at times more efficient for 
;female lives. But I am opposed tG their appointment 
OD the f;roundthat the female .applicant who insists 
OD' a lady examiner, is likely to, be a purda lady and 
therefore not suitable· for life iusurance. Where: a 
'KYnecological examinatioD-is necessary and .the lady 
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examinee is. insisted upon, this may be allowed. but 
for routine' examination 1 woula exclude lady examiners 
simply because .by doing so we can exclude most Qf 
the purda female applicants. 

EnUCATION AND SUPERVISION OF 
MEDICAL EXAMINERS • 

. As far as 1 know, no attempt is made to educate 
medical examiners and very little is done in the way, of 
systematic recording of mistakes of .medical examiners 

.with the object .of ·revising the list of examiners from 
time io time.. Our medical schools teach nothing 
of the medical ,aspects of life insurance and when a 
practitioner is first appointed a medical examiner for 
life insurance work, he has absolutely no idea of his 
duties, his responsibilities or the nature of the .work. 
Literature on this subject is scarce. and it is only after 
some years of experience that. he learns someting of 
his work. His medical department makes no _ effort 
to educate him as is done by many insurance coys-in 
America. All this is detrimental to the Co. .1 bave 
repeatedly seen medical reports wherein tbe examiners 
have. recommended diabetics and cases of Bright. 
disease as first class lives. Tbe claim papers filled in 
by attending. medical men are often extremely unsatis
factory. 1 bave seen again and again heart failure as 
cause of death, an event wbich .must happen before a 
person is. dead from any cause. 1 have read .tbat 
Bombay. water .was.the cause of death. .. All this. show. 
how badly .our medicaL men are .. trained from life 



insnrance point' of view. My suggestions in tbill con
nection are tbllt lecturesbip be endQwed at our medic~ 
scbools on medical aspects of life inlurance; .tbell!l 
lectures to be open· to senior . students and prac~i

tiouers; and that tbe medical referees sbould issue to 
his examiners instructions. from time to time 110 as to 
improve them. and tbat a systematic record of their 
mistakes be kept with· a view to discontinue tbe services 
of tbose who are fonnd to be defecient. I would also 
blte to suggest that· whenever an examiner is discon
tinuedbyan Insurance Coy. for disbonesty, the other 
companies should be informed of the same. If these 
suggestions are adopted, we will, J am sure, get a 
better type of medical examiner. 

HEALTH PROPAGANDA. 

In later years Life insurance Coys. in America and 
to a certain extent in 'Europe also, are taking more 
and more part in tbe healtb propaganda of tbeir 
communities. Let me give you some idea of tbe 
enormous work that is being done in this connection 
by one of the American Insurance Companies.--:Tbe 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Coy. of New York, In 
1909 tbey first publisbed a pampblet called II War 
upon consumption," Since then, they have distributed 
to the general public hundreds of millions of pampblets 
in various languages on a large number of bealth 
subjects. such a8 small-pox, measles, pneumonia, hook. 
worm· disease, malaria, the child. care of the teeth, 

,tonsils and adenoids, expectant mothers, open air, the 
lIy, first aid, milk &c. Their vi.iting nurses cover 4000 



'fowns. A· sanitarium for' tuberculosis for its own 
employees is maintained and various health campaigns 
'undertaken. AU this is done because they believe 
in the truth of the saying .. an ounce of prevention is 
better :than a pound of cure" and because it is: realised 
that writing of insurance is' only a part of the service 
a modern insurance company should give to the public. 
'Besides, an active health propaganda> amongst its 
'policyholders lo'wei's the expenses of the insurance 
'coys,: and such propaganda becomes a good financial 
'proposition. J think it is time for us to make a similar 
beginning in this direction. I would suggest, health 
'propaganda by each insurance company amongst its 
policyholders. At the time of an epidemic, ,the Co's 
medical department should issue to its policyholders 
in the affected area instructions regarding the nature 
of the prevailing epidemic, and suitable preventive 
measures. Apart from this, along with the notices of 
the periodic payments of the premia, it would be a 
good thing to issue instructions regarding an, epidemic 
disease present in the district of the policyholders. 
With a very little extra expense, these measures of 
health propaganda would raise the insurance Coys. is 
the estimation of their polic,holders aad the general 
public and it will pay the coys financially. 

EXAMINATION AND DECLARATlOS FORMS. 

The next suggestion I wish to submit is in COD

nection with the medical examination form and tbe 
declaration form. These forms are more or less copies 
ofthe forms used in Western countries and we often 
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see some ridiculous'qutl$tion. suc;h as ." Have you lived 
iB ,a tropical' cquntFy. "'01: enquiries :a\lOut, '~Ome 
-diseases whjch' are extremely 'rare in:lndia, while very 
.often liIanJ of the scouges of OUI1 . !)ountry are ,entirely 
left OU~ Our ~ medical, forms, aDd declaratiolil .forms 
shonld be alive to our, conditions <lnd aD at.teI\lpt sho,q\d 
.·be made to have '; as far -as possible soo:ae basic uDi
.formityin these· jOJms. I. would theretore Sllggcst 
:-that your offices should revise thes!! fotms ill IIUC\! ,a 
:way, tbat the que~tipn!l askth~ information 1I0ught ~or 
:should have a, bearing: on, the local· COnditioQs., HeJ:C 
1 would like to refer to some. quelltioDs that.occur:in 
the declaration and medical examination forms and 
one or two that ought to be there. We always inquire 
into alcohol and opium history. What is' our attitude 

,toward, ,he6C habits? What is the s~fe limit?' -Po not 
,au... local conditions demand a di1fercmt: standard.41 
·.lhese cases than wbat, is adopted, in We~tern Countr,e~? 
My own feeling in tQis, cOl;lnectioll is tqat alcqhol;lim.it 
~lowed in Western, countrit~ is ~oo high for InQia. 
,I lecIthal alcohol is. much more, hllfmfuUn~opicli\l 
countries aQd particularly amo!lgst. Indian _people th!ln 
in the cold climate.& amongst- Western: races, __ ~t 
ia my belief that ppiulll ~eals lighqy with Ea~tern ra<;es 
.IIS compared with"Westerll ~aces, 1 would beinc~in~d 
to ,.<jea1 !I1ore seriously. "ith. an iQdian . who , takes 
~lcohol than the Western laking ~he same am~unt"but 
i 1 would deal more strictly with the. Western wh~ 
,~keSa so:aall qua,ntity of opium thaQ tpe Easter~ takj~g 
.a,similar amount, Thes~ are my. persona~ views and 
I submit, them fQr youl; consideratioD.. apd the ,!lonlliq~ra
tioD of your medical depertmeDls. One disease that 
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we ought to enquire into botb as regards the applicant 
as well as bis family members, but is absent from 
aUthi! forms that I have seen is leprosy. Another 
addition that I would snggest is the inclusion of 
applicant's wife in the family history record.· Sbe 
may be suffering from tuberculosis or may have recent· 
ly died from it, she may be a leper or suffering from 
some other diseases where the intimate contact 
between husband and wife would be a most important 
factor of influence on applicant's health. For these 
reasons I would suggest including enquiries about wife 
in the family history record. 

BLOOD PRESSURE. 

The estimations of blood pressure have become so 
very important that I would like to see it make 
compulsory for our medical examiners to take the 
diastoric blood pressures of every applicant. Mor· 
'tality is found to be very high amongst those who were 
rejected for high blood pressures and higher tbe blood 
pressure, the greater the mortality. Here is a table 
which will convince you of the importance of blood 
pressure in life insurance work. I have been trying 
to make the taking of blood pressure compulsory in 
one of the insurance coys I had the bonour to be 
attached to, and the difficulties I have found are 
entirely due to the ignorance of many of our medical 
men in taking blood pressure. Majority of tbem do 
not possess even tbe apparatus, but this could be rem~ 
died by making compulsory for tbem topossesa it. 

,I I' 
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NEED OF' INSURANCE: STATISTICS., 

~o solid advance can ~ccur in tlie field' of Indian 
life 'Insurance . iin we have Indian life statistics: So 
far we have bee~ guid~d' by forei~ statistics on the 
indifidual experience. of each chief medical officer. 
We ought to have ~ui' own standards of heights and 
weiihtll and mortality rates, our own figures of the 
incidence of various diseases at variou~ ages in different 
part. and . different communities 01 the ,country~ In 
tbis connection I would like to congratu(at'e the Orien
tai Gove~nment Security Life Insurance Company 
~1l tbe small beginning tbat they lIave ' made in drawing 
up height and weight tableg. W fI need many more 
data. We have to deal with a large country with a 
variety of climates. The health conditions, the diets, 
and the habits of the life of tbe Indian people in 
different parts of the country vary considerably. We 
have to take th,ese differences into ~onsideration. Life 
insurance statistics would throw much light on many 
of our insurance and medical problems. Much could 
be done by our offices in drawing up these'necessary 
statistics. Without them our loading of lives remain 
Ilnscientific and haphazard, our r~jection of applications 
Dot always correct, our acceptances not ~lways safe. 

CONCLUSION. 

In the course of this paper, l have given you my 
views on many of our problems and I have made a few 
cOncrete suggestions for the improvement oLour Work. 
These suggestions are as follows :-
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(I) Medical examiners should be earrefully chosen by 
t~e Chief Medical Officer from a list of lockl 
medical practitioilers and there should Dot be morel 
than two examiners In each centre. 

(2) A systematic record of the mistakes or the exa~ 

miners should be kept by the medical department 
of the Head Office with the object of removing 
inefficient or dishonest examiners from the list of 
examiners. 'The name of any examiner found to 
be dishonest,should be circulated amongst other 
Insurance Cays. 

(3) Lectureship on. medical aspects of life insurance 
should be endowed at our medical colleges, these 
lectures being open to senior students and medical 
practitioners; 

t4)' The cJ:tief !Dedical officer of a coy' should try to 
educate his medical examiners in 'their work as 

- far as possible. 

(5) Head Offices of our Companies should now make 
. ··a begimiing in health propaganda amongst theit 

policyholders in 'some such way 3S explained ill 
this paper. 

(6) The declaration form & medical examination form 
:should. be in keeping with our local coDditions. 

(1) . The taking of blood pressure should be made 
compulsory in each case. , 
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(8) Effort should be made to build up Indian lnsur-
anee statistics. 

As everyone of these suggestions are practicable, 
I submit these & the views expressed in this paper for 
your consideration. 

\ 

After Dr. Erulker had finished his paper 
the ; Conference WAS . 4cljo~ned til! 

11.-,30. ! P. M .... i the ~ fol~owillg<d~y 
viz. Thursday. -April 5. 1928 .. 

'i 1 ~ . I' <. _ . ,~ '. ,- . J 

let 



SECOND DAY'S PROCEEDINGS. 

--o~ 

(Thursday, AprilS) 

The Conference re-assembled 

punctually at 2-30 P. M. The en

thusiasm of the first day was not in 

the least diminished. The attendance 

was good and the delegates displayed 

the keenest interest in the Proceed- . 

ings. 

The greater portion of the day's 

sitting was devoted to the reading of 

nine more papers on Insurance by 

various gentlemen. 

As they form a Continuation of 

the papers read on the first day they 

are given here as 8uch and in the 

ordes in which they were read. 



Settlement ,of Claims Under Life Policies 

BY .r. XANCHA:RLAL VARAJDAS. 

Gentlemen. 

It is now definitely recognised in India and 'iii 
other countries that life insurance plays a very import
ant -part in the economic well.being of a country. 
Anything that comes in the way of its growth or apeedy 
development in an economically backward country like 
India shonld be removed without, delay. ,Life 
insurance thrives on the confidence of the public. 
One thing that is likely to create suspicion in the minds 
of the general public regarding the services it doell and 
the. way the whole matter is handled is ,in respect,to 
settlement of claims especially after the death of the 
insured. -When a claim is settled promptly, without 
'Indue and irksome, formalities" the . company has 
rendered real service in the cause of life, insurance, by 
creating confidence at once in the public mind- in 
favour of life. insurance. 

There arc certain companies whp will do wen to're
vise 'their methods and formalities iIi the matter of claim 
lettlements. One c~mpany.for insta'nce; insists 00' ~ 
form being obtained from the employer of the deceased. 
It is often very difficult for au ilIit ~rate widow to 
comply with this requirement. It serves no purpose, 
either. The company's desire to'see that the claim is 
• bona fide one is laudable, but the method it .should 



employ to serve that end should not be irksome. The 
same remarks apply to~theattestation -b}, one of'tIie 
mourners. My view is that instead of all these signa
tures the claim papers should be signed by the claim
ant and the.physician ",bo atteD~ed:we d~ceased. This 
sort of simplification of the procedure would be of 
immense benefit to all beneficiaries and incidentaIJy tel 
the _ cause of life insur~nce. 

", ;. 

" (!\nother very important matter' to which I wish to 
draw attention is the assignment of policies.: . Th~e' is: 
It .Jot: of confusing formalities :which· prevail ill this 
respect_· There are many. companies in', India comio& 
uDde~ . the: .juri~diction . of a variety of laws. There 
Ilfejllso t.WQ kinds of.courts, those,of British. India and 
thoseo! the Indian States. It 'a·policy.holder belong
ing; t.o an .lndi"n State dies in his own native place and 
ifJ~ il\ insurlld with a company situated in the British 
tetritoJ'y .the cl.aimlUlt has to come to a British Court 
fol' obtai~ing necessary Letters ~f Administration, thu. 
necessita~g consider"ble trouble and' expense. In m, 
opinion, ~teps should be t"ken to rempve this anomaly 
by a. uniforlll legis\atioJ;l being introduced. ,in this coun., 
try. In order to facilitate matters, the company caQ 

introduce a clause in the body ot the policy itself to 
enable the insured to name his nominee in the event of 
death sl? that considerable delay 'may be avoided' and 
the beneficiaries will be enabled io . receive the benefits 
bfa life policy when tbey most need ii: 



'. Prospects ~f Mar~e lnsuraD~e, in India . 
:BY. 

Mr. MILLARD, 

lIIariDe Manager. 

1'HIt NEW INDIA ASSURANCE c... Ltd. 

'iv". P"esident and 'Gentlemen, 
I. . t 

.. J D' dealing with such' a subjec~ as the .. Prospects 
Of Marine InBu'rance in India," it is essential to appre
ciate the wide difference between the factors which 
generally control the placing of, Marine insurances, 
and the consideiatioDB which influence the placing of 
the other classes of insurances common to most present 
here today. A proposer of Life Assurance or Fire 'OJ 

Accident insurance is almost invariably the 60le party 
interested in the cost of. that type of· insurance anll 
concerned in the benefits' to be' derived from; or the 
indemnity those insurances contract· to provide. For 
those reasons a proposer for these latter classes of 
insurance normally prefers to insure with a Company 
domiciled or effectively represented locally. and iE 
would be an easier. task to deal with the prospects of 
such classes of insurance in India. Let u~ now turn 
to the subject of Marine insurance and review the 
vastly different considerations which influence the 
placing. of this business. Almost the firsf thing.ail 
insurer does on receiving a Marine policy is to endorse 
ij; conferring the.right to the; indemnification: proviqed 
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for therein on some party, probably thousands of miles 
distant and possibly a ~otal . stranger. The original 
insurer also;"in making out the- In;6ice in connection 
with the goods insured, includea therein the cost of 
insurance or charges separately and definitely the 
premium paid. The original inBurer, therefore, is not 
the sole party interested in the cost of insurance j 

indeed he is not interested beyond the point that in 
most instances the securing ofthe very .lowest cost of 
insurance is essential to enable him to sell his goods in 
a market that may be ruled by internatronal arid in
tense,ly _complltitive prices .. In .some instances,. how
eyer, ;in.;which the market is such that the. cost of 
iilliurance i,9 not a consideration. of so. great import ance 
in disposing pf his goods, ,he is . only interested . .to the 
extent of. the. discount. or . comission to be gained by 
effecting: the insurance. Emerges then, the. point that 
the actual payer of the cost of Marine insurance _ is the 
l>urchaser ofthe commodity. .The retort may be that 
the; purchaser. is in fact the eventual payer to the cost 
of all:insurance effected, by the trading communities. 
That is SOj in fact the cost must ultimately be trans
ferred to the consumer, but the feature peculiar of 
Marine insurance. is that the purchaser, at whose motive 
goods ar.e transported from one place to another., which 
~ives rise to the need of insurance whilst the goods are 
in .transit, pays the itemised .cost .of insurance of each 
shipment or individual transaction.. That party, there
fore, being most intimately concerned in the. cost and 
the benefit of insurance has the dominating. voice as to 

the terms. and conditions.ofthe same ~ the natural con. 
sequence being that. the reqwsite cover is: ofttD takell 
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. out in the country to which the goods are consingned, 
or if,thafcountry cannot oller the:facHity:. of cheap and 
comprehensive insurance, it may. be effected ,in. the 
market in which the cost and conditions of insurance is 
most favourable to the insurer. 

Most of you -will probably be wondering when the 
subject matter of this paper will be dealt with, but the 
subject can only be fairly considered after' the' factors 
and. considerations controlling and influencing the 
placing of Marine insurance are fully grasped. 

I think it now abundantly clear that· the prospects 
of Marine insurance in India are interwol'en with the 
prospects of the business generally aild lntermitionaUy, 
and the prospects of :local lJnderwritingCompanies 
depend largely on the, extent to which' this' fact is 
realised aDd the adeption ofa line of action' conforming 
accordingly. 'i.; 

It is· true that-Jndia has a large coastal- ·trade 
. involving a considerable. volume :of Marine jnsurance 
an~ the economic forces applying to this: sectioil of the 
business are not so insistent and powerful as .. thesimilar 
forces that apply to foreign trade. It would-be thought 
that Local Companies, .more particularly the domiciled 
Companies, would bandle this business to·thepoint 
of practically .conttollingit, 'yet, . never the' .leslI,· we 
that. are interested' in the Jnsurance of this trade,. ~d 

'_it1S subject to ·.foreign :competition, to an eJII\eQt. {leatly 
;as·jn.tense; ,as; the ,compention',fo1:;:th~ Jins~ ... aDce:.~ 
: India' a .overseas: ·trade. 'This' ,iIlllst;rate8the cext(lll.Ii'lc> 
. whic}! Marin9 insurance, whe.ther .:of ;1.:IocalcC:hare-ctc,r 



,or otherwise, ,is ruled by the' manner -in which itil 
internationally regarded and the consequential applica. 
tion -of that outlook. 

In th~ p~ocess of reviewing ·the prospects of th~ 
business in this country and having regard to ita clos~ 
relationship to the business in its world-wide nature, 
let us consider firstly the present prospects and in 
their proper order -touoh upon the prospects that 
the immediate and the distant Cuture -hold out Car the 
Insurance Companies of India. 

It is known .only too well that Marine insurance 
has suflere4 and is still suffering Cram result of the 
_aftermath of the late war. A few years of exceptional 
-although, perhaps ficticious-prosperity and: high 
values of ships and cargoes led to a marked ,expansiop 
oC underwriting facilities throughout the world whic~ 
evidently, are now much in excess of requirement!!. 
To serve competition has been mainly due the 
trouble that it has been the misfortune of Marine 
insurance to suffer during the last few years. Doubt
less, this has been good for Shipowners and Shippers 
of cargoes, for there is no question that ~arine insur
ance, generally, haa been and is being prQvided at less 
than cost price. The Market in India for the insurance 
of the Hulls of ships is very limited, nor is there likely 
to be a demand that would call for any appreciable 
expansion of the present capacity for the underwriting 
of such insurance, unless remarkable changea in the 
ownership of the merchantile fieets of the world, or in 
the constitution and ability - of the existing recognised 
Hull underwriting markets. of ,the world, take place. 
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This paper must, therefore, be regarded as" dealing 
with the iusurance of cargoes. It is regretable" that 
the prospects "of the business so far as the insurance 
of Hulls is concerned, cannot be brought within the 
purview of this paper, as it is that sectiou of Marine 
underwriting which holds out the only bright spot 
discernable in the whole fabric of the business. 

The present terms and conditions prevailing in the 
insurance of cargoes are deplorable, although" some 
improvement has been brought about in the insurance 
of Hulls. Little if any, success, however, can be 
recorded iu dealing with the question of cargo rates 
and conditions, which, as this paper indicates, is of 
chief importance to Companies operating in" India. 
Insurance Companies throughout the world have been 
able to present. more or less satisfactory accounts of 
the results of transacting most classes of their business 
but the accounts relating to Marine insurance point to 
the serious difficulties of conducting tbe business as 
evidenced by the extremely poor results secured. The 
business of Marine insurance, instead of contributing 
to tbe profits of the Companies has called for" great 
sums from the profits of other classes of insurance to 
be transferred to support the Marine accounts, or large 
funds, built up in tbe past, bave been dissipated or 
have had to be retained in tbe Marine Accounts for 
the purpose of meeting claims still to be borne. Indi
vidual Companies' here and tbere have 'shown that, in 
spite of tbe unfortunate condition of Marine insurance 
and the extreme difficulties in conducting the business 
a small profit can be earned, but such Companies are 



very few and appear to be thQsethat can influence 
exceptionally -desirable connections orhavewritteIi- a 
small and very carefully selected accou~t. The less 
disastrous experience of Companies adopting tbis policy 
in conducting tbeir Marine Underwriting, clearly 
indicates tbat if many more offices were to exercise a 
simiiarly restrained policy, terms and conditions would 
quickly respond. It is to be feared that tbis, tbougb 
a ¢ounsel of perfection is a counsel of despair, for as 
long as poweriul underwriting groups continue, 
apparently, to write large alDount at low and-more. 
often than not--.unprofitable rates, other Companies. 
desirous of proceeding on cautious aDd conservativl! 
lines, naturally find it difficult, if not impossible, tQ. 
secure tbe terms and conditions whicb tbey believe ~o. 
be justified. One would tbink that in such circum.
stances, the obvious policy for Co'mpanies bolding tbat 
belief, to pursue, would be to refrain f.-oJ;ll /lc"ep~iJ;lg: 
tbe risks. .In tbe past, such reserve on the part oJ. tpe 
Underwriters was feasible and usually brougbt abou~ 
a remedy, but it would be less effective now owing to 
tbe size of tbe market and tbe present day clamouring 
for premium income. Even, it action, to improve the 
conduct of Marine insurance can be immed4tely taken, 
the degree of success with which such actiqn wil\ be 
met will not be enjoyed nor apparent for Iilome tiDle. 

It is not only tbe insuffi~iency of rates tbat has 
brought Marine insurance to the unfortunate copdition, 
we see it in to-d~y, but tbe underwriting of the busi
ness is complicated and rendered still-more unsatisfac· 
tory and un pl'ofitable by a 'present day demand of ship-
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are outside the: ordinary and generally recognised 
'perils of the sea. True, this development has one 
desirable -Ceature, in as mucn as it evinces a 'growing 
appreciation of the value of insurance, and it is not 
easy for Underwriting Companies to refuse to recognise 
:that and 'dei:line to grant insurance protection for 
extraneous 'ri\ks when it is desired~ The case for a 
'more comprehensive cover' is strong, therefore, and 
it would be difficult and perhaps, a short sighted policy 
for Underwriters ,to refuse to satisfy the needs of ship
pers j particularly the needs of those whose business 
has brought a profit in the past. It is for Underwriters 
to try to ensure that an adequate remuneration ,for the 
acceptance of this additional insurance protection is 
obtained, and to consider, in coojunction with the 
Shippers, which risks the latter are bes~ fitted to 
assume, since Bome are ordinary risks of trading and 
have little to do with the special perils whjch transport 
involves. . ' 

Having listened to this gloomY.,recital ofthe, diffi
'culties attending the conduct of Marine insurance at 
the present time, and the unsatisfactory condition it 
has reached, you will not expect the optimism that 
'it' would be necessary to assume-and to' unwarrantably 
assUnie~to predict bright prospects in the near future 
for' the' domiciled Companies now' transacting the 
~u~jness, or'awaiting Companies that may be Con temp
'Iating' vellturilig ,into the Marine Insurance market. 
'The: immediate 'attitude to be adopted by ourCompa. 
pies tow~rdsth~ 'bu~ines!l'mUSt be dictated by the 
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respective policies and capacities of the individual 
offices. Some companies, acting possibly in what 
they believe to be the interests of their general wel
fare and development, may decide to freely transact 
Marine insurance in spite of the unsatisfactory results 
that must at present be anticipated, while others may 
elect to proceed on the lines of sound and cautious 
Underwriting. In the latter event it is to be feared 
the amount of business they would succ~ed in securing 
would, indeed, be small. 

Any concerted action on the part of Indian Com
panies is not feasible, apart from considerations of 
their numbers and financial strength, unless conforming 
with a movement embraced generally by the large 
Underwriting Companies and groups throughout the 
world, and there are yet signs wanting of any such 
movement being made. If, and when any action 
having as its aim an improvement in the general and 
wodd-wide conduct of Marine insurance is projected, 
Indian Companies would be well advised to join and 
effectively support any such action, for the progress of 
Indian Insuranc,e Companies in Marine business 
depends entirely on that business being placed on a 
basis that makes it prfitable to transact. 

This aspect of the prospects of Marine insurance 
in India can be emphasised by recounting the recent 
history of Marine husiness in Bombay. In this city 
there are operating, approximately, one hundred 
Insnrance Companies Indian and Foreign with a 
collective Underwriting capacity snfficient to cater for 
the entire :Marine insurance r~uirements of evert 
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merchant shipping goods from the port. Practically 
aU those Insurance Companies are members of an 
Association which has as its object the regulation of 
Marine insnrance by fixing rates of preminm which 
experience indicates are responsible both to Under· 
writers and Shippers, and determining relative condi· 
tions on which goods may be insnred. One would 
think, tbat in these circumstances, the market in tbis 
city for Marine insurance would be able to so regulate 
the business through the medium of the Underwriters 
Association as to withstand any serious attack from 
competitors not members of the Association. The 
contrary, however, is the case, and severe competition 
'has been forthcoming from foreign Underwriting 
groups operating-through Agents-in our midst, and 
from foreign Underwriters that write the bnsiness in 
their home markets. The severity of such competitioD 
has compelled the local Association of Underwriters 
to relinquish control over rates of premiums 
applying to a large portion of tbe shipments from 
Bombay. It is realised that even the adoption of a 
scale of rates of premium which experience proves 
would resolt in a loss to Underwriters-and no Asso. 
ciation feeling a moral responsibility for the guidance 
of its members conld adopt that line of action would 
still invite that ridicnlous competition which is the 
feature of Marine llIsurance today. Also, the imposi. 
tion of an obligation on members to observe a Tariff of 
rates would place them in a position of having to fail 
in that observance in instances, when it is deemed 
advisable to retain certain connections at all 
post!!. 
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It is eyident that the present and the ,near future 
hold but little promise to those that are ambitious and 
anxious to extend the activities and expand the facilities 
of the' domiciled Insurance Companies in the realm 
of Marine Insuranee underwriting. However, to give 
a fitting conclusion to the paper, having ,regard to its 
title; it is incumbent on :me to look further ahead into 
the future that Insurance Companies, in the process of 
their' development, must always visualize. It would 

, not be unreasonably" optimistic, to hold the view' that 
'Marine insurance must in coUrSe of time 'again become 
a business by the proper transaction of' which 'the 
Companies can expect to drive a reasonable profit. 
Economic forces, stronger than the' power of Insurance 
Companies, have brought Marine insurance to' its 
present unsatisfactory condition, but 'counter forces 
Will, io time, rectify the 'position" for it is obvioue that 
Insurance Companies great as their collective financial 
resources may be, cannot ,continue indefinitely' to 
provide insurance protection at less than cost price. 

Given tbe improvement in the conduct of the busi
ness which Insurance Companies must, in their own 
interests, and by some means enforce, the prospects of 
Marine insurance in India are naturally largely depen
dant upon the export trade of the country. A review 
of the general trade prospects is, however, outside the 
scope ot this paper, although it would not be 'out 
of place to anticipate that the demands of the world 
at large for the products and, Mauufactures of India 
will grow and counteract any shrinkage in exports that 
may otherwise follow her increasing ability to convert 
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bllf. raw .products.jnl& .. the.mllnufacluredarticles the 
country require.. . , ... 

To the extellt that. the courseQf Ml!ri~e jn~llrlt!!ce) 
in .India (!epend~ on the general trad~ Qf tP.~C01,lDtryj; 
so does the fU,tore of MarinI: insurltnc!l, .ge!lerallYJ. 
depend on the' course of word-wide trade,Mos~ol: 
JO~ .wil\ have followed the published opipioDlU)f. tl\ose 
be~t fitted to judge whichare to' the .I;lfec~, th,,!;.1.!-. 
gnldual improvement and expansion in th~. tradll.of 
the world can be looked . for.. It is recognised thal' 
Marine insurance is a more satisfactory bus,iness. to 
transact when tbe state of trade is good and is subject 
to a healthy expansion. As Marine insurance is a 
business of so international a character it will be seen 
that any improvement in world· trade must, therefore 
brighten the prosptcts of Marine insurance in this 
country. 

There is no reaSOD, therefore why Indian Insur
ance Companies should not regard their Marine 
iusuraDce business of the future with hope and opti
mism, and prepare to secure their rightful share of the 
business offering. To succeed they must posses the 
financial strength and be in a position to provide the 
service tbat inspires confidence in those electing to 
insure with them. They must aim to extend and 
perfect thier organisations in order tu olIer the facilities 
of insurance that are at the present time so readily 
obtained from the many competitors in the business 
who have already developed a world-wide and intricate 
organisation. 
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Those Indian Companies now transacting Marine 
insurance would welcome the advent of more domiciled 
Companies into the business. Advancement of our 
Companies in the business would be accelerated and 
consolidated were greater numbers operating. The 
whole-hearted support and patronage of the merchants 
trading in this country cannot be looked for until they 
are convinced that all their Marine insurance require
ments of a reasonable nature can be catered for by 
Companies of Indian origin. When that time arrives 
it will be found that much greater progress will be easy 
of achievement. 



Life Insurance Investments and· lome 

Suggestions Thereon· 

BY 

I'lr' N. J. GOR. B. A., LL. B. 

OF 

PRESmENCY PROVml.NT II: GENERAL INSURANCE Co., Ltd. 

M,. P'fl8ident an.d gentlemen, 

. It . was not myintentiob to submit 'any paper 
! ' ,. 

during the Conference' as l had very little tinie at my 
disposal for handling any subject. How~ver; I have 
been forced to speak' by my eRteemed friend and 
co-worker Mr. Rarnchandra Iyer. who;as we all know, 
has worked Cor the promotion of Insurance husiness in 
this country by propaganda in press etc:. as no other 
man has dCJne. . 

The subject of investment is equal in importance 
to writing new business and helps or retards the 
progress of an institution according as its investments 
are on soUnd and paying ~ines or other~ise.: The 
latest figur.es available roughly 'show the foll~wi~g 
position' as' regards the Indian Life Offices' invest
ments:-
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1921 1923 1924 1925 
% to total assests. 

Govt. Securities 65 66 65 60 
Port Trust, Mu-
nicipal & other 
securities IS 13 14 19 

Mortgages on property 7 6 6 7 
Loans on Policies 3 3 4 4 
Miscellaneous 10 I2 II 10 

It will be seen from the above that a very large 
part is invested in' Government securities, the result 
of which is that the rate of interest earned is meagre 
and is not what large funds should command 8S will 
appear from the following :-

1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 
Rate of Interest 5.88 5.96 6.26 5.93 5.70 

Compare with this the following figures for the United 
Stat~s companies as on Dec. 31, 19:16 :-

Mortgages on property 
Government Bonds 
Other Bonds & Stock 
Policy Loans 
Real Estate 
Cash 
Miscellaneous 

42 .8 
9-4 

:a8.8 -, 
12.2 

1.8 

·9 
4·1 

The second class of inveslments viz. the semi
Government stock etc. occupies: the second poSition. 
It ill this stock that should have found larger' favonr 
with' investments than the fir!>t, for, it is in thi~ field 
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:hat there is a very wide scope for investment with 
;afety. We find, and as you gentlemen know, very 
little active investment programmes are previously 
modelled and carried out by our companies. In this 
class there is an ample scope for companies to under
write by negotiation the whole stocks of semi-Govern
ment bodies at a great profit. They can even approach 
local self·G:lvernment institutions like the Municipal
ities and the Local Boards with suggestions that the 
funds would be forthcoming if Government guarantee 
their loans. As an illustration of my view point, I 
would suggest the following. We recently read in 
papers that the BandTa Municipality had full support 
of the Government in their water supply and drainage 
schemes. The difficulty is about the funds as the 
Local Government is not in a position to help it on 
account of financial stringency. There is no reason 
why some of our local companies 'with large funds 
should not approach sevenilly or jointly the Munici
pality with clear suggestions that they would be 
prepared to underwrite the loan at a certain discount 
and certain rate of interest if they could obtain the 
sanction of the Government for a loan duly guaranteed. 
This is the most important form of investment that 
has been neglected and I hope in years to come we 
may find the figures for the Government and semi
Government securities reversed. 

In . this connection, I quote Mr. Ecker, Vice 
President of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. of 
New York •. Be says" It may be well to emphasize 
the extent to which the Life Insurance funds are 
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~ought to be invested so as to be of greatest benefit 
:0 the whole public. Investments in the public utility 
:~>Dcerns give the best returns. and greatest benefit 
:Q. the public. and are safest a6 they are in the form 
)f obligations secured by mortgage of property of the 
)perating .companies." 

One form of investment properly secured but not 
to be encouraged in the intere~t of policy-holders is 
:he· policy loan. The amouDt of such loan once given 
s not controlable under any form of investment 
)olicy as· it is given under contractual and legal 
requirements Demands for policy loans are seen to 
follow cl9sely the swing of business conditions. In 
times of general stress, policy loans increase. Bui: it 
iho'uld be ·persistently brought to the notice of the 
public that they tend to defeat thtl very object for 
which the life insuTance was procured, of course the 
exception being the case in"· which the loan is merely a 
transfer entry to keep the policy running nnder non
forfeiture clauses. It is doubtful if tbe m~ney loaned 
I>n life insurance policies teally finds its way into 
productive channels and before the amount shows an 
appreciable increase in percentage "to "total assets it 
should be checked and kept low. 

The finai item of ~ote is the miscellaneous which 
comprises loan on personal securities, Agents' balances 
Deposit, Cash etc. The percentage is extremely heavY 
and needs to be. reduced to a very large extent so a8 to 
m·ake more funds· available tor better form of invest
P1ent. 



I will ,end gentlemen by quoting from Charles 
Evans Hughes "It is well .for, you constantly to 
emphasize that life insurance is the effective agency of 
tbrift. The best guardian ,of purse tbat has ever been 
discovered is a life insurance policy. You deal in 
money. As your outstandin2 risks grow your reserves 
must correspondingly in9resse. You cannot hoard. 
Tbus you control very largely the funds Bvailable for 
important public enterprises. You sbould therefore 
in a very large measure be the means for public under
takings, for railroad expansion, and l;Ietterme!lt, for tbe 
service of public utilities for every endeavour which 
gives proper response to public needs. 



Statistics in Insurance Business 

BY 

Mr. D· H. HIBAIUND.UU, 

B. Com. (Bombay" London.) . 

op 

'THE JUPITER GENERAL INSURANCE Co., Ltd; 

Mr. Pf'esiden, and Gen.tlemen. 

My very sincere thanks are due to the organisers 
of this First Indian Insurance Companies' Conference 
for giving me an opportunity to read this small paper 
on a subject of which I have been a keen student 
both in this Country and in Fngland while preparing 
for my degree examinations. Of course, the paper 
is a very brief one and is meant to give only the 
general lines on which the study of this subject should 
be developed in Insurance business. 

Nothing is more vital to businesl development 
than Statistical information available in connection 
with that branch of business. No information is more 
convincing than the one obtained by the compilation 
and analysis of actual figures pertaining to the business. 
In fact the gist of the modern business development, 
is Statistics. Statistics is as vital to bu~iness as fuel to 
an engine and food to man. 

Unlike other branches of business, the need for 
~tatistics is of paramOU!1t imporlance to Jns\lrsnce 
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busineSli and it is in this very branch, of buain~ss ~4at 
inf"rnultion is not iorthcoming~' Insuran~e is ~ \>U6i
Desl! ofa veri'specia!' nature inas'much ~s it hS!I ~olI 
only~ to face the orditiaryTrade Cycle iB-Sympa~hy 
with business in gel)era( but it ha~ also to face the 
ravages of nature in particular. It is this phenomenon, 
which'is peculiar to Insurance business, that makes it 
it subject of statistical investigation in minute details. 
Unlike in, Life Assurance, the risk" in other Classes 
of Insurance business viz. CommerCial and Casuality 
is not certain of occ:urence inasmuch as that loss will 
never 'occur in all C.lses of in sura nee. Ii: is only a 
certain proportion of business that suJrers a loss and 
it is a most difficult thing' to ascertain which of the 
risks will be subjected to lossaud at' what' 'time.' In 
order to safeguard, against this uncertainty inciaeotal 
to' underwriting business nothing can' help us inote 
than the' compilation' of statistics; their' itijilysi~ 'ana 
examination. ' As raw material is a bigiteufin, tbe 
cost of mannfactnre similarly loss ratioilolc 1lig item of 
cost in Insurance business. While in the forme'r cas6 
the cost can be' exactly calculated, bi)he' latter, it 
can be got by taking the averagel'oss In relation to 
particular class of business and averages are the'souf 
aDd substance of Statistics. It is desirable always to 
know' the ;cost of each item and tbe profit eatnedby 
tbe sale of tbat item and this 'can be possible In 
Insurance business if risks are p~operly classified 
according to their nature living the ligure of plemium 
eariledon' each particular class. "Los'ses, mus't'simi
lad,!, be spuwn ~gain~t e!,ch class and this ~aQ' give 
us ~he best idea. as ie) wheth~r the bU,shiess is be.!n' 



carried' on, on pruden'tlines. c This information is of 
vital importance to all the' insurance' offices, and the 
best 'figures are those obtainedfrbm one's own previous 
records. "The results of all the companies' will vary, 
because each has its own way of dealing wit h its 
business. 

Not only do the individual companies pay little 
heed to this cardinal factor in business, viz :...,..;mainten· 
a~ce of proper Statistics, but, it is very unfortunate 
that the Government have also ignored this important 
branch of business-viz Insurance. 

There is no information AS to the total amount 
spent on Insurance by this country as no I eturns , are 
made by the Companies transacting a general insurance 
business in this country to the ,Government, But 
from the inferences that can be drawn based upon the 
following facts, we will readily realize that the share 
of this business going to Indian Companies is but 
very nominal. Taking into account the imports and 
exports of merchandise into and from this country 
which run into an enormous figure or' 1200 crores 
~f rupees every year, the amount of marine premium 
earned by our national concerns is very small i9deed. 
If to this figure we add, the figure of coastal trade-that 
portion of it which is insured,-the resu l~ i~ only 
further aggravated. 

Turning to Fire insurance, the same thing is true 
6f this class. In absence of direct figures, we can 
only infer by taking into consideration' the' amount of 
capital invested in industrial concerns viz :-COtton 



etc;. and other public buildings and in private trade'on 
lIDall :scalejand taking on the other hand the premium 
earned by the few Indian Companies in existence 
at the moment, one feels tb~t this figure isinsignifi. 
cant. ' 

" Leavmg .Fire and tlfI'Ding to casuaHty insuranCt:l. 
we doo't find the results any better.. We kn,ow that 
most of the private cars and commercial vehicles 
runnmg in this country are owned by Indians, and yet 
taking the number of vehicles on road and the number 
insured with Indian Insurance Companies, we can 
only infer that in spite of the ownership being Indian 
most of the property is insured with foreign companies. 
Most of the mills in India are owned and managed 
by Indians and yet we find that not many mills give 
their workmen's msurance to Indian Companies. 

All these facts make it clear that quite.a substan· 
tial amount of Indian resources leave this country in 
shape of premium to foreign Insurance Companies. 

All these facts are only an indirect way of proving 
the loss to the country due to export of our resources 
in shape of premium, known as invisible export, an 
information which could be had in a more direct way, 
by legalising the Ipsurance Companies and making 
all the companies to submit an yearly report of 
premium earned from each class of business, the 
amount of risk underwritten each year and the funds 
created for the safety of the policy holders. As I 
have already said, nothing is more' convipcing to 
human mind than figurative information obtained~by 
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the -analysis ,of figures. pertaining to that ,business" it 
would do this country any amount of benefit if the 
Government legalised Insurance business, and collected 
information ,on lines indicated ,above ,and. laid the 
same before the public when their eyes would be 
opened to the loss, they were putting the whole nation 
into by allowing the export of Indian money for the 
benefit of foreign lands. 



-, Th~ Co-ordination. ~f 

Life Assurance -and Long . Term Banking 

(B,: Mr. S. M. Pandllllfipande B • .A.. Managing 

Di,ecto,'tlle Ideal Democratic dssu,ance and Mo,t· 

gage Loan, Ld. Nagpur, Gnd M,. D. D. Desllpande; 

B. A. S. T. C. F. C. 8. A.. Cllief A.ccountant 

tke I. D. -<4. dI M. L. £d. Nagpu,..) 

These two businesses may at the very outset, be 
looked upon as incompatible with each other, but, the 
incompatibility is more supposed than real, in as 
much as, it will be apparent, that on a .studied investi·' 
gation into the techniques of these two different 
businesses, for which the present essay is intended, 
there is nothing in their very nature that may conflict 
with each other. On the other hand, it can be proved 
to the satisfaction of an intelligent reader and a serious 
studeut of economics, that the two businesses can be 
very harmoniously co·ordinated without prejudice to. 
either of them but to the utmost good of an economi.' 
cally distressed and primarily agricultural country like 
India. How this can be done,_ we shall presently see 
in the following few pages. 

The business of Life Assurance, having passed' 
through many primitive stages, more or less of an ex·' 
perimental nature, has DOW developed into a definite 
science and owing to the vast practical experience so 
far gained has attained such a mathematical perfection' 
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as to stagger the imagination of the most calculating 
and cautious ..investors of, the day. There are many 
causes which have contrihuted to the unique success 
of n£~ Assurance business; hut the principal of them 
all is that through this bnsiness human genius has 
succeded in, finding ont. ,the 'Cheapest and tbe ·most 
effective remedy to alleviate the fin.mcial sufferings 
of the family dep~ndents consequent on the premature 
death of a prominent and particularly the earning 
member of the family. In short, man has triumphed 
over the nncontrolable ch3nces -of nature in- compensa
ting to a considerable extent tht: material and financial 
losses attendfmt upon the untimely deinise of the 
principal snpPol'ter ot the family and that for a . Dominai 
cost or sacrifice. 

The advantages of life Assurance are manifold and 
need not be reiterated here specially before those whose 
everyday duty includes the unfolding of· those benefits 
to the ignorant and mostly indifferent public in glowing 
terms by'all ingeneous and effective. means. For our 
present purpose, it sbould suffice to say that a scienti
fically and efficiently managed life Assurance Company 
brings about the smooth but mutually beneficial com
bination of all its Poliy holders who otberwise bardly 
save even tbe premiums tbey are required to pay to 
the Assurance Company but who baving thereby secur
ed an nnsbrinkable asset from the outset, for their 
dependants on their. own untimely. demise, indirectly 
but materially contribute to the. l\lIeviation. of similar 
financial miseries inflicted on tbe. ja~ilies of theiJ.lesJ 
fortnpate collea~nes in bllJinesa by the nncertainti~~, 



()f human existence. Life Assurance has thus becomi! 
Ilnimportant factor in the economic': lif~; '0£3 'an: 'indivi
dual as well as of a nation,· Look at the'enormous 
growth of life Business in the various:coontries:-of' the 
world at dilferent stages of; modern:-'oivilization' ''abd it 
will-be apparent that vast funds have been accumulated 
tD the bands of life Assuranco' companies, . whieh'hav~ 
constantly been invested inone".'way·or the' other; 
The -economic wellbeing of a' nation. largeTy' depend. 
upon ·the souud and judicious investment- {lftheBe' 
automatically accumulating hugefunds·of life Offices.": 

. , , 

.Despite all. it,S rapid and. enormou8. .. growth' .an4 
development, life Assurance: has .. not ,;however.. been 
given that .impoltance in the domains. of: economics 
which is attached to· Banking. , T.ws. is true. more or 
less even in Europe and America. and . much .more :.so 
in India. .open any treatise on economics aDd you 
will find that a good many chapters are. deYoted' to 
banking, its historical development,. theory aud practice, 
the different systems as prevalent indifferent conntries, 
the ,functions of the different types of banks and. various 
otber .problems connected with Banking,. BUl we are 
at a loss to. understand. why· even the .. elementary 
principles of the~ 'lilathematically perfected ,science. of 
Assurance are not expounded in. anY . .literatnre on 
economics. Both· the .businesses: command. the: par· 
umount importance in the material. prosperity of every 
nation and there is no reason why elife. ABBu'rance should 
not be reckoned in economics at. leastaB. essential. a. 
banking". The ;truth is ,that, the potentialities, of dife, 
A8Sln~Dce bu.iness have pot a~ ~et beell fully..l'eciigD~r 



ed and IIPpreciated by ,the students of economic •• 
T~e ~ccumulating funds of a life Assurance com pan} 
ar:e looked upon, merely a~ money to be hoarded and 
invested in liquid asset~ to meet the contingency of 
-!\ssurancec1aimsarising at any time; but the essential 
characteristic of this Qusiness ,has been generally 
overlooked by people entrusted with investment' of 
those funds, namely that a . very small proportion of 
such accumulatedjunds is. likely, if at all, required to 
supplement the premium and interest incomes in 
meeting the demands of Assurance claims even in 
times of virulent epidemics and that substantial pro
portion of such funds can safely be utilised in building 
up the, well conducted industries in the .development 
of the commercial and agricultural resources of the 
nation or in the allevilltion of oppressive agricultural 
indebtedness. There is, the vague conscientiousness 
behind that Banking and Insurance are par-excellence 
on the same footing since in discussing tbe problems 
of Bank investments references are often made' for 
the sake of comparison to the nature of Insurance 
investments and it has been often urged tbat the nature 
of investment in these two businesses ougbt to differ 
fund amentally as their obligations also radically differ. 
But this is only stating a partial truth and not the 
full trutb. Inyestments of ordinary or commercial Banks 
ought certainly to be of short durations and liquid in 
nature in order that tbe necessary funds may always 
be, at the immediate commands of such Banks to 
fulfil their demand obligations, and to meet tbe runs. 
of their clients at, any time. Tbe, other important 
peculiarity of these banks is that they should keep 



'religiously aloof from all other s.orts of. BankiD~ and 
~investments requiring long term and inconvertible 
I locking-up of their funds arid the many failures of sucli 
: Banks are primarily due to the neglect in theiigid 
observation of this essential principle. . Rut the ordi. 
nary or commercial Banks are Dot the only. kinds of 
Banks in' the world of Economics. There ate other 
sorts of Banks .as well namely-the Industrial Banks, 
the Mortgage Banks, the investment Banks' or' Trust or 
Finance companies as they. are called in England, the 
nature of whose investment is, more' or less similar to 
that of Life Assurance Companies. The.' avowed 
objects of the Mortgage and the IndustriaL Banks ail 
their very names' imply are to finance . the . original 
industries .ofa_ nation, to advance long term loans on 
the. first mortgages of property either real or chattel, 
for agricultural improvement. or for liquidating 'oppres
sive private mortgages or immovable. property, as well 
as to supply the original 'capital for. sound. business 
propositions. It· is interesting to investigate ~ow .such 
Banks obtain finance for carrying :;on·. the above men
tion!ldoperations. Obviously. such . Banks attract :Jong 
.term deposits from andeell. their .mortgage Bonds or 
Debe~tl!res to the. investing public at reasonable rates 
of interest and ,realize: the finance ,ser. collected ,·.in 
carrying on long term Banking. It is: in' this cpnnec
tion that we would' like. to discuss the. question. how 
far life Assurance compal!iesin India can .. suppliment 
the much.needed finance for the conduct of.long term 
banking •. which.is the .vital need!Jf this country. 

'By the special nature <>f their Business as :evinced 
fr-om· ·so ·vast .. aD· ·Acturial experience .. life .Companies 
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beed not keep large funds at immediate disposal for 
meeting their obligations since they are never affected 
by the so called II runs;" The acturial science of 
ordinary Banks can, well nigh correctly anticipate the 
Bnnualliability likely to arise iD respect of the As
surance ' contracts. Setting apart; therefore a litlle 
more than what is anticipated by acturialcalculatioos, 
out of the life fund, the remaining portion of the same 
can safely be invested by the life Companies in long 
term Banking either directly by themselves or by 
financing the Banks which carry on the business of 
Industrial, inortgage or olher forms of long term Bank
ing. The practice of investing their funds' hitherto 
followed by life companies in India has very little to be 
Jecommended in' it, nay much inore than this, it' haB 
never been' creditable from the stand point of either 
the ~ational or commercial prosperity of India. 'Taking 
the' most recent figures of life assurance business in 
this country, from the blue book of the Govt,' of India, 
for the year 1926, it will be seen tbat the total life 
fund of all Indian Life, Assurance companieiJ and tbe 
funds working during. 1926, amount to 12,58,03,740 
crores of rupees, and out of this enormous amount as 
many, as 7,98,64,027crores of rupees or 63.5% are 
invested in buying Govt. Securities; 1,12,05,406. crores 
1>r 8.9' % are invested in advancing loans to their 
Policy holders 00 the security of their policies withio 
their surrender values and 69,45,01 J lacs or only 5.5 % 
JIlI'C' advanced hy a few, companies as loans' OD the 
mortgage, of real property. Tbis will clearly::go,to 
:prOVe, "hat ,th!; policy of Il!veslment 01 Indian Life 
9fJi~~ig halting. al!d: ball, no ~mmerciai e»terpriJo .in 
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~
t -;io. Utmost security of life fund is no doubt the firsli 

anxiety of· a life office but . that sort of first das. 
secnrity, if obtained by some ingenious, enter~rising 

i and altruistic methods of investment, has ·certainly 
much to be commended in it. No very great expert 
management and technical skill are required for col
lecting life premia from life contractees from year to 
year and investing the same in Govt. securities after 
spending that much 'portion which is absolutely . needed 
for carrying on current expenses. This is an achieve
ment in which capable management cannot glory. 
The real skill of management of life offices, ought to be 
in utilizing their surplus amounts to the best interest! 
of the nation and towards the development of Jndust.' 
rial and agricnltural resources of their country. This' 
has been practised successfully on a large scale by 
life offices of Canada, Australia and Unitec;l States' of 
America and to some extent in certain countries of' 
Europe. Indian Life Offices have a wide field to show 
their abilities in this direction. . 

India'. vast and still unexplored Industrial and' 
agricultural resources have yet to he developed hut 
the development is hampered, on one side hy want of 
young, ,energetic and enterprising band of workers, 
to utilise those resources, and OD the other by the 
lack of capital or finance for promoting such enter-; 
prises. Then there is that monsterous problem ,of. 
India's agricultural indebtedness which has batRed, 
many solutions, attempted, botb by Government and 
people, for the last so many years.' The life' assurance: 
companiei can with safety lend their helping band in 
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tbis. matter· and can even be the pioneers to save the 
Indian agriculturist, from the death like cold claws of 
thj: indigeBous Banker, known as the Sahukar, or 
Mahajan, of whose banking system Sir Daniel Hamilton 
says. "What India wants is an act written not with 
goose quill dipped ,in milk and water, but with an iron 
pen dipped in the blood of the Mahajan, for until the 
Banking 'system for which the Mahajan is responsible, 
is dead, India will not live." The village Sabukar 
mostly" the diseased product of a diseased community" 
mllrcilessly trading upon the misfortunes of his borro
wers saps the very blood of the Indian agriculturist, 
as it were, and lives in opulence and decency upon the 
misery and wretched indebtedness of his agriculturist 
clientele. To save this miserable f.rmer, from the 
wicked grasp of shylock ian money lenders, measures 
like Deccan Agriculturist relief act were passed and 
the great co-operative credit movement has been under
taken but· they have neither wiped off the greedy 
Mahajan nor have improved the financial condition 
of the impoverished farmer by an iota; on the other 
hand, such meaSures ,have been' actually responsible, 
to a certain extent, to aggravate the miseries of the 
farmer, since the sahukars try to ,exact any unfair terms 
and, conditions from the needy farmer, .with a view to 
be out of the clutches of laws. In the absence of 
any: other Bource, which, a needy farmer may look 
to for the satisfaction of his needs, he is at the mercy 
of these mahajans, and hence the paramount or sup
reme need of .some such organizations, as mortgage 
banks, which' can give a considerable relief to t\le 
poor ryot on non-exacting and sympathetic terms. 



The nrgency of such mortgage Banks has been beau •. 
fully eJqIre5lled I>y B.,Ramchandra Rau in his" Present 
day Banking in India." He says .. The ,chief reason 
why mortgage Banks should be started in India is: ~he 
fact that in the interior, -this busines8 lies iii the hands 
of the indigenous Banker and members of the -wealthy 
class. Their terms are too high and exacting. The 
borrower is exploited according to the _ urgency -of his 
Reeds and nowhere does he get fair terms, to which 
he is entitled, by virtue - of his security., Organized 
credit should be snbstitnted in place of the money 
lender." Sir Frederick Nicholson has also said • 
.. The individual system of providing credit is too 
elementary and must needs make way to higher and 
more organized form of credit, as general wealth, order 
business, confidence, and habit of association develop 
OR the part of the people. Such measures alone can 
eliminate, the dangers of usury. No amount of tinker. 
ing with laws can stop it. This fact has been admitted 
even by Government in one of its despatches 'by 
saying that thongh the Deccan Ryots relief A ct, the 
Jhansi encumbered estates act and all other similar 
measures of an exceptional character, have tended to 
relieve the peasantry in some localities of hopeless 
load of debt, but ,he, hatle flot enailled 'hr'fry and 
illd"lt,iow cultivatu, to obta in mone, for agricult"'4l 
'P"'POlU on easiel' terllls, (Or more equitaiJle conditions. 
A mass of literature is prepared by Government by 
appointing so many, commissions from time to time 
to make inquiries into the indebtedness -of, the Indian 
Agricnlturist rightly hitting upon tbe trne causes of 
hi, indebtedness and the' literature so prepareet 'is '80 



very lucid, erudite and tborou gbly convincing tbat 
one would wonder why tbe Government is so very 
hesitating, in bringing into practice wbat bas appealed 
to its reason and conscience.· Tbe wbole literature 
is neiw collected and publisbed by Prof. S.C. Ray M.A. 
of Calcutta under tbe patronage of tbe Calcutta Univer
sity in sucb a beautiful volume. "Tbe Agricultural 
Indebtedness in IndIa ~' as would do credit to· tbe 
sbelves of any library, for tbe perusal of those baving 
tbe desire, patience and leisure to go throu~b it. But 
Government bas not gone a step beyond tbe appoint
.ment of commissions and publications of tbeir reports. 
As early as in the year 1884 tbe Government of India, 
had admitted the necessity of establisbing an agricul
tural Bank in Deccan in its despatcb to the Secretary 
of State f~r India, NO.7 (Revenue) dated 31 May 1884, 
and it is well nigb fortyfour years, since tbe despatcb and 
yet tbat Agriculural Bank tor tbe Deccan is siill to 
come into existence. Period of two generations, bas 
rolled down, and even tbe grandsons of the wretcbed 
indebted Deccan Agriculturist of 1884 bave no bopes 
of beiug benefitted fcom tbe yet to be established, i 

Agricultural Bank for liquidating his continuous indeb. 
tedness. Such is tbe indifferent attitude of the 
Government towards tbis vital question of Indi'a . need. 
In foreign countries, tbe Government bave tried 
tbeir 'utmost to give relief to tbeir indebted farmer, 
by establishing Banks of tbeir own, or encouraging 
private Banks to carry on mortgage Banking by 
actually patronising and lending its helping' band 
to tbem or more effectively guaranteeing ~ tbe 
mortgage bonds or debeilturea issued. bi tbeDt 



Look at the credit Foncier of France, which is the 
mother. of all land mortgal!e Banks, and the· LaDd.~ 
chaften of Germany, which have rendered . signal 
service to tbe peadantry of those ·two countries in 
rendering. them free from oppressive .. indebtedness.. 
Both of these institutions are helped by Govt. actually 
by subsidies, and by passing. legislative measures, with 
a view to aid them in realizing their· .Ioans .' from 
defaulting customers, by the right of foreclosure· of· the 
property mortgaged, as· well a$ by having endowed 
tbem with the power to take over the management of 
the real estate as· receivers. We have no enough 
space and time at our disposal 'nor is there any necessity 
to go into the constitution and the ·methods of working 
of these two sorts of institutions, bowever, interesting 
those questions may in tbemselves be. Suffice·itto 
say, that in European couDtries·· such banks, -are 
carefully watched over by the Govt. and dueprovisiOD 
is made that the bonds issued by these land banks are 
honoured by tbe commercial Banks, Fort.unately 
for the agriculturists of these countries "these mort
gage bonds are reckoned as equivalent to Govt, 
Securities, and. are valued more because they do not 
fluctuate like tbe latter which depend on the glorioua 
uncertainties of political fortuue" Perfectly safe· and 
readily convertible securities are thus created in these 
countries out of real properties which calinot easily 
pasl from hand to hand and botb tbe borrowers 'and 
investors are benefitted by these mortgage Banka,. 
the former getting. long term loans at cheap rate ot 
interest. while' the latter perfect safety) high interest 
alld ·ready cOflvertibility. For all thoso'\vho havetbc 



genuine good of their distressed countrymen at heart, 
it is a matter ,of paramount National importance to 
IItudy the vexing. question of the continued but oppres
sive agricultural indebtedness of India and to offer all 
practical solutions .of the crucial problem. In the 
opinjon. of the present writers, life Co's funds and the 
nature of their business' afford ample scope to tackle 
this. problem and make it a practical reality in the 
field. of long term Banking. As has betn already 
shown, a substantial portion of the life funds of assur
ance Cos. which is not required for meeting the 
immediate obligations of a life office (and this can 
very well be demostrated from the balance sheeta of 
suc.cessive years of well conducted life offices both 
young and old) can safely be invested in giving long 
term loans (say for periods ranging between :10 to 30 

years) to the agriculturists, sunk over head and ears in 
the debts either ancestral or self incurred at moderate 
rate of interest on the security of their property. 
The repayment of loans, thus advanced can very well 
be arranged, by easy instalments annual. sixmonlhl, 
quarterly or monthly. suited individually to the bor
rowers. If the repayment be arraoged, in instalments 
of the original 8um, lent, a little extra charge, over and 
above the rate of interest allowed, will have to be 
recovered. from the borrowers. to cover the expenses 
of administration etc. but the best way, to recover 
such, loaos; would be to get lives of the borrowers 
insured with the Companiea to the extent of at least 
the amount of loana advanced to them if they be 
;Jlcceptable as first class lives purely from an insurance 
poin~ of view. Under this arrangemellt, the. extra 
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required, fO!' the administration, etc;. :is covered in: ~~ 
premium instalnien't and the party has to go' on payin& 
the interest, on the sum borrowed, at the. stipuiated 
rate, and his annual premium instalments. The ioan 
can thus be automatically liquidated from the assurance 
claim whenever it arises, either ,by ,survival or pre
mature death; and herein, the deptor, ,has 'the greatest 
~dvantage, which he can never ,Stcur~, 'from any m~ney, 
lend~ror even ,from a .long, term ~fori:gagll Bank, 
namely, .if he unfortunately succumbs to a pre~ature' 
death, his debt is immediately discharged, and his 
mortgaged, property at once becomes free, from the 
encumbrances without the payme,ntot a single ,pie 
further as interest or principal. This is not ,a new feature: 
altogether, ,as it has behind 'it th~ ,authority of usage 
and practice. Mr. M.. T. Herrick says inhis:rural. 
credit ":aowever )nsurance and Finance, l!-reJn~ima:
tely allied and the idea of protecting the.claim of.th~ 
creditor, by .insuring in bis fav9ur, th~ life of the 
debtor, ,was put in pr~ctice, at a very, early stage a~d 
is now gradually spreading in all other countries, 
where plans have, heen devised and act ually carried out 
in practice for completely replacing mortgag~s by l~fe 

policies \l.S security for long term mortgage. loans." 
Of course, ,this would not be the, case, with the bor: 
rowers, whose lives would n~t ~e acceptable to, the 
companifs for insurance, and in,their c:ase"t.heir ~stateB 
would. continue ·to re!Dain encumbered ,even .after. 
their ~eath until the final liquidation of their de~ts, but 
the, cc;>mpanies are helpless in such cases. However, 
even for th~m. the advantages, in the form 0(ea8y 
instalments spread over a ,term of!.lo to 30 year:s, and 
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th~. lo~er rate of interest allowed, are equally p·recious. 
when:compared with the high and exacting terms 
of any village· sahukar. The object of granting such 
long term loans at moderate rate of interest should 
invariably be either the redemption of ancient and 
oppressive private mortgages, or" tbe improvement of 
agricultural soil. Such loans should as far as possible 
be avoided for non productive objects, such as the mar
tiage ceremonies or any other rites which are enjoined 
either by society or religion upon the borrowers. 

A quession may aries in this connection, as to what 
percttage of life fund should be invested on this 
business of long term banking. Experince shows that 
it will not at all be risky for life offices to invest at the 
most upto 50 or 60% of their funds on this business. 
The remaing percentage of the life fund can very well 
be invested in buying giltedged securities, being thus 
reserved as ready money for paying the assurance 
claims arising from time to time. Particularly for such 
companies as may grant loans on the joint security of 
life Assurance policies and immovable properties this 
percentage of ready money need not be even so large 
as that in the case of other companies Dot granting such 
loans, since no claims shall have to be paid in cash for 
the assured borrowers who die prematurely. If ever 
the annual revenues of the Company namely premium 
and iterest income be found insufficient to meet claims 
etc., the companies can very well draw npon the gilt. 
edged securities and meet their immediate obligations.· 
If the life funds be economically and tactfully managed, 
this business: of long term banking would DO doubt 
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prove on the one hand a boon to the poor and aggneved 
Indian agriculturies, and OU the other' a source' of 
reasonable profit to the life offices under a safe opening 
in a new but popular direction, for the investment of 
their funds. The only care that must be taken in 
granting such loans, is the valuation of land must be 
on a very sound and rigid basis, and must be done by 
qualified. appraizers, 'the amount of loau to be advanced 
never exceeding half the appraized value put OD the 
land by them. Mr. B. Ramchandra Rau. says in his 
" Elementary Banking" "So long as a sound evalua
tion of land arid dne limitation of loans to half the 
appraized value of the land, are scrupulously followed, 
there is no reason why a Mortgage Bank ought to fail". 
That long term Banking is perfectly -compatible with 
life Assurance business, has been opined, by eminent 
actuaries. Mr. G. S. Marathey, the eminent. Actuary 
of Poona, in his very recent article on Insurance i~ the 
popular Marathi monthly. "Chitramaya Jagat" has 
favourably talked of investing the funds.' of life offices 
in sound long term investments. Sir Gerald Ryan 
opines in his Presidential Address: _II I 'may add that 
1 am strongly in favour of a substantial portIon' of 
the funds ot a life office being employed in mortgsges 
of free hold and lease hold properties not only for 
the reasons given above but to lend stability to assets 
in times .f monetary crises." There is Prof. K. B. 
MadhaV' M.A.A.I.A. Bnother eminent Indian Actuary 
of Mysore wbo genuinely realized the importance of 
the problem of ag'icul~ural indebtedness in India and 
says in one of his articles .. of immediate concern, is 
the relief of agricultural indebtedness; in the country 



which is well known and ever increasing. The 
ordinary kinds of financing, joint stock industrial acd co
operative Banks, have naturally all failed, because 
of the peculiar, characteristics of Agricultural relief." 
On further discussing investments on land and real 
property mortgages by life Assurance companies, he 
adds ., These loans satisfy all the canons of Bound 
investment for life Assurance offices j security unim· 
p eachable, when not· actually guaranteed by Govt. 
interest rates very favouralJle, long term inv~stments, 
and being directly helpful in the relief of the indebted, 
it is intrinsically of the, same nature of social service, 
as life Assurance itself. This form of investment is 
eminently suitable, for the life offices, and future 
participation is bound to bring both profit and popu
larity." These opinions of experienced Actuaries 
ought to weigh high on all sceptic minds and to remove 
all apprehensions regarding the investment of the funds 
by life offices on the first mortgages of nicely selected 
and critically sifted real properties. 

After having so far, demonstrated that long term 
Banking is verfectly a safe business for life offices, 
and that in particular, long term land mortgage loaning 
is more desirable, as a form of investment of their 
funds a note of warning, bas to be sounded. Should 
a careful selection ofthe borrowers be not made there 
is likelihood of such concerns being involved in 'costly 
and time-wasting litigations. A critical enquiry of the 
financial dealings and paying capacities of the borrowers 
has therefore to be cautiously made before the grant 
of, the' loans. It is also more urgently necessary 



to get the existing legislature so modified as to ensure 
the safety of such investments a8 well 'ali to guarantee 
effective measures .. against any defaulters as has' been 
done in other countries and in· particular witli regard 
to the co-operative credit ·societies in India. Such 
companies as are carrying on the long term Mo'r~gage 
Banlring should with great advantage be invested with 
the right of foreclosure and to a('t as receivers of the 
estates so foreclosed, as in France and Germany, and 
other European cOl!l1tries. Such legal state 'aid, is 
the minimum that can be expected from the present 
Govt. though, it ought to be equally its duty to help 
such institutions by actually supplying them with a 
portion of their finance or at least to patronise such 
companies by guaranteeing their mortgage bonds or 
debenturea. Even to obtain such a legislation, a 
combined effort on the part of all life and loaning 
offices in India would be required, and a strong repre
sentation, will have to be made to Govt. pressing the 
nrgency of such legislative measures. 

Particularly life Assurance Companies of any 
magnitude are anxious how profitably and safely t6 
invest their surplus funds i they further have to 'popu· 
larise the great mission of life Assurance as' far and 
wide as possible and in particular to ward off as· much 
as practicable the huge export of 'life Assurance 
premia from this country by so many foreign life 
offices. Lastly life Assurance Agency has yet to be 
recognizeil in India asa lucrative and honourable 
profession even though the problem of the 'un~·ploy. 
ment of the educated people i. day by day becoming 



more and more exhaspelating. Should Life Assurance 
companies take in mind the conduct of long term 
mortgage Banking as well along with their ordinary 
Assurance business or at least invest their funds on the 
,fixed deposits and mortgage debentures of those few 
Indian Life Assurance Companies who may have 
specialized in and be inclined to undertake this allied 
business strictly on scientific lines, all the above pro' 
blems would be very effectively and simultaneously 
solved. 

Distant mortgage Banking essentially requires 
capable and trustworthy local organization which would 
open avenues of employment for a number of capable 
hands both for life Assurance and Loan business. 
If the grant of long term loans on advantageous terms 
be vigorously undertaken by life companies on greater 
and greater scale tbe day would not be distant when 
tbey and tbeir life Assurance business would be a 
by.word with every bumble bearth and bome tbrough. 
out the lengtb and breadtb of tbis extensive land. 
Tbe present condition of the principal industry of tbe 
country namely agriculture is in such a sad pligbt of 
economic distress as should appeal to all patriotically 
conduct life Assurance companies, particularly because 
they are the only institutions in the country 'which, 
if they really desire, can render singular service to 
unfortunate Indian Agriculturists, and fight out tbe 
usurious Sahukar ranging througb the nook and cor· 
net oftbe country with his heartless rates of interest. 
Tbe earlier the important lead given by Prof. 
~. ;B. Madhav"in thill respect, is followed '" by' I}fe . .co.~: 
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panies, the bctter it will hc for the aU round prosperity 
of the country, naIllely. "In conclusion, the entire 
group C (Investment of assurance funds on land and 
real property mortgages) under discussion and more 
particularly this part of it, has a personal attachment, 
the value and service of which can never be over
esti.mated. This it will be seen appeals to the heart 
and homes of the public and will thus be in conformity 
with the general indemnifying purposes. of Insuranc~. 
'For this reastln alone, ellen if nOthing else recommender!
thiB group of what 1 may call ierBonal aapects 0/ inllest
ment may and oU!lht to be specialized in (by life Assu~ 
ranee companies).;' 

It is earnestly hoped tbat all life offices in India, 
having the supreme good of their mother-land at heart, 
would recognize their duty towards their economicaiIy 
distressed agriculturists and contribute their full 
quota to the solution of a long delayed but extremely 
vexing national problem vitally affecting this primarily 
agricultural country. 

May Providence inspire them to undertake this 
highly benevolent endeavour with the earnestness 
which it deserves . 

.-.-



GOOD WILL. 
BY 

Ifr .M. V. IfERCHA.NT. 

The maintenance of good will begins with the 
securing of the application. When the application is 
first secured the agent must be gracious in bis manner; 
he must give to the client substantial information, 
accurate and reliable both with reference to tbe clients 
insurance needs and -with regard to the remedy which 
tbe agent is applying for their fulfilment. 

It is not enough for tbe agent to suggest tbe plan 
whicb suits bis needs properly but he must also 
explain to the client the reasons why, so that the client 
will understand from the very beginning that be is 
getting not only what he needs tbe most but he must 
also be convinced tbat the plan oft'ered to bim is tbe 
most adequate and proper. 

Before completing tbe case the agent must handle 
all the details first; for in no otber vocation does time 
seem to enter as a more important factor; He must 
also handle tbe case with as little trouble to tbe 
client as possible. Not only must he be considerate 
of his clients time but he must also be considerate to 
endeavour to keep the client from having to perform 
an undue amonnt of thinking over the matter. An 
average client always appreciates the services ofthe 
tactful agent who works out all the intricacie. of the 
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life insurance transaction and Jays them before him in 
the simplest form for his decision. 

The ways which I have mentioned above go a 

great way to establish good will in tbe "ery beginning, 

the first and tbe most i~portant step in maintaining tbe 
good will of tbe client. 

Tbe suceeding steps in maintaining tbe good will 
consist in keeping personal contact with the ciient, 
These contacts may be made eitber by the agent 'or the 
chief agent of Ihe company or by all tbree. 

Tbe agent can have tbe personal contact in two· 
ways-tbrough letters or tbrough personal interviews. 
There are two ways of letter contacts one originating 
with tbe client and the other with tbe agent. Letters 
coming from the clients usually ask for the information 
about their policies or they call for exercising policy 
privileges or they make complaints. These letters 
should not be handled in a sterio·typed fasbion by a 
clerk in tbe office but some responsible head of the 
deparlment should attend 10 it and if possible forward 
the same to the agent with a request to make a personal 
call on the clients and explain tbe whole thing. The· 
client's letter may only .seem a routine letter but, 
every such letter is an opportunity for cementing ·good 
will by granting services to the Policy-holders. When. 
the, agent keeps up his good will with tbe· policy,. 
holder there is always a good chance of either getting. 
further husiness from him or through him.. But- the: 
agent ., tbe same time will take care tq see ,that he is 
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uv~ wu A66'~DD,ve: or making hini feel that he is going 
to be flooded with letters. 

The agent at the same time sho,uld not refrain 
from discussing insurance when the, client himself starts 
the subject. ' 

The letters asking for the fresh business from him 
should be sparingly sent bu~ in its place letters, giving 
information about the new plans, assignment and such 
other things should be sent or mentioned at the tim!! 
of the, personal interview. It is always a good rule, 
in maintaining good will among the clients, for the 
agent to call on every client at least twice a year . 
• The timing. of his call is very important., He shoul d 
generally see him either on his birth day or on the 
occRsion of getting some promotion or on occasions of 
additions to his family. This should be dist inctly a 
personal call, having no reference to business. The 
agent should simply congratulate him and do it in a 
manner that will convince the client tbat he really has 
a personal interest in him. 

The'dissatisfied client, as everybody knows, not, 
only becomes an enemy of the company but generally 
becomes an enemy of Insurance in general; so, an 
alert agent should always try to convert the dissatisfied 
client to a satisfied client and to further good will. 
If the dissatisfied client presents a situation in which 
the agent or his company is wrong, the agent shonld 
always admit it and shaDId take steps to have the 
matter set right. The dissatisfied client psychologi., 
cally does not expect yoo to admit your wrong and 
if you admit it, you will take the wind out of his sails. ' ' 
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If the agent or the company is right and the client 
is .wrong the agent should tactful1y and firmly explain 
to the client the true silnation. An explanation giving 
the facts graciously will. in most cases, bring a clieDt 
to a reasonable frame of mind. The tactful handling 
of a dissatisfied client will ~onvert him to a satisfied 
one and tarn him into a champion not only of the 
company but of Insurance business in general. When 
the client sees that the agent and his company want 
to be fair, no matter what tbe case may be, then that 
client, if he be a man, will do everything in his power 
to rectify the injustice that has been caused by his 
dissatisfaction. 

The best rule to maintain good will among the 
clients is for tbe agent to visualize the kind of insur
ance man· to whom he would wish to entrust bis 
insurance if be himself were a client and thereby to 
live up to the standard he would demand if he himself 
were the client. 

The last but not the least thing which tbe agent" 
and the company should do is to maintain the good 
will in the interest of life insurance business in general 
is to be very prompt in the settlement of claims and 
to render all the services which would facilitate the 
prompt payment of the claims which according to my 
experience brings much more new business tban any
thing else. 



INDIA FOR INDIANS IN INSURANC£; 

BY 

N. B. DAVE. 

It is with the greatest of pleasures that I rise to 
put before such a select meeting of persons of ~ide 

experience and knowledge in the Insurance line, a 
few points for consideration. The fact that we all 
meet here at the invitation of a band of enthusiastic 
patriots who, out of love for their Mother Land, have 
come forward with the great idea of uniting all the 
Companies of India into a Confederacy to fight, which 
is in a way also· a National fight, is a sufficient proof 
that we are one and all ready to join hands with them .. 

It has long been proved, and actually confirmed 
by the last W arid War, that insurance in all the varied 
forms is 1\ national institution. More than half the 
war loans had been covered by the Insurance Com-
panies in each of the several belligerent countries, who 
thus 5uPlllied the. sinews of. war.. The people and 
the Governments of every present day independent 
nation in the world cherish with care, and almost with 
anxiety, the interests of the indigenous Insurance 
Companies. The union of the two leave no ground for 
any foreign concerns to thrive amongst them. Only 
India is, in this respect. so to say,. a "no-man'. land " 
and open to be exploited by a number of foreign 



companies our peole are not, only .indifl'~reJ.ltto ~h~t 
,is happening, but should be even ar.cused:otmatricid~l 
policy by 'patronising tbese intruders.: rh~)'" a!e 
steadily "killing the chances of their Motherland attain
ing Swaraj at an early date. 

Everyone of you present is aware .that over 10 

crores of rupees of the Indian money is drained out of 
the country every year througn the instrument of the 
Foreign Insurance Companies. No other Nation on 
the tace of the Earth is being bled in this way. Let 
us just ponder for a while how we would be treated 
by other Nations if we were to invade their soil in 
this fashion_ Take the premier Insurance Company 
pf India. Let the Oriental Insurance Co., Ltd., open 
an agency or a Branch in France, Germany. Ital", 
Japan or any other country in the world. Do you 
believe that, in spite of its solid position and admirable 
management, they would be able to secure sufficient 
business to enable them to pay {or even half the 
expenses of maintaining such Office 1 Certainly not. 
If this is the reception we would and are Bure 'to 
receive at these people's hands, why should we welcome 
them with open arms to the detriment of our country's 
'interests P Have we no self-respect and the sense of 
self-preservation P I regret to say "NO" '; 'for, else 
our conduct would be different. 

Our leaders in the political arena and our repre. 
,sentatives in the Councils and Assemblies have not 
Jet given a thought to this mc;>mentous problem .. We 
require .legislation o'fthe right ~ype to keep away these 
.~anser.s from, Our Nl1tiv~ land~ alid not leJisla!i~n ~Q 



stifle progress of the indigenous Concerns. A great 
and tremendous propaganda is absolutely necessary to 
educate our people and the Leaders as well. 

The second measure I would suggest to counteract 
the foreign encroachment would be that all the present 
Companies writing Life Insurance alone should open 
Fire Branches, and those Companies at present writing 
Fire Insurance alone should open Life branches, and 
J estimate that we will thus have nearly fifty uew 
Concerns. It is advisable to resort to tbis measure as 
it is difficult to float new Companies in face of tbe trade 
depression and shyness of the capital. The Fire 
Brancl~ so opened can transact direct business or can 
remain merely a Treaty Office accepting re-insurances 
only. 

In tbe Fire Insurance Business, we know, 'it is 
impossible to compete and successfully fight tbe 
Foreign rivals, and the existing Indian Companies 
cannot cover a total risk of millions of rupees. I would 
further suggest that there should be a Central Office 
maintained by all the Companies whose business it will 
be' to distribute proportionately Fire Insurance Busi
ness to b~ secured by the Office directly. I admit 
that much will be left to be done in order to retain 
the whole of the Indian Insurance for .lndian Com
panies. The help of Foreign Companies may be neces
sary in special ('ases, but a very big slice of tbe 
aggregate business will have remained in India. It 
will at any rate be a great stride forward towards the 
attainment of our ultimate goal. The Conference is to 
be held every year, and we need not try to exhaust all 
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the ways and means to improve the status of our local 
institutions at this first meeting. However, it is 
absolutely essential tbat we' must put into practice aU 
tbe suggestions tbat are put before us as far as our 
resources will permit. 

We bave already lost a great portion of tbe ground 
and we shall be called upon' to put our beads together 
to retain it as tarly as possible. Fortunately for us, 
Insurance is. still in its infancy in our land oompared 
to the progress it bas made in otber bands. While in 
America tbe average insurance ptor bead of inbabitants 
is about Rs. a,oeo,-tbat in India is only· Rs. 1-8·0. 

From this you can, imagine bow lar hehind we are 
lagging and wbether it is not time to wake up and be 
doing. 

I, therefore, beg to recommend tbe following 
suggestions :-

I. That the 5rst Indian Insurance Conference urges 
tbat every Indian Company that has given its 
adherence to this Conference sbould write 
rnsurance business botb in :Life and Fire. 
That is, those carryiog on Life lOBurance 
should also start Fire insurance and vice 
versa. 

II. That this Conference recemmends tbat a Central 
Office be opened to secure Fire business. 
The profits, liabilities and maintenance of the 
Office sball be distributed amongst all the 
existing Offices in proportion to tbeir share of 



the Insured amount, which .honld varyaccord
ing to the stabllity of each individual Concern • 

. Gentlemen, this is all I have to say on this OCCI!.

lion. Before I sit down, however, 1 must thank the 
Reception Committee for premitting me to spea at 
:his meeting though I had not figured on tbe list of 
Ipeakers at the beginning. I also thank tbis select 
IUdience for having given me a kind and patient 
learing. 

Wishing a rapid progress to the movement that 
las been initiated this day, in which each of us is 
~xpected to give his best, I take my seat. 

-0-



Life Insurance Companies going into 
Liquidation., 

BY 

G· S.· Marathey • 

. There is a wide spread opinion which is fostered 
by canvassers of some young com\!anies\, that 'Life 
Insurance' companies never fail. This statement is 
absurd from an absolute point of'view" but to a· certain 
extent there is truth in· it: The reasons why 'a, 'Life 
Insurance· ' oompany, particularly a company of some 
standing, is less prone to failure than other companies 
may be' stated as follows. 

( I) The nat ure of the assets. A large portion of 
the assets are, so to say, invested with the policyholders 
tbemselves, for the premiums t@ he received in -future 
from the policyholders must be considered as assets 
when the sums assured to be paid as claims arise to be 
considered as liabilities, a't their face v"lue. 

(2) Margin in with profit premiums. The provi. 
sion for profits acts as a safety valve, as it is 
possible for a company technically to withhold bonuses' 
for an}llength of time. There is thus a considerable 
opportunity for improvement before losses after eltP 
bausting this safety'. margin in the' future! premiums 
payable .by the insured affect the sum assured itself 
which is the really guaranteed amouDt. 



(4) Margin for expenses. The provIsion of thi. 
margin in the premiums includes provision for the 
heavier expenses on new business, and so far as the 
existing business is concerned, by the excercise of 
economy it is possible to reduce the expenses, so as to 
make up for past incapacity or indiscretions. 

(4) Actuarial Valuations. These act as an indi
cation and a check and disclose signs of weakness if 
any before it is too late. 

(5) Safe invEstments. The sacredness of the 
Life Insurance business requires, and custom also 
endorses the practice, that investments Clf Life Insnrance 
Companies should be as safe as possible and there 
should be no element of speculation in it. It is because 
aU respectable companies keep this in view that the 
chances are minimised of beavy 108ses in that part of 
the assets which is represented by the Life Assurance 
Fund. 

(6) Steadiness of claims. Such companies are not 
snbjectto a run like Banks or to heavy loss of capital 
all of a sudden like other trading companies. An 
Insurance Company can get ample time for recovering 
its position. 

The rates of premiums are the basis of Life Insura
nce business and they must be prepared on a sound 
basis. With inadequately low rates of premiums a 
company cannot go 00. A man boying a cheap 
article in the market .need not care what happens to 
the dealer if he is selling below cost price, but a per. 
son buying Insorance 1lt cheap rates must.take some 
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risk, as. his connection with the company doe! .Dot 

'~ease but only begins when a policy is issued. 

Even when thepremium~ aTe sound, tIle persons: 
managing the company bave to keep wir'hin the limits 
prescribed by the basis on which the premiums Ble 
constructed. The basis is mainly three~old (l) Mor
tality (2) Interest (3)Loading (or provision for expenses 
and profits). If there is heavy mortality owing to 
cegligence in selection of lives, or loss of interest 
and perhaps of capital also owing to bad investment; or' 
extravagance in expenditure, the company is bound 
t(> suffer. 

When as the re~ult of an Actuarial Valuation a 
deficit is disclosed which cannot be covered by the 
paid-up share capital, it becomes necessary to caU up 
the. unpaid share capital. and if even then the deficit 
is not covered the company must either get more capi
tal subscribed or go into liquidation • 

. It more often happens that the Life In~urance 
department of a composite company doing other 
business also is. qUIte sol vent or even working at good. 
profit, bu t heavy lo~ses in other departmt"nts necessitate 
a liquidation of the whole company. In this case 
the Life Insurance business is transferred to some 
other In8urance Company. But the business is not 
an asset by itself, it is a liabilty ,and theasst:ts repre
sented by the Life Insurance Fund must ,go to the 
other Company along with the business~' ,Even' if 
one company cap not carryon LiCe business siicressf~hYI' 
it· 'is possible for another company to do so' as the 



addition pC this new business to its existing business 
reduces its," ratio of expenses. AI~o th~re" might be 
better opportunities for the other company for more 
profitable investments of the premiums as they may be 
received. 

When a company goes into liquidation, the courses" 
open to it are. 

(I) To return the policy value as obtained by 
Actuarial calculation to each policyholder, fully or 
proportionately as the funds in hand may permit. 

(2) To transfer the business to some other com
pany along with the funds represented by the actuarial 
reserve, the other company taking up the full Iiability 
or "a proportionately reduced liability according as the 
Life Assurance Fund is sufficient or insufficient to 
cover the Actuarial reserve. 

The first method should be resorted to only if 
there is no other company willing to take up the 
business by transfer, because returning of the reserve 
in cash to a policyholder is a great hardship to him. 
In the first plan he gets back only a part of the 
amount paid by him in premiums; and in the second 
place the chances are many against his life continuing 
to be insurable, and insurance is the most important 
thing to be lost. At the time of winding up of a 
composite company which recently went into liq\lidation 
in Bombay with a very solvent aud profitable Life 
Department, this method of returning the money was 
adopted under orders from the High Court, though 
there were a number of Companies desirous of taking 
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up tbe business, and it was a pity tbat tbe disadvantages 
referred to above' were not pressed on the notice of 
tbe Judge on behalf of tbe helpless policybolders. 

I conclude this after pointing out one defec(in the 
provision for winding up in the Life Assurance Com
panies Act. In that Act the provision for valuation 
allows the value of the sum assured. and the . attaching 
bonuses only as the share of the policyholders and the 
surplus is given wholly to tbe shareholders. Tbe articles 
provide that while tbe Company is working in a solvent 
condition the policyholders are to be entitled to a 
percentage of the profits (generally 90 p. c), but as 
soon as tbe Company becomes insolvent, the policy
holders apparently lose this right. As the management 
is to a great extent in the hands of tbe sbarebolders, 
it can be possible for a group of unscrupulous persons 
to appropriate to themselves a huge surplus by corner-

o ing tbe sbares and then taking the company into liqui
dation even though it is working well. 

I must apologise for the shortness of this paper, 
. but considering the time at the disposal of the confere
nce, I think you will be glad that the paper is 1I0t 
lengthier. 

.. ..... 



CHILD INSURANCE 

BY 

(c. G. FOZDAR·) 

/IIi.Presidene, Brother delegates and Gentlemen. 

I think I am not breaking any rules of etiquette 
of tbe committee of the organisers of this Conference 
when.I tell you that I happened to be present at one of 

. such deliberations when they were discussing as to the 
rial ure of subjects on liIe insurance and tbe persons 

who 'Should be requestt:d to read thtm. I casually 
mentioned that some one may be requested to Bay 
somtlhing on this subject and the Secretaries and the 
'members then present penalised me for this suggestion, 
by'aslling me 'to SdY something 011 this subject myself. 
Although I cllnnot claim any authority or expert 
knowledge on the point, in cbedience to the Secretaries' 
wishes I will make a few observations and trust you 

·will·not be disappointed when I say that Child JnsuT. 
:aIice is a subject which is quite in its childhood having 
no history or developement to boast of, as in the case 
01 ordinary life, fire or marine insurance. There·fore 
I am alraid I will not be able· to quote to you any 
iIIuwinating statistics to interest you as has been done 
by our friends yesterday. 

This branch of insurance has not yet attained any 
degree of success although recently there are companies 
offering some schemes of plovision for marriage and 



education. We have yet to· see -how far· ·thepresent 
schemes can be made popular looking to the fact that 
the rates of premium are generally as high as those for 
adults. Of course from C.o's point of view the rates 
mDstbe ·consistent w~th risk but I am not aware of 
sufficient authorative statistics and other materials 
available to form the correct basis of premium rates. 

It may therefore be safely left to the Actuaries to 
say whether this branch of business can or caDDot be 
worked profitably with reduced ~ates of premium. 

However, I notice some demaDd Jor.this ·clasaof 
. insurance by some parents but they are prevented to 
take advantage of these schemes seeing the rate of 
premiums. 

Even in otber countries this class of insurance dOllS 
not seem to bave made any appreciable beadway, but I 
do not see wby 'Ire in tbis cuunuy sbould nut attempt 
to tackle tbis branch of insurance more serioDslytban 
we have done so far. Of course thete may be some 
difficulties in this country such as tbe want of reliable 
statistics of birth and mortality of cbildren. 

However, my object in drawing your attention is 
tbat some serious attempts be made by tbe Companies 
and tbeir Actuaries to pop~larise tbe children insur
aDce Bcbemes so tba t the idea of life insurance and its 
,alue may well take root in tbe young age so as to 
prepare tbe ground for larger policies wbich means 
larger husiness alround, wben boys come to age, start 
in lifo alld the girls when lhey bEcome wives and 
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·mothers, will insist on their husbands and sons ta take 
.out life insurance policies. 

This, will be the surest way to drive away tbe 
present day superstition of women folk in our country 
against life insurance policies.' Many of our field 
brothers will tell YOD as to the number of policies they 
have lost after much waste of time and energy 
due to the false sentiment of their prospective client's 
mothers or wives. This would mean that your pro. 
paganda touches right at the bottom of the rock, be. 
gins from the youth of this country who will grow up 
with the valueable idea of life insurance, its necessity 
and importance. You will tben need no big advertise. 
ments to .convince or propaganda to educate people 
about the necessity of life insurance, because your field 
will be ready made and it is only then a, quest;on Of 
filling in the proposals. 

Let us hope therefore that tbe Companies will 
devote some attention to utilise this field with a view 
to larger insurance business in this country. 

-:0:-



Insurance Business in General and. Life 

. Assuran~e in Particula,r! 

BY 

A. E. FERNAN~EZ. 

M,. President and gentlemen, 

I tbank you for the opportunity given to 
ne . to speak on a subject which is not of 'mere 
lcademic interest, but of very great prac~ical value 
fudging from an economic. point. of 'view not only t9 
.ndividuals but to nations as well. 

'The importance of Insurance cannot be 'over 
estimated and the fact tbat so many new Insurance 
Companies are springing up in rapid . .succession ,bears 
Imple testiDlony to this. 

There is talk even of forming an Insurance Syn
dicate in India and of nationalising the Insurance 
pusiness and save to the country tbe enormous profits 
It hal now fatten the foreign Companies. 

Now a glance around will show that Life is so 
~nCfrtain, misery and poverty so rampent,accident 
so frequent, burglary and dishonesty so general, dis"' 
truction by fire so co~mon, tbe Bea so unruly, e~rth~ 
quakes and, similar catastropbies so many, and, risks in' 
general so numerous, tbat the necessity of i!1surance 
is felt. very keenly by the world at large. 



I. Widows cry that they have been left destitute. 

2. Sons moan tbat tbeir education has not been 
provided for. 

3. Daughters wail that they are peniless to pay 
their dowry. . 

4. Creditors. upbraid the dead man over hi~ cold 
asbes. 

5. Business houses go into Liquidation. 

6. Merchants become insolvent. 

7. 'Shipping and clearing 'companies are dissolved. 

And all this· is due to the colossal ignorance on 
the part of the majority of the general public of the 
idea of Insurance, despite their knowledge tbat no 
other provision has been made owing to their narrow 
meaDS. 

To dispell this darkness is therefore my main aim 
this evening, and I sincerely hope that this will have 
the desired effect. Viz. to impulse those of us who have 
not done so, to rush to some Insurance Co. or olher 
and insure ourselves and our things and thus not only 
safe guard our own interest, but also merit the 
Benediction of those who would otherwise curse us. 

So let me now define wbat Insurance in general 
means,and point out to you a few of its advantage~ 
InsQranee is a contract whereby a person undertakes in 
consideratiun of .• ,payment called thto premium to 
indemnify anothe'T'. against lome risk or 108s or to pay • 
person a certain sum of money' at the expirey of • 
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:4ill1ain peri9d or to pay bi. nominee. or repreaentatiy. 
n ,~he eyoent of the assnred'. death ,during tbe period of 
~ssurance. 

Tbe system of insurance bas been 10 elltended 
luring rece~t years, that there is no form of risk tb.t 
:annot be insured. But the leading kinds of InsuranCII 
Ire the Marine Insurance, Fire Insurance and Life 
[nsurance. 

Insurance against burglary or housebreaking is 
lDalogous to Fir,e insurance, as also Guarantee Insur· 
IDce, that is, a form' of insurance in which the Insurer 
mndertakes to make good losses by dishonesty .of 
lervants and officials. Accident Insurance, Marriage 
Endowment Insurance, and Educational Endowment. 
Insurance, are akin to Life Insurance, 

Insurance therefore is the safe and sound founda
tion on whicb modern business rests. It would be 
(limeult to estimate its ramifications, or to measur~ the 
e~ient of iti operations. It is the justification of 
business enterprise, it enables expansions and develop
ments to be carried out on a scale which would be 
imposible, were the risks involved forced to be bor.D,e 
by individuals. This truth applies equally to hazard. 
concerning the sea, the land, and thepersoli j it bo~dl 
good with' communities, with companies, and indivi~ 
duals. ' 

Let us consider for a moment the giant liDer that. 
crqsses tbe ocean. It is the completed task· of alt 
~rmy of designers, e!lgineers, and IIkilled mechanic. aDd 



"'Qrk~/lll~ ,,:~t~ intrinllic :value' amounts to maoy Dilllions 
or isterlio·gs .• Jt: ~unstbe hazard of loss eyery time 
it puts to sea. It carries a crew of hundreds of men, 
upon wbose earnil1g power their families depend; their 
per~ol!'a-l s'afet'y is i6volved 'wi.th evelyvoyage they 
il\k~. ;~ It ~arii~s' htindreds-some times thousands-of 
p~:ss~iige~s, whose liv~s ~rei~portant, not oolyto 
ill~ir jainilies~ ·but· to' their' communities and to their 
businesses. We cannot' estimate the exposure to loss 

~~r~. n iI~~~ t_i)e~e i~ th~, -cargo, often ~epresenting a 
gr,~,a~~r ~alue}~an t~e shipitstif-all at hazard. Suc~ 
colossal risks of loss could never be undertaken by 
i~d:;id~~j'sj .b'utf~r ~he Institution of Ass~r~oce, 
~hi,p!l~oul(i'be, li~itt~d in .size, crews would be s~ll, 
~~s,~~~g~fs'. few;' cargoes scanty. 'The great fabric of 
international trade, which essentially depends up01l:tbe 
facility and ease wlthwhichtran'sportation can he effect
e~, :'V~ul~ ~be .cramped and stultified .. 

. dD la~d w'e see enterprises aDd transactions 
~~rrie~ out'~very day yvhich but fo~ assurance could 
~e:v~~, ~.e . ~nderlaken. Vast buildings are errected; 
hazards of fire and other forms of disaster are involved. 
~is\;~i~o 'great for ~rdinary men for ~ven small groups 
9t :o~din~rymen, 'to 'assume." Corporations acquire 
large ho~dingH .. for, ~h~ purpose of" expanding, tbeir, 
1?)lsiness jthey look around. for assurance com,panie,s 
to' indemnify them against losses ~hich 'WOUld ruin 
them. The bumble salary earner satisfies a life's 
ambition by buying a bouse; he. shoulden a lIleJrtgage 
whicih will take tbe labour. of years to pay 011. If fire 
should destroy his house,' it 4estroyshis equity ~as well 



u the monument of his;life's. en<leavGu'jr~!ld: leaves 
him to labour the ·rest ofhisdayna pay the mortgage 
on ~ property which ,he DO Jongez: possesses. He'muat 
place this great hazard with,a Fire Insurance Company; 
bnt for .this friendly protectioD he could, never safely 
have a,spired to the ownership of a home. .,' 

There are hazards,too, directly, affecting' . t!ul 
person, such as the ·risk of ill-healih, accident, and 
loss of employment, Assu·rance Companies h~\re be~n 
formed to relieve individuals of the anxieties incid~nt~i 
to ·these misfortunes. Nations and states and· provinces 
have· in many instances recognized thesehazard·s· fo 
the degree of passing compulsory compensation acts 
which provide allowances for injuries attributable to 
occu·pation, in some of the older countries-G,reat 
Britain for example-the whole working population 
has been indemnified against sickness and unemployment. 
as well as the poverty so ofte·n attendant upon old 
age. So we see that there is a universal recognition 
oC the principle that the ,individual is . beset with 
hazards which h·e individually, is incapable of fully 
Jlroviding for. .. . 

. These iIIustration·s suffice to· indicate the multi
tudinous-ramifications of assurance, . and to suggest 
the extent to which human progre-sir' i~ promoted by 
the adoption of the general principle of spieading risks 
ave.r great numbers of people_ l'hey simply demonstrate 
the accepted fac~ 01 human. interdependance. It may. 
be .appropriate to remark tbat an important ·effect of 
this principle is that the army of people who through 
thc;,mec;\ium of assurance are. sho.llldering. each othera 



riaks, become interested in reducing hazards, for the 
Jo~se8 which occur chiefly control tbe amount of tbeir 
individual contributions to tbe common fund. Tbus 
:we see, constant improvements in the sea-worthiness 
ol,veslels i exacting requirements imposed on tbe 
corews tbat man tbem i coast guard services created, 
light houses errected, seas cbartered, and otber metbods 
adopted to secure safety at sea. Public opinion, 
largely stirrid by 'tbe spread of interest tbrough con
tributions, bas forced these reforms, and vast economic. 
have resulted. We may t~ace tbe .. saft;ty" movement 
in industry and tbe public interest in fire prev~ntion, 

to tbe lame causes. 

Now to come to tbe subject proper of tbis evening 
we can say tbat in this great fabric of assurance, Life 
Assurance is of supreme importance, for it is designed 
to hedge the econo~ic losses involved in tbe losiof 
buman life. A man's life, it goes without saying, is bis 
most valuable possession. Every man must be superior 
to tbe thing be creates, so the value of buman life 
must far exceed that of material tbings. Even 10, tbe 
disparity between tbe total economic value of human 
life and the amount by whicb it is indemnified, is far 
greater tban tbat of any of the classel of assurance. to 
which I have referred. 

AI to the origin of Life Assurance I may say it il 
a device of man-some say of the devil, since Soloman 
made the .mart remark that •• There is no new thing 
under the Son." It was in 1706 in England the 
first Life Insurance office .. The Amicable" com
menced business, amidst many phrophccies of failuro 
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and-10ud deilunciati'olis 'that it wa$flyiog:io the -face of 
Providence. Its plan-was to insure all; -the')'Ouhg 
and the old, the sick' and 'the sound, at '"tie uiliforo:l 
rate-: at !s per cent' per-ahnum ; and £il~pei ceilt 
entrance money and it succeeded- well. - -~her oftices 
soon followed in England and in othei' parts,of Europe, 
but the French to maintain their usual ;~onsistency 'bf 
character'decreed it unlawful, because i~' i~ an offence 
against pnblic decency to Bet ,a priceupo~ the 'ife df a 
free man ,which is above all valuation;, ': 

The system, of· Life Insurance is nOw firmly 
established in Europe specially in' England', and is 
rapidly growing into favour in United States and is 
daily becoming an 'essential ingredient in ali the 
pecnniary transactions of' the :provident. Ii is 
ihe duty of every pay man whose income' ciepends 
upon hi$ own exertions 'to lay up a sma:!l 'portion of 
Iii, ear~ings to provide for that day when his family 
would be deprived 'of his ability to support them', ' 

Lif, assurance therefore like' every othelt form 
of insurance is merely a contract-. of indemnity to in
demnify the insured person for the loss sustained OB the 
happening of the event, insured again st.-in this case, 
death-but unlike other farmg of insurance it i. bot 
possible to reduce ,tG a monetary value. the actllallosl 
sUBtained. It bahoves life offices therefore and ulti
mately if necessary the law-courts to watch that people 
do not assure their hves out d all proportion to their 
means and position inhfe nor glimble .on the lives 
Clf otbert by,. hOlo death -the)" incur no lo~ •. 
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In its earliest days life ass~rance contract was of 
t.he simplest :~merely in consideration of payment .of 
the premium or subscription, a fixed sum or a propor
ti~n of the ,accumulations was paid on the death ,of 
the i;sured,-no surrender value or other return in the 
ev~nt of discontinuing the premium nor share in the 
profits made being allowed. In process of time how
ever indeference to competition and from a sense of 
fairn~ss all the various concessions and privileges now 
enjoyed were gradualiy evolved, the endowment 
assurance and other special forms of policy being 
later and natural .developments. By meijns of these 
a life policy has now so developed from the simple 
death inde!Dnity that it originally was that by, a com
bination of different forms of assurance and annuities, 
it has now generally _ become a remunerative and 
attrac\ive form of investment, which it is difficult 
to eq~al or surpass by other means, in addition to the 
death indemnity. more particularly for the rich man 
10 whom the family provision ill a secondary considera
tion and who can afford relatively lllrge sums for 
investment. Practically every conceivable contingency 
can be met and provided for by various combinatioDs. 
Only too frequently however people forget or ignore 
the primary or main outstanding object of life assurance 
and regard it too much from a personal OT investment 
point ot view. This does not so much matter for 
tbe man who takes a policy mainly as an investmeat 
and to whom family provision is • secondary considera
tion bull how often. is or should this be the case? 
With the rapid sptead of education in these days it 
should hardly be necessary to have. to : emphasise tho 



:e~tieine -- utility of, absolute,· necessity 'anO' obiiga.. 
tion for life assurance' as a death, provision' in' the 
Case of tbe very large majority of the:inbabitants of 
any ,country,': and wbile in' tbeabstract few 'people 
'would wisb to deny tbis, when it comes to tbe· 'practical 
personal appliCation bow many' fail to; act up to it 1 
Tbe various poor-laws or tbeir :eq'uivalerit; tbe'nu
merous cbaritable institutions, orphanage., 'private 
charity, the recognised necessity for stateor:compulsory 
insurance and pesfions' introduced . in < European 
.countt:ies and yet in spite of all these the widespread 
wa!lt. 'and distrfss known to all, is. c()!lyinCing .an4 
inc~nlestible proof enough of tbis fact, 'if anyproo( fs 
wanted. Yet in life assurance ,insoll1e (arm, ~r fo~nis, 
and in life assurance alone, can a ~emedy fOf this stat'~ 
of affairs be found. 1hus' we see. that fife' assura~ce 
h~s a National and Imperial aspect as ~ell as ~ 
personal one. But men are generally undQr assured. 
There' are. two reasons for this viz, prst if a· ll1an 
spends a thousand rupees ou furniture, 'he bas,lIo very 
clear idea of the value of that furniture to, him. He 
realizes c,ompletely aod concisely w\lat: tbese thousand 
rupees represellt in work, and, .etl'ectand self denjlll, 
He' d'oes not want tbe experience of accumulating it 
again i he will run no avoidable' risk of bis furniture 
heingdestroyed. He finds he can 'protect bimself 
a$ainbtits distruction. by 'fire by' paying an assurance 
company a few' rupees' to' take the risk for bim. 'His 
hazard/in 'sbort is self-eviderit, and, does not need 
demonstration; , " 

'Now . b~ 'has n9t merly the same clear conception 
d(th~:value' of his 'own life, ~or can be so definitely 



realit;1I tbl! hszllrd which threatens it. Everyman ~hin~, ; 
he,willliv,e for ever. It is difficult to imagineonerself 
dead. One :may accept ,the general principle, that h~ 
will be dead some time; but he can, not think ofa 
definjte time when he will be delld. When he thinks 
of 'Life Assurance he does not think of it as an 
immediate necessity,; he may think of it as an ultimate 
necessity;. but he can go no farther than that. Nearly 
every man intends to assure sometime, but to·morrow 
is as good as to.day. That is ODe reason. 

The second reason' is that the essential ptinciple 
at ,'Life Assurance is its protective element-that is 
protection :of others, Dot of the assurer himself. A 
mati is much more quickly appreciative of losses whicb 
tbreaten him than he is of the losses to whicb he 
niay be exposing others. Some men are selfish, and 
indiffereni: of their moral obligations of their de· 
pendents i ot)Jers, are generous. have affectionate 
impulses, have lots of good intentions, but they are 
either careless or neglectful, or have not the faculty 
of appreciating their economic value to their families. 
In short,' a man's value in rupees to his family bas 
iI,8milly to be pointed out to him definitely and directly 
before' he realizes it. 

Then in addition there is some public reluctance 
to refer to a mans economic value, where, as the same 
delicacy does not' apply to 'material things. Recently 
ther~ was a, devastating fire in Japan, in which two 
firemen lost tbeir lives and forty devrelIings were 
destroyed. The newspapers featured in their bead 
1.i.nes th~ value of the property in'volved, and the exetent 
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:to which it was protected by assurance. Much c~rii:eX:D 
.was elpressed :that in orie case' the assuranee was 
inadeqiJate, and the proprietors lost some money. 
The .two firemen had large fan:iilies j but ,we did not 
see :imy .newspaper reference :to' the ecocomii:: loss 
which theirs deaths represented, either to' their com
munity or to their familiesj. nor' did we see any 
reference to the amount hy which these families were 
iiIdemnified agaiust the supreme lOBS which. 'liad 
overtaken them; . We did see .some reference to the 
benevolent funds, and some suggestions for the au port 
,of: the· hereaved families by charity. So we see that 
the, margin: between genuine assurable interest and 
assurance placed is Jl wide one, It will be bridged 
by education .. and that task lies with the life Insuran'ce 
companies or rather with their Agents who form ~heir 
poin,t of contracf' with the public. .A factor which 
bas assisted substantially in securing this improving 
realization of assurance needs, is, the action .of Govern
ment, of the many 'countries involved in .the. great 
war in' placing 'an economic value on their soldiers. 
these values are evidenced by thll compulsory assur
ance scbemeof the. United States and; by the income 
allowances made to widows and orphans of soldiers 
in other countries. The fact that large numbers of 
. people are in receipt of allowances of this naturer bas 
·assisted public comprehension of the value of Life 
Assurance. The advantages of Life Assurance to· the 
lilate aDd to' the Individual are by no means confined 
to the benefits it disburses in connectiou' with claims. 
'A' natural functiou .of ·.life companies is to concentra~e 
. the' savings represented' by the premiums paiil by tpeir 



policyholders. holding the great funds so created in 
trust against the time when claims must be paid. 
These funds of course are not kept idle, they are 
applied to useful and productive purposes. So we see 
that the obvious effect of Life Insurance is that it will 
turn a frigh tful liability of ignorance, ill health and 
vice into an asset of sturdy, edncated and informed 
citizenship. It will relieve taxes in the degree in 
which it removes the necessity of the poor house. the 
asylum, the hospital for the aged and the prison. - It 
wiil protect self-respecting people from the stigma of 
receiving charity, and give to the despondent a new 
hope -in life. It will preserve countless homes, and 
promote family life, a priceless asset to the nation. 
By its support of -business, industry aud prosperity will 
be promoted. 

We see then that Life Assurance does more thau 
protect the individual assurer, it assists substantially 
in- promoting that general prosperity upon which tbe 
individual depends for his own material comfort and 
-progress. Thus do the people receive dual benefit. 
We may well have confidence iu the Institution of 
Life Assurance for what it is and what it does. 

In no less degree may we have confidence in 
the ability of their legal reserve, Life Assurance com
panies to meet the vast obligations to which they are 
committeed. If some prophet could have foretold 
away back in 1914 that the world was to be thrullt into 
a war involving forty nations and fifty millions of 
people, no man would have dared to hazard -the 
expectation that the Institntion of Life Assurance, 



whicb p~iminarily must d,epi:nd upon tbecontinuance 
of human :life for its prosperity could withstand.so. 
great a test. It was a calamity for which no provision' 
bad been made i against which the limitiation of Habity 
had been imposed; but tbe Life' Assurance' Companies 
faced their tremendous losses without· a tre:mor. 
They survived the greatesi ordeal of all history, paying 
out their claims in full, and in many cases continuing 
to pay dividends to tbeir policy holders.' . This severe 
trial of strength was to be followed by a scourge 
wbich exceeded in the number of its Victims the 
mortality of the war, tbe influenza epidemic wbich 
laid ils destroying hand equally upon all countries and 
all peoples. But tbe Life Insurance· companies 
emerged inviolate; the tribulations tbat beset them, 
served only to demonstrate their strengtb. . 

'. ,," 

The war bas proved. if it bas proved nothing' 
else, tbat tbe individual must sink bisindivid~ality 
and that all must work togethe.r for tbe good of the 
state, even if some apparent present sacrifice to tbe~_ 
s~lves as only by so doing do they secure their own 
good in its nust, highest and most permanent sens·e. 

Fortunately in the matter of Life Assurance the 
process is simplified for. the individual as he·is only 
required, to work for the. good 0(. his own family.in 
order to best serve tbe Etat'e. If this principle is in 
tbe ·main conceded then. it . follows tbat no man can 
witbout sufficient private means has any more rigbt to 
refllse to> assnre bis life than he. has to refuse his 
family. 'bread and not only so that he has no right to 
1IIl1sur~ for any smaller sum than' tbat will maintain 



bis ,family in some such position as that in which' 
they have. been brought up and to which they have' 
been accustomed • 

. ' Some may. say that "this is excellent in theory 
and Life Assurance is a most excellent institution but 
I personally cannot afford it." The reply that is." He 
can and must llfford it and he would find .the way 
if, be thorughly realised his duty aod acted up to it." 
If hi,,· wife or child gets ill, he does not sit ,down 
lind cry that he cannot afford a Doctor but he silDply 
~alls in the Doctor by self denial ot. otherwise, 80 

~earranges his affairs .as to be able to afford the help 
of a Doctor, so too in other matters. in which his own 
immediate personal interest is arround. But the. ,man 
who knows that he is to die to·monow or next month 
or . ~ext year or at some time, and his wife and 
children would be reduced to straightened circum· 
stances, if not to actual want, what right has he to 
close his eyes lind ears to the fact and with out' making 
any effort be satisfied to plead that he cannot afford 
to assure? Remember that however poor a man may 
be there is always some one else who is poorer. Be 
almos.t certainly has f{iends who have a .maller in 
come than himself and yet thy manage to pun along 
som.ehow and very often just as comfortably aa he 
does himself.. Let us emulate their example and the 
n~cessary margin for that policy . will find it self. If 
it was' .the man himself who was to be reduced to 
poverty to' morrow or next year or even twenty yeare 
henceaneJ, he knew that he could. absolutely and 
/lertainly avert it by 80 simple and so cheap a meane 
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as a life policy, do you believe that he would stillpl~ad 
inability? I 'very greatly donbt it~ , It is~ofpleasiiii( 
to rt;alise it bnt if one looks facts straight. 'ill '(tire 
face I think that one mnst admit thai: the mali 'who, 
goes his own way' day after d~y koowiogfnIl well' 
tliat his wife and children are whoIiyand hisnfticienily 
provided for and is content to silence his ~on~cien~e 
with the old plea of' inahility is notbidg buF'a' selfis~ 

, coward' j the worst enemy' of: his: kith ''arid' kin' ,and' 
a traitor to the state. Whether he' sd' act. ~i1fuliy 
or thoughtlessly makes ,no, difference in faGe and little 
in degree. If it was. the man himself wbo~as' to s~ffer 
for his neglect after his death would' he', e~er rest. 
until he had done everything that lay in' his power to 
provide for it. I think not. Why then -jnst because 
it is another, and' that his nearest and 'dearest, WhQ 
is to suffer, and because it is ~,future, not a present, 
contingency, why, I saYi should he be allowed' to: 
ignore his most obvious duty which should be 'IIt.OIlce, 
his greatest pleasure and pride? The ease of. Blind, 
unguarded by the knowledge that come what may, 
his dear ones. lire provided for, will be 'found in:itself. 
more than ample recompense for any sacrifice involved 
and would not a little strenghten him for the: battle PI. 
life both moraliy and pliysicalIy. 

One thing more, 'baving secured your assnr~~~ei 
hold on to it~ Never allow yourself to be induced' 
to let it go unless you are satisfied that you can'secure' 
a really better policy elsewnere and even then secure 
the better policy first before JOu let the other go. 
It can hardly be necessary to expose the all tWQ 
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common fallacy that a provident fund or a private 
savings are in any sense the equivalent of a life policy. 
They might be provided if you could guarantee that 
you would live 20, 25 or 30 years or so and coul4 
be "ertain of your ability, and willingness to add your 
contribution or savings regularly and wiLhout a break, 
but not otherwise. They are both excellent in them
selves, but let us make certain of the future by getting 
thelife policy first and then by all means invest our 
surplus ,as we will. 

Some one may say "All that is very true but 
it is not everyone who can assure as Life offices 
always decline some risks." 

That "unfortunately is only too true but even 
there the'fault lies largely with the public. Investiga
tion into the subject "have led to the conclusion that 
in the large majority of declinatures, delay has been 
one oftbe chief factors. Many a life which has been 
declined today would have been surely accepted if 
it had been proposed yesterday. Further if "every 
man in our ideal State proposed for assurance it is 
practically certain that an assurable value of some 
sort could be assigned to every life as Life assurance 
is based on the law of avera&,es and if a sufficient 
number of lives was offering good, bad, and indifferent, 
it is almost certain that it would be found possible to' 
calculate rates at" which practical1y every life could 
be assured. 

Now what am I to say of those who in spite of. 
these warnings fail to assure theirs lives, rather willfully 



neglect ,saying that they cannot alford when we 
actually see them going in for luxuries; If everyone 
of us were to be trne to ourselves and to our families 
and never put on false feathers when we actually 
cannot afford to do some tbings but a!lvays thought 
of keeping this money for a future contingency by 
paying to a Life policy, oh how happy we would 'be 
in our old age and when we are at the point of death, 
and what about the man who had never thought of 
savings this way at least wben his income' was actually 
small, and when his daughters growing up to a mar· 
riogble age, sons craving for education, wife growing 
desperate, creditors pressing for 'payments. ' , 

And so when' the final summons comes to this 
type of man and you know that death is near, what 
will be !lis last thoughts, what will be 'his greatest 
anxiety, what will be his chief apprehensions, and 
wbat will bring bim in tbis last hour, either inexpres. 
sible grief and selfaccusation or profound joy and 
peace even in the face of death? 

Will bis last thougbts be of himself, will anxiety 
and apprehensions be of his own hereafter I Ask those 
wbo are called IIpon to watch at the bedside of the 
dying. Ask the faithful family doctor to whom dying 
men confide their innermost tboughts. 

They will tell 'you tbat wben in tbe Sbadowof 
, deatb, bis one Bnd his,only tbought, his one and only 
anxiety, will be for wife and children; will they continue 
to. live as t1!ey had lived while he,was their protector? 
or will they bave to go out into the world unaided 
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and !Unprepared to- fight the battle alone? Will the 
mother be aMe to do for the children all that she 
and he had p'lanned together to do for them wheo they 
got· married, or will these plans have to be abandoned? 
Will she be assured even a living income, an income 

'.thatwill clothe and feed and keep the family together? 
·Or· must she seek employment and the home and 

,the family be broken up? Or as a last extreme will 
she' be forced "to rely upon the charity of relatives 
or others which thousands of mothers who had seen 
better days have had to do ? 

These will be his last thou'ght~. these will be 
the questions that ~il\ burden his'mind and conscience, 
and the answer to the!e questions will bring him 

· e~ther sweet peace or the bitten st sorrow. In proof 
of these let me read the words of the old physician 
pqbJished recently in the Ohio State Journal as 
foll~\!s .:- . . 

A physician of long experience told us the other 
day, that when the time comes few men dread death 
itself for. themselves. There seems to. be Bome kind 
provision of nature. which influences men to Illeet 
the inevitable calmly and almost contentedly. What 
they do. drea? he said, is leaving their families un
provided for and he told of some sad scenes where 
men about to die repented in bitter self-reproach their 
failure to assure, while yet there was time, the com
fortable futore of ·those looking to them for material 

· support. 

· - . .commenting. on the above, the Journal . very 
apporilaiely add9 : - ' 



Have you all the life insurance you can safety 
carry? That may sound rather material, even: irre
verant, but the old physician's testimony shows how: 
essential to c.ne'~ spiritual peace -material things 
may be. 

One may have been respected and honoured' by 
his followmen, he may have heen a' pillar-in- the 
Church, he -may have been the leader of his community, 
he may have been a kind and generous husband 
and fatber, he may have been all these and yet, if he 
had sinned away the last opportunity that: life - and 
health had given him to provide for his own, his last 
moments, will be moments of mental anguish and 
remorse. 

And when his time has come, when he lays his 'he~d 
on his pillow lor the last time and. the, end of the 
road is in sight, he then will realize that .the one great 
problem. the one supreme and over shadowing purpose 
and desire of life is to provide for wife and children 
both now- and in future. -

"How are we to do this"? You ask; you may 
not - believe it, but aside from their life insurance, 
comparatively few men leave their families anything 
worthwhile, if anything at all, after the debts and 
bills are' paid. In almost every instance, it is hfe 
Insurance that' keeps the widow and children from 
want, it,' is 'life insurance that clothes and feeds and 
sends the children tEl school and gives tbem a/ightin$ 
chance in life; and it is life insurance that en lbles 
a man to live in peace and to die in peace, without 



fear' or appehension for the' future. Therefore lifE 
Insurance· is the only answer, It is PhilanthropJl 
reduced to a business basis and surely in what it has 
accomplished, we may observe all the positive ad van· 

. tagee of Philanthropy lacking only that element 01 

char.ity which is so often repugnant to dignity. 

But let it also be said that the policies you on1) 
intended to take and those which you did· take bnl 
thoughtlessly gave up will be of no comfort 01 

satisfaction to you at the end of tbe road. They will 
taunt you. As an exaorple of this take the case of a 
young man whom an Insurance Agent had repeatedly 
urged to take a Life Policy but witbout avail. 
His only excuse had been that he was not qUitE 
ready." 

But one day he told the agent that if he were te 
call at his place on a cel;"tain Satnrday he wonld 
tben make an application for insurance. The agenl 
wentto,his place as appointed but he had to retnrD 
with his familiar excuse that he was not quite ready. 

An appointment \t'ts then made that the agent 
should meet him 011 a Monday but a day before tbat 
is on Saturday however the youngman was takeD 
ill and on Sunday was conveyed to the IIospital where 
he died of typhoid the following Thursday. He lefl 
no estate whatever, and no insurance, and the pOOl 
widow had to call upon friends to pay the burial 
expenses and the ,expenses of conveying herself and the 
little child back to her fatbera. Those who were at 
the bed side during this young man'a laat hours des· 



cribe. the Bcene as one never to be forgotten. His 
thought of wife and little son in whom his very 
affection had been centered, but (or whose future he 
had so thoughtlessly and so ~ruelly failed to make even 
the slightest provision, caused him to lave in bitte~hess 
for his neglect. His mental agony is said to have been 
indescri ba ble. 

. So our consolation both nOw' and in the future, 
will come only from the policies we actually have 
to· day and every day to thi:- end. Therefore,' . let 
nothing prevent us from making this provision now 
while we are in health and life insnrance maybe' had; 
and when once we have been accepted for life insur. 
anceand have the p:-tlicies safely in our hands, let 
no sacrifice, no. fancied hardship, no moment of 
discouragement ever tempt us either to give them up 
or to encum ber them. 

They will be our most precious possession and 
the harder pressed we are, the more precious WI! 
should hold them to be. If :you do' accept tbe experi. 
ence of those who have gone before and the testimony 
.of the physicians and others who minister to the 
dying, then you will realize that it is .only by obeying 
these solemn warning's that we will be assured peaCe 
along the way and peace when we reach tbe, end. 

-0-



The Conference next Proceeded with 
passing of resolutions. 

The first resolution moved form the Chair ran thus:-

"This Conference of the Indian Insurance Com· 
panies calls upon the Indian insuring public in general 
and the mercantile community in particular to place 
all their insurances whether life, fire, marine, accident 
etc. as far as possible with the Indian Insurance 
Companies." 

The resolution was adopted unan·imously. 

(2) "That the thanks of this conference be con· 
,veyed to all Insurance officials and other ~entlemen 

'who very kindly undertook to prepare Rble, instructive 
'~nd interesting papers for the conference". 

The President in moving the resolution said he was 
Bure that one and all in the conference were extremely 
interested in the subjects 'treated. When he was 
proposed to the chair by Mr. Mody, the ground adduced 
to justify his election was that he was connected witb 
the Tata Company which had wide and varied activities, 
not the least among which being the New India Insur
ance of which he was the present chRirman. But after 
listening to the able papers read before the Conference, 
be almost felt that he became an expert in insurance. 
(bear, bear). 
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. Theresoultion was carried unanimously; . 

Tb'e third resolution also moved from the chair and 
passed unanimously was as follows:-" That, the pro
ceediQg~ oftbis Conference be printed in I). book form 
and a copy thereof be sent to. all the membrs of this 
Conference, delegates, public bodies and other persons 
1nterested in the I Dsurance busine fS Bnd tbat the cost 
thereof shall be borne by all the Indian Insurance 
Companies-Members cf the Conference." 

Mr. R,J,Duff next moved:"""" 

"This Conference of the Indian Insurance com
panies requests that the. Government ~f. India' 'Will be 
pleased to take necessary steps with a view to obtaining 
correct statistics e'llery year in regard to the Insurance 
business transacted in this country by all the. msurance 
companies (Indian and Non.lndian) under vari»us 
headings such as, life, fire, marine, .motor car, Work 
men's compensation and other classes of insuran'ce 
showing . premiums, losses, expenses and funds and 
to make such information available to the public soon 
'there aft~r. This Conference hopes that bef~,re taking 
action in this mati er Government will be pleased to 
consult the various Insurance Asiiociations as the 
final form in which particulars could be given." 

He said, "Gentlemen, I have nothing ·to say 
about this resolution except that to-day ther is no 
effective means of ascertaining the total premiums paid 
in India. We want to get at them and we IIlso want to 
get the proportion of payment in Indian and non-Indian 
lnsurance Companies, 
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Pandit K. Santanam, seconding the resolution, said. 
II Mr. President and gentlemen, I have greOitpleasure 
in seconding the resolution which bas been put before 
you by Mr. Duif. I shall only draw your attention 
to the fact that in India at the present d~y there is only 
the Government account about the Insurance com
panies. Beyond that there is no other source of informa. 
tion available with the result that when we come to a· 
Conference of this kind we find ourselves very much 
handicapped when crncrete proposals either in the way 
of new legislation or in the way of new rules of pro
cedure have to be put forth. From my own experience 
I can tell you that once when J asked for information 
concerning the working of the American insurance 
Companies I light heartedly wrote to some American 
c~mpany, in the United States. Tbey sent me three big 

volumes dealing with lile, fire and marine insurance. 
I bad to pay about Re, 100 for that. It is only from 
proper statistics that you can see the exact amount of 
work done hy Companies. Here we are absolutely 
helpless, and further, not only are the people connected 
~ith Insurance companies handicapped for want of 
information regarding this, but when you go to the 
public also you find general ignorance among tbem. 
It is very difficult to persuade them that by tbeir action 
tbey are not looking after the interests of the country. 
You have heard from -the papers before you that the 
sums tbat are estimated to go out of India in tbe sbape 
of premiums are estimated to range from 10 to 2S 
crores of r~pees. You might be perhaps puzzled, bnt 
there is no help for that. It is only an estimllte that 
you have; you have no other materials. It is for this 



reason that we want to pass tbis resolution. We want 
proper statistics to be presented in tbe form of 
books in India and I feel tbat when you know all tbe 
defects in the existing system you will bave no besita
tion in accepting tbis proposition unanimously." 

Tbe resolution was passed unanimously,: 

The fonowing resolution was moved by Mr. Lalji 
Naranji:-

"Tbat in tbe opinion of this, conference it is neces
sary that Government sbould take early steps for tbo 
introduction of tbe Insurance Bill before tbe Legisla' 
ture and tbat wben tbis Bill comes b~fore such body at 
least two representatives of Indian Insurance Com· 
panies representing Life and general class of busin'ess 
respectively be nominated:' 

Speaking on tbe resolution he said, "The resolu
tion I am moving can be divided into two parts. In the 
first part we call upon the Government to take early 
steps for the introduction of the Indian Insurance Bill 
in thtl Legi!!lature. There is no difference of opinion 
between us and the Government as to the necessity of 
,the Bill. They have been telling us so since 1923. but 
tbe measure was delayed, they aHege, owing to reasons 
beyond their control. Tbe only difference between us 
and Government on tbis question is in the word 
early." ' 

In moving tbis resolution my, task is very easy, 
because 1 bave not tl:! make out at tbis ,Conference \l 
case for tbe - introduction of tbis Bill(. Government 
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themselves have recognised the necessity for it. Till 
October last the Indian Merchants' Chamber had been 
pursuing the subject since 1920. In 1923, Government 
recognising the need for the Bill made a start. At the 
same time another Bill was introduced in the Assembly 
by Mr. Jamnadas .Mehta. These Bills were delayed 
for one reason or another, though Sir George Rainy 
says that he has no. desire to delay the 'introduction of 
the Bill a day longer than is necessary. 

I have witten this just to tell you that the insu· 
rance question is not being over-looked and neglected. 

The, position, therefore, with regard to this Bill 
is that there. is no difference of opinion between U8 

and the Goyernment as to its enactment j the only 
differeBce is in the pace at which we wish it to. :be, pu~ 
through. I could assure this Conference that the 
Government of India are as anxious as we are to intro
duce this Bill. They appear to be awaiting the result 
of the Insurance Legislation that is being introduced in 
England before deciding the form in which it should be 
introduced in India. My resolution does not, however, 
refer to the contents of tbe Bill. I am restricting the 
resolution to take early steps in the introduction of 
the Bill. 

.. 1 say that early steps should be taken for the 
following reason; The Government of India 'claim 
that they are the trustees of this country. The Insu
rance co~panies are the trustees ofthe insuring public. 
Is it not their paramount duty not to delay any longer 
the passing of this Bill? I hope that tbe pressure of 



~)uOIlC opini~n and the proceedings of this Confetebce 
will weigh . with the Commerce Member and~ that 
before long we would have a satisfactory Bill produced 
before the country. 

J n the other part of the resolution suggests that 
when the Bill is brought before the legislature at least 
two representatives of the Indian Insurance Companies 
representing Life and General Class of business 'should 
be nominated to the Legislature. It is essential that 
when considering this Bill Government. should: have 
the advantage of consulting persons wbo have .studied 
the subject and are experts on the subject. The 
Government say that they are anxious to m~ke a 
clean job of the I nsurance Bill. Uthey are' really so 
they should have technical men who are aotively 
interested in tbe business." 

Mr. Girdharlal Mallick seconding the resolution 
said that the demAnds put forward iu tbe ·resolution 
were so modest and their reasonableness so self-eyident . 
that no further reasonings were necessary to est!,blish 
their justification. He hoped tbe proposition would 
be carried unanimously. . 

The resolution was put. to the vote and carried 
unanimously •. 

Mr. Girdhlrilll Dext Proposed :.-

.Tha~ a·Committee ~onsisting of tbe following 
gentlemen with power to add to their number be 
formed to. be known as the Standing Committee of the 
indian Insurance Companies' Conference to popularise 
and carryon the work of the Conference. This Com. 



Iilitteo -shall fun<:tion until such time as a new Com· 
mittee \s appointed at the next Conference :-

Mr. N. B. Saklatwala, C. 1. E. Presidenf. 

" Lalji Naranji, J. P., M. L. C. VU:8 President. 

MEMBERS. 

Mr. H. E. Jones. 

" J. C. Setalvad. 

" . C. G. Fozdar. 

,. E. F. Allum. 

" H. L. Humphreys. 

" N. Datta. 

" Girdharlal Mallick. 

" Glrdharilal. 

" Pandit K. Santanam. 

" J. C. Sen. 

" V. Mangayya. 

" S. Kabo<.lT. 

" S. M. Pandharipande. 

" R.~. Duff. 

" Kanchanlal Varajdas. 

" G. S. Marathey. 

" K. S. Ramchandra lyer. 
" N. J. Gor. } Sec,eta,ies, 

Ex· Opicio. 

Mr. Girdharilal said they had met there in con
ference as practical business men and the resolution 
which he had the honour of moving was a business 
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like resolution. It would enable them to {oIlow up 
the proceedil:~gs ot the conference Ly giving effect 
to them. Iq the matter of Life Insurance it was most 
important that they should do intensive propaganda 
Dot only in the towns but also in the villages so liS 

lt~ bring the message of life insurance within the reach 
lof every man dnd woman who would henifit by it, and 
for this purpose it was necessary to set up a Standing 
Committee to carry out in practice the decisions of 
the conference, as well as to carry out the propaganda. 
The speaker also referred to the proposed insurance 
legislation by the Government and hoped the com
mittee will make efforts, by getting into touch with 
the Government, to ensure that proper safeguards are 
provided in the legislation in the interests of Indian 
insurance. He reminded them that insurance was the 
backbone of all civilized countries where the respective' 
governments helped their insurance organisations and 
it was high time that similar efforts were made in India.' 
He hoped the committee would see that Indian insu
rance was developed by the proposed legislation. 

Mr. Kanchanlal Varajdas seconded the proposition 
which was put to vote and carried unanimously. 

Mr. B. F. Madon mov~d the foIl wing resolution':_ 

" That the thanks of this Conference be conveyed 
[0 the Indian Insurance Companies' belegation' (now' 
'Association) for the good work they have done during 
the last year on behalf ot the Indian Insurance Com-' 
pioies and whose efforts in a great measure resulted-
ill, the bolding of this Conference.". . ' 
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In doing s.) he said. "There is no need to corn~ 

mend this resolution for the consideration of those 
in the inSl1rance business, for they are familiar with 
the work that has been done in the past 12 months 
by what is called the Indian h;surance Companies' 
Dt-Iegation. The gentlemen who formed the Dele
gation worked extremely hard in catrying on propa
ganda in the cause of Indian Insurance by trying to 
induce the public to place all their business as far as 
possible with Indian Insurance Companies ann by 
trying to convince them Ihat it was not merely in the 
interests of the Companies that they should encourage 
Indian concerns but ultimately in their own inter'ests 
and in the larger interests of Ihe country's economic 
development and prosperity. The members of the 
dele~ation have induced the public in many otber ways 
and 1 may be permitted to say that their efforts have 
not been in vain although I cannot claim that they have 
been highly successful. Tbe reason for this was that 
tbe foreign Insurance Companies operating in this 
country have had a long standing and tbey are strongly 
entrenched. When you have an enemy who is strongly 
entrenched and you want to conquer his territery he 
will certainly see that gelting into his trenches and 
conquering his ter.ritery are not made an easy job' 
Qur friends who have been working in tbe Delegation 
have. ho..-ever, not allowed themselves to be discourag· 
ed by the difficulties, serious as they are, of the situa
tion, Tbey have gone whole.heartedly into the work 
for months and to-day we are just beginning to feel 
that some impression has been made on the fortifi
cation of the enemy and that there will come a day 



!ihen we may hope to capture his trenches and go to 
bis territerit's. (cheers). Let us hope that the day 
is not very far off when the Indian Insurance Com· 
panies will come into what is really their own. (cheers). 
The insurance business of Indians, of Indian merch
auts and Indian property should- legitimately and 
rightly go to Indian companies. I am sure you wiII 
all agree on that point. 

Perhaps it is not clearly understood by public 
that insurance is one of the forms of thrift. It is one 
of the most important forms in which a country builds 
up enormous funds which go to its·industrial and other 
developments. - You will therefore agree that we are 
not to give the non-Indian companies the benefit of 
thrift, these companies which carry away the funds that 
we save to their own country to be invested fer the 
development of their own industries. (hear, hear). I hope 
you will agree that it is certainly wrong to do so. And it 
is time that we in this country tried to remedy the 
situation and see that the funds remain in this country; 
The Indian J nsurance Delegation has in the last year 
or two succeeded in convincing the public that what 
they have been doing up to now was not in the best 
interests of the country and therefore, of their own. 
We hope that the delegation as it now is will carry OIi 
the good work that it has taken up and that in the 
next few years we shall be able to rejoice at the result· 
that we may have then pbtained. I am sure you will 
all join with me in thanking the Indian Insurance 
Delegation for the ellorts they have made for the 

: development of Indian Insurance business." 
. (applause), 
I 



The resolution duly seconded was adopted unani
mously. (President's concluding remarks.) 

The President in bringing the proceedings to a 
close said, c, We bave now come to the end of tbe 
Session. luse the word session advisedly, because it 
is only tbe Session and not the Conference itself, tbat 
bas come to an end. The work of tbe Conference has 
just begun. . You have left that work to the Committee 
tbat bas been just formed and I am pretty confident 
that we shall soon see the practical results of tbeir 
efforts. Their efforts will be found in tbe number of 
Indian gentlemen and business firms that have brought 
over their business from non· Indian to Indian Insurance 
companies. 

After all the speeches that have been made I do 
not wish to inflict on you any further speech. But I 
would like to mention that we have got good cause and 
ollr claims are just. It all depends on the response we 
get from tbe public and on what we do in order to 
receive tbat response." 

The President then read a telegram from Mr. 
S. L. Tulli, "Mllnaging Editor. Insurance Publicty 
Co. Ltd, Labore, which ran thus: "Regret inability 
to attend. Wish Grand success Cooperation amongst 
field workers and companies will go long way to acbieve 
our common ambition, viz. advancement of Insurance 
in rndia." 

"I think Ihis telegram very aptly sums up what 
I want to tell you. Indian companies should work like 
ODe company helping our another and not cutting one 



another's throats (applause). We shall leave that ti; 
others. As far as as Indian companies are Concerned 
we should co-operate with eilch other; the rich com· 
panies should come to the help of the small ones. If 
that cooperation and mutual help is forthcoming from 
all Indian companies the n~l{t President of this Can': 
ference will have a far better session to attend. 

The only thing I have to do now is to thank the 
various companies and persons who have assisted in 
the organisation of this Conference and brought" it to 
8uch a successful end. I have been asked by the 
organisers to say that if there has been any incmi
venience or difficulties for the delegates they would 
kindly overlook them considering that this Conference 
is the first that has been held in this country. "You 
will bear in mind that the wh.)le organisation ha~ been 
a single man's work and it has been achieved with 
great difficulty. I should certainly say that the officerS' 
and staff of the Jupiter" General Insurance Company 
and" the students of the Davar's College Insurance 
Association have been very useful, and done excellent 
work, in the successful conduct of the Conference. 

I lihould next thank the Central Bank of India. 
for kindly allowing us the use of this hall for the 
holding of the Conference. 

I am very much gratified to see not only the 
number but the classes of persons who have come here. 
There ,are many distinguished men present bere and 
I am very pleased to see the encouragement they. 
have given us. Last, but not least, I would like to say 



that the Press has taken notice of this Conference 
in a way, I do not say, we did not deserve, but certainly 
we did not expect. They have helped our cause 
a great deal by publishing the accouots of the pro· 
ceedings of this Cunference and 1 wish to express my 
thanks for that service" . 

Gentlemen, the first SessioD of our Conference is 
over. 

Sir Lalubhai Samaldas proposed a hearty vote 
of thanks to the President. He said they were all 
very luoky in getting .Mr. Saklatwala to occupy the 
chair because one would hardly have expected a person 
in the position of Mr. Saklatwala, olle of" the great 
industrialists of the city, to have fouod the time and 
the leisure to preside over their cooference. Mr. 
Saklatwala was moreover best fitted to occupy the 
chair as he was one who knew best how to conduct 
and control a meeting. The speaker referred to the 
keen and patriotic interest evinced by Mr. Saklatwala 
in the growth of In"dian insurance. In Mr. Saklatwala 
they had a gentleman first and everything else after· 
wards and he thought the greatest conquest th e 
subjects committee had made was in securiog him as 
their chairman of the committee to work out the aims 
and objects of the conference, for a whole year. He 
had not the slightest d~ubt as to the Sllccess of the 
committee's labours under Mr. Saklatwala's leacler~hin 

The vol. of tJu,nko wu oecond.d by 

Mr" Minocber J. S· Kb ... of tbe Orlenl.t. 

~ecoDTerence was thendlssolvea.-- -" 



,SOME D1STINGUISHEQ VISll'_ORS. __ 
Sir Geoffrey Corbett ' 
Mr. Tamnadas M. Mehta, M. L. A. 
" H; P. Mody 
.. Mirza Ali Mohamedkhan 
" S. S. Batliwala 
11_ Laxmidas R. Tairsee 
II Walchand Hirachand, C.tE . 
.. S, N. Haji, M.L.A. 
II M. A. Master 
I' Sbanti Kumar N. Morarjee, -
" Hansraj Premji 
" J.K. Mehta 
II H. E. Davis Simon 
" M. Leslie 
" L. Randall 
" J. Cochrane 
" A. S. Chadwick 
" F. C. St. Paul 
" S. D. Saklatwala 
" F. S. Grabam 
" Vishwanath P. Vaidya 
" M. V. Mercbant 
" A. S. Erulkar. 

List of Delegates present at the ' 
Conference.' -

The Andhra Insurance 
Co. Ltd. 

Tbe Argus Insurance 
Co. Ltd. 

The Asian Assurance 
Co. Ltd. 

Mr. yO. Mangayya 
II C. V. Narasimham 

Mr. N. B. Dave 
" R. P. Correia 

Mr. C. G. Fozdar 

Bbarat Insurance Co. Ltd. Mr. ;Lala Girdbarilal 
Mullick. 

" V. B. Beberey 
" S. X.Trivedi 
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Bombay Life Assurance 
Co. Ltd. 

Bombay Mutual Life 
Assurance Society Ltd. 

British India General 
lnsurance Co. Ltd. 

Crescent Insurance 
Co. Ltd. 

Empire of India Life 
Assurance Co. Ltd. 

General Assurance 
Society of Ajmer. 

Hindustan Co-operative 
Insurance Society Ltd. 

Hindu Mutual Life 
Insurance Co . . 

Sir Lalubhai Samaldast Kt. 
Mr. P. J. Billimoria 
" J. L. Mehta 
" S. B. Card Master 
,,- N. S. Pai 
" K. Balasubramania 

Iyer. 

Mr. L. V. Vaidya 
" V. P. Vaidya 
t' M. K. Dl:Sai 

,rdr. H. M. Mehta 
" Geu. Brown 
It' Fitter 
" . Savcbak. 

Mr. R. M. Bhat 

Mr. E F. Allum 
,,' Bharucha 

Mr. S. Kabboor. 
" Sardesai 

Mr. N. Datta 

Mr. P. C. Ray 

Hindustani Bhima Co. Ltd. Mr. Lala Girdharilal 

Ideal Democratic 
Assurance &, Mortgage 

Loans Ltd. 

Indian Mercantile 
Insurance Co. Ltd. 

Mr. S. M. Pandharipande 
" D. D. Desbpande 
.. G. R. Pimpallaonker 

Mr. P. E. Dballa 

India Equitable Insurance Mr. F. S D'Souza 
Co. Ltd. 



The Industrial & Pru· 
dential Insurance 

Co. Ltd. 

The Jupiter General 
Insurance Co. Ltd. 

Lakshmi Insurance 
. Co. Ltd. 

National Indian Life 
Insurance Co. Ltd. 

National InBurance 
Co. Ltd. 

The New India 
A ssurance Co. Ltd. 

The Na!rpur Pioneer 
Insurance Co. Ltd. 

Now Era Insurance 
Co Ltd. 

Mr. J. C. Setalvad 
" K. C. Desai 
" V. C. Setalvad 
" J. P. Mehta 
" K. J. Dalal 

Mr. Lalji Naranji 
• B. J. Modi 

" K. S. R. Iyer. 
.. Lakshmidas Dwarka

das 
" D. H. Hiranandani 

Mr. Lala Lajpat Rai . 
" Pandit K. Santanam 

" H. K .. Pathare 

Mr. Humphreys 
" P. D. Churi 
" R. K: Mundorgi 

Mr. N. B. Saklatwala, C.I.E., 
Sir P. C. Sethna J{t. 
Mr. Narottam Morarji 
" B. F. Madan . 
" R. J. Duff . 
" A. D. Banker 
" K. J. Mehta 
I, H. Mistry 
" M. M. Mundkur 
" K. B. Roy 
" G. S Row 
" Patel 

Mr. A. V. Mahar 
" D. L. Bhagwat 
" B. V. Bhat. 

Mr. P. A. Baptist 



Oriental Govt. Sec. Life 
Assurance Co. Ltd. 

Presidency Provident 
& General Insurance 

Co: Ltd. 

Premier Life Assurance 
Co. Ltd. 

Tropical Insurance 
Co. Ltd. 

Universal Fire & General 
Insurance Co. Ltd. 

The Venus Assurance 
Bank Ltd. 

The Vl1lcan Insurance 
Co. Ltd. 

The Western India Life 
Assurance Co. Ltd. 

Zenith Life Assurance 
Co. Ltd. 

Insurance Association' 
Calcutta. 

Actuary 
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Mr. B.H. Walden 
Sir Purshotamdas Thakur-

~ das ' 
Mr. H. E. Jones 
•• D. Forrest 
.. G. D. Sutherland 
" L. S. Vaidyanathan 
.. Mahatre 
.. M. J. S. Khras 

Mr. N. J. Gor. 
>, R. H. Vyas 

Mr. L. S. Sarwadhikarl. 

Mr. 1. K. Yajnik 

Mr. R. D. Birla 
" Motilal Kanji 
,. Raghovji Kimji 
,. Kanchanlal Varajdas, 
•• K. H. Setalvad . 
.. B. K. Setalvad 

Mr. Patel 

Mr. Velji Lukhamsey 
.. J. C. Setalvad 
.. K. C. Desai. 

Mr. K. R. Majgaonser 
.. D. H. Pandit 
.. W. G. Chirmule 
" V. M. Karandikar 
" V. N. Deshpande 
Mr. H. M. Mehta 
.. Byramji Hormusjee 
Mr. P. V. Subramanier. 



AS. INDIA'S GREATEST' UFE: 
., ASSURANCE' 'COMPANY' 

ORIENTAL 
LEADS THE WAY IN 

sue c. E S S-S I! CUlt ITY-S 8 ltV ICE 
B'(jGId, ,o{.1M Tk~ee Y,a,,~ Per;od.anrkt/31J1 

, ,.,. ': j?e",;'~e~ 1,9~7' . 

. .g UCCE-SS 
AliNtJAL NEW AISUBANCEs,. AHiwALl'BIJIlUK brcOJlBS. 

, LIFE AsSUJlAlIICE FUNDs: .' 

Incf'eaBed 'f~om' 

237 LAxmj' } { 468 LAXim . 
83 LAxBsT... '121 LAKH8 

623 ,LAXBB" " 79 •. LAKH8 

SEC 0 R I T:.v S E R V ICE 
Exceaa oUlarket Valuea of h· ~ms paid to policy.holdera 
vestmeuts over Book Values at or their Representativea dUf-
3ht i>eeember:·l~~er:'lO· . ingthesetbree ;years-ISS 

Lakhs. , Lakhs. 
- ' , htrad from 'speecb by . 

< II. M. KINO OEOROB 00 Utb Mar.:b 1928. 
, ': By the development of this id\l~ of Insuranf!6 ,the· com

munity is linked together by mutual duties and services and in 
&his way the .hock.which would have, ~verpowered a~ individual 
man, family or partnership is so widely distributed th'at it can 
be harmleul;y absorbed. Aud aa Insurance creates a bond of 
union between citizen and citizen and between nation and nation 
BO it hold. together the f/l~ric of eivili1led. aociety ~,d, is ',CQn' 
ducive to international peace." . . 
MAKE ADEQUATE PROVISION FOR tOUR FAMILY 

BY EFFECTING A LIFE ASSURANCE POLICY 
WITH THE ORIENTAL. 

A PROSPECTUS and full information ~m he promptl;y lent 
you on applieation to the HEAD QFFICE; ORIENTAL BUlL. 
DINGS, BOMBAY or to any of the Company' .. Branch .OaioeB. 



Il 

EOIpire:'of India lJfe Assurance" Co:; Ltd. 

~(ESTJ.BLISillll? . ,1897.) 

as . ." 
.: (For the"TNr enclins 291& Feb .... ry 1928); 

,lN~w 'bu~~esi exCeeds' 
Income exceeds 
Assets exceed 

.... 'Rs. 1,16,00,000 
Rs. 64,96,000 

_. Rs. 3,16,64,000 

:.A REvERsiONARY , BONUS DISTRIBUTION 9F, 

.Rs. 15 ... , ,lRa. 12 
Iw annum Rs. 1,000 .A .... red· 

0 .. Whole Life A~";" . 
I" annum I" R,. 1,000 Allur," 

On Eodowme .. t~ 
t.l ':, . ..; 

.' "AS BEEN J)ECLARE~~ ," 

Inle~ .1>0 ..... on policie" beaomlns c~';" bei~.:e !I&e!~d ,ftlaatlon 
. .at the AIDe rate. 

'ACTUARIAL VALUATION ,RESULTS: 
(.- " . - .. '. , -. '. ., 

_ '·-1'QB .'tHE I'IV& YJI~S ENDI~G28I1LJrJ!llRU'BY )937. ,,'; 
." 1 

StrRPLUS-:-Rs. 37,66,689 
, .. 

Bonui to Policy holders 
lmouD~ Carried to. Reserve .... 

•• B.·. 23.78.984 

..~ : BS:. 11.23.398 
• J 

...... (S,,'.g Almo.t 30% of the S",."I" •• ) < ... 

·'Pull'nfoftnation mag be· obtained o~ ~PT'lieat;o"itr
.. , .. , flnll (If the. BfancA' OlJicea or, Chiet: " , 
- •• J ,'... • , ;..4,lenciea Of jfoln 

, .. g..,tJ OjfiM ;..... . 

Emplre:oflndia Lile Building, 
'., : . . IJOMBAY • .. 

'ALLUJrI' 
BHARUCHAi Co" 
- . lIau,';,." 

'.'.j ',- ! 1 



lIt 

'tHE luiARAT~ INSURANCE CO.fUdr 
L AHORE~ :. , 

IDsure your Life with the .. BHA.RAT." 
.A purely Indian lA/e O/fic, of over 3Q g,arB .tanding.-

. (Establi,ned i896.) . .. 
Head 4ffic,: LAHORE BRANCHES.-- . : ': 

Ambalia; .,Ajm~r. Ahm~dabad. Allahabad; Agr.: 
..Jankipore; 'Bateilly. Bombay. Bhagalpur •. : Cutt_et
CaHcut. Calcutta. Dacca. Delhi; D; I. Khau. Gauhati. 
Karacbi. Lahore. Ltickliow! Multan. Mandalay.' MadirL 
Madras. Nagpur. Poon.: Rangoon. Rajkot. R.walpind~ 
Sukkur. Sailkote. 

. . CM,f ..Agencies:-
Ba!)glore. ,,;Karwar. 'Nairobi (Bl,'itish East.Africa.) 

, ·RlI. : 
Total Funds exceed '..., .~. ' 80,00,000: 
Total, claims paid, exceed' .~. 56,00,000'. 

r ~ew P~licies issuedduriDg the .. year ' '. '. 
; :. 1924 exceed, ••• 57.33,305"~ , 

1925 exceed • ., ... 72.9~,04S: I 
.1926 exceed ... 125,00,0000 I 

J927 exceed , ... 151,80,98°. J 
" Highest, BODUS 20%0 P. A. declared' on all part~ 

cipating Policies whether Whole Life or EDdowment. 
i : • " Special/ea/ures., ' 

to' Policies reviveable.at any time. . 
2~ Female lives also .insured. ' 
3.' Special unique non-forfeiture privilege. 
4. 'Premium moderate. '. .. " 
5. 'Reduction allowed forchairitable purposes, : .• ". 
6. , . Special Schemes to suit all tastes such as Four-Fold 
, ' . :Benefit Children Endowment and Annuity ete; . 
: . Application for Agencies are iDvited from gebtle. 
men 'of position aDd wolth. ' 

For further particulars apply to : - ' 
., ",... MALLlCK GIRD,HARI LAL 

. ," JOINT GENERAL'~ANAGEB.· 
B~ara~ ~''!l'8!!~e Co., Lt~. LAHOBB ~~ BBANCHIIS. 



IV 
The-Lakahmi Inauran~e -Co.. Ltd. Labor •• 

'- Chairman:-Lala Lajpat Rai. _ 
Managing Direclor: ...... PANDIT K. SANTANAM. 

, BOARD OF DmECTORS. . 
Lala'Lajpat Rai, M. L. A., 12, Courl Street, Lahore. . 
Pandit Moti Lal Nehru, M. L. A.; Ananll Bhawan, Allahabad. 
Raizada Bhagat Ram, Barrister-at-Law, JuUuudur. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Dbanpal Rai, M. L. C. Vakil and Chairman 
, -Board of Directors, The Punjab National Bank IA., Labore. 
Raj BahadurL. Badri Daas, 11.&., Advocate McLeod Rcad, Laborll. 
Lala Dewan Chand, Merchant, Amrita8l'. 
Mr.' .lagan Nath Aggarwal, M.A., ~L.B. Advocate, Lahore. 
;paacJit K. Santanam, Lahore (ex-officio.) 

The Company wbicb bas beaten all Rec:ord •• 
PROGRESS IN FIRST' "3 YEARS. 

Ye8l' Ending. Policies issaed. ,Life Faod.: 
30th April 1925 22,67,750 500 
30th April 1926 38,84,750 64,430 
30th April 1927 45,32,000 - 2,40,000" 

POLICIES ISSUED uno DATE 1 CRORE.57 LAKBS. 
Com_~ aayB:-"The career of the Lakshmi hae 'been 

marked by high distinction in the first year of work, it did a busi
neH of 23 Lakhs. In tbis connection it IoaY be mentioned that 
from figures available in regard to Indiau Companies, .tarted einoe 
the year 1923, only one Company did 7 Lakbs worth of businese 
in the first year; and in tbe majority of cases the tOtal busine .. 
varied from 1 Lakbs 104 Lakbe. In other warde, the Lakehmi'. 
reoordof. work in the first year is three time. the prenou. recortL 
Tbe second year of work shows an even more gratifyiog poeition. 
Tbe total businese uuderwritten for the year ended 30th April, 
1926 is nearly 39 Lakbs. This constitutes-another record .. re
gards the work done by .ny Indian insUlance company in this 
second year of its working. The expense ratio is 66.7 per cent 
which should be deemed satisfactory for a company in which molt 
of the business underwritten is new business. 
. Forward ,ay.:-" Inspired by high ideals, controlled by a 
Directorate which contain. such eminent men a. Lala Lajpal Raj, 
Pandit MoliLaI Nehru and Rai Bahadur Lala Dhanpat Rai and 
managed by that seUlesl worker, Pandit K. Santanam &hi. infant 
prodigy will continue to develop into unparalleled robuatoell at 
every stage olitslife. RATES MAY BE HAD ON APPUanON 

McLeod Road, PANDIT K. SANTANAlL 
~ORE J{4f/Qging Director. 
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THE 

INDUSTRIAL AND PRUDENTIAL 
, .. 

AssuranC8: Company., Limite!.!" l. 

HEAD OF'ICE, 

Jehangir Wadi" Building, 
Fort. :Bombay. 

, , 

, ',' Di,ecto,~" 'r.' ;.~., ," rn ~. 
Tbe Hon. Sir LalubbaiSamaldis;Kt;,tnE:,(Onairman'.) 
~ir Chimanlal H. ~etalvad! K. 0 .. 1. E~.,A~voc~atfe., '>. 

Sir Bukam Chand Saroopchandj· Kt.,-·· . ,', , " '" ,: I, .I. 

Velji Lukhamsey, Esq.. . • . 
Motilal Co Setalwad,Esq;, Advocate. 
Gulabchand Devchand, Esq., ' 
Lalji Narapji Esq .. J. p .. M. to~. 
J. C. Setalvad, Esq., (Ex~Officio.) 

:.. ,~~ 

The C:ompany was started .tyears ago. 
From small begininRs, tbe company is slowly 

emerging into z bealthy and vigorous Indian Life 
Insurance Company. 

The average annual life insurance business 
written by tbe' company exceeds 20 lakbs of 
Rupees. 

Life Insurance Companies are growing into 
national institutions in tbis country and the INDUS. 
TRIAL an:! PRUDENTIAL is contributing its mite 
towards ~uch growth and development. " 

The INDUSTRIAL and PiUJDENtlAL will 
only be too glad to give all assistance to people who are 
on the 100koQt for. taking a me jnsurance policy. 

Jivanlal D •• tnr &; CO· 
SBCRETABUS ,& 'mEASURERS. 
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IF SO, 

(Join, A S I~ Norganisat~on 

for'ce~ 'Training free; treatment 
. ~ l 

sympathetio; Terms liberal-' 

and best' .prospeots. 

Oall ·or· write. 

, . Til, Asian Anuran" Co. Ltd., 
:., 

, Alian Buildinr, Nicol Road, 

. .[Jalla,dEstat" Bombay. . 



BQmbayMutual Life ASSUl'aDc~(Society !,t'dJ 
..J. .l>. - '-"', :.:noarci'~f Direcit~~i:::"" .l. -- . • . -_ ... 

Mirz~ Ali 14ho,l\UDed Kba"!i Esq; it: A.; u..11 ~.i. f. 
Dr. D. A. D'Monte, M. D., F. C. P. S., J. P. 
Balwantrai It. Desai, Esq. M.A., LL.B. 

,NatverW J. Shah, Esq., p, Com., A. S. A,~, : : ': 
.... 'UmarWat S. Desai, Esq. It A. '. :. 

The' Society :.vaa ~b.rlecib1 prommimt mellib~ 'of the Euro· 
~ean communit)r residing in ~mbay . who were victimised by the 
failure of the "Albert" aud the "European." Experience has 
~roved that ita rates, while comparatively low, are 1llgh' enough to 
lDeet 'all it. demands. ,It has, moreover, accumulated substantial 
nvestmenta which on 31a1.:Qecember 1927 amounted in spite 
)f the great' depressiotj in, the prices of all It.curities, to 
Re. 9,40,891+1.Q" /fhe whole of thes:e, b.elon&,to the Policy-
Holders. , 

.Ac_tB subJiiteii --every three yeMs eto an .Actuary for 
Yaluat~ I' " ' -:", ' - r -,'.- - "", -, ~''') 

Fundll.=-Inveited . only in- Government, -Port Ti-mit, Bombay 
Municipal, and Bombay City Improvement 'frust Securities in the 
name of the Society •.. 

Batu.-As low as 'those'of any either sound Company. 
Managemmt.-Economical and entirely.con~lled by Policy 

holders in whom it is vested by' ~rticles of Association. 
ProfitB.-Not diverted' to shareholders as in the case of other 

companies but retained entirely for the benelit of Policy-holders 
amongst whom they are divided every Triauninm. - , 

Liberal Surrender !>alue,,' ~anging frDm 30 to 95 per cent of 
aU prllDia paid.-.Also BonU888 and prompt paymmt oj claim •• 

Ckildrm'a Endowment Sc1um1l malus arrangement possible 
for:-

(1) COl!lpl~tion ~f .e_dt!~tion, ~~ s,o~s an~ ~anghter. 
(2) Placing them out in Business j and 
(3) Mording the latter a marriage portion. 

Medical {ua-are paid by the Society in all caees except for 
Policies to continue in force only for periods from 1 to 7 yean. 

tn.· ',' '1: :,. '.'" ' .... ", '. '. By order 
.... ~.' . ,_ '1 1. L. Mca/ee. (Secretary.) 
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WESTERN ,INDIA 
-.: .. 

Life. Insurance' Co., Ltd .. ' 
." .' j >~. . ... :1 .. f ,-

SATARA CITY.:: ~ . . , 
PREEMINE'N't a'mo~g INDIAN COMPANIES 

. !!-~ ~he age of 13 •. Fourtli Valuation at the , 
, " :' , En,dof 1926. 

UNSURPASSED BONUS t. 
BonuS per 1.000 per annum. 

" • 'Whole Life • EndowmeiJt· 
RB~,22~I/~. RB. 1,8. 

: ,ST.RO,NGEST RESERVES! ! 

':(1) 'LifEi Assurance Fund. 
,Ra. 10.64.993 

('l ' Total Undivided ReSe!'Vee. 
. . . ,RB. 3.4',170 

'R'A'TIO' of, (2) to (I) 32 per cent. 
. . NO' . 

OTHER COMPANY 
In India' can· show 

Equal Results. 

Fof. QgenC!Jand other partic"'a" 
, Pleale .Ap;/y. 
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q .0 ;:;:1 TIn:FJIJB8C;Fo.licg ") ". r: )l~ 

Our Multiple benefit policy; Guaranteed 
SurrenaEfl'''Vat'!18 f1)f01:llPt Sittlement 

of Claims. 

'Wliat liati6,Md ~()lic,holtkrt. iafj ,.,..: :.~". ~,,~~:! 

I have pleasure in testifyiDg.lo5the-p~mpt.;patUleiJ.(:'! 
of the Claim under my policy which had 

'{r'~ ImP~~ I!l!l~fl. by Mg~t ~f, ~si~.~~~IY1l!S!'1' 
. Co., Ltd. Calcutta. 

; :1.<:r;U~H ... t·1 ,~~~) c<: (,. .. "', :.'~'-. ~ . _ ' ~'":"':'j~'l,l) H~·jT e: 
(Sd.) Mahamohopadhya. 

SHYAMADAS KAVrR1t'l.1) 
~~pa.,v_~ my!l~W.\l~!lre hr; ackoo?iledging 1·$ej:pPj1.IUptoes8 

with which Light of A&ia Iosurooce Comp90Y Limited 
rm';"::l:'hav6'paid.'(lie claim iinde~,the p~~yI~ :-'r.~ ~<l 

Rs. 2 9.C?o....pf . my .pece9SeQ .. , .0 

.;J" 'brother"'" ), "j''''O' 1! 

~r:<:'1:9:;(,1;:. f'n:,,'(Sd;): L. N;i:RAIKAR. 
Highest Term ... .fqr Ag~~tSi-r ,.- -' 

. Applg 10 B,ad 0Ui.', 
6, Old .~~". ~ffi.' §Irt.,. 

. ',' . . Cal • .."", 



=THE 

NAGPUR-PIONEER 
INSURANCE 00·, LTfJ. 

Head Office Nagpur City C. p. 

Bonus declared by the Companj _to ita Policy 

holdeill in itl very Firat Valuatioa. . 

The Management and Working of the Coaipany 

is well appreciated by the Actuary to the Governmeot 

of India. 

Great fntvre anticipated. Directorate CODSist 

of able and inflneutial busiDessmeu. Lo.. preminm 

rates. .Prompt settlement of Claims:. 

. Representatives to be appointed thronghoat 

Iadia OD very b"beral terms. 

Pktu. apply to-d4" f~ full PartiQlhu .. 
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National'Indian Life . ' 
. Insurance Co' .• 'Ltd. 

Ask for particulars of 

--'l'HE NEW 

Guaranteed Double Bonu~ « Forty 
per cent Provident 

SCHEMES 

<"> 

" There is no other Company in India, we believe, that 

offers exactly similar advantages." 
., ." 

( ., Statesman "-15·2·1928. ) 

-~.---- ... --~-
I.l&TJlt .. Co. or to , Be.id,at .auger. 
Managing Agents. 6 " 7 eli". Sinet. 
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Y; 1''( .~ ·"l~~, THE. 
- • --.:."!.-' . 

", -..... : , ,~.,. :' I 

NEW I~DIA ASSURANCE .Co., Ltd • 
•• L... :.0 _ .: L ~....: _ .... ' •. ' ~ 

(Incorporated in India.) 

Fire: 
.:--1' . 

Marine. 
..' 

Transit. 

'.-'! X;osi oiPrdflt ( FolI~wini fi~e:) 
, .. '1.~ 

Motor Car! ,.',: ~. . c~ 
Workme~s .. C<?mp.eB-sation. 

Burglary. 

Fidelity Guarantee. 

:,,~, ''P'~rsona{ A·~Cident. 
. ., 

~{d.'et~, 
,.,.. ~. :_4' .; I ., 

Insure:with the largeat Indian Fire etc., 
\.- ..... -. -- . _. - -~" 

Company:-

Assist nrnta.-by..;· SuppoTting an Indian 
Concern :-

":o21.as~J~9ur. ijaiance Shee~ and seeJoJ 100000cll.:thc 
enqrmQuJuec;qrity. . :, •.... .." ... :: 

·!··tOSSES SETTLED PROMPTLY. 

H,ad Office :-.Central Bank Building, BO;'BAT. 
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THE 

Vulcan· Insurance 
... J." '. ~ ' ••. _. ". • - . • • • 

q~mp~ny' Li~ted,. 

,Of aombay., 
,.' ," . . ,,;:, 

8:ead Office Bomba.~ 
~;: : ~ ... ~ ! .... '. ~ ~ .. 

(ESTABLISHED, 191.9.) .. " 
", • . ," 1,. _ • , •. 

i J % ' - 'If ~ . "~' '1:.; 

r.. • ~ ~ . :, "1- ,) ;."" t. : f 
Ohject-Fire, ,M~rine,.A.clfitknt. ,j 

, .' BDard ''Of DiT~ctor8:- -, 

Sir Jamshedji Jejeebhoy;>Bart; Chafrriiad.'(' : 
Sir ,Hukamch8Dd Sarupchand, Kt., 

. -Sir Chimanlal, H. Set1lIvitd, K; C. 'I. E., ' 

.",Kikabh0Y Premchand"Esqr. ,," : 
;'M;otilalC •. Setalvad, Esq., ,Advocatl!~.; ,>' 
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and-
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C07.(;aaji Patel Street, Fore, Bombay, 

Rameshwar Das Birla Esq., (Chairman.) 
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WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION Insurance. 
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will do well to utilise the services of the "UNIVER· 
SAL FIRE." 

The company is steadily growing and. it ia up to 
the patriotic business men aDd merchants in India to Bee 
that the "Universal Fire" is made into a sound and 
powerful national company in India. 

M. Kanji & Co. 

lrfANAGING AGENTS, 
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-~, 

Settlement of claims always prompt and liberal. 

Subcribed Capital. Assets exc'?ed. 

Re. 21,16,300 Rs.IO,od,ooo 

Cltai,man 

Hon'ble Sir Munmohandas Ramji Kt., 

All Kinds of Fire Insurance' accepted atT81'Hf 

rates. 

HeadOfilce :- II, 'BanR Sln't, FOft, Bombay. 

Branch OfIlce :-1/G. CUrl, Row, Galculla. 
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The Crescent 'Insurance 'Co., Ltd. 
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:' are, simple, Jlnd ,.up-ta-date., .Its agen.c,Y ') 
. ,. I ~ '.. • _. _ • : • . '" ~ ,". ~ .' _ •• J • , , • _ • 

contracts are liberal. It aeeks ~Jlll ~',. ,I"~:: 

cparJicteras Chie( AgeQtl1J G,eneral, ., 
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Agents and Representatives. 

RAMCHANDRA HATIMBHOY II Co .. 
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Liberal conditions. 
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Benl:fl.t Scheme Protection for Policyholders under 
Automatic Non·forfeitllre system, Gentrous Guaranteed 
Surrender and Paid-up Values. . .. 

. For attractive Agency terms and oth~r Particulars~ , 

Please apply to :-

Messrs Karandakar Dongre & Co., Chief Agents 
Baroda & Bombay Central Raopura, : 

.'Baroda Cily. 
Mr. M. N. Dongre,.B. Sc., Representative Bombay 
'Branch, Govardban Mansion, Bhatawadi Street 

Bombay, NO.4. 

Mr. V. Rangasami B. A., B. I. E. C. 1., General 
Secretary Bangalore City. 
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, •... .Y. Ma.ngayya. Gara, B.A., B.L. . . 
. A purely Indian life insurance company condoct~d 
'on very economical and sound lines. . _. 

The Board of Directors are composed of some 
of the leading citizens who themselves. command great 
respect. 

The company bas moved with the times and is in 
a position to quote for insuran<;e based on the most 
opto date schemes. 

Valuable advice on life insurance generally will be 
given by. the Company. . 
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nINDUSTHAN~ 
. -CO-OPERA.TIVE-

Insurance Society 

Limited. 
_ ~tr ___ _ 

W,II Solve the Problem 0/ . 

.INSURANCE AT HOME 
Mos.t Satisfactorily &. Advantageously 

to yourself • 

.......-.. .. ----
_ It, is a very progressive and purely Indian Life 

Office otft:l'ing insurance at Lower -Premiums and 
giving-Lluger Bonuses under most favourable apd 
upto-,date- 'conditions as to Automatic Extension 
<b.f4-ssurance etc. -. .; ,'-; 

.ASSETS - EXOEED Rs. 90,00,000/-
It will be .wortb your while to enquire from 

iHINDUSTHAN' before you decide where to place 
],our insurance. _._ ... G • .,; • _ _ 

j;':'-_cEor particulars, please write to. 

N. DATTA, 
MANAGER, BOMBAY BBANca,' 

Commissariat Buildizig; _ 
Hornby Road. For/,8f)"'~'j 
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lJ REASQNS-WHY? 
-ON-E SHOULD INSURE WITH 

TB~CALCUTTA~ ,I.SURA-NeE 
- _. Limited. -

Ra. 200.000 Deposited with the Govt. 

J. Permanent disability Feature. . 
'": ~""--\' ~ .. <;.~ . . . F' ", 

2. Revival of lapsed policies any time before 
. ~~"Gm'PjetiOt'f of their terms;- . 
. ,"P •. ~ ~., . ':.,; 

. ~ <!ua!'Jlnteed inyes~J;Ilent policies are .. qniqiie 
.' Bnd unprecedented. . " : _ Il:',_ 

".a: " ,: •. 4.: -f1utO/pa~i<; ~on~fo .. fc:iture:proVisiol18. wit~ 

other up-to-date privi1eg~s.-

For Prospectus and District Agency Apply 

:To.':· 
. . "Director. 15. Hare Street, 

CALCUTTA. 
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The Safest Office for Life Assurance for the Poor. 
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applied to Masses. 
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with other Insurance Companies'Work. 
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terms for real workers. 
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AT ONCE TO 

alAD OFFICB. 
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- - -.' . . 
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~., ~, . . . ~ . - .. 

, POLICY • 
....--.:0:--· 

. .. 
Straight and simple from the Start. 

GUARANTE~D BONUS 
.' 
,EXPERIENCED MANAGEMENT! 
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.1 

t-- VAIDYA & DESAI 
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THE JUPITER 
3ENERAL INSURANCE CO .• LD. 

Ewart House, Tamarind Lane, Fort, BOMBAY • 

...... Of6ce: ;3-7". King William St. New -" Of6ce: ltO, William St. 
SuIIocrihecI CapibI ... 1,50.00.000. PUd .. Capa.I ... 23,74,800. 

_ ........ a.. 40,00.000. 

After ...... Do doe ~ __ .. ,. 9 _ doe MJUPIUIl__ ........... _Uf.r--

Tbe Directors of tbe Ie JUPITER" feel tbat tbe 
ime bas now come for tbe " JU PITER ., to open this 
iepartment because Life Insurance bas begun to 
:levelop by leaps aDd bounds in this country. 

It is for the citizens of India to assist tbe II JUPI. 
rER" in makiug the Life Insurance Department 
l success so as to· enable the Company to render 
the IoU owing national services: 

I. Social service. namely, proteclion agaiDst 
misfortunes. 

2. To create old age pensions, 
3. To issue from time to time literature for 

the conservation of bealtb and the 
preservation of life. 

4. ~o belp in creating good and bealtby 
. dwellings. 

5. And generally to do all in the power 
of tbe Company lor the development 
of Industries and Commerce. 

We count upon the support of the general public 
in making tbe .. Jupiter" one of the most usefnl and 
successful institutions in the country • 
.AppllcotiOff' for Lij. Agmeiu trom inflMeRfiol portiu ani im>iud. 

LAUI NARANJI a: Co., ~ "-
THE JUPITER ALSO TRANSACTS FIRE, 

MARINE AND MOTOR CAR INSURANCES. 
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UNIVERSITIES IN THE 
UNITED STATES 

SOME IMPRESSIONS 

I 

mlDORING <h, _"" of F,,....,,. M=h and April 1926, I was the guest of the 
• - Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial in 

the United States. The object of the 
Memorial, in extending their invitation, 

was to give me an opportunity of visiting some of the 
principal Universities in America, and to meet, for quiet 
informal discussion, men concerned with university 
education. I was greatly assisted by the officers of the 
Memorial in making my plans; and by their thoughtful 
economy of my rime I was able to make stays of varying 
length not only at some of the institutions in the Eas~, 
but also in the Middle West and in California. I was 
also able to pay a short visit to Toronto. 

Everywhere I was received with the greatest con
sideration and friendliness. I had innumerable conversa
tions with trustees, administrators, teachers, students 
and "all sorts and conditions of men," and I had the 
privilege, as a student, of attending lectures and dis
cussions by some distinguished and stimulating teachers. 
I cannot speak too warmly of the kindness extended to a 
visitor, of the thought and pains taken to make my 
way easy and pleasant, or of the readiness with which 
busy men gave up their other concerns to welcome me. 
I hope I may number many of my temporary hosts 
among my permanent friends. To the Memorial whose 

3 
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kindness made possible this happy and informing ex
perience are due, and are extended, my grateful thanks. 

My journey was taken up mainly with the absorption 
of facts and information, though it was inevitable that 
I should form and modify-and discard-rapid and 
provisional judgements. Now that I can sort and 
arrange my impressions, I am attempting, while these 
are still relatively fresh, to place them upon record, 
not because they can be of much value for purposes of 
guidance or criticism, but in the hope that they may not 
be without a certain interest to those who may be curious 
to see how it strikes a visitor, who, conscious of his 
infirmities, has tried to be appreciative and candid and 
fair. 

I have endeavoured also to avoid generalization; 
for ·to generalize about American Universities seems as 
futile as to generalize about the United States. There 
are American Universities whose fame has circum
navigated the globe and whose contributions to learning 
and science are beyond estimation. There are others 
who, with aims and resources more limited, are bending 
themselves manfully to the task of producing "good 
citizens." There are others again-I speak only on the 
report of faithful witnesses-whose claims to be regarded 
as institutions of university status can hardly be taken 
seriously and indeed do not seem to fill any intelligible 
place in an educational system. 

II 
However much the many Universities and Colleges 

of the United States may differ in aim and achievement, 
their very existence is a proof that America "believes 
in Education."· To whatever cause this passionate 
belief is due-it may be in part a by-product of an egali-

• All Univeniries in the United States are exempt from natino.al 
and local tanrion. This, besides testifying to the belief in the nIue of 
education, is a practical boon of great nIue. I ha .. e known college 
buildings otand unoccupied in England because the College could not 
.fford the additional unrion that their occup.tion would entail. 
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tarlan i1.~diti6n which, in certain sides of American life, 
is still powerful-there is no doubt as to its existence. 
A visitor cannot help being caught up in this energy of 
belief, and although he may feel at times some doubts 
whether the results are as yet commensurate with the 
effort, and whether too much is not being expected of 
that part of formal education which is called" University 
Education," he cannot but experience also admiration 
and occasionally an expectation that something may 
at any time happen to justify one of the greatest of 
social experiments. 

The composite picture left on the visitor's memory of 
the greater American Universities is an attractive one. 
The buildings are usually adequate and sometimes 
impressive, and often set amid surroundings of great 
charm. The residential accommodation, when provided, 
may have some very beautiful architectural features. 
The athletic equipment indoor as well as outdoor will 
be at the least generous and it may be sumptuous. 
Swimming baths, running tracks, stadia for the various 
great contests, and well-equipped gymnasia are almost 
universal. 

The students are very pleasant, likeable and courteous 
folk, with a full share of the vigour and charm which 
belongs to youth. I was able to see them not only in 
the mass (and the mass is at times overwhelming) as 
they thronged the class-rooms or rushed out, a torrent in 
spate, at the conclusion of a class; I was privileged also 
to share their hospitality in club and fraternity house, 
to answer eager questions and to get something of their 
point of view. Their extra-curricular activities are not 
confined to sport: there are journals and papers (monthly, 
we~y, and even daily), some of them very brighdy 
written: there are debating societies, glee clubs, societies 
for music and the drama-in short, societies for all the 
things which students all the world over are wont to do. 

As the students are numbered by their thousands, 
the teachers are counted by their hundreds. It would 
be presumptuous in me to praise their work and attain-
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ments, or their devotion to the causes they serve; but 
I can place on record my appreciation of their kindness 
and hospitality, their patience under questions and the 
generous way in which I was instantly made to feel at 
home. The well-appointed Faculty Club, the centre 
for social purposes and a meeting place for business, 
formal and informal, is a prominent feature in the 
composite picture and the fortunate visitor who is made 
free of its amenities finds there a good deal to help him 
in his understanding of the American University. Over 
a meal he will learn in informal talk much that he could 
not gain otherwise. The identification of the waiter 
as his student-host of the previous evening will bring 
him dramatically into contact with one of the best things 
in American university life. And if he is flattered by 
being invited to participate, at the close, in a Faculty 
meeting, he will recognize the one-ness of academic 
mankind and the common burden which teachers in both 
hemispheres carry. 

III 
Three streams of influence have gone to make up the 

ideals of the American University, the English, the 
German and the contributions of the Americans them
selves, and in many of the Universities I visited it was 
not difficult to detect in the amalgam resulting from their 
fusion the ideals as well as the terminology (English, 
American and German) of the contributory parts. 
By the English influence I mean the old English tradition 
of " sound learning"; by the German, the passion for 
research; and by the distinctively American, a concep
tion of the functions of a University wider and more 
comprehensive than the older European idea •. These 
definitions are arbitrary and not mutually exclusive, but 
they will perhaps serve; and I find myself thinking in 
retrospect of one University as "English" and another 
as " American" because of the emphasis which it seemed 
to me was being laid on certain aspects of their work. 
But it is only a matter of emphasis. A grouping or 
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classification, of the American Universities according 
to their origins and ideals would cut across their geo
graphical location and also across the distinction between 
State and Endowed Universities. Some differences in 
ideals are, of course, inevitable: a city University cannot 
be a great agricultural centre, and an Endowed University 
is precluded from performing many of the functions of a 
State University. On the other hand, a State University 
may be found to have much the same ideals and oudook 
as those of the Endowed University. This difference in 
emphasis, however, undoubtedly exists. Thus the 
" English" note is especially prominent in the Eastern 
endowed Universities which have been evolved from 
Colleges frankly modelled on the English plan, and, 
broadly speaking, the Eastern Universities still look 
towards England educationally, though in the develop
ment of their research work their obligations to Germany 
are evident. The service which the Universities of this 
type render to the community is in a sense indirect. 
It is based on the assumption that men who have under
gone the discipline of a University will become fuller and 
completer men and so better qualified to serve their 
fellows. Regarding the curriculum, the older view was 
that the subject-matter was of less importance than the 
manner and thoroughness with which it was studied and 
accordingly the range of subjects to be covered was 
comparatively limited. There was also a kind of pre
sum ption in favour of some "grand old fortifying 
curriculum." In more modem times the curriculum 
has undergone changes in different directions. On 
the one hand the range of subjects has, in recent years, 
been extended and, on the whole, wisely extended, and 
on the other hand certain subjects, especially Latin 
and Greek, which were traditionally the backbone of an 
Arts curriculum, have definitely receded, and in some 
cases almost disappeared. 

The provision, as part of a university curriculum, of 
vocational or professional training, or training which 
shall lay the foundation for these, is of course of European 
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ancestry. The medizval university produced teachers 
and theologians and lawyers and physicians, and to these 
have been added engineers and architects and others. It 
is perhaps natural that this form of more direct service 
to the community should have met with great success 
in America and that it should have been carried further 
than in Europe. The point to which it can 
advantageously be extended is hard to determine: 
theoretically it should stop short at those subjects which 
are not susceptible of scientific treatment, but the 
acceptance of this question-begging canon does not help. 
Science is extending its frontiers daily and making 
new professions, and the old arts and crafts of the Middle 
Ages, or even of the nineteenth century, have now come 
within its purview. 

The American Universities may then be said to have 
inherited two of the features of the European Universi
ties-the University as a place for a liberal education 
and as a place for professional education. They have 
modified and added to these very considerably, and some 
of the additions and modifications are of great importance 
and significance. Consider, first, the University as a 
place for a liberal education. Subjects were added to 
the curriculum (as in Europe), because they had been 
added to the things of the mind. But they were added 
also, it would seem, in consequence of a new question 
which American educators had asked themselves. The 
old Universities were less concerned with the needs of 
the students than with the advancement of learning. 
They did not ask questions. They said to the world, 
" Here we teach and study this and that; all who are 
qualified and willing to follow our discipline may do so." 
The question asked (and still being asked) in America is, 
" What, having regard to their origin and to their future, . 
do our students need, in their cultural courses, to help 
them to become good citizens and to comprehend 
the civilization and environment in which they find 
themselves ?" The answer to the question has often 
been to revise the syllabus. And it is partly by way of 
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answer that subjects like Psychology and Geography and 
Economics have been included (and very materially 
advanced) in the curricula of American Universities, and, 
it may be surmised, solely in answer to the question that 
additions such as the notable syllabus on Contemporary 
Civilization of Columbia University have been made. 

Unquestionably many additions of great value have 
thus been made to the content of the university curri
culum on its cultural side. Nevertheless, doubts obtrude 
themselves, though they are doubts not as to the wisdom 
of the question but as to the answer made to it. If it be 
admitted that the take-it-or-Ieave-it attitude of some 
of the older European Universities • is neither desirable 
nor possible in America, may not something be left to the 
curiosity and initiative of the student himself? May 
not the provision of a course in a subject be at once too 
facile a method of meeting a student's supposed needs 
and a justification or excuse for his thinking that he mows 
what there is to be known? Is there not a real danger 
that the slight treatment which is all that is possible 
in some subjects results in the mere imparting of useful 
information as a substitute for an intellectual training? 
Not many people hold to-day that the subjects which can 
form the basis of such a training are few and immutable 
or that their unattractiveness and remoteness are their 
principal merits. On the other hand, there are even 
fewer who would maintain that a casual acquaintance 
with a number of topics, useful as it may be, can take the 
place of the stretching of the mind and shar'pening of 
the wits which come from getting really to grips with a 
difficult, but not necessarily uncongenial, subject or 
group of subjects. And it is notable that there is 
already a distinct movement in a few Universities towards 
an intensive study of a single cultural subject and away 
from the discursive study of several, and that, with the 

• Mr. C. E. Montague, in Rough 1ustitt, speaks of .. the keys that 
public schools and ancient Univeniti .. leave lying about, in • casual way, 
before the toddling feet of their nunlings, to picl: up or leave, II they 
chOOle." 

• 
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valuable aid of the Classical Association, a sturdy fight 
is being waged for the rehabilitation of the Classics. 

IV 
The strongest feature of the American University is its 

provision for the graduate • student. It is a fairly recent 
development, in which Johns Hopkins University played 
an early and distinguished part, but it has already done 
more than anything else to establish the position of the 
greater American Universities in the world of science and 
scholarship, and seems destined to grow to greater power 
in the next few years.· The Great War, in cutting off 
access to Europe, doubtless hastened its development, 
and the magnificent material resources of the Universities 
in laboratories, libraries and observatories have doubtless 
been important factors. But men and not merely 
material facilities are the chief attractions to young 
research workers, and in a great number of subjects
especially in economics and the physical and biological 
sciences-llome of the American workers have made 
additions to human knowledge which are world-famous. 
The growing stream of English graduates to American 
Universities is itself evidence of this, and the migration 
of students within the United States from one University 
to another is even more impressive. It would probably 
be within the power of some of the Universities to limit 
their entry solely to graduate students if they were so 
minded. The notable Robert Brookings School at 
Washington is indeed so limited and so are many of 
the professional schools, whose work is of a high order, in 
some cases indeed of special excellence. To this side of the 
activities of the University the contribution of America 
has been considerable, not only in the application of 
University treatment to professions hitherto outside it 
but also in the evolution of a new technique of teaching 
in the older professions. It is difficult to over-estimate 

• I.e. the English" postgraduate.» The American terminology U, I 
think, preferable. 
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the value of the services thus rendered to the community. 
How far the newer, and, to me, really impressive, 
architecture of America is indebted to the Universities 
for its inspiration I do not know, but their influence on 
law and medicine is obvious and profound, and in these 
subjects especially Harvard and Johns Hopkins have won 
European as well as American respect. Hardly less 
notable is the work and influence of the great Teachers' 
College in Columbia University. 

In one professional subject it was interesting to 
observe what I have called the English and German 
influence subsisting together. l'hat is the subject of 
Medicine. Under the English system, largely for his
torical reasons, medical education has been ancillary to 
the work of the hospitals, whose main concern was (and 
still is) the care of the sick. It is only in recent years 
that there has been in England an approach to the study 
of medicine for itself, and concerned primarily with a 
regard for the future well-being of the many rather than 
the present relief of the few. In Germany, on the other 
hand, the University has for many years been the pre
dominant partuer in the combination with the hospital. 
Both systems have in different ways justified themselves, 
and both have their glories. There are the names of 
Hunter and Lister among English clinicians, as there are 
those of Virchow and Miiller among the German Pro
fessors. A· rough· parallel is suggested by the Mayo 
clinic attached to the University of Minnesota and the 
Rockefeller Institute in New York. To attempt to 
appraise either of these would be presumptuous in a 
layman, and I do not know which moved me the more 
or set me musing more keenly upon the possibilities of 
medicine and science-the continuous procession (like a 
medizval pilgrimage) of the hopeful sick to Rochester, 
or the unremitting search for the secrets of life and death 
in the laboratories at New York. I may perhaps add 
that as far as I could gather the "scientific" view of 
medicine definitely predominates at present in the 
Universities, and also that the very general use of the 
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hospitals by all sections of the population, which is, as 
yet, far more common in the United States than in 
England, ensures a varied as well as an abundant supply 
of clinical material 

Of the Law Schools I may, perhaps, say something 
by way of particular commendation, since they have 
for me a special interest, and I renewed my youth in 
attending several classes when opportunity offered. 
Of these Harvard, of course, enjoys a rightful pre-emi
nence, due to the illustrious teachers from Langdell's 
time to the present day, to its distinguished graduates, 
and its origination of the now famous case-law system.· 
But Harvard does not stand alone; at Columbia, Yale, 
Berkeley, Leland Stanford, Michigan (with delightfully 
e, legal" buildings), and Chicago there are law schools 
which equ31 or excel anything in England, where, largely 
for historical reasons, the teaching of law has not re
ceived in the Universities the recognition it deserves and 
elsewhere enjoys. It was interesting to observe, too, 
how an American law school, such as Harvard, can easily 
extend its scope beyond that of a mere professional school. 
It does not only teach law as it is, it thinks about law 
as it should be, and in a country with forty-eight different 
jurisdictions the existence of a body of legal opinion 
resting on the scientific study of law is a possession of 
great valne. I do not think it fanciful to see a parallel 
between the pronouncements of professors of law 
(expressed privately or through the Law Journals) and 
the resplnlS4 pnulntti.", of the Roman Empire. And 
the questions which can, and do arise in the teaching and 
study of law in America (and of Constitutional Law in 
particular), raise in turn other questions of economic and 
political and social interest so fundamental that the 

• The merib of the system are a battIe-groomd mr the giants, aDd 1 
.-d IIOt entor it. penonallr. I think the appointment 01. fnIl-time 
teachers with an aptitude aDd an entlmsiasm mr teaching is more import-

• ant than this question of tecImique. I Ihoodd add, oo.-et, that all 
the law teachers I met, IDJDe 01. whom ...,.., COInUUDt with the Ia:tuJe
oyuem, ...,.., con"rince! IDpporten 01. the c:aae-Iaw oystem, with -
'-'10m 01. modifiatioD.. 
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professional law school has in some cases become a 
school which furnishes a liberal education in public life. 

Another respect in which America's energy and in
ventiveness are clearly evident is in the extension of the 
use of the printed word as an instrument of teaching and 
research in the Universities. The great Widener library 
at Harvard. with its "cells" for professors and its 
arrangements for graduate study within the library, may 
well come to be the example and pattern of the use of a 
library for the purposes of a University. And Harvard is, 
of course, not unique in the possession of a wealth of 
well-arranged books. The Presses of the greater Univer
sities are among their greatest achievements, and some 
are of high excellence. They produce very serviceable 
textbooks, they have maintained the honourable tradition 
that it behoves a University to foster the publication of 
learned and unremunerative works, and the steady stream 
of journals and bulletins, etc., which flow from them are, 
in some departments of learning, among the necessary 
things of European as well as of American scholars and 
scientists. Many of their publications, too, apart from 
any question of their content, are excellent specimens 
of printing and book-production. 

The teaching by correspondence, a combination of the 
written and the printed word, offers possibilities which 
have not yet been properly explored. Though it can 
never be anything but an inadequate substitute for 
personal contact with a gifted teacher, to deny its possible 
usefulness is to shut one's eyes to the value of reading and 
to set up the impossible doctrine that any teacher is 
better than any book. Unfortunately the work of 
"correspondence colleges" in the United States (as in 
some respects in England) is not sufficiently disinterested 
to afford material for a judgement. For this reason I 
was especially sorry that time did not permit of my seeing 
something of the teaching by correspondence which 
Columbia has initiated, for it is a courageous thing in 
a great University to say boldly, "If you cannot come 
to us, let us come to you." 
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Not only has America modified and extended the 
traditional activities of the University, those of teaching 
and research and the dissemination of knowledge, she 
has also made distinctive contributions of her own to 
the" idea of a University." The conception of the 
functions of a University which is especially evident in 
the State Universities in the West and Middle West 
is much broader than that of a learned body which is 
primarily concerned with the teaching of those who come 
under its immediate influence and with the advancement 
of learning and science by research. This Western 
extension of the idea of the University may be roughly 
described as the translation of the idea into action. It 
is at present most prominent in the realm of Agriculture 
and allied sciences, where the State University discharges 
functions which in Great Britain are discharged largely 
by the State itself, or by the agencies working in asso
ciation with the State. Its experimental stations, its 
" practical" instruction to agriculturists, its system 
of advice and guidance to those engaged in the great 
industries, are planned on a comprehensive scale. I 
could not myself be a witness of many of these activities 
(it was still winter in the Middle West), and I have no 
title to speak of their effectiveness. But I heard apprecia
tion of the work which was being done, and English 
scientists have spoken of it to me in terms of high praise. 

The conception is, however, in some ways more 
important than the, as yet, partial fulfilment. The now 
famous "Wisconsin Idea" offers a stimulating picture 
of the dominant position which a University might attain 
as an informing and persuasive agency in the State, not 
merely working out abstract problems of social organiza
tion in the seclusion of the University, but thinking of 
them with reference to the special problems of the 
State. Already, in some respects, some of the Universi
ties are approaching the position of being the most 
esteemed governmental organ of the State. This is 
due of course, in part, to the relatively undeveloped 
condition of the other state organs and the low opinion 
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entertained of many state legislators and of " politics" ; 
but the Universities have also, by virtue of their own 
merits, achieved the recognition which they have been 
accorded. The realization of this extended idea of the 
University may carry with it some risks, but to an out
sider they seem risks worth running. 

V 

This seems the place to mention a question which is 
just now being eagerly discussed in some quarters and 
which may prove of great significance in the development 
of the American University: the question of the in
struction of undergradates in the liberal arts. There is 
on the one hand, in some quarters, a tendency to regard 
the education of the undergraduate as a task unworthy of 
the energies of a great University. On the other hand 
the success and the relatively high standard of the 
graduate and professional schools have led to a concentra.
tion of interest in this part of the University's work and 
a disposition to consider that part as its main if not its 
sole concern. There is, therefore, a convention in the 
making (or already established) • by which the claims of 
an institution to the title of University are measured by 
the extent of its graduate and professional work. In at 
least one university students are in future to be received 
for the last two years only of undergraduate work, and 
in others the question of the continuance of any under
graduate-instruction in the liberal arts is being seriously 
considered. 

Into that discussion a visitor cannot, with advantage, 
enter, for the problems which have given rise to it are 

• The working out of the convention, which is not as yet general, 
occasionally leads to odd reaulu. Of two institutiolll I visited one was 
styled" College" (and conferred only a Bachelor'. degree), and the other 
.. University," with graduate schools. But as far as I could judge, the 
standard of attainment of the .. College" waa distinctly higher than 
that of the "University." This is but one instance of the danger of 
generalization. 
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peculjarly American. One cannot help feeling a certain 
regret that the old" College," the mother of the Uni
versity, should come to be regarded as a poor relation 
whose very seat in the household is precarious and that 
an institution which was the headstone should now be 
the stone which the builders refuse. But the question 
is a highly complicated one and not to be settled on 
sentimental grounds. There are many considerations 
to be borne in mind, and the pressure of numbers alone 
(as to which I shall say something later), may justify 
provision outside the University (e.g. in the" Junior 
Colleges'') for those students whose attainments and 
purpose fall short of university ideals. An alternative 
to this proposal, so far as it is put forward to meet the 
pressure of numbers, might be found in a rigorous 
selection from among students desiring admission. I 
refer to this later, but I may say now that I realize the 
difficulties attending its application to the State Universi
ties. Nevertheless, while the limitation of the University 
to graduate work may have much to commend it, the 
policy of totally excluding the undergraduate seems to be 
an evasion rather than a solution of the problem. The 
status of the University may be raised, at any rate 
temporarily, but the status of the undergraduate will 
certainly be lowered. For a large number of under
graduates the lower status may be all that they desire or 
deserve, but what of those who desire to proceed to the 
University? It is obvious that if the policy of excluding 
the undergraduate is applied all round all the applicants 
for admission to the University must be drawn from 
junior institutions of varying standing, and that many of 
these students will have been deprived during their 
impressionable years of that precious stimulus which 
comes from contact with the men who are leaders of 
thought and makers of new knowledge-men who, 
sometimes by a chance phrase, tum the thoughts of 
an ordinary undergraduate towards research and high 
scholarship. Might not such a policy have an adverse 
effect on the quality as well as the quantity of graduate 
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students more than counterbalancing the gain which the 
exclusion of the undergraduate would bring? 

The position would, of course, be somewhat different 
if the policy of concentration on graduate work were 
recognized as not being capable of general application 
and were confined to a few" Super-Universities" which 
will draw their students from other institutions. Prob
ably this may be the course adopted. English experience 
seems to suggest two things: one is that to bear their 
fullest fruit undergraduate and graduate studies flourish 
best together. The other is that Universities having 
undergraduate students of promise tend to keep them 
within their own folds for graduate work. In the 
United States the conditions are different: there is 
a greater diversity of standard among the institutions, 
and the American student has acquired the habit of 
migration from one to another far more strongly than 
the English student. The experiment of limiting the 
activities of a University to graduate work can for these 
reasons be carried out under more favourable conditions. 
It will be interesting to observe the outcome. 

VI 

The government of the Universities-Endowed and 
State-varies in certain details, but generally speaking 
follows a common form. There are three main organs, 
the Governing Body, the President, and the Faculty. 

The supreme governing body is invariably a lay body, 
known in the endowed Universities as "The Trustees," 
and in State Universities as "The Regents." The 
Trustees are appointed in accordance with the instrument 
establishing the University, and sometimes there is a 
later provision by which the alumni may nominate a 
proportion. The Regents are either elected directly or 
appointed by the Governor of the State. In no case, 
I believe, is the teaching staff directly represented on the 
Trustees or Regents. 

The Chief Executive Officer (the President or Chan
•• 
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cellor) is often, but not necessarily, a member ,of the 
Governing Body and in some cases their Chairman. 
He is the channel through which matters are com
municated from the Faculty to the Governing Body. 

The Faculty are the organized body of teachers, who 
exercise in many cases a considerable amount of control 
over strictly academic matters delegated to them by the 
Governing Body. 

In addition to these primary organs of government
Governing Body, President, and Faculty-the growth 
and complexity of many Universities have necessitated 
the creation of others. For instance, a Professional or 
Graduate School in a large University has a Dean as 
administrative head, and the department may, in certain 
matters, act as a unit independently of the Faculty. 

There are, legally, few if any limitations on the powers 
of the Governing Boay. In the endowed Universities 
they are, of course, the trustees of the University's 
property and probably, in law, they aTe the University. 
In most cases in both Endowed and State Universities 
they exercise financial control-the approval of the 
Budget and so on-and the powers which fiIll!ncial 
control carries with it. Teachers "and other officers are 
appointed and djsmissed by them. Theirs is ultimately 
the responsibility for the educational programme of the 
University. 0 

But a bald statement of their legal powers would not 
be an accurate statement of their actual functions. 
There is an unwritten as well as a written constitution. 
I have met with only one instance of a positive provision 
that the views of the staff must be obtained before 
action can be taken in academic matters, but on the 
other hand I met with no case in which in practice any 
important educational step is taken without the views of 
the staff (or part of them) being formally or informally 
ascertained. In many matters, indeed, when powers 
are not actually delegated to the Faculty the approval 
oof the Governing Body is a formality and the only action 
taken by them is to " rubber-stamp " proposals which the 
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experts below have submitted to them. The action 
taken by the Trustees is almost invariably taken on 
advice from those intimately acquainted with the working 
of the institution through the President, about whose 
office I shall say something presently. It is stated on 
high authority, that of a distinguished President,· that 
Trustees" form the most powerful, the most responsible, 
the most abused of all who are connected with our 
institutions of higher learning, and they have not the 
consolation of distinction or the make-weight of glory." 
I have myself met Trustees of some of the greater Uni
versities and I have heard of the beneficent activities of 
many. The impressions I got from them were that they 
had very keenly at heart the welfare of the institution 
with which they were connected, and they were extremely 
reluctant to go against academic opinion. From other 
people I heard not only the highest praise of the help 
which Trw.;tees give to the management of the business 
and financial work of the University, but appreciation 
also of the value of their criticisms, even on academic 
programmes. It is good at times that a breath of air 
from outside should refresh the academic atmosphere. 

The teachers of the University take (at least formally) 
a very much smaller part in the geneFal government of 
the University than do their English colleagues. To 
what extent they desire a fuller participation I do not 
venture to say. They would certainly think it desirable 
that they should be consulted in appointments and 
dismissals (" hiring and firing "), but I doubt whether 
they have at present an active desire to take a greater 
share in the non-academic business of the University. I 
have indeed been told by some that they are already so 
much occupied in "serving tables "-the preparation of 
returns, etc.-that they have not sufficient time for their 
proper work of teaching and research, and lack both leisure 
and inclination for the further attendance at committees 
and so on which participation in government would 

• Preaident Old., of Amherst, cited in 'Iht Colkg. Prtsitltnt, by C. F. 
Thwing, p. I", 
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entail. On the other hand, I have been assured by 
competent authority that a referendum on the question 
would result in a decided affirmative.· 

VII 
The outstanding figure in American University ad

ministration is, of course, the President. Originally the 
head of a College in which he stood among other teachers 
primus inter pares, the University President has become, 
with the vast growth in the size and activities of the 
Universities, one of the most powerful and conspicuous 
figures in American life. The University President is 
often the most prominent personage in the State-the 
Governor not excepted-and he may hold high political 
office. 

The President is the representative of the University 
before the world; it is the President who states its aims 
and ideals, who justifies its actions, defends it from 
attack, and submits with varying degrees of complacency 
or patience to the importunities of pressmen regarding 
the " questions of the hour." t . 

Inside the University he occupies a position which is 
without a real parallel in an English University and which 
is not easy for an English visitor at first to comprehend. 
He is still primus, but the pares have shrunk considerably 
in relative importance. "The President is a general," 
said an eminent scholar to me, "and I am a major." 
In any case his position as chief executive officer of the 
University would necessarily be a powerful one. But he is 
much more than the chief executive officer responsible 
to the Governing Body, acting in their name and on their 
behalf. He leads and he is expected to lead. He initia
ates a policy and carries it into effect, and the fortunes of 
a University are in many cases so closely bound up with 
the qualities of the President that its rise and decline 

• See also the Bolklitl ./ ArtUric .. Amc;alWrl ./ UtI;,,"S;1y Pro/ISS"', 
Vol. 10, No.5. 

t On the extra-mural activities of the President see Dean Pound in 
InJ;au UtI;fltfSily Bolkli_, "News Letter 13," August 8th, 1915. 
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synchronize with the President's appointment and depar-" 
ture. "It is no use your going to --," I was told; 
" there is nothing worth seeing there now that X. has 
left." 

The President, as has been said, is the channel of 
communication between the Faculties and the Governing 
Body, but the acceptance of advice from the Faculty 
is dependent upon his endorsement, and since the 
responsibility for carrying into effect the educational 
policy of the University is his, it may be assumed that in 
the case of his differing from the staff his views and not 
theirs will prevail with the Governing Body. 

Although some eminence in scholarship or science 
seems to be required of the President it appears now 
generally recognized that it is impossible, save in very 
unusual circumstances, for the President to take any 
active part in teaching. When the magnitude and 
variety of his duties are borne in mind there is nothing 
surprising in this. In entering upon his high office he 
definitely renounces the laboratory or the library, for " 
whose calm and quiet, one surmises, his heart must 
sometimes yearn. And his immersion in administrative 
work not only cuts him off from teaching, it makes him 
an isolated, almost a lonely, figure in the University. 
In the large Universities one hears the President spoken 
of with respect or admiration, less often with affection, 
and never with the familiarity that easy intercourse 
brings with it. In a large University, indeed, the Presi
dent may not know all the members of the Faculty, and 
they may know him only by sight. To the students he 
may be but a famous name. Other considerations apart, 
the mere size to which some Universities have attained is 
a sufficient explanation of the altered relationship, but 
one notes, and not without regret, the difference of 
atmosphere in the smaller institutions, where the Presi
dent, while" not taking a very active part in teaching, 
can be a" wise-a slightly worldly-wise-and genial guide 
to his colleagues, and under the name of "Prexy" the 
valued and often-sought confidant of the students. 
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The question may be asked, indeed it is being asked, 
whether, for this among other reasons, some limit should 
not be placed to the size of an American University. 
Already administrative necessity is compelling a consider
able amount of devolution, but, as for the most part this 
takes the form of delegating responsibility to other 
administrative officials, such as the Deans and heads of 
Departments, it is not in any real sense of the word a 
step towards self-government. This expedient does not, 
therefore, go to the root of the question; it may, in fact,. 
make the situation definitely worse. It is asserted, for 
instance, in some quarters that in addition to the one 
monarch, there are being set up half a dozen sub-monarchs 
in the shape of the Deans, and that, while they may 
act contrary to the President's wishes, he cannot override 
them unless he is prepared to go to the extreme length 
of recommending that their services should be dispensed 
with. The position may, therefore, arise in which the 
President, far from being the autocrat he is alleged to be, 
is, like a Persian king, governed by his satraps. I do not 
venture to say whether this is a correct description, but 
it does certainly appear that some break-up of the huge 
unitary government is, as the clinicians say, " indicated." 
Already there is talk of the creation of a "College" 
system. If this implies the replacement of the unitary 
by a kind of federal government with a division of 
functions between the" University" and the" College," 
the tremendous burden which the President has to carry 
may be relieved, but the practicability of such a solution 
(which to be effective must carry with it a considerable 
participation by the teachers themselves) is a matter 
on which a visitor would hardly presume to pronounce. 

The debt which the Universities owe to the distin
guished men who have filled and are filling the office of 
President is incalculable. Without their idealism, their 
guidance, and their arduous and continuous labours the 
Universities could not possibly have attained their 
commanding position in the esteem of Americans. 

For the present therefore, at any rate, while so many of 
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the Universities are im W"den, the office of President or' 
. something like it, may be regarded as essential to their 
• existence. "We cannot do. without them yet," said 
'pro Starr Jordan (quoted in 'Ihe College President, by 
Dr. C. F. Thwing). Certainly it does not seem that the 
American public sees anything incongruous in entrusting 
to the head of a University such vast powers as a President 
may, and sometimes does, exercise. The very title has 
powerful connotations in America. It is not only the 
title of the Chief Magistrate of the Republic: it is the 
title of the Chief Officer of innumerable trading and 
public-utility corporations; and people who reason 
by analogies see nothing surprising in vesting a University 
President, like other "Presidents," with great powers, 
even inc;luding the power of "hiring and firing."· 

If a change is made in the method of government by a 
President it may be hazarded that it will not be because 
of the seeming anomaly of an institution, traditionally 
regarded as self-governing, being governed from above. 
A student of the British Constitution hardly needs to 
remind himself that anomalies in government may have 
a long life and play a useful part, or that the formal 
machinery of government is not the" real" government, 
which may rest upon understandings and conventions 
hardly less potent than statutes and trust deeds. Neither 
logic nor first principles will, of themselves, provide the 
motive power for change. But" reasons of mer
chandise "-the very success and expansion of the 
Universities, and (it may be added) the difficulty of 
finding men with the strength and qualities necessary 
for carrying on the office of President-these, one 
may surmise, may prove more potent agencies in the 
" democratization" of the American Universities. In 
the meanwhile it would be foolish not to recognize the 
undoubted advantages of the present system, or to 
blind oneself to the fact that it is the combination of an 

• See the curious utterance of • univenity trustee reported by nean 
Pound in [sJia"" U"i"trsit'j BulUti", .. N .... Letter" 13. August 8th. 
19%5· 
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" autocratic" President with a relatively small and 
homogeneous Governing Body which has made possible 
the planning and building up of the most impressive 
monument to the faith in university education which 
the world has yet seen. 

VIII 
After this discussion of the government of the Uni

versity it is natural to ask how the freedom of the teacher 
is maintained. 

There is nothing more necessary to the salvation of a 
University than the freedom of the teacher to "speak 
his mind," but the nature of that freedom, the restraint, 
self-imposed or imposed from without, which is its 
complement, and the manner and time of its exercise are 
questions which can only be glanced at here.· Here I 
cannot do more than tender for what they are worth 
my impressions of the present position of the teacher 
in American Universities; and it is probably unnecessary 
to stress the caution that a subject like this is, from its 
nature, one on which it is exceedingly difficult for 
a visitor either to elicit the facts or to form a clear-cut 
judgement. 

I have, however, been helped a great deal Adminis
trators and professors have talked to me in confidence 
very frankly on the subject, and by a diligent perusal of 
newspapers and periodicals, by taking samples of lay 
opinion as expressed by journalists and lawyers and the 
man who talks, not brilliantly but often informingly, 
in the smoking carriage, I have been able to get some 
notion of the views of what the English people call the 
man in the street. Of the very highest value have 
been some of the reports contained in the " Bulletins " 
of the Association of American Professors. 

My opinion is, I am glad to say, that the condition of 

• I may perhapO refer to a .. ery thoughtful aud balanced paper by my 
friend Dr. Emest Barker in the p,.,mli_gs _, the British 4ss.u.li .. 
for 192+ 
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affain is very much better than I had been led to believe. 
There is a loug road yet to be travelled. There have 
beeu in the past, and even in recent years. some cases of 
dismissal and enforced resignatiou which. judged by any 
reasonable standard, are. I think. indefensible. This 
was especially true during the war period and immediately 
afterwards, the period of .. 100 per cent. Americanism.. .. 
War hysteria and the intensified nationalism which 
accompanies it, though they have no national boundaries. 
appear to have been especially hann£nl in the United 
States. When. however. these qualifications are admitted 
it appears clear that there has been a gradnal and very 
considerable improvement in the position. The right, 
which is also the duty. of the teacher to promote and 
ad7ance his subject untrammelled by considerations 
other than educational, and also to exercise the functions 
which pertain to him as a citizen. is being increasingly 
recognized. though perhaps more certainly in the 
Endowed than in the State Universities. This is not 
merely my own conclusion: it is that also of those who 
have been closely concerned with many cases that have 
arisen and who have had reason to be critical. 

One reason which renders it diflicnlt for a visitor. or 
for that matter for an American. to form an opinion on 
some cases that have achieved notoriety is to be found in 
the fact that issues other than that of academic freedom 
have been raised. This has happened on several occasions. 
and it is hard to disentangle these various issues or to 
determine how far they are snbsidiaIy to the principal 
one. In some cases it is alleged that they have been 
raised by the acenser solely for the purpose of obscuring 
the principle at stale, or as addition and alternative 
counts in the indictment for the sale of securing a 
conviction or justifying proceedings which would be open 
to censure if it were too apparent that a man was being 
persecuted for holding and advancing opinions dis
pleasing to those in authority. 

This may still be so. but it would not be wise to assume 
that it is invariably &0. Most cases of .. martyrdom .. 
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are complicated: the martyr himself is often complicated, 
and it is advisable and perhaps necessary to perpend 
the martyr as well as the martyr's cause. He may 
sufficiently appreciate the truism that the exercise of a 
right should be accompanied by a certain regard for the 
opinions of others. The fact that he holds minority 
opinions may, by a familiar psychological process, tend 
to exalt his ego: he may be vain, or tactless, or just 
stupid. He may be all this, and in consequence an un
mitigated nuisance to the administrator and to people 
who have no desire to be persecutors hut who "hate 
a fuss"; nevertheless he may in his own person, and in 
his own particular cause, be a test case for the great 
and general cause of academic freedom. 

It is not necessary or possible to indicate all the 
directions from which threats to academic freedom may 
come. Let me say at once that I met with no criticilms 
on this score, even from those disposed to be critical 
of the various great Foundations, such as the Carnegie 
and Rockefeller Foundations. On the contrary, I 
heard very warm praise of their activities. To the 
Foundation is due, in a large measure, the improved 
position of the teachers: and their far-sighted benefi
cence is responsible not only for the extension and develop
ment of many institutions but some interesting and 
fruitful experiments in research in subjects of high import 
not for education alone, but for the human race. The 
Foundations have done and are doing great things for 
American Universities. 

The dangers to academic freedom come from other 
quarters entirely. 

The attacks on the Universities, in respect of their 
"Darwinianism," come through the State Legislatures" 
and presumably can affect, directly, the State Universities 
only. Hitherto this amazing crusade has been confined 
to the South, although it is worthy of remark that 
legislation on similar lines is talked of both in California 
and Minnesota. It is difficult to say whether or not this 
movement constitutes a serious menace to academic 
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freedom. Ludicrous as it appears, it has aheady achieved 
some measure of success, and it is certainly not to be 
dismissed as of no importance.· I say this, not because 
I think it can succeed, but because its threat may make 
it necessary for the teachers to tum aside from more 
important tasks to fight once more a battle that was fought 
and won half a c;entury ago. 

Of far greater interest to a visitor are the controversies 
that arise from time to time in consequence of the diver
gence of view between the Universities and some of their 
critics on social and politico-economic questions. In 
both politics and economics an English visitor to the 
United States has to make very considerable adjustments 
in his scales of excellence or turpitude. In some of the 
States he finds that political views which in England would 
be regarded, at worst, as slightly" pink" are there labelled 
very distinctly, " red," and what would be the American 
colour of the more "extreme" English Socialism can 
only be an interesting speculation. Again, theories 
regarding, for example, the legitimate sphere of the 
State and legislation based upon those theories which are 
accepted avowedly or tacitly by all English political 
parties are looked upon, in certain quarters, with the 
gravest suspicion if not with vigorous abhorrence. 
Whether, contemplating this attitude of mind, and re
calling the Mid-Victorian schools of thought it so closely 
.resembles, one thinks of the United States as the home of 
lost causes, or applauds the sturdy pioneer spirit of which 
the attitud.e is perhaps the product, is not material. 
There seems no doubt as to its existence. 

A visitor notes also in general conversation and in the 
popular press a curious sensitiveness to criticism of 
national or state or city (even small city) institutions. 

• I observe, too. that the President of the American Associ.ttion of 
University Prof....,n atated in 19%3 that .. Fundamentalism is the most 
sinister force that has yet attacl:ed freedom of teaching. Attempted 
coercion by commerce and political institutions haa never mown a tenth 
of the vitality and earnestness of this menace!' Cited in 'l nulmcUs in 
C.lleg. Admin"".ti .... by R. L. Kelly. 
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There are several expressive (and amusing) slang phrases 
which illustrate this feeling of resentment. A critic is 
a " crape hanger": he is warned not to " rock the boat," 
or exhorted, in a famous phrase, "to put away the knocker 
and get out the horn." Possibly such manifestations 
of local patriotism are not to be taken too seriously as a 
threat to academic freedom, certainly not by the larger 
Universities. They seem, however, a not wholly unim
portant element in the question. 

I should judge that on the whole American newspapers 
are proud of the Universities and are friendly to them. 
In a publit: controversy between a great University and, 
say, a great trading corporation, where no question of 
local patriotism was at stake, the popular press would 
probably take the side of the University. But there 
may be issues which do not reach the stage of public 
discussion and which may affect a university teacher in 
an indirect and subtle way. The realization that 
certain forms of teaching may incur hostile criticism and 
that the application of general doctrines to particular 
cases may be unwise must inevitably tend to induce a 
frame of mind which may be called prudent. And 
prudence in the teaching work of a University exercises 
a dangerous effect, the more dangerous because it is not 
always recognized. How far a teacher's thinking may be 
deflected it is impossible to say, and whether, and to 
what extent, his speaking may be influenced by the 
possibility of disapproval is almost as hard a question. 
It is easy, however, to understand that when a University 
is appealing for funds and when a great "drive" is 
imminent a President as well as a Professor may feel it 
advisable to practise economy of statement lest their 
University should suffer harm as the result of resentment 
which is none the less powerful because it is not expressed 
in public. 

The duty of the Universities in the face of criticism of 
their teaching and their teachers is obvious. They must 
go on with their work of disseminating knowledge and 
forming public opinion. More knowledge alone will 
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prove fatal to attacks such as those on the teaching of 
biology. For the anti-evolution crusade, while it may 
rest upon sincerity, most certainly rests also upon ignor
ance. Unless one's reading of history is utterly at fault, 
attemptS to stop the spread of scientific knowledge by 
legislative acts have always failed and are bound to fail, 
though, as in this case, they may meet with some tem
porary success. 

It may be said that in all democracies, and especially 
in the United States, public opinion must, in the last 
resort, be the arbiter on the question of free speech; and 
that the Universities can most effectively make their 
freedom secure by creating a reasonable public opinion. 
This statement contains a great measure of truth, but, 
as one of America's leading publicists has pointed out, 
any statement regarding the province of public opinion 
has to be received and applied with many reservations 
and qualifications. No one has shown more clearly 
than Mr. Walter Lippman • the difficulties of determining 
the issues on which the verdict of public opinion has a 
real validity and of bringing that opinion to bear on the 
issues when they have been determined. There are, 
or have been, for instance, two matters of prime concern 
for academic freedom in America: the teaching of 
evolution and the participation of America in the Great 
War •. On the first, which is a question of the truth or 
probability of a biological hypothesis, a popular judgement 
is, and for many years must be, a worthless one. The 
only opinion of value is the opinion of experts, and the best 
public opinion on this issue is that it cannot have an 
opinion, or certainly not a positive opinion on which to 
base action. A different situation arises on a question 
of war aims. It would be rash to say that here the· 
public opinion was an ignorant opinion; it may have 
been just as sound (or unsound) as the opinion of a uni
versity professor, for, as yet, there are but few experts 
in international affairs, and these are recognized as such 
only when their subject-matter has passed into the 

• See t.g. his Pha._ P~li •• 
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domain of history. There are no recogniZed experts in 
" Patriotism." 

While, however, public opinion regarding the ques
tions which concern academic freedom has an authority 
which will vary with the nature of the question, it can, 
nevertheless, in all of them compel and restrain. And 
it does so and will do so, until it has learnt that in all 
these matters toleration is essential if freedom, not only 
the freedom of Universities, but the freedom of demo
cracy itself, is to flourish. Toleration of minority 
opinions is one of the rarer virtues in democracies, and 
it may be doubted whether the conditions of modem 
civilization in America and elsewhere favour iu growth; 
but it is in the belief that education, and more educa
tion, is the foe both of ignorance and intolerance, that 
the Universities are going forward with their work. 
They realize probably that the promotion of toleration 
is a very much longer process than education in biology 
and that more, many more, stand in need of it. I 
think they realize, too, that while for the preservation of 
freedom of speech the creation of a favourable public 
opinion is essential, something more is wanted. Un
doubtedly fleritas prtflalebit; but this is a "long run " 
maxim. And there may be cases where it is necessary, 
in the spirit of Burke's Bristol speech, for the Universities 
to stand for a time against public opinion, not only for 
the cause of freedom, but for the cause of the public 
iuelf. 

It is hardly necessary to say that the teachers of the 
Universities are fully alive to the importance of preserving 
and extending academic freedom. They have indeed 
had reason to be. In this connection the activities of 
the Association of University Professors are of high 
importance. The reports of investigations conducted 
by iu Committees are excellent in temper and tone, and 
convey the impression of a sincere desire to get at all the 
facu, even when the facu might tell against the teacher. 
They are in substance judicial enquiries, and though 
these may lack the flavour and zest of the ex parte attack, 
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they must ultimately be more effective. The inquest 
of the Committee of Investigation obviously cannot 
prevent the dismissal of a teacher or secure his reinstate
ment; and it may be doubted whether in many cases a 
" hiring" President would prefer the judgement of the 
Committee to that of his "firing" colleague. But the 
publicity is of itself a valuable instrument, and the very 
existence of the Committee has the effect of forcing the 
authorities to elect whether they will allow an enquiry 
in which they can justify their action or by refusing it 
prejudice their case in the eyes of the public. What is, 
perhaps, of more immediate significance is the realization 
that an adverse report of the Committee is tending, 
surely and certainly, to dissuade the better teachers from 
accepting an appointment in a University which has not 
yet learned that a good teacher values, above all things, 
freedom to speak his mind. 

There are a few things which may be said in conclusion. 
The President of more than one University (and one 
especially) was spoken of in high terms for the stand he 
has made on behalf of academic freedom. I was assured 
also, on competent authority, that of a distinguished 
teacher, that in the greater Endowed Universities the 
Trustees show an increasing reluctance to interfere, even 
under pressure, with the freedom of the teacher. There 
is also the fact that a growing number of the members of 
State Legislatures are university men, and this is bringing 
about the growth of a "university outlook" in those 
bodies. Similarly in the State as well as in the Endowed 
University the inclusion of alumni among the Regents or 
Trustees is certainly tending towards the same end. 

IX 
The magnificence of the financial resources of some 

of the American Universities produces in a visitor a 
feeling approaching envy. In England we frequently 
speculate on the things we could do " if only we had the 
money." In the United States, while there are large 
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programmes dependent for their realization upon more 
financial support, one also meets from time to time with 
financial preoccupations of another kind. The question 
is asked whether there are not dangers in asking for (and 
also in getting) so much money, or, to put it in another 
way, whether the United States, notwithstanding their 
great wealth, can" afford" (in a real sense) university 
education on the scale which is being attempted. The 
question is asked, not only with reference to the State 
Universities, but also with reference to the appeals by 
the Endowed Universities to the alumni and the general 
public. The reason for this feeling of apprehension is in 
a large part a realization of the possibility that the receipt 
of money may come, sooner or later, to dominate or at 
any rate influence unfavourably the development of the 
work of the Universities. 

The State Universities have their own difficulties. 
The passage of the budget may be a time of real anxiety 
and call for the exercise of arts not usually associated with 
academically minded people. A State Legislature which 
has not acquired a "university standpoint" may be 
willing to provide funds for, say, agriculture, but be cold 
to the claims of pure science or classical scholarship. 
To educate the Legislature to an appreciation of the 
functions of the University, to meet criticisms, reasonable 
or otherwise, of its activities, to do the things requisite to 
secure the funds for its maintenance and extension-these, 
though necessary and wholesome works, make a great 
demand upon the powers and energies of the University. 

To convince the alumni of an Endowed University 
of the needs of their institution and to meet their criti
cisms-which are mainly conservative in character
is a less arduous task than dealing with a "difficult" 
Legislature (and perhaps a "difficult" electorate). The 
generosity of ~he American graduate towards his Uni
versity is both notable and laudable. Nevertheless, his 
generosity must be organized and induced to flow into 
the right channel, and one hears at times a doubt expressed 
whether the adjustment between the views of the 
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graduates and those of the University may not influence 
unfavourably its work and policy. Reference has already 
been made to the effect, partly, it may be, subconscious, 
on the teaching work of a University when a "drive" 
is pending, and I need not repeat what has already 
been said regarding the threat to academic freedom of 
which some' Universities are apprehensive. 

The business side of the Universities struck me as 
exceedingly well done, and while the financial work must 
of necessity tend to absorb much of the thought and time 
of the university authorities, the impression made upon 
an outsider was that the energetic and capable men 
engaged upon it were fully able to grapple with any poten
tial dangers which might arise. This is not to say, 
however, that the apprehensions I have mentioned are 
groundless, for it is a commonplace that financial support 
is apt to become financial control, and the realization that 
this may be so has led, and doubtless wisely led, to certain 
gifts being declined. 

The difficulties in the way of the American Universities 
which mainly impressed me were, however, of another 
sort. They were due, paradoxically enough, to the very 
belief in the virtues of higher education, or (to be more 
accurate) in the advantages of a college career. The 
tens of thousands of students who resort to the Universi
ties have created a situation of which it is not easy to 
see the outcome. In the Endowed Universities the 
difficulty is less acute, and they can and do control their 
admissions with great care: in some cases a most ingenious 
technique has been elaborated to secure that as far as 
possible only those students shall be admitted who show 
that they possess a suitable intellectual and physical 
equipment and show promise of. obtaining real benefit 
from the courses they propose to follow. 

In the State Universities it is not possible to establish 
such a rigorous form of selection or differentiation, and 
in consequence all students who have obtained a certain 
number of credits in the high school course have a quasi
right to present themselves for admission to the University. 
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Hence the huge classes with which the University teachers 
attempt to grapple, the complaint of the teachers of the 
dissipation of energy in elementary teaching to ill
prepared students, and the large wastage of students 
during the freshman year or at its conclusion. 

The situation created by numbers alone, a kind of 
Malthusian situation in which the growth of a student 
population has been out of all proportion to the growth 
in the teacher population, is not, however, the only 
difficulty with which the teachers have to contend. A 
difficulty at least as formidable as that of numbers is 
found in the intellectual quality of the undergraduate, 
and this, though felt most acutely in institutions where it is 
not possible to establish a strict scheme of admission, 
is not limited to them. I can express what I mean only 
by indulging for a moment in the ungracious act of 
comparing him with the English undergraduate. Both 
have many qualities in common, but while in some 
respects the American undergraduate is more of a 
" man of the world" than the English, in others he is 
strangely immature, and intellectually is (on the average) 
at least two years behind the English student of the same 
age. Some experienced teachers put the period higher, 
but I found no disagreement as to the existence of the 
"lag." Various explanatious were put forward to 
account for it; perhaps no one is adequate, and I do not 
myself profess to have found the right one. 

In the State Universities the absence of a strict selective 
process may be a contributory cause. Here the existence 
of a quasi-right based upon a very dubious application 
of "democratic" theory has certainly added to the 
difficulty. England is certainly not less democratic 
than the United States, and positions of distinction in 
politics and commerce, in science and literature, are 
frequently attained ·by the sons of poor men. We talk 
in England of the " educational ladder ," using this meta
phor to explain how, by the use of scholarships (State, 
municipal, and others), a poor boy from, say, the East 
End of London can become a Wrangler at Cambridge. 
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[t is not an easy way, continued effort is needed to climb, 
a good many fail; but those who succeed have been con
tinuously tested. The metaphor would not be applicable 
in most of the State Universities; here, instead of a 
ladder, there is an elevator. No effort is called for, and 
in the absence of an accident all arrive safely at the top. 
Fit and unfit survive. 

There is a " lag," too, among the average undergradu
ates at the Endowed Universities, although owing to the 
selective process already referred to, it is not so pronounced 
as at the State Universities. Here other explanations are 
offered. One is the nature of the schools from which 
the undergraduates are drawn. It is said, for instance, 
that young people stay too long in the primary schools 
(almost entirely staffed by women teachers), and that in 
the system or convention regulating the age of transfer 
from primary to high school is to be found, partially 
at least, an explanation. Again, there is criticism of the 
methods employed in the schools (both public and 
preparatory), the meagre equipment of the teachers, and 
so on. These are matters upon which I cannot, of course, 
express an opinion of my own, but I heard and read 
enough to lead me to suppose that an inquest on some, 
at least, of the difficulties of the Universities ought to 
take, as its starting-point, the instruction provided in the 
schools. Nor can a visitor do more than speculate on the 
extent to which non-scholastic influences are responsible 
for the relative unpreparedness of the undergraduate, 
although in one matter, and that one most important
his acquaintance with English speech and literature-
there are certain obvious considerations to be borne in 
mind. A very large proportion of the white population
roughly one half-are immigrants or the children of 
immigrants-the great majority from non-English
speaking lands. The first generation acquires a highly 
interesting and often amusing kind of English, sufficient 
for the ordinary affairs of life. The second generation is 
taught English in the schools, but cannot from the 
nature of the case obtain from his home the reinforcement 
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of formal education derived from conversation or books 
or other means of culture.. His English may be at best 
colourless and lacking any literary associations; at its 
worst it may be barely literate. 

It might, perhaps, be expected that the undergraduate 
of the second generation would derive some advantage 
from his acquaintance with the language and culture of 
his parents' native land. But this, I am assured, is not 
the case. Sometimes there is conflict, silent and un
declared, between college and home, the new civilization 
and the old. The new is the victor, and the traditions 
and language of the old country often completely dis
appear with the first generation or remain only as a faint 
tinge in the new civilization. 

It is not, however, only the child of the immigrant who 
shows an imperfect acquaintance with the language which 
is the medium of instruction and the medium of thought. 
The American boy or girl is, I am told, on the whole 
considerably less well read than the English, and I 
certainly gained the impression that books do not form 
so outstanding a part of the household equipment as in 
England. Whatever the cause, there is, I think, little 
doubt of the result. I have seen some English written 
by university students and even by graduate students 
which would have been severely criticised in an English 
elementary school. 

It is difficult, I think, to over-estimate the importance 
of this shortcoming in the equipment of the American 
undergraduate. It is not merely that many students, by 
reason' of their faulty English, are seriously handicapped 
both in their thought and in their expression of thought 
and unprepared for serious study by a lack of rigorous 
discipline in the use and value of words. The absence 
of the habit of wide and varied reading, the cause as 
certainly as the product of intellectual curiosity, has 
important consequences in determining both curriculum 
and method in the Universities. For to this is largely 
due the absence of "background" and the lack of acquaint
ance with events and ideas which should constitute 
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part of the mental furniture of the student, but which 
the teacher is not justified in assuming that the student 
has acquired or will acquire by private reading. 

The immaturity of the average undergraduate (to 
whatever cause or causes this.may be due), in combination 
with the great numbers of the student population, is then, 
I think, the greatest problem at present confronting the 
American Universities. This of itself is sufficient to 
explain the atmosphere of some of them, the atmosphere 
of school rather than of University. It explains, too, 
the complaint of many teachers that they are called upon 
to do work much below that of university quality. And 
it makes intelligible the grievance of the gifted and 
ambitious student that much of his work at the 
University is merely a repetition in method and sub
stance of what he has already covered at school. 

I have perhaps said enough of the intellectual short
comings of the undergraduate. I had it in mind to say 
something of his apparent excessive addiction to sport, 
but all that I could say has been said with far greater 
effectiveness by American critics; and in fact play has 
become such a serious. and formidable business as to 
cause concern. I have heard it suggested that the dis
proportionate amount of attention expended on sport 
and other extra-curricular activities is partly explicable 
on the grounds of its being an outlet for an ambitious 
youth whose abilities cannot obtain recognition in the 
uniform routine of studies of the ordinary American 
College. Whether this is probable I cannot say, but it 
seems true that there is in America no purely academic 
distinction open to all undergraduate which can solace 
a " double first" for not being in the University Eight. 

There is, however, one more difficulty in the path of 
the teacher which may be mentioned, and that is due 
not to any shortcomings on the part of the student. 
Nothing strikes a visitor more than the number of students 
who" work their way through" College or University, 
and nothing is more creditable or honourable to the 
institutions or the students. Here, surely, is the demo-
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cratic spirit at its best. But a price has to be/aid. 
It is paid sometimes by the student, who, fatigue and 
strained by attempting too much, meets with failure and 
even breakdown. And it is paid also by the teacher, 
who has to deal with tired and jaded minds, and who 
finds that the long" vacation," during which the student 
has devoted his strength to earning his year's keep, has 
erased from his mind much of the painfully acquired 
knowledge of the previous session. Much is, of course, 
being done by alumni and other agencies to provide the 
means whereby the burden of worthy students shall be 
lightened; and possibly with the continued material 
prosperity of the country the "working through" 
student may, as in Scotland, become a less conspicuous 
figure of university life. This may be possible, and may 
perhaps for some reasons be desirable, but the improve
ment in purely educational progress will again be bought 
at a price-the disappearance of a spirit of self-discipline 
and independence which is wholly admirable and savours 
and strengthens a man's life. 

X 
If I have appeared critical of some aspects of 

American Universities, it is because I think it would 
be unfriendly and insincere to convey the impression 
that their achievements, great as they are, were wholly 
admirable or that those concerned with their main
tenance and advance are complacent regarding what 
has been done and what remains to do. Com
placency indeed is the last thing that could be urged 
against the university administrator or teacher. Criti
cism, acuter (because better informed), and more pungent 
than a visitor would presume to offer; cynicism, rare 
but occasional, of the kind with which every true optimist 
tempers his faith; the humorous self-depreciation which 
I had thought was peculiarly English; the consciousness, 
perfectly justified, of success in the -teeth of difficul
ties -with all these I met, but with complacency never. 
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Indeed, I have been more than once embarrassed at the 
readiness of my friends to show me their griefs, and at the 
prevalence of a belief, not always justified, that they order 
these things better in England. It may have been the 
greater perspicuity of my hosts which enabled them to 
discern certain English virtues which (I confess) had not 
obtruded themselves prominendy on my consciousness; 
it may, on the other hand, have been their politeness. 

Of criticism, then, American criticism, of American 
Universities there is plenty and to spare. Much of it is 
worthless, though the jibes of the self-styled inteUi
gentsia are sometimes amusing reading. The criticism 
of the young man who asserts that his Alma Mater has 
wrecked his career is often a criticism of the young man. 
The cnticism of the propagandist is wearisome. But 
apart from this there is plenty of that informed criti
cism, based on experience and understanding, which forms 
the basis of remedial action. It is from criticism of this 
kind that the visitor can obtain a knowledge which his 
own observations could not furnish. From teachers 
themselves he will leam that the courses may be even 
more scrappy or snippety (judged by English standards), 
than his inspection of the catalogue has led him to believe, 
and from them he willleam of the thin diffusiveness and 
lack of concentration which may be the result. It is 
from university teachers, too, that he will learn that one 
of the most serious problems co*onting the Universities 
is the meagre equipment of so many university teachers.· 

The teachers, again, are the main authority for saying 
that much of the undergraduate work of the University 
is (at present for good and adequate cause) work of a 
High School character both in content and form. The 
apparatus of " credits" and" electives" which compli-

• This seema to be due in the main to two ca ..... : (I) the rapid growth 
of ItUdent population, .. <x>mpated with teacher population, (z) the 
greater financial and other attractions to able men in the world of busin .... 

F ow American teachen are highly paid. Som. are badly paid, and in 
general the remunention <x>mpar .. nnfavourably with the English rat .. 
if regard b. paid to the relatively high cost of living in the United Stat ... 
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cates the lives of administrators, teachers, and students; 
the lack of provision for the gifted student *; the scope 
and quality of a good deal of " research," the persistence of 
formal" courses" up to and even beyond graduation- t 
these and the devastating amount of " student mortality" 
which seems at present inevitable in some Universities 
find ample and sufficient censure from within. True 
criticism, like charity, begins at home. There is no need 
for a visitor to add his small voice to the chorus. 

These matters and others are tackled with the vigour 
that one expects-and not in vain--of American educa
tors. Elaborate reports of investigations! replete with 
the apparatus of statistics and graphs are compiled and 
presented and published. Life is too short for the reading 
of all these" thoughts on present discontents," but some 
are contributions of value not limited to American 
conditions. They reveal an anxiety to know the causes 
of things and an eagerness to profit by the experience 
(and the mistakes) of Universities in other countries 
which argue anything but complacency or self-satisfaction. 
The students themselves may take a part in the quest,§ 
and their findings are certainly not lacking in painstaking 
thought. 

As with the diagnosis, so with the prescription. The 

• .. 1£ one of us is born brilliant we have nothing for him but 
an elaborate educational cha.in-gang where we lock-step him with 
mediocrity" (professor J. RwaeJl Smith, of Columbia Univenity in 
N ... ,h America, p. 808). 

t The habit of attending counes becomes, in time, an ioJatiable 
craving. Some American students who have come to London to do 
research work have at first been disappointed and apparently nonplwsed 
at the absence of formal lectures in the subject of their research. It 
should be added that when they realize that a plunge is a necessary 
prelude to the busin... of swimming they take to the water vety 
creditably. 

t A by-product is. distinctive technical terminology. See an amusing 
article in the interesting publication AnuN(afJ Speech, VoL l, No.6. 

§ I have in mind the interesting contributioDl of the studenu of 
Harvard and 01 Dartmouth College. The admirable Sl1kly ., ,''' LiJ",td 
C.lkg __ by Professor Richardson, of Dartmonth, ItaDds in DO need of 
commendation. 
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criticisms of the American Universities are no mere 
denunciation of shortcomings. The same energy and 
thoroughness which have been employed in analysis are 
carried over to the infinitely more difficult business of 
inventing remedies. Here, again, it is not necessary to 
do more than merely refer to the voluminous literature 
and to the plans and schemes and reforms put forward 
for consideration or already put into operation. Surely 
there can be no body of people in the world thinking 
harder and more strenuously about "this business of 
education" than are the men and women concerned with 
the American Universities. 

Though, as has been said, a good deal of the product of 
this thinking has a general value, it is of course primarily 
concerned with the particular problems of American 
Universities, and those problems are in the main peculiar 
to them. Among suggestions of more than local signifi
cance and importance may be mentioned Dr. Flexner'!> 
report on Medical Education and the publications of the 
Carnegie Foundation on the Teaching of Law. Under 
this heading, too, one might include the syllabus on 
Contemporary Civilization (Columbia University), which. 
though primarily drawn up with reference to the needs 
of American students who, as has been surmised, have not 
as much general reading as their English fellows, might 
well be consulted for stimulation and suggestion by 
English educators. . 

It is impossible to enumerate here many other publica
tions, but a few may be mentioned. * Reference has been 
made already to the Bulletins W the Aml!1'ican Association 
of University Prwessors, these and many Annual Report!> 
of Presidents and the publications of. the American 
Council on Education are full of information and sugges
tion. I should refer, also, to the publications of the 
Classical Association which is striving gallandy, and with 
good cause, for a proper recognition of the place of the 
classics in the Universities. 

• I may, perhaps, oay that I have found some very interesting reading 
in Colkgt, by J. P. Gavitt. 
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In the translating of proposals into action one observes 
.a commendable blending of freedom and caution in 
experiment, whether it be in the introduction of 
" honours courses ,,* to make provision for the gifted 
student, in the employment of the resources of the 
psychologist in examination or in ministering to the 
students' mental needs-his physical needs are magnifi
cently cared for-or in supplementing (or even replacing) 
formal lectures by tuitional methods. Neither in respect 
()f these nor of the dozens of other promising experiments 
. now being carried out is it necessary to stress the truisms 
that newremedies should be applied with caution,and that 
transplantation of systems without regard to their history 
.and environment is an especially hazardous enterprise. 

One such experiment, urged in more than one quarter, 
and (I believe) actually in operation at one institution, 
is connected with the examinations on which the degree 
is conferred. The results should be interesting and 
possibly far-reaching. I hope that it is not merely 
because my own University had its beginnings as an exam
ining body and that it has during its whole existence 
set an exacting standard for its degree requirements that 
I attach great importance to a searching and comprehen
sive examination. I do not wish to over-estimate that 
importance, and I am aware of the criticisms that can 
easily be made of examinations. If they be regarded 
as a necessary evil, I think it can be said with fairness that 
the examination system in many American Universities 
has one or two private and particular evils of its own, 
without, as far as one can see, any countervailing advant
ages.t Their frequency adds to the worries of teachers 

• I have heard the curious objection that honoon courses were not 
democratic. I IUlpected irony, but I do not think any .... intended. 

t The "Yes II or "No" S}'Item. in lOme Universities baa certain 
point> of interest, and permit> of enmination in a luge number of 
qu.,tion>. But it hH aeveral obvinus limiution>; it u inapplicable to 
""e",l oubjectl, and I am not oure that the element> of a lucky guessing 
em be eliminated. It doe> not ten the student's ability to preoent hU 
views in an orderly or graceful fashion, or give him oufticient opportUnity 
of a qualified amwer which u more true than • " y., " or " No." 
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and student alike, and results (I am assured) in the student 
not infrequendy dismissing the subject from his mind 
at the earliest possible moment. On the other hand, 
they have not the significance or the importance of the 
" Final " for the English student, for whom this is the 
culminating point in his university career, the Day of 
Judgement which will reveal the secrets of his mind. 

The English Final Examination postulates two or 
three things. It assumes that the student wants to 
work, that he can be trusted to work, that his lubjects 
of study are relatively few, and that they are more or 
less interrelated. * Given these pre-requisites, certain 
obvious advantages result. The student is undisturbed 
by frequent examinations for two or three years; and, 
freed from the tyranny of over-many courses (often a 
greater tyranny than examinations), he is free to proceed 
under guidance to his goal in the most effective way. 
I am not sure, indeed, whether such an examination 
system is not almost an inevitable corollary to an honours 
system which aims at breaking up the "chain-step" 
and allows the talented student reasonable freedom. 

The English Final Examination usually extends over a 
week, and often longer. There may be twelve or more 
papers, each of three hours' duration, in addition to an 
oral examination, and in the science subjects a formidable 
practical examination, the passing of which is usually 
a sine qua 11011. Such an examination involves a great 
deal of care and thought. The" Finals" in England 
are a serious business for all concerned-teachers as well 
as taught. The papers are drafted by one or more of 
the teachers, scrutinized and amended by an external 
examiner, considered by a Board including the teachers 
and the, external examiner, and subsequendy printed and 
published. The presence of the external examiner 
ensures the maintenance of a reasonable standard, and 
injects an element' of objectivity. ,The subsequent 

• One otudent who •• pired to • Rhodes Scholarship told me that his 
COttnell included, among other things, English, ancient and modern 
Philosophy, and Plant Nutrition. 
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publication of the papers, while giving an idea of the 
scope of the examination, is a useful means of preventing 
the same question being set again. 

As I have said, such Final Examinations have their 
critics. But the charge that they permit of " cramming" 
is not, I am sure, to be taken too seriously. "Cramming" 
may have different meanings.- It may mean the com
mendable practice of revision and intense concentration, 
or it may mean merely "tipping the winners." The 
latter process may enable a dull student to scrape through, 
but it will never of itself gain him distinction in an 
examination. And the skilled examiner will say that 
he has no difficulty in detecting such a "crammed" 
candidate and dealing with him according to his merits. 

How far the adoption of such a scheme is advisable or 
practicable in the American Universities I do not venture 
an opinion. I do suggest, however, that it, or some 
modification, is worthy of consideration. 

XI 
There are a few words which I should like to say in 

conclusion, as I feel that, despite my intentions, I have 
failed to set down clearly my dominant impressions. 
Let me make these plain. They are, first, an appreciation 
of the great task the American Universities have set 
themselves to do-the handing on of the torch of scholar
ship and learning, the provision of higher education, not 
for the fortunate few, but for the tens and hundreds of 
thousands: the broad view of what a University can 
and should accomplish for the community. Second, 
the difficulties that have to be overcome-the almost 
appalling numbers of students often with no clear 
objective in mind, often with a very meagre equipment 
and inadequate preparation; the difficulties of promul
gating a standard of what a university education should 
be; the arduous work of exalting the things of the mind 
in a land where material success is too prone to be accepted 
as the ultimate good. Third, the admirable way in 
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which so many men and women are bending themselves 
to the great task; are thinking, planning and working. 
In their great task they have great allies in the universal 
faith in education and the magnificent gifts and endow
ments which owe their origin to that faith. 

If it be urged that as yet the results are hardly com
mensurate with the magnitude of the effort and the 
resources employed, and if it be urged-and it is freely 
admitted-that the general standard of undergraduate 
attainment faIls short of the European standard, there is 
much to be said by way of explanation and extenuation. 
Of Universities, as of mankind, it may be said that if 
you would love them you must not expect too much, and 
I have wondered now and again whether the occasional 
note of pessimism which is heard from Americans may 
not be attributable to some extent to their " expecting 
too much." And contemplating the extent and the 
nature of the task the American Universities have set 
themselves, the disadvantages under which they labour, 
and the relatively short time in which the majority of 
them have been in existence, I at any rate am struck by 
their accomplishment rather than by their shortcomings, 
by their strength rather than by their weakness. 

The able men under whose guidance the American 
Universities have reached their present position have few 
illusions about either their own Universities or those of 
Great Britain. We, like them, have our shortcomings, 
and we have our critics, though the shortcomings and 
the criticisms may be on different or even opposite lines. 
The stimulating faith in American Universities, the 
splendid support of rich men, and the enthusiastic and 
generous help of their alumni have but a pale counterpart 
in Great Britain. If the American curriculum is charged 
with variety at the expense of solidity, there are English 
critics who impugn the English honours system as being 
too narrow. The American schoolboy may not be 
sufficiently in earnest, but there are those who say that 
the English (and the French) boy of promise is strained 
too much at a critical age. The tuitional system, towards 
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which many Americans are now turning their minds, has 
in England critics, and weighty critics, who view its 
effects on the tutors and not solely on the tutored. 

"Education," says Newman, "is a high word." 
What it is and what it should be, what are the functions 
of the Universities, what their aims and what their 
methods of accomplishment, are the themes of many 
volumes. There are answers to the questions, new and 
old. On these as on other things "our new thoughts 
have thrilled dead bosoms." But the questions still stay 
for answers; "on no subj ect do we talk with less positive 
knowledge than education," says President Lowell. 
Perhaps no answers will ever be adequate or satisfying: 
perhaps also it is well that this should be so. And in the 
meanwhile the American answers merit a respectful and 
earnest attention. 
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Extract from the Declaration of Liberal Principus and 
Aims, adopted by the National Convention of LilJerais, 

January 29th-30th, 1925, and by the C01lnciloj the National 
Liberal Federation, May '4th-,6th, 1925-

IMPERIAL POLlCY. 

We proclaim our pride and belief in the common
wealth of free peoples which constitutes the British 
Empire. Its modern character and its freedom are 
due to Liberal statesmanship, and it is the continued 
aim of Liberals so to direct I mperial policy as to 
lead ultimately to self-government in all our Depen
dencies_ We desire to strengthen the ties which 
bind the members of the Empire together :-

(a) by regular consultation in determining the 
lines of our foreign policy and defence; 

(b) by a systematic effort, including the use of 
public credit, to improve communications and develop 
Imperial resources; 

(cl by co-operative measures to facilitate migra
tion within the Empire for those who want to settle 
in new lands. 

We are opposed to the establishment in this 
country of any system of fiscal preference :-

(a) because, basing unity upon a cash nexus, it 
would lead to friction rather than to friendship; 

(oJ because any effective system of Imperial 
preference would impose grave burdens upon the mass 
of our people. and cause them to associate loyalty to 
the Empire with increased prices for the necessaries 
of life_ 
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Liberalism and the 
Empire; 

I F tbe question be asked: "What has Liberalism done 
for the Empire 7" the simplest answer is that Liberalism 
made the Empire. It is no exaggeration to say that 

tbe strength and loyalty of the British Commonweal.th of 
Nations as it now exists is due to the successful applica
tioo of Liberal principles. 

When Toryism has been in tbe ascendant, the Colonies 
have suffered material impoverishment. and their attachment 
to Great Britain has been weakened. To-day, Conserva
tives are in the habit of implying tbat their Party takes more 
pride in the Empire than does the Liberal Party, and that 
they alone are anxious to assist the Dominions and to foster 
friendship between them and the Mother Country. In so 
doing, they forget that their policy lost the First British 
Empire in the eighteenth century, and tbat as late as 1852, 
Disraeli and most Tories regarded the Colonies as U mill
stones round our necks." The Second British Empire, built 
up during the past century on an entirely different, and 
Liberal, policy, is not only of far greater magnitude than tbe 
former oue, but also far more closely bound together, as was 
proved beyond dispute by the spontaneous and generous aid 
given by our countrymen Ov~rseas during the Great War. 

Nowadays all Parties, except perhaps tbe Communists, 
aim at strengthening th" bonds between tbe different parts 
of the Empire, at increasing the prosperity of each of the 
units in this great .Commonwealth, and at peopling the 
Dominions with British subjects in order to develop the 
resources of the distant lands and to provide better oppor
tunities for a congested home population; but, as tbe follow
ing' pages wilt show, there is material and serious difference 
in regard to the methods of achieving these aims. 
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THE TORY ATTITUDE. 
The Tories always opposed the grant of self-government, 

to the Dependencies, under the belief that a Colony that 
controlled its own administration would break away from 
the Empire. They denied that the principles that produced 
good government at home were applicable to Ihe Colonies. 
They considered that the administration of a Colony should 
be carried on by persons nominated by the home Government, 
without reference to the wishes of the people. Even 
where a legislature existed, they were loth to allow it to 
appoint its own officials, and retained the power of appoint
ing administrators in the hands of the British Government. 
In short, they believed in an Empire bound together by force. 

The Tories also placed great faith-as they do now-in 
the ties of trade. Under the old Mercantile system, datIng 
from 1660, it was provided, with a view to fostering 1m .. 
perial trade, that al1 trade between the different parts of the 
Empire should be carried in British ships, that the Colonies 
should obtain al1 their imports through Britain, that certain 
of their exports should be sent only to Britain, and in 
return that Britain should give a strong tariff preference 
to Colonial products. This system was maintained in the 
interests of bOlh the Colonies and the Mother Country, and 
it was as well devised as a system of Preference caD be. 
It was, however, imposed solely by the British Parliament
by force, and not by consent. 

The result of the Tory policy of a rigid home control of 
government and trade, however well-meaning and how .. 
ever welI administered, was the disruption of the Empire. 
These ties which were thought to be so strong availed 
nothing when tension arose, and the quarrel with the American 
Colonies concerning taxation led to their complete secession 
from the Empire. The ties proved so irksome that they 
caused the very division they were intended to prevent. 

British subjects did not cease to be Britons and to cherish 
British ideals when they went overseas; they demanded the 
same freedom and the same responsibility in the new lands as 
they had been accustomed to in the old. The demand {or 
power grew in all the Colonies, the populi'r Assemblies were 
constantly in conflict with the Government. and being 
deprived of authority, these Assemblies naturally became 
irresponsible. Ambitious men, deprived of power, became 
leaders of popular discontent. 

On July 4th, '776, the American Colonists issued the 
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Declaratioo of Independence; aod after a long struggle, the 
Independence of the United States of America was recognised 
in 1782. At the same time we were at war with France, 
Spain, and Holland, and on the conclusion of peace in 1783, 
we ceded Minorca and Florida to Spain, and St. Lucia, 
Tobago, Senegal and Goree to France. Britain was then 
weaker than she had been at any time since the fifteenth 
century. Tbe Empire built upon force was broken asunder; 
and henceforth the English-speaking penple lived under two 
different Bags. 

It remained to show that, by a complete reversal of 
policy, Britain could build up another Empire, bound together 
(to use Burke's phrase) by .. ties which, tlwugh light as air, 
are as strong as lillM of iron n ; an Empire in which tension 
and disruption were replaced by mutual affection and a real 
sense of unity. 

THE LIBERAL ATTITUDE. 
The Liberal attitude towards the Colonies was well ex

pressed in the following words of Edmund Burke :-, 
" As long as you have the wisdom to keep the sovereign authority 

of this country as the sanctuary of liberty, the sacred temple conse
crated to our common faith, wherever the chosen race and the sons 
of England worship freedom, they will turn their faces towards yeu. 
o •• Deny them this participation of freedom and you break that sole 
bond, which originally made and must still preserve the unity of the 
Empire . ... It is the spirit of thE' English constitution, which, infused 
through the mighty mass, pervades, feeds, unites, invigorates, vivifies 
every part of the Empire, even down to its minutest member!' 

Burke's appeal in his own time was not heeded-if it had 
been, America would not have been lost. But in 1832, after 
the great Reform Act, when a Liberal Government first came 
into power, these principles were translated into practice, 
and within twenty years an entirely new Colonial Policy was 
established. 

The Liberals believed that the control of the home 
Government should be limited to questions of purely 
Imperial interest, and that in all other matters the Colonies 
should be left free to develop their own customs and. 
institutions. If they made bad laws, the Colonists would 
be the greatest sulferers; if they appointed incompetent 
officials, they would have only themselves to blame; but in 
fact they were far more likely to make good laws, and to 
appoint able and well-informed administrators, than a remote 
Colonial Office in London. It was the Liberal view that 
Colonial Governors, appointed by the Crown, should govern 
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through mini.lers responsible to the popular Assemblies, and 
that a sense of power and responsibility should thus be given 
to the Colonists, making them real pa'tners in the Empire. 

Liberals also desired to give the Colonists freedom in 
the regulation of their trade. The ties of Trade had been 
the foundation of the old Colonial system, but Liberals saw 
in them a source of weakness rather than of strength. 
Adam Smith showed that a monopoly of colonial trade was 
not the way to true wealth, and even asserted that" Great 
Britain derives nothing but loss from the dominion which 
she exercises over her colonies." The trade regulations 
were repugnant to Liberals not only because they were in
compatible with Free Trade, but also on political grounds 
They were made and enforced necessarily by the home 
Government, they involved much interference with the in ... 
ternallife of the Colonies, and attempts by the Colonists to 
evade them were frequent. Liberals preferred to allow the 
Colonies to trade with the whole world on equal terms, a 
policy that they also advocated for the home country. 

THE FIRST STEPS. 
The Liberal belief in the virtues of self-government was 

propounded with great force by a remarkable group of stales
men, forming the Colonisalion Sc>ciety, founded in 1830 by 
Edward Wakefield, and supported by Lc>rd Durham, Sir 
William Molesworth, Lc>rd John Russell, Earl Grey, aDd 
others. Wakefield was interested not only in the self
government of the Colonies, but also in their development 
upon wise lines; and he urged that Colonial land should be 
sold at a good price in order that it might be valued and not 
wasted, and that the proceeds from the sale. should be 
devoted to assisting further emigration. By these means, 
he believed, Britain and her Colonies would become 
U partners in a new industry, the creation of happy human 
beings "-the Colonies supplying the land, and the Mother 
Country the men and women to develop it. Though never 
fully carried out, these ideals have deeply affected British 
Colonial policy ever since. 

The story of the gradual extension of self-government to 
all the advanced and civilized communities in the British 
Empire is brie8y told below_ The removal of lhe old 
Colonial trade regulations was begun in the Free Trade 
Budgets of 1842-6. when many duties on foreign goods were 
swept away; and in 1849 the Liberals repealed the N aviga
tion Acts, allowing the Colonies to direct their commerce 
into any channels that they desired. 
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Parallel with tbe problems of tbe more advanced countries, 
there were many diverse questions concerning backward 
peoples in British lands whn were not yet ripe for responsible 
self-government. Our West Indian and African possessions 
presented a particularly difficult problem, for the white 
settlers and the coloured natives in these countries had 
obviously conflicting interests. Here the principle of self
government for the colonists had to be reconciled with an 
equally fundamental principle of protection for the natives. 

Tbe abolition of the slave trade by Charles James Fox in 
1807 bad opened a new era in tbe treatment of backward 
peoples. Henceforth there was a growing sense of responsi
bility towardS' native races, and these early Liberals held that 
they sbould no longer be exploited, but should he governed 
and developed for their own benefit. Regulations for the 
proper treatment of slaves were gradually introduced, but the 
home Government were unable to enforce them in self
governing Colonies like Jamaica, and so the complete aboli
tion of slavery itself was decided upon. With the support of 
the nation, the Liberdl Government abolished slavery through
out the Empire in ]833, and paid .;6"zo,ooo,QCX) in compensa
tion to the owners. 

The emancipation of the slaves was naturally opposed by 
the Colonists; but the Liberals, while so strongly believing 
in political liberty, could not allow the Colonists to trample 
upon the rights of the natives. Justice was due to all, and 
to ensure it, Crown Colony government was maintained in 
places where there was a great predominance of backward 
peoples. Self-government had to be withheld until native and 
settler alike could participate in it. 

In brief, then, the new Liberal Colonial policy was based 
upon three fundamental prindples: first, that advanced 
peoples have a ri!!,ht to full self.government, and that the 
Empire should be bound together by freedom, comradeship 
and trust, and not by f,-'rce or trade:: restrictions; secondly, 
that backward peoples should be governed in their own 
interesls, and should be protected and developed, not 
exploited; and thirdly, that, while fiscal freedom was to 
be given to the DominionR. Free Trade should be maintained 
in Great Britain and the Crown Colonies as the best founda
tion of prosperity and good relations. 

A rapid survey of the recent history of the Empire will 
show how these Liberal principles have been carried out
for the most part by Liberal Governments, but sometimes 
inevitably by Conservative Administrations also. 
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CANADA. 
The new Colonial policy was introduced first in Canada. 

At the beginning of the nin~teenth century each of the 
Canadian pr.:>vinc~s - Upper and Lower Canada, New 
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Prince Edward's 
Island-had a,} elected Assembly with control over taxation 
and legislation. and a G.:>vernor and Council nominated by 
the Crown. The Council was independent of the As.embly 
and could carryon the government of the country without 
its consen t. 

III every province the Assembly came into conflict with 
the Council; and in Lower Canada, where in 1837 450,CK>O 
of the 600,000 inhabitants were French, the situation was 
complicated by racial and religious feeling. The French and 
the British inhabitants and the Council were all hostile to 
each other and to the British Government. In 1837 a dead
lock was reached: the Assembly refused to pass necessary 
laws or to vote funds, and when it was announced that its 
action \vould have to be overridden, rebellions broke out in 
both Lower and Upper Canada. The former was the more 
serious, but was easily suppressed by Sir John Col borne. In 
Upper Canada loyalist feeling was too strong to allow the 
rising to develop. The Liberal Government at home, how
ever, was notsatis6ed wilh merely suppressing the outbreaks, 
but determined, if possible, to remove the causes of friction, 
as the result of which Canada· was becoming impoverished 
and her population was dwindling. 

Lord Durham, one of the authors of the great Reform 
Bill, was sent out in 1838;\5 Governor of Lower Canada, 
"'ith the additional title of High Commissioner, to inquire 
into the problems of the future government of the Provinces 
of Lower and Upper Canada. After a six months' 
close survey of the conditions, Lord Durham made his 
famous Report, which not only led to a solution of the 
Canddian difficulties, but expressed for all time the wise 
principles of CO!.:>Dial government. Like Burke, Lord Durham 
believed in the extension of the British !iOystem of government 
to Canada as a remedy for the existing evils, and here he 
agreed with the Canadian reformers, whose cry was for 'aD 
exact transcript' of the British Constitution. He said: 

"It is not by weakening. but s'rengthening the infldence o( the 
people on its; G:lvemment. by confining within muc:h nan~a'er bounds 
than those h~therto allotted to it, and not by txtend'ng the IDterference 
of the Imperial authorilies in the details of colonial aft ... irs. that I belle,·e 
that hannony i.s to be restored, where dissension has so long pre\'ailed; 
and a regulanty and vi2:our. hitherto unknown, introduced in 0 the 
administration of these Provinces. 
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u It needs no (".hange ill the principte3 or government, no inventiort 
01 a new conslitutional theory. to supply the remedy which would, in 
my opinion. completel, remove the existing political disorders. It 
needs but to follow out consistently the principles of the British 
constitution. and introduce into the government of these great Colonies 
those wise provisions, by which alone the ,,"orking of the representative 
system can in any country be rendered harmonious and efficient." 

If, Lord Durham said, the principles so efficacious in Great 
Britain were applied in Canada, they would nnt only restore 
political harmony, but also remnve all tbe abuses that had 
crept into the system of administration .. 

10 order to prevent the British in Lower Canada from 
being outnumbered, be recommended that Lower and Upper 
Canada should be joined together, with a United Legislature. 
All the officers of the Government were to be responsible tn 
this Legislature, except the Governor and his Secretary j and 
the Governor was to be instructed to carryon the govern
ment by means of those who had the confidence of the Legis
lature. and to expect no support from the home government 
if he came into conflict with the Legislature, except upon 
matters concerning purely Imperial interests. 

"Perfectly aware,· said Lord Durham, U of the value of our 
colonial possessions, and strongly impressed wilh the necessity of 
maintaining our connection with them, 1 know not in what respect 
it can be desirable that we should interfere wilb their internallegisla
lion in mauers which do not affect their relations with the mother 
COUDtry. The maners, which so concern us, are very few. The 
constitution of tbe form of government,-the regulation of foreign rela
tion, and of trade with the mother country, the other British 
Colonies, and foreign nations,-and the disposal of the public lands, 
are the only points on which the mother counlry requires a contro)." 

Lord Durham further recommended that the constitution 
of Canada should be framed with a view to the ultimate 
entry of the other Provinces into the same Dominion, though 
it should be left to them to do so voluntarily. Tbe Report 
also contained many detailed recommendations concerning 
the land system, municipal government. railway construc
tion, immigration, and other matters. Its greatest value 
lay, bowever, in the empbasis that it placed upon the need 
for conferring freedom and responsibility upon the Colonies 
as the surest foundation of loyalty and progress. In Lord 
Durham's "fords-

I( It is not in the terrors of the law, or in the might pC our armies, 
that the secure and honourable bond of conneclion is to be found. 
It exists in the beneficial operation of those British institutions 
which link the utmost development of freedom and civilisation with 
the staple authority of an hereditary monarchy, and which, if rightly 
organized and fairly administered in the Colonies, as in Great Britain, 
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would render a change of institutions only an additional eVil to the Joss 
of the protection and commerce of the British Empire." 

This Liberal view was hotly contested by the Tories of 
the time. The Quarterly Rl!vie'lfJ was unsparing in its de
nunciation of the Report, as were innumerable Tory writers 
aDd speakers. As an example, a book published in 1839 
by Dr. Harvey, a staff surgeon, c<'ntained the following 
comment:-

u 1 believe I am authorised to say that Sir John Col borne and the 
great majority of intelhgent and influential peopJe here, even includ
ing a member or two of Lord Durham's Executive Council, designate 
this far-famed Report as a most imprudent, unpatriotic, erroneous, and 
inHammatory document, lament its publication, and" hile they belic~e 
that some good will result from it, are of opinion that the evil wIll 
greatly predominate. U 

Fortunately the Liberal Government had the wisdom 
and courage to accept Lord Durham's Report, and his main 
recommendation was carried out immediately. An Act 
was passed in 1840, uniting the l~gislatures of Lower and 
Upper Canada, with a Legislative Council, the members 
of which sat for life, and an Assembly, ·half the members of 
which were elected by each Province; and in 1841 .the first 
Parliament of the United Provinces was opened. As Lord 
Durham had hoped, parties were formed irrespective of race, 
and Fren.ch and British worked togetber amicably in the 
Opposition. 

After a short Tory interval, another Liberal Government 
in 1846 put into operation the principle of responsible govern
ment. Lord Grey, then Colonial Secretary, appointed Lord 
Elgin, Durham's soo.io.la\\", as Governor of Canada, and 
the practice grew up of choosing Ministries in accordance 
with the majority in the Assembly. A. Lord Durham had 
foreseen, these changes led to great developments in every 
sphere. The population, which had been stationary, more 
than doubled itself in the next thirty years; new centres of 
activity grew up in hitherto deserted lands; thou.;ands of 
miles of roadways. railways and canals were constructed. 
New Provinces were formed, and in I~ a conference was 
held of all parties in Canada proper ~nd in the maritime 
Provinces to devise a scheme of federation.. This led to the 
passing of the Act of 1867 by which Canada became a united 
Dominion. 

AUSTRALIA. 
The events in Canada have been described at some 

length because they "-ere first in order of time, and were 
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typical of the Liberal policy towards ail the Colonies. No 
less important changes took place in other parts of the 
Empire, but they must here be more briefly reviewed. 

In Australia the situation was in many respects simpler 
than in Canada. There ~·as DO racial problem, and the 
aborigines were few in Dumber. On the other hand, the 
British inbabilants up to 1830 were mostly convicts and their 
descendaots. In .83', Wakefield (the Liberal founder of 
the Colonisation Society) induced the Colonial Office to 
adopt his system of selling the land at a g •• od price and of 
assisting emigration with the proceeds; and tbis innovation 
led to a considerable increase in the Dumber of free immi
grants, most of whom settled in the newly formed Colonies, 
Victoria aod South Australia. The latter was established by 
a company formed by Wakefield as an experiment in scientific 
colonisation; but in 1842, under a Tory Government, it was 
taken o,"er as a Crown Colony. A great impetus to immi
gration bad been given, however, and in 1840 the Liberal 
Government had abolished the system of transporting convicts 
to New Sl'uth Wales. Australia was no longer a penal· 
settlement, and the colonists naturally began to demand 
responsible self-government. 

The Liberals came into power again in '146 under Lord 
John Russell, and at once proceeded to follow the course 
already adopted in regard to Canada. In .847, Lord Grey, 
the Colonial Secretary, proposed a .scheme of federation of 
the Austr..llian colonies, but he was ahead of his time, and the 
proposal was not accepted. In 1850, however, an Act was 
passed separating the colonies and empowering each to draft 
its own constitution-one of the most striking ex.amples in 
history of the Liberal spirit. 

The result of thus conferring political liberty upon the 
Australian colonies was that they modelled their constitutions 
upon that of Britain, and have since become second to none 
in their loyalty to the Mother Country. RusseU's prophecy 
in ISSS that they would combine II their independent course 
of progre ... s and prosperity" with Ie the jealous maintenance 
of ties thus cemented at once by feeling and principle n 

was abundantly justified. With the disco,"ery of gold in the 
'fihies and 'sixties there came a great increase in wealth and 
prosperity. During the next thirty or forty years, a most 
democratic form of government was developed. The widest 
possible franchise was introduced, and Australia gave the 
lead to the world in experiments in developing national 
resources by State help. At length, in .goo, the union pro
vided for in .855 came about, and the people of the Australian 
Commonwealth became a single nation. 
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NEW ZEALAND. 
In many respects, New Zealand presents the most perfect 

example of the success of the Liberal colonial policy. 
Though Captain Cook had annexed the Islands when he 
discovered them in 17691 nothing was done to secure the 
claim until Wakefield's Colonisation Society formed a New 
Zealand Company in 1839, of which Lord Durham was the 
chairman. I mpeJled by this action, the Liberal Government 
annexed New Zealand officially in 1840, and concluded aTreaty 
with the Maori chiefs guaranteeing to them the possession 
of their lands and the rights of British subjects. Sir George 
Grey, one of the greatest of Liberal administrators, was 
appointed Governor; he studied the Maori customs, and 
particularly their land laws, and brought all friction on this 
subject to an end; and, in [850, the Maoris petitioned the 
Queen to make him Governor for life. The New Zealand 
Company carried out its work so well that by 1852 the new 
Colony was fit for self-government. The Com pan)' resigned 
its charter, a:ld Lord Grey dre,,' up a Constitution, which 
was revised by Sir George Grey, giving a Provincial Council 
to each of the six settlements that had grown up and creating 
a General Assembly to deal with matters affecting the Islands 
as a whole. But, in order to uphold the principle of pro
tecting the natives while granting self-government to the 
colonists, the Crown reserved the power to buy land from 
the Maoris, and to preserve native institutions. 

As in the other Colonies, the new policy led to a remark
able era of development. There were prolonged quarrels 
with the Maoris, but they were of a comparatively bloodless 
character, and at the end of them the colonists offered the 
Maoris representation in the Assembly. Within twenty-four 
years of the grant of the Constitution, the local Legislatures 
were abolished, and New Zealand became a single prosperous 
State. 

The subsequent history of the Dominion is remarkable 
for the successful social developments made under the New 
Zealand Liberal Party, particularly under the premiership of 
Richard Seddon (1~3-1C)06), who had left Lancashire as a 
working lad in his 'teens. The Seddon Ministry introduced 
many important industrial reforms, including the encourage
ment of the growth of trade unions, together with the estab
lishment of Conciliation Boards, and a national Arbitration 
Court with statutory powers. They established Old Age 
Pensions and State Insurance, they reformed the land system 
in order to foster small ownership, and vigorously under 
look the construction of railways and public works. 
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These progressive achievements. which ensured the welfare 
of New Zealand, more than justified the Liberal faith in 
responsible self-government, and frequent demonstrations of 
the lo}'alty of New Zealand, no less pronounced than that of 
Canada and Australia. have proved that trust and comrade
ship are far stronger ties than force and tariff-bargainings. 

SOUTH AFRICA. 
The history of South Africa has been complicated by a 

double racial problem, for there was OJt only a large native 
population, but also a considerable number of Dutch as well 

,!IS British settlers. The unfortunate disputes between the 
British and Dutch were caused mainly by the difference in 
their attitude towards the natives, the British alone regarding 
the latter as entitled to equal rights with themselves. This 
difference led in 1836 to the Boer trek from Cape Colony to 
what afterwards became the Orange Free State. and the 
Transvaal, while the British settled chiefly in Cape Colony 
and Natal. Friction between the two communities was healed 
by the recognition of the independence of the Dutch provinces 
by the Liberal Government in 1854. In the same year Cape 
Colony received a popularly elected Legislative Council, equal 
political rights being given to blacks and whites .. The new 
constitution was a complete success. and all races lived in 
amity and growing prosperity. In 187z Gladstone extended 
the system by granting full self-government. 

The Dutch refused, however, to adopt a similarly liberal 
policy. Their provinces were the scene of frequent strife, 
especially the Transvaal; and in 1877 Lord Beaconsfield's 
Government decided to annex this province. This step 
outraged Boer feeling not only in the province, but throughout 
South Africa; and, after an outbreak which Was marked by 
a Boer success at Majuba, Gladstone, who desired peace and 
freedom for Dutch as well as British, restored'the autonomy 
of the Transvaal. Under President ,Kruger, 'the Transvaal 
adopted a policy of antipathy to the,British, which was disliked 
hy even the majority of the Boers in'the Transvaal as well a< 
in the Orange Free State and the south. Friendly' co·opera .. 
tion would probably have produced the unity of South' Africa, 
a project that had already received much support; but in 18<)6, 
the filibustering Jameson Raid on the Transvaal; at which Cecil 
Rhodes connived, brought an end to these hopes. In the 
Transvaal, British subjects were still deprived of political 
rights, and ill IB99Joseph Chamberlain and the Conservative 
Government de>manded that they should receive the franchise 
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Kruger demanded an arbitration, but the Government refused 
thus to acknowledge the sovereignty of the Transvaal, and 
troops were sent to South Africa. War theu broke out 
and lasted until May, 190" At its conclusion, Briti.h and 
Boers received equal political rights. Great bitterness was 
engendered between the white races throughout South Africa, 
which, it was believed, it would take a generation to heal. 

Fortunately, however, the Liberals came into power in 
IgOO, and they immediately took the courageous and mag
nanimous decision to confer full responsible self-government 
on the Transvaal. As always, this demonstration of trust 
and love of liberty was fully justified; and in the next year 
a National Convention of Dutch and British was hel<1 to 
draft a scheme of union. The Convention worked in a 
friendly atmosphere, and agreed to form a single State, the 
separate colonies becoming provinces, retaining only pro
vincial councils with nlinor powers. The new constitution 
was ratified by Parliament in 1909, and the Union of South 
Africa became a member of the British Commonwealth. 
Where there had previously been strife, unity and friendship 
were achieved, and South Africa, like the other Dominions, 
brought spontaneous and invaluable aid to Great Britain in 
her hour of need five years later. 

IRELAND. 
In Ireland, the gift of self-government was long delayed 

with tragic results that are within recent memory. For a 
short time, Ireland had an independent Parliament, conferred 
by the Whigs in 178. in response to Grattan's demand for 
"liberty according to the frame of the British constitution" ; 
but in 1801, by means of the most disgraceful bribery, and 
with a promise of Catholic emancipation which was not 
honoured, the Tories brought about the Act of Union. 

A demand grew up iu Ireland for both political and 
aconomic reforms-agitation, more or less violent especially 
under Conservalive Governments, was continuous; but all 
efforts to pass remedial measures by the Liberals, and once 
even by the Conservatives under the progressive Sir Robert 
Peel, were thwarted by the H"use of Lords. Gladstone 
succeeded i1t passing a number of beneficial land laws, and 
he disestahli.hed the Anglican Church in Ireland; but the 
Conservatives and the House of Lords pr<l'ented him (rom 
giving Ireland Home Rule. From I8gS to 1905, the Con
servatives were cC'ntinuousJy in office, and all hope of gain
ing self-gol'ernment by constitutional means disappeared. 
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During these years, Sinn Fein was born. The Liberals 
endeavoured to save the situation in 1912-13-14, when Home 
Rule Bills were passed by the House of Commons, while the 
Conservatives were fomenting strife in Ulster. But the 
House of Lords and then the Great War prevented the 
inauguration of a policy of conciliation and peace; and it 
was not until after the Sinn Fein rebellion of 1916, and the 
horrors of 1920 and 1921, that the Conservatives learned 
their lesson. A treaty was then signed recognising the Irish 
Free State. 

Ireland and Canada-lhe histories of the two countries 
culminating in their respective attitudes during the War
form a striking contrast. They demonstrate, for all to see, 
the difference between the policies of force and of freedom, 
between the results of Toryism and of Liberalism. 

INDIA. 
In India, there was until some fifty years ago no demand for 

responsible self-government, and the Liberal policy showed' 
itself in two ways: first, in a reluctanCE to force dominion 
upon those who disliked it, and, secondly, in replacing the 
old idea of exploitation by that of trusteeship, and in endea
vouring to govern solely for the good of the governed. 
In 1880 Lord Ripon was sent out by Gladstone to 
inaugurate a more a!\vanced policy. His viceroyalty, which 
was the most popular India has ever had, saw the establish
ment of a free Press, the inauguration of a real educational 
policy, and the beginning of self-government, by the forma
tion of elected 'Municipal and District Boards. In 1885, the 
first Indian National Congress was held, and a sense of unity 
and an aspiration for political liberty came into being. Lord 
Curzon's administration, though able and well-meaning, 
disregarded public sentiment, and his partition of Bengal in 
1905 led to a bitterness of feeling that became very wide
spread. 

The Liberal Government decided to meetthis agitation by 
the widest concessions that were then practicable. By the 
Morley-Minto reforDls (1909), an elected Indian majority was 
introduced in the Provincial Councils, a representative 
element was brought into the Imperial Legislative Council, 
and Indian members were added to the Viceroy's Executive 
Council and to the Indian Secretary's Council in London. In 
19tJ, the King personally visited India, an action that deeply 
impressed the people and did much to enhance the. value of 
the reforms . 

. India, though under no compulsion, was united and loyal 
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in support of Great Britain in the War; but, none the tess, 
there was a continuous growth of the demand for self-govern .. 
ment similar to that enjoyed by the Dominions. A further 
advance \Va' made by Mr. Montagu, the Liberal Secretary 
for India in the Coalition Government in 1918. which gave 
definite promise of responsible government as: soon as suffi .. 
cient experience had been gained. The Montagu reforms 
have been to a large extent neutralised by Conservative 
administration; and there is unfortunately a large measure 
of discontent in India to-day. It is beyond dispute that the 
only way in which that discontent can be assuaged and India 
kept loyal to the British connection lies in a really pro
gressive administration leading to full self·government at the 
earliest opportunity. 

THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH. 
If the eye of the imagination wanders over those vast 

places of the earth whose story has been briefly told
Canada,_ Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, India, and 
Ireland, and many smaller parts of the Empire-it can but see 
with pride a vast free community, such as the world has 
never contained before and cannot now parallel elsewhere. 
If some discontent and unrest still exist, it is in places 
where the full application of Liberalism has been delayed; 
where welfare is greatest and loyalty is strongest, Liberalism 
has been longest in operation. 

Imperialism of the militarist kind has contributed nothing 
to the success of the British Empire, and it is among the 
first duties of Liberalism to emphasise this truth. Con
servatism thinks otherwise, and ev~n in 1874 Disraeli would 
complain: U Self-government in distant colonies, when it 
was conceded, ought to have been conceded as part of a 
great policy of imperial consolidation. It ought to have been 
accompanied by an imperial tariff. . • and by a military 
code. JJ The modern Conservative who holds this view may 
be asked whether any such conditions could have produced 
greater loyalty and strength than did the gift 01 self-govern
ment as a right and without conditions? Can it be sup
posed that Great Britain could have obtained compulsorily 
such help as she has lately received voluntarily? Does not 
that phrase The British Commonwealth of Nations-first 
used by Campbell-Bannerman-imply a greater unity and a 
greater sum of freedom and happiness than the word Empire 
with its association of militarist dominion? Are not the 
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Imperial Conferences-first initiated by Lord Oxford during' 
bis Premiership-a better symbol of a united partnership than 
the old conception of a foreign policy regulated from home 
without regard to the opinions of the Britons in distant 
lands? 

Toryism is still dubious, still distrustful of idealism, still 
sceptical of a loyalty based on voluntary ties alone. Im
perial PrefereDce, it is said, is needed to hold the Empire 
together; the t-onds of kinship, mutual affection, and com
mOD aspirations, must be strengthened by the inducement of 
tariff preferences, the bribery of pecuniary advantage. Such 
a view would be insulting were it not so petty. It.. sole 
importance lies in the danger lest, through this pretext, 
Great Britain becomes subject to tariffs, and her people come 
to associate the Empire with the resulting high prices and 
bad trade. Bnt so long as Liberals are vigilant, this will 
never happen, for this aspect of Toryism has oniy to be 
exposed to be defeated. 

Little need be said concerning the Socialists and the 
Dominions. The Socialists as such have no Imperial policy. 
As Mr. George Lansbury wrote in the Dai!;> Herald on 
July 5tb, 1924:-

"Among the many questions which. now it is in office, baffle and 
perplex the Labour Pany, none is more difficult of solution than those 
which concern the present and future relationships which should f'xist 
between Great Britain and the component parls of the Hriti!oh :Empire 
... . We are not yet in a p~ition to put a true Socialist policy Into 
practice, even if any of us are quite sure what that policy should be!' 

The majority of the members of the Labour Party, how
ever, follow the Liberal tradition; and for the most part are 
believers in political and commercial freedom. But this is 
the whole extent of their policy, and, as in many other fields, 
one looks to them in vain for wise constru~tive proposals. 

THE FUTURE. 
The policy of the Liberal Party in regard to the future is 

threefold. . 
First, there is the consolidation of the work of the past. 

The freedom that has already been won must be main
tained, and the bonds of the Imperial partnership must not 
be impaired by any Tory scheme of restrictions on liberty or 
trade. 

Secondly, the more backward parts of the Empire must 
be': developed so th ... t they may' be rendered capable of 
governing themselves as soon as possible. Liberalism has 
PII destre either for militarist aggression or for forced 
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dominion, and it hopes to see every British subject contented, 
responsible, aDd free. 

Thirdly, British Liberals desire to assure their kinsmen 
throughout the Commonwealth that they are as enthusiastic 
as the citizens of the Dominions themselves concerning 
both the maintenance of their comradeship and the wise 
development of Imperial resources. Liberals made the 
Empire free, and they want above all things to keep it free. 

It should be observed that this is 1I0t a negative policy: 
the maintenance of freedom is a very definitely positive aim. 
But, in addition to this, the Liberal policy includes many 
con!!:truc:tive proposals, which would produce, by wise 
administration rather than by political interference, an in
crease in the wealth and prosperity of the Commonwealth. 
The following are some of the schemes of this kind which 
Liberals propose: 

(I) Transport and Comn .. ",ica/Ums. - Aa active policy 
should be pursued of increasing~ improving, and cheapening 
transport between the various parts of the Commonwealth, 
and ~II forms of inter-Imperial communications. 

(2) Deve/Qpmentrif Resources.-Development of the various 
kinds of natural wealth, not only in Great Britain, but also in 
the Dominions, should be encouraged, and, where necessary, 
assisted by financial aid from the State. 

(3) Financial Facilities.-In order to enable the Dominions 
to raise capital for their enterprises, they should be supported 
by the public credit of the whole Empire. 

(4) Overseas Settlement.-Co-opuative measures must be 
undertaken by Great Britain and the Dominions to enable 
those who desire to leave the crowded homeland to settle in 
the overseas parts of the Empire. 

(5) Imperial Consullalion.-There should be regular and 
close consultation among all the members of the British 
Commonwealth on all matters of common interest, particularly 
foreign policy and Imperial defence. , 

Such measures as these-evolutions (rom the policy 
pursued in the past by Liberal Governments throughout the 
Empire-constitute a true Imperial policy, by which alone 
can be developed the happiness, prosperity, and unity ,of all 
the partners in the British Commonwealth. 

A TORY TRIBUTE. 
Time has invariably proved the wisdom and foresight of 

the Liberal policy; and it is pleasant to recall that some
times even its strongest (lpponents have been sufficiently just 
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10 acknowledge its beneficent results. As an example, Mr. 
Austen Chamberlain's words, spoken at a Natiooal Unionist 
Conference on November l7tb, 1921, may be quoted:-

" I have been in Parliament for very nearly thirty years, and have 
given goodness knows how many votes. There are some that I would 
DOt repeat with my later knowledge and experience. There are only 
one or two that I would undo. I wiU teU you one of them. 

'-Ii The South African war was a just and necessary war.· But for 
the issoes then fODj!:ht out and settled, there could have been no last
ing peace in the country. But though peace was signed, though 
allegianoe was s ......... reconciliation lagged behind. 

" Then came a cbauge of Government. and with the new Govern
ment a new policy. By a great act of daring faitb, tbey conferred 
upon our recent enemies in the Tranlivaal and Orange Free State on 
'the mormw of our victory full self-government. I voted against them. 
I thought it a rash and wicked thing to do. Ah! If we could 
have seen furtber into the future. II I could have voted in that 
-division with the knowledge I have to-day, I should have known that 
that great act of faith was not, as I thought it, the destruction of our 
policy, but its completion and its ful61menL 

" That is the vote that I would undo if I could undo a vote once 
given. That great act. that aaring act of faith, led directly to the 
TeCOIlciliation of the raoes in South Ahica. It led to the Union of 
South Ahica. It hrought South Afnca into the war with us. It 
added German East Ahica aod Germao South-West Ahica to the 
British territory. 

U Now and again in the affairs of men there comes a moment 
.ben courage is safer than pruden~ when some great act of faith 
touching the hearts and stirring the emotions of men achieves· the 
miracle that no arts of statesmanship can compass." 

This very Dotable utteraDce, moving throughout hy its 
sincerity, is a Shining tribute to the practical trustworthiness 
<If the policy aDd ideals of Liheralism. 
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Extract from the Dec/aratibn of Liberal Princi
ples and'Aims, adopted ~ the National ConfJentibn 
of Li/Jera/s, Janttary 291"-3ot". 1925. and ~ the 
Council of the National Li/Jeral Federation, May 
'4th-,6th, 1925:-

INTERNATIONAL TRADE, 

We maintain unqualified adherence to the 
policy of Free Trade_ 

Unrestricted intercourse, between nations is 
the best guarantee of peace_ A departure from 
Free Trade by Great Britain would be regarded 
not only as a confession of failure, but as an 
abandonment of this Cause. The fact that other 
nations are attempting to make themselves self
sufficing by means of Protection affords no 
reason for a reversal of our policy. We depend 
for our existence upon being able to seU our 
goods abroad, and we can only sell if we are 
ready to take in payment what other peoples are 
able to send us. 
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FREE TRADE. 

T HE Liberal Party advocates complete, unqualified 
Freedom of Trade, and desires to abolish all the 
existing measures of Protection. 

Free Trade means freedom to buy where one likes, and is 
the ordinary common·sense way in which most people carry
on their business. The first advantage of this system is that 
it promotes trade. People who do business know what suits 
them best, and the maximum amount of business is likely to 
be done when they are free to do it in their own way. 
Restrictions and taxes imposed by Governments with a view 
to discouraging trade in one place and encouraging it in 
another are admittedly inconvenient; but they are something 
more; they are wasteful, for they force people to do what is 
not naturally economical and advantageous. 

Secondly, Free Trade is democraJic. Tariffs add some
thing to the price of foreign goods. They therefore enable 
home producers to increase their prices also, and to enrich 
themselves at the expense of their fellow-countrymen. Free 
trade means abundance and cheapness from which the whole 
country gains the benefit. The Liberal Party is the special 
defender of Free Trade because it cares for the welfare of 
the whole nation above the interests of anv section. 

Thirdly, Free Trade prwides most empio,>ment for British 
workers. Employment is created by the manufacture of the 
goods exported to foreigners in exchange for the goods they 
send here. If tariffs decrease imports, they must also 
decrease exports, and this will cause unemployment. If 
tariffs raise prices, they will cause a decrease in the pur
Chasing power of the people, and this again leads to un
employment. 

All civilised countries allow freedom of trade within their 
own borders, and the tendency is to make the area of freedom 
continually wider. A Londoner would be very Uluch surprised 
if he were expected to pay a tax for buying good~ in Sheffield. 
An American in ''Vashington is free to buy goods in New 
York, although these two cities are in different American 



States. In fact', most of the buying that is done in the world 
is free buying. Why, then, are tariffs on imports ever pro
posed? People are not penalised for making purchases 
outside their own town. Why should they be penalised when 
the purchase is made outside their own country? 

Imports and Home Production. 
The central motive for taxing- imports, without which no 

such proposal would make much headway, is the belief that 
buying foreign goods lakes trade away from Ollr IYWn country. 
And of course this seems to be true if one only looks at one 
side of the transaction; but there is necessarily another side. 
During the year 1924, we sold to people in foreign countries 
£935,000,000 worth of goods. The value of the exports of 
British manufactured goods alone was £6 I8,CX)(),ooo. 
Foreigners cannot go on buying all these goods from us 
unless we also buy from them. When we buy foreign goods 
we are not in reality depriving ourselves of employment or 
taking work away from our own country. On the contrary, 
we are expanding the trade of our country, we are opening 
up connections and enlarging our markets. Every time we 
eat bread that is made of foreign corn we can say: " Here is 
another bill paid by our foreign customers II ; for it is quite 
certain that the corn comes here in exchange for British 
merchandise which has been sold abroad. 

It is important to realise that nowadays the whole world 
is ODe great market. If we were to deal only with our own 
countrymen we should be acting like some little town that 
tried to cut itself off from the rest of England, or like a man 
who resolved never to buy or sell olltside his own street. It 
is not in this way that big and prosperous businesses are 
made. A great trade needs a great market. And the British 
people are to.day great producers of wealth because they have 
been willing to buy and to sen either at home or abroad, 
wherever they could do good business. The point on which 
we should fix our minds is not whether this article or that 
article has been produced in England or in some foreign 
"ountry, but whether on the whole-with our own people as 
well as with foreign peoples--we are doing as much profit
able trade as we can. 

The Most Profitable Trade. 
In order to obtain as much profitable trade as possible. 

our chief products ought to be those for which we have the 
most suitable conditions and the greatest capacity. 
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This applies both to individuals and, to countries. If a 
skilled mechanic were to spend half his time lifting goods 
into the factory, it would be wasting labour. There are other· 
meo who are better lifters; and the mechanic would be more 
productive at his own job. Unless people are doing the 
things which they can do best, there is waste of labour and 
loss of production. And countries have their individual 
characteristics as weD as persons.. For instance, few things 
could be more wasteful than to try to grow raw cotton in 
t he English climate instead of importing it from Egypt and 
America. It would be wasteful because, compared with 
production in America and Egypt, it would cost more labour 
and capital, and would result in a smaller product. In a 
less extreme degree the same thing may be said of com. We 
can grow a certain limited amount of corn in this country as 
economically as it can be grown anywhere. And it is 
desirable to do so. Up to this poiut we are employing our
selves and our land to the best advantage. But in order to 
produce anything like the vast quantities, of com that we 
consume we should have to bring into use much less suitable 
land, where nature will only yield what we want at a high 
cost of capital and labour. In point of fact, we do some
thing much wiser~ Having grown as much com as we can 
on land that produces it economically, we import the 
remainder of our annual supply from those ample and prolific 
countries which can furnish us witb it at small cos~ thus 
leaving much British labour and capital free for more 
profitable forms of production. 

Economic AdYantages. 
It is true that the British people have both the capacity 

and the necessary conditions for producing a great variety of 
goods. It is on this fact that our wealth rests. But it is 
also true of us, as it is of other countries, that we are not 
perfectly adapted to every kind of production. And the 
principle here ad"anced is that the country ought not to 
expend its energies on unsuitable and unprofitable employ
ment. To do so means waste of labour and loss of wealth. 
In order, therefore, to obtain as much profitable trade as 
possible, we should be Chiefly occupied along the lines where 
we are most productive. It is at this point that the value of 
Free Trade emerges. Free Trade is a natural and effective 
instrument for keeping us on these lines.. 

To dra .... up a list of trades suitable to any given country 
would be an impossibly complicated task; and it is not 
necessary. The prohlem solves itself when producers and 
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consumers are left free to follow their own interests. Speak. 
ing broadly, the consumer buys what he wants at the lowest 
price for which he can get it. The producers who can offer 
their goods at the lowest price are those who produce them 
in the most favourable conditions. It is these. therefore, who 
get the customers; and. as no producer can long continue 
without customers, it is thus that goods tend to be produced 
in the places where the conditions are most favourable. The 
people of a Free Trade country are free to buy what suits 
them best, whether home-made gOQds or foreign goods, and 
it is this freedom of the buyer which automatically directs the 
producers of such a country into the trades for which they 
possess the greatest advantages. 

A tariff is designed to make people buy home-products 
when they would not naturally do so. I n other words, it is 
designed to direct the home trade into forms of produc· 
tiop which it does Dot naturally follow. [n doing so it wastes 
the labour and capital of the country, and thus deprives the 
people as a whole of that full amount of profitable trade 
which they could obtain nnder conditions of freedom. Free 
Trade rests securely on this central truth: liz_ people of any 
country .,.,i/l be most prosper6ltS .,.,hen they folium the trades for 
which they have the greatest advantages, m.d they fl'ut tiD this 
naturally and in their =n .nterests if the consumers of that 
country are free /no/en. 

Free Trade is beneficial to every country that practises it, 
but it is particularly so to Great Britain, which is absolutely 
dependent upon foreign trade. It enlarges our capacity and 
our opportunities for a vast ocean-borne commerce. It 
benefits us both as producers and consumers. It auto
matically directs our home production into the most profitable 
channels; it brings us food and the raw materials of industry 
without unnecessary cost; and it facilitates the sale of our 
products in all the markets of the world. 

IMPERIAL PREFERENCE. 
Imperial Preference, in the general case, does not mean 

taking Tariffs off; it means putting them on. Tariffs are to 
be imposed on imports from foreign countries, with lower 
tariffs or none on imports from the Colonies. To give any 
real preference, Tariffs would have to be placed on Food and 
Raw Materials. Therefore, so far as this country is concerned, 
Imperial Preference would be a highly dangerous form of 
Protection. It would raise the price of food to the poorest, 
and it would raise the cost of production to our industries. 
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One of the chief arguments advanced in favour of Imperial 
Preference is that it would make the Empire self-sufficient 
and self-contained. This is impossible. To be self-sufficient 
does not mean to produce sufficient wealth for one's needs, but 
to produce every different kind ofthing and thus avoid making 
exchanges with other countries. Great Britain is a crowded 
country in a temperate northern climate; and it is therefore 
an indisputahle economy to import to this country a large 
part of our necessary food and raw materials, and to pay 
for them by exporting manufactures, for the production of 
which many special and natural advantages exist. 

In '924, the total imports into Britain amounted to 
£,,280,000,000. Of this, only £388,000,000 came from the 
Empire. If, therefore, the British Empile is to become self
contained, the quantity of goods sent to Britain by the 
Colonies should immediately be multiplied by three. Nothing 
of the kind can take place. The white population of the 
Colonies is about '7,ooo,ooo--one-half of that of France
and it would be several generations before the Colonies could 
supply the whole needs of Great Britain. 

Protectionists also argue that even if it is impracticable to 
make the Empire self-sufficing, it is at least desirable to 
to introduce Imperial Preference in order'to encourage trade 
within the Empire. Liberals are anxious to foster trade 
with the Empire; but there are other ways of doing this than 
by erecting tariffs, which would lead the people of this country 
to associate tbe Dominions with the resulting bigb prices and 
bad trade. Moreover, a measure of Imperial Preference was 
introduced in '919, but our trade with the Dominions bas not 
increased more than it bas with other prosperous countries 
such as America.. This fact is quite inconsistent with Pro
tectionist claims, and sbows tbe uselessness of relying upon 
the manipulation of tariffs to increase Imperial trade. 

Statistical tables will be found in tbe Appendix showing 
the value of our trade witb tbe various parts of the Empire; 
and tbe value of the principal articles imported from and 
esported to Britisb Possessions and Foreign Countries, before 
and since the War. 

Preference on ExisUng Duties. 

Tbe present policy of the Conservative Party is to con. 
centratrate upon givin.g a m.easure of preferenc.e involving 
only a reducbon of dut.es. SlOce Mr. ChamberlalO·s Budget 
of 19'9. the tariff on Empire products has been only five
sixths of the tariff on foreign goods; and in Mr. Cburcbill's' 
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Budget of '925, further Imperial Preference was given as 
follows ,-

Dned Fruits.-Duty abolished on Empire goods. 
Tobacco.-Duty reduced to t of the foreign rate. 
Sugar. - Preference extended to about ld. per lb. 
Wines.- Ordinary duty reduced from i to ~ of the full 

rate; and the additional duty on sparkling wines 
reduced from i" to 1 of the full rate. 

In these cases, there are no new import duties; on the con
trary, there is a reduction of existing duties. Why, then, are 
Liberals opposed to these extensions of Preference? 

Let it be said at once that Free Traders advocate the 
reduction or abolition of revenue-duties on imports whenever 
the national exchequer can stand it, provided that the reduc
tion applies in any given case to all the imports- Imperial 
and Foreign alike. They do more than advocate this policy; 
they have repeatedly brought it into actual practice by their 
votes in the House of Commons. It was a Liberal Govern
ment that effected substantial reductions in the tea tax in 
1906, and in the sligar tax in 19oB; and in the year 1924 the 
Liberal Party gave full support to the reductions of the taxes 
on tea, sugar J cocoa, coffee, and dried fruits, which were 
prominent features of the Labour Government's Budget. In 
all these cases the reduction applied to both Foreign and Im
perial products, and was therefore a straightforward relief of 
taxation, not complicated by hidden motives or indirect 
consequences.-

As soon as a distinction is made between Foreign and 
Imperial goods, and it is proposed to levy higher taxes on 
the one than on the other, we get an entirely different situa
tion. This is no longer a simple proposal for the relief of 
taxation; it is the introduction of a fiscal method which has 
important effects apart from its direct relation to the revenue; 
it is Dot a change only in the amOUllt of certain import-duties, 
but a change in the whole scheme upon wbich import-duties 
are based. 

Free Traders are opposed to this change of fiscal method 
for the following reasons ,-

The Creation of Vested Interests. 

(I) The reduction of revenue-duties on imporls from the 
Dominions, without a similar reduction on imports from 
foreign countries, is not a step in the directi<m tif Fr,e Trade. 
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It is a slep in the opposite dirt'Cliun. II sds up an obstacle '" 
Free Trade. 

It does this by creating in the privileged Dominions a 
'l'tsled interest in maintaining the British tariff against foreign 
countries. This was clearly realised by the Free Traders of 
all Parties when the fiscal controversy was first revived in the 
early days of the century. In 190' Sir Michael Hicks-Beach 
sought to balance his war-budget by a shilling duty (a .. regis
tration duty," he called it) on imported corn and flour. A 
demand at once sprang up for the remission of this duty to 
Canada. Mr. Joseph Chamberlain was particularly insistent 
that this should be done. Full use was made of the plausible 
plea that it was a reduction. and not an incn:ase, of taxation 
that was asked for. But Sir Michael Hicks·Beach and Mr. 
Ritchie (who suc~eeded him), although Unionists, were far 
from being Protectionists, and they successfully resisted the 
demand for a Canadian preference. It is significant that 
they did so on the ground that a preferential tariff would 
create a vested interest in maintaining the Britisb tax against 
foreign goods. 

This is still true. Tbe revenue-duties which are imposed 
on artic1es that are not produced in tbis country are DOt 

.. protective," and so long as they are uniform duties* levied 
on the products or all countries alike, it is to no one's interest· 
to maintain them unless they are needed for revenue. They 
can be "reduced at any time without either inflicting" injury 
or stimulating intrigue. But the moment we give an Im
perial preference on these duties, we set up protection-pro
tection for certain groups of Dominion producers j we create 
a powerful interest in the maintenance of the Lax against 
foreign countries, and our fiscal freedom is gone. 

The Demand for New Taxes. 
(.) Imperial preference on existing revenue-duties pro

motes a continual agitation for the imposition oj fll!'7I1 taX~$ on 
/orei"gn goods, in order to extend the privilege to other classes 
of producers and to other Dominions and Colonies which do 
not produce the goods already taxed. 

This tendency was plainly illustrated in the Conservative 
proposals of 1923" The existing preference on currants, 
raisins, and figs was of no use to Canada, since these articles 
are not producrd there i but a tax on foreign apples and 
tinned salmon, with an Imperial preferential rale, would give 
Canada a small advan12ge. Thus tbe Conservati,'es found 
it impossible then to formulate even an elementary and 
introductory scheme of Imperial Preference without pro-
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posing to tax new classes of foreign imports j and they will 
always find themselves in the same difficulty. 

Taxpayers' Subsidy to Dominion Produoers. 
(J) Imperial preference on existing revenue-duties is nol 

witlwut cost to the British pnb/ic. 
The quantity of tobacco, wine, currants, dried figs, &c., 

imported from Empire countries is extremely small in com
parison with the total quantity imported. The price of the 
article to the consumer in this country is determined by the 
bulk of the supply-that is to say, by the foreign supply on 
which the fuB tax is pilid. It is therefore extremely improb
able that these preferential «ductions would cause any reo 
duction of prices in Great Blitam. The chief consequences 
would be a subsidy to certain individual exporters in the 
Dominions, representing a Joss of British revenue which the 
taxpayers would be required to make up. 

The Real Objeot of Preferenoe. 
(4) In addition to these detailed blemishes, which are in 

them.elves more than enough to condemn it, the proposal for 
Imperial Preference on existing revenue duties is also open to 
the serious objection that it is not made for its OWll sake. 
The oly,cl of tlwse wlw advocate this sort of infantile Imperial 
Prefn-ence is to keep the sy,tem in exisletICe until a clwnce 
Comes 10 make it real and elfectI1.!e. 

In itself, a scheme of preferences on dried fruits is of no 
use either to the Dominions or to our own Protectionists. 
This is not what they wanl They want a preferential rate 
on foods"!I!s and raw materitils. As Mr. Bruce. the Aus
tralian Prime Minister, said at the Imperial Conference 00 

October 9th, 1923: .. That is what the Dominions produce; 
and it is no good 0I1r passin2' pious resolutions talking 
abou t better preforence to the Dominions, and for ever dodg
ing what is the great issue." As much as 62 per cent of the 
goods sent frem the Dominions into this country is io these 
seven classes alone- corn, flour. meat, butter, cheese, raw 
wool, oil seeds. No system of preference can be worth much 
to the Dominions unless it includes preferential rates on these 
articles-which means a stiff tax on the still larger suppties 
of them that ,,-e get from foreign countries. 

It would be folly to close our eyes to the fact that Im
perial Preference on dried fluits, &c., is chiefly designed to 
keep the road open for the larger and far more injurious 
system. The preferences 00 existing- duties are the first 
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little steps on the road. We make objection to these steps 
for what they are in themselves, on the several grounds 
that have been stated; but our antagonism is justly in
creased when we know that these are the first steps on a 
road that leads to industrial disaster and the impoverishment. 
of the people. 

THE SAFEGUARDING OF INDUSTRIES. 
" Safeguarding n or "Protection ,t-there is no difference 

in the definition of the two words, and the schemes that they 
denote differ only in degree. Safeguarding is simply Pro
tection writ small. 

Under tbe present Safeguarding scbeme (unlike the former 
Act), a duty is to be imposed on articles of a given class 
imported from all countries l if there is ,. unfair" competition 
from any country in respect of that class of goods. That is 
to say, there will be a II general duty" on that class of 
goods; and this is precisely the old II scientific tariff" advo
cated by Protectionists in tbe past. 

Previous experience under the Safeguarding of Industries 
Act and the new Import Duties shows that Safeguarding not 
only fails to" acbieve its professed ohjects, but injures trade 
aDd causes great inconvenience to traders and cons~mers. 

PreYious Experiences. 
When tbe Safeguarding of Industries Act came into 

operation on October 1St, 1921, a schedule was issued of 
articles liable to duty under Part I. This extraordinary list 
contained over 6000 articles, and spread consternation among 
importers, traders, and manufacturers. 

Infants' food. dolls' eyes, face powder, toy compasses, 
toy paints, and tbe like, were declared Key Industries and 
beld up for trivial sums of duty. 

Harassed business men were compelled to line up in 
queues and wait hours for their turn to show invoices and fill 
up rorms, and then to par the duties, witb several sbillings 
expenses. Huge sums of money were demanded as deposits, 
whilst the authoritie~. with exasperating slowness, considered 
whether tiny parts of articles were dutiable. Cheques were 
refused, even from firms of standing, and cash or bankers' 
dralts had to be given. In many cases heavy demurrage 
costs were incurred. The delays involved considerable losses 
to traders. and frequently caused them to lose orders. 

A typical case concerned a consignment of electric lamps 
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in which the tungsten was dutiable. The man who went to 
the docks to arrange for the clearance was kept nearly the. 
whole day, had to pay 5s. clearance, and to leave a deposit 
of £[. The tax was eventually fixed at one penny. 

One of the trades which has been put to the greatest 
annoyance by the operations of the Safeguarding of Industries 
Act is the chemical industry. No fewer than 2000 chemicals 
which were never produced in this country were scheduled for 
duty. Expensive proceedings had to be conducted before 
Referees on demands for inclusion and exclusion from the 
list, and the consequent delays and conflicting decisions 
caused serious inconvenience. 

On May 12th, 1925, Sir John Simon slaled in the House 
of Commons that 60 per cent. of the consignment of chemicals 
held up, pending the result of the test by dock officers, were 
ultimately found to be not liable to duty under the Act. 

Fabric Gloye Trade injured by Safeguarding. 
Under Part II. of the Safeguarding of Industries Act a 

duty of 331- per cent. was imposed on fabric gloves on August 
23rd, [922. The result was not only to injure those in Bolton 
who made the fabric which was exported to Germany for 
manufacture into gloves, but also to harm the fabric glove 
trade in this country. The advantage of fabric gloves was 
their cheapness, and when the prices were raised people pre
ferred to buy cheap kid and skin gloves. 

On May 15th, 1923, Major Mackenzie Wood took occasion 
to ask the President of the Board of Trade in the House of 
Commons whether his attention had been called to a .. state
ment made by Mr. Leslie Pinkham, of the National Glove 
Company, Limited, to the effect that the present position in 
the fabric glove trade is probably worse than has ever been 
experienced before; whether he is aware that it was on the 
application of this gentleman, with others, that the duty ••. 
was imposed on imported fabric gloves; and whether, in view 
of the present situation, he will take steps to have the duty 
abolished?" The Minister replied to the first two parts of 
the question in the affirmative. 

Subsequently two interesting letters on the subject were 
published in the Drapers' Record:-

A London glove merchant wrote on August 4th, 1923, 
that the duty instead of helping manufacturers, had a con
trary effect, and that one manufacturer who fought strenuously 
for the Bill had to sell leather gloves for an existence. He 
added, .. I formerly paid thousands to cotton spinners (for 
material), now only hundreds." 
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A retail glove buyer .... rote on August 25tb, 1923, .. \\'th 
the mark at 20 to the ;/; and the duty at 661 per cent., the 
Germans would still beat us. With the advance in price, 
demand lessened. Cheap skin gloves are preferred to dear 
fabric gloves, English or German." 

No Dumping. 
One of the pretexts under .. -hich the Safeguarding of 

Industries Act was passed .... as that goods were being 
U dumped .. into this country-i.,., S\)ld bere below the cost ot 
production. On April 15th, 192-J,' Mr. H"g:,o asked the 
President of the Board of Trade how man}" complaints had 
been received under the Dumping pro>-isions of the Act (Part 
II., (I) a)_ Mr. Webb's ans,.-er was as follows:-

u. During the three yean since the passing of the Act fi\"e cOm
plaints of the nature indicated by the hOD. Member b3Ye heeD received. 
Of these, two _ere referred to committees CODstituted in accordance 
with the prnvisioDS of the Ac~ but the committees' reports were in 
each case adverse to the coOlp!ainants. ]0 the other three instances 
the Board of Trade were of opioioo that the evidence submitted was 
not such as to warrant reference to a camminee.-

It still remains true that Dot a single case of "dumping II 
in this country bas been demonstrated. 

.. McKenna" Duties. 
The New Import Duties, introduced in 1915 by Mr. 

McKenna to save shipping space during the War, and re
pealed by tbe Labour Government in 1<]24, were imposed at 
the rate of 331 per cent. upon imported motor cars, bicycles 
and parts, clocks, watches and parts, musical instruments, and 
upon cinematograph films. Liberals opposed Mr. Cburchill's 
proposal to reintroduce the duties in the Budget of 1925 
because experience had sbown that they were harmful to 
trade, and that tbere had been a great improvement in sales 
and in employment since the duties were removed~ 

Neither the McKenna Duties nor the Safeguarding duties 
diminished imports to any appreciable extenL British con
sumers needed the goods, and therefore in most cases bought 
them, even tbough tbey had to pay the tariffs. Tbus the 
tariffs inflicted higher prices, inconvenience, and dela~ 5 on 
home traders, with"ut ac~ie\'ing their object of excluding 
foreign goods. (Statistical tables in the Appendix illustrate 
tbese facts). 

Trade improved after Repeal. 
The Protectionists prophesied that the removal of the 

duties under Part II. of tbe Safeguarding of Industries Act 
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and of the New Import Dutie, in 1924 would ruin the trade. 
concerned and throw thousands (if not millions) out of work, 
because they would be .. swamped by goods dumped from 
abroad!' The reverse proved to be the case, The effect of 
removing the tariffs was to lower prices, and this in turn 
both increased the home demand and enaqled our manufac
turers to increase their export trade. Hence there has been 
an improvement in the condition of even the trades pre ... 
viously protected (in addition, of course, to the benefit 
accruing to industry in general). 

It is true that when the duties were removed there was an 
immediate increase in the imports of the articles concerned. 
This was largely due to the fact that for some months imports 
had been held up in expectation of the impending removal of 
the tariffs, As the statistics (see Appendix) show. however, 
the exports also increased. In most cases, exports have 
increased far more than imports; and there has been a 
marked impro\'ement in employme1lt, 

Separate statistics are not available for the industries 
covered by the Safeguarding of Industries Act; and Parlia
mentary answers have stated that no estimate can be made. 
Approximate figures are available' for the motor industry 
(though aircraft workers are included), for clocks and watches 
(though plate and jewellery workers are included), and for 
musical instrument making, No figures are published for 
the cinematograph film industry, but the remarkable increase 
in exports provides evidence that this industry did not suffer 
from the removal of the duty, 

The following table shows the percentages unemployed 
before and after the removal of the duties, It will be observed 
that the percentages for the previously protected industries 
decreased, and that they even fall below that for the average 
of all trades. 

PERCENTAGES OF UNEMPLOYMENT. 

Construction and Wale-hello, clocks, Mmical Averat:e of 
repair or motor plate. &e., instrument all in10ured 
vehicles, &c_ manuracture_ rna.kin&:. industrirs. 

At the end iJ(-
June, 1924 ... 70 r3"o 11-7 9'4 
July 8'3 ·1"9 11"6 99 
August (month 

o(removal. .. rO·2 12"0 8'5 10·6 
Sf'ptembcr II". II'S 6'8 10·8 
October .. , Q'6 10 7 5'7 II". 
November .. , 8'7 9'8 5'4 '1"0 
December .. , 1'5 10'6 n 10'9 

The Dumber unemployed in the motor group in December. 
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'9'4 (with the duties off) was '5.3'9. compared with '9.433 
in December. '923 (with the· duties on)-eloquent testimony 
to the truth that employment is most plentiful under Free 
Trade. 

Summary of Objections to Safeguarding. 
The principal objections to Safeguarding, which are 

exemplified above, and boroe out by the tables of statistics 
in the Appendix, may be briefly summarised as follows :-

Increased prices. Tbe fundamental object of imposing a 
Safeguarding duty is to raise prices. If it does not raise 
prices. it is useless to the nome manufacturer; and under the 
new Conservative scheme the rate of the tariff's is not fixed 
because it is desired to impose in each case a tariff high 
enough to raise the prices of imported goods. This ·will in 
turn enab1e home manafacturers to raise their prices. 

HardsMp 10 tire comumer. The effect of raising prices-
whether or not they are increased by the whole amount ofthe 
duty-is to cause hardship to British consumers ofthe goods. 
The reason why foreign goods are purchased is because they 
are cheaper or beller. The tariff results in compelling the 
con~umer to pay more, pr to buy inferior articles. 

ReductUm of /'UrclU/sinK /JO'II1er. The rise in prices means 
decreased purchasing power, which is equivalent to a lower
ing of wages. This particularly affects those not in the 
protected industries-e g., miners. agriculturists, textile 
workers, builders. engineers; shipbuilders, transport workers 
and those engaged in the commercial, distributive, and 
public services. 

Increased cosl '!I j>roduc.tUm. The rise in the prices of a 
number of commodities, including many articles that are raw 
materials in other industries, and the consequent fall in the 
value of money, entails an increase in the cost of production. 
This handicaps our manufacturers in competition abroad. 
and leads to a serious decline in our already depressed 
export trade. 

Loss of Employmenl. The decrease in the home trade 
(due to decreased purchasing power) and ill foreign trade 
(due to increased cost of production) causes further unem
ployment. Examples of this have already occurred under 
the previous Safeguarding . measures-e.g., in the fabric 
~Iove trade-and, conversely, employment improved when 
Free Trade was restored to the trades previously unde, 
the McKenna Duties. 
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InelJicil!1U1·. The artificial advantage given by Safeglnrd. 
ing renders it unnecessary for manufacturers to produce 
cheaper and better articles by improving their machinery 
and methods; and therefore tends to inefficiency. [t also 
diverts ("apital and labour towards industries that are not 
naturally profitable, at the expense of those that are the most 
productive economically. 

InconT'miellce to traders. As the result of Safeguarding 
duties, goods must inevitably be delayed at the docks for 
Customs inspection. This loss of time means loss of money 
-which is passed on to the consumer. Business men are 
compelled to waste much time, and often to reveal trade 
secrets to satisfy the officials. Uncertainty and all kinds of 
anomalous decisions result. .,. 

Business losses. The cost of a Safeguarding scheme 
cannot be measured mere~y in~terms of the expenses directly 
involved to the State-i .•. ,' the taxpayer--for collection. 
Traders frequently have to meet expenses also, and these 
sometimes exceed the amount of the duty. Again, while 
goods are held up heavy charges are being incurred for 
demurrage; and finally the delays sometimes result in the 
loss of orders. 

THE SILK DUTIES . 
. The Silk Duties proposed in the 1925 Budget are a 

new and specially objectionable kind of tariffs They are 
not only to some extent Protective, but also are a tax upon 
raw materials. The import duties upon real and artificial 
silk are accompanied by excise duties, but the excise duties 
are lower than the customs duties, and the tatter are there
fore Protective. This, however, is not the whole measure of the 
evil, for ·both the customs and the' excise duties act as a 
serious burden upon trade. 

The excuse that silk is a U luxury" is .without ioundation 
-even real silk is an important raw material ;n the manu· 
facture, for example, of electrical goods. The ca ... e of 
artificial silk-in which there is no real silk at all- is even 
stronger, for it is used in large quantities in the manufacture 
of cotton and woollen fabrics. Rather than beg for Protec. 
tion, Lancas"ire has solved her uifficuhies by seeking new 
raw materials .. and the admixture of artificial silk with cotton 
has proved very successful. Similarly. the West Riding of 
Yorkshire has blended artificial silk with wool to make new 
and brighter materials that have captured new markets in 
many parts of the world. [n consequence, the demand for 
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artificial silk has grown with remarkable, and constantly. 
accelerating, rapidity. Where there were but '500 looms 
engaged in the weaving of silk before the War, there are 
now 30,000, of which 20,000 are weaving for the export 
trades. 

The heavy burden of the duties will inevitably raise prices 
and lessen the demaod for the silk. and so cause directly an 
increase in unemployment in this .growing, though still 
adolescent, industry. Furthermore, by increasing the cost of 
the raw materials of the cotton .. woollen, hosiery, etc. trades, 
it will severely injure the great. staple industries of the 
country. 

CONCLUSION. 
Although the case for Free Trade is no less convincing 

to~day than it was before the War, it is not so interesting, 
and the statement of it has less breadth and symmetry. The 
reason for tbis is that the attack made on Free Trade is not 
the open and direct challenge flung down by Mr. Josepb 
Chamberlain, but a ragged mob of little squeaking infidelities. 
Avoiding the broad issue, tbe opponents of Free Trade 
proceed now·a-days by piecemeal pleas for the .exceptional 
treatment of special cases. Each of these narrow fallacies 
demands an answer. In the preceding pages they hav" been 
dealt with one by one, at some risk of obscuring the fact that 
in every case it is the large and simple issue of Free Trade 
that is at stake. Imperial Preference on revenue duties, 
.. Safeguardings" old and new, import duties partially but 
imperfectly balanced by excise duties-all these are timid 
attempts to establish a tentative, if precarious, footing for 
Protection in our fiscal system. The answer to them all is 
the plain declaration that there is no form or degree of tariff
protection that can be of any use to Great Britain in any 
circumstances or at any time. The case against all these 
petty, stammering, bashful tariffs is the same as the case 
against Joseph Chamberlain's more courageous proposals. 
Protectionist tariffs, in wh~\ever disguises, are an addition to 
the cost of national maintenance, a self~imposed burden. 
Protection has been advocated by clever politicians from· 
oblique political motives, and by sections of clever business 
men from motives of greed; but no one who is free to have 
regard only to the broad national interests of Great Britain can 
advocate Protection unless he is muddle~headed. Protection 
-in the circumstances of this country, at all events - is a form 
of stupidity. It cannot live for an hour in the clear light of 
common sense. 
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Sl'A'l'ISTI(,AL APPENDIX. 

SUMMARY OF BRITISH IMPORTS 
AND EXPORTS. 

The following tables give the value of articles imported into the United 
Kingdom, and of the Exports of the produce and manufactures of the United 
Kingdom, and of the Exports o! foreign and colonial merchandise :-

IMPORTS (GB"'). 
:j91L t61. tea. 
~ ~ II 

Food. Drink, and Tobacco ••• ... 295.1ID.630 .•. ..• 5(13,861,731 ... .•• 912.809,Q 
]ta.w Matcrln.l8 a.nd Articles nminly 

unnmnuiacturud. ... ... ... 200,009,12Q ••• .. 321.961.793 ••• .., too • .M)J,373 
Articles wbolly or mainly 

ma.nufactured ... 201,038,872 256.978.8U ... ... 299.885.1118 
.Animals. Dot for food ... (88,411 ... • .. 1,M3,118 ... 'l,ffII.ffS1 

Parcel POliti. non-dutiable articles ... 2.118,106 3.817.128 3.900.101 

TOTAL ... 788.734.739 .. , ... I,OOO,228.2U ••• ... 1.2'l9.8H.597 

EXPORTS, BRITISH • 

Food. Drink, and Tobaeco ... 

• 818. 
/I 

33.875,8t5 
Raw Materiabl Rnd Articles mainly 

unmanufact.ured ... ... ... 88,173.319 
Articlea wbolly or mainly 

manufactured ... ..... U3,sal.f3t 
Animals. not for food •.. 2.229.888 
Parcel Poet, Don-dutiable artlclce ... B,I.U.I2D 

TOTAL ... 

130.8\1;.811 ... ... 108,188.878 

679,919,67' 
1,100,171 

10.7f8,62& ... 

018,2'10..>1' 
2.286.'"" 

11,3111.3118 

787.257',771 ... ... 'l96.3IW,.68l 

EXPORTS, FOREIGN AND COLONIAL. 
191& ....... .-. 

/I /I /I 
Food. Drink. and Tobacco ... 18,206,1IIZ 21,M3,I06 '" 28.818,1311 
Haw :Materlaltl aud ArtIcles mainlT 

1lIlID&Ilufacturod ... ... . .. 113, .......... ....1.1.911 ._. 
_ •• 18 

Artfclee wbolly or ma.inJ7 
.lD&Dutactured. _. ... ... 29.:nUrn 2i'.1N.0lID ... 13,8M.7lJI 

.Animal8, Dot tor food 108,111 8I,BI \.51.6» 
Parcel Poot _. 

ToTAL 108, ..... 731 II8,M3,806 ... 110,1&8,1101 

NO'J1I!.-Tbe value. of the Itoporte I'fIprelMtut COfIt, inlnlJ'anee. and trelaht; the valuel 
01 the lDIporU. co.t aad. charge for deUverin8' GO boud. the ahip. 
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STATISTICAL APPE!riiDL'i:. 

l'RADE WITH CERTAIN COUNTRIES, 

1913 AND 1924. 

[Note.-In making comparisons. allowance should be made for increased 
prices in 1924. 

IInporta Expmta of Britl.lh BJ::porta ofFortdp 
Goodo and Colonial into U.K. for the from U.K. for the Morchandise trom 

COUl\.·TRY. Y ..... Year. U.K. 
1915. 1924- 1915. 1924- 1915. 1924-

~ £ .. .. II " millions. millioD& millions. millions. millions. milliOllRo 
Australia ..• SS'1 S9'~ S~'S 60'8 s·, 0" 
Canada 30'S .... 66'1 23'S ~'1 S'S 2'5 
S. Africa ::: 12'S 1S'0 ~·o SC'S 1'9 1'6 
Newfoundland 1'0 1'9 0'9 211 0'1 0'9 
New Zealand 2O'S 47'0 10"8 20'S 111 111 
Irish Free State ::: SI'9 ~., U'S! 

Dominions 1~'~ l!.s', ... 92'l! ... 183'9 9'9 ... Sl1'7 

British India 48" 79'0 70'S 90'6 1" 1'1 
Ceylon .• , ... 7'S IS'6 ,.!! 4'S 0'1 0'1 
Straits Settlements IS'S 10'6 o·s • S'S o·~ 0.9 
West Indies !!'1 4'S 2'S S'8 0" O'S 
Other .British P";':-} 36'6 37'l! SO'S '1'7 111 S'1 sesSIons 

British Empire 212'9 SH8'6 ... 2OS'1 ... 332'6 ... IS'S ... 96'S 

U.S.A. 141'6 949'0 Sl9'S 53'!I SO., i4'6 
Germany::: RO" 36'9 40'7 42'6 19'5 ~11 
France ... 48'4 66'S 28'9 41'S U'9 17'S 
Belgium ... 23" 36" IS'S 22'6 7" 1O'l! 
lta11' S'1 18'9 14'6 17'7 1'0 2" 
Spwn 14'4 19'7 7'9 10'S 0'8 0'9 
Swilzerlan"ci' 11'1 19" 4'2 U'S 0'9 1'4 
Netherlands !!S'6 4!1'S 1S'4 25'1 S'1 7'S 
Sweden ... 14'9 22'S S'2 IS'9 1'0 1'8 
Russia 4O'S 20'0 1S'1 S'S 9'6 7'4 

Sel'essi~;; Stat~~ !!S" 7'7 1'6 
Poland .. , S" S'S I'S 

Japan 4'4 7'S 1~'S 26'S O'S O'S 
China 4'7 13'S 14"8 20'4 0'2 o·g 
Argentina'" 42'5 79'1 92'6 i7'!! o'a 0'5 
Brazil .. , 10'0 4'S 12'S 13'7 0'8 0'5 
Other Foreign 90·r lN9'S 75'1 ... 1il11 6'9 6'S 

Foreign 5OS'S S91'9 ... S20'1 ... 46>1'8 ... 9S'S ... l1S'8 

TarAL 76S'7 ... 1279'S ... 5U·9 ... 79S·4 ... 109'6 ... 140'1 
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STATISTICAL Al'PENDlX. 

BRITISH TRADE WITH THE EMPIRE AND WITH 
FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 

TOTAL IMPORTS AND EXPORTS. 
British Ponesslon.. P01'8tgD Count.tu. 

1913. 2823. 1at&. 29Z3. 
;£ millions I!. mtlJioM It mUlloh8 It mlllIon8 

Total Imports into U.K. ... ... \9\'5 ... 3~S'9 ... S11'i 110'S 
Total Exports (British Produce) ... 19S'S .•. 300'6 ••. S~9'9 ... 466'7 

IMPORTS OF FOOD, DRINK AND TOBACCO. 

Grain and Flour ,., 29'S 
Meat and Poultry ... \3'9 
Living Animals for Food 0'1 
Butter and Margarine 40'S 
Cheese ... ... 5'1 
f:"gs (in shell) 
Ji'ish ,_, '" ,_, ,.' ". 1'7 
.'ruit-Raw~ Preserved and Dried." 1-8 
Preserved. Milk .,. 
Edible Oils and Fats O'S 
Vegetables I '0 
Sugar ... 0'9 
Glucose... ... ... ,., 
Feeding Stuffs for Animals 1'6 
Cocoa (including preparations) 1'2 
Coffee ... •.. ... ... O'S 
Tea 12'0 
Wine... .., ,.. . _ 0'1 
Beer (Irish Free State in I~) 
Miscellaneous Food and Drink "1 
Tobacco 0'1 

TOTAL: FOOD. DarY ... & TOBACCO 77" 

40'~ 
!n'S 
\3'5 
19'\ 
\s·\ 
2'5 
\'8 
9'0 
0'1 
\'0 
2'5 

lI'O 

2'\ 
\l'6 
\'0 

\19'3 
O'S 
5'0 
S'S 
0'9 

\!!6'S 

IMPORTS OF RAW MATERIALS. 
Non-Metallic Mining Products O'S 
Iron Ore and Scrap .. ,... 0'1 
Non·.·errous Ores and Scrap S'S 
Wood and Timber...... s" 
Cotton, Raw .. , 1'9 
Wool, Raw,.. •.. 28" 
Other Textile Materials ... •.• 10'5 
Oil Seeds, Fats, Resins and Gums 1S'1 
Hides and Skins ... 8'0 
Paper. making Materials O'S 
Rubber .•• ... ... Ii" 

I Miscellaneous Items '" s'o 

TorAL: RAW MATEII.l..l..LS .. , 91'1 
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~ATISTICAL APPE!rIo'"DIX. 

TRADE WITH EMPIRE AND FOREIGN COlTh"'TRIES--conra. 

IMPORTS OF MANUFACTURED ARTICLES, 

BPlUab PoaaeasI01l& PorelCD QoUDtI'laa. 
19t3. 1 ...... 19t3. ....... 

£, millions I! millions I! milli0b8 & millions 
Earthenware. Glass. &c. .. , 0'3 ... 0'1 5'1 7'5 
IroD and Steel Manufactures O'l! 15'9 13-6 
Other Metal Manufactures Ig-o 6'~ 17'6 19-1 
Cutlery. Hardw.are, &c.. 0'8 6'1 6"S 

lIachinery O,g 0'''' ,-I R'9 
Cotton lfanufactures 0'1 0'3 9'1 8'''' 
Woollen Manufactures O'~ 1'0 911 10'8 
Other Textiles 2"9 311 ~'O Sj'3 
Apparel... 0'5 11'1 16'1 
Chemicals, Dyes. and Colours 0'7 1'6 1~'6 11'9 
Oils. Fats. and ResIns 1'0 2"9 1l'8 31'6 
Leather liodudiog manul'acbJres) ... 3'8 3'8 111 S'I 
Paper and Cardboard 0-6 1'5 7'1 li'l 
Other Manufactures __ . 0'''' ~'O 34,'1 41"9 

TOTAL M.A.mrp.A.cT1,au;s ~'3 iT"1 liS-8 2-19'9 

PRINCIPAL EXPORTS (BRITISH PRODUCE), 

RAw MATE1lIALS:-

Coal 1'8 ~'8 4,R"9 95"1 
Other. Classes 1'5 S'O 13"9 27"9 

TOTAL, RA ... M.A.TEIlL\LS _ .. S'S 7'8 6111 1,)3'0 

MA)ilrt".u:n.ram AancLE::S =-
Iron and Steel Manufachue& .. , 1!6'9 36'1 28'''' 39'''' 
Other Metal Manufactures ""5 5'6 7'6 S'9 
Cutlery. Hardware, &c:. 3'''' ~'3 3'8 3'1 
Eledri<-aI Goods 3'S i-oS 11'0 "7 
~acbiDery 10'9 ~"1 !!i!'1 111'8 
Cotton ~lanUraeturea 51'S 11'S 68'7 100'1 
Woollen Manufactures .. _ 10'1 19'6 \l5'6 ~'1 
Other Textiles .. , "3 8'1 IS'9 11"1 
Apparel 1"'" 19'1 6" 7'S 
Chcmieals. Dyes. and Colours 5'1 9'5 IS'9 16"i 
Vehicles (including Loco-

motins and Ships) 9" It'S 15'1 IS" 
Other Manufactures .. , gs's 39" 31'1 42'1 

To:rAL M~"l1'FA.Cl'UU3 114'S 260'3 \139'. 319'6 
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX. 

McKENN A DUTIES. 
IMPORTS. 

(The Duties were imposed In 1915.) 
ARTICLE IMPORTED. 1918 19t8 192" 

Motor cars. touring (No.) '" •. , 6,820- 16,'28 13,101 
Motor cycles & tricars (No.) ... 1,728 1,04-5 64.1 
Clocks (thousands)...... ... g.'I' 3,748 ',065 
Watches (thousands) ... ... ... ... 4,'99 8,.93 '.50. 
Pianos (No.)... ... ... ... • .. U,482 12.3'0 10.797 
Other musical instruments (No.) ... . .. 150,963 181,190 809.8M1 
Cinematograph films (thousand feet) Not given 124.836 II',6~ 

no; i~~y~':t~!b:,~r::.meroW cars In 1913. The coJTeRpondiDg number in ll1U wtu!J 1,319 

EXPORTS. 
(The Duties were repealed in August. IgU.) 

September 
1923 192<1 

January 
• 1924. 192& 

Motor cars, touring (No.) 

~= W!~ (N~:! ::: 
Watches (No.)... ... 
Musical Instruments (No.) 
Cinematograph films} 

(Million feet) ... 

~~=: !'at;h~~~ ~ ::~ 
Musical instruments & parts 
Cinematograph fiIma ... 

Total ... 

Motors, &c .• and parts ... 
Clocks. watches and &';rts 
Musical instruments parts 
Cinematograph films 

Total 

869 907 641 1,4.17 
1,281 t,679 

9S6 1,678 
g,386 3.578 

663 2.071 
S5 1.036 47 1.431 

IO,1Ii 13,OM II,IIl 18,244 

1'6 9" 6'0 II'? 

REVENUE. 
1915.18 1918.17 1917.18 1918.19 19U,.IO 

" I/, I/, " " thsnds. thBnds. 
641 214 

tlumds. thHJId& tlumdfl. 
120 ... 191 ... 1,996 _ 467 
462 ... 664~.. 919 

74. 66 65... 59 237 
184 189 14.6 ... 170 209 

1,042 906 773 1,_ 8,861l 

1920·21 1921·11 1922.28 11123·2" 
I/, I/, I/, I/, 

th"" .... tbllnds. than"" tlumdlll. 
',050 764 1,2:18 1,4S6 

7MI 460 524 MIl 
435 2SO 847 3~ 

213 - lI5i! !!89 

5,480 1.698 lI,851 t,590 
• Approximate 1lgurea. 

B.y ....... f>oom SafelfuardtDt Dutl ... 
(Part 1. of the Safeguarding of Industries Act was imposed in 1911l ; 

Part 11. in 1_.) 
1911·22 1II1l1.11 1913.1M 

" I/, " Part I.-Key ~~ Duty... ... 140,_ ... SSS,950 _ 883,000 
Part II.-Dep Curieney Duty ••• tsl,lI65 •• 148,000 
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STATISTICAL APPEliDIL 

U.K. BALANCE SHEET. 

'Baood .. 2"rade''''''_.d--_--""""""" ialAe _ '" fNde J-. .... ) 
1813. Bzparta. 

Food. Ike. •• 
Raw Mat<riaIs ... 
Manafa<tures 
Miscellaneous 

Bullioo ... . .. 
Diamonds (est.) ... 

B4L&!OCE (available for inyest-

769 

n 
12 

8SS 

_ 0""""") 181 

lIN 

Vmau:. 

Food. &eo ••• 
RawMat<riaIs 
Manufactures .. . M_ .. . 
Re-etporb 
BulIioD .•• 

1lmBIIILE. 
Net 1_ from-

• JIlDloDa 
M 
66 

.14 
n 

SiS 
no 
62 

Overseas 10_ ... 910 
Shipping ••• ..• ••• 9J 
Commissioas and other ~ 

Yioeo 3S 

1006 

11123. 

Food. &e. . •. 
Ra ... Materials ... 
Mauafa<tures 
MiscdIan ...... 

Bullioo ... . .• 
DiamoocIs (est., 

• lIllIloaa 
Sll 
32S 
!lS7 

S 

1098 
M 

• 
lIsB 

B~CE (anilable for iD_-
meat OYenea& 97 

12.55 

Food. &eo ••• 
Raw Materiala .. . 
Mauufactures .. . »_ .. . 
Re-exports 
Bullioo ... 

hrnmu.£. 
Net I""""", from-

.llllIl .... 
# 

131 
S80 

19 

761 
119 
69 

9SS 

Overseas 10""-" ISO 
Shipping ••• •.• ••• no 
CommissioDs ..... oth ...... 

• After dod_ a..ooo.OOl far ID ____ '" em debt ID U.s.A. 
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THE BUDGET. 

I HAVE first of all to thank the Committee of the Club for 
affording the opportunity to Sir John Simon and myself to 
make a statement about the Budget. • 
I have given a good deal of thought to those financial 

provisions, and I have done my best to think well of them. 
There wa& a good deal in the Budget statement that appealed 
to me personally. 

As the originator of National Insurance in this country, I 
was very glad to see this bold extension of that principle, and 
incidentally I am looking forward to the satisfaction of seeing 
the Grand Dames of the Primrose League advising employers 
to lick stamps, because I have some recollection of their attitude 
in '9'" I wonder whether Tory stamps will be more palatable 
than Radical stamps were? 

I am very glad to see the deatb duties resorted to as a means 
of increasing revenue. I have always been an advocate of that 
expedient. 

I do not mind admitting that I have a personal prejudice in 
favour of the Chancellor of the Exchequer. I like him. He is 
one of those challenging personalities whom some people like 
very much and some people hate very much. I belong, quite 
frankly, to the former class. I admire his brilliant mind, so 
brilliant as to dazzle bis judgment. In fact, one of his troubles 
is that his headlights are rather blinding; and he finds it 
difficult to drive a straight course on the road, and to avoid 
smashing ioto the traffic. 1 am also prepared to make some 
allowances for his difficnlties. . We have all experienced them. 
The McKenna duties and the Safeguarding of Industries, and 
other incidents of recent political experience prove it. He is 
now the Chancellor of the Exchequer of the party of amassed 
wealth. and the party which is suffering a good deal from a 
thwarted affection for the cause of Protection, and has therefore 
to walk very warily. He has been wandering in a far country 
where he has mixed with Radicals and Free Traders, and 
animals of that kind tbat are very obnoxious to his present 
associates, and therefore they probably suspect him of having 
acquired very bad tastes under those circumstances. . 

Having taken all that into account I will. tell you the 
conclusion I have come to about the Budget. It i. rather 
like tbe English weather-very mixed, a good deal of variety 
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JD It. There is a little to please everybody, a vast deal that 
pleases nobody, and, taken as a whole, it requires a very 
strong constitution to stand it- It is also very uncertain, and 
you are Dever quite sure whether it is going to rot or to ripen 
the crops. That describes quite fairly this Budget. 

, The Gold Standarcl 
For iostaoce, take the restoration of the gold standard. 

am greatly daring io meotioning this. But there is a genuioe 
aDd growing uueasioess uodoubtedly about it. There are high 
authorities who are uodoubtedly for it; there are other high 
authorities who are backing their hopes against their fears 
concerniog it with dimioishiog odds; aod there are high 
authorities who coodemo it unreservedly. I ootice that every
body who talks about it prefaces his observatioos by sayiog 
that he does oot really understaod it, but he always ends with a 
very dogmatic declaratioo on the subject. I am Dot goiog to 
be out of the fashion. I am goiog to do both. 

My view generally about it is this: that a good deal of the 
merit attributed to the gold standard really beloogs to other 
causes. The stability aod appreciatioo of our credit which we 
have seen in the course of the last few years since the war is 
attributable, in my judgment, to the fact that we are the only 
European couotry that took part io the war that has paid its 
way. Our Budgets have halanced, aod we have always, io 
additioo, set aside somethiog suhstantial for the payment of 
debt. We have paid our foreign creditors or made arrange
meots to pay them. We were Dot afraid to face our liabilities 
fraokly, coocealiog oothiog, aod we were about the ooly 
belligerent couotry io Europe that has dooe that. What is the 
result? That 00 realities our credit appreciated year by year, 
aod DOW the gold standard will step in aod take the credit for 
the whole of this achievement. 

As to the Gold Standard-it always strikes me that it is 
most helpful when it is least needed. It comes in wheo the joh is 
dooe, aod claims the credit, but when yoo have the straio of 
a great emergency as we had some years ago then we bad to 
abandoo it; that is one cot the reasons why I am Dot ooe of the 
worshippers of the Golden Calf. I do DOt believe in au idol 
that does Dot see you through your troubles. 10 the war its 
altars were deserted and the image was locked up. Now Mr. 
Wiostoo Churchill has come aDd opened the cupboard with au 
American key. He has polished it up with his burnishing 
rhetoric. He has replaced it on its pedestal, and when they 
heard in the Valhalla of Wall Street of this restoratioo they 
started twaogiog their golden harps with joy. But British 
trade is ~Ot qoite easy Dr happy about it. There is a feeling 
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that it helps the lender rather than the producer. It is 
undoubtedly at this moment something of. a gamble, and those 
who are engaged most deeply in British industry are those who 
are most anxious and least happy about it. That is frankly 
my view upon that subject. 

Income Tax. 
Now I come to others. I rejoice that Mr. Winston 

Churchill has avoided many pitfalls and heresies which await 
Chancellors of the Exchequer. He has not funded the pensions, 
which was a great temptation. He has not raided the sinking 
fund for annual· expenditure. That is to his credit. There is 
undoubtedly one advantage in the Churchill temperament, it 
does not succumb to commonplace temptations. It always 
needs something a little more sensational. 

I like his remission for small incomes. That is sound and 
good and wise. It is kindly wisdom, and the highest wisdom is 
always kindly. So I unreservedly rejoice in that. But I think 
he has spent his spare sixpence badly. He might have used 
that in a way which would have relieved the undoubted pressure 
upon industry. If he had used that in such a way as to promote 
development, to encourage the renewal of machinery and 
generally to help and stimulate industry, he would have done 
something to increase employment in the country. I do not 
think that the way he has applied the sixpence is going to have 
any influence on the grave problem of unemployment. The 
reduction of the super· tax at a time when he is imposing fresh 
burdens on industry I think quite indefensible. Super-tax could 
wait, It is a realised profit after all, and those who can pay 
supor-tax ought to be very glad of having that official recognition 
of their luck. 

Death Duties. 
Now I come to death duties. I am glad that when he 

needed an increase of revenue he resorted to the death duties. 
I am an out-aDd-out Harcourtian on this question. There is a 
good deal of nonsense talked about estate duties annihilating 
capital. It depends entirely upon the use you make of the 
money you raise. If you spend your revenue, whether it comes 
by income tax or indirect taxes or death duties, upon armaments 
and upon war-that, to use the theological phrase, is worse than 
annihilation, it is damnation. But if you use your money for 
the reduction of debt, for housing, for improving the health, the 
education of the people, for enhancing the efficiency of the race, 
making us better equipped' people because we are more 
efficient, because we are more contented-then you are building 
up capital and not annihilating it. Tbere is therefore nothing in 
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the argument about the dissipation oC capital which is suggested 
to be involved in death duties. 

I bave always been a believer, like Sir William Harcourt, in 
making these huge Cortunes, built up by au industrious parent, 
passed on to a less industrious son and Crom him to probably a 
idle grandson-making them contribute towards the liCe of the 
nation. After all, in my judgment, luck ought to be called 
upon to do more to help industry to carry its burdens. The 
latest available report of the Cortunes left at death is a very 
interesting study. Five-sixths oC the people who died left 
nothing Cor which it was worth going to take out a cheap 
letter "f administration for its recovery. Four-fifths of the 
money was left by 1',000 people -one·fiftietb of those 
who died.. HalC the fortunes were leCt by 1,800 people out of 
500,000; one-third oC the fortunes passing at death were left 
by less than 400 people. I think the fortunate inheritors ought" 
to pay for their luck to the country which enabled their fortune 
to be built up and shielded it for them and they ought to be 
very glad to pay handsomely. 

The defect, in my judgment, of the present Budget is that the 
bigher the fortune, the less the increase oC scale it proposes, 
until at last, wheQ it reaches the million, there is no increase at 
ail. The Chancellor says, .. Poor fellow, he is paying too much 
already." and from his tender heart he sends this cup of cold 
water for Dives. 

Protection. 
Now I come '0 the protective duties. Frankly, 'I do 

Dot like the resurrection of McKenna. Mr. Philip Snowden 
tomahawked him last year and he has worn his scalp with 
great pride in his belt ever since, and here Mr. Winston 
Churchill calls him forth again. But I am going to leave the 
protective duties to the tender mercies oC Sir John Simon. I am 
against them. 

The silk duties are foolish. They have all the worst vices, 
not merely of a prate :live tariff, but of a bad protective tariff. 
They tax the raw material of an industry, and of a nascent 
industry. You cannot conceive more vices in a tariff than those 
which Mr. Winston Churchill has applied his genius in order to 
find and crowd them into one single proposal most successfully. 
But he is not finding it as easy as he anticipated. I should not 
be a bit surprised if his financial proposals have the high honour 
of being strangled by a silken cord. . 

Insurance. 
Now I come to insurance, in which I take a special interest. 

I am unfeignedly glad that something is to be done. Mr. Philip 
Snowden said that it was no part of the Budget. I do not 
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agree witb bim. I tbink it is an essential part of tbe 
Budget, a vital part of tbe Budget, and I am very glad 
Mr. Winston Cburcbill did not sketcb out a fine scheme 
of benevolences witbout making some provision for payment 
-some of it good, some of it bad, a good deal of it 
popular, most of it unpopular - but still a real effort to 
face tbe problem. I am against tbe postponement of tbese 
provisions. I bope tbey will go tbrougb tbis year witb amend
ments, with improvements. But I hope before this year is out 
tbat provision will be made for some of the most cruel and 
torturing anxieties of life for hundreds of thousands of poor 
people. No man wbo knows a household where the bread
winner was stricken down prematurely and the widow had to 
struggle to maintain young cbildren on a small pittance will ever 

. vote for postponement. Do you know such a household? Once 
upon a time I knew such a bousehold well, and I am not going 
to vote for postponing relief for a single hour. I think we 
ought to help to put a scheme of this kind through with 
improvements. It was due: it was overdue. 

We worked bard in the Liberal Party last year to formulate 
a plan of this kind, but we bad no opportunity of bringing it to 
tbe attention of Parliament. I t was one of the greatest failures 
of the Labour Government that they did not deal with tbis 
problem. They could have done so. They ought to have done so. 

Why did they not do it? I will tell you why. I ventured 
to say at the beginning of last year when they came into office 
tbat 1 was not in the least afraid of the willi things they would 
do. I was far more afraid of their nervousness. I predicted 
tbey would fail more through timidity than termerity. So they 
did. There is nothing more entertaining and less edifying than a 
Socialist Government labouring to prove it is not revolutionary
excepting a Tory Government striving to demonstrate it is Dot 
reactionary. The first clings desperately with botb bands to 
tradition in order to sbow bow steady it is, and it doe. nothing. 
The second splashes about upsetting everything in order to 
show how progressive it is. That is their idea of progress, I 
think the Labour Party realise now what an opportunity tbeir 
Government missed. 

But although I bave said quite frankly what I believe about 
tbe beneficence of this scheme, about its urgency, about my 
hope that it will gn through-a hope which J believe I share 
with every Liberal in the country-I am bound to criticise two 
or three aspects of it. The first is the fact that it does not 
make the use it ought to nf the Approved Societies of this 
country for the purposes of the administration of the scheme. 
The Approved Societies have been exceedingly helpful in the 
working out of the great scheme of National Insurance. I do 
nnt believe we could have brought it successfully into operatioo 
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without their assistance. The plan of the Government is too 
bureaucratic. It does Dot make use of the organisation and 
experience of the great Approved Societies for the purposes of 
administration. 1 sincerely trust that they will follow the 
precedent-which has been a successful one in every respect
which was set up by the Liberal Government in 1911, and use 
the experience, the skill, the training, the confidence gf these 
great Approved Societies in carrying out their scheme. 

What is the next criticism? I think they are wasting a 
good deal of money in the benefits they are giving to young 
widows without children. I t would be far better if they were to 
utilise that sum for the purpo,e of increasing the benefits for 
those who need them. 

My third criticism is that the two fourpences are more than 
industry can stand under present conditioDs, and they are quite 
unnecessary. You have trades in this country competing for 
foreign orders, leaving profit out, often halving their overhead 
charges in order to be able to get something to do for their 
workmen to carry on until trade improves, and still losing 
orders. This is not the time to put this exceptional burden on 
them. It ought to be borne by the general community during 
this period of exceptional stress. 

What Should Have Been Done. 
There is really no justification for letting off the man with an 

income of £10,000 to £15,000 a year-realised income, an 
income which is made and actually received. You may depend 
upon it that a man with an income of £IOPOO or £15.000 a year 
can command peop~e who will see that he is not overcharged. 
It is a realised incorpe. There is no justification for letting him 
.of[ over four hundred pounds a year when you are putting 
charges of a thousand, two thousand, three thousand upon 
industries that can barely carryon at the present moment and 
find work. There is rio justification for it: £459 is the 
maximum which a super-taxer can get. I don't know whether 
he could keep a motor-car 00 that, barely; so it is tempting 
the poor fellow to extravagance he cannot afford. At the 
the present moment, as you know, there is a very substantial 
extra charge which was put on -I rather think it was put on by 
my Government upon the employer and upon the workman-to 
meet the very exceptional unemploymeot from which the country 
is suffering. I think it is fourpence for the employer and three
pence for the workman. That special impost comeS to an end 
when the exceptior.al circumstances terminate. 

1 think the Government ought to take upon itself the burden 
of carrying its scheme through until the exceptional strain of 
unemployment is over. Then the fourpence and threepence 
extra would be available to finance the new proposals. That 
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they could easily do. meanwhile keeping the super-tax whereIt 
is. The super-tax man can wait. I am very hopeful that "ihey' 
will not put this exceptional burden on. It is a dangerous thidg 
to do. British trade is causing great anxiety to those who are 
making a real study of it. There are very many anxiou!< 
symptoms which one can see. People to whom I have talke!!. 
and who thoroughly understand trade. and who have been 
watching the prospects. are very anxious about them. What
ever the effect of the precipitate restoration of the gold standard 
may be. I hope it may be all right; but at any rate. this is not 
the time to add to that risk the imposition of a very exceptional 
burden on struggling industry. 

It is just the sort of thing that happens sometimes in a" 
garden. when a hailstorm beats down the blossoms before they 
settle. When they have really settled and they begin to hold 
firmly on to the branches and fruit begins to develop. then you 
can put your extra charge aD. But do Dot put it OD DOW. 

otherwise you will ruin your springtime aod you will never 
garner your harvest. 
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TIm difficulties of the post-wa.r economic situation have given 
a new interest to investigations into the amount and the 
distribution of the nation's wealth. These have, as is natural, 
been directed mainly to investigations of the distribution of 
fucome; capital aooWuulations have been estimated with 
great care in the aggregate, but less attention has been given to 
their distribution. It may be of interest, therefore, to attempt 
to ascertain the distribution of capital. Certain difficulties 
at once suggest themeelves, particularly difficulties of definition 
and measurement. For the purposes of this paper I propose 
to nee the term capital to cover all accumulations of wealth in 
the poseession of individuals, expreseed in terms of money. 
Now the ouly possessions of, perhaps, a majority of people are 
bits of furniture and personal effects, on which it is very 
difficult to Bet any money value. In the case of large estates, 
on the other hand, the chief possessions are investments 
and real estate, the capital value of which is coostsntly 
changing and will depend, in particular, on the prevailing rate 
of interest. These difficulties are not, however, important 
for our present restricted purpose of studying the distribution 
of capital; eo long as we know that the method and basis of 
valuation are the same for all estates that we wish to compare, 
we can get the proportionate distribution of capital even if 
we are not certain of the abeolute amount of the aggregate of 
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capital. Se far 88 the method of valuation is different for 
different categories of capital, &nd these different categories 
enter into est&tes of different sizes in different proportions, 
we sh&ll have to exa.mine critic&lly methods of valuation, 
But for the greater pm of the wealth of a country It is not 
difficult to &rrive at a value at any moment; it is only when 
we wish to comp&re capital at one period with capital at another 
that the difficulties become serious. 

The chief source of our information about capital &nd its 
distribution is conmined in the mbles published by the 
Commissioners of In1&nd Revenue of est&tes p&ying Estam 
Duty each year. All est&tes above £100 V&lue &re Imble to 
Estate Duty, a return has to be made before Probate er 
Letters of Administration C&n be obtained, &nd &ll forms of 
property have been liable since 1894. Capital returned for 
this purpose is classified according to the size ef the estate. 
with the number of est&tes &nd amount of capital in eaeh 
range; according to the category of wealth (Persouaity. 
Realty, Stock Exch&nge Securities, Cash, Land, eIie.}, with 
the amount in each range; for the year 1921·2 ...,.,.,..m,g to 

the sex of the decedents; and for four pre-war years and the 
post-war year 1920-1921, according to the age of the decedents 
with the number of est&tes and amount of capital in each 
range and in each age group. 

The proportion of the total capital in individual hands 
that p&9ge9 by death or by gifts inJ.er vi"". within three years 
of 9eath, &nd is returned each year, is slightly over 3 per oent, • 
&nd the capital in the hands of the living, may be estimated 
by multiplying by 30 the capital left in any year. As the 
method by which it is ealcul&ted clearly shows, however. 
this multiplier cannot be applied to the amount of Estate 
Duty capital in ts"Y range to give the amount of capital held 
by the living inest&tes.within tb&trange; e.g., we camwt infer 
from the fact that £14,000,000 paid Estate Duty in 1912·191300 
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est&tes of £75,000 to £100,000 value that there W8B £14,000,000 
X 30=£420,000,000 eapital held in estates of £75,000 to £100,000 
by the living in that year. Estates tend to grow in size with 
each year, or at any mte deeade, of the holder's life; in the 
three pre-war years, for example, of 21 estates of over a 
million notified to the Inlsnd Revenue Department, .not one 
was left by a decedent under 55. On the other hand, the 
death-rate grows and the ratio of living to decedents diminishes 
as age advances; for every person dying in 1911 between the. 
ages of 20 and 25, there were 286 living, for every person 
dying above the age of 85 there were folll' persons living. 
Large estates, therefore, will form a smaller proportion of all 
estates among tbe living than they do among the estates left 
in any year by decedents and entered in the Estate Duty 
returns; smaller estates will form a larger proportion. 

In order to get the probable distribution of estates among 
the living, it is necessary to take the number and aggregate 
value of the estates of decedents in eadi range in taCh age group 

and multiply them by the ratio of living to decedents in that 
age group, i.e., by the reciproea.l of the death-rate for that 
age group. 

The results of the lengthy calculations involved in this 
process are summarised in my first Table. The figures refer 
to England and Wal. only. They are based on averages 
of the three years 1911-12, 1912-13 and 1913-14. The death
rates taken to calculate the ratio of living to decedents by 
Sir Bernard Mallet, from whom I have taken this method, 
are the death-rates, not of the population as a whole (except 
in the case of the age group 15-19), but of males in certain 
occupations of a clerical and professional character, adopted 
on the ground that the death-rate is likely to be lower (and 
therefore the ratio of Ih"ing to decooent.. higher) among 
property OWllCra than ill the population generally, and this 
.. class" death-rate wa.s the nearest figure available to a 
property owners' death-rate. I have adopted this class death· 
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rate for estates over £500 value, but for estates under that 
figure I have used the a~erage of the general death-rate 'for 
each age group in the three pre-war years. I have left out 
of the tables estate. of decedents under the age of 15: the 
numher in 1913-14 was only 20 out of 60,000 and their aggregate 
value £13,500 out of £345,000,000. I give similar figures, 
later, for a post-war year; but these are less reliable because 
the necessary data are available for only a single year. Since 
my object, however, i. to get at the proportional distribution, 
rather than the absolute amounts, of capital, these pre-war 
figures will serve. 

TABLE I.-ESTD:U.TED DISTRmUTlON OJ" CAPITAL ABOVE ESTATE DuTY 
LD<lT. 

ENGLAND AND WALES, 1912. 

Range. 

£ , 
Under 500 ......•... 1 
500-1000 ............ '1 
1000-5000 ........... . 
5000-10000 .......... . 
10000-200011 ......... . 
20000-250011 ......... . 
25000-4000u ......... . 
40000-50000 .......•.. 
50000-70000 ......... . 
70000-75000 ......... . 
75000-100000 .•....... 
100000-150000 ....... . 
150000-200000 ..••.•.. 
200000-250000 ....... . 
!!50000-400000 ....... . 
400000-500000 ....... . 
500000-600000 ....... . 
600000-750000 ....... . 
750000-8oooo/J •••••••• 
800ooO-lOoo00U ••••••• 
Over 1000000 ....... . 

Total ...•. 

~:::--JII -~:~::7rooo 
453.954 286.135 

4~~:~:~ ! I.~:::~~: 
49.401 I 719.468, 

8.760 212.362 
14.051 I 470.079 
4.051 294.858 
6.667 308.3n 

777 48.954 
2.447 227.3411 
2.530 I 361.069 
1.231 • I 191.711 

822 92.434 
485 217.961 

265 I' 127.289 
149 46.146 
213 163.204 

22 14.054 
47 80.373 

124 215.871 

2,467.035 6.126.412 

N ok: An estate may be classified 88 falling within a given range in "the 
year in which it is no~ified. and then, in 8 subsequent year, when 
a more careful valuation has been completed, the capital in it be 
transferred to a different range. For this and other reaeoJlJ1 there 
is not an exuct correspondence bet ween the numbers and &moun'" 
in each range in each year aDd it is necessary before using the figu..rotl 
to aggregate them into a smaller number of larger ranges, in which 
transfers of thia kind may be u:pected to compeneate for one 
another. 
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This table, though giving as precise an indication as is 

p<JSBible of the distribution of capital, must not be taken too 

literally. The number of estates in the higher ranges passing 

at death is too small to provide a reli&ble sample. Twenty-one 

estates of over a million fell in the three years taken, or 7 a 
year, as against an average of 7·3 in the preceding 10 years 
and of 10·3 in the nine succeeding years. Again, if the death
rate is appreciably lower among the very rich than the rates 
taken, the multiplier should be larger; and million&i.res seem 
to be long·lived. Gifts inter rnf108, made to avoid payment 
of Estate Duty, are popularly supposed to makp.the returns 
for Estate Duty purp.-s an unreli&ble index of capital 
accumu1&tions; to the extent, however, that th""" deplete the 
estates in the higher age gronps, they must swell the estates 
in the lower age groups, and the latter, if they appear less 
frequently in the Estate Duty tabl ... , are, when they do appear, 
multiplied by a correspondingly Iarger multiplier, since the 
ratio of living to decedents is higher. Comparing one year with 
another, range by range and age gronp by age group, variations 
are not great; and the numbers and amounts in each range 
of estates probably repr.....nt pretty accurately the proportions 
in which capitaJ. is distributed in estates li&ble to Estate Duty_ 

Estate Duty, however, is payable oulY'on estates of a net 
value of £100. We have, therefore, 80 far estimated only the 
numbers and property of persons above this limit. It may well 
be doubted whether the statistics represent all above this 
limit. Several p<JSBibiliti ... , by which capital &CCUDlnlations 
of £100 or a little more may C8C&pe record, suggest themselv .... 
The chief constituent elements· of small estate&--fumiture 
tools, personal etfect&--are difficult to value and may be 
under·valued for probate; small.estates, even when li&ble, 
may easily evade taxation, and such evasion is of little fiscal 
importance; distribution inter rntlOB, which, in this case, 
will have the etfeet. not of transferring an estats from a higher 
to.a Jower oategmy. but of removing it from the statistics 
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-altogether, is likely to be common; and a large and important 
part of the accumulations of the wage-earning el_ i. in the 
form of Friendly Society, Trade Union and other collective 
funds, which are not attributable to any indh'idllal estate. 
We may reasonably hesitate, therefore, to accept the figure of 
two·and-a-haH million "" the maximum nnmber of persono 
possessed of wealth in England and Wales to the value of 
"" much,," £100 before the war. 

At the 8&IIle time, I do not think the actual figure can be 
much larger. A home might have coot more than £100 to 
furnish, but how many working-eM homes would have 
fetched more than £20, if BOld up, before the war! And 
although the number of accounts and aggregate amounts in 
Savings Banke and BimiJar inotitutioll8 were, "" I .hall show 
in a moment, large, the average deposit in P.O. Savings Banke 
w"" ouly £20, and I suspect that the " saving" men in the 
wage-earning CM were moat of them inclnded in our figure of 
two-and-a-half million. 

We have then to estimate the amount of accnmulated 
wealth in the hands of persons with 1888 than £100 and the 
numbers of such peroono, in order to complete our estimate of 
the distribution of capital. What is involved is (a) an estimate, 
neceoaarily very rough, of the value of the furniture, tools and 
personal effects of the persona who do not, when they die, 
leave £100 or more,. and of those whose estates escape _
ment, although they reach that figure; and (6) a BUmming-UP 
of the collective savings in savings hank and provident BOCietieo 
of the non-propertied cJaaaeo, with BOrne conaideration of the 
amount that should be dedncted, "" already reckoned in the 
Estate Duty statistics. 

Some gnide "" to the value of the furniture may be found in 
the probate valuation of furniture, etc., in the amall eototes 
over £100; the averages per estate for the three cJaaaeo under 
£500 were £38, £22 and £14 respectively. Again, lOme 
correspondence may be aeonmed between value of furnitaft' 
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and rental of house; the 612,000 estates over £1,000 may be 
taken to cOITespond with the 558,000 premiaes aaaessed to 
House Duty in 1912-13 over £40, the owners of the small estates 
between £100 and £1,000 would occupy all the £21-£40 premises 
and a half of the £15-£20 houses; therefore, the estates under 
£100 pr'1hate value cOITespond with the remaining 350,000 
houses of £15-£20 rental, 1,993,000 houses of £10-£15 rental, 
2,667,000 houses of unoler £10 rental and 81,000 "separate 
dwellings" under £20 rental. Allowing £22 of furniture each 
to the £15-£20 houses, £14 to the £10-£15 houses, and £10 to 
the rest, we get a total in round figures of £65,000,000. In 
addition, we can attrihute tools etc., to a value of £10 apiece to 
something under a million mechanics and persons working on 
their own account who are not likely to come into the probate 
statistics. 

The collective savings of the poor I give summarily in the 
following Table II. It is a matter of opinion what should be 
included, and I have aimed at being comprehensive rath~r 
than exclusive. Roughly, the funds are arranged in . order 
of their approximation to the character of the capital previously 
considered. Savings banks deposits are property held 
individually with complete freedom of disposal. Building 
Society liabilities belong to the same category. Friendly 
Society funds are property held for the use and benefit of 
individuals, but not held individually. If Friendly Society 
funds should be included in the total of working.class savings 
then other insurance funds cannot be excluded; equally 
these represent the savings of the working. classes, and, if 
not held individually, give individuals a right to certain benefits 
on which a capital value can be placed. What this capital 
value should' ae.tually be is difficult to measure; but the figured 
given will serve as a rough measure. The Life Fund of 
Industria.! Insurance societies was only three years pur~ha.e 
of the premium income; but considerably more than half the 
premium income was absorbed in commission, expenses and 
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dividends, and considerably more than half the policies taken 
out lapsed without surrender value. The figures refer to the 
end of 1912, unless otherwise stated, and to the United 
Kingdom. 

TABLE II. 
WORXlNG-CLAss SAVINGS, 1912. 

No. of ACH. 
or Members. • 

Amount 
£In. 
182 
54 

12,751,000 Savings Bank. Deposits: Post OflIce ........• 
1,870,000 Trustee .......... . 

4,000 Railway .......... . 
Savings Banke National Debt Stock held for 

Depositors ..........•............••.... 
Building Societies: total of liabilities to Share. 

holders. Depositors and other Creditors, 
reserve and pl'C'fit . ••••••••••••.•..•...•• 

2,919,000 Industrial Co-operative Societies: total of Share 

15,681,000 
4,191,000 
3,006,000 
7,753,000 
4,000,000 

and Loan Capital and Reserve ........... . 
Industrial Co-operativ8 Sc.cieties: profit and 

interest for year.......... .. . ......... . 
Registered Friendly Societies ............... . 

Including Ordinary Friendly Societies. 23 
Orders and Branches ...... . 29·8 
Cc Hooting Societies ....... . 11 

Trade Unions' Funds at £2 lOs. a member .. .. 
Natic-nal Health Insurance Fund: balance ..•• 
Unemployment Insurance Fund: balance .... 

35,475,000 Industrial Life Insurance Co.: Life FwuI (19ll) 

7 

29 

62-5 

56'0 

13·8 
67 

10 
15·5 

l-5 
48 

Total for United Kingdom .•.. 546 
England and Waloo, (5/6}..... 455 

This aggregate of collective savings of £540,000,000 is 
subject to reduction; "(I) it relates to the United Kingdom, 
while our other figures relate to England and Wales; (2) it 
includes BOme savings and interests of middle-cIass pe son.. 
represented in the probate statistics. I have corrected it 
under the first head by a.lIocating to England and Wales 
the items in relation to which the divisions of the r nited 
Kingdom are obtainable separately, and the """'I" proportion 
of items not differentiated, viz., five-sixths. The second 
correction can be only rough. Included in our class of Small 
Estates are estates of Ie .. than £WO gross; by the method we 
have used these should amount among living person. to 
£155,000,000. In the probate returns two·fifths of this smallest 
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class consists of cash in house and at hank and policies of 
insurance; two-fifths of £155,000,000 is £62,000,000, and 
this sum I propose to deduct from the aggregate of collective 
savings for England and Wales. 

Adding together our estimates for furniture and tools 
and this aggregate of collective savings, we get a total of 
£470,000,000 in round numbers as the capital in estates of less 
than £100 probate value in England and Wales. 

Our next question is, to how many persons is this aggregate 
attributable! What is the total number of persons capable 
of owning property, \lith which we can compare the number 
indicated by the probate statistics as owning more than £100 ! 
It has been customary to take the number of persons over 
25 years of age, on the ground that the number of persons 
under that age owning property is unimporta.nt. We have 
excluded from consideration the few estates belonging to 
persons under 15; I do not think we should exclude persons 
between 15 and 25. The majority of the population enter 
the economic system as active agents, earning mcomes. at 
14 or 15. Our decision will depend on the purpose w~ have 
in view; for some pnrposes the best figure to take would be 
the number of households, but this we cannot get. I propose 
to take the number of incomes which is not very difierent from 
the number of occupied persons over the age of 15, bu t consider
ably leBB than the number of persons, occupied and unoccupied, 
over 25. The number of persons over 15 who returned them
selves at the 19!1 ""USUS for England and Wales as occupied 
was 15,781,911 ; to whom should be added those who returned 
themselves as unoccupied and living on private means 348,146, 
and pensioners (other than Old Age Pensioners) 78,331 ; giving 
a total of 16,208,388 inoomes. This, it seems to me, is the 
nnmber with which our estimate of about two-and-a·haH 
million owners of £100 or more should be compared; and the 
difference between the two, 13,7·U,353, or thirteen-and-three
quarter millions, is the number to whom our aggregate of 
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capital under Estate Duty level, £4i2,000,000, should be 
attIibuted. It should be remembered that all income does not 
represent a household; on Professor Bowley's sample 
investigation of five towns in 1913, there were 1·9 incomes and 
2·4 dependants per household. 

I wish now to bring together the results of this tedious 
discussion, in a form in which they can be used for purposes of 
comparison and then to make certain compari80ns. Fil'Ht, 
in Table III., I bring together the distribution of capital. 

I show also the cumulative percentages of numbers and 
amounts of capital, reckoning from the lowest estates upwards. 
These are plotted against each other in my first diagram; 
the percentage of persons is' measured on the horizontal 
scale from the right, the percentage of the total capital 
possessed by each percentage of persons on the vertical scale 
upwards. A very large horizontal scale-lO times the vertical 
scale-·is used in order to render possible the representation 
of the vety small percentages of rich persons. 

TABLE III.-EBTlMATED DIS'!'RIBUTION OJ' CAPITAl .. 

ENGLAND AND \VALER. 1912. 

Range No. Amount -----------

I
I I I Cumulative Percent&g68. 

____ £ ___ ~---------~--£--·m-.--I.---N-O-·---l--A-m-ou-n-I-.-
Under 100 ...... : 13,741,000 4iO I 

)(10--500..... .. .. 1,401,000 382 
500--1000.... .. .. 45-1.000 285 
1000-5000. ...... 439.000 1.046 
5000-25000_..... 1:19.000 1.5[>4 
25000--100000. .. . 28.000 1.349 
100000-500000... 5.330 DIM. 
O"'er 500000 .... 650 520 
-----------1----

Total .... , 162UN·'OO titfltt, 

84·8 
93·4 
911·2 
IHH. 
90 

!ItK"O 

,·1 
12·9 
17·22 
33·12 
56·oi 

I 
1(1)'('0 
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It will be seen that an equal distrihution of capital among 
persons would give the distribution curve the form of a straight 
line, 10 per cent of persons would own 10 per cent of the 
capital, 20 per cent would own 20 per cent, and so on. There
fore, the degree of divergenee from the straight line joining 
the pxtreme points of the two seales is a measure and graphic 
representation of the degree of inequality of distribution. 
~oreover, having reduced persons and amounts to percentages, 
we can now make comparisons with other distributions, 
irrespective of the absolute numbers and amounts involved. 

Let us first compare the distribution of capital with the 
distribution of income. We have not the data for an accurate 
estimate of the ]II ationa! Income of England and Wales as 
distinct from the United Kingdom; but the proportional 
distribution is not likely to be materially different. Professor 
Bowley'. estimate for 1910 is as follows :-

TABLE IV. 

I I 
.so. Amonbt 

----ciiDiu:-1--'/ l,'umo. 

___
______ :N'O. Amount. Pert't'nt. lath'eo tpS'cent. latlve 
_ pt'r ('eDt. i percent, 

WageM ., ............ 14.500.000 \t ~0D8 
IntcnDl'diatf' Income 

(not "'Bioi", but unde 
£180) ",050,000 335 

Incomes Il8I5e88ed to 
Income Tax.-
£lt1O-£700 •• ,....... tISO,OOO 250 

£7()()-£,f',(1O()......... 200,000 415 

O"'er £5000 ......... 1 ] 2.000 150 

'i"'2 

:!f1·3 

I .. , 
I·. ... 

3. 

(U.:. I. "" 
..... 1;) " .... 2:! ." 

100" 100 

This income distribution table is not quite comparable 
with our capital distribution table, since there is nO means of 
placing the incomes in the intermediate and wage eta.oes in 
order of magnitude. We can, however, deduce the rough 
relationship of the two distributions: 94·5 per cent of persons 
have 56 per cent of the national ineome, while 96·2 per ('ent 
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of persons have only 17·22 per cent of the national capital ; 
98·9 per cent of persons have 71 per cent of income, while 
the same percentage of persons have only 33 per cent o~ 
capital. The relation may be carried a little further. 
Allowing for the difference in the area covered and the slightly 
..... lier date of the income figures, the number of incomes 
above the old Inrome Tax exemption limit corresponds fairly 
cloeely with our estimated number of estates over £500; 
incomes between £160 and £i00 are about as numerous as 
estates between £500 and £5,000; super·tax incomes (over 
£5.000) correspond with estates of £50,000 and upwards, 
which suggests that a considerable proportion of super.tax 
incomes are " earned "; while our cIa.ss of Small Estates of 
£100-£500 may be takmi to correspond "ith certain incomes 
in the Intermediate Class, incomes below the old exemption 
limit, but not wages-the income, namely, of small iarmen<. 
shop·keepers, artisans and d""lers working on their own 
"""""nt, who numbered I ,905.000 (including 500,000 small 
farmer,; in Ireland) out of the 4,000,000 in the cIa.ss. 

Before attempting any international compariaons, it mav 
be inte .... ting to look at the composition of estates in the 
dilIen,nt ranges. For this purpose the sample of estates 
offered by the probate atatistics may be relied on. The 
composition .. aries with the range. In the smallest range, 
estates not exceeding £300 groos, the most important 
component is Cash, followed closely by House and Business 
Premises. In the other two ranges of Small Estates, £300-£500 
groes and £100-"...500 net, Hotllll' and Business Premisea is 
the most important component, as it is in all estates up to 
£5,000 in all three pre-war years. In all estates above that 
magnitude. Storks and Shares are the most important 
component. Mortgages are an important item in the same 
rangeil of estates as Storks and Shares, except the highest 
ranges aLave £i50,000; Policies of Insurance in all ranges of 
estates between £100 net and £iO,OOO. House and Bnsiness 
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Premises are important in all ranges under a million; 
Agricultural Land does not seem to be predominant in 
any particular range. 

Comparisons with other countries are difficult to make, 
because, incomplete as are our data, they are more complete 
than those afforded by most countries for an estimate of the 
distribution of capital. A direct comparison can, however, be 
made with Prussia, where the distribution of capital can be 
inferred from the Property Tax, and with Australia, where a 
Census of Capital was taken in 1915. Thc Prussian figures, 
taken from King, and the Australian ,figures, from Knibbs, are 
given in the following Tables, V. and VI., and the distribntion 
compared with ours by a cumulative percentage graph in 
Diagram II. 

TABLE V.-DISTRIBUTION OF CAPITAL. 

PBL"SSIA. 1908. 

I 
Cumulative Percentage. 

Rani{O. No. Capital. Pel'8Qn8 • Capital. 
.. _-_._--- ----

Yillion 
:Marks. Marks. 

l':'nder 6000 ..... 10,994,000 15 85-88 13·76 
t!OOO-20000 •••••• 871,000 9 92·684 22'0! 
20000 -52000 •••.• 627,000 18 97·581 3R·53 
52000-100000 .•.. 169,000 12 9ij·901 49·64 
10tJ000.·200000 .•. 77,900 II 99·509 59·63 
2110000-500000 ... 42.200 13 99·839 7J.56 
500000-1000000 •. 12.749 9 99·939 79·8! 
1000000-5000000 _ 7.213 II 99-09. 92·61_ 
Over 5000000 ••• '1 662

1 
8 100-000 100-00 

-------
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TABlE VI.-DLQ'rKIBt:nON OJ' CArrrAJ •• 

A'rrS'.[RAUA. 1915. 

Cwnulative Percentdge. 

RUJ1~a. ___ No:....-_ -':s_p_it_BI_i_n Pe~ll8. :I~._~~~~t_~:= 
:!~~~~. ! t 

::KiI and in dtlht. . 3«0.000 
rnder 100.... ... 925.000 
100· 250. . . . .. ... 315,000 
250-50f) ... ,. . . .. 212.000 
5(Hj- '; su. . . . . . . . . 102.000 
750--1000........ 60,000 
1000·2500 ...... 129,000 
250n-5000. .. .. . . 50,000 
500u--lOnuo. . . . • . 23,000 
IOOfl0-250uO. .. . . 11,200 
25000-00000. . • . . 2,600 
.,0000--100000.. .. 975 
Over 100000. . . . . 466 
All ............. 2,192,000 

Nil. 16·4 
2M 5M·7 
50 73·0 
75 
62 
51 

201 
)iii 

161 
166 
88 
68 
92 

1216 

82·6 
87·28 
90·()3 
fl'i's'8 
9R·2. 
99·33 
99·7621 
99·8355 
99·9865 

100·0000 

00·00 
2·3 
6·1 

12·:\ 
17·4 
21·6 
~8':j 
52·(; 
66·8 
79·56 
86·8 
92'4 

100·0 

Dr. King, in his pioneer study of the distrihution of wealth,· 
compared the distrihution of British estates at death as shown 
hy probate statistics with a similar M .... achusetts distribution 
and with the Prul!Sian distrihution shown hy the Property Tax. 
He attributed the greater inequality of distribution in Britain 
to the law of primogeniture. By our method of comparing 
the distribution of estates among the living with the Prussian 
distribution, the contrast is heightened. The law of primo
geniture, however, probably has no influence, and the custom 
of primogeniture a diminishing influence, on distribu.tion, 
Dr. King's comparison of Britain and Masaachusetts was 
valid, .ince estates at tkmh were compared with estate. 
at death. A similar comparison can be made with France, 
where legally all estates are liable to pay succession duty and 
therefore to be recorded. The Masaachusetts and Frenoh 
figures are given in 1<-ing, and need not be reproduced here; 
they must not be taken as representing distribution among th., 
liring, but only as a basis for comparison with similar statisti," 
in other countri... The comparison is subject to error in so far 
as either the distribution of capital among the different age 

------::·W=-.. --:,::-Ib-.--,nd--:lc-noo-m-.-o-"-,-h.--,V~·nI-tod--,---,-S .. -t.;.-. -----
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groups, or the r&tio of living to decedents. varies from country 
to country. In the case of France what evidence there is 
points to the fact that estates do not continue to increase in 
size as the average age of the holder increases, hut reach their 
maximum in the age group 50-60 and thea decline; this 
would make the inequality in the distribution of capital even 
less, as compared with Britain. than the probate figures 
suggest. 

The number, though not the amount, of living holders of 
property can be estimated for France, because in 1906 the 
number of decedents at each age was given. (Tsing the 
method adopted before,we get the high proportion of 12,849,000 
owners of property in a population of 21,878,000 persons aged 
25 and upwards, or nearly 60 per cent. In the higher age 
groups the proportion is higher, 74 per cent in the age group 
60 to 70. But the majority of these properties are extremely 
small and are revealed to u' only because the Estate Duty is 
levied on all estates ahove the value of one franc! An 
interesting point is brought out by a. comparison between 
tbe number of decedents and the number of successors, which 
are given separately; the latter is greater, and the disparity 
is greater the smaller the estate. This is due to the combined 
eflect of the law compelling the division of estates among 
ehildren and the larger number of children ill the families of 
the poor; it tends to make the disparity of fortunes greater. 

TABLE VlI.-DlSTRlBL"TION OF CAPIT.U AT DEA.TH. 
ENGLAND AND WALES AND IRELAND; THUB YEARS. 1911-UH3. 

£ 
rnder 100 ......... . 

300 gross ... . . 
500 n .... . 

500 net ..... . 
\000 ......... . 
5tKJO •••••••••• 

.. 2""00 .......•.. 
n \00000 ...•...... 

All ................ . 

CUMUlATIVE PEaCEN1.'AGE~. 

England and \Valef'. Ireland. 

Persoru!. 

83 
87 
90 
9\ 
94 
DR 
9p·57 
99·t-ti 

IOt).(lO 

i. ~~p~~ P.""' .... j Capitol. 

\ 3 86'00 7·2' 
4·4 9\·80, \\-2 
5·7 93·81 I 14··) 
6·6 94-92 I 16·;; 

9·~ 9tHiR I 21·0 
23·25 9~·30 39·4 
4S·H ~'8'86 68·4 
78·6 99·97 89-8 

IUO·O \ 00·00 100·0 
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A similar difference between England and Ireland is brought 
out in Table VII., in whirh the percentage distribution of 
estatea returned for probate in the three years 1911-1914, 
with an allowance, based on Table III., for estates below the 
Estate Duty limit, is shown. It is clear that Ireland is more 
like France and Mas8<rhusetts than England. Some of the 
larger Irish estates will be proved and taxed in England. An 
explanation of the contrast may be found in the less importance 
of agriculture and smaller number of agricultural land owners 

. in England and Wales. The following Table, VIII.. brings 
together some figures illustrating this differen<e. The 
difference between England and Ireland, is of course, directly 
due to the Land Purchase Acts, and is greater to·day than 
in 1914, since purchase has come nearer to completion. 

TABLE VIII. 
AnRICl:LTlJRE AND OWSP.IUiHIP. 

No. of I No. of Total No. 
AgricultuJ'al Occupying "~tlJl~etl in 

Holdings. Owners. Ai!MClllture. 
----_.- ._-------,-_. 

England and 
W al~. 1913 436,UltO 
.. ..1921 415,(MK) 

Scotland 1913 77.Ot", 
Ireland 19131 5US.Of")· 
Franre 190M 5,51)5, ()(H) 
Germany l9071 5,736.f.""N' 
U.S.A. 192"1 6.-14S.000 

U .... "H' 
I 7~.fNMJ 
I a,61H' I 3.j9,OOO 
I 2.~~K, .... )t 

1

5•2o;o.fK)() 
3.925.000 

1,26(1,'.1("1 
1.2.';4 ..... 

227,1"10 
K76,OH(J 

~, 777.0.,41 
15.(MMJ,OtNJ 
lU,953.IHHJ 

Total 
l'opulation. 

:n.3:JH,(HK' 
:J7,HH5.INH' 

4,il;lI,UUO 
".:-100,(1110 

:J!J.200.0.MI 
Oi,OOU.I).'O 

)tti,t:JK.t:MHJ 

• 102,000 unde!' one acre. t not including 3.1J5K.fXIO part (wnCT8. 

There remains one furthrr comparison I should like to 
make, a comparison of the di.tribution of capital at different 
periods. (;nfortunately, the data are lacking, and I am 
re.tricted to comparison with a single post-war year. In 
the following table the distribution for 1920-I!I'21 is compared 
with that for the three pre· war years. In "alculating the 
1920-1921 estimate, I have used the death-rates of the whole 
population in the different age group", not the Spe<'ial <"1&118 
death.rate, used in the pre-war cal<-ulation, whirh iH nut 
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available for a post-war year and I have assumed a distributioo 
of estates between the aexes .imilar to that giv .. n for th .. Y"ar 
1921-1922 in the Sixt,y-fifth Report of the Inland Revenue 
Commissioners. 
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I give separately the details of the collective savings of the 
worlring-class_ 

TABLE lX.-WOBltING-CLAss SAVINGS, 1921. 
No. of 

Members 
or Accounta. 
16,000,000 

1,425,000 

124,800 

789,000 

551,600 

21,200,000 
.,401,000 
3,057,000 

13.512,000 
6,613.000 

Million 
PoundR. 

Savings Banks Deposito, P.O. ....••••.•.• 264 
Trusu.e ••••••••• 73 
Special Investment 

Dept. (1920) ••• 16 
Railway......... 11 

Savings Banks Stock held for Depositol'8.... 29 
Building Societi.. (England and Wale.), 

liabilities in shares, deposita, reserve and 
pre-fit ..•.......•.....••..•.••........ 93 

Industrial Co..operative Societies in Great 
Britain: share and loan capital and reserve 
(1922) ..• _...... ..•••••••••••.••.••.•. 127 

National' Societies Co-operative in Great 
Britain: prcfit ....................... 15 

Registered Friendly S<'cietiea (Great Britain) 92 
Including Ordinary Friendly &: deties 34·75 

Orders and Branctes . . . . .. 36·6 
CoOIlecting Societies ....... 20-0 

Trade Unie-DB: funds at end rf year........ 16 
Natir Dal Health Insurance Fund (England 

and Wales), balance ..••..•..•........ 83 
Unemplryment Insurance Fund: balance 

(deficit) .... _............. .... .. .•.... -7·6 
IndWitriai Life Jnsurance: Life Fund.... . . 89·5 
Savings Certificates: cne.half net subscrip· 

tiODB outotanding March, 1922 •...••••.• 17J.J 

Total 1072 

Proportion to England & Wales . . . . 940 

One new item . of importance presents a difficulty, 
that of Savings Certificates. We cannot assume that 
the whole, or anything like the whole, is held by 
persons helow the Estate Duty, or even the Income Tax, 
exemption limit. I have followed the Montagu Committee, 
wlio estimate that at least half the Certificates outstanding 
were subscribed by .. small investors" who do not 
invest in the ordinary channels. Certificates for £25 
and Ie .. form well over half the amount outstanding. This 
form of saving, whatever it amounts to, is a very significant 
development. For the first time we have an extensive holding 
of securities by wage-earners; the securities are specially 
adapted to them, but other securities might also he ad, pted. 
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The sales of War Loan, Exchequer Bonds, Victory and Funding 
Lo&n through the Post Office and Trustee Savings Banks 
amounted to £222,000,000 In the United States a campaign 
similar to onr War Savings campaign was organised during the 
war, and was 80 successful that dealers in Stock Exchange 
securities carried it on, for the sale of other than Government 
securities, after the war. A careful estimate places the increase 
of holders of securities in the U.S.A. at from 4,400,000 in 1900 
to 14,400,000 in 1924. Deposits in Savings Banks and policies 
of illSUrance increased in number and amount in the period, 
80 that the increase of stock-holding is not a mere transfer 
from one form of saving to another. 

From the £910,000,000, which is the aggregate for England 
and Wales, I have deducted £198,000,000 as the estimated 
amount of savings in small estates U:nder£500, already allowed 
for in our estimate of estates over the Estate Duty limit; I have 
added £170,000,000, or double the pre-war estimate as the value 
of furniture, personal effects and tools; getting a total of 
£912,('()O,oon as the post-war aggregate of capitals under the 
Estate Duty limit. The post-war number of Incomes, calculated 
in the same way as our pre-war total, is 17,702,000; ,of these, 
4,203,000 are already accounted for in our estimate of capital 
over £100; thus 13,500,000 is the number of persons to whom 
the £912,000,000 is to be attributed. 

TABLE X.-AssUMKD DISTRIBUTION 01' CurrAL. 
ENGLAND A.lrlD WALES, 1920-192l. 

Range. No. 

£ 
Undo.' 100 ....... 13,500,000 
100-500 gn-SR •••• 2,099,700 
lI){)-'looo not ..• , 1,026,200 
)000 5000....... 791,500 
aU(K)-25000.... .. 236,900 
21l00u-100000.... 41,180 
100000-500000. . . 7,100 
Over 500000... .. 537 
All : ........... 17,702,000 

I 
Cwnulati~ Pel't'!n~~s 

Amount. No. Amount. 

Millions 
of £'R. 

912 
546 
746 

2,046 
3,078 
2,079 
1,785 

670 
11,860 

76·26 
88·12 
93·91 
98·38 
99·72 

} 100·00 

7·6 
12·2 
18,6 
35,7 

, 61,5 

100'0 
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In Table X., the estimated poBt-w .... distribution of aapiW 
is given. and in the following diagram it ill compared with tbe 

pre·war distributinn. The change revealed is. to me at lilly 

.rate. striking and unexpected. The n"",ber of estates over 

£100 probate value has gone up roughly in proportion to the 
rise in pri .... ; this we might expect. and likewise the corres

ponding increase in aggregate capital shown. What surprises 

me is the alight fall in numbers and the considerable fall in 

the percentage of total capital. in the highest range. over 

£500.000. This may be an accident of the figures for the 

particnlar year; though. comparing the two tables as a whole. 

we notice a distinct cbange. in the direction of a lessening of 

inequality. in the distribution. On the other hand, the returns 

of incomes for purposes of Super-Tax suggest a movement in 

the opposite direction. and certainly seem to negate any 
inference of greater equality. 

The change is not to be explained by the alight di1Ierenee 

in the method used to malrethepost-warestimate; the multi. 
pliers ueed were slightly increased by distinguishing estata!1eft 

by women from estates left by men; but the influence of thla 
di1Ierence was counteracted by the use of ordinary death-rata! 

instead of a ""leeted class death-rate. A comparison of the 
two .tables suggests certain poosible explanations. Ji'irst. 

the estimated number of persons below the Eetate Duty exemp
tion limit is both absolntely and relatively smaller than before 

the w..... but the proportion of the national capital held by 
them is ..... ger. but this estimate is unfortunately the one about 

which we can be least certain. Probably. however, a part of 
the ..... ge earnings of the w .... period were saved. In the 

second place. the proportion held by each of the groupe up to 
the £25.000 mark has inereaoed. This may be due to the 

increase in the proportion. of the population ~~n the ~. 
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35_ and 54, in whicJ> estates of £1,000 to £25,000 are mOOIt 

<:ommon. While population aged 15 and npwardo increased 

9 per cent between 1911 and 1921, population between 35 and 

54 increased 16 per _aent; this affected the death-rates and. 

therefore, our multipliers; the biggest increases of capital "-ere 
in the age groups 35--44 and 4lH;4, and the range of estates 

£1,()()(h£5,OOO. A third possible explanation is the higher 

rate of interest, which results in alow"red capital value put on 
most investments; the holder is no worse off, nn\ess his invest

ments have to be realised, but for probate purposes th~ are 

valued at realisation value. This change would affect the 

larger estates differentially since they have the larger propor

tion of Stock Exchange securities. 'Thus the proportiorudn 

which capital was -distributed might change, while the 
proportions in which income was distributed did not change. 

Making all allowances, however, the change is striking, and, 

80 far as it cannot be explained away, suggests that high 
progressive taxation is having an effect on the distribution 

of capital_; large fortunes do not accumulate 80 rapidly as 

ther did, and even decumulate, while smaO savings accumulate 
JIllUluched_ 

Sir Jooriah' Stamp has compared the probable post-war 

distribution of the product of Industry" ith the pre-war distri
bution, aria finds a similar cha~ in the direction of slightly I9 
inequalit:y. It would 800m lis if. w~ and post-war profiteel'!! 
made their exceptional gains _at the, expense, not of the poor, 

but of other members of the same economic clase. This is 

"';~t with the change in the economic position of different 

"""tions of the rich and weO-to-do classes,; owners of land and 
fixe.. interest securities, on the whole, lost by the two-fold 

pl'OOl& of monetary depreciation and national debt in1I~tion, 
while receivers of profits benefited. Both clasees, however, 
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are affected by. the increased direct taxation. The National' 

Debt is a c~ on the capital in the possession of the individ

uals forming the nation, just ... real.as a mortgage or debenture: 
"charge. When this anno.aL charge of £350,000,000, which faUs· 

mainly on the larger estatee, is taken i!>to account, a Dlnch 
more oonsiderable change· in the distribution of wealth:. is 

revealed. 

My object in this paper has been to collect the available 

facta on an interesting topic, and to extract from them as 

much information as I could, without attempting to discuss 

their significance. I may be permitted, perhaps, in conclusion, 
to indicate very briefly, some of .the inferences to which they 

point. 

Capital in this country is muoh more conceutrated than 
income, and much more concentrated than it is in any other 

country. This conceutration is connected with the fact, that 

agrioulture, and other economic activities in which amall·scale 

enterprise predominates, are .. amaller part of the country's 
economic activity thau it is anywhere else. Moreover, this 

country is unique, I think, in having the tenant farmer rather 
than the owner.ocoupier, as the predominant class in agricul

tu re; Ireland in this respect is Continental in character, 

rath"t than British. The wage-earning proletariate, whioh 

is much the largest economic class in the oountry, has little 
capiW; although its standard of life is high compared with that 

of most Continental wage-earners and peasant proprietors. 

It has some accumulations of oapital; these are mainly in 
the form of mutual insurance funds. If I were a capitalist, I 

should feel a little insecure about my capital, since a capital 
levy on all estates over £1,000 would leave 95 per cent of the 

electorate untouched; I muot not, however, be understood 

aa advocating such a levy. I had no contemporary problems 
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of party politics in mind when I selected this invsstigatiOB 
for my presidentiaJ address tc you; my sere purpose was to 

discover how far in this COUDtry we had forgotten the principle 

tha.t Bacon expressed in the phrase: "Property is like' 

muck; it is good only if it be spread." My figures suggest 
that we have completely forgotten that principle. 



.' men of 22 wh~ failed would in most cases have nothing 
to fall back upon. Is it likely, I ask, under these' 
cOnditions that any considerable ,n'!!Tiber of appoint
ments would ever be gained .:;.,. natives of India,. 
handicapped as they obviously are at every point? 

For my'own part I have never been able satisfac
torily to 'under~tand why the educated natives of India 
have apparently set their hearts on admission to the 
Covenanted Civil Service as the only avenue to the 
higher posts in the public service; or should be willing 
to rely upon tho:: chances of a public examination as 
the only means of obtaining their fair share in the ad
ministration of the Indian Empire. It seems to me 
that 'natives of India ~ave a distinct and independent 
claim to 'employment in the higher grades of the pub
lic service, quite irrespective of any regulations that 
may be in 'force for appointing candidates to the Cove
.anted Civi~ Service. This claim seems to me to 
rest on grounds of natural equity and the plainest po
litical expediency; and would, in my opini~n, hold good 
whether natives of India chose to take part or not in 
the public competition in England. Moreover, as a 
question of t~ctics, it would seem to be a mistake for 
natives of India to clamour for an alteration of • the 

, examination rules, when it is clear that they ought, if 
otherwise qualified; to be appointed to their fair share 
: ot-the higher appointments without any reference, to 
the Covenanted Civil Service at all. After all, it must 
clearly be relJ1em bered that admission to the Covenant
ed Ciyil Senice, is merely one means to an end; and 
when it is c1earthat the object in view, namely, the ade
quate employment of natives of India in the higher 
administration cjnnot possibly be secured by this 



s ... 
means, it seems to follow that the whoie q~estion should 
be discussed on-a broader basis altogether. 

, .. ~ . . . 

Let us consider:~f9r a moment whether any such 
broader basis can b;~und? First of all, let us seewhat 
the higher patronage of the Local Governrqents really 
consists of. By the term" higher patronage" I mean 
for the present purpose gazetted appointments the pay 
of which has been fixed on a European scale, and which 
have in practice been generally held by Europeans. 
A reference to the official Civil .List will show that the 
higher patronage of the Bombay Government falls 
generally under one of two main heads:-

I. Appointments reserved to the _ Covenanted 
Civil Service by the schedule prefixed to the 
Civil Service Act of 1861. 

•• 2. Unreserved. appointments in all the following 
Civil Departments: Financial, Forests. Ed~ 
catipnal, Revenue Survey. Salt. Customs. 
Public Works. Police. Political, Sind Com
mission. &c. 

The number of sanctioned appointments reserv.ed 
to \he Covenanted Civil Service will be found to be 
approximately 84. viz. :-

Judicial .......................................... 27 
• Reven~e and General-

Sanctioned scale. excluding supernu
meraries and all Assistants below the 
rank of Second Assistant Collector. 57 



Excluding the grades· of Deputy Collector and Sub
ordinate Judge, which are now practically reserved for 
natives, the number of the principal unreserved appoint
ments- Rs. 300 a month upwards,-in the various 
civil departments, amounts ap'proximately to 352, the 
details of which, taken from the ~ombay Civil List 
of January 1884. are approximately as follows:-

No. of higher gazetted 
appointments as per Civil LisI. 

I. Sind Commission •.•...•...•• 21 

2. Political Department .••....•• 55 

3· Financial do II 

4· Forests ........................ 41 
5· Educational ......•••....••.. , 19 
6. Opium' ....................... . 
7. Salt and Customs .••.......•• 23 
8. Rev4:,ue Survey •••... '" ..• 58 

.-.9. Mint 'and Assay... ... •...••... 3 
10. Public Works Department .•• 71 sanctioned scale 

excluding Secre. 
tariat, and ap

II. Police ••••..•••.....••••.•••••..• 
prentice grade. 

45 including 14 pro
bationers. 

12. Presidency Magistrates...... 3 
13. Registration .. .... ...... ...... I 

.... Total ..... ·35 2 • 

Now let us see how these higher unreserved appoint-
• These grades are excluded from the present calculation for two reasonl-

1st. because being now practically re!terved for Natives there is undentood to 
be no native grievance in respect of them i 2nd, because both of these grades. 
though containing many places of dignity and considerable emoluments; are 
admittedl, subordinate grades. The question under con:s.ideration has reference 
lolely to the higher administrative posts which are noll" practically reserved for 
Europca.oa. 
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ments are in fact distributed at the present time. The 
Civil List already referred to will show that while the 
84 reserved appointments are held by covenanted 
civilians, the remaining unreserved appointments are 
distributed as follows :-

No ~.:;-'n- ~ '"1' '" I 
How DISTRIBUTED. 

I 
Held by \ Held by 

Held by Uncove-ovenanted Natives. Military nantedEu-Civilians. Officers. ropeans. 

35' I 9 
·1 

4' j '94 I ·.08 
The 4[ appointments, here shown as held by natives, 

are nearly all minor appointments, of less than Rs; 500 a 
month in value. These figures are, I submit, very signi
ficant. Let us suppose for a moment thal.\lie regula
tions were altered in the sense desired by" the nati':&. 
press. Let us further suppose, however improbable the 
supposition, that the effect of altering the regulations 
was to ensu~e the success of a considerable proportion 
of natives in the annual competition, and that one- third 
of the appointments-say [0 appointments out of 30-
were allotted to them year after ye~r. These [0 native 
civitians would presumably be distributed amongst the 
various governments and administr<\tions, and Bombay 
would pos~ibly receive [ or at the outside 2. These, 2 

native civilians would on appointment become eligible to 
share in the 84reserved appointments adverted to above. 
As regards the 352 unreserved appointments they would 
presumably hold exactly the same position as the Eng-

• For further particulars I'l;lating to the Military and Uncovenanted European. 
Officers employed in the Bombay Civil Administration on 1St July ISS4, see· 
Appendix. 
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!ish Covenanted Civilians. In other words, they would 
be practically excluded as at present in favour of Un
covenanted Europeans and Staff Corps Officers. 

If the facts are here correctly stated, it would seem 
to be perfectly clear that the agitation, which has been 
raised for the admission of natives to the Covenanted 
Civil Service, is to a great extent based upon a delu
sion. The Covenanted Service cannot possibly, under 
present conditions, supply more than a very limited 
field for native ambition; and in .clamouring for admis. 
sion to that service the real grievance of the native 
community appears to me to be very much overlooked. 

The unreserved appointments are, in Bombay, as 
above shown, more than 4 times as numerous as those 
reserved to the Covenanted Civil Service, and out of 352 
appointments no less than 301 are shown to be held by 
military m~n and Uncovenanted Europeans. Is it not 
perfectly clear that as long as this state of things con
tinues it is physically impossible to give to the educated 
natives of that Presidency anything like their fair share 
of the higher unreserVed appointments? Now it is a 
singular fact that while English statesmen of both par
ties are perfectly well aware that the great bulk of the 
higher patronage in the unreserved appointments iF in 
practice reserved-and as they say improperly reserved
for the friends and kinsmen of powerful officials and 
public men nominated in India, and although this abuse 
has been frequently exposed both in Parliament and in 
public correspondenct', the whole of the native agitation 
has hitherto been directed almost exclusively against 
the limited monopoly of ~he Covenanted Service. The 
natives in fact instead of agitating, as they might rea
sonably be expected to agitate, for their fair share of 
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the 352 unreserved appointments, have hitherto directed 
all their efforts to obtain a share of the 84 appoint
ments reserved by Act of Parliament to the Covenanted 
Service. . 

The practical problem for solution, briefly expressed, 
seems to be this, how to distribute satisfactorily 
amongst the various interests concerned the total 
number of higher appointments which are now held as 
shown above. These interests may be conveniently 
classed as follows: . 

I. Natives of India. 2. The Covenanted Civil 
Service. 3. The Staff Corps and Royal 
Engineers. 4. Uncovenanted·· European Of
ficers consisting of two classes (a) appointed 
by the Secretary of State for technical or 
special reasons after examination ill England, 
(b) appointed by the local authorities in Indi'l. 
without previous examination or test. 

It will be admitted, I think, by any unprejudiced 
person, that all the classes here mentioned, except the 
last, have more or less strong claims to employment in 
the public service. . I do not for a moment assert that 
theJ:laims of all the interests mentioned are equally 
strong or equally justifiable; but no one acquainted 
with Indian official life can doubt that each of the 
interests mentioned is collectively extremely influential, 
and must be carefully taken into account in any scheme 
of redistribution which may be proposed. 

It is admitted by general consent that the first class 

• The term II Uncovenanted" has beea Used above in accordance with the: 
1I5ual official phraseology. Strictly speaking. the term should no doubt be 
limited to the class comprised iD 4 (6). 
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" mentioned, viz., natives of India, does not at present 
receive its proper share of the higher appointments in 
the administration. The Act of 1870 and the recent 
correspondence relating to Lord Lytton(s scheme of 
Statutory civilians contain a clear recognition of this 
fact ;and Sir Stafford Northcote and the Duke of ArgyIl, 
leading members of the two great political parties, 
have both insisted on behalf of the Indian Government 
that natives of India are entitled to a far larger share 
of the unreserved appointments than they now hold. 
It is then perfectly clear that natives of India must be 
benefited if at all at.the expense of some or alI of the 
powerful interests above noted. The practical question 
is-which of these interests bas to give way in order 
that natives of India may obtain their fair share in the 
higher administration? 

It will not, I fancy, admit of much dispute that the 
class, which has on the whole least claim to considera
tion, is the last class mentioned abov.e, consisting entirely 
of the friends and nominees of influential persons, 
appointed in India by the local authorities, without 
previous examination or test of any kind. This class, it 
may be mentioned, is in the aggregate a very numerous 
one, holding a very large proportion of the unreserved 
appointments in Bombay, and embracing amongst 
others all the following departments which are at present 
the strongholds of private patronage,-Revenue Survey, 
P~ice, Salt, Customs, Sind Commission: and the 
number of appointments held by this influential class 
must, it would seem, be materially curtailed in future if 
qualified natives of India are ever to be admitted to a 
reasonable share in the higher administration. The literal 
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truth seems to be that as long as it is in the power of the 
local authorities to appoint their friends to the unreserved . 
aFpointments, Englishme,n with interest will, as hereto- t: 
fore, almost infallibly be preferred to natives, and the \ 
present agitation may be expected to continue. But 
the remedy is, I think, obvious. The Secretary of State ! 
has simply to lay down the broad rule that out of the \ 
total number of unreserved appointments a fixed propor- \ 
tion, say one-third ortw<!-fifths, is, as a rule, to be filled : 
with natives of India, and to call upon the Local Govern
ment to furnish a'scheme showing how the appointments 
which it is proposed to reserve for natives of India, can 
most suitably be distributed amongst the various civil 
departments of the administration. As soon as a suit
able scheme, embodying these proposals, has been once 
sanctioned. the number of appointments in each depart
ment reserved for natives. should be made public. and 
the local authorities should be prohibited from appoint
ing in future to these reserved posts any persons except 
natives of India without the formal sanction in each 
case of the Secretary of State in Council. who must 
he satisfied that no duly qualified native of India or 
Covenanted Civilian is available. 

4 certain proportion of the higher appointments , 
thus definitely reserved to Natives might weIl be com- \ 
peted ior in India on substantially the same conditions I 
as are now in force for candidates for the Covenanted 
Civil Service in England. The remainder of the reserv
ed appointments might with advantage be distributed 
amongst the most distinguished native members of the 
present Uncovenanted Service. Natives of India should. 
of course, be permitted if they desire. to proceed to 
England to compete with Englishmen in the open com. 

c 
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petition there. But if they failed in England they would 
still be eligible to compete in their own country in the 
Indian public examination here suggested; and success • 
wo~ld, in either case, be rewarded with some of the 
highest prizes of the Indian administration. The plan 
proposed would be at once a practical and natural 
extension of Lord Macaulay's scheme of open compe
tion, and would apparently give a powerful and most 
useful stimulus to higher education in India. It will not 
fail to be noticed that under existing· conditions nearly 
three-fourths of the higher patronage of the Bombay 
Government lies outside the sphere of 'competition 
altogether; and thus I submit, as matters now stand, 
the scheme of open competition is most imperfectly 
carried out. Moreover, it may well be asked why if open 
competition be desirable for the higher appointments 
reserved to the Covenanted Civil Service, similar com
petition should not be enforced amongst Europeans for 
the valuable and far more numerous posts in the so
called Uncovenanted Service; or why at any rate private 
patronage sh'ould not be subjected to some clear and 
equitable rules. It is solely owing to the unfair manner 
in which official patronage has been hitherto distribu-

\ ted that natives of I ndia are deprived of their fair sPare 
> in the higher a~ministration of the Empire; and as soon 

as this fact is once clearly recognized it may be expect
ed that a suitable remedy will be applied. There is 
no practical difficulty in doing substantial justice to the 
natives of India if once it is clearly realized that the 
higher patronage of the local governments is, after all, 
a very limited quantity, and that distinct rules are re
ql,ired to ensure an equitable distribution amongst the 
various interests concerned. The appointments re-
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served for natives of India must, it would seem, be 
clearly dt:fined, and the power of the authorities to 
appoint Englishmen must apparently be to that extent 
at least curtailed. . 

For the reasons assigned in this paper itwould seem 
to be quite clear that th~ Circular instructions of the 
Government of India, sanctioned by Lord Cranbrook in 
1879 and extended to Bombay, are little calculated to 
effect any material change in the state of things which 
now prevails in that Presidency. Briefly stated these 
Circular instructions are to the effect that no person 
other than a native of India shall hereafter be appointed 
,to any office carrying a salary of Rs. 200 a month or up
wards without the previous sanction in each case of the 
Governor-General in Council, unless the person appoin
ted belongs to the Covenanted Civil Service or to the 
Staff Corps, or was originally nominated by tho: Sec
retary of State or Government of India after examina
tion either to the (I) Financial, (2) Forests, Educational 
Depts_; or unless the office to which the appointment 
is made belongs to anyone of the following 6 depart
ments: (I) Opium, (2) Salt and Customs, (3) Survey, 
(4) Mint, (5) Public Work& Department, (6) Police,
see'instructions circulated with Lord Lytton's despatch, 
dated 24th April 1879, at p. 28 of Blue Book headed, 
"Papers relating to the Admission of Natives to the 
Civil Service of India," published in 1879. 

The nine departments, which are thus excluded from 
the operation of this very important Rule, embrace, it 
will be seen,- no less than 272 out of the 352 higher 
unreserved appointments in the patronage.of the Bom-

• See table UD p. S. 
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bay Government, the remaining 80 appointments falling 
under the following heads:-

I. Sind Commission ...••••.•••• 21 

2. Political Department ...•••... 55 
3. Registration ...•.•. ' •..••.....••• 
4. Presidency Magistrates ••• •.• 3 

The bulk of these 80 appointments are now held 
by Staff Corps officers who are, it will be noticed, 
expressly exempted from the operation of the rule. 

The practical effect of the prcular instructions re
ferred to, issued by the Government of India seelllS 
briefly to exempt from the operation of the Rule almost 
the whole of the higher unreserved patronage of the 

I Bombay Government The Rule, if strictly construed, 

I will probably operate to exclude in future a small num
. ber of Uncovenanted Europeans from holding appoint

ments in the Sind Commission and· Political Depart-
ment ; but there is nothing in the rule to prevent their 
places being filled up by Covenanted Civilians or Staff 
Corps officers, and the prospect of natives of India 
being appointed to these places seems therefore to 
be quite as remote as at present. For the reasons 
assigned it is, I submit, quite clear that until some fi<..<ed 
proportion of the appointments in all the Uncovenanted 
Departments named is definitely res€Tved for natives of 
India, they will never obtain that share in the higher 
administration which all the highest authorities in the 
Indian Government profess to be anxious to give them . 

• Notwithstanding the existence of a stringent rule prohibiting the em
ployment of Uncovenanted Europeans in the Political Department, the following 
Uncovenanted Eurepean Officers are now employed by the Bombay Govern
ment:-Mr. P. S. V. Fitzgerald, Mr. F. H. Warden. Mr. C. F. G. Lester. See 
ApI'- II., p. 23· 
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That the question discussed in this paper is begin
ning to attract serious attention in England, seems 
probable from the fact that in the month of November 
last (1884), two questions on the subject were asked 
by private members in the House of Commons. In 
the London papers of November 12th, amongst the 
Parliamentary intelligence, appears the following:-

"BOMBAY CIVIL SERVICE . 

.. In reply to Mr. GIBSON, Mr. J. R. CROSS said-Accord
ing to the Bombay Civil List there were on July 1st, 1884, 
633, Civil appointments in the Bombay Presidency 
with salaries of Rs. 400 ,and upwards per mensem. 
They were distributed as folloWS-159 were held by 
Covenanted Civil Servants; 113 by Natives of India 
(other than Covenanted); 98 by Military Officers; and 
263 by uncovenanted Europeans. There were also 
57 Medical appointments, of wbich 50 were held by 
Military Surgeons, 5 by Natives of India, and 2 by un
coy-en anted Europeans." 

With reference apparently to this answer by, Mr. 
Cross, in the London papers of November 25, appears 
the following:-

"CIVIL APPOINTMENTS IN INDIA. 

"Sir G. CAMPBELL asked the Under.Secretary for India 
• whether he would obviate misapprehension by ceasing 

to class as • uncovenanted' Indian servants officers 
sent out from this country under covenants, contracts, 
or commissions from Her Maje.ty to serve in the Public 
Works, Education Trust, or other departments, or as 
Judges of the High Courts, and by confining the term 
• uncovenanted' to officers taken into employment I>Y 
the Government in India' without such covenants or 
contracts; whether he would give a return of Civil 
appointments of all kinds of 400 rupeeeS' per ",CrtSe1II 

and upwards held by uncovenanted servants in the 
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above sense, and distinguishing Europeans from Native., 
appointments held by Europeans to which, under 
existing orders, Europeans may always be appointed 
in India, appointments ordinarily reserved for natives 
but now held by Europeans on the ground of prior 
appointment to the service; also a statement showing 
how far appointments to special departments to which 
Europeans are eligible are made by pure patronage or 
how far and by what rules patronage is limited and 
restricted . 

.. Mr. CRoss-1 conclude that the first paragraph of my 
hon. friend's question is based on an answer I recently 
gave to a question asked by the right hon. member for 
Dublin University, in answering which I adopted his 
technical classification. As a matter of fact it has been 
decided that the term 'uncovenanted' shall no longer 
be officially applied to the engineering staff of the 

. Public Works Department. Before pledging myself 
that this term will be discontinued in the case of other 
departments, or promising to furnish the return asked 
for by my hon. friend, it will be necessary to communi
cate with the Government of India, by whom alone 
such a return could be prepared." 

This paper appears to furnish a very pertinent reply 
to Sir George Campbell's important question on the 
subject of patronage. Sir George Campbell at an 
ex-Lieutenant Governor of Bengal is probably well 
aware of the circumstances under which official pa
tronage is bestowed in the Bengal Presidency, but he 
may not be equally well informed regarding the practice 
which is pursued in Bombay and Madras. In the case 
.of Bombay, the true answer to.Sir George Campbell's 
question is that a very large number of appointments of 

\ Europeans, as shown in this paper, are made in India by 
I pure patronage, and that as regards these appointments 
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the patronage of the Governor is subjected to no 
effective limitations whatever. 

As regards the official distribution list of appoint. 
ments in the Bombay Presidency prepared by the 
India Office, and read in the House of Commons, it 
will not fail to be noticed that the number of Military 
and uncovenanted European Officers,' shown by Mr. 
Cross, considerably exceeds the figures given in the 
table at page 5 of this paper. That table was exclusive 
of the Subordinate Judges and Deputy Collectors, 
amongst whom several uncovenanted Europeans are 

. to be found; and referred solely to the 13 Departments 
mentioned. The statement furnished by the India 
Office embraces all Civil departments, and is doubtless 
more complete and exhaustive than the statement fur
nished in the text. The 113 appointments held by Na
tives of India other than covenanted, include, of course, \ 
the Subordinate Judges and the Deputy Collectors •. 
These classes were specially excluded from the calcula
tion given at page 3. The 159 appointments held by 
covenanted Civil Servants include all appointments, 
both reserved and unreserved, temporary as well as per. 
manent. I n this number are also included the appoint. 
ment,s held in Bombay by covenanted Civilians belong. 
ing to other Presidencies. The ordinary sanctioned 
scale of Judicial and Revenue appointments in Bombay 
is as shown above on page 3. 

Mr. Cross has now officially st.ated that out of 633 
Civil appointments in Bombay, carrying a salary of Rs. \ 
400 a month and upwards, no less than 98 are held by I 
Military Officers and 263 by uncovenanted Europeans. 
It is submitted that this statement speaks for itself, and 
confirms the accuracy of the main point contended for 
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in this.paper. So long as it is considered necessary 
that these very influential classes should hold consi. 
derably more than one-half of the higher civil patronage 
of the Presidency, it is idle to talk about admitting 
Natives of India to their fair share of the appointments 
in .the higher administration. 
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Appendix I. 

The following Abstract, prepared from the Bombay official 
Civil List of July 1884, shows the distribution of the principal" 
unreserved appointments of superior (gazetted) grades by 
races. 

In the preparation of this Abstract the following points 
have been kept in vi"w:':"" 

( I) Appointments reserved by Statute for Covenanted 
Service are excluded, "e. g., Commissioner and Assistant 
Commissioner in Sind, and Commissioner and Collector of 
Salt and ~ustoms. 

(:J) As tar as possible temporary appointments and ab
sentees have been excluded. Portuguese Christians are class
ed as Natives. The Eurasians and Country-born Europeans 
are classed as Europeans. 

( 3 ) The appoin tments in the Department of Public 
Works (Civil) being of a special character and requiring 
"professional qualifications, are excluded. The bulk of the 
sup~rior appointments are held by Royal Engineers, the rest 
are supplied from Cooper's Hill College hy direct nomination 
in England and Bombay. There are comparatively few 
Natives iii the upper grades. 



Number of AppoIntment .. Pay and Average Salaries (per month). 

1 
European •• 

Nath·eJ. 
European •• 

DIPA-MYatt', U".", •• 'od. ~ -'I j Range: uno .......... , I Native •• RIM.JtII. 
• f Mill. Oovt!n' 

Selected NomIna- ~ ~ 1 j 
Salarlel. RI. 

~ 
Nomina· R •• Se1«ted!Nomlna. tary. ~d~' In ted In .- ..... _ ted In R.. ted. RI. Rio 

England IndIa. E Jndla. RI. • 

I. SindCommillion 3S 0 •• '3 300tol8oo 0 SB6 "50 500 385 • RlV6n1,~S",."ey -The 
I. DeputyCollectou t 42 0 9 0 0 33 300 10 80c 0 577 0 0 397 

pay of Commissioner 
~excluding Sind) was reduced on its being 

3. Revenue Survey , 56 0 47 • 2801°'325 0 568 996 '325 610 transferred from aMi .. 
and Settlement .• !itary man to a Civilian. 

40 District Police I 43 0 3' .. 0 0 20010100< ° W 775 0 
The nominees include 

(abovelnspeetora) o all appointments since 
5. Education (Gra. ~ 17 9 0 0 • 7001°"'l5c 1157 .046 0 0 750 

1869i the two natives .... 
dcd Listl ......... are PorluKuesI. (Xl 

6. Politica .......... 40t 0 27 .* 15010 4000 0 508 1135 *'4OC 255 t Polilical.-Excludes 
,. Registration (In. , 8 0 0 0 I 5010 200e 0 JOOO 0 0 260 Aden Resident, which 

tpcction) ......... combines Military duties 
8.5.11 .............. .. 0 9 I 20010 uSc. , 600 USC 100C 450 with Political. 
g. Custom. and t 

0 6 0 0 2 JSOIO 1300 0 6211 0 0 470 
:t One Judiclal ap. 

Opium ............ , pointme,!\ CHI\{' '. 
10. Forests ............. 40 13 '5 3 0 9 I SOlo '500 580 • 50, 1308 0 ISo 

--' -- ---. '-. ----- --' -- -. -. --
JOI 22 140 57 77 "' .... ---- -- -. ---_. -- --.- .----

Financial ............... 7 0 S 0 I ... AU these are under 
Mint ..................... 

..~~ I 0 0 5 0 0 

figS' 
the Government of India 

POlt Office ............. 0 8 0 I 18 419 291 and independent of 
Telegraph. ............ 8 . ... Bombay. 

f Postmaster General 
~ Bengal Covenanted 

ervice.) 
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Appendix U. 

Toe following i,ta Rominal list of tbe Uncovenanted Euro
pean Civil Officers wbo bave been nominated in India to posts 
in tbe Civil Administration of Bombay. Tbe particulars relat
ing to each Officer are taken from the Official Civil List and' 
from the official History of Services :---.. . 

I.-Sind Commision. 

Name. 
Date of first Present 

Appointment.· Mp"~1J 
I 

I. W.H. F. Boltqp ••• 
as. 

3 Marchl8s6 972 

2. S. W. Tynda1l._ ~ Oct. 1860 972 

3. H. G. Watson ••• IS Nov. 1864 922 

4. R. M.Lambert: •• 4 Dec. 1865 761 

5~ R. Gii~s~~.~ ..... 20 Mar. 1869 761 

6. C. E. S. Steele ..• II June 1869 661 

7· H. L. Mules ...... 3 July 1~74 711 

8. J. R. Price ...... 4 Apr. 1877 561 

9· M. D. Mackenzie. 20 Aug. 18n 561 

10. A. G. Cumming. 25 Apr. 1883 411 

Besides the Uncove
nanted European 
officers named, 
there are 8 military 
officers employed 
in the Sind Com
mission. These offi
cers belong to tbe 
Bombay Staff Corps 
~d hav,; beeD. no-: 
mmated m India to .. 
the ordinary civil· •• 
administration by -
pure patronage. 

H.-Deputy Collectors (excluding Sind). 

Name. Date of first Present 
Appointment. Monthly 

Pal'. 
RElIUKS. 

I. H. Ingle ............ 7 Dec. 1859 ~ Since the year 1869 
2. J. F. Fernandez ... 2 Apr. 1861 700 only 2 Europe:,ns 
3- W. R. Hamilton ... 12 Oct. 1869 600 have been appomt-

C T K . ed. Of the large 
4- • • yte .•. ...... 2 Apr. 1861 600 number of Native 
.. ;:~. f ~ the information of English readers it may be mentioned that a 

5 ......... .1. 0 SOO per mensem is equivalent at the present rate of Exc:han 
(IS. 1Id.) to I. 487·IOS. sterune per annum. '" 
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Name. Date, of first ~r:~~~I~. REMARKS. 
Appointment. Pay. 

RI\.' 
5. A., W. Hughes .•. 27 Nov. [860 600". Deputy Collectors 

• • ' ~QW employed a 
6 .• E. T. RIchardson .. [[ Apr. [856 5~ ,.considerable pro-
7. A. p. Plunkett ... 23 Dec; [863 500 :portion have risen 

, . ' from the lower 
, , 8. T. Hearn ............ [2 Dec. '[ 864 500 ranks in the Reve-
. 9. T. C. Anding ...... 9 Aug. [87[ 500 nue Department, 

. and have passed 
[0,' C. W. Richardson. [8 Aug. [869 500 through the Mam-
n. H. F. Carvalho ... I Apr. [882 300 lutdar's Grade. 

IlI.-Revenue Survey and Settlement .. 

Name. . Dat,e of first ~~ens:~t REMARKS. 
Appol8tment. Pay. Y 

I. *W. M. Fletcher 23 Jan. 
2. W. S. Price............ 2 July 
3. F. T. Willaume ...... 3 [ Oct. 
4. W. Turnbull ......... [4 Aug. 
5. A. P. Young ......... 6 May. 
6. R. T. Wingate ..•.•• 28 Jan. 
7. H. D. E. Forbes...... 4 Oct. 
8. J. H. C. Dunsterville. 5 Jan. 
9. F. W. Francis ...... [5 Sept. 

10. F. B. Young ......... 24 Aug. 
II. J. L. Lushington ... 27 July 
12. W. S. Owen ......... 29 Mar. 
13. J. A. Mcivor ......... 21 Aug. 
'4. tJ. R. Gibson ....... ;. 22 Mar. 
15. 'V. G. Harrison ...... 25 June 
16. J. M. Young ......... 5 May 

.'17. G. Hearn ............... 24 Sept. 
18. J. LeMesurier ......... 24 Sept. 
19. H. H. Summers ...... 27' Sept. 
20. F. DeSouza............ 6 Dec. 
21. H. F. Hatch ......... I Dec. 
22. H. C. Davidson ...... 23 Feb. 

Rs. 
1866 1200 *Superinten-
1856 895 dent. 
1863 795 
1865 795" 
1867 795 
1868 795 
1871 695 
18~ 695 
1873 695 
1875 695 
1874 695 
1876 560 
1881 255 
1862 995 tServing un-
1856 795 der Egyp-
1863 795 tian Go-
1855 795 vernment. 
1873 795 
1854 695 
1855 695 
1873 695 
1872 695 
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Name.", Date. of first, '. ~:~s:~~ REMARKS. . ~ 
AppolDtmen~'... Pay . . '. 

• ,' !!- . '? 
23. F. W.Marriptt~;....... 7 May IS72 
24. W. H. Cun,IMp}:··". 30 May IS82 
25. A. S. Bulke'ten~J;.:. 16 r .. tov. IS55 
26. J .. R, Ferna~d~; .. ::: .. 25 July 1861 
27. Ai~. FO.rde . : ........ 24 J~ne 1868 
28. J.\W~ Scott.; .......... 25 June IS56 
29·.a!~R.. Disney ......... 27 Mar. 1860 
30. 'R. B. Pitt ............ 12 Oct. .IS59 
31. J; C. Whitcombe...... 8 Apr. 1857 
32. *W. G. Waite .......... IS Oct. 1866 
33. E. W. L. Morant .. , 13 Nov. 1868' 
34-' G. Dalzell .. : ......... 23 Aug. 1871 
35. i-I,.L. Hollan'd ... :;;' II May. "1872 
36. G. H. Hampton .... ::. 3 June 1878 

'37. A. G. Spring ......... 15 Aug. 1881 
. . Sind Survey. 

:38. "'V. J. Wilkins ...... 15 Feb. 1867 
39. G. Berrie ............ 27 Oct. 1862 
40. J. F. Nash ............ 12 Aug. 1864 
41: G. F. Mathieson ...... 29 Jan. 1867 
42. W. A. Boulton ...... 6 Dec. 1869 
43. L. W. Seymour ...... 22 Dec. 1877 
44. W. S. Cole ............ 26 Sept. 1878 
45. W. D. Wilkins ...... 31 Mar. 1879 
46. B~ G. Gilbert-Cooper I Jan. 1878 
47. P. Ross ............... 16 Aug. 1878 
48. C. Warburton ...... 2 Sept. 1879 
49. C. F. Erskine ......... 25 June 1880 
So. tC. E. Biddulph ...... 19 Jan. 1878 

Rs . 
560 

385 
895 
795 
795 
795 
795 
795 
795 
800 *Superintendent 

695 ~~:::Zi:~~-
695 graphic Dept., 
695 Poona. 

560 

3S5 

895 
695 
695 
6g5 
695 
560 , 
560 
560 
460 
460 
460 
385 
385 tServing 

Baroda. 
in 

In addition to the 50 Uncovenanted Officers named' above 
there are 6 Military officers belonging to the Bombay Staff em
ployed in this department. All of these officers, both military 
and 'uncovenanted, have been nominated 'in India by pure 
patronage. 
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IV • ....:..Dis.tn·~t Police (ab~ve Inspectors). . . . 
- Date of I Sf;, .. Present 

A. • t tlc. ... rr Monthly REMARKS.' 
ppom me .:\'p.. Pay. Name. 

", ..... ~.f. ·:O,JI,s. 
I. C. M.McI~er ......... 19 March ~(!67 !~OO 
2·. H. Scannell ......... 28 May IS~. 1,000 
3. R.·H. Vincent......... I Mar. I~ 900 

',4. H. Kennedy ............ 12 &rar. 1872 900 
,.' ·5.' T. E. Down ............ 24 May 1872 900 
",6 •. W. B. Prescott ...... it Dec. 1875 900 

t 1'1.: H. J. H. Henderson. 3 Mar. 1876 900 
·'lbH.J.Duggan ........ :· 5 May 1876 800 

9: eG. Coles ....... ~ .... 11 Mar. 1875,'. 650 
to.-F. yate$, ......... , ..... 21 Mar. 1875·.·~ :800 
II. W. J. Holland ...... 3 Mar. 1879. 800 
12 •. H. G. Gell ............ 10 Feb. 1881 800 
13. F. L. Goldsmid "T' II Sept. 1878' 650 
140 H. N. Alexander...... 3 June 18n 650 

. (s. M. Kennedy. .......... 8 Mar. 1871 650 
,16. J. B. D. Adams ...... 14 Mar. 1879 550 
~7' H. M. Gibb~ ........... 21 July 1880 65Q 
i8: ·E. V. MaGkay ....... ' .. 21 Apr. 1882 650 

'19. F. Austin.: ....... :..... 1 Apr. 1883 550 
... :. Police Probationers. 

20. F. C: jones ............ 4 Apr. 1882 650 
.21. G, M. Cotgrave ...... 1 Jan. 1882 500 
:22: D. Davies ............... 7 Jan. 1882 480' 
'23~ 1,.. H. Spence ......... 7 Jan. 1882 480 
~4: F. H. Warden ........ ; Not shown 250 
z5. G. C. Cox ...... : ........ I Feb. 1883 
26. J. H. C. Schneide .... 14 May 1882 
27. G. A. Bulkley ......... 21 Feb. 1883 
28. A; Jardine............... II Jan. 1882 200 
29. C. A. B. Beatty ...... 23 Feb. 1883 300 
30. R. MaGtier ............ 16 Feb. 1883 250 
31, P. M. De H. Larpent. 4 May 1883 200 
33/1 H. St. L Wood .. ~ .. 28 April 1883 200, ~ 

33. J. G. Penton.... ........ 22 April 1 ~8 3 200 

Deceased. 
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, In addition to the, n uncovenante4 o,lfic~ts pame~abo,v~ , 
: 12 military. officers bl'}t>nging ,to the Bombay' Staff Corps are 
. employed in tllis iI~rrnient. All of these officers, both mili-

I Jarj and ullcoveQ~n~~; have been nominated'in I~dia bfpur",,' 
patrooage. , .",.~ 

, J(''V0litical Depart71lI!1ft.,..t, " 

j ... :re. A~;:na:m~~ ~~~I~ :', REMARKS, 

,>J, P. s:y: J:i~zg~rald. 17 Jao. 1878 70,0 Joined Servic~ i~. " 
, Revenue Survey <\" 

l J:·.I:l.W:~rrlen 
'"" J 

Transferred, ,toi 
Political,Depart
ment 23rd De~. 
1814. confirmed 
~7th June 1878. 

"':::' 5 Dec. 1883 350 Police Probatio .... 
er. Transferred 
toPoliticalDept'. 
5th Dec. 1883:0-, 

.! Not yet confirm-
ed. " 

3,' C: F. G.' Lestet '" I June 1880, 500 J~ined Service ~ 
A$sistant to POl~ 
Supdt., Sawant
"·adi. I 

VI.-Registr:'tio,,: (Inspeciionl Department. '. 

N Date. of first ~~nS;hit RBMAR.KS.". ,-ante: Appomtment. Pay. Y I ": 

• ~ Rs. i . '8... 
I. T. P. H. M. Filgate. 20 Aug. 1870 2000 Inspector-Geoera1 

\ '" , of, Registratiop( 
VII.-Sal! Department. 

Date of first Present 
Appointment. M;~~IY \ Name. 

, .. 
RElIAR~S. 

• R.. 
I. T. M. Cotgrave ...... 25 Jan. 1866 1,025 
2. N.R. Oliver ......... 27 April 1875 1,225 
3· R. Thum , ... ........ 7 Mar. 1874, 950 
4· M. C. Leckie ......... I Aug. 1873 775 



'·N'ame.' '", ~; -, - , Date ~f first ..... M'·o'ense'hn'. 'R 
i • :.: Ap~~ntment •. '.., ,'Pay. Y '. EMARK .... 

~ > ",' •• toRs 

,5· Q,Pog~on.;:.:' ....... : ',1\ nec. '1875 '77~, 
,: ~, I. H. DI~kinsoiid''': ,10 Mar. 1869 .)1$' 

7. G., H. ,A'tkl"'· ........ ·30 Sept. 18~:.sC!O 
,S.F.'"]. A.'Hill ...... ; .. ' 28140e 188a' 605 

J'- 'g. H. tMkeley, : ...... ~~ , 4 July, 1881 60S 
"fo: 4 tL:,st,:: .. ,':'; ... ".,·· Nol shown' a50 . 

J I. r. d. S~dU'"' ......... / ':8 rudy: i882 200 ' . 
. J2~·A;)t. Maidmertt ~;:i.' N~t slIP",n 200 ,I •• 

• .. ,- ,.' '1 . " 
" ' :VIII.":"'CM(tonrsa"J Opillm'. ' 

~. /~ Date'~ fi'rst . Present 
·J,(ame.. Appointment.", 'Mp:~~11_: . 

.t r. Rs. _~ 

I. H. L. Wright, •• : .. ,.. r Feb. 1881 750' 
2. W. G .. Yl'lung .•• ~..... • Feb: 1881 350', 
.3:G~A.Ainsworth .... : 30 Sept. 18&.2 430 
'.: g. N. -Coghlan ...... 3 fan. 1883 1300 
5. T. 'Strip .... ;.......... ,Not shown": 300 
6. W. AI,!,on ............ 15 Dec. 1883 320 

IX.-Forest Department. ' 

!fame. 
Date of first . Present 

. Appoin""".', Mp:~"!,,, 
".' .... . ~ R~." 
,1: *A. T .. Shuttlewortll .. 19 Nov. 1863 1,600 
',2. 'H. Barrett ..... ::..... 9 Nov . .f86J 1,050" 
"j;W. H. -A. Wallinger. 19 Aug. 1865 ' 850 
4· W· S. H<\lIton ......... 3~ May 1869 "850 

. 5· J. 'LJ,.. Macaregor.~ I Dec. 1871 -'so 
, 6,G~St. P., L<iibson.:. I May 11373 650, 
'7:B.1: \Vrou,ghton :.: 18 Oct. i871 600 
8,fG.: A.'Hight. ............ 28 Sept.18p' 600' 

• 9:\". G. ,Be.tham ......... 15 Jull ,873 600 
10, 'W. J. C. Dunbar' .;' •.• " 22 Sept. '187<1 600 
·tf- H. Mainwaring' ...... 27 SepL 1873 600 

• Conservator C!.f forpts. ~ 
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INTRODUCTION 

Few things affect the world of labour more directly and 
profoundly than social insurance. The risks oovered -by it 
- industrial accidents, sickness in general, ocoupational 
diseases, invalidity, old age, premature death, unemploy
ment - are the cause of some of the most unforeseen and 
unjust hardships from which the workers and their families 
may suffer. They are a oonstant menace to' the man who 
earns his living entirely by the work of his hands or his brain; 
if this does not give him regular employment, if he has to 
spend all or praotioally all of his limited earnings on the 
ordinary needs of his family and himself, he is in a state of 
perpetual uncertainty, which undermines his freedom of 
mind - the guarantee of good work - the organisation of 
production, and in the long run the peace of society. Small 
wonder then that the Governments of civilised countries are 
giving a larger and larger place in their counsels to social 
insurance, which should protect the workers directly, and 
indirectly national production, against these dangers. In the 
last fifty years practically every Government has enacted laws 
on compensation for industrial acoidents. The principle of 
compullory insurance is progressively replaoing the voluntary 
principle; already some twenty States have adopted it for 
sickness insuranoe, and more than twenty-five for invalidity 
and old age, if non-oontributory pension systems are included. 
Thus is being hammered out and improved the legislation 
to protect the worker from "hardship and privation". 

The Treaty of Peace laid upon the International Labour 
Organisation the task of improving conditions of labour 
whioh involve "injustice, hardship, and privation to large 
numbers of people", and enumerated some of the risks which 
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should be covered by social insurance: .. the protection of 
the worker against sickness, disease, and injury arising out 
of his employment; . . . provision for old age and injury." 

But if all the risks which menace the worker are effectively 
covered the social insurance system absorbs very large sums 
and lays heavy charges or the countries which have established 

- it. For example, .the German system costs something like 
1500 million gold marks a year, and that of Great Britain 
£130,000,000. No one could doubt that such expenditure 
adds to the cost of production. Thus arises in the field of 
international competition a positively immoral inequality 
between States which have tried to protect their workers by 
insurance and those which, whether from parsimony or mere 
inertia, have done nothing of the kind. And there is no 
small danger that the inaction of some States may arrest the 
progress of those which are more advanced in the sphere of 
labour legislation. To quote the preamble to Section 1 of 
Part XIII of the Peace Treaty, .. the failure of any nation to 
adopt humane conditions . . . is an obstacle in the way of 
other nations which desire to improve the conditions in their 
own country ". Such a position, which is prejudicial to the 
political and social relations between the nations, would be 
vastly improved if, thanks to international conventions, 
systems of insurance were set up providing adequate benefits 
for the insured and laying more or less equal charges on the 
finanoes of each state. 

One of the objeots of the International Labour O~ganisa
tion being to render labour oonditions uniform 80 far as 
possible, as a firm foundation for the economio organisation 
of the world and for industrial peaoe, sooner or later it had 
to take up a problem where international uniformity is 
essential. It began to do so during the first days of its 
existenoe, in 1919. It oontinued the work at more than one 
subsequent Session of the Conference, but merely dealt with 
single points in a somewhat scattered fashion. In 1924, 
however, it took up the problem as a whole and sketched a 
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sys\ematic programme, work upon which Vo'lIlI begun by 
\he SevenUl Session of \he Conference, which was held at 
Geneva from 19 May until 10 June 1925. 

In lhe following pages aome account will be -given, first, of 
lhe work of previous Conferences and lhe organisation of the 
Office in ooJllleCt.ion with aocial insurance; next, of lhe work 
of Ule 1925 Conference; and Ulen of future events, i.e. the 
direction in which lhe work of Ule Organisation in lhe sphere 
of aocial insurance may perhaps develop. 



The Work of Previous Conferences and of the International Labour 
Office prior to 1924 

VVORK OF PREVIOUS CONFERENCES 

Of the six previous Sessions of the Conference, four dealt 
with some problem connected with social insurance. The 
first Conferenoe in 1919. adopied two Draft Conventions and 
one Recommendation, parts of which deal with the subject; 
the second (1920) adopted one Draft Convention and one 
Recommendation; the third (1'921) one Draft Convention and 
two Recommendations; and the sixth (1924) one proposed 
Draft Convention and a Recommendation. Classified accord
ing to the risks covered, of the five Draft Conventions two 
deal with unemployment, two with industrial accidents, and 
one with maternity. Of t4e five Recommendations, two refer 
to unemployment, one to industrial accidents, one to maternity 
and one to all risks. Classified by the persons affected, one 
of the Draft Conventions covers agricultural workers,' one 
seamen, one foreign workers, and two all workers. Similarly, 
of the Recommendations one covers agricultural workers, one 
seamen, one foreign workers, and two all workers .. 

There can be no thought of detracting from the importance 
of these first measures; but it should be noted that they 
approached insurance only as part of some more general 
proble';', or dealt only with some secondary aspect of. com
pensation for industrial accidents. Further, as none of these 
Conventions and Recommendations covers all risks or all 
classes of workers, it is obvious that they are not based on a 
general programme. On the contrary, they were mainly the 
product of circumstances and also no doubt of the idea, 
whether conscious and clearly expressed or not, that sooner 
or later the Conference would have to deal with the problem 
as a whole and that the earlier measures were really leading 
up to this. 
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Unempluyment Insurance 

The problem first taken up by the Conference, at Washing
ton, in 1919, was unemployment insurance - a choice easily 
comprehensible in view of the terrible wave of unemployment 
then beginning or threatening. At this First Session the 
Conference discussed and adopted a Draft Convention and a 
Recommendation !In the -subject. Article 3 of the Draft 
Convention lays down that: 

The Members of the International Labour Organisation . . . 
which have established systems of insurance against unemploy
ment shall, upon terms being agreed between the Members con
ceme;!, make arrangements whereby workers belonging to one 
Member and working in the territory of another shall be admitted 
to the same rates of benefit of such insurance as those which 
obtain for the workers belonging to tbe latter. 

The Washington Conference also adopted a Recommenda
tion inviting Members of the Organisation to establish .. an 
effective system of unemployment insurance, either through 
a government system or through a system of government 
subventions to associations whose rules provide for the pay
ment of benefits to their unemployed members ". 

At its Second Session at Genoa in 1920 the Conference 
adopted a Draft Convention and Recommendation on un
employment insurance for seamen. The Draft Convention 
deals with a special case of unemployment, Article 2 laying 
down that: 

In every case of loss or foundering of any vessel, the (fwner or 
person with whom the seaman has contracted for service on board 
the .vesselshall pay to each se":,,,an employed thereon an inde!Dnity 
agamst unemployment resuitmg from .such los. or foundenng. 

ThiB indemnity shall be paid for the day" during which the 
seaman remains in fact unemployed at the same rate a8 the 
wageo pa!ahle und,:r the contract, but the total inrlemn!ty payable 
under this ConventIOn to anyone seaman may be limIted to two 
monthB' wage •. 

The Recommendation simply applies to seamen the Recom
mendation adopted the previous year at Washington for the 
institution of a system of unemployment insurance. 
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The two Draft Conventions and two Recommendations on 
this subject are thus in very general terms. They provide 
for covering the risk of unemployment without specifying 
methods, amount of benefit or distribution of costs, the only 
precise requirement being the extension of insurance to sea
men and foreign workers. 

Compensation for Industrial Accidents 

The decisions of the Conference on this subject are of the 
same character as those concerning unemployment. There 
is nothing about the actual basis of the question but simply 
a demand for the extension of legislation on accident com
pensation to agricultural or foreign workers. Neither of the 
Draft Conventions mentioned below deals with the general 
problem of oompensation, but only with the treatment of 
agrioultural or foreign workers., . 

The Third Session of the Conference (Geneva, 1921) adopted 
a Draft Convention, Article i of which states that: 

Each Member of the International Labour Organisation which 
ratifies this Convention undertakes to extend to all agricultural 
wage· earners its laws and regulations which provide for the 
compensation of workers for personal injury by accident arising 
out of or in the course of their employment. 

At its Sixth Session (Geneva, 1924) the Conference adopted 
a proposed Draft Convention and a RecommendatioJ!, on 
equality of treatment for foreign and national workers,~'and 
these have been finally adopted by the Seventh Session of the 
Conference (May - 1une.1925). Article i of the Draft Con
vention states that: 

Each Member of the International Labour Organisation' which 
ratifies this Convention undertakes to grant to workers who are 
nationals of any other Members which shall have ratified the 
Convention, and who suITer personal injury by an industrial 
accident happening in its temtory! or to the representatives of 
luch workers, the lame treatment m respect of workmen's com
pensation as it grants to its own nationals. 
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The Recommendation invites the States to take the 
necessary measures to give effect to the Convention. 

Maternity Insurance 

On this subject, too, there is a Draft Convention adopted by 
the First Session of the Conference in 1919. It deals "'ith 
the employment of women before and after childbirth, lays 
do.m the period for which they must be absent from work 
after their confinement, and entitles them to leave work 
before it. In Article 3, almost as a subsidiary matter, it is 
stated that while a woman is absent from her work she shall 
be paid benefits sufficient for the maintenance of herself and 
her child, .. provided either out of public funds or by means 
of a system of insurance, the exaot amount of which shall be 
determined by the competent authority in each country ". 

The Third Session of the Conference (Geneva, 1921) adopted 
a Recommendation inviting the States to give similar pro
tection before and after childbirth to women wage-earners 
employed in agricultural undertakings. 

Social Insurance in General 

The Third Conference also adopted a Recommendation for 
the extension to agricultural workers of the benefits of laws 
and regulations establishing systems of insurance against 
sickness, old age, and other similar social risks for industrial 
and commercial workers. 

The foregoing sums up the efforts at international regula
tion io connection "'ith social insurance made by the Inter
national Labour Organisation up to 1924. As will be seen, 
they referred to three risks only - unemployment, industrial 
accidents, and maternity - and dealt .. ith only three points 
- extension of national laws to foreign workers, extension 
to agricultural workers, and the provision of unemployment 
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and maternity benefit. It is no depreciation of the Confer
eoce's work to say that it bears no signs of an attempt to 
carry out a systematic preconceived plan or of a desire for 
precision. 

First, there was no preconceived plan. On the contrary, 
until 1924 insurance as such seems to have had no place in 
the deliberations of the Conference (as in 1922 and 1923) or 
only a secondary or almost subsidiary place. As a rule the 
subject under discussion was a general labour problem, and 
it was only in endeavouring to find means of preventing 
certain evils that in addition the Conference dealt with 
insurance against their possible occurrence. The governing 
idea in the discussions and decisions - interesting and 
valuable they may he, but also imperfect - seems to have 
been expediency rather than principle. 

In the second place, there is a lack of precision. The 
Draft· Conventions or Recommendations simply require or 
recommend the introduction of unemployme!lt or maternity 
benefit "provided either out of public funds or by means of 
a system of insurance". No attempt was made to fix the 
amount of benefit and its relation to the wage, or to state any 
of the fundamental rules, as to the persons to be covered 
or guarantees provided, such as any sound Bystem of insur
ance must follow. No doubt this lack of detail haa advan

. tages, especially in questions which are hardly ripe for inter-
national codification. Draft Conventions worded in a very 
general'rashion can be adapted to any system of insurance, 
whether rudimentary or complex; they do not discourage 
good intentions, however unlikely to be realised, and it is 
easier to ratify them. Somewhat vague generalisations may 
therefore be expedient. Nevertheless, there is a danger that 
the desire to secure the widest possible co-operation may 
obscure the real object, which is to improve the conditions 
of the workers, to cover the risk effectively, and to equalise 
the burdens which social insurance imposes on the several 
countries. It can haro.1y be said that the Draft Conventions 
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and Recommendations mentioned above achieve this aim or 
even indicate marked progress in that direction. 

Points like these are so simple and obvious that no Member 
of the International Labour Organisation can· have over
looked them. They led, in fact, to the growth of the idea 
that in matters of insurance the time had come to draw up 
more precise documents giving the workers effective protec
tion and imposing equivalent obligations on the different 
States. In other words, it was desirable to consider the 
possibility of preparing Draft Conventions on insurance as 
wide in detail but as definite in essential principle as those 
already adopted on such matters as hours of work, night work 
for women and children, the minimum age for the admission 
of children to industrial, maritime, or agricultural employ
ment, and the weekly rest-day. 

No one could deny that the complexity of the problem is 
such as to make this task most difficult. That the question 
is ripe for solution and that solution is feasible is proved 
by the actual course of development - rapid, continuous, 
and progressive - of national legislation on social insurance. 

WORK OF THE OFFICE 

The International Labour Office was not fully prepared for 
such work, but it had never overlooked the question of social 
insurance, and had long grasped the fact that it would soon 
have to be one of its principal subjects of study. Ac!cording 
to Article 396 of the Peace Treaty, the functions of the Office 
include "the collection and distribution of information on all 
subjects relating to the international adjustment of conditions 
of industrial life and labour ", so that there was no doubt of 
its authority to deal with the question. The subject was 
raised as early as 1919 by the Czechoslovak Government, 
which asked that the Conference should discuss it; so urgently 
and impressively was the request presented that it could 
only be ~ question of time before the matter was taken up. 
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Apart from the action taken by the Organisation, the Office 
might well survey the post-war situation. Pre-war insur
ance systems had been wrecked and stultified by monetary 
crises; old countries were adjusting their legislation, new
countries were enacting new laws. But an this seemed the 
result of divergent efforts, orying out for some international 
guidance. A Permanent International Committee on Sooial 
Insurance was in existence - and had previously rendered 
valuable service, but from the beginning of the great economic 
depression after the war this Committee appeared to be 
dormant, and in any case the work to be done seemed rather 
beyond its powers. All these factors combined led the Inter
national Labour Office to equip itself adequately for the task 
before it. 

Since its creation the Office had- always had a techuical 
-Social Insurance Service, but in October 1923 this Service, 
which was included in the Research Division, was reorganised 
and equipped with a staff fitted for the work which, as will 
be shown later, was then beginning. This Service was to be 
the mainspring in the machinery of preparation for the 
Seventh Session of the Conference, to be described sub
sequently. 

In luly 1921, reporting to the Governing Body, the Director 
stated that the Permanent International Committee on Social 
Insurance had suspended its work since 1914, and that it 
would b~ most desirable. for the Office to set up an inter
national advisory committee, consisting of a small number 
of experts who might apply their experience and knowledge
to the solution of social insurance problems. At its Eighth 
Session (Stockholm, luly 1921) the Governing Body instructed 
the Director to assemble at Geneva a few experts of recognised 
authority to consider the principle and the means of constitut
ing a Correspondence Committee on Social Insurance. The 
Office at once got into touch with several experts whose 
assistance would be valuable, and a conference was held at 
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Geneva on 22, 23, and 24 September 1921'. The members 
of this conference unanimously recognised the desirability of 
resuming international relations in matters of social insurance 
and of instituting an International Correspondence Committee. 

In virtue of the authorisation already given by the Govern
ing Body and of the experts' advice, the Director proceeded 
in 1922 at Paris to set up the Committee. It was modified 
and enlarged during 1923 and 1924, and at present consists 
of 24 members from 14 countries2• It includes professors of 

I Those present at this conference were: Dr. BARGONI, Director of 
the National Fund for the Insurance of Workers against Accident, Rome; 
Prof. E. FUSTER, of the CoDege of France; Mr. K. Li~D"", Chief 
Actuary of the State Insurance Bank, Amsterdam; Dr. H. RilFENACHT, 
Director of the Federal Social Insurance Office, Berne; Mr. R. WISSBL, 
former Minister of Public Economy, Berlin. 

• Belgium: Mr. A. JULI~, Secretary·General 01 the Ministry 01 
Industry and Labour, Brussels. 

Cuc/wslopakia: Mr. WINTER, Member of Parliament, Minister of 
Social Welfare, Reporter 01 the Social Insurance Commission, Prague. 

Dmmark: Mr. J. BERNER, Member of the Department for Sorial 
AlIairs, Copenhagen. 

Estlwni4: Mr. V. GROHMANN, Ministerial Counsellor at the Ministry 
of Labour, Reval. 

Fran~: Mr. J. F. DREYPUS, Actuary at the Ministry ot Labour, 
Paris. Mr. Ed. FUSTER, Secretary of the Permanent International 
Committee on Social Insurance, Paris. 

Gel71l4ny: Dr. AORII', Ministerial Counsellor at the Ministry of 
Labour, Berlin. Dr. R. FREUND, Ministerial Counsellor, Berlin. Pror. 
A. MANES, Secretary of the German Insurance Association, Berlin. 
Prot. P. MOLDBNBAUER, Member of the Reichstag, Cologne. Dr. 
F. ZaHN, President of the' Bavarian Office for Statistics, Munich. 

Grem BriJain: Sir W. BEVERIDGB, Director ot the London School 
ot Economics and Political Science, London. Mr. Joseph L. COBU, 
University 01 Cambridge. Prot. A. GRAY, University of Aq.,rdeen. 

luuy: Comm. F. BARGONI, Director of the National'Fund for the 
Insurance of Workers against Accidents, Rome. Mr. CA.LA.JlAN'I, Direc
tor·Generai of Banking and Private Insurance in the Ministry of National 
~:;Om,,;,.my. Rome. Dr. G. LORIGA, Chief Medical Inspector of Factori .. , 

Ba:;'~"A!':..dam~· K. LINDNER, Chier Actuary of the State Insurance 

Norway: Mr. (I. WIESRNER, Ministry of Social AlTairs, Oslo. 
Poland: Mr. St. JURkIEWICZ, Director of the Department or Social 

Insurance, 'Yarsaw. Mr. TUBOWICI, formerly Director ot the Depart· 
ment of SoCIal Insurance, Warsaw. 

Spain: Mr. J. MARVA \' MAYOR President of tbe Nalional Pro-
vident Instilute, Madrid.' . 

Sweden: Mr. LINDSTEDT, formerly Presidenl or the Superior Council 
lor Social Insurance, Stockbolm. 

Swiul!risnd: Mr. LAlIAZURE, Depuly.Direetor 01 the Fedora! Social 
Insurance Office, Berne. 
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economics and social insurance, directors of large insurance 
. offices and similar institutions, heads of central departments 
dealing with the drafting of legislation and its enforcement, 
actuaries, members or chairmen of parliamentary committees 
on insurance, and one physician. It can thus calion the, 
services of a great variety of eminent experts in economic, 
technioal, legal, and practical matters. . 

The members of this Committee have two duties. In the 
first place the International Labour Office applies to them 
for information on legislative changes effected or contem
plated in their respective countries, on the opinion of workers' 
and employers' organisations on such changes, on new pro
posals put forward by experts, and in general on the present 
tendencies of the social insurance movement. In the second 
place they are asked for technical advice on problems studied 
by the Offioe and on documents, reports, etc. which it proposes 
to publish. In general this work is done by correspondence, 
but the Director of the International Labour. Office is em
powered, when he sees fit, to assemble at Geneva either all 
the members of the Committee or certain members selected 

. on account of their specialised knowledge of the particular 
question under consideration. The experts are in no way 
bound by these oonsultations on specifio questions, still less 
are their Governments. The object in so consulting them is 
to secure the completeness, accuracy, and scientific value 
whioh ~ay justly be expected from the work of the Inter
national Labour Office. 

Sucb is the organisation of the Office for the study of social 
insurance, an organisation which was put to the test by the 
preparations for the Seventh Session of the Conference. 



II 

The 1925 Conference 

THE AGENDA 

The question raised in 1919 by the Czechoslovak Govern
ment was again taken up by the Director of the Office at thE 
twentieth session of the Governing Body in October 1923, 
when the agenda of the Seventh Session of the ConferenCE 
had to be determined. After some discussion it was agree~ 
in principle that the question of social insurance should figurE 
on that agenda, but that a final decision would be taken al 
the twenty·first session of the Governing Body in JanuarJ 
1924, after a preliminary examination of the subject by the 
Office. In January the Governing Body unanimously decided 
that the chief subject of discussion at the 1925 ConferenCE 
should be social insurance. This gave rise to two decisions: 
the .Governing Body placed the question of compensation 
for industrial accidents on the agenda of the 1925 Session 
with a view to the preparation and possible adoption of a 
Draft Convention, and in addition invited the International 
Labour Office to present at the same Session a .. general 
report on social insurance ". On these two decisions two 
oomments may be made. 

With regard to the first, it will be noted tha~ almost 
without discussion of this particular point the Governing 
Body settled the first question which arose, namely, whether 
in studying social insurance the method should he to examine 
each risk in turn (accidents, unemployment, sickness, invalid
ity, etc.), or each prohlem (scope of the whole insurance 
system, amount of benefit, financial system, distribution oC 
costs, and administrative organisation). At the October 
1923 session, when the Director proposed that insurance 
should be placed on the. agenda of the 1925 Conference, and 
the Czechoslovak delegate, Mr. Stern, recalled the request 
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made by his Government in i919, practieally all the speakers 
were of opinion that compensation for industrial aooidents 
should be the first subject studied. It was thus simul
taneously decided that the method of treatment should be 
by risk and that the first risk to be so dealt with should be 
industrial accidents. Division according to risk is certainly 
more convenient, in view of the present state of nationall8,WB, 
which nearly all deal with each risk separately. Moreover, 
since the division was to be by risk, it was natu:ral to begin 
with industrial accidents, on which every country has legis
lated. The one danger was that an exhaustive study of 
insurance against a single risk might obscure. the problem of 
insurance as a connected whole. 

The second decision, which obviously went beyond the 
immediate business of the Governing Body in connection with 
the Seventh Session of the Conference, met this danger. In 
eliect it required the Office not only to lay before the Confer
ence material for discussion on the subject put down for 
study in 1925, but also to give it an opportunity to discUBB 
the whole problem of social insurance, to state its opinion 
on the direction in which the Office should pursue its work 
in future, and possibly also to indicate the order in which 
the branches of social insurance other than accident insurance 
should be dealt with at future Sessions. 

Thus the Governing Body's decision in January 1924 
actuall~ laid down an explicit programme for the 1925 Ses
sion, and also in effect sketched an embryo programme for 
future Sessions. The International Labour Office interpreted 
the decision in this sense, and set to work !-O carry it out. 

PREPARATORY WORK BY THE OPPICB 

Already at the beginning of 1924, the plan of the investiga
tions to be undertaken by the International Labour Office 
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had been drawn up, and a start was made upon the pre
paration of the following studies 1; 

1. A report on the general problems of social insurance. 
In this document, after a brief survey of the historical develop
ment of social insurance, are examined the more important 
problems common to all the branches; .scope of insurance 
legislation, benefits, financial system, resources, administra
tion, and unification or co-ordination of the different branches. 

2. A report on compensation for industrial accidents 
and another on occupational diseases, subjects which were 
comprise4 in the agenda of the 1925 Conference and upon 
which Draft Conventions were to be ooncluded. 

3. A series of reports on insurance against sickness and 
maternity, old age, invalidity and death, and finally unemploy 
ment. 

The reports prepared for the Conference, of which some de
scription has been given above; were drafted by various services 
in the Research Division. As stated earlier, the Social Insur
ance Service was the mainspring of the machinery for this 
purpose. In addition to preparing and writing most of the 
reports it centralised the others, after indicating the general 
lines which they should follow, and sometimes revising 
them. The Unemployment Service compiled the report on 
unemployment insurance, and the Industrial Health Service 
that on compensation for occupational diseases. Beyond 
this, however, other sections in the Division, notably the 
Labour Legislation Section, have given their assis(ance in 
oarrying through a heavy task in a very limited space of 
time. Even so it was necessary to reinforce the Research 
Division, either by members of other Divisions in the Office, 
or by temporary workers engaged for the purpose. Among 
all these valuable collaborators, due place must be given 
to the Correspondenoe Committee on Social Insurance. 

1 The following bave been pnbIished: .. General Problems of Social 
Insurance"; .. Compensation tor Industrial Accidents"j .. Compensa
tion for Occupational Diseases u; .. Sickness Insurance"; ,. Unemplo1-
ment Insurance Jr. 
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In October 1923 the Governing Body requested the Offioe 
to submit the plan of a general report on social insurance. 
Even before drawing up this plan it ·was thought essential 
to examine, in co-operation with experts, the whole vast 
movement which has grown up in most countries .of recent 
years to rebuild the social insurance system after the disloca
tion due to the political and e.coDomio effects of the war, 
and in particular to co-ordinate the systems already in exist
ence. Meetings were held at Geneva on 14 and 15 Ootober 
1924. Seven experts were present" and the plan for the 
reports to be submitted to· the 1925 Conference was drawn 
up in the light of their suggestions and advice. 

In December 1924 the reports on compensation for industrial 
aooidents and occupational diseases and on siokness insurance 
were ciroulated to all members of the Committee for their 
observations. Most of them studied these reports most 
oarefully and indicated a few inaocuracies and omissions, 
which have been reotified. 

Such collaboration by correspondence met the needs of the 
oomparative studies of legislation for each risk, but oral 
discussion proved essential in the oase of the report on "general 
problems of social insurance", which is intended not merely 
to analyse legal texts, but to desoribe prinoiples, theories, 
and systems. The Direotor therefore convened a meeting of 
certain members of the Committee' at Geneva on 17,18 and 
19 March 1925. The members of the Committee examined 
the draft' report chapter by chapter and made a number of 
suggestiODS of detail; they suggested, for example, that a 
theory which they thought interesting should be dealt with 
at greater length; or that stress should be laid on a national 
measure which appeared original and important. But they 

I Messrs. Aurin, Bargoni, Cohen, Dreyfus, Fuster, Lamazure, Winter. 
The chair was taken by the Director 01 the International Labour 
Office and by Professor Fuster. 

• Thos. present were: Messrs. BarfrOni, Cohen, Dreylus, Fuster, 
Freund, Manes, and Winter. The chair was taken by the Director 
01 the International Labour Office and by Prolessor' Fuster. 
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unanimously approved the general arrangement of the report 
and its technical accuracy and impartiality. The International 
Labour Office is glad .to take this opportunity of expressing 
its thanks for their careful and disinterested assistance, 
guaranteeing as this does the scientific accuracy which it is 
always anxious to secure in ita publications. 

THE RESULTS 

The Seventh Session of the Conference (Geneva, May
June 1925) adopted by a final vote a Draft Convention and 
two Recommendations concerning workmen's compensation, 
and a Draft Convention and a Recommendation concerning 
occupational diseases. The contents and significance of each 
of these instruments will now be briefly described. 

A. CompensaUoQ for industrial Accidents 

The Draft Conpention 

The Draft Convention does not merely lay down that States 
have a duty to set up a workmen's compensation system, 
but deals with the essential aspects of the problem, prescribing 
the minimum conditions which must be satisfied by national 
laws in the matters of scope, benefits, and security of payment. 

Scope. .. 
The definition of the scope of a workmen's compensation 

law entails the definition of the undertakings covered, on 
the one hand, and that of the workers covered, on the other. 

(a) Undertakings covered. 
The formula adopted by the Conference is very wide. The 

Draft Convention states th8t "the laws and regulations as to 
workmen's compensation shall apply to • . . any enterprise, 
undertaking or establishment of whatsoever nature. whether 
publio or private" (Art. 2, par. 1). 
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To this formula, which had been put forward by the Office, 
certain exceptions had been asked for by a considerable 
number of Governments and are to be found in the laws and 
regulations of numerous countries. The exceptions which 
were demanded, most frequently related to undertakings 
employing a small number of workers and to those which 
involved only a slight risk. 

The Conference did not see fit to allow these exceptions 
because they are in contradiction ~ith the principle of 
occupational risk, on which all workmen's compensation 
legislation is based. Whether the number of workers employed 
by an undertaking be large or small, and whether the risk 
of accident be grave or slight, the right of the injured worker 
to compensation and the duty of the head of the undertaking 
to pay it are the same in all cases. 

Moreover, the maximum limit of the number of persons 
employed in a factory varied so much from one country to 
another, and the definition of the undertakings which could 
be considered as involving only a slight risk is so difficult 
to settie, that the Conference did not consider it possible 
to insert provisions on these points in an international Draft 
Convention. 

The text adopted by the Conference, to the extent to 
which it is ratified, will entail.a no.table progress in a large 
number of national laws and will open a right to compen
sation to considerable classes of workers . 

• 
(b) Workers covered. 

Here, again, a very wide formula has been adopted by the 
Conference. The Draft Convention lays down that: "the laws 
and regulations as to workmen's compensation shall apply 
to. workmen, employees and apprentices ..... (Art. 2, par. 1). 

Exceptions to this general rule, which had likewise been 
suggested by the Office, were demanded by a fairly large 
number of Governments. The exceptions most often asked, 
for concerned casual workers, out-workers, members of the 
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employer's family, non-manual workers whose earnings 
exceed a certain limit, and domestic servants. 

Both in the special Commission which studied the problem 
of workmen's compensation and at the plenary sittings of the 
Conference, the definition of the classes of workers to be 
covered gave rise to long and keen discussions, in which oppo
site sides were taken by the partisans of a thoroughgoing 
application of the principle of occupational risk to all, 
workers and by those who wanted a text in conformity with 
the present condition of their national laws, the great 
majority of which provide for exceptions of varying import
ance. 

Two exceptions, however, were agreed upon fairly easily 
because they only apply to a small number of workers, 
and because they are to be met with in the majority of national 
laws. The first refers to "persons whose employment is of 
a casual nature and who are employed otherwise than for 

,the purpose of the employer's trade or business" (Art. 2, 
par. 2 a), and the second refers to "members of the employer's 
family who work exclusively on his behalf and who live in 
his house" (Art. 2, par. 2 c). 

Domestic servants also are not covered by the Convention. ' 
Although domestic servants are wage earners, work under 
the orders of an employer, and are dependent upon their 
work for their livelihood, so that it might seem that the prin
ciple of occupational risk should apply to them, nevep;heless, 
on the ground that only a very few laws cover them,the 
Conference adopted a text which excludes them: the only 
beneficiaries are "workmen, employees and apprentices 
employed by any enterprise, undertaking or establishment" 
(Art. 2, par. 1). 

The question of out-workers was much more difficult to 
settle. On the one I).and, a certain portion of such workers 
conld be considered as being in the service of an undertaking 
which supplied them with the materials for them to work 
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up, and sometimes even with their tools;.on the other hand, 
they are not under the direct supervision of the employer, 
and it is extremely difficult, if an accideni occurs, to furnish 
proof of the existence of a relation of cause and effect between 
the work and the accident. Hence, most legislations exclude 
out-workers from the right to compensation (they are 
included in ouly seven countries). Having regard to the 
diversity of opinions and the present condition of legislatior, 
the Conference allowed an exception in the case of out
workers (Art. 2, par. 2 b). 

The exclusion of non-manual workers whose earnings exceed 
a certain limit might appear to be contradictory to the prin
ciple of occupational risk; seeing that in case of accident the 
right of a workman to compensation and the duty' of the 
employer to indemnify him are independent of the amount 
of earnings. 

Nevertheless, it was urged that for this class of ;workers 
the risk of accident is very smalr, that by reason of their 
high wages they are able to provide against this risk them
selves, and lastly that an exception of this character is to 
be found in a fair number of national laws.- In order to 
secure the vote of Article 2 as a whole, the Conference 
decided, as a compromise, to admit an exception cover
ing "non-manual workers whose remuneration exceeds a 
limit to be determined by national laws or. regulations" 
(Art. 2.J1ar. 2 d). 

'fae significance of this exception will depend on the wage 
limits which are fixed by national laws. 

Lastly, there are three other categories of workers to whom 
the Draft Convention is not applicable: 

t. Seamen and fishermen, for whom provision shall- be 
made by a later Convention (Art. 3, par. i); 

2. Persons covered by some special scheme the terms 
of which are -not less favourable than those of this 
Conventi«m (Art. 3, par. 2); 
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3. Agricultural workers in respect of whom the Conven
tion concerning workmen's compensation in agriculture 
adopted by the Conferenoe at its Third Session remains 
in force (Art. 4). 

These are not strictly exceptions but special schemes or 
classes of workers. for whom Conventions already exist or 
whose case will be dealt with later by special Conventions. 

Benefits. 
The Draft Convention contains provisions concerning the 

form of benefits, the date at which the right to benefit com
mences, and the various kinds of benefit which should be 
comprised in compensation. 

(a) The form of benefits. 
Compensation to injured workmen or their dependants 

may be paid either periodically (pensions, if the payment is 
permanent; allowances, if it is temporary) or in a lump sum 
paid once and for all. The payment of compensation in a 
lump sum has been seriously criticised, because very often 
it is rapidly wasted by inexperienced benefioiaries who lack 
the knowledge or intelligence required to make good invest
ments. In case of serious incapacity which renders the victim 
unable to earn an appreciable wage, or in a case of fatal acci
dent, the injured workman or his family, as the case may be, 
may find themselves in a state of destitution if they misuse 
the lump sum which has been paid to them. It would 
therefore seem preferable to some that compensatiolt. should 
lie paid in the shape of an annual pension. Nevertheillils, 
in certain cases, the payment of compensation in a lump sum 
otTers advantages in that it allows the beneficiary to set 
himself up in business, take up a new occupation, purchase a 
farm, and so on. But it is necessary before the money is 
paid to ensure that it will be wisely utilised. 

After taking all these factors into account, the Conference 
inserted in the Draft Convention an article to the etTect that 
"the compensation payable to the injured workman or his 
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dependants, where permaneIli incapacity or death resuUa 
from the injury, shall be paid in the fonn of periodic:al pay
lDt!JlLs: provided that i\ may be wholly or pal'tially paid in 
a lump sum if the competent authority is tlatisfied that i\ will 
be properly utilised· (Art. 5>-
(6) The dale from ...-hich the rigb1 to compensation com

mences. 

Compensation may be payable either from the day of the 
accident or after the lapse of a eertain period foRowing the 
accident (waiting period), or again as from the day of the acci
dent provided that the incapacity has lasted more than. a 
certain nomber of days. On this point the provisions con
tained in nationalla1n vary considerably, but more than. two
thirds provide for a waiting period lasting from three to ten 
daY"-

The institution of a waiting period might be regarded as 
strielly speaking in contradiction with the principle of oe.:upa
tional risk., whit:h requires that compensation should com
mence from the time when the 1068 commenres, that is to 
say, the 105& of wages consequent upon the incapacity. Ita 
presence in a very large nomber of 1a1n is to be explained 
by an anxiety to discourage malingerers by making \hem 
bear the 1068 of wages caused by slighl accidenta and to 
lessen the costa ...-hich employers would have to meet on 
account of a multitude of small accidenta not causing any 
serioosJ068. 
~e Conference, considering the fact that a waiting period 

is provided for by the majority of legislations, leaves to the 
various States the possibility of introducing or retaining a 
wailing period, but it limits the duration by prescribing that 
·compensation shall be paid not later than as from the fifth 
day after the aceident- (Al'L 6). 

(,,) The constit uenta of compensation. 

The Draft Convention provides that compensation should 
include benefits in cash, medical and surgical aid and the 
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supply of drugs required in oonsequenoe of aooidents, and the 
supply and normal renewal by the employer of artifioiallimbs 
and surgioal applianoes the use of whioh is reoognised to be 
neoessary. 

Compensation in cash. 

In the matter of oash benefits the Draft Convention confines 
itself to stating that .. in oases where the injury results in 
inoapaoity of suoh a nature that the injured workman must 
have the constant help of another person, additional oompen· 
sation shall be provided" (Art. 7). 

The right to additional oompensation in oase of aooident 
resulting in inoapaoity requiring the oonstant presenoe of 
another person is admitted at the present time by the laws 
of only fifteen countries. The Conference, however, having 
regard to the faot that the oase is that of a very small number 
of persons whose ciroumstanoes are very straitened because 
the oompensation is usually the only means of existence not 
only of the injured workman but of the person who looks after 
him, oonsidered that a provision for additional oompensation 
should be generalised in all countries. 

The Draft Convention contains no other provisions as to 
cash compensation; in partioular, it oontains no reference to 
the amount. When the Reoommendation on the minimum 
scale of workmen's compensation oomes to be examined the 
reasons will be shown for whioh the Conference, in agreement 
with the Offioe, did not see fit to inolude provisiona"'on thia 
matter in the Draft Convention. ..-

Medical, surgical, and pharTlUlUutical aid. 

Industrial aocidents, even if they do not result in permanent 
inoapaoity for work, almost always require medioal treatment, 
the object of whioh is to safeguard aa far as possible the 
physical condition of the injured and to oure or mitigate the 
inoapaoity whioh results from injuries. The organisation of 
medioal aid is therefore of the first importanoe from the point 
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of view of the injured workman, who desires to be cured and 
be restored to work as soon as possible, and from the point of 
view of the employer and the insurer, whose expenses will be 
the lower according as the incapacity is less serious, and 
finally from the point of ' view of the community, whose 
interest it is to possess the largest amount of productive labour 
and to reduce the dead weight implied by the existence of 
inactive invalids. Hence, it is not surprising to find that in 
the great majority of countries medical aid is considered as a 
normal element of compensation, being a right for the injured 
workman and a duty for the employer or insurer. In a few 
countries, however, inj ured workmen have no right to medical 
aid or only to aid of an inadequate character. 

The Conference, without entering into details of organisa
tion which are closely related to particnlar national circum
stances, considered it necessary to affirm that "injured 
workmen shall be entitled to medical aid and to such surgical 
and pharmaceutical aid as is recognised to be necessary in 
consequence of accidentll. The cost of such aid shall be. 
defrayed either by the employer, 'by insuranoe institutions 
or by sickness or invalidity insurance institutions" (Art. 9). 

The supply and renewal of arti/iciallimbs and surgical 
appliances. 

A large number' of aocident victims are unable on account 
of their injuries to oarry on any productive work without 
art~iatIimbs or surgical appliances. Like medical, surgical 
and pharmaceutical aid, the supply and renewal of artificial 
limbs and surgical appliances is of the greatest importance for 
the injured workman, the employer or insurer and the com
munity. Nevertheless, national laws generally provide for the 
supply of artificial limbs and surgical appliances solely for 
curative purposes, and it is in five or six countries only that 
the repair and permanent renewal of appliances, at the expense 
of the employer, are explicitly provided for as one of the 
injured workman's rights. 



The supply, repair, and permanent renewal of appliancel 
undoubtedly involves rather serious difficulties in the matte! 
of organisation in countries where insurance is not compul· 
sory and in those where, although it is compulsory, insurancE 
is not effected by powerful institutions possessing branchCl 
throughout the country. In the course of the debates in 
the Conference, it was proposed to substitute for the suppl) 
and permanent renewal of artificial limbs and surgical 
appliances the grant of a sum of money in the form of 8 

payment when compensation is in the form of a pension, 
or in the form of an addition to the capital when the 
compensation is in the form of a lump sum. This scheme, 
however, was subjected to lively criticism on the ground 
that it might lead to abuses and to a waste of money which 
might be considerable, especially when the compensation is 
paid in the form of a lump sum. 

The Conference therefore decided, on the one hand, to 
lay down as a general rule that anificial limbs and surgical 

• appliances should be supplied, repaired and renewed at the 
expense of the employer or insurer, but, on the other hand, 
to allow in exceptional cases, when the difficulties of organisa
,tion were too great, the grant of supplementary compensation 
instead: 

Injured workmen shall be entitled to the supply and normal 
renewal by the employer or insurer of such artificial ij'llbs and 
surgical !lPpliances as are recognised to be neceBBary: 'prq,p!ied 
that national laws or regulations may allow, in exceptional cir
c~tances, the supply and renewal of such artificisl limbs and 
appliances to be replaced by the award to the injured workman 
of a sum reP!'E!senting ~he probable cost of the supply and renewal 
of such apphances, th18 Bum to be decided at the tIlDe when the 
amount of compensation is settled 0. revised. 

National laws 0. regulations shall provide fo. such supervisory 
m!'asures as are neceBBary either to prevent abuses in connection 
Wlth the ~ne,!,al o.f. appliances 0. to ensure that the additional 
compensation IS utillBed for this purpose (Art. 10). 
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In addition \0 laying down the right of an injured 
workman or his dependants \0 compensation and to fixing the 
amounts which they are to receive, it is also neoos&ary to take 
measures to ensure the regular payment of the compensation 
prescribed even in the c:ase where the inSurer is insolvent. 
Since the workman or his dependants rely upon the payment 
of compensation for their subsistence, it is a matter of 
public concern that it should be forthcoming. Many 
national IegialatioD8 have, therefore, instituted an efficient 
system of guarantees on behalf of the beneficiaries. 

The problem of providing guarantees was certainly the 
subject at the Conference which aroused the keenest diacU88ion 
and a good deal of misunderstanding, paltIy on account 
of the variety of systems of guarantees to be found in the 
various countries and partly on account of the technical 
character of the. subject. 

The different types of guarantee systems can be finally 
reduced to four classes: 

1. Creation of a privileged claim upon the 888ets of the 
employer or the insurer corresponding to the amount 
of the compensation; 

2 . .system of a guarantee fund managed by the State and 
_ suJlplied by taxes paid dirootIy or indirootly by the 

whole or a part of the employers; 
3. System consisting in the deposit by the employer of 

actual security with a State fund or a fund supervised . 
by the State: mortgage, deposit of securities or cash, etc. 

4. System of compulsory insurance either with a national 
insurance food administered by the State or with private 
insurance companies, mutnalll88OOiations, or employers' 
mutual guarantee associations, under the supervision of 

the State. 
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The Conference for the most part took the view that the 
first guarantee system, that of the privileged claim on the 
assets of the employer, did not provide an efficient guarantee 
in the case of the bankruptcy or the disappearance of the 
undertaking, when the assets might be nil. However, it 
was not possible to arrive at an agreement on a text which 
would leave national laws a free choice between the three 
other systems of guarantee considered as adequate. 

Nevertheless, as the provision of some guarantee seemed 
.indispensable the Conference adopted the following text: 

The national laws or regulations shall make such provision as 
having regard to national circumstances is deemed most suitable 
for ensuring in all circumstances in the event of the insolvency 
of the employer or insurer the payment of compensation to work
men who suffer personal injury due to industrial accidents or in 
case of death to their dependants (Art. 11). 

The Recommendation concerning the Minimum Scale 0/ Work
men's Compensation and Vocational Re-education 

The question of the amount of compensation is of the 
greatest importance both to the workers, the value of whose 
rights it measures, and to the employers, the amount of 
whose obligations it determines. 

Nevertheless, the Conference adopted the view of the Office 
that it was not practicable to include in the Draft Convention 
provisions relating to the minimum scale of compensation. 
The fact is that on account of the variety to be fouJtd.,in 
national laws in the matter of scale and of the difficulty of fix
ing monetary equivalents, it is extremely difficult, if not im
possible, to arrive at any national regulations on the subject. 

The compensation due to victims of accidents or their depend
ants is paid sometimes in the form of pensions expressed as 
percentages of the earnings of the injured workman, some
times in the form of lump sums expressed as multiples of hiB 
earnings. Although the percentages and the multiples of earn
ings prescribed in the various countries differ considerably, 
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it would not be impossible to specify a minimum scale of 
compensation related to the average level specified by national 

- legislation. It must be remembered, however, that a large 
number of laws prescribe limits for the wage taken into 
consideration as the basis of calculation of compensation and 
also absolute limits which compensation can in no case 
exceed. It is quite evident that, even for aocidents of 
similar severity, the use of' like percentages or multiples 
would give quite different results according as the wage 
limits or the absolute limits of compensation were higher or 
lower. These limits, which are fixed in each country after 
taking into account the general level of wages, cost of living 
and the purchasing power of currency are not comparable 
among themselves, and it would be very difficult to find a 
common measure which would be internationally acceptable. 

The problem becomes yet more complicated when the case 
is that of compensation for a fatal accident, on account of 
the variety of methods followed by the national laws in the 
matters of the definition of dependants entitled to compensa
tion, the conditions which they must fulfil in order to obtain 
compensation, and the distribution of the compensation among 
the relatives, which in some countries varies according to, the 
number and kinship of the dependants concerned. 

After a careful examination of these many serious diffi
culties, the Office in the first place, and then the Conference 
also, pame to the conclusion that, on the one hand, the drafting 
of any oUefinite rule concerning the minimum scale of com
pe_tion and imposing upon the Governments definite 

, engagements (as should be the case with every provision of 
a Draft Convention) would be extremely difficult, and that, 
on the other hand, such a rule would be out of harmony with 
almost everyone of the national laws and would endanger 
the adoption and, what is more serious, the ratification of 
the Draft Convention as a whole. Nevertheless, as the 
importance of the scale of compensation is fundamental, it 
was decided to draw up a Recommendation with regard to it. 
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The Recommendation contains no proVIsIon as to tht' 
limits to be applied to the earnings used as basis of oalculation 
of compensation, nor as to the absolute limits which compen
sation itself must not exceed. Although such wage limits or 
compensation limits are to be found in national laws, it did 
not seem possible to the Conference to include like provisions 
in the Recommendation because, as haa been explained 
above, _ the drafting of an international text meets v.;th 
almost insuperable difficulties, and the existence of limits 
to the basic wage and compensation was felt to be contrary 
to the principle of occupational risk. 

The Recommendation deals with the minimum scale of 
compensation for accidents resulting in incapacity for work, 
for accidents causing injuries necessitating the constant help 
of another person, and for accidents resulting in death. 

1. Minimum scale of compensation to be paid in case of 
accidents resulting in incapacity for work 

The amount of compensation varies according as the 
incapacity is total or partial. The form and duration of 
compensation vary according as the incapacity is permanent or 
temporary. The Conference has adopted the usual division: 
permanent total incapacity, permanent partial incapacity, 
temporary total incapacity, temporary partial incapacity. 

When the compensation is paid in the form of pensions 
or daily, weekly or monthly allowances, it is equal. to a 
fraction of the earnings of the injured workmen. This<;raction 
varies in the different nationaIlaws from 50 to tOO per unt. 
of earnings in case of total incapacity; the fraction which 
is met with most frequent.ly is two-thirds. The Conference 
therefore recommended that the minimum scale of compen
sation in cases of accidents resulting in total incapaoity should 
be two-thirds of earnings, whether the incapacity is per
manent or temporary. The compensation in case of partial 
ineapacity, whether permanent or temporary, is most usually 
fixed in national laws at a fraction of the compensation dne 
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in case of total inaapacity, corresponding to the reduction 
in earning capacityoaused by the acoident; that is the for
mula which has been adopted by the Conferenoe_ Lastly. 
as has been seen, the Draft Convention, although -it asserts 
the general rule that compensation should be paid in the form 
of pensions, allows in exoeptional cases payment in the form
of a lump sum. AB this latter form of oompensation is adopted 
at the present time in some fifteen countries, and as the 
amount of the lump sum varies from six months' to ten 
years' wages according to the country, the Conference 
considered it necessary to recommend a rule. The system 
of lump sums as at present applied does not take intI' 

-account the age of the injured workman, that is to say, 
the duration -of his working life which might be reckoned 
upon, and to that extent is not a true measure of the actual 
loss. The Conference considered that the most rational 
formula is one which relates the llCale of the compensation 
paid in the form of lump sum to that of the -compensation 
paid in the form of a pension; and it inserted in the 
Recommendation a provision to the effect that "where 
compensation is paid in a lump sum the maximum' sum 
payable to all the dependants should noi be less than the 
capitalised value of periodical payments". 

2. Minimum scale of additional oompensation where - the 
workman requires the help of another person. 

The :traft Convention (Art. 7) conllnes itself to affirming 
thT-principle that additional compensation ought to be 
granted to workmen so injured as to require the constant help 
of another person, but it lays down no rule as to the amount 
of suoh compensation. 

In .countries where additional oompensation is provided 
at the present time its amount is either uniform in all cases 
and defined precisely by the terms of the law, or it varies 
according to the ciroumstances of the individual oase, only 
the maximum being prescribed. These laws provide either 
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as the uniform scale or as the maximum scale that the addition 
to compensation should amount to half the compensation 
granted in case of permanent total incapacity. 

Taking into account the facts that the injured workmen 
concerned are most often completely incapacitated for work 
or can only obtain very smaIl wages, that their loss consists 
not only in their own wages but in the wages of the person 
who helps them, and that lastly the persons concerned 
are very small in number and are particularly deserving of 
consideration, the Conference recommended that "where the 
injury is such that the workman requires the constant help 
of another person, additional compensation should be paid 
to· the workmen, which should not be less than half the 
amount payable in case of permanent total incapacity". 

3. Minimum scale of compensation in case of accidents 
resulting in deatb. 

An industrial accident resulting in death involves an 
economic loss to the persons who were maintained by the 
deceased, or those who would have been entitled to claim 
from him in certain circumstances· pecuniary aid, or. finally 
those who would have inherited any savings which he might 
have made if the accident had not occurred. The amount 
of compensation can therefore be fixed by having regard to 
two different conceptions, the conception of the loss suffered 
by the heirs as defined in the civil law, or the conceptibn of 
the need of persons economically dependent upon the dec_td 
worker. . . 

In the former case the amount of compensation is in direct 
relation with the wages and age of the deceased and is the 
same whatever the number, kinship and economic sitlUltion 
of the heirs. 

In the second case the amount of compensation is fixed 
after taking account of the actual pecuniary aid which the 
dependants received or would have received, that is to say, 
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after consideration, on the one hand, of the age of the victim 
and his earnings and, on the other hand, of the number of 
persons economically dependent upon him, their age and 
their needs. 

The factors which are to be found in both schemes are 
the age of the deceased and his rate of earnings; on these 
two factors depend to a: large extent not only the pecuniary 
aid which the dependants might expect, but also the ·amount 
of the savings· which the deceased might have effected if the 
accident had not occurred. 

As a matter of fact the majority of laws apply at once both 
the principle of reparation of economio loss and that of eco
nomic dependence or need, emphasising sometimes the 
former, sometimes the latter principle in determining the 
classes of relatives entitled to compensation, the total amount 
of compensation and the distribution of compensation among 
the relatives. . 

(a) Definition of persons entitled to compensation. - National 
law's and regulations generally establish two classes of persons .. 
entitled to compensation. In the former are always to be 
found the widow or widower and the younger children of 
the deceased who, in accordance with the principle of repar
ation of economic loss, are not required to supply proof of 
their condition of economic dependence. In the second are 
generally to be found grandchildren, brothers and sisters, 
parellts and grandparents for whom proof of the condition 
of econifmic dependence is demanded in accordance with the 
p;:"ciple of need. Some national. laws bring in the idea of 
need in the case of children by providing an age limit beyond 
which the children no longer enjoy the right to compensation 
because they are considered to be capable of earning their 
own living. This age limit varies from country to country 
between 14 and 22 years, but is generally fixed at 15, 16, 
or 18 years. 

The Conference recommended that the right to cOlI).pensation 
should be admitted without regard to economic depel).dence 
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in the cases of the widow or widower and the children 
under 18 years of age. This age limit of 18 years was selected 
because it appeared to be most in harmony with the general 
requirements of physical, intellectual and vocational develop
ment of children. Moreover, the Conference recommended 
that no age limit should be imposed in cases where, in con
sequence of physical or mental defect, children are ,unable 
to earn their QWll living. 

The right to compensation in the case of other classes of 
persons is in almost all national laws based upon the con
ception of economic dependence; generally it is required that 
parents and grandparents, grandchildren, and often brothers 
and sisters, should be or would have been dependent upon 
the deceased, unable to work by reason of age or disablement, 
and without resources. .The Conference, taking its ,stand 
upon the average provisions of national laws, recommended 
that the following should be recognised as being entitled 
to compensation: 

Deceased's ascendants (parent. or grandparents), provided 
that they are without means of sut-sistence and were dependent 
on the deceased, or the deceased was under an ohligation to con
trihute towards their maintenance; 

Deceased's grandchildren and brothers and sisters, if below 
18 years of age, or ahove that age if, by rea_on of physical or mental 
infil'Dlity, they are incapable of eammg, and if they are orphans, 
or if tbeir parents, though §till living, are incapable of providing 
for them. . • 

--.' 
(b) Total amount 0/ compensation. - The majority of 

national laws provide that the total amount of the compen
sation to be granted to all the dependants together, whatever 
their number and their relationship or their condition of 
economic dependence, shall not exceed a certain limit 
expressed as a fraotion of the wages of the deceased when 
the compensation is in the form of an annual pension or as 
a multiple of such wages when the payment i8 in the form (If 
a lump sum. 
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The fraotion of the earnings of the deceased which must 
not be exceeded by the total of the pensions granted to the 
different dependants varies between one-half and two-thirds 
of the wage aceording to the country; it is most often equal 
to two-thirds. This proportion of two-thirds can be justified 
in view of the fact that the death of the breadwinner, although 
it causes a 1088 of earnings, nevertheless entails a lessening 
of the expenditure corresponding to the consumption of the 
deceased. Although this reduction of expenditure varies 
widely aeeording to individuals and the composition of 
the family, it can be considered to amount on the average 
to between 20 and 30 per cent. of earnings and that in 
consequence the economic loss actually suffered is between 
70 and 80 per cent. of earnings. Since, moreover, the 
principle of occupational risk requires that compensation 
should be paid at a fixed rate and should be equivalent to 
partial reparation of the loss, it seems that the proportion 
of two-thirds of wages should be acceptable. 

Hence the Conference recommended that "where compen
sation is paid by means of periodical payments, the maximum 
total of the yearly sum payable to all the dependants should 
not be less than two-thirds of the deceased's annual earnings". 

In some fifteen countries compensation in case of fatal 
accident resulting in death is awarded to the dependants in the 
form.of lump sums, the amount of which varies between one 
and-five years' earnings. 

~e Conference considered that whether the accident 
resulted in death or incapacity, there should be relation 
between compensation in the form of I1ension, and compen~ 
sation in the form of lump sum. Consequently. it recom
mended that "where compensation is paid in a lump sum the 
maximum sum payable to all the dependants should not be 
iess than the capitalised value of periodical payments equiva
lent to two-thirds of the deceased's annual earnings". 
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(c) Distribution 0/ compensation among the dependants. -
The distribution of compensation among the dependants can 
be effected on two different methods, according as the share 
of the compensation which falls to each dependant is, or is 
not, fixed by law. 

The first of these methods involves entrusting the distribu
tion of the total compensation to a judge, an official or a 
commission, who fixes for each of the dependants the share 
which seems most equitable in the circumstances, taking into 
account the condition of economic dependence and need of 
the person concerned. If the condition of economic depend
ence of one or several relatives justifies it, the whole of the 
compensation mlilY be awarded, whereas in the contrary case 
it may be that only a part of the total compensation will be 
granted. 

According to the second method, the law fixes a certain 
percentage of annual earnings for each class of dependant 
(widow or widower, children, parents, brothers and sisters, 
etc.). The distribution of compensation is carried out in 9 

certain order of priority up to the amount of the maximum 
described in the law. Priority is always given to the widow 
or widower and the children; their right to compensation 
should be wholly satisfied before that of the other relatives 
can be considered. Nevertheless, the widow or widower and 
cbildren enjoy, generally speaking, equal rights of Vri.mty, 
and when there are numerous children, it may happen eil.Wlr 
that the share of the widow or widower and that of the children 
are reduced in the slilme proportion, or that only the shares 
of the children are reduced. 

The order of priority adopted for compensating dependants 
other than the widow or widower and children varies consider
ably according to the country_ Nevertheless, the majority 
of laws grant to parents the third place after the winow or 
widower and children. 
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Lastly, certain laws distribute the whole amount of the 
compensation, whatever may be the number and kinship of 
the dependants; while others allocate to each dependant tbe 
share provided for him by the law, and can only award a 
portion of the maximum compensation if the number of 
dependants is very small. 

The conditions laid down by national legislation are so 
various, and the possible composition of a family varies so 
mu~h that the Conference did not consider it possible to draft, 
even in a Recommendation. a text concerning the distribution 
of compensation among the various classes of dependa~ts. 

Vocational re-educalion. 

A large number of victims of accidents are unable, by reason 
of their injuries, to engage in remunerative work unless they 
have undergone a course of vocational re-education. In spite 
of its undoubted value, re·education had before the War only 
been studied in an elementary manner, and organised on a 
restricted scale. No attempt was made to fit the disabled 
for competition on the general labour market. The object was 
rather to give them a regular occupation· in workshops con
nected with hospitals and subsidised by private persons or 
the State. In fact, the provision of work for the mutilated 
was no more than a superior form of charity. 

The War suddenly increased the number of disabled by 
80m. 10,000,000 men, mostly young and belonging to tbe 
~~g class. In view of the necessity of warding ott 
the demoralising depression which often results from idleness, 
and of providing an addition to the disabled man's resources, 
and in view also of the necessity for the nation of maintaining 
and restoring the productive force of so large a number of 
workers, the problem of the rehabilitation of the War dis
abled pressed urgently for solution at the hands of Parliaments 
and Governments. On all sides, researches were undertaken 
to discover the best methods for restoring the disabled to 
an active life. Re-education ceased to be empirical and 
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acquired a science and technique of its own. In every belli
gerent country a great network of national, regional, and 
local institutions was organised with the assistance of the 
State. associations of workers' and employers' organisations 
and private individuals; and hundreds of centres, schools and 
retraining workshops were created. 

This teohnical and scientific progress was completed by 
progress in_ the juridical sphere. Vocational re-education 
came to be considered as a normal element of compensation, 
as a duty for the State and a right for War victims. 

The results of this immense elTort have given rise to much 
controversy, but on the whole the work has been a fruitful 
one. Hundreds of thousands of men have been able to take 
up new trades. It has now been proved that given a sound 
orthopaedic treatment, well-designed appliances and a pro
perly organised system of retraining, a very large number of 
the disabled are capable of a productive efficiency little less 
than that of an able-bodied workman, if they are placed in 
suitable occupations. 

It is therefore natural that the question of extending the 
benefits of vocational re-education to the disabled of industry 
should have received consideration. However, while there 
have been numerous schemes but little has been done in the 
way of practical effort. In general, it may be said that 
workmen's compensation legislation makes no provision for 
vocational re-education, -whiol- constitutes neither an obliga
tion for the employer or insurance institution, nor a fig~Uor 
the workman who becomes the victim of an accident. Never
theless, in several countries progress haa been made in re
education as the result eitber of local enactment or on the 
initiative of large insurance institutions. Such is the case 
in Austria, Belgium, Franoe, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 
Spain, and the United States. The Conference, consoious 
of the value of vocational re-education, but taking into account 
the practical difficulties of organisation and the great variety 
of the cases to be treated, decided to recommend that .. the 
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vocational l'e-education of injured workmen should be pro
vided by such means as the national laws or regulations deem. 
it most suitable. Governments should encourage institutions 
which undertake such re-education ". 

Recommendation concerning Jurisdiction in Disputes on Work
men's Compensation 

Disputes on workmen's compensation arise not only out 
~f the interpretation of the terms of laws and regulations, 
but also out of occupational questions which require a 
thorough knowledge of labour conditions: the nature of the 
undertaking, the character of the risk which it involves, the 
relation between the employment and the accident,the method 
~f calculating the basic wage, the degree of incapacity for 
work, the possibility of taking up a new occupation. 

It is evident that such a thorough knowledge of labour 
conditions can only be possessed by employers and workers, 
and that their participation in the courts which deoide work
men'. compensation disputes enables more equitable deoisions 
to be arrived at. TheConference, convinced of the truth and 
value of these considerations, and seeing that the partioipa
tion of employers and workers in these courts can be arranged 
for in many countries without disturbing the judioiary 
system, adopted a Recominendation concerning jurisdiction. 

loothe first part of the Recommendation, the Conference 
~ited· to assert the principle that workmen's compen
sation disputes ought preferably to be dealt with by a 
special Court or Board of Arbitration, comprising, with or 
without the addition of regular judges, an equal number 
of -employers' and workmen's representatives. In view,
however, of the fact that at the present time, in the great 
majorities of countries, workmen's compensation disputes 
are settled by the ordinary courts, the Conference 
recommended that in these countries the courts should, at 
the request of either of the parties concerned, hear employers' 
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and workmen's rep"esentatives as experts in any case where 
the dispute involves a question of an occupational character, 
and in particular the question of the degree of incapacity 
for work. ' 

B. Compensation for Ocoupallonal Diseases 

The Draft Convention 

The principle of occupational risk applies to the compensation 
of occupational diseases in the same way as to that of indus
trial accidents. On the principle itself of compensation for 
occupational diseases at the expense of the employer, there is 
fairly general agreement. Nevertheless, the laws which have 
provided lor such compensation are still relatively few. This 
situation is to be explained by the very considerable difficulties 
which are met with. in practice in the compensation of 
occupational diseases. In the first place it is often very 
difficult, even for a skilful doctor, to determine whether the 
origin of disease is occupational or not. Further, it is necessary 
to fix a limit to the duration of the responsibility of 
employers, that is to say, the lapse of time between the date 
on which employment ceased in the industry considered as 
liable to give rise to an occupational disease, and the date 
when such disease causes death or incapacity for work; this 
period varies widely according to the disease. Lastly, when 
there are several employers who may be responsible, it is 
necessary to prescribe how the cost of compensation is.to be 
distributed among them. The solution of these ~ss~ 
problems is evidently always difficult. 

The Conference, aware at the same time of the difficulties 
and of the necessity of ensuring fair compensation to the 
victims of occupational diseases and to their dependants, 
decided to aim at a result ·which should be at once simple 
and limited· and yet positive. 

In the first place, the Conference stated that occupational 
diseases ought to carry the same right to compensation as 
industrial accidents: 
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Each member of the InternaLional Labour OrganisaLion which 
.aLifies this Convention underLakes to provide that compensation 
shall be payable to workmen incapacitated by occupational 
diseases, or, in case of death from such diseases, to their depen
dants, in accordance with the general principle of the national 
legislation relnting to compensation for industrial accidents. 

The rates of such compensation shall not be less than those 
prescribed by the national legislation for injury resulting from 
mdu.trial accidents (Art. 1). 

In the second place, the Conference decided to include in 
the Draft Conveniion a list of occupational diseases which 
ought to be compensated. This list is in two columns: 
in the first column is a list of substances liable to cause certain 
kinds of poisoning or diseases, and in the second column a list 
of activities, occupations or operations in which these kinds 
of poisoning or diseases, wnen they occur, are to be considered 
as occupational. in their origin. -

The list of diseases or poisonous substances adopted by the 
Conference is very simple: it only includes poisoning by lead, 
its alloys or compounds; poisoning by mercury, its amalgams 
and compounds, and anthrax infection. Nevertheless, if the 
Draft Convention is ratified, it will entail a very considerable 
progress in the case of those laws which at the present time 
do not compensate for occupational diseases._ 

The Recommendation 
• 

The Cibnfer,!nce had wished to keep the Draft Convention 
ve':"y"'\imple by including in it only a small number of diseases, 
and a small number of occupations, industries or operations 
for which the occupational origin of disease could be already 
clearly proved. But far from considering this list as final, 
the Conference was careful to state that this enumeration, 
which had already been exceeded by a certain number of 
national laws, could and should be extended and perfeoted. 
Consequently, it adopted a Recommendation inviting the 
members of the International Labour Organisation to establish, 
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if it did not already exist, a simple procedure by which the 
list of diseases considered ocoupational in its national legis
lation might be revised. 

III 

The Work In the Future 

The object of the Governing Body in asking the Office to 
submit to the 1925 Conference a report on the general prob
lems of social insurance was to give the Conference the 
opportunity of deciding by means of a resolution as to the 
order in which soeial insuranoe questions should be taken 
up by later Sessions of the Conference, and as to the trend 
which should be followed by the Office in its study of Bocial 
insurance. 

The Conference desired to have the advice of specialists 
on these two questions, and so it appointed a speoial commis
sion to examine them. This commission, known as the Com
mission on General Problems of Social Insurance, after a 
study of the report prepared by the Office, submitted its 
own report and a resolution, which were unanimously adopted 
by a Plenary Session of the Conference. 

The contents of the report and the resolution are summarised 
!lelow. . 

• 
THB INCLUSION OF SOCIAL INSURANCB ITEIIS IN THE AGtN1A 

OF FUTURE CONFERENCES 

The Conference, acting in accordance with the oplnloD 
of the Commislion, decided unanimously that aicknesl insur
aDoe ought to be taken up in the first place, and asked the 
Governing Body "to place the question of general aickness 
insurance for workers on the agenda of an early Session of 
the Conference, if possible that of 1927". 
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Both the Conference and the Commission considered that 
siokness is a serious risk to whioh all workers and their families 
are continuously exposed. The c~aracter of the risk is well 
known. Tables of morbidity, drawn up on the basis of long 
experienoe covering millions of individuals, are·accurate enougb 
to allow precise forecasts to be made and to afford a solid 
basis for sound actuarial management. Moreover, sickness 
insurance involves the establishment and co-ordination of a 
whole group of national, regional and local institutions which 
enable close contact to be maintained between insured persons 
and the insurance organisation; and of course a medioal 
service must be set up.· Sickness insurance is therefore able 
to place at the disposal of the other branches of social insur
ance its administrative services for the collection of con
tributions, the payment of benefits and the examination of 
olaims to benefit, and lastly its medical service to prevent 

. or mitigate invalidity. In this way the local sickness insw'
ance fund has come to be considered in many countries as 
the proper basis on which a complete system of social insur
ance could be built, yielding the highest social efficiency 
for a minimum cost of administration. It is therefore on 
sickness insurance that International Labour Organisation 
is likely to concentrate its attention in the near future. 

As regards invalidity, old age, and dependants' insurance, 
the Conference has left it to the Governing Body to decide 
whet\:wlr they should be placed on the agenda of the Conference 
which witl consider sickness insurance or on the agenda of a 
lat;rConference. The fact is that in matters of this SOl't 
considerations of expediency must carry weight at the same 
time as considerations of a tochnical order. There is no doubt 
a close relation between risks of indus trial accident, occupational 
disease, ordinary sickness, invalidity, old age and death, and it 
would be all. inviting task for insurance specialists to endeavoul' 
to plan a Draft Convention containing the basio provisions 
for a complete system of social insurance. The Governing 
Body, however, has to take account of the actual faots and of 
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the prospects of legislative progress in the dilTerent countries. 
In fact, in almost all countries sickness insurance, on the one 
hand, and invalidity, old .age and survivors' insurance, on 
the other hand, constitute separate systems. Moreover, 1\ 

Convention covering all the dilTerent risks would represent a 
prodigious task for· a single Conference by reason of the 
number and difficulty of the problems which would be raised, 
and that, even if a draft could be agreed upon, it would have 
very little chance of being ratified by any considerable number 
of States, which would be obliged thoroughly to re-organise 
their social insurance systems. It is therefore to be expected 
that the method of studying each risk separately, which was 
adopted in 1925 in the case of workmen's compensation for 
industrial accidents and occupational diseases, will be main
tained, that sickness insurance will be placed on the agenda 
of the 1927 Conference, and that invalidity insurance, old 
age insurance and dependants' insurance will be placed on 
the agenda of subsequent Conferences. 

THE RESEARCH WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT BY THE 

INTER:<ATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE 

The reports published by the International Labour Office 
on the general problems of social insurance, compensation 
for industrial accidents, compensation for occupational dis
eases, sickness insurance, and unemployment insurancl, are 
studies of national laws; they only comprise a contparative 
study of legal provisions. _4f 

On the proposal of its Commission, the Conference decided 
that these international studies ought to be continued and 
that for the future they should include the collection and 
distribution of information· concerning 

(a) the progress of legislation and regulations regarding 
all branches of social insurance; 

(b) the results obtained in the various countries, and for 
the various branches of social insurance. 
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Further, the resolution submitted by the Commission and 
accepted by the Conference provides that the studies pre
pared by the Office should as far as possible show in detail 
for each country and for each risk 

(a) the classes and number of workers covered; i.e. whether 
independent workers, workers for salaries or wages, 
and others, and also the occupations covered (dis
tinguishing between compulsory and voluntary 
systems); 

(b) similarly the clas~es and numbers not covered by the 
systems; 

(e) the benefits (i) nature, i.e. in kind or in cash, (ii) amount, 
(iii) duration, (iv) conditions attached; 

(d) how the cost is borne, (i) by the State or other public 
aut~ority, (ii) by the employer, (iii) by the persons 
covered; 

(e) the total annual cost under heads (d) - (i), (ii), and 
(iii), with the proportion of the workers' and 
employers' contributions to the wages paid; 

(/) the expenditure annually (i) on benefits, (ii) on 
administration, and numbers who receive each kind of 
benefit, and the economic effects of the system as a 
whole in each country; 

(h) the use of social insurance reserves for the improvement 
of public health. 

TM rejortof the Commission observes that the programme 
d~il/ld above is evidently a maximum programme whioh 
can only be carried into effect in so far as information pro
vided by States and industrial organisations provides the 
means. The research work performed by the Office is closely 
dependent upon the questions placed on the agenda of Con
ferences; hence if, as there is reason to believe, . sickness 
insurance will be taken up by the 1927 Conference and 
invalidity insurance, old age insurance and survivors' insur
ance by subsequent Conferences, the International Labour 
Office will prepare studies firstly on siclmess insurance, then 
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on invalidity insurance, old age insurance and survivol'8' 
insurance, which according to the plan proposed by the Con
ference will comprise an examination of legal provisions and 
the results of the operation of insurance schemes, and will 
contain statistics as complete as the material supplied by 
official reports and information received from Governments 
will allow. 

On 28 January 1926, the Governing Body finally decided to 
place on the agenda of the 1927 Conference the question of 
sickness insurance. The Office has been given the task of 
preparing an international report on compulsory sickness 
insurance and a report on voluntary sickness insurance, each 
containing a comparative analysis of national schemes and a 
study,of their working as shown by etatistics. 
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Texts of International Draft Conventions and Recommendations 
concerning Social Insurance adopted between 1919 and 1915 by 
tbe first seven Sessions of the International Laboup Conference. 

SUlIUIART 

1. Social Insurance in general. 
2. Compensation for Industrial Accidents. 
3. Compensation for Occupational Diseases. 
4. Unemployment Insurance. 
5. Maternity Insurance. 

In the texts printed below only the articles referring to social 
. insurance have been reproduced. It was not considered necessary 
. to give the articles which prescribe the procedure for ratification 

which are to be found at the end of every Draft Convention, or 
the articles dealing with matters other than social insurance. 

1. SOCIAL INSURANCE IN GENERAL 

General Resolution on Social Insnranee 
(Geneva; 1925) 

Whereas the maintenance of a healthy and vigorous labour 
supply is of capital importance, not onl,. for wage·earners them
selves, but also for industrial communities desirous of developing 
their productive capacity, . 

A»d whereas this development is only attainable by constant 
and sylltematic endeavour to obviate all avoidable loss or dimi
tlutM:ln in the efficiency or earning capacity of wage-earuen, 

And whereas a system oflabour regulation, if true to the rrin
ciple of Bocial justice, must secure the effective protection 0 the 
workers a!\ainst risks endangering their livelihood, or that of 
their famihes, 

And whereas this protection can best be attained by means 
of the establishment of a system of social insurance granting 
clearly defined rights to the beneficiaries, 

The General Conference of the International Labour Orgaru
sat;on, baving noted that 

Several Slates have secured their working class population . 
against occupational and non·occupational risks by establiahing "" 
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systems of social insurance covering almost all workers and their 
families, and that these systems 

(1) Give to insured persons the right" when the risks materialise, 
to claim benefits by way of payments in kind and in money, 
enabling them to resume their place in the productive life of the 
community, or failing this assuring them and their familieli, 
if not full compensation for the damage sustained, at least a 
reasonable minimum standard of life as understood in their time 
and country, or a basis on ",hich to maintain such a standard; 

(2) l'sually derive their income from cont,ributions paid by 
employers and .workers and from grants out of lluhlic fund. 
(except in the CMe of loss resulting from industnal accidents 
and occupational diseases, tbe responsibility for insurance against 
which as a rule rests entirely upon employers); 

(3) Establish through comprehensive mutual insurance in
stitutions administered by the employers and workers directly 
interested, or by the State in collahoration with them, an orgaru
sation designed to encouraee thrift and to improve the conditions 
of life of the insured pe""ons; 

And desiring no. onlf to remove conditions which may con
stitute an obstacle to the efforts of Members who desire to expand 
and improve their system of social insurance, but also to profit 
by all the valuable experience obtained in various countries, and 
recalling the decisions taken at previous Sessions, especially those 
concerning unemployment, employment of women before and after 
childbirth and workmen's compensation for industrial accidents, 

(1) Requests the Governing Body of the Internationall.abour 
Office to place the question of general sickness insurance for workers 
on the agenda of an early Session of the Conference, if p'>8sihle 
tbat of 1927, and on the agenda of the same or succeeding Sessions 
(due regard being had to the close connection between the various 
branches of social insurance) the questions of invalidity, old age, 
and widow.' and orp~ans' insuranc~; 

(2) Decides that the useful work already performed hf the 
International Labour Office in collecting information wi"" regard 
to social insurance should be continued, and should inrlud~ tkJ 
collection and distribution of information concerning: 

(a) the progress of legislation and regulations regarding all 
branches of social insurance; 

(h) the results obtained in the various countries and for tbe 
various brancbes of social insurance, especially with regard to 
tbe classes and number of beneficiaries and insured persons, the 
nature and extent of ,.be henefits granted, the funds required 
and tbe manner of distributing financial responsibility amongst 
the different classes of contributors, tbe employment of reserves 
and the expenses incurred by insurance institutions on account 
of benefits and costs of administration. 
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The information furnished by the International Labour Office 
should give in detail as far as possible, for each oountry and for 
each risk: . . 

(a) the classes and number of workers eovered, i.e. whether 
independent workers, workers for salaries or wages and others, 
and also the occupations covered (distinguishing hetween compul
sory and voluntary systems); 

(b) similarly the classes and numbers not covered hy the sys
tems' 

(e)' the benefits (i) nature, i.e. in kind or in cash, (ii) amount, 
(iii) duration, (iv) conditions attached; 

(d) how the cost is home (i) by the State 01' other publio 
authority, (ii) by the employer, (iii) by the persons covered; 

(e) the total annual cost under heads (d) - Ii), (ii) and (iii), 
with the proportion of the workers' and employers' contributions 
to the wages paid; 

(f) precise methods of administration centrally and locally; 
(g) the expenditure annually (i) on henefits, (ii) on administra

tion, and the numbers who received each kind of benefit, and the 
economic effects of the system as a whole in each country; 

Ih) the use of social msurance reserves for the improvement 
of public health. 

Recommendation eonoerning Social Insurance in Agriculture 
(Geneva, 1921) 

The General Conference of the Intel'llational Labour Organi- . 
oation recommends: 

That each Member of the International Lahour Organisation 
extend its laws and regulations establishing systems of insurance 
against sickness, invalidity, old age and other similar social risks 
to agricultural wage·earners on conditions equivalent to those 
prevailing in the case of workers in industrial and commercial 
occuQations . 

• . -. 
II COMPENSATION FOR INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS 

Draft Convention concerning Workmen's Compensation In 
Agrioulture (Geneva, 1921) 

ARTICLE 1 
Each Member of the International Labour Organisation which 

ratifies thi, Convention undprtakes to extend to all agricultural 
wage-earners its laws and regulations which provide for the 
compensation of workers for personal injury by accident arising' 
out of or in the course of their employm~nt. 
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Draft Convention eonoernlng Workmen's Compensation 
for Accidents (Geneva, 1925) 

ARTICLB 1 
Each Memher of the International Labour Organisation which 

ratifies this Convention undertakes to ensure that workmen 
who sulIer personal injury due to an industrial accident or their 
dependants, shall be compensated on terms at least equal to those 
provided by this Convention. 

ARTICLE 2. 

The laws and regulationa as to workmen'. compensation shall 
apply to workmen, employees and apprentices employed by any 
enterprise, undertaking or establislurient of whatsoever nature, 
whether public or private. 

It shall neverthelesa be open to any Member to make luch 
exceptions in its national legislation as it deema necessary in 
respect of: 

(a) persons whose employment is of a casual nature and who 
are employed otherwise than for the purpose of the employer's 
trade or business; 

(b) out-workers; 
(e) memharo of tha employer', family who work exclU&ively 

on his behalf and who live in his housB; 
(d) non-manual workers whose remuneration exceeds a limit 

to be determined by national laws or regulations_ 

ARTICLE 3 
Thi, Convention shall not apply to 
(1) seamen and fishermen for whom provision shall be made 

by a later Convention; 
(2) persons covered by some special scheme, the tel'i'l of 

which are not le88 favourable than those of this Convention • 
• 'if' 

ARTICLE 4 

Thil Convention shall not apply to agriculture, in respect of 
which the Convention concenung workmen's compensation in 
agriculture adopted by the International Labour Conference at 
itl Third Session remains in force. 

ARTICLE 5 

The compensation payable to the injured workman, or hia 
dependants, where permanent incapacity or death results from 
the injlLOY, shall be paid in the form of periodical payments: 
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p'rovided that it may be wholly or partially paid in a lump sum, c 

if the competent authority is satisfied that it .. ill be properly 
utilised. 

ARTICLB 6 

In case of incapacity, compensation shall be paid not later 
than as from the fifth day after the accident, whether it be payable 
by the emJ.lloyer, the aCCident insurance institution, or the sickness 
insurance mstitution concerned. 

·ARTICLB 7 

In Casel where the injury results in incapacity of luch a nature 
that the injured workman must have the constant help of another 
person, additional compensation .haIl be provided. 

ARTICLE 8 
The national laws or regulations shall prescribe such measures 

of supervision and methoils of review as are deemed necessary. 

ARTICLB 9 

Injured workmen shall be entitled to medical aid and to such 
surgical and pharmaceutical aid sa is recognised to be neoesaary 
in consequence of accidents •. The cost of such aid shall be defrayed 
either by the employer, by accident insurance institutions, or by 
sickness or invaliility insurance institutions. 

ARTICLII to 
Injured workmen shall be entitled to the Bup.!!l,. and normal 

renewal, by the employer or insurer, of Buch artificial limbs and 
surgical appliance. as are recognised to be necessary: provided 
that-national laws or regulations may allow in exceptional ci .... 
cumotaAces the supply and renewal of such artificial limbs and 

• 'rptiances to be replaced by the award to the injured workman 
o a sum representing the probable cost of the supply and renewal 
of Inch applianees, tnis sum to be decided at the time when the 
amount of compensation is settled or revised. 

National laws or regulations shall provide for nch supervisory 
measures as are nece88ary, either to prevent abuses in connection· 
with the renewal of appliances, or to ensure that the additional 
compensation is utilised for this purpose. 

ARTICLB 11 
The national laws or regulations shall make such provision ~, 

having regard t~ national cireumstances, is deemed most luitable 
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for ensuring in all circumstances, in the event of the insolvency 
of the employer or insurer, the payment of compensation to 
workmen who suffer personal injury due to industrIal accidents, 
or in case of death, to their dependants. 

Recommendation concerning the MinImum Scale of Workmen's 
Compensation (Geneva, 192!'1) 

Where incaparity for work resuUs from the injury, the national 
laws or regulations should provide for the pa~.nt of compansation 
at rates not lower than those hereinafter mdicated: 

(1) In the case of permanent total incapacity, n ,I'eriodical 
payment equivalAnt to two-thirds of the v.orkman s annual 
earnings; 

(2) In case of permanent partial incllpacit" a proportion of 
the perio.iioaI payment due in the event 0 permanent total 
incapacity calculated in reference to the reduction of earning 
power callsed hy the injury; 

(3) In case of temporary total incapacity, II rlaily or weekly 
payment equivalent to two:thirds of the workman's basic earnings 
as calcul~.ted for purposes of compensation; 

(4) In case of temporary partial incapacity, a proportion of 
the daily or weekly payment nayahle in the case of temporary 
total incapacity calculated iIi reference to the rerluctlon of 
earning power caused by the injury. 

VI'here compensation is paid in a lump sum, the Rum should 
not he Je.s than the rapitalised value 01 the periodical payment 
which would he payahle under the foregoirg paragraphs. 

II 

Where the injury is such that the workman requires the constant 
help of another person, additional compensation should be paid 
to the workman, which should not be less than half the amoont 
payable in the case of permanent total incapacity. 

III 

Where death results from the inju~, those entitled to be regarded 
as dependanta for purposes of compensation should include at least 
the following: 
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(1) decensed's hush • .nd or \'life; 
(2) deceased's children under eighteen years of agp" or aboye 

that age if, by reason of physical 01" mental infirmity, they are 
incapable of earning; 

(3) deceMPd's ascendants (parents or jll'andpnrents), provided 
that they are without means of subsistence and were dependent 
on tbe deceased, or the deceased was under an oJ-ligation to con
tribute towards their maintenance; 

(4) deceased's grandchildren and brotbers and sisters, if 
below eighteen years of age, or above that age if, by reason of 
p'hysip.al or mental infirmity, tbey are incapable of earning, and 
if they are orphans, or if their parents, though still living, are 
IDcapnble of providing for them.. . 

Where compensat.ion is paid by means of periodical payments, 
the maximum total of the yearly sum payable to all the dependants 
.hould not be leos than two-thirds of the deceased's annual earnings. 

Where compensation is paid in a lump sum, the maximum sum 
payable to all the dependant.s should not be less than the capital
lsed value of periodical.payments equivalent to t\'lo-thirds of the 
deceased'. annual earnmgs. 

IV 
The vocational re-education of injured workmen should be 

provided bv sucb means as the national laws or regulations <lPel!l 
most 8uitaf,le. 

Governments should encourage institutions which undertake 
such re·education. 

Ree.ommenciation concerning Jurisdiction in Disputes on Work
men's Compensation (Geneva. 1925) 

Whereas dispute. on workmen's compensation turn not only 
on tbj interpretation of laws and regulations, but also on questions 
of ao o'l/lupational character requiring a thorough knowledge of 

• worliiog conditions, for exam fie, Questions as to the nature of 
the undertakin;:, the kind 0 risk inherent in it, the relation 
between the workman'. employment and the accident, the method 
of COIDlluting earnings, the degree of incapacity for work, the 
possihih~y of the \'Iorkman's adapting himself to some other 
occupatIOn, 

And whereas workmen and .mployers bave the necessary 
knowledge and experience on these questionn, and disputes on 
compensat.ion mattera might be more equiLably .eWed if they 
wpre members of or associated .... ith the courts which have to 
decide s'jnh disputes, 

And whereas it is possible in many countries to secure' the 
associatIon of emploYp'r!I and workmen \'I ith such courts, 88 mem-
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hers. or otherwise, without dep~rting radically from the e~[I8ting 
judicial system, . 

The General Conference recommenrl. that each Member 01 the 
International Labour Organisation should tAke the loll owing 
principles And rule" into consideration: 

That every dispute relating to workmen's compensation ~hould 
preferably be dealt with by a speCIal court or board of arbitration 
compri8ing, witb or without the addition of regular judge., an 
equal numbers of employers' and workmen's representative. 
appointed to act a8 adjudicators by their respective organisation. 
or on the nomination ofsuch organisations orcompri8ing eml'loyers' 
and workmen's representatives drawn from other social institutions 
or elected by separate electoral bodies 01 employe,. and workn pn. 

n 
That, where disputes relati~!I to workmen's compensation are 

dealt with by the ordinary courts of law, such courts shall be 
required, on the request of either of the parties concerned, to hear 
em plovers' and workmen's representatives as experts in any case 
.. here ·the dispute involves a question of an occupationlll character. 
and in particular the que"tion of the degree of incapacity for work .. 

Draft Convention ooneemlng Equality of Treatment for National 
and Porelgn Worken as regards Workmen'. Compensation for 

Aeeldentl (Geneva, 1925) 

ARTICLE 1 • • 
Each Membel' of the International Labour Organisation wbict. 

latifies this Convention undertakes to B!ant to the nationals of 
any other Member which shall bave ratified the ConTention, wbo 
suffer personal injury due to industrial accidents happening in its 
territory, or to their de(lendant/l, the same treatment in _pent 
of workmen's compensation as it ~ants to its own nationals. 

Thia equality of treatmmt ,hall be guaranteed to foreign 
workers and their dependants witbout anv condition 8S to residence. 
With regard to the payments which a ·Memher or its nationals 
would ha,·e to make outside that Member's territory in the 
application of this principle, the measures to be adopted shall be 
regulated, if necessary, by special arrangements between WI! 
Members concerned. 
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ARTICLE 2 

Special agreement. may be made between the Members con· 
cemed to provide that compeDsat.ion for industrial acoidents 
happening to workers whilSt temporarily or intermittently 
employed in the territory of one Member on behalf of an under· 
taking situated. in tha territory of another Member shall be 
governed by the laws and regulation. of the latter Member. 

ARTICLE 3 

The Members which ratify this Convention and which do not 
already possess a system, whether by insurance or nthe",i.e, of 
workmen's compensation for industria: accidents agree to institute 
such a system within a period of three years from the date of 
their ratification. 

ARTICLE 4 

The Members which ratify this Convention further undertake 
to afford each other mutual assistance with a view to facilitating 
the application of the Convention and the execution of their 
respective laws and regulations on workmen'. compensntion and 
to mform the International Labour Office, which shall inform the 
other Members concerned, of an~ modifications in the laws and 
re!!Ulations in forcp on workmen. compensation. 

Recommendation lIoneerning Equality of Treatment lor NaUonal 
and Foreign Workers as regards Workmen's CompenaaUon for 

Aeoldents (Geneva, 1925) 

• 
• • I .. order tn facilitate the application of the Connntion ooncern· 

ing equality of treatment for naHonal and foreign workers 8S 
regaffls workmen's compenRution for accidents the Conferenr.e 
recommends that: 

(a) When a person to. whom compensation is due under thp 
lAWS and regulations of one Memher resides in the territory of 
another Member, the nenessary measures be taken to facilitate 
the payment o' such compenoation and to ensure tb. ohservance 
of the conditions go\"erning such payment laid down by the 
said la\\"8 and rPglllntions: 

(b) In CAse of dispute concerning the non·payment, ce9sation 
of payment, or reduction of the compensation due to a ,,~raon 
IeBlding elsewhere than in tbe territory of the Member where In. 
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claim to compensat,ion originated, facilities he afTorded for taking 
proceedings m the competent courts of la ... in such territory 
without re<[uiring the attendance of tbe person concerned; 

(e) /my advantage in respect of exemption from duties and 
taxes, free issue of official documents or other privileges granted 
by the law of any Member for purposes connected with work
men's compensation, be extended under the same conditions to 
the nationals of the other Members which shall have ratilled the 
afore-mentioned Convention. 

II 

The Conference recommends tbat, \\ here in any COUI'trv there 
exists no system, whether by insurance or otherwise, of work
men's compensation for industrial Accidents, the Government 
shall, pendmg tbe institution of sucb a system, afTord focilities 
to alien workers enublin!! them to henefit by the laws and regula· 
tions on workmen'. rompensntion in their own coun~rie •. 

III. COMPENSATION FOR OCCUPATIONAL DISEA$F.S 

, Draft Convention concerning Workmen's Compensation 
for Occupational Diseases (Geneva, 1925) 

ARTICI.E 1 

Earh Member of the InternatIonal Labour Organisation which 
ratifies this Convention undertakes to provide that compensation 
shall be p~yable t.o. workmen incapacitated by occllpatioDIII 
diseases, or, in case of death from such diseases, W their dependant., 
in accordance with the general principles of the national Iegi.ljltion 
relating to compensation for industrial accidents. • 

The rates of such compensation shall be not less than t,l!os. 
prescrihed by the national legislation for injury resulting from 
Industrial accident.. Subject to thi. provision, each Member, 
in determining in it. national law or relP'lations the conditions 
under which compensation for the said d18eascs shall be payable, 
and in applying to the said diseases its IpgislatioD in regard to 
compensation for indu.qtrial accidents may mnke such modifica
tions and adaptations as it think. expedient. 

AaTlcJ.K 2 

Each Memher of the International Labour OrganisRtion which 
ratifies this CODvention undertakes ,to consider as oeeupaLional 
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diseases those disease. and poisonings prodllced by the substances 
set forth in the Schedule appended hereto: when such diseasea 
or such poisonings affect workers enllaged in the trades or industries 
placed opposite in the said Schedule, and result from occupation 
In ao undertaking covered by the said national legislation. 

Lue of Ii ........ and mit: 
8ubsUlMeB 

Poisoning by lead, its 
alloys or componnds and 
their sequelae. 

Poisoning by mercury. 
its amalgams and com
pounds and their sequelae. 

t • . . 
Anthrax infection. 

SCHEDULE. 

List of eorresponding indwtrin and pro
cesses. 

Handling of ore containing lead, includ· 
ing fine shot in zinc factories. 

Casting of old zinc and lead in ingots. 
Manufacture of articles made of cast 

lead or of lead alloys. 
Employment in the polygraphic indus· 

tries. . 
Manufacture of lead compounds. 
Manufacture and repair of electric accu· 

mulators. 
Preparation and use of enamelscontain-

inglead. . 
Polishing by means of lead rues or putty 

powder with a lead content. 
All painting operations involving the 

preparation and manipulation of coating 
substances, cements or colouring sub· 
stances containing lead pigments. 

Handling of mercury ore. 
Manufacture of mercury compounds. 
Manufacture of measuring and labora-

tory apparatus. 
Preparation of raw material for the hat-

making industry. • 
Hot gilding . 
Use of mercury pumps in the manufa.,. 

ture of incandescent lamps. 
Manufacture of fulminate of mercury 

primers. 

Work in connection with animals in
fected with anthrax. 

, Handling of animal carcasses or parts or 
such carcasses including hides. hoor. and 
horns. 
m.~:::,~nd uoJoading or transport of 
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BeeommendaUon eoncernJng Workmen's CompensaUon 
for OeoupliUonal Diseases (Geneva, 1925) 

Whereas it is recognised that each State is free to esLahhsh 
IInder ita national legislation a more complete list than that 
emhodipd in the Schedule appended to Article 2 of the Convention 
concerning workmen's compensation for occupational diseases, 

The Conference recommends that 
Each Member of the International Lahour Organisation should 

adopt, where auch procedure does not already exist, a simple 
procedure by which the list of dl8P.ases considered occupational 
lD its nat.ional IPgislation may be revised. 

IV. UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 

Draft Convention eoneernlng Unemployment 
(Washington, 1919) 

ARTICLS 3 

The Members of the International Labour Organisation which 
ratify this Convention and which havp established systems of 
ineurance against unemployment shall, upon termo being agreed 
between the Members concerned, make arrangements wherehy 
workers belonging to one Member ond working in the territory 
of another shall be admitted to the same rates of benefit of luch 
insurance 81 those whicb obtain for the wor),ers belonging to 
the latter. 

BeeommendatioD eoncernlng Unemployment 
(Washington, 1919) • 

• 
The General Conference of the International Labonr C1I-gafI

illation of the League of N atiou, • . . • . 
adopts the following Recommendation: 

III 

The General Conference" recommende that each Member of 
the International Labour Organisation establish an effective 
system of unemployment insurance. either through a Govern
ment system or through a system of Government .ubventions to 
888OCiations whose rul .. provide for the payment of benefita to 
their unemployed members. 
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Reeommendatlon eonaemJng Unemploflllent Insurance for 
Seamen (Genoa, i92O) 

The General Ctmference of the International Labour Organ
isation of ~he League of Nations, ..... 
adopts the following Recommendation: 

The General Conference, with a view to securing the appli
cation to seamen of Part III of the Recommendation concernmg 
Unemployment adopted at Washington on 28 November -i919, 
recommends that each Member of tbe International Labour 
Organisation should establish for seamen an effective system of 
insurance against unemployment arising out of ship-wreck or any 
other cause, either by means of Government inaurance or by 
means of Government subventions to industrial organisations 
whose rules provide for the payment of benefits to their 
unemployed members. 

Draft Convention eoncerning Unemployment Indemnity In ease 
of Loss or Foundering of the Ship (Genoa, 1920) 

The General Conference of the International Labour Organ
isation of the League of Nations, ..... 
adopts the following Draft Convention: 

ARTICLE 1 
For the purpose of this Convention, the term "seaman" includes 

aU yersons employed on any vessel engaged in maritime navi
gation. 

For the purpose ·of this Convention, the term "vessel" includeB 
all ships and boats, of any nature whatsoever, engaged in mari
~ navigation, whether publicly or privately owned; it excludes 
ships of war. 

- . ARTICLE 2 
In eVfry casa of loas or fourulering of any vessel, the owner 

• 8r ,-n with whom the seaman has contracted for service on 
board the vessal shall pay to each Beaman emploved thereon aD 
indemnity against unemployment resulting from such loss or 
foondering. . 

This indemnity shall be paid for the days during which the 
seaman remains in fact onemployed at the same rate as the wages 
pavable under the contract, hut the total indemnity payable under 
this Convention to anyone 1Ieaman may he limited to two mOriths' 
wages. 

ARTICLE 3 
Seaman shall have the same remedies for recovering Buch 

indemnities as they have for recovering arrears of wages earned 
doring the service. . 
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V. MATERNITY INSURANCE 

Draft Convention concerning the EmploJlllent of Women 
before and after Childbirth (Washington, 1919) 

ARTICLE 1 
For the f,urpose of this Convention, tbe term "industrial 

undertaking' includes particlliarly: 
(a) Mines, quarries, and other Norks for the extrAction of 

minerals from the earth. 
(b) Industries in which articles are mAnufactured, altered, 

cleaned, repaired, ornamented, finished, adapted for sale, broken 
up or demolished, or in which mAterials are transformed; including 
.liipbuilding and the generation, transformation, and transmission 
of electricity or motive po"er of any kind. 

(c) Construction, reconotruction, maintenance, repair. alter· 
ation, or demolition of any bui],iing, railway, tramway, harbour, 
dock, pier, cAnal, inland, waterway, road, tunnel, bridge, viaduct, 
sewer, drain, well, telegraphie. or telephonic installation, electrical 
undertaking, gas work, waterwork, or other work of construc
tion, as well as the preparation for or laying the foundation of 
any such work or structure. 
. (d) Transport of passengel'll or goods by road, rail, sea, or 
inland waterway, including the handling of goods at docks, 
<Juays, wharves, and warehouses, but excluding transport by 
hand. 

For the purpose of this Convention, the term "commercial 
undertaking" includes any place where article. are sold or where 
commerce is carried on . 
. The co:",p~tent authority in each country shell define the 

line. of d,VISIon which separates industry and commerce from 
agriculture. 

AR'rJCLII 2 • 
For t.he purpose of this Convention, the term "woman" signifies 

any female person, irrespective of age or nationality, wl1Hho!r 
marnp,d or unmarried, and the term "child" signifies any child, 
whether legitimate or illegitimate. 

ARTICLE 3 
In any public or private industrial or commercial undertaking 

or in any branch thereof, other than an undertPking in which 
only members of the same family are employed, a woman

(a) Shall not be permitted to work during the six weeks 
following her confinement. 

(b) Shall have the right to leave her work if she produces a 
medical certificate stating that her confinement will probahly 
take place within six weeks. 
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(c) Shall, while she is absent from her work in pursuance of 
paragraphs (a) and (b), be raid benefits sufficient for the full 
and healthy maintenance 0 herself and her child, provided 
either out of public funds or by means of a system of insurance, 
the exact amount of which shall be determined by the- competent 
authority in each count~, and as an addition'll benefit shall be 
entitled "to free attendance by a doctor or certified midwife. No 
mistake of the medical adviser in estimating the date of confine
ment >hall preclude a woman from recehing these benefits from 
the date of the medical certificate up to the date on which the 
confinement actually tekes plnce. 

(d) Shall in any case, if she is nursing her child, he allowed 
hah an hour twice- a day during her working hours for this pur
pose. 

AaTICLE l, 

Where a woman is absent from her work in accordance with 
paragraphs (a) or (b) of Article 3 of this Convention, or remains 
absent from her work for a longer period as a result of illness 
medically certified to' arise out of pregnancy or confinement 
and rendering her unfit for work, it shall not be lawful, until 
her absence shall have exceed~d a maximum period to be fixed 
by the competent authority in each country, for her employer to 
give her notice of dismissal during such absence l nor to give her 
notice of dismissal at such a time that the notIce would expire 
during such absence. 

Recommendation eonceming Ute Protection, before and after 
Childbirtb, of Women Wage-earners In Agriculture (Geneva, 1921) 

The General Conference of the International Labour Organi
satiOfl recommends: 

... That ~ach Memher of the International Labour Organisation 
take-measures to ensure to women wa!(e-earners employed in 
agricultural undertakings protection before and after childbirth 
similar to that ,nrovided bv the Draft Convention adopted by 
the International Labour Conference at Wasbington for women 
employed in industry and commerce, and that such measures 
shoUld include the right to Q period of absence from work before 
and .rter childbirth and to a grant of benetit durinlt the said 
period, provided either out of puhlic funds or by means of Q 

system or insuronce. 



APPENDIX II 

Publications of the International Labour Office 
on Social Insurance 

General Problems or Social Insuranee. Studiu and ReporlB, Series 
M (Social Insurance), No. 1 Geneva, 1925. XXVIII + 136 pp. 
Price: 2s. 6d.; 60 cents. . 

Apart from the series of reports which deal eacb with a particular 
risk, the International Labour Omce, at the request of its Governing 
Body, has published a volume in which it has endeavoured to tbrow 
light on the relations between the various risks, and to compare the 
soluthms, which have been or could be practised, for the problems 
common to all the risks. Such is the object of the study on lkneral 
Problems of Social I Muranc •. 

It would perhaps be more modest and more accurate to entitle it a 
"report on some general problems of social insurance", for indeed, 
after giving a brief survey of the historical development of insurance, 
the book goes on to examine the more important aspects of some of 
the essential problems: scope, benefits, resources, metbods of financial 
administration, institutions, and the question or tbe unification or 
co~ordination of sorial insurance. 

The object of tbe International Labour omce was not to produce 
a purely tbeoretical study expressing an original opinion on every 
problem and constituting as it were a philosophy of insurance, nor a 
study of comparative law giving a detailed. and thoronghgoing analysis 
or all social insurance legislation. It does not adopt any particular 
standpoint. It simply attempts as clearly and objectively as possible 
to set forth the principal aspects or each of these problems and to surve,. 
1n schematic form tbe conceptions underlying tbe legislation or the 
various countries. If tbere is a personal element in tbis book, it is to 
be round in the effort wbich has been made to state, with tbe greatest 
caution however, as regards eaoh problem not only the main provisions 
of existing legislation, but the tendeneies wbich are apparent in the 
most recent laws and tbe direction which evolution seems to be taking. 

Compensation ror Industrial Auidents. A Comparative A9a1ysis 
of National Laws. Studiu and ReporIB, Series M (SocialIQsurance). 
~o. 2. Geneva, 1925. 655 pp. Price: 12s. 6d.; f3. . ' 

ThIS report was prepared ror the Seventh Session of the Intern.l'lional 
Labonr Conference (Geneva, May·June 1925) whose task was to .ote 
a Draft Convention and Recommendation on workmen'. compensation. 
It was therefore necessary to place at the disposal of the delegales 
or th~ Conlerence exact information on the present state of national 
laws m order to enable them to judge of the effort which would bave 
to !Ie ID!'de by the dilJe~nt States in order to bring their laws and regu
lations mto harmony WIth the Draft Convention to consider whether 
this effort was. possible, and to adapt the text oi the Convention and 
:::':n~ri:~lIon to the capacity for progress or the greet majorit,. 

The report contains for some 50 Stales an examination or the most 
important aspects of workmen's compensation law: scope (undertakings 
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covered and workers covered); risks covered (the notion of industrial 
accident); compensation in case of death and in case of incapacity; 
guarantee systems; procedure for obtaining compensation and setUe· 
ment of disputes; position of foreigners. 'rhe mode of treatment·of 
each subject is the same: first the essential elements of the problem 
are stated and then the possible solutions; next, the national laws are 
dassilied according to the solution which they have adopted; and, 
lastly, a fairly detailed analysis of national laws is undertaken. There 
is appended to each chapter a comparative table showing the most 
important provisions of each national law and allowing its characteristics 
to be rapidly perceived. 
i:ompensatioD for OccupatIonal DIseases. A Comparative Analysis 

01 National Legislation. Studies and Reports (Social Insuranoe), 
No.3. Geneva, 1925. 76 pp. Price: is.; 25 cents. 

This stndy, which was prepared for the 1925 Session of the Inter
national Labour Conl'erence, discusses the general problem of compen
sation for occupational diseases and analyses the provisions of the 
national laws under which such diseases are compelldated. 

In the first part (General Considerations), after it has been shown 
that "ompensalion for occupational diseases is both just and necessary, 
a critical examination is made of the various definitions of an oocupa· 
tional disease and the most important characteristics which diflerentiate 
it from an industrial accident. . 

Then an exposition 01 the methods 01 compensation which have 
actually been practised is. undertaken. These methods can be tinally 
reduced to two: compensation under the general sickness and invalidity 
insurance system, and compensation on the same basis as for industrial 
accidents in accordance WIth the principle of occupational risk. 

The great importance of the medical man in the matter of occupational 
-disease is emphasised; and in this connection the following points are 
<liscussed: the training of medical men, the necessity of knowing the 
medical history of patients, the periodicity of medical examinations 
.and the notification of occupational diseases. 

The second part 01 the study (Analysis of National Legislations) is 
an examination of the compensation schemes at present in force in 
some 30 countries (including 10 States 01 the United States) grouped 
in three classes according as compensation islrovided under the work
men', compensation law, under sickne66 an invalidity insurance, or 
under a.,pecial scheme. The first class, in which the principle of occu-
4lati~al risk is applied to occupational diseases in the same way as 
to industrial accidents, comprises the vast majority of laws at present 

,in force. The analyses include not only a summary 01 the laws of a 
large number 01 countries, but also the lists of diseases which are con· 

I sid(>l'('d as occupational. 
Thus, in this little volume 01 less than 80 pages is contained an 

eXf,0sition of the main problems and a surveyor the present condition 
of egislation relating to occupational disease, information which hitherto 
has been scattered here and there in numerous publications. . 
Slokn ... Insuranee. A Comparative Analysis 01 National 'Law •. 

S,udiu ana Reports, Series M (Social Insurance). No.4. Geneva 
1925. VIII + 133 pp. Prioe: 2s.; 50 cents. 

In the course of recent years sickness insurance has been developed 
10 a remarkable extent. Some 20 industrial States have made it com-
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pulsory lor the majority. if not the whole. of their wage· earning popu
lation; other States, without making insurance compulsory, are 
encouraging mutual aid in case of sickness. Another group of States 
are preparing to lake an active part in popular or workingc}ass insurance ... 
Thus, collective provision against sickness is tending to become ~eneraL 
Is this tendency to make provision against sickness in the same dJrection. 
in the various countries? If not, are there any convergent tendencipSo 
which are overcoming national peculiarities, and so allow an efTon at 
international regulation to be looked lorward to with confidence? . 

The intention of the present report is to enable the reader to answer
these questions by supplying him with a comparative analysis 01 national 
laws. 

The essential problems 'which have to be solved in any sickne •• 
insurance system are investigated. Is insurance compulsory or voluntary,. 
and, in the former case, does it include wage-earners only or independent 
workers as well? How are insured persons organised lor the purpose
of insurance? . How do insurance institutions work? They provide
insured peJ'Sons with cash benefits in case of sickness, and, which is. 
their real object, they want to cure the sick, and lor this purpose they 
establish a medical service. In order to cover their expenses, these
institutions are supplied with certain lunds. Whence do they obtailL 
these resources ? 

The report describes the solutions to the diflerent problems to be
found in the laws of various countries. It does not cover all the 8olutions..
but every typical solution which characterises the leading conceptions 
in the various countries. The laws are classified in grou!'s pos .... ing
similar characteristics. Thus, without going into small detaJlB. the report. 
renders the reader lamiliar with the main lines of the legislative move
men t in sickness insurance. A reader who wishes to refer to the original 
sources will find the necessary references in an appendix to the report_ 

Unemployment Insurance. A Study of Comparative Legislation: 
Stud;"'. and Repo1'l8, Series C (Employment and Unemployment). 
No. 10. Geneva, 1925. 13~ pp. Price: 2s.; 50 cents. 

For the 17 countries which at the beginning of 1925 pos .... ed -a 
system of voluntary or compulsory unemployment insurance. the report 
gives a comparative study of the national laws under the following
heads: scope. definition of the risk insured against and conditions for 
the receipt 01 benefits, financial organi.'!8tion, and administratiot.. In 
a final chapter the essential elemenu; of the problem are set f6rth, anll. 
lor each of them a certain number of principles are laid dow~ the. 
adoption of which would lead to some degree of uniformity in th .. 
laws at p ..... nt in force. Each of the chapters i. followed by a com-

~rt~!v:a'ri:!~ ~.:t:::~'a:s~ri1f l~~~:ein~iJWon:itrt~~:'::::S!~d 
relerences to the clause" of the law. mentioned in the text enable the 
reader who wishes to do so to make a more thorough study 01 any 
particular point. . 
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LORD OXFORD 
on Liberal Land Policy. 
Lord Oxford addressed the Annual Meeting of the 

Home Counties Liberal Federation at Watford on April 
30th, 1926. The following are extracts from his sPeech, 
as reported in the "Manchester Guardian" of May 1st. 

LORD OXFORD said that the land was not· a new 
topic with them. On the eve of the war, when there was 
a Liberal Government in power, and a progressive majority 
in the House of Commons, they had after much careful 
preparation laid down the main lines of a comprehensive 
policy of agricultural reform. 

"The evils and dangers which it was then our object to 
remedy or to forestall have been not diminished," he continued, 
.. but aggravated and intensified by the economic upheavals 
caused by the war and its consequences. The time has, 
therefore, clearly come for a re-examination of the whole 
problem with a view to remedial legislation of a constructive 
kind, proceeding on bold but sound and well-thought-out lines. 
We have had enough of timid palliatives and resonant 
generalities . 

.. There is a lot of loose talk current about the ideal of a 
sett-s'istained England and the twin conception of a self
co~tamed Empire. Neither ideal--even if it were desirable
can ever be attained, and many of the plans by which it is 
proposed that they should be attained would, if. we were 
foolish enough to put them into practice, be found to be mis
chievous and impoverishing. That is true of all forms of 
protection and of most forms, direct or indirect, of subsidy . 

.. But there is DO reason, while we refuse to follow will-o'
the-wisps like these into a fools' paradise, why we shoul4 
not set our brains to work to remove any artificial obstacles 
which can be shown to he hindering us in making the best 
and most productive use of our natural resources. That is 
as much the case with agriculture as .it is with coalmining. 
In both cases, partly through defects in the law, partly through 
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lack of progressive initiative and co-operation in practice, a 
great industry which has the best title to the much-abused 
epithet .. key" industry, is lagging behind and not making 
its full contribution to the sum of national wealth." 

The Worker's Charter. 
In his view, frequently expressed in Parliament and on 

the platform, any scheme of reform which did not put the 
labourer in the forefront was fatally lacking in perspective. 
Liberalism was opposed here as elsewhere to all class legisla
tion. Whatever was done for the labourer must be done 
with scrupulous justice to the landowner and farmer. .. But 
always bear in mind," he went on, .. the simple fact-more 
eloquent than pages of rhetoric-that in the last fifty years 
there has been (notwithstanding the vast rise in our aggregate 
population) a decrease of men and boys employed on the land 
in Great Britain of over 150,000. What, then, does the 
Convention policy offer as its contribution to tbe betterment 
and enlargement of the labourer's life? This, which may 
be called the' land workers' charter: consists of the follow
ing points. The policy must assure to land workers :-

(a) A living wage. 
(b) A sufficiency of cottages and gardens not tied to 

particular farms. 
(e) A right to garden land, and to at least half an acre of 

land at a fair rent. 
(d) Ample opportunities to obtain small holdings (with 

an eulargement of the present limit of size) or family 
farms). 

< 
(e) Credit to enable them to use these opportuniies . 

.. Observe the words • living' wage. There are already 
wages committees which fix a minimum wage for agricultural 
workers. But a minimwn wage which varies from county 
to county is by no means in all, perhaps in most, cases equiva
lent to a 'living wage: In the counties where from the 
competition of other industries the minimwn wage is fixed at 
a high figure as many men are employed on the land as else
where, and the farmer can stiU make a livelihood out of the 
land. It would seem therefore that agriculture can pay a 
living wage . 

.. The Liberal policy is that the living wage should be the first 
charge on the industry, that the minimwn wage should not 
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be fixed below a living wage, with -direct reference to the cost 
of livingc of a family, and that if there be cases where the rent 
makes this impossible the rent should be adjusted accordingly 
by arbitration." . 

Other Reforms . 

.. I have dwelt upon this aspect of the policy, because in 
political as in other architecture you must begin not at the 
top or midway, but by laying your foundations on broad lines 
and of solid material. It is in improving the lot and the 
opportunities of the mrallabourer far more than by any other 
specific change that you will find the key to the real revival 
of the greatest of our national industries. . 

.. There are, of course, anw:nber of the other changes proposed 
or sanctioned by the resolutions of the Convention which I 
must reserve for future treatment. In particular there are 
the functions of the new county authority and the variety 
of tenures to meet different local conditions which the Con
·vention most wisely, as I think, resolved to recommend. But' 
there are two grievances especially burdensome to the dwellers 
in towns or in their neighbourhood, the reality of which cannot 
be disputed. One is the power which the law gives to the 
land owner at the expiration of a lease to exact a rent based 
on increased value due to the tenant's expenditure on per
manent improvements, which he must either consent to pay 
or sacrifice, perhaps to a competitor in the trade, the goodwill 
which he himself has built up. The other is the liberty which 
the law still gives to the landowner to appropriate the added 
value which has been given to his property by the enterprise 
of ,the community. Proposals for the cure of these evils are 
ess~n~al parts of the Liberal programme." 
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VISCOUNT GREY 

on Liberal Industrial Policy. 
Lord Grey of Fallodon was the chief guest at a 

Luncheon at the National Liberal Club on May 28th, 
1926, The following are extracts from his speech, as 
reported in the " Tittles" of May 29th. 

LORD GREY said:-
When you were first kind enough to make the arrangements 

for this afternoon the intention was that I should make some 
reflections upon the industrial crisis through which we have 
passed and that I should express some thoughts about the 
future. We were thinking, not of the future of any party 
so much as of the future of the country, and I do not propose 
to put this meeting to any purpose other than that for which 
it was intended. But I cannot, of course, ignore altogether 
what has recently appeared in the newspapers--the letters 
of Lord Oxford and ?Ir. Lloyd George. I will, however, only 
refer to them for the purpose of defining my own personal 
position without arguing about them. I must say where 1 
stand: The justification may be reserved for another occasion. 
I stand entirely with and behind Lord Oxford in this matter. 
Everyone knows enough to know that Lord Oxford has been, 
through most trying times, always the most patient. ahd 
most chivalrous of colleagues. If there are and have bell" 
difficulties inside the Liberal Party they are not difficulties 
of his making. Those of us who have been closely associated 
with him feel that the surprise is not that something should 
have appeared now, but that it should have been so long 
delayed. More than that I will not say because, no doubt, 
the difficulties in the party and what has happened will be 
the subject of further comment on other occasions. 

The Government and the Strike. 

Let me now pass to the future of the country. What 1 
have to say about the general strike and its consequences 
is not going to be of a party nature; but, looking back on 
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the record of all the Parties in the strike, I think it is from a 
Liberal platlonn that I can with most force urge upon the 
country wise reflections. We are told that we should not 
criticize the Trades Union Council without criticizing the 
Governmen t. My criticisms are going to be short and therefore 
I am going to begin by criticizing the Government. The 
manner in which the Government, last summer, first of all 
refused a subsidy and then suddenly turned round under the 
threat of a general strike and granted a subsidy was a gross 
mistake. It was bound to cause future trouble. Then, for 
nine months, the Government reposed on the cushion of the 
Roval Commission. I do not in the least undervalue the work 
of Sir Herbert Samuel and his colleagues, but, during those 
nine months, it was obvious that, whatever the Commission 
reported, at the end of its report we should be faced with the 
situation which we have had to face. When the threat of a 
general strike was launched the Government should have at 
once refused to negotiate under that threat, but, having 
agreed to continue to negotiate under that threat, it was 
most unfortunate that they broke off negotiations in a way 
which gave the impression of having done so on some trivial 
incident. 

Strange Procedure of the Trades Union CounlliI. 

Now let me say a word or two about the Trades Union 
Council. There was, in the newspapers on Monday, a most 
illuminating speech from the Secretary of the Miners' Federa
tion, Mr. Cook. That speech told us what had been going 
on behind the scenes when the general strike was called. 
It told us that the Trades Union Council and the Miners' 
Lxecutive were in absolute disagreement, and that the Trades 
Union Council was pressing on the Miners' Executive the 
lcceptance of a formula which would mean facing the economic 
facts in the mining industry and some reduction of wages. 
The Miners' Executive was absolutely refusing to entertain 
any such position. The general strike was then called to 
support the miners in an attitude which the Trades Union 
Council itself was asking the miners to abandon, I think 
that on the whole the least offensive and most truthful epithet 
I can apply to that proceeding is the word" incomprehensil?le." 

No doubt the general strike did involve a wholesale breach 
of contracts-men coming out without notice. Imagine. what 
would have happened if a company of employers, who were 
bound to give a week's notice to terminate the employment 
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of their men, had dismissed a single man for any cause, other 
than for unsatisfactory conduct, without notice. There would 
have been just indignation throughout all the trade unions 
and the employers would have had short shrift in the law 
courts and before public opinion. Is not it the case that 
when the strike was called the men were bound to give a 
week's notice to leave their work and that, in leaving their 
work without giving any notice and without any quarrel with 
their employer, are we not bound to say that they were 
wrong? The way in which the country came through the 
strike has been the admiration of -all other nations who were 
looking on, for the orderliness and, except in a few exceptional 
cases, for the absence of crime or violence. Foreigners speak 
of it with the greatest admiration. The whole British people, 
including both the Government and the Trades Union Council 
themselves, who did their utmost to make the strike an 
orderly one, deserve a share in the credit. 

What of the Future ? 

When the mining crisis is over and the general strike behind 
us" what is the moral of it all? It will have done the country 
immense harm, but, if it has' the effect of impressing upon 
the country the moral, then the advantage in the long run 
may be greater than the injury. The moral is that, if this 
country is to recover, the relations between employers and 
labour must be changed. We need every quality we have in 
industry to recover from the effects of the war and to regain 
our position in face of the existing competition in the world. 
There are three qualities which we need and which we must 
use to their fullest extent. Without anyone of them we 
shall not survive. One of them is skill-the energy. the. 
enterprise, and the experience of the employers, of the grwt 
captains of industry in private enterprise. Another is the' 
efficiency of the British worker; and the third is good will 
between the two. That is the one which is lacking, and it 
is worth while considering why it is lacking. 

• The Origins of Industrial Trouble. 

You have to go back to find the reason of that in to the last 
century. Do not look for the real root of it in the present 
disputes. They are the outcome of something of which the 
roots are to be found in the time when the prosperity of 
this country was increasing by leaps and bounds in the 
Victorian age. It was then that employers failed to recognise 
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that, in the long run, a partnership with labour was necessary. 
The wages were kept down by lowering the piece rates, so 
that, while industry prospered and works grew, and fortunes 
were made, the individual working men re)Dained with long 
hours and low wages. That is where the root of the trouble 
lies. Then there grew up gradually the trade union move
ment, to prevent the working men being exploited and to 
enable them to get a fair share of what they produced. 

Between the employers and the trade unions there grew up 
a defensive attitude against each other-sometimes an 
offensive attitude. It came about because each concentrated 
on part of the truth, but neither saw the whole truth. The 
employers, the shareholders, said that their factory, works, 
or mine would not have been in existence or in operation at 
all without their capital, and that the very wages on which 
the men started were paid out of capital and not out of 
profits. That was true, but it ignored another truth. The 
workman got hold of the other truth, which was that, without 
the skilled and efficient work of labour, that factory or those 
works or that mine would not have functioned at all; and 
they concentrated on that point until they said, " As the 
works will not function without labour, what is the use of 
the capitalist or the employer?" Each was concentrating 
on something which was true and ignoring something else 
which was true; and the result was that neither employers 
nor organized labour grasped the whole truth, which was 
that each of them was essential to the other. 

Complete Partnership necessary. 

> How can we get on to that better ground? There is only 
ontJ way that I can see which will really produce good will 
"between employer and employed, "and that is complete 
partnership in industry. That does not mean mere profit
sharing. Profit-sharing, by itself, will always be looked upon 
as a sort of bonus or bribe to keep labour quiet. It will not 
give that sense of partnership which can oply be given by 
sharing in the management. That is what real partnership 
means. But one recognises that there are difficulties and 
that the difficulties are very great. If you put that point 
to the employer he will say, first, that his management will 
be impaired, by being made more cumbrous, by admitting 
representatives of the men and consulting them about the 
management of the works. That is true. The more com
plicated and the more cumbrous you make the management, 
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the more difficult you make it; but there is a complete 
answer to that. It is that practical, efficient management 
is no use if it is sterilized by the obstruction of labour; and 
the advantage tbat you could get if you could obtain the 
good will of labour by associating them with the management 
would far and away overbalance and outweigh any difficulty 
which might arise from making the management rather 
more slow. 

The second difficulty would be that the present representa
tives of the men, if on the management, would be apt to take 
short-sighted and extravagant views. They might be 
anxious in a good year to divide everything up to the hilt or 
to get the utmost for labour, at the expense of the business 
in the long run. That is a real difficulty and a real ri~k, and 
all I can say about it is that if the point of view of labour 
was changed you would find that that difficulty would dis
appear. The third difficulty is that the trade unions them
selves are not at all responsive to any such suggestion 
of partnership. There, again, you will not get on until the 
point of view is changed. Your real difficulty about partner
ship is that, until you have a real working partnership between 
employer and organized labour, you will not have good will ; 
and until you have good will, partnership will not work. 
That is a very serious dilemma. 

A Changed Point of View. 

It is essential, before you can make progress, that the 
points of view, both of employers and of organized labour, 
must be shifted. It is an exceedingly difficult thing to shifl; 
the point of view of large masses of men. You cannot <k. it 
by speeches, but it can be done when there is some greaf 
catastrophe or some great upheaval; and the point in my 
mind to-day is whether the upheaval of the general strike 
has been a sufficient lever to turn men's minds in the direction 
of a real alteration in the relations between capital and 
labour. We cannot yet tell, but it seems to me that the 
general strike may have been a great opportunity. Now that 
the general strike has failed and if, as we hope, in time the 
mining strike is got over by a reasonable settlement, then. 
on the employers' side, there must be no thought in their 
minds that because the general strike failed, now is the time 
to smash trade unionism. That only means further indu,trial 
war. That is the blindest road men can travel. 
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On the side of organized labour there must be a changed 
point of view too. Their point of view should no longer be 
that the employers and private enterprise are to be eliminated. 
Their point of view should be shifted towards the ideal of 
clHlperation. The substitution of the State for private 
enterprise is not going to save our industries. State manage
ment means more costly, more languid, and less efficient 
management, and, in the present fierce competition in the 
world. our industries cannot stand that. It is ClHlperation 
that is essential. The first responsibility is with employers 
to show that they have really learnt their lesson, and that 
their minds are open to-day as they have not yet been open, 
and then it is up to organized labour to respond. 

A Better Road. 

We were all of us, in the general strike, led to the brink of a 
precipice. The whole community and organized labour 
itself did not want to go down that precipice. The response 
of the community to the general strike and the calling off of 
the general strike - which, I am sure, required some courage 
on the part of the leaders-meant simply that we had all 
looked over the edge of that precipice and decided not to go 
down it. Now that we have looked over into the abyss, is 
not it time that Labour and every section of the community 
looked at each other and said, "How did we get here into 
this dangerous position? We must have travelled a bad 
road. Do not let us go on that road any more. Let us find 
a better road, which will not lead us to a precipice "? That 
needs great statesmanship; not merely statesmanship in 
Parliament, but statesmanship in industry. You have in 
tde pnks of the employers in this country some of the ablest 
'\len in the nation, and so you have in the ranks of the trade 
union leaders. Is there, in all this ability on the side of the 
employers and of organized labour, something which you can 
call real statesmanship? If there is, then we may get through 
that alteration of relations between employers and employed 
which will solve our labour difficulties, save the industries of 
the country, and make us once more a prosperous, a happier, 
and a more contented nation than we have ever been. 

________________________ '·'''-<,i:., .... 
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FOREWORD 
-BY THE -

Rt. Hon. J. H. THOMAS, M.P. 

At a time when there is an increasing number 
of people associated with all the political parties 
taking a deeper interest in Empire Affairs, my 

friend Wedgwood is rendering a real public service 
in publishing a clear and authoritative statement 
of the facts of Local Rating throughout the Empire. 

In public life nothing is more dangerous than ignor

ance, but thanks to the work of Mr. Wedgwood 
those concerned with questions of Local Taxation 
in the Empire now have the facts readily a~a'fl
able and will be able to form an accurate opini6n 
on the subject. Having regard to the valuable 
information it contains I hope that this little 
booklet will be widely read. 

J. H. THOMAS. 



Local Taxation in the Empire. 

M ETHODS of raising local taxation have not ·yet been . 
determined in many Crown Colonies where local adminis
tration is just developing. There is no common practice 

within the Empire, nil text book and little gnidance from the 
Colonial Office. Almost everywhere the way to raise local revenues 
has just happened; the powers conferred on local authorities 
have been accidental; the very names of the areas endowed 
with poweIS and condemned to raise money illustrate in their 
variety the wealth of the English language. * 

We are an Empire of Democracy-teaching the junioIS how 
to govern themselves and become partneIS. The practice of self
government begins easiest at the bottom; indeed, unless it 
begins at the bottom~ it is apt to lack foundation. Yet we take 
no trouble to see the foundation well laid, nor to establish rules 
for the foundation. 

What actually happens is something like this. The Governor 
of Nigeria, or Ceylon, or Palestine, finds the streets of his capital 
uncivilised in the matter of offal or taxi-cabs. He speaks seriously 
to the District Commissioner in charge, and says, .. This is getting 
too much of a good thing; we had better set up a Municipality 
to keep the place clean." They see Sir John Jones, the Attorney
General, and ask him to draft an Ordinance. Sir John Jones does 
his best-he perhaps remembers what they did in Jamaica when 
he was there-he knows something about law and something 
about drafting, but he knows as little as the Governor about 
Local Government. The Ordinance is drafted, approved by the 
Executive who probably do not read it, and sent home to the 
Colonial Office. Unless anything in the Ordinance is strikingly 
unusual, the Colonial Office trusts the .. man on the spot," assumes 
that the pecnliarities are due to special local conditions, and the 
Ordinance is promulgated and becomes law. Henceforth Lagos, 
or Singapore, or Jerusalem has a Municipality with poweIS, such 
as &e. Attorney-General happened to think of, with electorates 
whi&h iliffer all over the map with as much variety as in the pre
Reform Boroughs, raising money anyhow so long as there is no 
call npon the Colonial Exchequer for a subvention. These Ordi
nances are a perfect example of the manner in which the British 
Empire and the British Constitution grew up by luck. 

The Local Authority's poWeIS of control quite properly vary. 
The most elementary form gives the Local Authority power to 
empty refuse or night-soil bins· at a fixed charge. The most 
extensive confer almost a regality-police, education, sanitation, 
municipal trading, banking, housing, roads, slaughter and wash- . 
houses, baths, parks and playgrounds, allotments, small-
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holdings, transport regulation, etc., etc. In America the Judges of • 
first instance are in many cases the servants of the Local 
Authority. The decentralisation, the Local Authority's power 
of control, is greatest in American cities. British cities come 
next, with their control over their police and education and loans, 
sometimes even of banking. The cities of the Dominions do not 
generally control or pay for justice, police nor education. Shires, 
Counties or Divisions come far behind, and Districts, Parishes, 
Villages or Road Boards have still smaller powers. 

It is curious that, as an instance of the haphaiard nature of 
the growth of Local Government in the Anglo-Saxon world, the 
.. Township" of Tel Aviv in Palestine, with 43,000 inhabitants, 
has the greatest powers of any city in the British Empire. It has 
all the powers· of Manchester Corporation and can, in addition, 
raise the local revenues as the Council pleases. It is, or was, 
a sort of independent republic. Tel Aviv is in fact enjoying the 
best of both worlds. Anglo-Saxon local government has developed 
one set of features, while German and Continental local govern
ment has developed others. Tel Aviv, at the cross roads, has 
adopted both. 

. So far as their many-sided activities are concerned, Local 
Authorities on the Continent do not differ very greatly from those 
in the Anglo-Saxon world. The head of the city is more generally 
paid, is more often a specialist, and more often permanent. Police 
and education are more generally controlled by the central 
government, but not markedly so. The power to borrow is !Ilightly 
more restrained. It is the power to raise revenue for the various 
regular services which is so strikingly different on the Continent. 
In Europe the Local Authorities raise what we call "rates" in 
a dozen different ways which they can often vary. at pleasure 
from year to year. Instead of " striking a Rate " they introduce 
an annual Budget. They can raise the money by an octroi on 
imported goods, by turnover taxes on shopkeepers, by a window 
tax, by a local income tax, by licences to trade, by professional 
taxes, by taxes on animals, or fees, by taxes on undevelqped 
building land, by increment taxes on land sales, by taxeseon all 
land value, or, finally, by a general tax on fixed property. <No 
Local Authority possesses quite all these powers to tax--il11 vary, 
but some selection of these local taxes is to be found everywhere 
from Madrid to Moscow. Denmark alone, so far as I know, 
specialises in taxes upon all land value in urban and rural areas. 

While Continental practice gives us this amazing variety, the 
Anglo-Saxon world plods along the old-established groove- From 
the time of good Queen Bess, all English Local Authorities have 

_" struck rates" assessed npon the value of real property, and 
they have levied the " rate .. upon the occupier of that property. 
The value of the real property always used to be measured by 
what that property would let for by the year in its then conditiolL 

. The "Annual Value" of the property O'rUpied became the 
standard by which the contribution of the c:tizen was measured. 

:.If expenses went up, then a higher "rate," more shillings and 



pence in the pound, had to be strock; there was no other way. 
Scotland has some slight variations, such as levying the" rate .. 
sometimes upon owners as well as upon occupiers. Even we in 
England have found it desirable to make some modifications,· 
in response generally to the pressure of "interests." But our 
system of levying a " rate" upon real estate remains our system 
and has spread wherever.the Anglo-Saxon spreads. It seems to 
us the natural ~ay for local taxation. 

The younger Anglo-Saxons "have varied our ideas. of the 
" value" of real estate. In the United States the value of real 
estate is taken to be, not its annual rentable value in its present 
condition, b"t what the real estate would sell for on the open 
market. They have long replaced" Annual Value" by " Capital 
Value" as the standard of measurement. In the cities they value 
" Land" and "Improvements" separately, add the two and 
rate the total. In Pennsylvania· they go a step further, for only 
one-half the value of the " Improvements" is reckoned in the 
total capital value. This is the so-called" Pittsburg plan." And 
in New York, to encourage the building of new houses, they have 
exempted from the total for a period of years all the value of such 
.. Improvements." 

No doubt the Americans originally adopted" Capital Value" 
in lieu of " Annual " because it was easier to estimate in a new 
country, free from" covenants" and "chief rents" and "ter
minable leases" and "ancient lights" and mixed ownership. 
But the younger Dominions took the matter a stage further, 
and for economic reasons. . 

" Capital Value" is a wiser basis for taxation than " Annl,lal 
Value," not merely more easy to arrive at. For unbuilt-on 
suburban land, thongh it has a negligible :' Annual Value," has 
a comparatively high "Capital Value." This high "Capital 
Value" is being maintained and increased by the wise expenditure 
of the Local Authority, and constitutes .a just source of revenue 
w4ich cannot be made to contribute by rating upon .. Annual 
Valu.... The levying of local taxation upon such land prevents 
th10 owner from holding such land out of the market, and induces 
him to sell it at a lower price to those who wish to build. 

This economic argument in favour of the "Capital Value" 
basis drove the younger Dominions on to the next stage. If a 
"Capital Value" basis was better than an "Annual Value ,. 
basis, then a .. Land Value" basis was best of all. That would 
make land wanted for building (and all land) cheaper still, still 
more accessible to labour; and as all Land Value is the creation 
of the community, what could be juster than to base taxation 
on that value, and so recover for the Local Authority a larger 
part of the value they had created. The Dominions therefore 
felt out towards .. Land Value" as a possible improvement upon 
.. Capital Value." It made land cheaper, and it exempted from 
taxation those improvements which a new country so longs tq 



Just at the "time when Australia was beginning to look for 
sources of revenue for local government, Henry George passed 
through the country preaching his gospel. His disciples, such as 

. Max Hirsch, saw to it that when the basis for local taxation had 
to be determined, .. Land Value" appeared on the scene beside 
.. Capital Value" and" Annual Value." 

What Australia and New Zealand started, the other Dominions 
have followed up-Canada before the war, Soutl# Africa (formerly 
on .. Capital Value ") after theowar; then Rhodesia; last of all, 
the Colonial Office under a Conservative Government began in 
a tentative way with Fiji and Kenya. Perhaps it wonld be more 
correct to say that in both these last cases, somebodY on the spot 
recommended that rates shonld be levied on Land Values alone, 
and the Colonial Office made no comment. 

Determined opposition to such a change must always come 
from the landowners, for 'the imposition of a .. Land .Value" 
rate or tax, or even the change from" CaPital Value" to .. Land 
Value," must inevitably increase the supply of land avatlable for 
use and make all thetr land cheaper, less valuable to the owner. 
This opposition has prevented any change in Great Britain, 
where property owners are numerous and such mysteries as 
valuations, assessments and rates beyond the comprehension of 
the man in the street. Where a State Valuation, showing Land and 
Improvements separately, is available, as in Australia or Canada
where comparisons can be made of what each voter pays or will 
pay under .. Capital Value" and .. Land Value," as in South 
Africa and New Zealand, there opposition can be overcome. It 
is not always the ultimate economic benefit, but the intmedtate 
evident cash bent'fit that convinces the electors of the wisdom of 
t1ie change. Yet even in New Zealand and South Africa the 
battle has not yet been won. Cape Town retain ... Capital Value" 
with the same determination as Auckland retains .. Annual." 
Month after month, year after year, new townships or shires 
fight out the fight afresh, polling the eJectors again and again 
For or Against" Land Value" rating. There is less of a stIlll'gle 
1U Australia or Canada, for such rating is compulsory in QueeolSland 
and New South Wales, and in Canada it is not the poll of <the 
ratepayers that decides-but the votes of the Councillors in Council. 

At the moment it is the turn of Palestine to decide on the 
method of raising local revenues for the municipalities (excluding 
Tel Aviv). The Municipal Ordinance of 1926 adopts .. Annual 
Value," supplemented by the Wergo Tax; but this is supposed 
to be only temporary, until the Wergo Tax has been reformed by 
a valuation of" Capital Value," when Land Value and Improve
ment Value will be available for rating, sbonld the Administration 
or perhaps the Loca1 Authorities desire to use the new valuations. 
The truth is that the Palestine Administration is balancing 
between the British Colonial system. and the Continental system 
as exemplified in Egypt, in Tel Aviv, and unfortunately in India. 

Tel Aviv, as we have seen, has powers of a continental sort, 
and can raise revenues in a ~nltitude of ways. One way is te 
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put a tax, rising to 2s. in the [, on nnbtti1t-o~ town sites-and 
2s. in the {. on the selling valtte of land is certainly more than 
the land is worth to any owner. But the Jews of Tel Aviv are 
allowed to govern themselves and tax themselves according to· 
their own sweet will; the Administration is disinterested. The 
Administration wonld not dream of using Tel Aviv as a model for 
the mixed commttnities of Jerusalem, Jaffa or I{aifa; or of 
entrusting such. powers to the purely Moslem Nablus. Egypt, 
India or England will be more natural prototypes. 

India is the solitary case of an Angio-Saxon-rttled conntry 
which has adopted the German-Continental" methods of raising 
local revenue. They attempt local taxes on property, but they 
subsist on licences, fees, octrois, terminal taxes and wheel taxes, 
even taxes on visitors from the conntry. Experienced British 
officials press for the continuance of the Octroi and such like ; 
and the reason is worth noting. They wonld naturally prefer to 
tax the .. Annual Value" of fixed property, but no valuation 
made locally can be trusted, evasion is so common, corruption 
so normal, that, so they say, taxes must be of the nature of 
personal tolls. Such tolls a primitive people can understand. Of 
course, the Indians are not so primitive as these officials wonld 
sometimes like to believe, but the same difficnlty of securing a 
just valuation was found in Australia so long as the Valuation 
was made locally. Indeed, it is our difficttlty in England, and 
the main reason of the various attempts of the present Government 
to put local valuation more nnder the control of the Income Tax 
authorities at Solllerset House. The lesson of England and of all 
our Dominions is that the State authorities should make and 
Supply the valuation if it is not to be subject to interested local 
pressnre-and that the more the valuation lists are open to the 
public inspection, the more they are likely to be accurate aad 
avoid complaints of injustice. 

How then, exactly, is local revenue raised Wlthin the British 
Empire? It is as well to have it in compendious shape, and I 
pdlpgse to go through all the scattered members and record their 
ml'thOds for comparison, even for the guidance of those shires 
and boroughs in budding lands that have yet to shonlder the 
task of managing themselves. 

GREAT BRITAIN. 
Rating is on the Annual'or letting Value of all real property

such value being dependant upon its present condition; but, 
to facilitate improvements, we exempt factory machinery and 
take into account only one-quarter of the value of glass-houses, 
farm buildings, and farm cottages of less than {.IO annual valUe. 
On the other hand, the system exempts from rating altogether 
any empty houses, idle factories and mines, and unused land 
and minerals (that being their .. present condition ");" the 
pressure of the agricttltural interests has also induced Parliament 
to exempt three-quarters of the annual valne "of farm lands, 
whether cnltivated or not. 
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NEW ZEALAND. 
One takes New Zealand next, as the pioneer in the modification 

of the English method. They still strike Rates on real property, 
'but the basis of assessment is changed. Their separate valuation 
of the se11iug (or capital) value of land and improvements began 
with the Land Tax Act of 1878. Having this valuation of the land 
ready to hand, they passed the Rating on Unimproved Value 
Act of 1896. The normal system of rating was, till then, the 
English system on Annual Value. The 1896 Act allowed a poll of 
the ratepayers to be taken to decide whether they should ra~ 
instead on Land Value (Unimproved Value). A poll to rescind, 
or a fresh attempt, may be made after a lapse of three years. 
Before 1911, this Act applied ouly to the general Rate-water, 
gas, electric light, sewage, hospital and charitable aid Rates were 
still to be based on Annnal Value or upon Capital Value. After 
1911 the law required all these Rates to change their basis with 
the General Rate. if the poll were successful; but, as the Act of 
1911 was not retrospective, fresh polls have to be held for the 
minor Rates wherever the original change to Land Value Rating 
wa. made before 1911 •. 

Since f896, 220 polls have been held to secure Land Value 
Rating, and of these polls 171 have been carried and 49 have 
failed. A further 19 polls have been held to rescind the Land 
Value system, and of these five have succeeded, and 14 failed. 
Auckland rejected Land Values in 1901 by a two to one vote; 
four months later Wellington carried it by two to one; Christ
church voted Land Values in 1902. The Counties came later
Southland in 1902, Whangarei, 1914, Featherstone at a second 
fight in 1915, Taranaki 1920, Bay' of Islands 1920, Otamatea 1922, 
Marlborough 1925. In Hastings Borough it was twice rejected, 
carried in 1909, and exteuded to all rates in 1913. Now, 51 out 
of 123 Counties, 74 out of 118 Boroughs, and 17 out of 31 indepen
dent Town Districts have got on to the Land Value basis, and half
a-do~n fresh polls take place each year. Wellington has just 
(April 1927) defeated a rescission and carried an extension tooall 
Rates by a two to one majority. Fifty-four per cent. 0' the 
population of New Zealand is now rated on Land Values. • 

Wherever the Land Value basis has not yet been adopted, the 
Local Authority itself is able to choose whether to rate on Annual 
Value or on Capital Value. Twenty~~en Boroughs are on Annual, 
and 18 Boroughs are on Capital Value. All the Counties which are 
not on Land Value are on the Capital Value basis, which explains 
the slower progress made in the Counties, since the change from 
Capital to Land Value in rural areas is less markedly beneficial. 

The actual Land Value Rate levied varies, from 2d. in the l, 
up to Is. Id. in the l, :where all communal services are measured 
by the standard of land value. The Valuation Roll itself is fairly 
accurate, being supplied to the Local Authorities (on payment) 
~y; the. Chief V alu~, a State official. and revision is supposed to 



The unique land value statistics from New Zealand enable 
one to trace a growth of land value from 62 mi1Iion pounds in 
1878 to 339 mi1Iions in 1925. The growth of land value goes on 
steadily at the rate of about 20 mi1Iions a year; and the ratio 
of Improvemeut Value to Land Value has gradnally risen from 
about 60 : 100 to 73: 100. The Land Value per head of population 
has grown in the same time from £129 per head to £241 per head 
Of the 339 mi1Iions of total land value of New Zealand, 232 
mi1Iions are to be found in the Counties and 107 in the Boroughs 
and independant Town Districts. 

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. 
New South WaIes. 

This State is mostly incorporated into Municipalities and 
Shires. AU these Loca1 Authorities are compelled by law to levy 
all their General Rates upon Land Values. Where Special, Local 
or Loan Rates are raised, the Council concerned can levy the Rate 
on Capital Value or on Land Value as they choose. A poll of the 
ratepayers may be demanded as in New Zealand, but such poll 
is rarely demanded as rating on Land Value is almost universal. 
In 505 cases, the Special Rates are on Land Value, and only in 
24 cases on Capital Value. But in Sydney and NewCast1e, Water 
and Sewerage Boards do still levy their Rates upon Annual Value, 
though they have the power to change to Land Value. There is 
no power yet to hold a poll in this case. 

In the Shires the maximum Rate that may be levied is 2d. in 
the £ for the General Rate. The Governor may, however, and 
often does, extend this limit, which applies in any case only to 
the General Rate. Seventeen Shires exceed the limit, and levy 
2!d. to 3d. in the £. The rate on ungotten minerals in private 
hands may not exceed 3d. in the £. 

The Valuation of Land Act of 1916 reqnires the State to make 
valuations which are supplied to the local authorities. This 
valuation shows Land Value, Capital Value and Annual Value, 
"8ufOit should be noted that the Annual Value of land, where there 
Ire no improvements, is held to be not less than 5% of the Land 
Value. The Valuation is not open to the public, but anyone 
desiring to know the value of a property can get the information 
on payment of 2/6. There is nO State Land Value tax except 
upon the unincorporated parts of the State, which have not yet 
been- divided into Shires, where, of course, the rating on Land 
Values would be in force. 

In Sydney and suburbs the actual rate levied varies 'from 3!d. 
to 6d. in the £. In Newcastle it is 4<1., in Wagga lid., and in 
Orange 17 d. Eight sample shires give rates varying from 1!d. to 
3d. None of these local authorities pay for police or education. 
The sum total of local Rates raised in N.S. W. is £7,260,009 a 
year, i.e. an average rate of6·7d. in the £ on land value. Land 
Value per head of the popnlation works out at £112 for Sydney 
and suburbs, £65 for other Municipalities and £210 for the Shires: 



Where land is let on long lease, the lessee pays the rate, but 
he can apply under the Act of 1902 for an adjustment to deter
mine the interest of the superior and any mesne lessee in the land, 
and then he can recover from them their share. In practice the 
lessee by the terms of his agreement usually pays the whole, and 
where the lease is a long one he is considered to be the owner ; 
but the law on the matter needs elucidation. 

. One-third of the cost of the new Sydney Harbour bridge, a 
State enterprise, is to be met by a rate of id. in the £ on the land 
of Sydney and the northern suburbs, as the owners of such land 
will specially benefit by the construction. 

YictoriL 
Victoria is all divided into municipalities and shires. There 

is a State Land Value tax of id. in the £. The normal method of 
rating is on Annual Value, but under the Rating of Unimproved 
Land Values Acts of 1914-9, any Council may adopt the Land 
Values basis, or the ratepayers may demand a poll on the question. 
The Valuations show Land Value, Capital Value and Annual 
Value, and are made by the valuers of the Local Authority; the 
roll is, practically, open to the public. The law applies equally 
to urban and rural authorities. There are limits set to the Land 
Value Rate that may be struck; the proceeds must not exceed 
the amount that would be raised by a rate on the Annual Value 
of the locality of 3s. in the £. To check this, Annnal as well as 
Land and Improvement Values have to be continually recorded 
in the roll. 

Councils have in nearly all cases preferred to wait for a demand 
from, and poll of, the ratepayE'rs. In the four years since the Act 
was passed II municipalities and three shires have adopted the 
new method. Two polls have been held to reverse the adoption 
and have both been defeated. The suburbs of Melbourne have 
" gone Land Values," but not yet Melbourne itself; . and the rate 
struck varies from ltd. in the shire of Rosedale, to 7d. in the 
.. city" of Brunswick. Of these 14 Land Value Local Authorities, 
the popUlation is 286,000 and the land value £25,000,000, or £8~ 
per head. • 

~he Act makes owners responsible for payment of the Rate ~ 
but In the case of long leases, there i, generally a 'c1ause inserted 
which provides for lessees paying the Rates to the owners. This 
is left to the .. free " bargaining of owners and lessees. 

Queensland. 
Queensland, before all other parts of the Empire, changed on 

to a Land· Val~e basis. All the State i. incorporated into Cities, 
Towns and S~es. In 1890 the Coalition Government (Liberal 
and Conservauv<:l, under the direction of Sir S. W. Griffith, 
passed the Valuation and Rating Act, which made rating on Land 
Values compulsory thronghout Queensland. All Rates are now 
£0 levied; in Brisbane they amount to IOd. in the £ for the 
General Rate, 4d. Water Rate and 5d. Sewerage Rate-19d. in the 
!. alto~. The valnations are made loCallv. and they are not 



open tQ the public, which causes considerable undervaluation and 
inequality between different areas. Improvements are not 
assessed or valued at all. Recently, land used for agriculture 
within the area of Greater Bnsbane has been charged at a lower 
rate. 

Mr. Hardacre, the Judge of the Land Court, tells me that 
the main disadvantages of the Queensland system are lack of a 
centralised valuation, the absence of the check given by publicity 
for valuation, and the partial exemption of agricultural land in 
Brisbane which leads to the holding up of such land for speculation. 
The ouly opposition in 37 years has been an effort by the Brisbane 
Water and Stwerage Board to revert to Annual Value for their 
rates. This was vetoed by the Labour Government last year. 

In every case the owner is liable for the rate, which is a first 
charge upon the land. Even in the case of long leases, the owner 
pays unless there is a stipulation to the cpntrary in the lease. 

In addition to these local Rates, the State levies considerable 
taxes on Land Values. The Labour Government in 1915 levied 
a graduated tax running from Id. in the {" on real estate whose 
land value exceeded {,200, up to 6d. in the {, on estates the land 
land value of which exceeded {,IO,OOO. They also levy an 
Undeveloped Land Tax of 2d. in the {, on .. Any land upon which 
there are not improvements equal to one-fourth of the value of 
the land." And, finally, the State Income Tax includes as 
.. profits" any increase in the price for which land is sold over 
and above that price at which it was bought. The graduated 
Commonwealth Land Tax is over and above all this. 

Under these circumstances, there is naturally much land in 
Queensland still in public ownership. Such land IS leased on long 
temlS at reviseable rents, which are supposed to and do represent 
the full land value. These lessees naturally pay no State Land 
Taxes because they pay the whole land value as rent. . 

The 36 cities and towns, with 365,000 inhabitants, have 
pIjvate land value {,57 per head; and the 135 shires, with 460,000 
inhawitants, have land value {,112 per head. If the Rates and 
Taxes paid by the owners of this land be capitalised and added 
to these land values, it will be seen that land value is high in 
Queensland. It is high because no improvements to be put upon 
the land are liable to taxation at all. Private land values are 
naturally low. 

South Australia. 
Only a f mall portion .of this State is incorporated into 

Municipal and District Councils. By the District Councils' Act 
of 1914, the Valuation, made locally, and open to the Public, is 
of .. Annual Value." But the Annual Value may be either .. full 
rental value" or five per cent. of the Capital Value, and in the 
case of unimproved land must be taken as five per cent". of the 
land value. O The rate struck must not exceed 2/- in the {, on the 
Annual (that is. 1·2d. in the £ on Capital) Value. The occupier pays 



in December, 1926, the Labour Government amended tPis Act, 
and have given to the District Councils the saIJ1e option of rating 
npon Land Valnes, after a poll oi the ratepayers, as is possessed 
by the Municipalities. 

The Municipal Corporations Act of 1923 gives an option to 
the Council and the ratepayers. They may levy on Annual 
Value-the same sort of" Annual Value" as in the Districts~r, 
if the Council so decides, and after a poll of the ratepayers, upon 
Land Values. The ratepayers vote" For" or .. Against" .. taxing 
Land Values only," and if the poll be carried, all Rates, special 
and general, are to be based upon Land Values until a reverse 
poll is carried. At the reverse poll only owners vote; yet only 
two reverse polls have been held, and in both cases Land Value 
rating was retained: the chief difficulty is not the poll, but the 
favourable decision of the Council to hold the poll.· 

There are varying limits set to the amount in the £ that can 
be levied-up to 15d. in towns, and up to 51d. in Districts. It 
appears that, if Annual Value is retained, the occupier is liable 
for the rates; if Land Value is adopted, the OWner pays, but he 
has the right to recover from the occupier if he is entitled to do 
so by his contract: The Valuation of Annual Value is made 
locally, but the Valuation of Land Values is supplied on a small 
payment by the State Commissioner of Taxes before the poll is 
taken, for there is a State Land Tax of ld. in the £. 

There are 154 District Councils and 37 Municipalities, and of 
the latter, sixteen have already gone " land values," but not the 
capital city of Adelaide. 

Tasmania. 
This State consists of Hobart, Launceston, and 47 Country 

.. Municipalities." All rate solely upon Annual Value, without 
the option; but all have the advantage of having Annual Value, 
Capital Value, and Land Value set down against each property 
in the Valuation Roll. The Land Valne per head is £78 in the 
towns and £118 in the Country. • 

• Western Australia. 
In order to complete the kaleidiscope, Western Australia 

reverses the obvious. The whole State is divided into 21 Muni
cipalities and 123 Road Districts. Road Distri~ have an option; 
the Municipalities have none. A curious result of this difference 
is that several Municipalities have relinquished their Municipal 
Charters and been converted into Road Districts in order to 
exercise the option of voting Land Values. 

By the Road District Act of 1919 (as amended in 1923), rating 
is on Land Value, or, at the option of the Council, and with the 

• Bc!Ioft a poD at ratep&Jfft in &117 bsUt,. e&D be taken. ODe moatb". aotIt.e mall be GYm bY' 
advertaement ID &be ,-~ ,. and two DeWllaper- drcuJaU ... In t.be DlJcrict. aDd by • printed 
placard poated oul8lde the Town Clezk'. otnoe. Purtber:m0f'!." taJtatln ~t. muM be PftPIlI't'Cl 
JbcnriDa' the amount. of rala paid by -.ch du.n at the Ume 01 takiItIr the POll. and ..., &be amount. 
I!IoCb would be csUed. UJ)(JI1I to ~J It laud fthae8 ~t were in opaatloo. TbJI ~I 1lI_ 
be aY&il&ble tor public lD&pectkm Z1 cia,. bd(ft the takiq' 01 the poll. ShoaId 1M du.. dedde 10 
adopt &be prlDdple 01 land ntues raUDI. &he CoaocU muR peUUoa the ~.1D-OJaDdI. UrIdIII 
tbal dale knID be DI1JICIa,imed IIDIier &he 1AD4 Va&ae ~ PIiDd»Ie. 



Governor's consent, on Annual Value.- But the Annual Value 
of a property must net be less than four per cent. of the Capital 
Value of improved property, .or less than five per cent. of the 
Land Value of unimproved property. This makes it really a 
.. Capital Value" alternative; but railways and public utilities 
are rated on Annual Value. The valuations are generally supplied 
by the Land Valuation Department, and are open to the public. 
The General Rate must not exceed 3d. in the £ on land value, 
but loan rates are extra, and may be specialised on. selected 
localities which benefit from a loan. All Road Districts rate on 
Land Value. 

By the :Municipal Corporations Act of 1906 (as amended in 
1919) rates are levied on an Annual Value, which again is, in 
effect, a Capital Value. The Annual Value of improved property 
is to be not less than four per cent. of the Capital Value; and 
the Annual Value of unimproved property nor less than 7i per 
cent. of the Land Value. All machinery is specifically exempt, 
and public utilities pay from 1 t to 3 per cent. of their gross 
earnings. The General Rate limit is 2/6 in the £, i.e., lid. in the 
£ on the Capital Value. The occupier is liable for the rates, but 
in this case it is he who can recover from tke owner. 

There is also a State Land Tax, without any exemptions, of 
2d. in the £. The 195,000 inhabitants of the Road Districts 
represent a Land Value of £95 per head. 

The COmmonwealth. 
By the Rates Ordinance of 1926 all rates in the Commonwealth 

Territory of Canberra are to be levied solely upon Land Value 
and to be paid by the owner without right of recovery from the 
occupier. Here, as generally elsewhere throughout Australia, 
if the rates are not paid, after from three to five years, the land 
may be leased by the Authority; after from three to 10 years, it 
may be sold with an option of recovery; after a further period 
the land reverts to or becomes vested in the Authority. . 

• UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA • 
• While the Transvaal and the Orange Free State were governed 

by Lord Milner, the Local Authorities Rating Ordinance of 1903 
was enacted; thenceforth, throughout the Transvaal and Orange 
Free State the valuation roll of private property in all townships 
stated Land Value and Improvement Value separately. This 
commencement must be put down to Lord Milner's personal wish, 
inspired by his friend Theodore Llewellyn Davies at the B,itish 
Treasury. Rates were to be levied on Capital Value-land and 
improvements together. It was not till 1916 that Local Authorities 
in the Transvaal were given the power to levy lower rates upon 
improvements than upon land. Johannesburg, in 1917, followed 
by all the other Rand townships and then by Pretoria last year, 
removed all rates from improvements and concentrated upon 
Land Value. The minor towns still levy some small rate upon 

• Previous to 1010 the option ...... the other wa,. on, but bJ' 1010 all Bold Dlstrtcta bad OPte4 
tar IADd Value ... hlcll WIUJ then therercne made oompUl8or7. 



improvements. Ermelo, for instance, has Id. on improvements 
and 4d. on Land Value. In Johannesburg it is 61d.-and in 
Pretoria, lOd. in the f.~n Land Value alone. 

The Cape Province followed in 1912 with a Municipal Ordinance 
which required Land and Improvements to be stated separately 
in the Valuation, though rates were to be levied on the Capital 
Value of the combined totals. In 1918 they again followed 
the Transvaal in allowing the Town Councils to charge Rates 
wholly or partly on a land value basis, but any change must be 
initiated by the Council and also approved by a poll of the rate
payers. With the exception of East London, where, as the result 
of three contested polls, all rates-2s. in the f.-were put on to 
Land Values in 1926, the Cape Province has continued since 
1912 to rate ouly upon Capital Value. Cape Town levies 4·6d. in 
the f.. Port Elizabeth, 4!d. 

Outy in the Cape Province do rural Local Authorities exist; 
they are called Divisional Councils. Their reveuues are raised by 
a tax of 1 id. in the f. upon a strange hybrid Land Value-ld. in 
the f. going to the Divisional Council and id. to the Provincial 
revenue. The Valuation has three columns, showing Land Value, 
improvements and betteficial improvements. Land Value and 
improvements (i.e., dwelling houses) are taxed on Capital Value; 
but beneficial improvements-meaning improvements made by 
the farmelS in the way of ferti1isers, farm buildings, fences, silo, 
drainage-are exempt. Thirty millions out of ninety millions 
are so exempted. Nowhere in South Africa are rates levied upon 
Annual Value as in England .. 

Natal followed the Transvaal· model, and Durban, by the 
decision of the City Council levies 6d. on land and 3d. on improve
ments. The O.F.S. followed the Cape model by Ordinance 12 
of 1920, and polls have recently unrated improvements altogether 
at Petrus Steyn, while at Kroonstad, they have im~ 8d. on 
Land Value and Id. on improvements; many of the towns raise 
less from improvements than from land. Bloemfontein is stili 
on the whole Capital Value, 4!d in the f.. • 

The Cape Province has a Director of Valuations, and the ro\! • 
is supplied to the Local Authorities. In the other Provinces the 
Valuations are made locally. I made the first Valuation for 
Ermelo in 1903; it was published in the local paper which I 
owned, and a few complaints were made, fruitlessly, that I had 
undervalued properties. It .hould be noted that, when a Valuation 
is public, o:wners, all contemplating sale or mortgage, like to 
see their property stand high. 

Taking the towns all over South Africa, land value works out at 
ouly f.42 pee head of population. This is low, and is accounted 
for partly because the total town population is 33 per cent. native, 
and partly because most South African towns are surrounded by 
thousands of acres of Town Lands, used for common grazing, ere. 

. Such lands are never valued nor rated. In Durban, where there 
are no Town !;ands, Land Value is f.8O per head; in Ermelo, 
where they are immense, private Land Value is shown only {71 
___ 1.. __ ..:1 



Southern Rhodesia. 
By the Municipal Law of 1914, the Town Councils are given 

power to levy rates on Capital Value, or on Land Value, or to 
partially exempt impr6vements. The Valuation, which has to be 
revised every five years, shows land and improvetD.E:nts in parallel 
columns, and is made by the State. Polls are not provided for, 
but every Municipality in Southern Rhodesia has relieved 
improvements to some extent. Salisbury, Bulawayo, Umtali 
and Gwelo, all raise 4d. on Land Value and from id. to lid. on 
improvements. 

Rural Local Authoritie3, called Road Councils, exist In 
Rhodesta, and by the Road Councils Ordinance of 1921, they are 
given the power to rate, only upon Capital Value, up to lid. in 
the {,. A separate valuation of land and improvements is not 
provided for in the Ordinance. 

Northern Rhodesia. 
In this Crown Colony, the capital, Livingstone, is governed 

under the Village Management Proclamation of 1911. The 
administrator may" make" .. alter" or .. annul .. rates. But he 
is guided thu,-" he may require reasonable payment from those 
inhabitants of the area who may enjoy more largely than others 
any privilege or right therein .. --<L beautiful definition of Land 
Value Rating. 

DOMINION OF CANADA. 
Marked features of Canadian Local Government are (1) the 

influence of the United States upon the methods of control and 
taxation, and (2) the influence of old English upon the nomen
clature. We find property assessed on Capital Value as in the 
United States, often including personal property; the same 
under-assessment of real estate by· local assessors; the same 
treatment of the questions of police and education. Canada, a 
newer country more anxious to develop, gives rather more 
exemption from taxation to improvement.; but generally, as 
in England and the United States, the lod!. authorities" strike 
t rate." .. 

.or again, the Chairman of the Village Council is the Reeve; 
4lamlets abound; shires and parishes make familiar Ontario and 
Quebec. But throughout the West our word" County" becomes, 
for local government, a .. Rural Municipality." 

From 1906 till recently, the Prairie Provinces based their 
local taxation upon Land Value with a thoroughness worthy of 
Australia: but since the farmers have become all powerful, 
while leaving farm buildings and improvements untaxed, they 
have managed to include in rateable value a large amount of the 
the improvements made on other. people's property. • Property 
owners were made nervous by the great fall in land values that 
followed the first imposition of Land Value rating. 

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Islands. 
The Seaboard Provinces follow the American model, and levy 

all local taxation upon the, alleged, full Capital Value of land, 
improvements. Bnd oersonal prooertv. 



Quebec. 
The French Province is divided into cities, towns and 74 

county municipalities, together with four non-self-governing 
terntones. The county municipalities are divided up again into 
local muni~lpallties. 

Under the Cities and Towns Act of 1923-a gigantic Act 
of 697 clauses-the assessors are to set down both Capital Value 
(including machinery) and Annual Value of all·real ""tate. The 
Councils do not, however, strike a rate, but levy local taxes. 
They may tax owners up to 2 per cent. of the Capital Value of 
their property (or up to 1 per cent. only, in the case of land under 
cultivation); also they can levy poll taxes, taxes on stock-in
trade, taxes on trades, on banks, manufactures, professions, etc. 
A further possible tax is based upon Annual Value; they can 
levy up to 8 per cent. of this Annuar Value upon all tenants. 
All towns are divided into Wards. 

One may say that Quebec methods are an exact cross between 
Paris and New York. 

Ontario. 
There is a Provincial Land Tax Act of 1921, which levies a 

tax of 2 per cent. on the Capital Value of land and improvements 
(except machinery) throughout the Province. The organised 
areas are governed by the Con<;()lidated Municipalities Act of 
1922. Rates are levied on Capital Value (land and improvements), 
but the Councils are, or perhaps were, empowered to reduce the 
rate upon improvements should they desire to do so. Except in 
the neighbourhood of Niagara, little has been done to exempt 
improvements. 

By one clause in this Act, the compensation payable to owners 
whose land is taken for public improvements is reduced by the 
estimated benefit accruing to the owner from the improvement. 

Manitoba. 
All Rural Districts (called Municipahties) rate on Land 

Value alone; and there is a curions provision whereby a ma. 
can commute his rates by performing Statute Labour on commtfnal 
works. Otherwise the land is sold if the rate is not paid by « 
certain time. 

Under the Ass<>ssment Act of 1924, towns and cities rate OD 

the full value of land, plus two-thirds of the Capital Value of 
improvements, and also on personal property. The Capital 
Value of personal property is very difficult to estimate, and 
leads to infinite eva';on and inj1L<rtice. 

Saskatchewan. 
This Province has 80 Towns1ups, 367 Villages, 301 Rural 

.. MuniCIpalIties," and many centrally-governed Improvement 
Districts. Since 1914 the Rural Mumcipalities rate on Land 
Value; but they add 60 per cent. of the Capital value of such 
buildings as are not connected with farms and lie in the hamlets, 
as well as a floor-space tax on busine;ses. The normal rate may 



not exceed 1 per cent. (i.e., 2.M. in the D, apart from any additions 
required to pay interest on loans. School rat"" are also 'extra, 
and are levied on Land Value alone) but they may not exceed 
2 per cent. '. 

In the centrally-governed .. Improvement Districts," '~0ca1 
revenues are raised by a flat rate tax per acre on all land. 

AU cities and townS can tax on Land Value, and on improve
ments up to 60 per cent. of their value, and on businesses," on 
income, and on special franchises.. Generally they cut down the 
improvement rate below 60 per cent. Prince Albert rates"improve
ments at 45 per cent. only, Saskatoon at 35 per cent.;and Regina, 
the capital, at 30 per cent. "., 

Villages can tax on .land, on improvements, on "businesses 
and on incomes-all at the option of tp.e Councils. 

Such public services as Rural Telephones, Hospitals. and 
Municipal Insurances are paid for by special "Land Value taxes 
upon the owners in special areas .. ho benefit by the semces. 

The Wild Lands Tax is 1 per cent. ,and there is also a Pro
vincial Land Tax based on the Capital Value "of land and 
improvements, both being for provincial services. " 

Alberta. 
Alberta is divided into Towns, Villages, Rural Municipal 

Districts, and centrally-administered Improvement Districts. 
Revenue for Improvement Districts is raised by a rate of not 
more than '5 per cent. on Land Value; as in Saskatchewan, farm 
buildings and improvements are exempt; but not other buildings 

.in hamlets. " "" . 
By the Municipal Districts Act," Rural Municipalities raise 

their rates as in the Improvement Districts, but without any limit; 
and they also have an" optional businells tax of from $2.50 to 
110 per square foot of floor space. " 

• The Towns Act of 1911 and the Villages Act of 1913 levied 
rat", on Land Values only. But, by a poll of the ratepayers in 
t\1e case of villag~s, or by a vote of the Council in 1>11e case of 
towns, improvements might also be rated in whole or part. These 
Acts were altered this year (1927), and now all improvements 
are valued and rated uniformly at two-thirds of their fn11 value; 
they have also added an optional levy on personal property. 

In every case the valuatiou is made locally, except in the case 
of the r mprovement Districts; and the valuations are always 
open to the public. 

AU these Prairie Provinces levy something in the nature "of a
Provincial Wild Lands Tax (generally from ! per cent. to 2 per 
cent. of the Land Value), upon those non-resident owners whose 
land is not improved up to some easy standard. Last year these 
Wild Land Taxes brought in-Alberta $370,00, Manitoba 140,000, 
Saskatchewan 1604,000. Education is managed locally in 
Education Districts which art> not cott>rminous with th .. Rural 



Municipalities, and they either levy rates of their 'own upon Land 
Value, or else issue precepts upon the .Municipalities. Mucli of 
the police work is locally managed and paid for. 

. . British ColumbiL 
Since 1914 all Local Authorities-Cities, Towns, Villages and 

Rural Distri$~ate land at its full value and improvements at 
50 per cent. or less, at the option of the Council. Of the 63 
'! MuniCipalities," 25 rate improvements at their full 50 per cent. 
(half value), 16 rate improvements at less than 50 per cent., 
and 22 exempt improvements altogether, and rate entirely upon 
Land Value. Vancouver is at 50 per cent. (since 1919); Victoria 
at 33 per cent., and New Westminster entirely on Land Value. 

The Wild Lands Tax is here 5 per cent. 

NEWFOUNDLAND. 
By Act. XIII. of 1921 Newfow.dland levies local taxation 

upon Annual Value, only differing from England in that un
occupied houses have to pay on one third of their full value. 
But there are also special taxes upon Ground Rents, and upon 
unoccupied building land, and upon businesses. St. Johns is 
divided into Wards, and men and women over 21 have the vote. 
Special clauses in the Act provide that .. the cost of improve
ments . (roads, etc.) sJiall be assessed upon the lands directly 
benefiting therefrom, according to the frontage. thereof upon 
the streets so opened or improved or adjoining thereto 
(Clause 75)." The same principle is applied to Sewage and Water 
mains. And, again, half the cost of street widenings or street 
pa~ is to be bome by the frontage ownerS. 

THE UNITED STATES. OF AMERICA. 
Before we pass from the free Dominions it may be well to 

look at what they do in America. The United States leave all 
such matters to the State Legislatures, as in Canada. Generally, 
the State Legislatures direct that all local taxation shal1 be met 
by Rates upon the Capital Value of real estate, both in town .... d 
country. But they often levy the Rate also upon Personal Prof>erty 
in the hoUse or store-a very difficult matter to assess. • 

The Valuations of real estate are made locally, subject to a 
State Board of Equalisation. Some States separate Land and 
Improvements in their published valuations, some do not; but 
all separate the two values in their Field Books. The Munici
palities all control and pay for Police and Education; and the 
rate struck in New York is 2'87 per cent. the eqnivalent of about 
Is. in the I. on Land Val1le3. ' 

There are certain noticeable exceptions. In New York houses 
built after the war were exempted from taxation (that is to say, 
the tax is upon the Land Value alone) for a certain period of 
years, so as to encourage house building and get over the special 
shortage. In the State of Pennsylvania a special law allows the 
exemption of half of all buildings and improvements from the 
valuation, so that land is taxed at twice the rate on improve-



ments. -,l-ms appnes OnlY 'to \)Cfan:ton ana. rl'ttsDUIg. ana. IS KDOWD. 
as " the Pittsburg plan." In North Dakota, bordering on Canada, 
under laws passed in 1917 and 1919, land is assessed at its full 
value, while personal property, farm buildings and city houses 
are assessed at one half. . Under the law of 1916 the State of Mary
land gave to all towns the right to levy local taxation as they 
think fit, and a number of small towns· have partially exempted 
improvement_from taxation. The town of Capital Heights has 
exempted all improvements and taxes Land Values only. 

The radical demand in A merica is for" Home Rule in Taxa
tion," but Maryland is so far the ouly State which permits of 
such a thing. . 

CROWN COLONIES. 
For the systelll!; adopted in the various Crown Colonies the 

Colonial Office must be held responsible, but evidently, local 
officials with varying views have been given a free hand. The 
stage of civilisation and self-government which the different 
colonies have reached does not seem to have had much influence 
on the widely· differing results. 

Kingston, the capital of .Jamaica, by Ordinance No. 3 of 
1923, rates on Annual Value. The town is divided into Wards; 
there is one Common Roll of electors, whatever their colour, 
and women have votes at 25.· . 

The Bermuda capital, by Ordinance No. 33 of 1923, rates 
on Annual Value, and here the Mumcipality pays for and controls 
the police. 

Trinidad, too, by Cap. 224 of 1914, rates on Annual Value. 
The town is not divided into Wards, and again, there is a Cominon 
and not a Communal Roll of electors, whatever their community 

. or colour. In none of these cases is there any exemption of 
machinery from rates. . 

British Guiana, by Ordinance 44 <if 1918, rates on Capital 
Value. There is a Common Roll of electors-men only, who can 
""ad and write English. The Colony is unique in tnat aliens also 
1ia'l1e the Municipal franchL-e. 
• Mauritius also rates on Capital Value, with a limit of 1 per cent. 
of such value. This racially-mixed community also has a Common 
Roll,. but the Capital is divided into Wards. Males of 21 havt. 
the vote. 

The Seychelles, by. the Taxes Ordinance of 1907, gets the 
best of both worlds. There is a rate up to 1 per cent. (i .•.• 1 ·2d. 
in the £) on Capital Value, paid by the owner. (This becomes 
Rupees ·3 pe, acre in the unvalued counby parts). And there 
is an Annual Value Tax, not to exceed 4 per cent. of the rent 
paid, levied upon Town tenants. 

Sarawale, by the Municipal OrdinanCe of 1921, prefers Annual· 
Ve.1ues, but specifies the exemption of churches. 

at. Helena, Ord. 6 of 1906, is on Annual Value; but there 
is a Continental tonch in tbe considerable revenne ·derived from 



- Suva in Fiji is thoroughly Australian .. The MUnicipal Institu
tions Ordinance No.4 of 1909, as amended in 1924 (on the requl'st 
of the Council) levies all on the Unimproved Value of Land. The 
General Rate is not to exceed 5d. in the £, special rates not. to 
exceed 7d. There is no communal electorate, and all males over 
21 who can read, write and speak English have the vote. 

Tonga, on the other hand, by Ord. No. 3 of· 1923, confine~ 
itself to a straight Poll Tax of 4s. per head for Municipal purposes. 

Hongkong, by Ord. No.6 of 1901, rates on Annual Values with 
a good many extras. Only 13 per cent. of the Annual Value can 
be taken for the MUnicipality. 

'Singapore, by Ord. l3S of 1913, as amended up to 1925, has 
local taxes on cars, carts, bicycles, mules, do!lj, etc., and can levy 
a rate up to 25 per cent. on Annual Value. But here are two 
improvements-all machinery is exempt, and the Annual Value 
of unbuilt-on land is held to be 5 per cent. of its full selling value. 
The' Ordin'!J1ce also specifies that no compensation is to be paid 
for land taken to make new roads. . 

In the towns of Ceylon there is a Common Roll of electors 
(male). They rate on Annual Value, with a pleasing variety 
of additions on animals, professions, and tolls on passengers and 
produce. The influence of India is obvious. 

Both Singapore and Colombo need Land Value rating badly, 
as they are growing rapidly, and slums and suburban land values 
are excessive. 

lrak raises the money to manage Bagdad and Basra by rates 
on Annual Value, not to exceed 10 per cent. thereof. 

Palestine, by Ordinance 19 of 1924 and 45 of 1926, rates at 
present on Annual Value; but when the urban Wergo Tax is 
re-assessed, that and the rates will presumably go on to Capital 
Value. The Wergo Tax is a tax on the Capital Value of real 
estate as determined in a prehistoric valuation, and brought up-to
date only when the real estate changes hands by sale. It is to 1>e 
found in most ex-Turkish countries. 6 

Cyprus, by Ord. 6 of 1882, as amended in 1885, levies &n 
Annual Value; the Valuation is public. The franchise is purely 
Communal, Cluistian and Moslem, and, in contrast to Palestine, 
all males over 21 have the vote, if British or Ottoman subjects. 

Malta and Gibraltar seem to have no Municipal Ordinances or 
Acts. Presumably the administration is entirely centralised. . 

Turning to Mrica, Freetown Municipality in Sierra Leone 
rates on Annual Value by Cap. 80 of 1924. 

The Gold Coast in the same year passed the Municipal Cor
pora~ons Ordinance, which exemp~ land altogether. Only 
prenuses are rated and on Annual Value up to a limit of 20 per 
cent .. Empty houses are exempted as well as unused land. Further 
peculiar features are an option given to the Councils to levy a 
graduated snrcharge (up to 100 per cent. additional) on better 



built and more expensive premises; also the oWl1er and the 
occupier are each to pay half the rate. Finally, as a premium 
one would think on corruption, the Mayor and two Councillors 
are to act as valuers. 

Nigeria is at the other end of the scale. By the Assessment 
Ordinance of 1915, as amended in 1918, the Governor is to direct 
in each town whether Capital or Annual Value is to be taken 
for as..<esSment. Machinery is specifically exempted.' By the 
Townships Ordinance of 191;' the rate is not to exceed two
thirds per cent. if on Capital, nor 10 per cent. if on Annual Value. 
Nigeria alone of the Crown Colonies has a rudimentary local 
government outside the towns in the Northern Province. The 
native chief takes a percentage of tbe Land Value Tax paid to 
the State, and, by the advice of the Resident, spends it on public 
works. 

Northern Rhod8sia, as already related, rates on the unimproved 
value of land in Livingstone. 

NyassaJand, according to the Waterworks Ordinance of 1926, 
rates on the Capital Value of all buildings: The occupier pays, 
and 'unbuilt-on land apparently escapes altogether. But thiS is 
at present only a Water Rate. 

Zanzibar, by Ordinance 7 of 1924, rates on Annual Value. 
Tangariyika, with a perfectly sound Land Ordinance of 1923, 

whereby all land is held of the State, with security of tenure at 
revisable Land Value rents, has also a House Tax Ordinance of 
1922, which levies local rates on Annual Value and exempts 
unbuilt-on land altogether. 

Kenya, by the Nairobi (Rating of Unimproved Site Values) 
Ordinances of 1921, 1922 and 192(1, rates on Land Value (as a 
result of a request of the Council to the Colonial Office). The 
Rate is a first charge on the land, and is a liability of the owner 
alone. There is a limit of 2 per cent., but expenditure of local 
benefit may be charged additionally on the area benefiting. 
Tlle Rate Book is open to the public for 14 days, and the value 
of i11lprovements, if any, is not stated therein. 
• Uganda, by Cap. 49 of 1924, rates on Annual Value: but land 

used for agriculture is to be assessed at only one-quarter of its 
annual Value, since the native chiefs and landowners are very 
powerful in Uganda. 

Somaliland also has a Townships Ordinance of 1911. Municipal 
Councillors are appointed to value and rate up to 10 per cent. of 
the Gross Annual Value. Here machinery, of which there cannot 
be much, is exempt: and here also, empty houses are made to 
pay. The owners pay all rates. 

The Soudan is modelled on Egypt, and Khartoum levies for 
local purposes a multitude of tolls and taxes, including a house 
tax . 

. In this pamphlet, J am merely recording the various methods 
.. mnlnvlPct in th ... 'Rritill::h l4'tnn1ra +n. ,.a;~ .. +h", ft~C;l:;arv ",,,vIP"n,,, 



Snva in Fiji is thoronghly Australian.. The Municipal Institu
tions Ordinance No.4 of 1909, as amended in 1924 (on the requl'st 
of the Council) levies all on the Unimproved Value of Land. The 
General Rate is not to exceed 5d. in the [, special rates no," to 
exceed 7d. There is no communal electorate, and all males over 
21 who can read, write and speak English have the vote. 

Tonga, on the other hand, by Ord. No. 3 of- 1923, confine-; 
itself to a straight Poll Tax of 4s. per head for Municipal purposes. 

Hongkong, by Ord. No.6 of 1901, rates on Annual Values with 
a good many extras. Only 13 per cent. of the Annual Valn;: can 
be taken for the Municipality. 

'Singapore, by Ord. 135 of 1913, a5 amended np to 1925, bas 
local taxes on cars, carts, bicycles, mules, dor.;. etc., and can levy 
a rate np to 25 per cent. on Annual Value. But here are two 
improvements-all machin~ is exempt, and the Annual Valnc 
of unbuilt-on land is held to be 5 per cent. of its full sel1ing value. 
The' Ordinance also specifies that no compensation is to be paid 
for land taken to make new roads. 

In the towns of Ceylon there is a Common Roll of electors 
(male). They rate on Annual Value, with a pleasing variety 
of additions on animals, professions, and tolls on passengers and 
prodnce. The influence of India is obvious. 

Both Singapore and Colombo need Land Value rating badly, 
as they are growing rapidly, and slums and snburban land values 
are excessive. 

trak raises the money to manage Bagdad and Basra by rates 
on Annual Value, not to exceed 10 per cent. thereof. 

Palestine, by Ordinance 19 of 1924 and 45 of 1926, rates at 
present on Annual Value; bnt when the nrban Wergo Tax is 
re-assessed, that and the rates will presumably go on to Capital 
Valne. The Wergo Tax is a tax on the Capital Value of real 
estate as determined in a prehistoric valuation, and brought np-to
date ouly when the real estate changes hands by sale. It is to l>e 
found in most ex-Turkish countries. • 

Cyprus, by Ord. 6 of 1882, as amended in 1885, levies ~n 
Annual Valne; the Valuation is pnblic. The franchise is purely 
Communal, Cluistian and Moslem, and, in contrast to Palestine, 
all males over 21 have the vote, if British or Ottoman snbjects. 

Malta and GibraJtar seem to have no Mnnicipal Ordinances or 
Acts. Presumably the administration is entirely centralised. _ 

Turning to Africa, Freetown Municipality in Sierra Leone 
rates on Annual Value by Cap. 80 of 1924. 

The Gold Coast in the same year, passed the Municipal Cor
porations Ordinance, which exempts land altogether. Only 
premises are rated and on Annual Valne np to a limit of 20 per 
cent. Empty hooses are exempted as well as unused land. Further 
peculiar features are an option given to the Councils to levy a 
graduated surcharge (up to 100 per cent. additional) on better 



built and more expensive premises; also the owner and the 
occupier are each to pay half the rate. Finally, as a premium 
one would think on corrnption, the Mayor and two Councillor.; 
are to act as valuers. 

Nigeria is at the other end of the scale. By the Assessment 
Ordinance of 1915, as amended in 1918, the Governor is to direct 
in each town whether Capital or Annual Value is to be taken 
for assessment. Machinery is specifically exempted.' By the 
Townships Ordinance of 1917 the rate is not to exceed two
thirds per cent. if on Capital, nor 10 per cent. if on Annual Value. 
Nigeria alone of the Crown Colonies has a mdimentary local 
government outside the towns in the Northern province. The 
native chief takes a percentage of the Land Value Tax paid to 
the State, and, by the advice of the Resident, spends it on public 
works. 

Northern Rhodl!sia, as already related, rates on the unimproved 
value of land in Livingstone. 

NyassaJand, according to the Waterworks Ordinance of 1926, 
rates on the Capital Value of all buildings; The occupier pays, 
and 'unbuilt-on land apparently escapes altogether. But this is 
at present only a Water Rate. 

Zanzibar, by Ordinance 7 of 1924, rates on Annual Value. 
Tangariyika, with a perfectly sound !,and Ordinance of 1923, 

whereby all land is held of the State, with security of tenure at 
revisable !,and Value rents, has also a House Tax Ordinance of 
1922, which levies local rates on Annual Value and exempts 
unbuilt-on land altogether. 

Kenya, by the Nairobi (Rating of Unimproved Site Values) 
Ordinances of 1921, 1922 and 19~, rates on Land Value (as a 
result of a request of the Council to the Colonial Office). The 
Rate is a fitst charge on the land, and is a liability of the owner 
alone. There is a limit of 2 per cent., but expenditure of local 
benefit may be charged additionally on the area benefiting. 
Tbe Rate Book is open to the public for 14 days, and the value 
of illlprovements, if any, is not stated therein. 
• Uganda, by Cap. 49 of 1924, rates on Annual Value; but land 

used for agriculture is to be assessed at only one-quarter of its 
annual Value, since the native chiefs and landowner.; are very 
powerful in Uganda. 

Somaliland also has a Townships Ordinance of 1911. Municipal 
Councillors are appointed to value and rate up to 10 per cent. of 
the Gross Annual Value. Here machinery, of which there cannot 
be much, is exempt; and here also, empty houses are made to 
pay. The owners pay all rates. 

The Soudan is modelled on Egypt, aud Khartoum levies for 
local purposes a multitude of tolls and taxes, including a house 
tax . 

. In this pamphlet, J am merely recording the various methods 
employed in the British Empire to raise the necessary revenue 
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for local government. It is n" part of the task I have set myself 
to argue for one method or another, but merely to point out the 
infinite varietY tbat exists to-day. Just at this moment the 
Commi"Sion of Enquiry set up by Sir Edward Grigg, known as 
tbe Feetham Commission, has reported on precisely this subject 
in connection witb local government in Kenya. Generally speaking, 
Mr. Justice Feetbam has recommended the Transvaal system of 
levying local taxes-the option lying witb tbe Municipal Council 
as to how much should be levied upon land and how much upon 
improvements. It would be well if this careful and elaborate 
Report should be taken by tbe Colonial Office as a model for the 
Crown Colonies generally. Such an enquiry haS long been needed, 
and full advantage should be taken of it to bring other places 
up-to-date. To such a Report this pamphlet will, I pope, con
stitute a useful companion. 

THE POLICY OF THE BRITISH LABOUR PARTY ON LOCAL 
TAXATION. 

From the Resolutions passed II, the LaIJour Party Conference at 
Liyerpool in 1925. . 

.. This Conference believes that tbe right- solutian of the 
Land Problem remains tbe very foundation of Labour's work. 
. . . Land Values should be subject to taxation, in order to 
reduce the cost of land and minerals in the interests of trade and 
employment. -

.. Witb this object, it is proposed tbat an effective Land 
Valuation Department be re-established forthwitb, and a National 
Land Valuation put in hand .. This Valuation should be public, 
and should include all land and minerals. It should show :-

.. (ll The Unimproved, or site, Value, and 

.. (2 The Improved Value of land. 
.. The Valuation should be kept up-to-date, and all land shouJP 

be revalued at least once every five years." . • 
• 

.. The present Rating system penalises all improvements, and 
falls witb crushing weight upon the poorest localities. This 
Conference, therefore, demands that Local Authorities shall be 
given power to levy a local flat Rate, the amount of which they 
should be free to determine for themselves, on all Land Values 
witbin their area." 

U The Land Value Taxation should be regarded primarily as 
a means of:-

.. (ll Collecting the economic rent for the community . 

.. (2 Deflating Land Values, and so cheapening land. 
•• (3) Promoting the most profitable use of land; and 
.. (4) FaciJitating the acquisition of land by l'ublic 

Authorities. .. 



Leaden' Views. 
1. .. It is from the land that Lahour derives all the primary raw 
materials. It is the soil which the agriculturist needs, it contains 
the ores and the minerals of all our vast mining, quarrying, 
smelting trades; upon it must be built our factories, our ware
houses, our houses. If it were closed against us, every industry 
in the country would be paralysed and we should die. . 

.. Rent is a toll, not a payment for service. By rent, social 
values are transferred from social pools into private pockets; 
and it becomes the means of vast economic expMitation. Of this 
injustice Urban Land Values are conspicuous examples; and the 
practice of holding up land unpenalised by Rates, and of valuing 
for rating purposes far below purchase price, is. evidence not only 
of the political power exercised by landowners, but of the survival 
to this day of privileges to shirk public responsibilities claimed by 
them when they had the power, and continued by use and wont. 
. . . Rent is obviously a common resource. Differences in 
fertility and value of site must be equalised by rent, but it ought 
to go to cOmmon funds and be spent in the common interest."-

. Rt. Ron. J. Ramsay Macdonald in The Socialist Review. 

2. (al" With land free and men willing to work, can anyone 
set a limit to the extent of the wealth that might be enjoyed by 
all? Nature is bountiful-not niggardly-her reservoirs are full 
with the things that satisfy men's wants. Indeed, it is from the 
earth that we get all things; but so long as man is denied access 
to the source from whence wealth comes, starvation and un
employment will remain." 

(b) .. The Taxation of Land Values with, of course, the 
exemption of improvements, does not receive my support merely 
as a plan for raising additional revenue. It is designed to achieve 
far greater results. It seeks to open the way to the natural sources 
from which all wealth springs. The labour is here, and with it 
the will to work, but the land still lies locked in the grip of a 
ten\qous and unrelenting monopoly, while unemployment and 
poverty haunt US with a terrifying persistence. Is it to be wondered 
that the working classes of this country almost despair of better 
times? . . . Is labour never to achieve free access to Nature's 
bounteous storehouse 1. . . . These are the questions that 
must be answered before we can proceed in the direction of 
building up a society based upon universal brotherhood, anc1 no 
answer will satisfy the moral sense of the people that does not 
con~ain an admission of the right of a community to thrnw open 
the land and to take for the community the economic values 
created by the community. With a society thus firmly established 
upon the basis of economic justice, the spiritual and intellectual 
ideals without which a nation cannot live will have greater 
freedom of development."-

Rt. Hon. Arthur Henderson 
(Secretary of the Labour Party l, Oxford. August, 1923 
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that the working classes of this country almost despair of better 
times 1 . . . Is labour never to achieve free access to Nature's 
bounteous storehouse 1. . . . These are the questions that 
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building up a society based upon universal brotherhood, and no 
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DOCUMENTS 
RELATING TO THE LIBERAL PARTY. 

Begilll1ing of the General Strike. 
The stoppage in the Coal Mining industry began at midnight 

m Friday, April 30th. 
The General Council of the Trades Union Congress met in 

London on Saturday, May 1st, and decided to call a General 
5trike at midnight on Monday, May 3rd, if no prospect of settle
nent had appeared in the meantime. 

The Cabinet continued negotiations with the Trades Union 
Council on Sunday, May 2nd, but late that night intimated that 
negotiations must cease until the proposal for a General Strike 
had been abandoned. 

The General Strike began at midnight on Monday, May 3rd. 

Division of Opinion in the Liberal Party. 
Shadow Cablnat, May 3rd. 

On Monday, ~lay 3rd, there was a meeting of the Liberal 
Shadow Cabinet, at which there was a full attendance, including 
Lord Oxford and Mr. Lloyd George. It was the ", united 
opinion" of this meeting that the General Strike was of such 2 
nature that" society was bound, with all.the resources at its com
-nand, to make certain of victory" over it. (See Lord Oxford's 
ctler of June 1st, below.) 

Lord Oxford's .a.saga, Published In tha .. British Gazatta," May 8th. 
There could be no greater misunderstanding of the attitude of our 

leople at this moment than to suppose that it implies any hostility to 
:he right of combination in industry. Strikes and lock-outs, though 
they always inflict a certain amount of inconvenience on the public, may 
tle, and often are, in the last resort justifiable and even necessary. 
But the ·c~illlenge which has now been thrown down and taken lip is of 
• totall) different kind. 

A General Strike, such as that which it is being sought to enforce, 
is directly aimed at the daily'life of the whole community. The people 
who suffer the least from it are the capitalists and the plutocrats. They 
h:,ve at their command the .. hole apparatus of opulence, and the petty 
d.scomforts to which they are exposed are not more than pin-pricks, ' 
easily endured, rapidly forgotten. 

The real victims of a General Strike are what is called the Com
mon People-the men and women who have to labour hard day by day 
for their own livelihood and that of their children, for whom cheap and 
regula~ transport between their homes and their work is a prime 
neceSSity, and to whom any contraction in the supply, or rise in the 
icost, of the necessaries and simpler comforts of life means privation 



and even want. It is they who in the long run bear the burden and IX 
the price. 

We should have lost all sense of self-respect if we were to allo 
any section of the community at its own will, and for whatever motive 
to bring to a standstill the industrial and social life of the whole natio, 
It would be to acquiesce in the substitution for Free Government. 
a Dictatorship. This the British people will never do. 

We desire at the earliest moment the resumption of negotiatior 
to bring peace and reconstruction to our coalfields. But the anti-soci, 
weapon, which has been so unadvisedly drawn, must first he sheathed. 

OXFORD AND ASQUITH. 

'Lord Crey's Massaga. Published In the .. British C ••• tt .... May 8th. 
The General Strike has raised an issue in which the question c 

miners' wages is submerged. The issue now is not what the wages c 
miners should be, but whether democratic Parliamentary Governmeo 
is to be overthrown. It is by this democratic Government that libert 
has been won, and by this alone can it be maintained. 

The alternatives are Fascism Or Communism. Both of these ar 
hostile and fatal to liberty. Neither of them allows a free Press, fre, 
speech, or freedom of action, not even the freedom to strike. It rna: 
well be that the majority of those who decreed the General Strike di, 
not intend, and do not desire, to overthrow Parliamentary Government 
but their action has threatened it, and the issue must now be decide. 
in favour of free Constitutional Government before any other question~ 
can be dealt with. 

The trouble in the mines is not that employers or men are ex· 
orbitant; it is the poverty of the industry that is ruining owners an( 
.depressing miners' wages. The money is not there. The trouble car 
only be overcome by sacrifices on both "ides for a time to tide over tho 
.crisis, and by co-operation to put the industry on a better footing. 

The misfortune of the General Strike is threefold. It has raised 
an issue in which the interest of the miners is lost to sight; it is 
destroying the good will without which our depressed industries cannot 
Tecover; it is impoverishing the whole country and thereby making 
settlement in. the mining industry more difficult, and it is bound to 
increa.se the s~~rinlJ that already exists in all the depressrd'trades, 
of which the mining Industry is only one. , 

Every day of the strike is making the future certainly worse for 
everybody, worse for wage-eamers as well as for employers. 

It is said that the mining dispute was on the eve of settlement. I 
will not add to bitterness by asking who was to blame for breaking elf 
negotiations. Recriminations about the past are worse than use1ess 
now. We are concerned with the facts of the present and the dark 
prospect of the future. 

Two things are clear-the first is that the community must work 
together at all cost~ to avert revolution and preserve constitutional 
methods; the other IS that the only counsel to save our industries is; 
U End the strike and get back to negotiations." 

GREY OF FALLODON. 
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IIr. Lloyd Coor •• Doolin .. to Attend the lIext 1l00Un. of the 
" Shadow Cabinet." 

HI8 Letter to the Chief Whip. 

Dear Godfrey Collins, . Churt, May loth. 
I regret I cannot see my way to attending to-day's •. Shadow .. 

Cabinet. When I first received the invitation I was under the impres
sion we were called together to discuss the policy of the party in view 
of the grave national emergency which had arisen. 

Since then, however, declarations have been made in, the Govern
ment Press and by the leader of the party and others wielding great 
authority in the party committing us without previous consultati6i .. • ; 
a point of view to which I feel obliged most regretfUllY. to ~fii 'to cort-

I havl; a:lways deprecated a General Strike, and I am ~ ~ ~.I find 
porting the Government in emergency measures to defen I '" ·~'tical 
order and to enable the nation to go·on without privation, U ti f;I 
said so explicitly in the House of Commons. ':' 

But that does not involve a declaration that negotiations \ 
should be conditional on an unreserved withdrawal of the) 
Strike. Nor does it mean that we should concentrate criticis 
T. V.C. for their blunder while we abstain from condemning thL. ._ 
ment for breaking off negotiations after the T. V.C. had accepted a 
formula drafted by the Government and whilst they were actually 
engaged in pressing its acceptance on the miners. . 

The Daily Mail incident was a poor excuse for terminating peace 
negotiations when they seemed to be on the point c>f maturing. 

The acrlc>n of the Government was precipitate, unwarrantable; and 
mischievous. But for that we might now have had peace. 

At any rate, we should not have been passing through a General 
Strike with all the terrible consequences which it may involve. For if 
the miners had refused the terms pressed upon them by the T.V.C., the 
latter could nc>t have called a General Strike in support of them. 

I therefore cannot see 1110/ way to join in declarations which condemn 
the General Strike while refraining from criticism of the Government, 
who are equally, if not more, responsible. and I do also think that if we 
support the Government in an absolute refusal to negotiate until the 
General.Strike is called off, the struggle may be a prolonged one, and 
the dama~e to the nation may well be irreparable. 

I ",~efer the Liberal policy of trusting to conciliation rather than 
to force. 

On the question of a practical policy. I am entirely if> accord with 
the proposals put forward by the Archbishop of Canterbury on behalf 
of himself and the other leaders of the Christian Churches in this land 
in his Lambeth declaration. 

(I) That an effort should be made to get back to the status quo 
of hefore the Government broke off negotiatlons. 

(2) That both strike and lock-out should be called off. 
. (3) That the Governmen.t should continue the subsidy pending nego

babons and for the short time necessary to give effect to them. 
Ever si.ncerely yours, D. LLOYD GEORGE. 
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Lord Oxford's Letter to Mr, Lloyd Ceorg., 
44, Bedford Square, \V.C.I, May 20th. 

My dear Lloyd George, . 
I have refrained from writing to you until the Strike was over, an, 

the life of the country had resumed its normal course. 
I should not be doing my duty as Leader of the Liberal Party if 
not now convey to you my regret at the course which you hav, 
ued in the greatest domestic crisis which the country has had Ie 
ront in YOLlr time or mine. 

need not remind you that on the day when the General Strik. 
y declared was about to come into operation-Monday, May 3" 
r1iscussed with our colleagues at a meeting of the " Shadow ' 

i\.q~t tile proper attitude of the Liberal Party. We were all of u, 
',cal of some of the steps which, in the origin and progress of tho 

m~al Dispute, the C.oyccnmel)t .had taken, or omitted to take. BUI 
'we were united in our determination to condemn and to join with suet 
influence as we could exercise or command in resisting the ill-advisee 
resort of the Trade Union Council to the anti-social campaign of I 
General Strike. 

The next day, May 4th, I took the first opportunity open to me te 
declare and explain in the House of Lords what I had then eve.., 
reason to believe, and still believe, to be the practically unanimous judg· 
ment of our party. I have read over my speech, and I find in it nothing 
to qualify Or amend. 

I did not fail to point out that in my opinion a better use mighl 
have been made by the Government of the respite of nine months 
purchased by the subsidy for the maturing of constructive proposals 
in the Coal Dispute. But I urged as strongly as I could that this was 
not the moment for criticism of the past in any of its aspects, and that 
our paramount duty was to concentrate on the task 01 frustrating the 
common danger which threatened the whole nation. I added two 01 

three practical suggestions towards the attainment of peace. 
A few days later, when we were in the thick 01 the conflict. I 

addre .. ed through the only available organ, The Bntish Gaulle, a 
short message to help to hearten the mass of the people in their 
splendid struggle against the coercion of a new Dictatorshill. Lord 
Grey wrote in the same sense, and a powerful contributiOl1' to a rig-ht 
understanding of the case was made by Sir John Simon in the House 
of Commons. 

None of these declarations were in any sense unsympathetic to the 
miners, still less were they hostile to the principles or the legitimate 
activities of trade unions, which Liberal legislation has done so murh 
in the past to safeguard. 

I summoned another meeting- of the" Shadow .. Cabinet on Monda,', 
May loth. All my colleagues attended with the notable exception of 
yourself. The reasons lor your absence. as set out in a letter dated the 
same morning', seemed to me to be whollv inadf'quate. 

The main ground alleged was that declarations have been mad .. in 
the Government Pr"". bv the Leader of the Party (i.e., mvselO .nd 
other Liberals of authority from which ~'0lJ lelt obli~ed to dissent. You 
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added that you could not see your way .. to join in declarations which 
condemned the General Strike, while refraining from criticism of the 
Goverrunent, who are equally, if not more responsible." 

Whether you were or were not at this time aware of the terms of 
my speeLh in the House of Lords, I do not know. Thoogh for the 
moment full and accurate reporting had (as I think, most short-sightedly) 
been rendered impossible, yet the gist of what I said could easily have 
been ascertained. 

I legard this as a very grave matter. We had reached the most 
critical moment of the Strike. It was, in my judgment, the primary duty 
of all who were re&ponsible for Liberal policy, and certainly not least of 
the Chairman of the Parliamentary Party in the House of Commons, at 
such a time to meet together for free and full discussion, and to con
tribute their counsels to the common stock. Your refusal to do so I find 
impossible to reconcile with my conception of the obligations of political 
comradeship. 

I shoold have been glad to stop at this point. Your &peeches in the 
House of Commons were, of necessity, so scantily and inadequately 
reported that I make no comment upon them. 

But I cannot pass by without notice the article which, entirely on 
your own accGunt, you thought it right, when it was above all things 
necessary to demonstrate the essential unity of the country, to contribute 
to the American Press. 

I have now had the opportunity of reading the full text. It contains 
a desponding, though highly-coloured, picture of our national straits. 
It predicts a lang duration of the conflict, and the ultimate wearing down 
of the 9teadfastness of our people through" worry about their vanishing 
trade. II . 

I cannot but deplore that such a presentation of the case should have 
been offered to the outside world, on the authority of an ex-Prime 
Minister of Great Britain and the Chairman of the Liberal Parliament31'1 
Party. 

It gives me real pain to have to write this letter. As you well know, 
it is not dictated by personal feelings. 

, Yours sincerely (signed) 
OXFORD. 

Mr. Lloyd George's Reply. 
• 25, Old Queen Street, Westminster, S.W.I. 

May 24th, 1926. 
My DEAR OXFORD,-I have given very careful consideration to your 

letter, and have done my utmost to prevent its unusual tone from 
jeflecting calm judgment on its contents. 

Since we decided two and a-half years ago to effect reunion amongst 
the divided forces of LiberaHsm, I have done my best in every way to 
make that reunion under your leadership an effective reality, and if open 
dissension is once more to be promoted in our ranks the responsibility 
must rest elsewhere. If it must come, let us be clear as to what the 
eonllict is about, and whether it is on an issue of principle or on points 
,f a purely personal character. 

As I understand the gravamen of your letter, it coosists of a charge 
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that, in criticising the Government and urging a return to negotiation. 
during the progress of the strike, I was pursuing a course which wa, 
unworthy of my position in the party, and which contrasts unfavourabl) 
with the action of Lord Grey, Sir John Simor>, and yourself, and that 11 
calls for solemn rebuke and repudiation from you as Leader of the Party. 

As to my criticisms of the Government, they were mainly contained 
in two speeches, both delivered before the strike actually began: one 
was delivered at Cambridge on Saturday, May 1St, and the other in the 
House of CornmOIl6 on the following Monday. As to the former, may 
I remind you that, at the meeting of the Liberal .. Shadow " Cabinet 
on May 3rd, summoned specially to consider the line to be adopted by 
the Liberal Party in face of the impending General Strike, you and my 
other colleagues expressed warm approval of the line I took in my 
Cambridge speech? 

It was the only speech delivered by a Liberal leader which was at all 
fairly reported, and as the Liberal .. Cabinet " approved of the declara
tions contained in it, I will summarise them. I took three points in the 
following order :-

(I) The Government of the day must be supported in any action it 
may take to defend order and to preserve the essential services. .. The 
nation must come first, and all the time. " 

(2) The Government by their delays and dawdlings are primarily 
responsible for the present situation. It had been" all talking and no 
tackling. " 

(3) Let them get on with negotiations aDd for the first time really 
tackle the job. 

Although negOtiations had then been broken off by the Govern
ment and a general strike was imminent, no one at this important 
Liberal Council which settled our policy suggested that the uncon
ditional surrender of the strikers should precede tbe resumption of 
negotiations. 

From the line tben taken I have never deviated in speecb or writing. 
Fortified by the assent of my colleagues, I spoke in tbe same sense that 
afternoon in my speecb in the House of Commons and in my observa
tions from the chair at the meeting of the Party. I deprecated the 
general strike and the conduct of the negotiations by the Government, 
but as I was p!eading for conciliation and a renewal of nego}ilf.ions I 
spoke of the mIstakes made bv both parties with much restramt, 

. ~fter the strike !:.ad a~tually commenced, I directed only two 
CrttlClSlllS at the GovernmenL I complained that the Ministerial Editor 
of t~e egregious B,;tish Gazette-the only means of communicating 
Parham~ntary Debates to the public-had completely suppressed your 
speecb m the House of Lords in the official Government journal, a 
speech, by the way, in which, as you pointed out in your letter. you 
had, after the strike had started severelv condemned the Government for 
their misbandling of tbe situ~tion and put forward suggestions for 
which I am reproved. 

All !'!y protests, ~wever, resulted merely that on the following day 
the BntlSh Gautte mserted a few lines tom from their context and 
giving no kind of idea of wbat you had proposed as a means of settle-
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.ent. I then endeavoured, with the assistance of the three Editors of 
1e London Liberal papers, to have that speech reproduced in an 
.dependent paper, and on that failing, succeeded in publishing the 
ital suggestions of it in one of them. 

I afterwards called attention to the action of the Government in 
uppressing the appeal for resumption of negotiations issued by the 
.rcbbisbop of Canterbury on bebalf of himself and the other Leaders 
f the Christian Churches. 

Apart from these two criticisms my two speeches during the strike 
'ere confined to a support of the emergency measures taken by lhe 
iovernment; .to a plea that these powers should be exercised with 
.oderation and impartiality; and to a support of the Archbishop's 
ppeal for an immediate resumption of negotiations on the basis of 
ailing off the General Strike, a reopening of the mines, and a temporary 
ubsidy. 

These proposals were iilentical with those embodied in a document 
repared by Sir John Simon, approved by the " Shadow" Cabinet, 
od by the Liberal Parliamentary Party, He summarised them subse
uently in his second speech in the House of Commons--a summary 
,hich was also mutilated in the Government organ, which appeared to 
ave adopted the policy that no Liberal statement should be issued 
"eept assertions that we were falling- in behind the Conservative Party, 
nd had no constructive policy to offer at all. 

In what respect do these proposals differ from the policy I urged 
pon the Government? 1 was giving expression throughout to an 
lementary Liberal principle that foree was no remedy. I applied it 
npartially to strikers and Government. 

In both the Boer War and the Great War the Liberal Party dis
vowed the policy of refusing to announce terms or to engage in parleys 
pr peace until there had first been an unconditional surrender. On 

rth occasions that attitude was regarded as a Die-Hard policy. 
But I gather you do not base your censure of my conduct on the 

>eeches I delivered, as you state that you have had no opportunity of 
,,-using them. The only one you read-the Cambridge speech-you 
<pressed approval of. The other speeches will be found in Han.ard 
'hen published, and as they are the only words I uttered in public during 

f 
strike:, I am entitled to ask why they were not, at least, rEad before 

was I)ondemned for the course I pursued. 
It is true I did not attend a meeting of the Liberal " Shad.)w ., 

abinet on May loth. I sent, however, from the country a full summary I my suggestions concerning the crisis addressed to Sir Godfrey Collins, 
,th which I believe you entirely agreed. I append a copy for your 
:rusal. It represents quite fairly the position I took. 

~
May I point out that I 'have been a more regular attendant at the 
hadow .. Cabinet meetings than any other of your leading colleag-ues. 
say we were" to meet together for a full and free discussion, and to 

tribute our counsels to the common stock." I thought we had 
'ded on our course of action during the strike at the Cabinet held on 
3rd. I took the decision arrived at then as my guidance, and I never 
arted rrom the direction then given. 
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On this occasion I thought decision had been prejudged by the ar 
nouncernents in the British Gazette which I considered a complete depa. 
ture from our agreed policy-announcements which bear no kind ( 
relationship to the Liberal policy as outlined by you, and which th 
Government had previously suppressed. They had been issued to th 
Government Press without any previous consultation amongs-t us, btl 
I feared it was too late to amend them and that it would be wiser fc 
me not· to come up from the country merely to criticise a policy to whic 
we had already been committed by these fresh declarations, but to sen, 
a letter expressing my view. 

A discussion under these conditions might lead to . friction over 
situation which was in its nature temporary. I need hardly explain the 
no discourtesy was intended towards you. I was only anxious to avoil 
the unpleasantness of provoking discussion upon the communications 0 

you and other of my colleagues which appeared in a paper which h", 
previously refused to publish your full ideas on the subject. 

It was too late to do anything but exhibit differences, when I hope, 
that in a few weeks the whole controversy would have blown over. 
made 110 public comment on any of the declarations as representing ani: 
half the policy on which we had agreed. 

I know how difficult it has been during the past two and a-half year 
to avoid tensions. I have done my best to prevent any outbreak, bu 
often at the cost of some humiliation. 

As to whether it would have been wiser for me to risk friction, aoc 
attend that meeting, there may be some difference of opinion; bu 
seeing that amongst those who condemn my action are men who habitu 
ally disregard your invitation, my failure to attend on this occasiOl 
hardly justifies so provocative a document as you have addressed to on, 
of your colleagues. 

It is within your knowledge that this was not the first occasion 01 
which decisions have been taken on matters of serious importance to tho 
party without my having had any previous opportunity of expressing an) 
opinion on the subject. 

As to my American article, you clearly cannot have read it with an) 
care. It was one of the fortnightly articles I contribute to the Press 01 
many countries, the first garbled reports of which did not appear in rhi, 
country until the strike was well over. It was there misreprrslnted ul 
to the point of inventing sentences I never wrote. It was writtew on th. 
first da)' of the strike. I only give my first impression of it from whal 
I saw-an impression which corresponded with that of scores of article! 
which were printed in the American papers, and which was a sub.tan· 
tially correct description of what was actually happening. 

I do not profess to discuss the merits of the dispute. The con· 
c1uding words fairly summarise its contents :_ 

" Up to now it is in essence an industrial dispute over wages, 
unfortunately complicated by this • sympathetic strike.' There is no 
revolutionary purpose animating the union leaders, who are now in 
charge. There has so far been no bloodshed there has been no inter
ference with property, and no personal viol"';ce. The whole influence 
of the etrike leaders will be exerted in the interest. of law aDd order. 
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Let us trust that a settlement will be reached wbilst calm and restraint 
are being maintained on both sides. There are grave ris.ks in the w.boie 
situation. I put my faith on British coolness and m the BntlSh 
Parliament. " . 

Is not this an element which has been regarded with astonishment 
and admiration throughout the whole wocld? 

The Manchester Guardian, in its issue of Friday, May 21St, sum
marises the position in the following wocds :-

.. It is just such an article as any sensible and moderately minded 
man might have written, and though it is unlikely that Mr. Churchill 
would have permitted its publication in the British Gaeette, the Arch
bishop of Canterbury would certainly have been ready to give it his 
blessing. ' I 

I am content with this opinion on my article expressed by the most 
honoured and venerated figure in British journalism. 

You complain that I predict a prolonged struggle unless the public 
and Parliament intervene to protect our damaged trade. Are you sure 
the industrial struggle even now will not be prolonged unless .. Parlia
ment takes a hand, II as I put it? 

I point out that the miners are accustomed to prolonged strikes. 
You and I have had a painful experience of that fact. It is true I 
assumed that the Trade Union Council would stand by the miners to 
the end. There I miscalculated. But was it so outrageous an 
assumption as to deserve censure? The net result of a failure to press 
negotiations has been this deadlock so disastrous to our trade at home. 

In conclusion, I again ask if there is to be another schism in the 
party, one would like to know what it i6 about. Is it on a question of 
policy? If so, what? 

It cannot be anything I have written to America. So far as I know, 
we exercise- no censorship in the Liberal Party on each other's books 
or publications. Is it my abS€.nce from one " Shadow tt Cabinet 
meeting. not to create dissension amongst my colleagues? Surely thh 
is an inadequate reason for commencing a fresh feud in the Liberal 
Party. 

Is it because before the strike began I offered the same criticism of 
the Government cooduct of negotiations as you tendered during the 
progr~s .. of the strike, or that I pressed upon the House of Commons 
the .... nd coun;;"l. offered to the nation by the leaders of t\:le Christian 
Churches? Th.s.s surely unthinkable. 

From that advice, which the Liberal Cabinet endorsed at its 
May 3rd meeting, I did not recede and I cannot now repudiate it. 
Throughout this grave national trouble I have given what I considered 
to be the best advice to my countrymen as one who has taken part 
often in the accommodation of industrial disputes in CampbeU-Banner
man's Government, YOUI'5, and my own. 

I need hardly say I shall be prepared to meet Y9\l and the rest of 
my colleagues to discuss the whole position if you consider such a dis
cussion will be helpful to the Party. 

Ever sincerelv, 
(Signed) D. LLOYD GEORGE. 
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Extract from Lord Crey's Speech at the National L1b ... al Club, May 28th • 

.. When you were first kind f!nough to make these arrangements at 
the National Liberal Oub the intention was that I should make some 

_ reflections upon the industrial crisis through which we have passed, and 
express some thoughts about the future. We were thinking not of the 
future of any party but of the future of this country. I do not propose 
to put this meeting to any purpose otber than that for which it was 
intended. But I cannot, of course, ignore what has recently appeared in 
the papers altogether, the letters of Lord Oxford and Mr. Lloyd George. 
But I will only refer to them for the purpose of defining my own personal 
position without arguing about it. I must say where I stand. The justi
fication may be reserved for another occasion. I stand entirely with and 
behind Lord Oxford. Everyone knows enough to know that he has 
been through most trying times, always the most patient and chivalrous 
of colleagues. If there are and have been difficulties inside the Liberal 
Party they are not difficulties of his making. Those of us who have 
been closely associated with him feel that the surprise is not that some
thing shculd have appeared now, but that it has been so long delayed. 
More than that I will not say, because no doubt the difficulties in the 
party and what has happened will be the subject of further comment on 
other occasions. I felt, however, it was necessary for me to define my 
own personal position. It 

Lord Oxford'S Letter to 81r Codfrey Collins. 
44, Bedford Square, W.C.I. 

June 1st, 1926. 
My DEAR GODFREY COLLINs,-I address these few lin.,.. to you that 

there may be no doubt in the minds of the rank and 61e of the party, as to 
the line which I have taken in recent transactions, or as to my present 
position. 

I will deal first with the General Strike, and next "'ith the Coal 
dispute. The General Strike attacked some of the root principles of 
Liberalism-the supremacy of Parliament, the freedom of the Press, the 
right of the individual man to carry on his work, the protection of the 
elementary liberties of the whole community against the organised 
invasion of a self-constituted dictatorship. It was in fact a war against 
society, in which society was bound with all the resources at. if.; com
mand to ma.ke certain of victory. This was the united opinion."f the 
Liberal leaders who met in the .. Shadow .. Cabinet on May 3rd. It 
was the view to which I gave emphatic expression, at the earliest oppor
tunity, in my speech in the House of Lords the following day. 

Later on in the same week both I and Lord Grey sent messages 
through the only available organ, the lhitish Ga~ette, which were 
framed with the sole object of encouraging and stimulating the magnifi
cent efforts of the nation. They were sent (of necessity) without any 
preceding consultation either between ourselves or our colleagues as was 
Mr. L10vd George's simultaneous communication to the American Press. 

I summoned a further meeting of the .. Shadow .. Cahinet for Mav 
.oth in order that we might explore again the possible roads to an ulti
mate settlement of the Coal dispute. Mr. Lloyd George dedined to 
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attend the meeting (in a letter oot marked .. private ") on the g(ound 
[hat the messages sent by myself anel others were" declarations of policy 
made in the Government Press " from which he dissented, and that 
denunciations on our part of the strike ought to be accompanied by 
denunciations of the Government, who were" equally if not more respon
sible." 

The .. Shadow " Cabinet is the substitute when the leaders of a party 
are in opposition, for the actual Cabinet when they are in ollice, and it 
has always been understood that membersbip of it involves similiar 
obligations. I have sat in many Cabinets under various Prime Ministers, 
and I have not known one of them who would not have treated such a 
communication from a colleague, sent at such a time, as equivalent to a 
resignation. I certainly so regarded it. Nor was the difference of atti
tude and policy which it announced one that in my judgment could be 
smoothed away, as a trivial matter of transient importance. It was cIsar. 
and clean cut. If the leaders of the Liberal Party as a body had adopted' 
Mr. Lloyd George's view, we should have been doing our best to weaken 
the . authority of the Government, which was for the moment the em
bodiment and organ of the natiOJ1a1 self-defence against the g-ravest 
domestic danger which has threatened the country in our time. We felt 
that we were trustees of the traditions of the party and were under a 
special responsibility to see that it played a part worthy of its past. 

I did not think it necessary to reply to Mr. Lloyd George's letter 
until after the General Strike was recalled. My answer, which like his 
letter of May 10th, was in no sense a private communication, was not 
published until I had waited for the best part of five days for a reply. I 
need hardly say that it was written on my own initiative, and that I 
take full responsibility for it. 

There is no· question here of U excommunication " or U ostracism." 
There is no such process known in the Liberal Party. The leader of 
a party is neither a Pope nor an autocrat; but he has always claimed 
and exercised full liberty of choice as to his colleagues and advisers. 
Mr. Lloyd George, in the exercise of his own judgment, and for reasons 
of w~ich I am the last to question the gravity, chose to separate him
self, In the most formal manner, from our deliberations in a moment of 
great emcrg-ency. He was not driven out; he refused to come in. 

I c"",," now to the coal dispute. It is a complete and wilful travesty 
of the "acts to repre~nt those who, like m}'6elf and the large majority 
of my colle~gues, dlff~red from Mr. Lloyd George's attitude on the 
~eneral Strike, as hav10g adopted and pursued, in regard to the coal 
dispute, what is absurdly called an anti-Liberal or reactionary line. We 
are accused, I see, by some of our new monitors in the Press of being 
content with ." sterile platitudes" and "constitutiona:l pedantries." 
In m)' speech 10 t~e House of Lords, I pointed out in a practical spirit 
the hnes upon which, as soon as the General Strike had been cleared 
o~t ~f the way, roads might be found to a peaceful and practicable 
wmd1Og-up of the quarrel between the coalowners and the miners. 
Some of ,:"Y suggestions were subsequently adopted in substance by 
the Archbishop of Canterbury and those associated with him Others 
and in particular my advocacy of a return to the precedent ~et by my 
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own Liberal Government in '9'2, when we stepped over the heads 0 

both the recalcitrant parties to the dispute with legislation of our own 
are, I believe, now regarded by practically all Liberals, and by man, 
who belong to no party, as still indicating the most hopeful way to 
settlement. The attempt to claim for any section 01 Liberals a mono 
po1y of interest, or of constructive suggestion, in this or in any othe 
department 01 social and industrial reform, is wholly unwarranted il 
fact. 

In conclusion, I must add a few words as to my own persona 
position. I see that it is insinuated that I have been the, perhap 
passive, vehicle of personal animosities. My record in these matters i 
weB known to my fellow-countrymen, and I can afford to disregan 

,base imputations upon my honour. I am this month completing fort: 
'years of service to the Liberal Party. For a considerable part of tho 
time I have been its Leader, and I have honestly striven, during the las 

"two years, to recreate and to revive the broken fabric of Liberal unity 
It has been a burdensome, and in some of its aspects, a thankless ta ... k 
I will not continue to hold the leadership for a day unless I am satisfie, 
that I retain in full measure the confidence of the party. 

Yours sincerely t 
OXFORD. 

Letter to Lord Oxford Signed by Twelvo Membo.. 0' the Liberal Shado. 
Cabinet. 

June 1st, 1926. 
DEAR LORD OXFORD,-We cannot allow you to bear the whole brun 

of the criticism which has been directed against you on the ground c 
your letter to Mr. Lloyd George. It is due to you that we should sa 
unreservedly that we support Ihe course which you, after endles 
patience and life-long service to Liberalism, have felt obliged to takE 
Since Mr. Lloyd George broke up the first Coalition and became Prim 
Minister, he has played many parts, and when he rejoined you at th 
General Election of 1923, it was obvious to everybody that nothin, 
could make this reunion effective, except a willingness to forget pa~ 
differences and an identity both in machinery and in single-minde 
devotion to the party. We have done our best to follow your lead i 
securing these objects, and your own forbearance and chivalry ar 
known to every Liberal; but Mr. Lloyd George has insisted up&. r.etai, 
ing separate headquarters and a separate fund. He discouraged t~ 
putting forward of more than 300 Liberal candidates at the last electior 
and his methods have often made us suspect that he has not abandone 
the idea of a new Coalition. 

His action during the recent General Strike has to be regarded i 
. the light of this record. It is obvious to us that his letter to Sir Godfre 
ColJins was written with an eye to its possible future use, if events ha 
turned out as he anticipated in his communications to the foreign Pres! 
When the strike was over, he stated at L1andudno Junction (May ,(,Ih) 
.. During the progress of the General Strike, I refrained from urgin 
criticism as t'D the past. The nation had to concentrate on fighting t~ 
stranglehold." It is astonishing that Mr. Lloyd George should ha. 
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persuaded himself that this version represents hiOti..... .' S 
. \~~.~--,,' 

letter to Sir Godfrey Collins (May loth), reflJ!h1.g- ~ I ou, he 
wrote :-" I cannot""'" my way to join in declara!ll*s."I;hich condemn 
the General Strike while refraining from criticism of the,Covernment, 
who are equally, if aot. more, responsihle." '. \ 

Practical suggestions for delaling with the Coal dispute are well;pmed 
by all of us and have heen made by none more clearly and usefully than 
yourself; but it seems to us t? be. pure opportunism ~o tau.nt the G~rn
ment, as Mi". Lloyd George did rune months ago, wIth b"'ng '" afraId of 
facing cold steel "; to refuse to meet his colleagues at the crisis of the 
strike on the ground that he was opposed to the demand for uncon
ditionai withdrawal; and, when that withdrawal took place, to tell his 
constituents that he was always in favour of the policy that he refused 
to discuss with you. The difficulties of co-operatiOll in such circum
stances are well known to you and to us, although they may no\ be 
always appreciated by the general public. \ 

We should therefore think ourselves failing in the duty which we owe 
to you, and to the Liberal Party, to say nothing of the affection an\:! 
admiration with which we regard you, if we did not make it plain where 
we stand. We have done our best in the interests of Liberalism to work 
with Mr. Lloyd George in the councils of the party, but we cannot feel 
surprised at your feeling that confidential relations are impossible with 
one whose instability destroys ccnfidence. . 

GREY OF FALLODON. 
JOHN SIMON. 
WALTER RUNCIMAN. 
LINCOLNSHIRE. 
BUCKMASTER. 
BUXTON. 

Yours sincerely, 

DONALD MACLEAN. ,. 
COWDRAY. 
VIVIAN PmLLIPPs. 
GEOFFREY HOWARD. 
W. M. R. PRINCLE. 
GODFREY P. COLLINS. 

Pl'l.ntl!d by LoUSY BR0THBR8 LnuftD, 50, Sootbwarlr. Bridge Road, S.E.1 
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